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ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY

OF THE

CONNECTICUT ACADEMY OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

By Gift and Exchange from Sept. 1, 1912, to Aug. 31, 1914.

Aix-ex-Provexce.—Universite.

Faciilte des lettres. Annales. IV, 3-4. 1910.

Faculte de droit et des lettres. Annales. V, 1912.

Albany.—Neio York state museum.

Annual report. LXIV, 1910, III; LXV, 1911, I-IV.

Altenbueg, S. a.—Ifaturforschende Gesellscliaft des Osterlandes.

Mitteilungen. XV. 1912.

Ames, Oakes. Orchidaceae, vol. IV.

Amiens.—Academie des sciences, des lettres et des arts.

Memoires. LVIII-LIX. 1911-12.

Societe Linneenne dii Nord de la France.

Bulletin. XX, 394-404. 1910-11.

Amsterdam.—K. Akademie van loetenschappen.

Jaarboek. 1911.

Section of sciences. Proceedings. XIV-XV.

Verliandelingen. Sectie I, XI, 3-6; Sectie II, XVII, 1-6.

Verslagen van de vergaderingen. Deel XX, 1, XXII, 2. 1911-13.

MaatscJutppij tot nut van t'algemeen.

Jaarboek. 1912-14.

Mededeelingen. XI, XII.

Publications. 100.

Eapport. 1913.

Vergadering. 1913-14.

Meteorologisch itistituut.

Annuaire. 1911-12, A-B.

Mededeelingen en verhandelingen. CII, 13, 15-17.

Publications. 93, 96.

Angers.—Societe Nationale d'agriculture, sciences et arts.

Memoires. S6r. V, T. XIV-XV. 1911-12.



VIII CONNECTICUT ACADEMY

Antwerp.—Acadiniie Royale d'archeologie de Belgique.

Aniiales. Ser. VI. LXIII, T. Ill, 1-LXV, T. V, 4.

Bulletin. 1912, 3-1913, 4; also 1908, 1.

Augsburg.—Xnttiruissenschaftlicher Verein fur Schwaben und yeuburg.

Bericht. XII, 1913.

Basel.—Naturforschende Gesellschaft.

Verhandlungen. XXIII-XXIV.

Batavia.—Magnetisch en meteorologisch oiservatorium.

Seismological bulletin. Jan., Apr., June, 1912-Dec., 1913.

Observations. XXXI-XXXIII, 1908-11.

Observations at secondary stations. I, 1913.

Regenswaarnemingen. XXXII, 2; XXXIII, 2. 1910-11.

K. Nattiurkundige Vereeniging in "Nederlandsch-Indie.

ISTatuurkundig tijdschrift. LXX-LXXII.

Bergen.—Muse u m

.

Aarbok. 1911, 3; 1912, 2; 1913, 1-2.

Aarsberetning. 1911.

Skrifter. N. R., Bd. II, 1.

Berlin.—K. Normal-Aichungs-Eommission.

Ubersicht. 1895-1911.

Denkschriften. 1882, 1900.

Universitfit. K. Zoologisches Museum.

Bericht. 1911-12. ^
Mitteilungen. VI. 2-VII, 1. 1912-13.

Birmingham.—Natural History and Philosophical Society.

Annual Report. 1912-14.

List of Members. 1913-14.

Proceedings. XII, 5; XIII, 1.

Bogota.—Academia de Historia Nacional.

Boletin. I, 1-12. 1912.

Bologna.—R. Accademia delle scienze dell' Istituto.

Rendiconto. Classe di scienze fisiche. N. S., XV-XVI. 1910-12.

Classe di scienze morali. Ser. I, T. V-VI. 1911-12.

Memorie. Classe di scienze morali.

Sez. di scienze giuridiche, Ser. I, T. VI, 1; VII. 1.

Sez. di scienze storico-filologiclic, Ser. I, T. VI, 1 ; VII, 1.

Bonn—Naturhistorischer Verein der preussischen Rheinlande und West-

faletis.

Sitzungsbericht. 1911, 2-1913, 1.

Verhandlungen. LXVIII, 2-LXIX, 1; LXX, 1.

Bordeaux.—Academic nationale des sciences, belles-lettres et arts.

Actes. S6r. III. Ann^e LXX-LXXIII. 1908-11.

Commission meteorologiqiie de la Gironde.

Bulletin. 1910.

Sociite des sciences physiques et naturelles.

Proc&s-verbaux. 1910-12.



ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY, 1912-1914 IX

BoRDEArx.

—

Societe Linneenne.

Proces verbaux. LXVI, 1912.

Boston.—American academy of arts and sciences.

Proceedings. XLVII, 22; XLVIII, 8, 11-21; XLIX, Ml;
L, 1-3.

Museum of fine arts.

Bulletin. 58-70. 1912-14.

Society of natural history.

Proceedings. XXXIV. 13.

Bradford.—Scientific association.

Journal. Ill, 7-8. 1912.

Bremen.—Meteorologisches Ohservatorium.

Deutsches meteorologisches Jahrbuch. XXIII, 1912.

2fatu7-icissenschaftlicher Verein.

Abhandlungen. XXI, 1-XXIII, 1, 1912-14.

Brighton.—Brighton and Hove natural history and philosophical society.

Annual report and abstract of papers. 1912-13.

Brisbane.—Royal Geographical society, Queensland branch.

Queensland geographical journal. N. S., XXVI-XXVII, 1910-12.

Queensland musetiin.

Memoirs. III.

Brooklyn.—Institute of arts and sciences.

Museum news. VIII, 1-8. 1912-13.

Year Book. XXIII-XXV. 1910-13.

Brunn.—Na turforschender Verein.

Meteorologische Kommission. Bericht. XXVII. 1912.

Verhandlungen. XLIX-LI.

Brunswick.—Yerein fiir 'Naturwissenschaft.

Jahresbericht. XVII. 1912.

Brussels.—Academic Royale des sciences, des lettres et des 'beaux-arts dc

Belgique.

Annuaire. LXXIX-LXXX, 1913-14.

Bulletin. Classe des sciences. 1912, 6-1914, 1.

Memoires. Classe des sciences. Ser. II, T. Ill, 5-IV, 2.

Jardin hotanigue.

Bulletin. IV, 1.

Observatoire R. de Belgique.

Annales, Physique du globe. V, 3.

Annales astronomiques. XIV, 1.

Annuaire astronomique. 1914.

Annuaire meteorologique. 1907.

Notices extraites des annuaires. 1873, 1874, 1876.

Societe entomologique.

Annales. LVI-LVII.

Memoires. XX-XXI. 1912.



X CONNECTICUT ACADEMY

Brussels.—Soci4t6 R. Beige de yeograpJde.

Bulletin. XXXVI, 2-XXXVIII, 1. 1912-14.

Society R. de hotanique.

Bulletin. S6r. II, T. XLIX, 1-4; LI, 1; LII, 2.

Society R. zoologique ct malacologique.

Annales. XLVII. 1912.

Society scientifique.

Annales. XXXVI, 3-4; XXXA^II, 1-2. 1911-14.

Ee\-ue des questions scientifiques. XXII, 2-XXVI, 1. 1912-14.

Bryn Maicr college monographs. XI-XIII. Eeprint Series. IX.

Bucharest.—Societate de sciinte.

Buletinul. XXI, 3-XXIII, 2. 1913-14.

Budapest.—Magyar Tudomdnyos akademia.

Mathematische und naturwissenschaftliclie Berichte aus Ungarn.

XXVI, 4; XXVII-XXIX.
Rapports sur les travaux. 1911-12.

Meteorologiai es Fdldmdgnessegi Intdzet.

Jalirbuch. XXXVIII, 2-3; XXXIX, 1-4. 1910-12.

Verzeichnis der . . . Biieher. IX. 1910.

Tudomdny-egyctem.

Acta. 1910-11, 2-1913, 2.

Almanach. 1911-13.

Series Praelectionum. 1911-13.

Tanrende. 1912-13, III. ^
BuEXOS Aires.—Mitseo Xacional.

Anales. T. XXII-XXIV.
Direccion general de estadistiea.

Boletin mensual. 121-3. 1910.

Sociedad cientifiea Argentina.

Anales. LXXIII, 1; LXXVII, 2, 1912-14.

Sociedad quimica argentina.

Anales. L 1-3. 1912-13.

Caen.—8ociet4 LdnnSenne de Normandie.

Bulletin. S6r. VI, T. III-VI. 1908-13.

Memoires. XXIV, 1-2. 1911-13.

Calcutta.—Asiatic society of Bengal.

Journal. LXXV, 1-2. Index to rare ^Mughal coins I-XV. The

same to Numismatic Suppl. I-XVI.

Journal and proceedings. VI, 12-IX, 6. Index to III, VI.

Memoir. Ill, 5-7.

Indian museum.

Annual Report. 1911-12, I-II.

Bye-Laws, I.

Echinoderma, VII-VIII.

Natural history section. Annual report. 1909-11.

Memoirs. Ill, 3; IV, 1. 1913.

Records. VII, 5; VII T, 1-4.



ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY, 1912-1914 XI

California academy of sciences.

Proceedings. Ser. IV, v. I, 289-430; III, 73-180.

Cambbai.—Socicte d'emulation.

Memoires. LXV-LXVI, 2. 1912-13.

Philosophical society.

Transactions. XXI. 397-451.

University. Ohservatory.

Annual report. 1912-13.

Caxada.—Department of mines. Mines Branch.

Annual report on the mineral production of Canada. 1911.

Preliminary report. 1912.

Forestry branch.

Bulletin. 31, 33-36, 38-40, 42.

Circular. 7-10.

Geological Survey.

Maps. 1160, 1186, 1218, 1299.

Memoir. 13, 21, 23, 29E, 33, 37, 48.

Summary report. 1912.

Victoria Memorial museum.

Bulletin. 1-2. 1913-14.

Canadian forestry association.

Eeport. 1906, 1911-13.

Canadian forestry convention.

Eeport. 1904-5, 1907-11.

Canadian forestry journal. VII, 1-4, 6; VIII, 1-4; IX, 1-X, 5. 1911-14.

Catmdian railway club. Official proceedings. X, 6-9; XI, 1-5.

Cape Tow^'^.—Royal society of South Africa.

Transactions. III-IV, 1. 1913-14.

Caracas.—Accademia Nacional de la historia.

Boletin, Ano I. I. 2-3. 1912.

Ramon Azpurua, Biografias de hombres notables de Hispano-

America. I-IV.

Colleccion de documentos para la liistoria de la Anda publica

del Libertador. I-XIV.

Museos nacionales.

Gaceta. I, 1-12; II, 1. 1912-13.

Cassel.—Terein fiir Naturkunde.

Abhandlungen und Berichte. XLI-XLVI; LIII.

Festschrift. 1911.

Cataxia.—Accademia Gioenia.

Bollettino delle sedute. N. S., 22-31. 1912-14.

Societa degli spettroscopisti Italiana.

Memoria. Ser. II, T. Ill, 1-5.

Ceylon.—Administration reports.

Part IV, Education, science, and art. Marine biology. Report.

1910-11.



XII CONNECTICUT ACADEMY

Chaloxs-sur-Saoxe.—Socicte d'histoire et d'archiologie.

Catalogue des collections. Partie I.

]\remoires. SCr. II. IV, 1-2; V, 2. 1911.

Cheltenham.—l<tatural Science Society.

Proceedings. N. S. 1, 4-5. 1910-1911.

Chemxitz.—Naturicissenschaftlicke Gesellschaft.

Bericht. XVIII. 1909-10.

Cherbourg.—Societe nationale des sciences naturelles et matliemaiiques.

Memoires. XXXVIII.

Chicago.—Field Museum of natural history.

Publications. 159, 161-176.

John Crerar Library.

Annual report. XVIII-XIX. 1912-13.

Handbook. 1913.

Christiania.—Universitet. Meteorologisko institut.

Jahrbuch. 1905-11.

Videnskabs-selskahet.

Forhandlinger. 1911-12.

Chur.—Xaturforschende Gesellschaft Graubilndens.

Jahresbericht. LIII-LIV. 1910-13.

CiNClNXATl.

—

Lloyd library.

Bibliographical contributions. 9-15. 1913-14.

Bulletin. Botany Series. 15. Mycologicsd series. 14, 38.

Mycological notes. 36-37.

Magazin for ivaturvidenskaberne. L, 4-LI, 4.

Museum Association.

Annual exhibition of the Society of Western Artists. XVI.

1911.

Annual exhibition of American art. XI, XII, XV-XVIII,

XX-XXI. 1904-14.

Annual Report. XXIX, XXXI-XXXIII. 1909-14.

Society of natural history.

Journal. XXI, 3-4.

University,

Record. VIII, 4-IX, 3, 5, 7-10; X, 1-3.

University studies. Ser. II, Vol. VII, 3-VIII, 4. 1911-12.

Colombo.—Museum

.

Spolia Zeyhuiica. VIII, 25-28; 31-35.

Cologne.—Coelner-Akademie fiir praktische Medizin.

Six reprints.

Colorado College.

Publications. Language series. II, 29. Science series. XII,

12. Social Science series. II, 4-8.

Colorado scientific society.

Proceedings. X, 203-414, 431-52.



ADDITIOXS TO THE LIBRARY, 1912-1914 XIII

Colorado.—University of.

Bulletin. XII, 5; XIII, 1, 4; XIV, 1, 4.

Studies. IX, 4-XI, 1.

Columbus.—Ohio state academy of science.

Proceedings. V, 10-VI, 2.

Copenhagen.—Conscil permanent et international pour Vexploration de

la mer.

Bulletin des resultats. 1902-5.

Bulletin trimestriel. 1905-11.

Bulletin liydrographique. 1910-12.

Bulletin statistique. I-VII. 1903-10.

Memoires. 1902-12.

Publications de circonstance. 1, 2, 4-10, 12B-22, 24-GG.

Eapports et proces-verbaux. I-XX. 1902-14.

K. Danslce videnskahernes selskab.

Skrifter. Naturvidenskabelig-matliematisk afdeling. E. 7, IX,

2; X, 1-XI, 1.

'Naturhistoricke forening.

Videnskabelige meddelelser. LXIV-LXV. 1913.

Cordova (Argentina).

—

Academia Xacional Ciencias.

Boletin. XIX, 1. 1914.

Cork.—Historical and archaeological society.

Journal. Series II. Vol. XIX, 90-101. 1911-14.

CoRUNA.

—

R. Academia Gallega.

Boletin. VII, 64-74, 76-84. 1912-14.

Diccionario gallego-castellano. 1-3. 1913.

Croydon.—Microscopical Clith.

Proceedings and transactions. 1912-13.

Cusco.

—

Universidad.

Asociacion universitaria. La Sierra. Eevista mensual. I, 2-4.

Memoria. Rector. 1910, 1911, 1913.

Eevista universitaria. L 2-4, 6-7.

Danzig.—Naturforschende Gesellschaft.

Schriften. N. F. XIII, 2.

Davenport.—Academy of sciences.

Proceedings. XIII, 1-46.

Denison U>"iversity.—
Bulletin of the scientific laboratories. XVII, 203-373.

Detroit.—Museum of art.

Annual report. 1912-13.

Bulletin. VI, 3-VIII, 3. 1912-14.

Dorpat.—yaturforscher-Gesellschaft.

Schriften. XXI.
Sitzungsbericht. XXI, 1-XXII, 2.



XIV CONNECTICUT ACADEMY

Dresden.—Xaturwissenschaftliche Gesellschaft Isis.

Sitzungsberichte imd Abhandlungen. Jan., 1912-June, 1913.

Verein fiir Erdkunde.

Jahres berichte. Gesamt-register. 1890-1901.

Mitteilungen. II, 5-8; also Kapte IV, V, X.

Dublin.—Pharmaceutical society of Ireland.

Calendar. XXXVII-XXXVIII. 1913.

Royal Dublin society.

Economic proceedings. II, 5-7.

Scientilic proceedings. X. S. XIII, 24-39; XIV, 1-lG. 1911-12.

Royal Irish academy.

Proceedings. Clare Island survey. XXXI, 3, 15-19, 20, 25,

30-31, 33-34, 40-46, 48-50, 53, 55-59, 64.

Proceedings. Series A. XXX, 1-6; XXXII, 1.

Series B. XXXI, 5; XXXII, 1-2. Series C. XXX, 1-15, 17-10.

Trinity College.

Hermathena. 38-39. 1912-13.

Geological society.

Transactions. X, 1.

DuRAND, Tn. (S: Sciiinz, ILvxs. Conspectus florae Africae. 1, 2, 1898; V,

1895.

Eastox.—American chemical society.

American chemical journal. XLIX-L. 1913.

Edinburgh.—Royal physical society.

Proceedings. XVIII, 4-XIX, 5.

Royal society of Edinburgh.

Proceedings. XXXIII, 4-XXXIV, 1.

Transactions. XLVIII, 2-XLIX, 2.

Elisha Mitchel scientific society.

Journal. XXVIII, 3-XXIX, 4. 1912-14.

Emden.—'Naturforschende Gesellschaft.

Jahresbericht. XCVI-XCVII. 1911-12.

Erfurt.—K. Akademie gemeinniitziger Wissenschaften.

Jahrbiicher. XXXVI-XXXIX. 1910-13.

Falmouth.—Royal Cornwall 'polytechnic society.

Annual report. LXXVIII.

Florence.—Societa entomologica Italiana.

Bollettino. XLIII-XLIV. 1911-12.

Biblioteca nazionale centrale.

Bollettino. 141-163. 1912-14.

Fortaieza (Brazil).

—

Academia Cearense.

Revista. XVII. 1912.

Instituto do Ceard.

Revista. XXV-XXVII.

Frankford (Pa.).

—

Historical society.

Papers. II, 3.
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Frankfurt a. M.—Deutsche malakozoologische Gesellschaft.

Xachrichtsblatt. XLIV, 3-XLVI, 3. 1912-14.

Senckenbergische nattirforschende Gesellschaft.

Abhandlungen. XXXI, 2-4; XXXIV, 3-4.

Bericht. XLIII-XLIV, 1912-13.

Frankfurt a. 0.

—

yaturirissenschaftlicher Yerein des Regieruncjs-hezirke.

Helios. XXVII. 1913.

Freiburg i. B.—Naturforschende Gesellschaft.

Bericht. XIX, 2-XXII, 1.

Friboutig.—Societe Fribourgeoise de sciences naturelles.

Bulletin. XIX-XX. 1910-12.

Memoires. Botanique, III, 2; Chimie, III, 3; Geologie et

geograpliie, VIII, 1; Mathematique et physique, II; Physi-

ologie, hygiene, bact^riologie, I, l-S.

Gaxd.—Vniversite.

Notices biographiques. I-II.

Geneva.—Societe de physique et d'histoire naturelle.

Compte rendu. XXIX-XXX. 1912-13.

Memoires. XXXVII, 3-XXXVIII, 1.

Institut national Genevois.

Bulletin. 21. 1910.

Memoire. XL. 1913.

Genoa.—Mtiseo civico di storia naturale.

Annali. Ser. Ill, T. V, 1911-13.

Georgetown.—Boyal agricultural and commercial society of British

Guiana.

Journal. Timheri. Ser. Ill, V. 1, 3; II, 1-2; III, 1.

Giessen.—Universitat.

113 dissertations.

Oberhessische Gesellschaft filr Natur- und Beilkunde.

Bericht, Medizinische Abteilung. N. F. 6-8.

Glasgow.—Natural History Society.

Glasgow Naturalist. IV, 3-VI, 2.

Royal philosophical society.

Proceedings. XLIII-XLIV. 1912-13.

Goetebobg.—K. Vetenskaps— och vitterhets—Samhaelles.

Handlingar. Folj IV. H. XII-XIII. 1909-10.

Gottingen.—K. Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften.

Mathematische Klasse. Nachricht«n. 1913, 1-4.

Philologische Klasse. Nachrichten. 1912, 2-1913, 3; and bei-

heft.

Xachrichten. Geschiiftliche INlitteilungen. 1911, 1-1913, 1.

Grenoble.—Universtte.
Annales. XXXIII, 3-XXXVI, 1.



XVI CONXECTICUT ACADEMY

GuELPii.

—

Entomological society of Ontario.

Annual report. XLIII-XLIV. 1912-13.

Canadian entomologist. XLV, 9-XLVI, 7. 1913-14

Haarlem.—Eollandsche maascJiappij der wetenschappen.

Ser. III. A. II-III. B. I, 3-4; II, 1.

Teylers Godgelcerd genootschap.

Verhandlingen. N. S. XVIII.

Teyler's stichting. Mus^e Teyler.

Archives. S6r. III. T. I.

Halifax."—yova Scotian institute of science.

Proceedings and transactions. XIII, 2. 1911-12.

Nova Scotia. Department of Mines.

Reports. 1912-13.

Halle a. S.—Kais. Leopoldinisch-Carolinische deutsche Akademie der

Naturforscher.

Abhandlungen. XCVI, 3; XCVII, 10; XCVIII, 2.

T^opoldina. XLVII-XLVIII. 1911-12.

'Naturforschcnde Gesellscliaft.

Abhandlung. X. F. 2.

Mitteilungen. II-III. 1912-13.

Hambl'eg.—Deutsche Seeicarte.

i\jinalen der Hydrograpliie nnd maritimen ^Nleteorologie. XL,

9-XLTI, 7. ^
Aus dem Archiv. XXXV, 1-2; XXXVI, 1-3, 11. 1912-13.

Deutsches meteorologisches Jahrbuch. XXXIV-XXXV. 1911-12.

Jahresbericht. XXXV-XXXVI. 1912-13.

Xachtrag zum Katalog. III. 1912.

Naturicissenschaftlicher Verein.

Verliandluugen. XIX, 3-5; XX, 1.

Hannover.—Xaturhistorische Gesellsclmft.

Jahresbericht. XXVI, XXIX-LIV, LVIII-LXI.

Hartford.—Connectictit Jiistorical society.

Annual report. 1913-14.

Hartwig, Ernst. Katalog itnd Epliemeriden veriinderlicher sterne. 1911,

1912.

Harvard University.—Museum of Comparative Zoology.

Annual report. 1911-13.

Bulletin. LIII, 10; LIV, 15-21; LV, 2; LVI, 1; LVII, 1-2;

LVIII, 1-7.

Bulletin. Geology Ser. X.

Memoirs. XXXVI; XL, 1-5; XLIV, 1-2; XLVI. 1.

Observatory.

Annals. LVL 8; LXVII: LXTX. 2: LXXII. 4-7; LXXIILl;
LXXIV; LXXV, 1-2; LXXVI, 1; LXXVIII, 1.
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1912.

Abteilung Kiel.

XLII, 1-2; XLIV,

och folk. LXIX;
1-5.

Harvard University.—Observatory.

Annual report. 1911-13.

Bulletin. 501-57.

Circular. 175-83.

Report of Visiting Committee. 52.

Eastings and St. Leonards natural history society.

Report for 1912-13.

Hastings and East Sussex naturalist. II, 1, 3.

Havana.—Academia de ciencias medicas, fisicas y naturales.

Anales. XLIX-L, April, 1912-Oct., 1913.

Colegio de Belen.

Observaciones meteorologicas y magneticas.

Havbe.—Societe geologiqiie de Normatulie.

Bulletin. XXXI. 1911.

Helgoland.—K. Biologische Anstalt.

Wissenscliaftliche Meeresuntersuchungen.

XIV, 2; XV.

Helsingfobs.—Finska vetenskaps-societeten.

Acta. XXXVIII, 2; XL, 5 ; XLI, 1, 8-9;

1-2, 4, 6; XLV, 1.

Bidrag till kannedom af Finlands natur

LXXI, 3: LXXII, 1; LXXV, 1; LXVI,
Meteorologiska Centralanstalt. Meteorologisches Jahrbuch fiir

Finnland. VII-VIIl, 2; IX, 1; X, 1 ; XI, 2; Beilage, 1906.

Ofersigt af forhandlingar. LIV-LV.

Societas pro Fauna et Flora Finnica.

Acta. XXXIII, XXXIV, XXXVI. 1910-12.

Meddelanden. XXXVIII-XXXIX. 1910-13.

Hobart.—Royal society of Tasmania.

Papers and proceedings. 1912-13.

Honolulu.—Bernice Pauahi Bishop museum of Polynesian ethnology &
natural history.

Occasional papers. VI, 1. 1913.

Sharp, D. Fauna Hawaiiensis. I, 6.

Illinois.—State lahoratory of natural history.

Bulletin. IX, 5-X, 4. 1912-14.

India.—Board of Scientific advice.

Annual report. 1911-13.

/. Department of agrictilture.

Memoirs. Bacteriological series. I, 1-2. Botanical series.

IV, 6-VI, 7. 1912-14.

Chemical series. II, 4-6; III, 1-5, 1912-14.

Entomological series. IV, 2-5; V, 1.

Report of progress of agriculture. 1911-13.

Agricultural Research Institute, Pusa. Report. 1911-13.
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India.—(Scoloqical Survey.

Memoirs. XXXVI, 3; XXXIX, 1-3; XL, 1-2: XLI; XLIII, 3.

Memoirs. Palaeoiitologia Indica. Ser. XV. IV, 2-3, pi. XIX-

XCIIIA; VI, 2, pi. I-V: N. S. Ill, 1, pi. I-VIII; V, 1, pi.

I-XIII.

Records. XII, 1-4; XLII, 1-3; XLIII, 1-4; XLIV, 1.

Professional papers. 12-13.

Metcoroloqical department.

Eainfall in India. XXI-XXII. 1911-1912.

Annual summary. 1911-12.

Memoirs. XXI," 3-8; XXII, 1-2.

Monthly Weather Review. April, ini2-Jan., 1914.

Report of administration. 1911-13.

Indiana Academy of Science.

Proceedings. 1911-12.

Iowa Academy of Sciences.

Proceedings. XIX-XX. 1912-13.

Iowa.—State University.

Laboratory of Natural History. Bulletin. VI, 4.

Studies in psychology. VI, 2.

Italy.—R. Comitato geologico.

Bollettino. 1912, 1-4. 1913/14, 1.

Jassy.—Universite. ^
Annales scientifiques. VI, 3-4; VIII, 2.

Jersey City, X. J.—Historical Society of Hudson County.

Papers. 8-9. 1913.

Johns Hopkins University.

Circular. 1912. 8, 10; 1913. 1-4. G-10: 1914. 1-6.

Kansas.—Academy of science.

Transactions. XXVI. 1913.

University.

Science bulletin. VI, 2-7; VIII, MO.

Kasax.—Observatoire meteorologique.

Bulletin. 1912-13.

Societc physico-mathcmatique.

Bulletin. S6r. 11. T. XVIII, 1-4; XIX, 1-2.

Kiel.—yaturnnssenschaftlicher Yerein fiir Schlesicig-Holstein.

Schriften. XV, 2.

K. Universitat.

Chronik. 1911-13.

Dissertations (314).

XiEV.

—

Society des naturalistes.

:^Iemoires. XXII, 6-XXIII, 3.

Klausenbckc;.—r?j i versitc.

Annales. 1910-13.
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KODAIKAXAL.— bserva tory.

Annual report. 1912-13.

Bulletin. XXXVIII.

KoxiGSBEKG I. Pr.—Physikalisch-okonomische Gesellscliaft.

Schriften. LII-LIII. 1911-12.

Krakow.—E. E. Stemwarte.

IMeteorologische Beobachtungen. Aug., 1912-June, 1914.

Eesultate der meteorologischen, seismologisclien und magne-

tischen Beobachtungen. 1912-13.

Kyoto.—I. University.

College of Science and Engineering. Memoirs. Ill, 8-12;

IV, 1-2; V, 1-9; VI, 1-3.

La Plata.—Vniversidad.

Archives de pedagogia y sciencias afinas. IX, 29-X, 36.

1912-13.

L.\ RocHELLE.

—

Academic dcs helles lettres, sciences et arts, Section des

sciences natureJles. Flore de France. XIII. 1911.

Societe des sciences naturelles.

Annales. XIV. 1912.

Lausanne.—Societe vaudoise des seiowes naturelles.

Bulletin. 176-181.

Leeds.—Philosophical and literary society.

Report (14). 1868-1912.

Leipzig.—Gesellschaft fiir Erdkunde.

Mitteilungen. 1904, 1911, 1912.

'Naturforschende Gcsellsch<jft.

Sitzungsbericht. 1911-13.

E. Sachsische Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften.

Mathematisch-physikalische Klasse. Berichte. LXIV, 1-4. 1912.

Berichte iiber die Verhandlungen. II, HI. 1914.

Leydex.—'Sederlandsche dierkundige Vereeniging.

Aanwinsten der Bibliotheek. 1912-13.

Tijdschrift. Ser. II, XII, 3-4.

Liege.—Vniversite.

Bibliotheque de la Faculte de philosophic et lettres. I-II, IV-X,

XII-XIII, XVI-XX.

Societe Royale des sciences.

Memoires. Ser. Ill, T. IX. 1912.

Lixz.

—

Museum Francisco-CaroUnum.

Jahresbericht. 71-72.

Lisbon.—Sociedade de geographia.

Boletim. XXX, 6-XXXII, 4. 1912-14.

Instituto de anatomia.

Archivo de anatomia. 1-2. 1912-14.
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Liverpool.—Biological society.

Proceedings. XXVI-XXVII. 1911-1.3.

London.—Geological society.

Geological literature added to library. 1911.

Quarterly journal. 2G5-75. 1911-14.

Linnean society.

List. 1912-14.

Journal. Zoology. 211-216.

Proceedings. Session 124-125.

Patent Office library.

Library Series. 4. 1913.

Subject list of works on mineral industries, 2-3; on photo-

mechanical printing, Ca-CC; on the fine and graphic arts,

BM-BZ; on the silicate industries, CD-CK.
Subject lists. ZC-ZZ, 1911; YM-ZB, 1911; FO-FR, 1912;

WX-XX, 1912.

Roentgen society.

Journal. VIII, 33-X, 40. 1912-14.

R. Geographical society.

Geographicfil journal. XL, 3-XLIV, 1. 1912-14.

Geological society.

Quarterly journal. 274-275.

Mathematical society.

Proceedings. XI, 4-XIII, 1-5. 191^14.

R. Microscopical society.

Journal. 1912, 5-1914, 3.

Royal society.

Philosophical transactions. Series A. 488-513. Series B.

295-318. 1912-14.

Philosophical proceedings. Series A. 581-620. Series B.

LXXXIV, 581-599. 1912-14.

R. Photographic society of Great Britain.

Annual exhibition. LVII, LVIII. 1912-13.

Photographic journal. LII, 7-LIV, 5. 1912-14.

South London entomological and natural history society.

Proceedings. 1912-14.

South-eastern union of scientific societies.

South-eastern naturalist. 1912.

Louisiana.—State museum.

Biennial report. III. 1910-12.

Louvain.—La Cellule.

XXVII, 1-XXVIII, 2. 1911-13.

Lucca.—Accademia Lucchese di scienze, lettere ed arti.

Atti. XX, XXI, XXm, XXVII-XXXn. Indici (1903).

LtTENEBUKG.

—

NaturwissenschaftUcher Verein.

Jahreshefte. XVIII-XIX. 1903-13.
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Lund.—K. Universitet.

Acta. VII-VIII. 1911-12.

Bibliothek, Ai'sberattelse. 1911-12.

Academic des sciences, belles-lettres et arts.

Memoires. Ser. Ill, T. XIII-XIV. 1914,

Lyoxs.—Bulletin historique du diocese de Lyon.

76-85. 1912-14.

Sociitd des amis de I'Universite.

Bulletin. XXV, 5-XXVII, 2. 1912-14.

Societe d'agricultnre, sciences et industrie.

Annales. 1910-12.

Societe Linneenne.

Annales. LIX-LX. 1912-13.

TIniversite.

Annales. Science-m6decine. 31-36. Droit-lettres. 26-28.

Madrid.—R. Academia de ciencias exactas, fisicas y naturales.

Revista. X, 11-XII, 7. 1912-14.

B. Academia de la historia.

Boletin. LXI, 3/4-LXIV, 6. 1913-14.

Cortes de los antiguos reinos de Aragon y de Valencia y

Principado de Cataluua. XVI-XIX. 1912-14.

Memorial historico espaiiol. XLVI. 1914.

Ohservatorio.

Anuario. 1913-14.

Magdebttbg.—Museum fiir Natur- und Ueimatlcunde.

Abhandlungen und Berichte. 11^ 3.

Maine agricultural experiment station.

Bulletin. 201-228.

M-VINZ.

—

Stadtbibliothek.

Mainzer Zeitschrift. N. F. I-VII.

Manchestee (England).

—

Geographical society.

Journal. XXVIII, 3-4. 1912.

Literary and philosophical society.

Memoirs and proceedings. LVI, 2-LVII, 3. 1911-13.

University.

Publications. Economic series, XIV, 1913; Educational series,

VII; English series, III-IV; Historical series, XIV-XIX;
Medical series, XIII.

Manila.—Philippine bureau of science.

Annual report. XII. 1913.

Marbl^G.—Gesellschaft zur Beforderung der gesamten Naturwissenschaften.

Sitzungsberichte. 1912.

Melbourne.—Royal society of Victoria.

Proceedings. X. S., XXIV, 3-XXV, 2.

Transactions. 1910-13.
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;Metz.—Acad^mie.

Memoires. 88-93. 1908-12.

Mexico.—Instituto gcologico.

Boletin. 29-30. 1912-13.

Parcrgones. IV, 2-10.

Instituto medico nacional.

Anales. XII, 3-4. 1912-13.

Museo nacional de arqueologia, historia y etnologia.

Anales. IV, 1-12; V, 1-4.

Boletin. I, 2-II, 12.

Ohservatorio astronomico nacional.

Anuario. XXXII-XXXIII. 1912-13.

Boletin. 2-4.

Ohservatorio meteorologico-magnetico central.

Boletin. Mch., 1912—June, 1913.

Sociedad cientifica „Antonio Alzate".

Memoria y Revista. XXX, 7-XXXIII, 10.

Sociedad nacioyial de historia naturale.

La Xaturaleza. Ser. Ill, T. I, 4.

Michigan, University of.

Museum of zoology. Occasional papers. 1-4.

Pathological lalwratory. Contributions. .5.

Physical laboratory. Contributions. 1. 1913.

Michigan academy of sciences.

Eeport. XIV-XV. 1912-13.

MiDDELBtJBG.

—

Zeeuwsch genootschap der wetenschappen.

Archief. 1912.

MiLAX.

—

R. Istituto Lomhardo di sci^nze e lettere.

Rendiconti. Ser. II, XLV, 1-15; XLVI, 1-20.

Societa ItaUana di scienze naturali e del Museo Civico.

Atti. LI, 3-LIII, 1.

Minnesota geological and natural history survey.

Botanical series. Report. IX.

Botanical studies. IV, 3.

Plant studies. IV; I (3d ed.).

Zoological series. V.

University of.

Studies in chemistry. 1.

Studies in the physical sciences and mathematics. 2. 1914.

Missouri.—Botanical garden.

Annals. I, 1-2. 1914.

Annual report. XXIII. 1912.

University of.

Bulletin. Astronomical series, 20-21. Engineering experiment

station series, III, 3; IV, 3-4. Science series, I, 5-9; II, 3.

Studies. II, 2.
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MoDEXA.

—

R. Accademia di scienze, lettere ed arti.

Memorie. Ser. III. T. X, 1.

Societa dei naturalisti.

Atti. Rendiconti. Ser. IV. T. XIV. 1912.

MONS.

—

Socicte des sciences, des arts et des lettres du Eainaut.

Memoires et publications. LXIII. 1912.

MoxTAXA.

—

Ayricultural college experiment station.

Annual report. XVIII-XX. 1911-14.

Bulletin. 87-98.

Circular. 17-29, 31-33, 30-39.

University of.

Bulletins. 73-75, 77-81, 83-84, 87-88, 95, 97.

MoxTALBAX.

—

Academie des sciences, belles-lettres et arts de Tarn-et-

Garonne.

Recueil. Ser. II, T. XXVII. 1911-12.

^loxTEViDKO.

—

Observatorio nacional.

Boletin. 97-124. 1911-13.

Anuario estadistico.

II, 2-3. 1907-08.

MoxTPELLiEE.

—

Academie des sciences et lettres.

Bulletin mensual. 1912, 6-1913, 5, 8-12; 1014. 1 -j.

Memoires. Section des lettres, Ser. II, T. IV, 4; V, 3. Section

de medecine, Ser. II, T. II, 3-4. Section des sciences, Ser. II,

T. IV, 3.

Moscow.

—

Societe I. des naturalistes.

Bulletin. XXIV-XXVI. 1910-12.

K. Universitat.

Meteorologisches Observatorium. Beobachtungen. 1910-11.

Mt'xsTER, I. W.

—

Westfiilischer Provinzial-Terein fiir Wissenscliaft und

Kitnst.

Jahresbericht. XL-XLI. 1911-13.

Munich.—K. Akademie der Wissensclmften.

Historische Klasse. Abhandlungen. XXVI, 5-6.

Jahrbuch. 1912.

Mathematisch-physikalische Klasse. Abhandlungen. XXV,
9-10; XXVI, 1-6; Suppl. II, 7-9. Sitzungsberichte, 1912,

2-1913, 3.

Philosopliisch-philologische und historische Klasse. Abhand-

lungen. XXVI, 3-5; XXVII, %, 1912-13. Abhandlungen,

Sitzungsberichte. 1911, 1-1913, 8. Sitzungsberichte. 1911,

1-12.

Nancy.—Academie de Stanislas.

Memoires. Ser. VI, T. 9-10. 1913-14.

Nantes.—Societe des sciences naturelles de I'Ouest de la France.

Bulletin. Ser. Ill, T. II-III, 2. 1912-13.
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Naples.—R. Accadcmia di scienze morali e politiche.

Atti. XLII. 1913.

Rendiconto. II. 1913.

R. Accademia delle scienze fisiche e vtatcmatiche.

Rendiconto. Ser. III. XVIII, 3-XIX, 5.

R. Accademia di archcologia, lettere e helle arti.

Memoiie. I-II. 1911-13.

Rendiconti. XXIV-XXVI.
R. Istituto d'incoraggiamento.

Atti. Ser. VI. T. LXIII-LXIV. 1911-12.

Naturae Nov-itates. 1912, 15-1914, 10.

Netjchatel.—Societe neuchateloise des sciences naturelles.

Bulletin. XXXIX-XL. 1911-13.

Xew Bbightox.—Staten Island Association of arts and sciences.

Proceedings. IV, 1-2.

Museum bulletin. 50-58; 61-63; 66; 68.

Xew York.—Academy of sciences.

Annals. XXII, 1-319, 327-423; XXIII, 1-353.

American geographical society.

Bulletin. XLIV, 9-XLVI, 7. 1912-14.

American museum of natural history.

Anthropological papers. IX, 2; X, 1-3; XI, 1-6; XIII, 1.

Bulletin. XXXI-XXXII. 1912-13.

Memoirs. XII, 2-3; N. S., I, 1-4. 1912-13.

Reports. XLIV-XLV. 1912-13.

Botanical garden.

Bulletin. 28-29. 1912-13.

Putlic library.

Bulletin. XVI, 7-XVII, 11. 1911-13.

Rockefeller institute for medical research.

Studies. XVI-XVIII.

Rockefeller sa7iitary commission for the eradication of hookworm

disease.

Publication. 7-8.

Newcastle-upox-Tyxe.—Xorth of England institute of mining and

mechanical engineers.

Report. 1912-13.

Transactions. LXII, 6-LXXIV, 1. 1912-13.

Society of antiquaries.

Archaeologia Aeliana. IX, Ser. III.

Proceedings. Ser. III. V; VL 4, 14-17.

North Carolina.—University.

Philological Club. Studies in philology. IX-XI. 1912-13.

North Dakota.—Geological Survey.

Report. VI. 1912.

University.

Quarterly journal. II, 1-IV, 4. 1911-14.

Nobthamptox.—yorthainptonshir-e natural history society and field club.

Journal. XVI, 129-XVII, 136. 1912-13.
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Norwich.—Xo7-foJk and Norwich Naturalists society.

Transactions. IX, 4. 1912-13.

XOTKE Dame (Indiana).

—

American midland naturalist.

Ill, 1-10. 1913-14.

NuREiiBERG.

—

NaturJiistorische Gesellschaft.

Abhandlungen. XX, and Beilage.

Mitteilungen. 1909, 2: 1910, 1-2.

Oberlin College.

Laboratory bulletin. 7.

Library bulletin. I, 3.

Odessa.—L'ohservatoire meteorologique et magnetiqiie de I'universiiS

Imperiale.

Annuaire. 1911-12.

Ohio.—Geological survey.

Bulletin. Ser. IV, 14-17.

Oklahoma.—Geological Survey.

Bulletin. 9-11, 15-17.

Circular. 2-5.

State University.

Eesearcli bulletin. 3-4.

Oporto.—Academia polytechnica.

Annaes scientificos. VII, 2-IX, 2. 1912-14.

Oxford.—University.

Observatory. Astrographic catalogue. VIII, 1. 1913.

Radcliffe Library. Catalogue of books added during 1912.

Paisley.—Philosophical institution.

Annual report. CIV-CV. 1912-13.

Coats observatory. Meteorological observations. 1909-11.

Palermo.—Societd di scienze naturali ed economiche.

Giornale. XXIX-XXX. 1912, 1914.

Paris .

—

Academie.

Conseil Rapports. 1911-13.

Ecole polytechnigue.

Journal. Ser. II, 16-17.

Museum d'histoire iiaturelle.

Bulletin. 1911, 5; 1912, 1-8; 1913, 1-7.

Laboratoire de phanerogamie. Notulae systematicae, par H.

Lecomte. II, 9-12.

Oiservatoire.

Rapport annuel. 1912-13.

Repertoire d'art et d'archcologie. II-V. 1911-14.

Societe zoologique de France.

Bulletin. XXXVI-XXXVIII.
Memoires. XXIV-XXV. 1910-12.

Pasadena.^T7i7-oop polytechnic institute.

Bulletin. 57-59. 1913.

Penzance.—Royal Geological society.

Transactions. XIII. 1-9.
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Perth.—Department of mines, Western Australia.

Annual progress report. 1911-12.

Geological survey.

Bulletin. 41-47, 49-50.

Annual report. 1911-12.

Peru.—Ministerio de Fomento.

Cuerpo de Ingenieros de Minas. Bnletin. 75-80.

Perugia.—Universita. Facolta di medieina.

Amiali. III. 1911-13.

Philadelphia.—Academy of natural sciences.

Journal. 2d ser. XIV, 4-XVI, 1.

Atnerican Philosophical society.

Proceedings. LII, 20G-213. 1912-14.

FranJdin Institute.

Journal. Vol. 174, 3-178, 1. 1912-14.

Wagner free institute.

Annual announcement. 1912-13.

Transactions. VII, 2. 1913.

Pisa.—Societa Toscana di scienze naturali.

Atti, Memorie. XXVIII. 1912.

Processi verbali. XXI, 3-5; XXII, 1-4.

Pittsburg.—Carnegie museum.

Memoirs. Ill, 2; V, 7; VI, 1-3.

Publications. 72-74, 79.

Carnegie institute.

Founder's Day. XVII-XVIII. 1913-14.

Carnegie Library.

Annual Report. XV. 1912.

Western Pennsylvania engineers' society.

Proceedings. XXVIII, 7-XXX, 2. 1912-14.

Plymouth.—Marine biological association of the United Kingdom.

Publications. IX, 4; X, 1-2.

Potsdam.—AstrophysikaUsches Observatorium.

Publikationen. XXII, 66-XXIII, G9 ; Photograpliische llini

nielskarte, VI. 1912.

Prag.—Ceskd spolecnost nduk.

Jahresbericht. 1912.

Sitzungsbericlit. 1912.

Ceske spolecnosti eniomolicke.

Casopis. X, 3-4. 1913-14.

Deutscher naturwissenschaftlich-medizinischer Terein fiir Bohmen.

Lotos. LIX. 1911.

K. K. Sternicarte.

Astronomische Beobachtungen. 1905-9.

Providexce.—Roger Williams park museum.

Bulletin. Ill, 6: IV, 1-6; V, 1-3, 5.
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Quebec.—Societe de gcographie.

Bulletin. YI, 4-6; VII, 2-4, 6; VIII, 1-3.

Rati.sbox.—Hisforischer Terein von Oberpfalz und Regensburg.

Verhandhingen. 1910-12.

yaturicissenschaftUcJier Terein.

Berichte. Xlll. 1910-11.

Riga.—yatiirforscher-Verein.

Korrespondenzblatt. LV-LVI. 1912-13.

Rio de Janeiro.—Instituto Oswaldo Cruz.

Memoria. IV-VI, 1. 1912-14.

RoERMOXD.

—

Prov. GenootscJiap voor Geschiedkundige ^Yetenschappcn, Taal

en Kunst.

Limbiirg's Jaarboek. XVIIl, 1, 3-XX, 2.

Rome.—R. Accademia dei lincei.

Atti. Ser. V. Rendiconti. Classe de scienze fisiclie, mate-

matiche e natural!. XXII, 1-XXlII, 11.

Atti. Rendiconto dell' adunanza sollene. 1913, 2.

Accademia Pontifica dei nuovi lincei.

Atti. LXV, 1-LXVI, 7.

Societd italiana delle scienze.

Memorie di matematica e di tisica. Ser. III. T. XVII-XVIII.

Rostock.—~Sat urforschende Gesellschaft.

Sitzungsberichte und Abhandlungen. N. F. I-V.

Terein der Freunde der yai urgeschicJite in Mecklenburg.

Archiv. LXVI, 1-LXVII, 2.

Rothesay.—Buteshire natural history society.

Transactions. I-IV. 1908-11.

Rottebdam.—Bataafsch genootschap der proefondermnderliike tcijsbegeerte.

Nieuwe verhandelingen. 2de Reeks, Deel VII, 2.

Verslag. 1912.

St. Gallex.—St. Gallische yatwicissenschaftliche Gesellschaft.

Jahrbuch. 1911-12.

St. Louis.—Academy of science.

Transactions. XX, G-7: XXI, 1-4; XXII, 1-6.

Washington University.

Studies. I, 1-2; II, 1.

St. Petebsburg.—Akademiia nauk.

Bulletin. Ser. VI. Classe physico-mathematique. 1913; 1914,

Ml.
Memoires. Ser. VII. I, 1, 4-15; II-III, 7, 9-12; IV, 2-11;

V, 2-3, 5-9; VI, 1-6, 8-10, 12; VII-VIII; X, 3, 5-XII, 3,

5-XXIII, 4, 6-XXV, 2, 4-XX^^, 11, 13-XXXIX, 1. 1859-1892.

Ser. VIII. Classe historique-philologique. VIII, 15; XI, 1-5;

XII, 1. 1911-1913.

Classe physico-mathematique. XXV, 9-10; XXVI, 1-4; XXVII,

1-2; XXVIII, 1-3; XXIX, 1-3, 6; XXX, 1-8; XXXI, 1-9;

XXXII, 1.
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St. Petersburg.—Akadcmiia nauk.

Melanges Gr^co-Romains. V-VI. 1888-94.

]\l6langes physiques et chimiques. XIII, 2. 1893.

/. Botanic garden.

Hortus petropolitani. Acta. XXXI, 1-2; XXXII, 1.

Institut des mines de VImp6ratrice Catherine II.

Annales. IV, 1-5; V, 1.

Obscrvatoire physique central Nicolas.

Publications. S^r. II. XVIII, 5-6; XX; XXIV; XVII, 3,

Suppl.

Comitc geologique.

Bulletin. XXX, 6-XXXI, 8. 1911-12.

M^moires. N. S. LVIII; LXII-LXV; LXIX; LXXII; LXXIV-
LXXVI; LXXVIII-LXXIX; LXXXI; LXXXVI.

Mineralogichcskoe oishcliestvo.

Verliandlungen. Ser. II. VI; XIII; XLVI, 2-XLIX.

Russkoe geograficheskoe ohshchestvo.

Bulletin. XLV-XLVII, 10; XLVIII, 1-5; XLIX, 1-3.

Eapport. 1910-11,

Schrenck, L. v., Maximovicz, C. J. & Schmidt, F.

Beitrage zur kenntnis des russischen Reichs.' VIII. 1900.

Salem.—Essex Institute.

Annual report. 1913-14.

Santiago de Chile.—Deutscher vnssenschaftlicher Verein.

Verhandlungen. VI, 2-VII, 2.

Sociedad de fomento fabril.

Boletin. XXIX, 7-12; XXX, 2-XXXI, 5. 1913-14.

Sao Paulo.—Museu Paulista.

Sociedade scientifica.

Revista. VII. 1913.

Sapporo.—Tdhoku I. University.

College of agriculture. Journal. V, 1-9; VI, 1.

Science report. I, 3-5; II, 1-5; III, 1-3. Series II. \T:, 1-5.
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I.—A MONOGRAPH OF THE TERRESTRIAL PALAEO-
ZOIC ARACHNIDA OF NORTH AMERICA

By ALEXANDER PETRUNKEVITCH, Ph.D.

Assistant Professor of Zoology, Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut.

INTRODUCTION

Wliile European Carboniferous Arachnida have been made the

subject of careful study, the results of which are incorporated in

two extensive monographs, one by Fritsch in 1904 and the other by
Pocock in 191 1, the North American forms have received little atten-

tion since the publication of Scudder's researches. It is true that a

few new forms have been described recently, but no attempt has been

made to reinvestigate the whole subject. Moreover, as an extensive

knowledge of Arachnology and especially of the external morphology of

arachnids, is imperative for a correct interpretation of fossil remains,

there is nothing surprising in the fact that errors crept into the

diagnoses of Scicdder and that these were repeated by Melander.

Another reason for such errors was the fact that Scudder's and Melan-

der's specimens were not sufficiently cleaned of the white ^ mineral

which often entirely concealed the important characters. We find

the most striking examples of this in an unpublished specimen belong-

ing to the U. S. National Museum, which has been identified by
Scudder as Graeophonus carhonarius, while it is in fact a new species

of Anthracomartus, and in Kustarachne sulcata of Melander which

is a typical Cicrculioides. Naturall}' the diagnoses of the genera

themselves have likewise suffered from incomplete knowledge of the

type specimens. This is rather unfortunate, since it not only neces-

sitates a shifting of the American species from one genus to another,

but resulted also in a wrong application of some generic names for

European species, an unavoidable error on the part of the European

investigators who did not have an opportunity to examine the Ameri-

^ In some specimens it is calcium carbonate mixed with iron carbonate,

n others kaolin.
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can types. I feel therefore quite sure that the European palaeon-

tologists and arachnologists Avill share with me the feehng of grati-

fication at the great opportunity which was afforded me through the

kindness of Professor Schuchert, to reexamine and redescribe all

American types and to extend the investigation over many as yet

undescribed specimens. In \new of my indebtedness to Professor

Schuchert, at whose suggestion I undertook the research, through

whose exertions the various collections were placed at my disposal,

and who throughout my studies has given me many valuable and

stimulating suggestions, it affords me great pleasure to dedicate this

monograph to him. My thanks are also due to the U. S. National

Museum, the University of Chicago, Harvard University, McGill

University, the University of Illinois, Mr. L. E. Daniels, and the

Peabody Museum of Yale University for permission to reinvestigate

their collections. I also acknowledge with thanks the kind per-

mission given to me by the Encyclopeadia Britannica Company to

reproduce two figures of Liphistiiis from the eleventh edition of the

Encyclopaedia, and by the University Press of Cambridge six figures

from Hansen & Sorensen's monograph "On two Orders of Arach-

nida:"

Every specimen was carefully cleaned under a binocular micro-

scope and the rock covering unexposed parts removed by means of

a needle and a small chisel. In some cases the chitin was found still

preserved and was examined under higher power. The removal of

the white mineral often covering the entire specimen and useful in the

detection of appendages concealed in the rock, was not difficult and

brought to light many important structures. More difficulties were

offered by the rock in which the specimens are imbedded and which

had to be removed in some cases to the depth of about ^'4 of an inch.

The specimens which are best preserved are nearly all imbedded in

very hard nodules, a clay-iron stone, and required great care in hand-

ling. The softer rock surrounding other specimens showed all^igns

of decomposition and here the chiseling was easier but the preser-

vation of the specimens themselves, not so good. After careful study

under the binocular with the aid of artificial light which allows a

more perfect reflection of the rays from the exposed surfaces,-a draw-

ing of each specimen was made by measuring its parts and enlarging

them a given number of times. Thus all the text figures represent

the specimens more or less correctly as they appear under the micro-

scope. In many cases, however, both halves of the concretion show

superimposed imprints of the dorsal and ventral surfaces of the spe-

cimen and obscure the actual structure. In such cases the super-
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imposed structures were omitted from the drawing and where possible,

each surface was drawn separately, ^^'he^ever tliis was necessar\^

special reference to it ^vill be found in the text ; but to avoid the pos-

sible objection of misinterpretation or misconception, all specimens

drawn in text were photographed from the originals and are repro-

duced on the plates directly from the photographs. The photo-

graphing was done by Doctor R. S. Bassler of the U. S. National

Museum.

The net results of the present investigation are as follows : (i) loi spe-

cimens including all types were studied and found to belong to 42 spe-

cies distributed over 25 genera ; of these, 24 species and 13 genera are

new to science
; (2) the diagnoses of old genera are corrected in accor-

dance \\ith the new data obtained from the study of the types and

of specimens which undoubtedly belong to the type species
; (3) the

genus Eoscorpius was found to be sound and is retained in the system
;

the genera Hadrachne Melander and Geraphrynus Scudder were found

to be synonyms of Architarhus Scudder
; (5) the type of Geraphrynus

carbonariics was found to be in every detail identical ^vith the type

of Architarhus rotundatus, the former name being, therefore, a syno-

nym of the latter
; (6) a representative of the order Solifugae hitherto

unknown to Palaeontology has been found in Protosolpuga carhonaria

n. gen., n. sp. ; (7) a new order Kustarachnae has been established for

the three species of Kustarachne.

THE SYSTEM

Although the class of Arachnida has received a good deal of

attention from zoologists and palaeontologists, there exists still

considerable divergence of opinion as to the essential characters

separating this class from the rest of the arthropods. The typical

forms such as scorpions and spiders have only 6 pairs of uniramous

appendages of which the first pair is praeoral. The segmentation

of the legs is also alike in the typical forms and shows the close re-

lation existing between them. This is also true of the Xiphosura

and Gigantostraca (Eurypterida) which are now usually placed in

the class of Arachnida.

Yet under the influence of parasitism this character becomes more
or less obliterated and we find only 4 pairs of appendages in the

family Eriophyidae among the Acari. On the other hand Pycno-

gonida which are often classed as an order of marine Arachnida, show
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a variable number of appendages from 4 pairs in Pycnogonum littorale

to 8 pairs in Decalopoda. The order Tardigrada has also been con-

sidered to belong to the class Arachnida. as highly degenerate forms

descended from Acari. This view has recentl}' been abandoned on

good grounds, since the internal organization of these little inverte-

brates has little in common w\\\\ either typical or aberrant forms.

It has been pointed out by different authors that a complete absence

of a meso- and metasoma and the opening of the sexual ducts into

the intestinal canal, has no homologon among Arachnida. It is true

that the abdomen has almost completely disappeared in the case of

Pycnogonids also, and that the sexual ducts in this group also open

in a way not similar to that in Arachnida. But the Pycnogonids

have, at least, segmented appendages, while the so called feet of the

Tardigrada are not segmented. But the absence of segmentation

may be due to the loss of it during the phylogenetic development just

as it has been lost in the abdomen of true spiders and ticks, where it

appears only in the embryonic development. Moreover, the legs of

some mites show a considerable tendency- in the same direction of

reducing the normal number of segments and of obliterating the ex-

ternal signs of segmentation. The order of' Pentastomida is also

frequently placed in the class of Arachnida. The four chitinous

hooks of the adult are homologized with the first and second pair

of appendages and derived from the two pairs of appendages of the

larval stage. The loss of the remaining four pairs is attributed to

the highly specialized parasitism of the Pentastomida. But if these

forms have ever developed from typical Arachnida, there is certainly

no e\'idence of their past history- left either in the anatom}' or the

embryolog}' of the now living forms. It may be safer, therefore,

to derive both the Tardigrada and the Pentastomida direct!}' from

primitive, annulated worms, and to regard them as separate phyla.

In the internal organization of Arachnida there are several struc-

tures in common to the majority of them, such as the coxal glands

for example, but the influence of parasitism extends to internal

characters as well as to external structures and has resulted in a

degeneration of many organs. Thus the characteristic organs of

respiration are wholl}- lacking in many mites and in other fo'rms have

followed two different courses of development The di\dsion of the

body into a cephalothorax and an abdomen, also holds good only in

the case of typical Arachnida. In the Solifugae we find the cephalo-

thorax not yet completely fused, since the last three segments are

free ; in the Ricinulei there is a movable plate in front of the first

pair of appendages ; in the Opiliones the body shows a tendency
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toward a fusion of cephalothorax with abdomen and this is brought

to completion in the Acari.

In view of such difficulties in the way of building a system based

on comparative anatomy alone, Ray Lankester has made the attempt

to employ as main character of the class, the true segmentation

of the head. We must bear in mind that the visible segmentation is

not always a correct criterion for the true segmentation and that seg-

ments may without difficulty be traced in the internal organization

of an animal when all evidence of their existence has been entirely,

obliterated from the chitinous exoskeleton ; but even the internal

organization of an adult arachnid maj^ show no evidence of segmen-

tation while the embryological stages leave no doubt of its having

once existed.

Lankester divides the Euarthropoda which form his Grade C in

the subphylum Arthropoda of the phylum Appendiculata, into 5 clas-

ses : Diplopoda, Arachnida, Crustacea, Chilopoda and Hexapoda.

He derives them from a "common ancestor resembling a Chaetopod

worm, but differing from it in having lost its chaetae and in having

a prosthomere^ in front of the mouth (instead of prostomium only)

and a pair of hemignaths (mandibles) on the parapodia of the buccal

somite. The structure of the head in Arthropods presents three pro-

foundly separated grades of structure dependent upon the number

of prosthomeres which have been assimilated by the prae-oral region."

His classification is as follows

:

Phylum APPENDICULATA
Sub-phylum I. Rotifera

II. Chaetopoda

,, III. Arthropoda

Grade A. Hyparthropoda (Hypothetical forms)

,, B. Protarthropoda

Class Onychophora

„ C. Euarthropoda

Class I. Diplopoda (Head monoprosthomerous, deutero-

gnathous)

,, 2. Arachnida (Headdiprosthomerous, tritognathous)

,, 3. Crustacea
{

i, 4. Chilopoda I Head triprosthomerous, tetarto-

I

gnathous

,, 5. Hexapoda
}

2 Prosthomeres are the segments in front of the mouth opening.
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The second class or Arachnida are characterized by Lankester as

follows :

"Head diprosthomerous, tritognathous—that is to say, with two

prosthomeres, the first bearing typical e3'es, the second a pair of

appendages reduced to a single ramus which is in more primitive forms

antenniform, in higher forms chelate or retrovert. The ancestral

stock was pantognathobasic—i. e. had a gnathobase or jaw process on

every parapodium. As many as six pairs of appendages following

the mouth ma}- have an enlarged gnathobase actually functional as

a jaw or hemignath, but a ramus is well developed on each of these

appendages either as a simple walking leg, a palp or a chela. In the

more primitive forms the appendage of every post-oral somite has a

gnathobase and two rami ; in higher specialized forms the gnatho-

bases may be atrophied m every appendage, even in the first post-

oral.
'

' The more primitive forms are anomomeristic ; the higher forms

nomomeristic, showing typically three groups or tagmata of six

somites each.

"The genital apertures are placed on the first somite of the second

tagma or mesosoma. Their position is unknown in the more primi-

tive forms. The more primitive forms have branchial respiratory pro-

cesses developed on a ramus of each of the postoral appendages.

In higher specialized forms these branchial processes become first

of all limited to five segments of the mesosoma, then sunk beneath

the surface as pulmonary oigans, and finally atrophied, their place

being taken by a well-developed tracheal system.

"A character of great diagnostic value in the more primitive Arach-

nida is the tendency of the chitinous investment of the tergal surface

of the telson to unite during growth with that of the free somites

in front of it, so as to form a pygidial shield or posterior carapace,

often comprising as many as fifteen somites (Trilobites, Limulus)."

Sub-divisions of the class Arachnida according to Lankester:

Class ARACHNIDA
Grade A. Anomomeristica

Sub-class Trilobitae

Orders. Not satisfactorily determined

Grade B. Nomomeristica

Sub-class I. Pantopoda

Order i. Nymphonomorpha
2. Ascorhynchomorpha

,, 3. Pycnogonomorpha
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Sub-class II. Euarachnida

Grade a. Delobranchia, Lankester (vel Hadropneusta Pocock)

Order i. Xyphosura

2. Gigantostraca

Grade b. Embolobranchia, Lankester (vel Aeropneustea

Pocock)

Section a. Pectinifera

Order i. Scorpionidea

Sub-order a. Apoxypoda

,, b. Dionychopoda

Section ^. Epectinata

Order 2. Pedipalpi

Sub-order a. Uropygi

Tribe i. Urotricha

,, 2. Tartaridea

Sub-order b. Amblypygi

Order 3. Araneae

Sub-order a. Mesothelae

,, b. Opisthothelae

Tribe i. Mygalomorphae

,, 2. Arachnomorphae

Order 4. Palpigradi (= Microtelyphonidae)

Order 5. Solifugae (= Mycetophorae)

Order 6. Pseudoscorpiones (= Chelonethi)

Sub-Older a. Panctenodactylii

b. Hemictenodactylii

Order 8. Opiliones

Sub-order a. Laniatores

b. Palpatores

c. Anepignathi

Order 9. Rhynchostomi (= Acari)

Sub-order a. Notostigmata

b. Cryptostigmata

c. Metastigmata

d. Prostigmata

e. Astigmata

f. Vermiformia

g. Tetrapoda

This classification does not include some of the extinct orders

and involves several assumptions which possess as yet only the value

of more or less useful hypotheses. In his article on Arthropoda in the
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eleventh edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica, Lankt ster himself

writes.

"According to older views the increase in the number of somites

in front of the mouth would have been regarded as a case of inter-

calation by new somite-budding of new prae-oral somites in the

series. We are prohibited by a general consideration of metamerism
in the Arthropoda from adopting the hypothesis of intercalation of

somites. However strange it may seem, we have to suppose that one

by one in the course of long, historical evolution somites have passed

forwards and the mouth has passed backwards. In fact, we ha\e to

suppose that the actual somite which in grades i and 2 bore the man-

dibles lost those mandibles, developed their rami as tactile organs,

and came to occupy a position in front of the mouth whilst its

previous jaw-bearing function was taken up by the next somite in

order, into which the oral aperture had passed. A similar history

must have been slowly brought about when this second mandibulate

somite in its turn became agnathous and passed in front of the mouth.

The mandibular parapodia may be supposed during the successive

stages of this history to have had, from the first, well-developed

rami (one or two) of a palp-like form, so that the change required

when the mouth passed awaN^ from them would merely consist in the

suppression of the gnathobase. The solid, palpless mandible such

as we now see in some Arthropoda is, necessarily, a late speciali-

zation. Moreover, it appears probable that the first somite never

had its parapodia modified as jaws, but became a prosthomere with

tactile appendages before parapodial jaws were developed at all,

or rather pari passu with their development on the second somite."

In discussing the validity of Lankester's system which unquestion-

ably has much in its favor, we have to subject the following questions

to a careful scrutiny : (i) Do we possess any evidence that post-oral

somites (opisthomeres) have passed forward and become prostho-

meres ? (2) What evidence can be brought in support of the assertion

that both grades of Lankester's class Arachnida have two prostho-

meres, while the Crustaceae, Chilopoda and Hexapoda have three

prosthomeres ? (3) Is it right to assume that the appendages of the

somites which passed in front of the mouth have changed th&ir func-

tion as jaws to become tactile organs, or is the second alternative of

Lankester's more correct, "that the buccal gnathobasic parapodia

(the mandibles) were in each of the three grades of prosthomerism

only developed after the recession of the mouth and the addition of

one, of two, or of three post-oral somites to the prae-oral region had

taken place." ? (4) Is the segmentation of the head of fundamental.
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phylogenetic value and does it justify the expansion of the class to

include also the Trilobites and Pantopods ?

Numerous embryological studies have given an affirmative an-

swer to the first question. It has been shown by Heymons that in the

Chilognatha, of the three pairs of post-oral embryonic segments desig-

nated respectively as prae-antennal, antenna! and prae-mandibular,

the second develops the antennae of the adult, the first forms transient

appendages, while the third disappears altogether at an early stage.

The fourth post-oral segment gives rise to the mandibles. In insects

we have a somewhat similar condition, the antennae arising from the

second post-oral segment while the third segment gives origin to a

temporary, embryonic pair of appendages. The protencephalon, on

the other hand, representing the first, prae-oral segment, is divided

into three lobes, the first of which develops into the optic ganglion

while the second and third give rise to the brain proper. In the adult

insect the procerebral lobes of the brain give rise to the nerves of the

ocelli or simple eyes. The class Crustacea is somewhat different

from the two preceding ones. Here it is more or less customary to

regard the eyes as modified appendages of the first prae-oral segment

and this view has gained some support in the experiments of Herhst,

which show that in place of an amputated eye under circumstances

an antenna may develop. But it is far from being evident that

regeneration repeats past history. Double members may be produced

artificially in lower vertebrates by splitting the germ of the anteiioi

or posterior leg and it is clear that they do not represent structures

which once existed but have been lost. Moreover, the early larva of

the lowest crustaceans, the so called Nauplius, has only three pairs

of appendages, all of which belong to post-oral somites. Of these

appendages the first pair becomes the antennules, the second the

antennae and the third remains post-oral and changes into the man-
dibles. The eyes of higher crustaceans develop later and occupy

a position in front of the antennules.

Among the recent Arachnida the spiders have been studied by
different investigatois and their embryology is better known than

that of any other order. It is beyond any doubt that the cheliceral

segment appears originally as a post-oral metamerite and occupies

later the position in front of the mouth. There is, however, a great

divergence of opinion as to whether the eyes represent a separate

segment and whether they are homologues to the eyes of crustaceans

and insects. In a recent paper on the development of Ischnocolus,

Schimkewitsch writes

:
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,,Das Xervensystem besteht auf diesem Stadium im Cophalothorax

aus Ganglien, welche in ihrem Inneren deutliche, noch nicht ver-

schlossene Hohlen aufweisen, und zwar aus dem unpaaren Nacken-
ganglion und einer Reihe von paarigen Ganglien: zwei Paaren

Scheitelganglien, zWei Paaren Augenganglien (das eine fur die seit-.

lichen, das andere fiir die mittleren Augen) dem paarigen Cheliceren-

ganglion, dem paarigen Pedipalpenganglion, vier Paaren Beinganglien

und einem paarigen Abdominalganglion ; im Hinterleibe dagegen

liegen drei Paare einzelner Ganglien und eine hintere gangliose Masse,

welche aus mehreren Ganglien zusammengesetzt ist" (S. 705).

With other words We have one single and five paired ganglia which

will make up the brain of the adult spider and furnish the nerves

for the prae-oral segments. The single ganglion may be compared to

the ganglionic mass in the prostomium of Polychetes but there seems

to be no good reason why the paired ganglia should not be considered

as forming five segments. Although Schimkewitsch does not men-

tion any ganglion for the rostrum (upper lip) the latter has been con-

sidered by Montgomery to represent in Theridium "a pair of true

prae-oral appendages, of which the rostral sacs constitute the coelom

and the cerebral ganglia the neuromeres." lie based his idea of the

segmentation of the head on the number of coelomic sacs and of paired

appendages and came therefore to the conclusion that spiders have

only two prae-oral segments, the rostral (the first) and the cheli-

ceral (the second). This conception seems to me to contain an error

since the rostrum lies behind and not in front of the chelicera. On
examining my own sections through young Lycosas and adult Pholcus

I find that the pair of nerves suppljang the rostrum arises behind the

nerv^es of the chelicera and represents the last pair of nerves given

off by the supraoesophageal ganglionic mass or brain. At present

I am, however, unable to state whether these rostral nen^es arise

merely from the lower lobes of the paired ganglion of the chelicera or

have their own pair of ganglia. The neuromeres of the brain are well

defined in young spiders, although of course not completely separated

as in embryonic stages. Do they represent separate segments ? It

is hard to say. A typical segment is usually composed of severa'

meroms such as sceletal plates, myomeres, coelomic sacs, neuromeres

and a pair of appendages. In different regions of the body any one

of these meroms may be entirely eliminated or fused with a correspon-

ding merom of the adjoining metamere and there seems to be no good

reason why neuromeres should not be as important as coelomic

meroms. We may therefore say that, while it is certain that post-oral

somites have occupied a prae-oral position, there is no sufficient e\'i-
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dence for the assertion that Arachnida and Diplopoda have only two

prosthomeres while the Crustacea, insects and Chilopoda have three.

It seems to me, on te contrary, that in Arachnida and insects more

than three prosthomeres went into the formation of the prae-oral

part of the head. The anterior middle eyes of Arachnida correspona

both in structure and nerve supply to the simple eyes of insects (ocelli)

and did not originally belong to the same, segment as the side eyes.

In the following tables I give for comparison the segmentation in

arthropods according to E. R. Lankester, and of the homologuos

organs of the head, as it appears from a comparative study of the

development and structure of the brain. I want to state, however,

that the second table is only a tentative one and that further research

will be necessary before the true segmentation of the head in arthro-

pods may be clearly understood.

TABLE I.

Segmentation of the head in different classes of arthropods according to

E, R. Lankester^

Segments
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A definite answer to the third question cannot be given at the

present state of our knowledge. This much seems to be beyond

doubt, that appendages do change their function in pas. ing from

a post-oral to a prae-oral position. Thus the two anterior pairs of

appendages in the Nauplius of lower crustaceans serve as swimming

legs, while the homologous appendages in adult Malakostraca are

antenniform sense organs. On the other hand the chelicera of

arachnids are still usually functioning as mouth parts although

in somewhat different way owing to their position in front of the

upper lip. They have, however, lost their gnathobase which is still

present in the embryological stages.

From the foregoing it does not appear reasonable to use the true

segmentation of the head as basis for a classification of arthropods

before new embryological data are brought in support. The very

fact that the segmentation is of primal importance should caution

us against drawing conclusions from insufficient premises. The

classification which I give further on, is therefore based on characters

ascertainable even from palaeontological specimens although derived

mainly from the comparative anatomy of recent forms. As the diffe-

rent systems proposed by various investigators are to be found

in the recent monograph of Pocock, I refer the reader who is desirous

of becoming acquainted with them, to this monograph. The dis-

cussion of Pocock's system will be found in connection with the

definition of each separate order.

Phylogenetic Development of the Arachnida.

Little may be said concerning the phylogenetic development of

arthropods. That they have developed from chaetopodous seg-

mented worms appears to be the only possible conjecture. But the

lines along which they developed are so different and the forms

so spezialized that the assumption of a polygenetic origin with

diverging and converging development seems to be more probable

than that of a gradual branching of a common ancestral stock. By
this I mean that the different classes of arthropods must have de-

veloped not from one ancestor, but at different times and from

different species of chaetopodous worms, and that this may be true

even for some orders of the same class.

Until quite recently the origin of the scorpions presented, as it

seemed, the least difficulties. The segmentation of their bod}-, the

shape and size of the cephalothorax, the number of appendages, the

presence of a simple telson, remind so strongly of Eurypterids that

their derivation from these aquatic arachnids appeared to be much
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more than a mere hypothesis. One had only to imagine that such

eurypterids as Slinwnia acuminata ox Eusarcus scorpionis acquired

the habit of Hving in ver}^ shallow water and changed gradually

into .scorpions. The only difficulty in the way of such change seemed

to lie in the difference of the respiratory organs of scorpions and

Eurypterids. But the ingenious explanation of the origin of lung-

books from gill-books through an insinking of the latter first brought

forward by Lankester and the subsequent observations of Brauer

on the embr3'os of scorpions tended to obviate even this difficulty.

The correctness of this interpretation is so apparent, that Lankester

has even ventured to express the hope of finding some day specimens

of Silurian scorpions which still led aquatic life and breathed by

means of gill-books. The absence of spiracles in the fossil Palaeo-

phoniis, a negative character on which Lankester builds his hope,

may however be due merely to poor preservation. This seems to

be the more probable since none of the upper Carboniferous arachnids

of North America show the slightest trace of spiracles and yet there

cannot be any doubt as to their having led a terrestrial life. For a

while I thought that perhaps the eurypterids themselves had already

internal gill-books of the lungbook type, with spiracles somewhat
similar to those of the scorpion, and connecting the gill cavit}^ with

the outside. In that case nothing but a change in function would

be required to transform them into the lung-books as we find them

in recent scorpions. One could imagine that the insinking took place

in aquatic arachnids as a protection against injuries on the one hand

and angainst too rapid drying in case of temporary exposure to air on

the other hand. I tried to find support for my assumption not in the

absence of spiracles in remains of terrestrial arachnids, but in the

size and position of the gill-books in Eurypterids. Disregarding the

presence of gill-books in the second abdominal somite where in the

scorpion they are modified into combs, their size and position in the

following four somites correspond almost exactly with the size and

position of the lung-books. A mere impression of lamellae on the

concretion in the absence of an impression of spiracles could be

readily interpreted in either sence. Morever, the overlapping of the

gill-plates and still more the presence of narrow bands, of the same

width as the overlapping, in specimens wdth distended abdomen

reminded me strongly of the conditions in modern scorpions where

the abdominal sclerites are connected with each other by means of

soft membrane. However, after some search for an explanation

Professor Schuchert was able to convince me that what I was in-

clined to interpret as overlapping sclerites of the abdominal wall
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were in reality overlapping gill-plates which are slightly longer than

each segment and are connected with the body wall at the anterior

edge of each segment. At least on the longitudinal section .of one

specimen of Eiirypteriis remipes one can see on the outside the heavier

outline of the gill-plate with the mould of the gill-book and at a little

distance from it inward a thin black line representing evidently the

body wall. The appearance of this line suggests that the ventral

body wall of the mesosoma in eurypterids was not chitinizeo, but

thin and soft. Herein it resembles the ventral body wall of Palaeo-

zoic scorpions, which as I thy to show in the Special Part was most

likely thin and soft. But a derivation of they scorion's lung-books

from such gill-books as those in Eurypterus seems highly improbable.

The line of attachment of the gill-plates in Eurypterus, as I have

mentioned above, is at the anterior edge of the somite, whereas the

spiracles of the scorpion are in the posterior half of the segment.

Before an insinking could have taken place, the gill-plate must have

first moved down along the surface of the somite,, a condition not

known to occur in any of the described eurj'pterids. Another blow

to a theor\' of the origin of scorpions from eurypteiids comes through

the beautiful work of Clarke and Ruedema^n on the Euryptenda

of New York which was published while my present monograph

was still in the printing. In this exhaustive study of the rich material

obtained from different horizons the authors not only bring together

all that was known alread}' about eurypterids, but widen and deepen our

knowledge of the group in many respects. Although they seem to

be in error when they refuse to homologize the sternum of the scor-

pion with the metastoma of the eurypterids and the chilaria of

Limulus, they show conclusively that eurypterids have in s<.'me

respects more similarities with limuloids than with scorpions. The
presence of five pairs of gills, the large operculum of the second ab-

dominal somite, the structure of the eyes, the large carapace and

smaller number of segments in embryonic stages are of especial im-

portance. The long prosoma and thin metasoma of scorpion embryos

are the most important characters separating them from eurypterids.

On the other hand the fusion of abdominal segments even in the

oldest limuloid, Protolmiulus eriensis, from the Devonian -and the

absence of even partial fusion in eurypterids from the Cambrian to

the Permian suggests "that the limulids and eurypterids were prob-

ably separate in Precambric time." It is interesting to mention
in this connection that according to our authors the eurypterids of

New York ma\' be divided into four groups in regard to their mode
of life and that the different deposits in which they are found show
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that "while the earher eurypterids were marine and their chmacteric

fauna eur\^haHne; tlieir later habit througliout the Devonic and

Carbonic led them finally into the fresh water." The species which

is most interesting inasmuch as it shows a close resemblance to

scorpions, is Eusarcus scorpionis from the Silurian (Bertie waterlime)

quanies at Williamsville and Buffalo. Yet it does not seem reason-

able to imagine that Eusarcus is an ancestor of scorpions, first because

of the differences in structure and development mentioned above,

and then because of the occurrence in the same waterlime of a true

Silurian scorpion, Proscorpius osborni, which must have led a marine

life. Of the European eurypterids none resembles scorpions more
than Slimonia acuminata, yet in this case the same objection holds

true and true scorpions were tliere already represented by Palaeo-

phonus. There remains then the onty alternative that the Xiphosura,

Eurypterida and scorpions developed independently and that the

great similarity between such forms as Slimonia, Eusarcus and
scorpions is due to convergence, as Thorell has already suggested.

The Haptopoda, Phalangiotarbi, Anthracomarti, Opiliones and

Acari show some remarkable similarities in structure and may have

had another common ancestor, but no Acari are known to have

occured in the Palaeozoic era and there are no connecting links

between either of these orders and the trilobites. The pseudo-

scorpions are not known to occur in the Palaeozoic. They show
only external similarity to scorpions and their origin cannot be

traced. In the number of abdominal segments and in the arrange-

ment of the coxae they resemble rather the Pedipalpi, but it would

be very hazardous to derive them from this group. The Solifugae

stand quite isolated. The Pedipalpi and Araneae have much in

common both in their external and internal organization, but their

origin is as dark as that of the preceding orders.

Great activity in the production of new arachnid forms must

have taken place at the end of the Devonian or the beginning

of the Lower Carboniferous period, since, the Coal Measures

or Pennsylvanian show already the majority of orders in full de-

velopment. All these forms have undoubtedly the structure of

terrestrial arachnids, although it is not impossible that some Anthra-

comarti and Phalangiotarbi led an aquatic life similar to that of

recent hydrachnids among the Acari. Fritsch has pointed out that

on the bodies of two Bohemian species of Promygale, which genus

according to Pocock is synonymous with Anthracomartus , are found

parasitical gastropods, Spiroglyphus, whereas all other arachnids

from the same region are free from them. This argument, however.
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does not seem to me to be convincing. The specimen of Geralinura

gigantea in the possession of the U. S National Museum shows

a lamelUbranch in the same concretion, yet there can be no doubt

that all species of Geralinura Were terrestrial ara-chnids. As Pro-

fessor Schuchert has pointed out to me, the impression of marine

animals on the same concretion with arachnids is probabh" due to

the fact that the dead creatures were washed from the land into

the sea where they became fixed in the mud with the other brackish-

water remains. The more or less frequent occurrence of ferns in

the same concretion with arachnids is due to the same cause and

points to the fact that such species lived in a moist climate. We
mav further conjecture that it was a hot cHmate, since the majority

of living forms of the same orders are mainly distributed throughout

the tropical and sub-tropical zones. It is true that the recent re-

presentatives of Pedipalpi and especially of Solifugae are more

characteristic of dry regions, man}- of them being even true desert

forms; yet on the one hand, a change in climate rnay have brought

about a change in habits, and on the other, species are known which

still prefer wet regions. Thus I have found a Solifugid and ambly-

pygous Pedipalpi under bark of decaying tree^runks on the western

coast of Chiapas where the yearly rainfall is v^ery high and the countr

rich in tropical rain forests. Some species of scorpions and many

Theraphosid spiders are found in quantities in the lowest parts of

tropical jungles.

The similarity in structure between extinct forms and recent

ones suggests that the food must also have been similar, consisting

of land animals belonging to the arthropods, possibly some arthro-

stracous crustaceans, and more certainly Palaeodictyoptera, Proto-

blattoidea, and arachnids. The Anthracomarti and Phalangiotarbi

must have been preying on very small invertebrates since their

mandibles were so weak that no traces of them are left. It is not

impossible that some of them were phytophagous. The methods

of defense against enemies must also have been similar, since the

scorpions show a well-developed poison gland and the mandibles

of the Pedipalpi and Araneae Were apparently of the same type

as those of recent forms. It might be supposed that the poison

apparatus developed for the purpose of killing the prey and not

for self defense, but the study of living arachnids show that they

avoid using their poison for that purpose. I have tried in vain to

find among the fossiles studied some evidence in regard to their

methods of reproduction. The distended abdomen of some scor-

pions and Pedipalpi is indicative of their being gra\dd females.
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W'hether the scorpions of the late Palaeozoic were already vivi-

parous or still laying eggs, and whether the male spiders had their

copulatory apparatus in the palp as is the case with recent spiders

and those from the amber, can be determined only when more

favorably preserved material is found.

Comparison of the North American Upper Carboniferous Arachno-

logical Fauna with that of Europe and with the Recent Fauna.

In comparing extinct Arachnida of one fauna with those of another

we must remember that the most important generic and specific

characters are often missing. To avoid unnecessary repetition

I shall give an illustration of the truth of this statement in the case

of the scorpions which by virtue of their size and the hardness of

their skeleton ought to present the least difficulties. One of the

most important not only specific, but generic characters is the

arrangement of the granules on the edge of the fingers of the pedi-

palp. None of the Carboniferous scorpions of Europe and North

America shows the slightest sign of these granules. Of course it

may be assumed that they did not have such granules, that the

granules are of more recent origin. But the similarity in other

characters makes such an assumption improbable. The very fact

that the pedipalp, bent in its normal position, presents the sides

of the fingers, is a sufficient cause to prevent us from seeing the

granules and would make it extremely difficult to obtain a mould

of them even in large recent forms. A character of great importance

in the systematics of recent scorpions is the presence of one or of

two spines in the articular membrane at the base of the last joint

of the legs. The recent family Scorpionidae has only one such

spine, while in the other five families there are at least two spines.

This character in recent forms is naturally combined with other

characters of importance, such as the shape of the sternum, the

structure of the comb and the number of side eyes. Anyone who

has had opportunity to study recent scorpions will agree with me
that the side eyes are visible only when the light falls on them under

a definite angle and cannot be distinguished from round granules

accompanying them when the light strikes them under another

angle It is nothing strange, then, that our knowledge of the side

eyes in Carboniferous scorpions is inaccurate and that this character

is not of great use. The sternum and the comb are sometimes

very well preserved, but in the great majority of cases the comb

is missing. To hope ever to find some of the finer specific cha-

racters such as the trichobothria, would be simply childish. What
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is true of the scorpions is true to a still greater extent in some of the

other orders. Thus the genera and species of recent spiders are

based almost entirely on such characters, as wall never be found

preserved in Carboniferous forms. What value then have the genera

and species of that extinct fauna ? We may safely say that in the

majority of cases the species of Carboniferous arachnids would have the

value of genera in a recent fauna. Many genera would be regarded

as families and some families as suborders. If therefore, basing our

judgment on the preserved characters, we should come to theconclusion

that a certain Carboniferous European species is identical with a

North American one, we would be judging from insufficient evidence.

Fortunately such cases do not exist and the Carboniferous species

of North America are clearly distinct from those of Europe.

Of the extinct orders the Haptopoda, represented by a single

species Plesiosiro madeleyi, are known only from Europe, and the

Kustarachnae, represented by three species of a single genus, only

from North America. The orders Anthracomarti and .Phalangio-

tarbi, both extinct, are represented in both countries. The order

Anthracomarti is much richer in Europe than in North America.

Its first family, Anthracomartidae, is repres^ted there by 4 genera

with 12 species; of these the genus Anthracomartus is represented

in Europe by 9 species as against 2 species in North America. It

is the only genus of the family so far discovered in North American

deposits, and it is interesting to mention that neither of the two

species has been found at Mazon Creek, the .:i. trilohitus being a

common arachnid from Arkansas in strata somewhat older and

A. iyiangularis being represented by a single specimen from the

Joggins Mines in Nova Scotia from Leds younger than those of Mazon

Creek. The second family, Eophrynidae, is represented in Europe

by 13 genera with 16 species, in North America by 3 genera with

4 species. Of these the genera Areomartus and Trigonomartiis are

Ainerican, while the two species which I have placed under Pocock's

genus Trigonotarbus may in reality be representatives of a separate

genus. Among the Phalangiotarbi the family Heterotarbidae with

its single species Heterotarhiis ovatus is known only from this country.

The family Phalangiotarbidae is represented in Europe by a single

genus and species, Phalangiotarbus suhovalis, which does not occur

in North America, as against 3 genera with .j species in this country.

The family Architarbidae is represented in North America, by the

genera Opiliotarbus and Arc/utarbus, the first with i, the second

with 3 species. In Europe it is represented by Architarbus alone,

of which there are known 5 species.
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Turning now our attention to the other orders represented both

in the Carboniferous and recent faunas, we must first of all exclude

from consideration the few very inadequately known forms of Opili-

ones. The presence of maxillary lobes in the coxae of recent Opili-

ones" would speak for an old origin of this order, but for some reason

it is very poorly represented in the Carboniferous fauna, if indeed

the species described under it belongs to it The order Ricinulei

is at present entirely confined to Africa and Brazil but is represented

in the Carboniferous of both Europe and North America. The car-

boniferous genus Polyochera belongs apparently to the rcent family

Cryptostemmidae. One species is known from Europe and 2 from

blazon Creek. The genus Curculioides belongs to the extinct family

Holotergidae, which represents a further development inasmuch as

the separate tergites are fused into one shield. It is represented by

a single species in Europe and 2 species in North America. The order

Solifugae is at present represented mainly in tropical and hot coun-

tries, but some species occur in the southern United vStates, going as

far north as Kansas, and some in South Russia and southern Europe

(Greece, Spain). The only Carboniferous species of this order is

from North America. The order Araneae or spiders is, perhaps with

the exception of the Acari, the richest among recent Arachnida. Of

its three sub-orders, the Arachnomorphae are spread all over the

world. The Theraphosae or Mygalomorphae, including all "taran-

tulas" and trap-door spiders, are preeminently tropical, but some

species occur a? far north as southern France in Europe and the Dis-

trict of Columbia in this country. The third suborder, or Mesothelae,

is almost wholly extinct. Only 2 recent species are known from

Pinang and Sumatra. This was the best represented sub-order

among the spiders of the Carboniferous period. It was much better

represented in Europe than here ; we have only i genus with 2 species,

whereas 5 genera containing 5 species have been decsribed from Europe

and 6 more European species have been probably incorrectly placed

under the American genus Arthrolycosa. No remains of the Mygalo-

morphae are known either from Europe or from North America.

Of the Arachnomorphae 3 species belonging to as many genera have

been described from Europe, but no representatives of this sub-order

have been found in North America, although the recent North

American spider fauna is richer than the European one. The order

Pedipalpi is at present restricted to hot and tropical countries. It is

totally absent in Europe, while i species of a whip scorpion and 2 spe-

cies of the sub-order Amblypygi are found in Texas, Florida, Arizona

and California. The sub-order Uropj^gi or whip scorpions are re-
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presented in the North American Carboniferous fauna by the genus

Generalimira with 3 species. In England it is represented by t species,

G. britannica, and in Bohemia by G. boh^mica. The real generic

characters used in the systematics of recent whip scorpions are not

preserved in the Carboniferous specimens, and the American species

may in reality belong to a different genus from the European ones.

The sub-order Amblypygi is represented in this country by 3 species

belonging to as many genera, one of which, namely Graeophonus,

has also a representative from England in G. anglicns The order

Scorpiones is at present restricted to tropical and hot countries with

2 species, however, living as far north as the Karpathian mountains

and southern Germany, and several other species in southern Europe.

In the United States occur 22 species of scorpions, two of which go

as far north as Colorado. Utah, Nevada and Nebraska. Leaving out

of consideration Mazonia woodiana from Mazon Creek, a species

which may eventually prove to be not a true scorpion, the Carboni-

ferous scorpions may be divided into 3 families, at least one of which,

Isobuthidae, is distinct from all recent scorpions and therefore ex-

tinct. This family is represented in Europe b}' 3 species belonging

to 2 genera, and by a third with a single sp^ies in North America.

The family Cyclophthalmidae is represented in Europe by 3 genera

with 5 species. A fourth, rather uncertain genus is represented by

a single species in North America. The family Eoscorpionidae shows

many relations to recent Scorpionidae and \'ejovidae and represents

probably two or three families thrown together for lack of distinctive

characters. The genus Microlabis with its single species, M. sternbergi

is known only from Europe. The genera Palaeopisthacanthus with

2 species and Trigonoscorpio with a single species are American. Of

the genus Eoscorpius 4 species occur in Europe and 4 in this country.

While any conjecture as to the direction in which the phylogenetic

development of arachnids took place in Europe and North America,

would be premature, the following conclusions seem to have suffi-

cient foundation in fact : (i) that the Carboniferous arachnological

fauna of North America is distinct from that of Europe and developed

along somewhat different lines, and (2) that both faunas have more

similaiity with recent faunas of tropical countries, than with such of

the same locality.
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SPECIAL PART
PHYLUM ARTHROPODA

Invertebrates with a chitinous exoskeleton and usually segmented

appendages, with a prae-oral supraoesophageal brain composed of not

less than 2 pairs of ganglia, and a ventral chain of ganglia, which

shows different grades of concentration. Organs of respiration, when

present, in form of gill-books, lung-books, or tracheal tubes. Organs

of circulation, when present, never in the form of a closed system,

heart open at both ends, with side ostia. Excretory organs either in form

of modified nephridia or as malpygian tubes. Development direct or

indirect, in the latter case often with a complicated metamorphosis.

The phylum is composed of 10 classes.

Key to the classes of the Phylum Arthropoda.

1. Two pairs of prae-oral appendages (behind the eyes)

Crustacea

+ one pair of prae-oral appendages (behind the eyes) ... 2

2. Legs biramous Trilobita

+ legs uniramous 3

3. Segmentation of the body homomeric 4
-I- segmentation of the body heteromeric 8

4. Head with i pair of post-oral appendages (mandibles) and a

pair of papillae. Genital opening on penultimate segment.

Legs with 2 claws Protracheata

+ head with at least 2 pairs of post-oral appendages. Legs

with I, 2 or 3 claws 5

5. Head with 2 pairs of post-oral appendages. Antennae

short, not more than 7-jointed 6

+ head with more than 2 post-oral appendages. Antennae

long, with many joints 7

6. Antennae simple. Tracheal spiracles at base of all legs.

Genital opening on third somite

Diplopoda
-1- antennae with 4 basal joints, from the distal of which

arise 2 i-jointed branches, the external with i bristle,

the internal with 2 bristles. Respiratory organs absent.

Genital openings at base of 2d pair of legs

Pauropoda

7. Three pairs of post-oral appendages in the head. First

pair of legs modified as maxillipeds. Tracheal spiracles

numerous, never on the head. Genital opening on penulti-

mate segment Chilopoda
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+ four pairs of post-oral appendages. No maxillipeds.

One pair of tracheal spiracles only, on the head. Geni-

tal openings on third somite Symphyla

8. Abdomen rudimentary. Genital openings on the 2 d joint of

legsof the 4th pair,or3dand4th,or2d, 3dand4th. Number
of post-oral appendages 5—7 pairs .... Pycnogonida

+ abdomen not rudimentar^^ Genital opening never on

legs

9. Head and thorax fused together. Cephalic part with

I pair of post-oral appendages. Thoracic part with 4 pairs

of legs (the last 2 pairs absent in i family of Acari)

Arachnida

+ head not fused with thorax. Three pairs of post-oral

appendages in the head. Thorax with 3 pairs of legs

Hexapoda (Insecta)

CLASS ARACHNIDA
Arthropods with at least 3 prae-oral segrn^ts, with i pair of prae-

oral appendages modified as chelicera, with 5 pairs of postoral appen-

dages, the first of which is represented by the pedipalpi. Head fused

with at least i thoracic segment, usually with entire thorax, forming

a cephalothorax. Genital opening on first somite of mesosoma.

Nephridia modified as coxal glands. Legs typically with 7, pedi-

palpi with 6 joints.

This class is composed of 15 orders.

Key to the Orders of Arachnida.

1. Opisthosoma with an unsegmented telson 2

+ Opisthosoma without a telson, sometimes with a seg-

mented whip 4

2. Post-abdominal segments fused. Abdomen with a large

genital operculum and 5 gill-books. Legs of the ist, 2d,

and 3d pair chelate Xiphosuia

+ post-abdominal segments free ; legs not chelate .... 2>

3. All post-oral appendages with gnathobases. 5 pairs of

gill-books Gigantostraca

+ only the anterior 3 pairs of post-oral appendages with

gnatho-bases. Pedipalpi chelate. 4 pairs of lung-books

Scorpiones

4. In front of the cephalothorax a movable plate (cucullus)

Ricinulei
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+ cucullus absent 5

5. All segments of the cephalothorax fused together .... 7

+ two or three posterior segments of the cephalothorax

free. Mandibles always chelate 6

6. Only 2 posterior cephalothoracic segments free. Ab-

dominal segments 11, the last with a segmented whip

Palpigradi

+ three cephalothoracic segments free. Abdominal

segments 10. No whip Solifugae

7. Abdomen with petiolus 8

+ abdomen broadly joined to the cephalothorax 10

8. Coxae of pedipalpi completely fused together, forming

a triangular plate. Pedipalpi chelate. Coxae of legs

radiating from the central sternum, equal in size. All

legs thin and long Kustarachnae

+ Coxae of pedipalpi not fused into one plate 9

9 Pedipalpi raptorial ; i st pair of legs transformed into an

antenniform sense organ. No spinning organs

Pedipalpi

+ Pedipalpi pediform ; ist pair of legs not transformed

into an antenniform sense organ. Spinning organs

in abdomen Araneae

10. Pedipalpi powerful, chelate. Chelicera chelate. Spin-

ning glands in front or behind the genital openings, their

ducts opening on movable finger of chelicera

Pseudoscorpiones

+ Pedipalpi not chelate. Spinning glands absent .... 11

11. Abdomen not segmented (with exception of the sub-

order Notostigmata in which there are 4 dorsal abdominal

stigmata). Coxae of all legs devoid of maxillary lobes

Acari

+ abdomen clearly segmented 12

12. Coxae of the ist pair of legs and often also of the 2d and

3d pair with maxillar}^ lobes. Chelicera chelate. Ab-

domen composed of 10 segments, the 10 th being re-

presented by the operculum, but the number of visible ter-

gites and sternites is usually smaller, owing to a fusion of

the anterior segments with the cephalothorax

Opiliones

+ all coxae without maxillary processes 13

13. Tarsi and metatarsi of ist pair of legs converted into

a 7-jointed tactile organ. Abdomen composed of 11 seg-
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ments, the nth being represented by the operculum

situated on the ventral surface Haptopoda

+ first pair of legs pediform, not converted into a tac-

tile organ 14

14. Four, 5 or 6 anterior abdominal tergites very narrow.

Dorsal surface of abdomen never divided into longitudinal

fields Phalangiotarbi

+ anterior abdominal tergites not conspicuously narrow.

Dorsal surface of abdomen divided into 3 or 5 longi-

tudinal fields Anthracomarti

ORDER SCORPIONES

Head completely fused with thorax. Abdomen twelve-jointed,

the last five somites forming the so called cauda or post-abdomen,

considerably narrower than the anterior seven. Telson with a poison

gland and sting. Chehcera three-jointed, chelate. Pedipalpi six-

jointed, chelate, powerful. Coxae of first and second pair of legs

with maxillary lobes. Abdominal tergites- and sternites heavily

chitinized, connected laterally with each other by means af a soft

chitinous cuticle capable of considerable distension. Post-abdominal

segments without such pleural membranes, their sternites and ter-

gites completely fused in each segment. First sternite represented

by the genital opercula, second sternite by the basal joint of the comb.

Four pairs of stigmata leading to lungbooks in third to sixth sternites,

one pair to each sternite. Anus without operculum, at the end of the

twelfth abdominal segment, ventral to the poison gland. Two middle

eyes and two to five pairs of side eyes on cephalothorax, some recent

species completely blind. All recent scorpions are viviparous.

The classification of recent scorpions is based entirely on external

characters, the most important being : the shape of the sternum, the

structure of the comb, the position of spines on legs, the shape and

sculpture of the pedipalpi, etc. These characters should naturallj^

be of the same importance for the classification of extinct scorpions.

Unfortunately it is not always possible to sec all important -characters

m the same Palaeozoic specimen and the knowledge of the group

remains therefore incomplete. There are several genera based upon

specimens which do not show the most important structures. The

position of such genera in the system is naturally not certain. Some

species, too, have been placed under genera which they most resemble,

i. e., owing to their general resemblance to the type species and not

on account of their generic characters which unfortunately have not
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been preserved. Such a method is certainly open to grave criticism,

but it is the only possible one. The text figures i—4 showing the

external characters of recent scorpions will help the understanding

(jf the incomplete remains of Palaeozoic specimens.

The scorpions have been divided into two sub-orders, the dis-

tinguishing character being the presence or absence of two claws on

the walking legs.

Fig- 3-

Fig. I. Fig. 4.

Figure i.

—

Opisthacanihus elatus (Gerv.), from the West Indies, ventral

surface of a gravid female. Figure 2.— Same, dorsal surface of cephalo-

thorax and anterior seven abdominal segments. Figure ^. — Centyiirus

junceus (Herbst), from Cuba, end of tarsus with walking spine, two claws

and dorsal lobe. Figure 4. — Same, viewed from below to show the position

of the dorsal lobe.

LIST OF DESCRIBED SPECIES OF SCORPIONS
SUB-ORDER APOXYPODA. SILURIAN SCORPIONS

Tarsi terrninating in a sharp point, without claws.

Family Palaeophonidae Thorell and Lindstrom

Genus PalaeophonusTh. and L. 1884.

Genotype P. nuncius Th. and L.
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1. P. nuncius Th. and L., K. Svensk. Vet. Ak. Handl., Vol. 21, No. 9.

1884, pi. I. Pocock, Q. J. M. S., 1902, p. 296. Fritsch, Pal.

Arachn., 1904, p. 63, fig. yS.

From the Silurian (Wenlock) of Gotland.

2. P caledonicus Hunter, Trans. Geol. Soc. Glasgow, Vol. Mil,

1886, p. 169. Id., Ibid., Vol. V, 1887, pp. 185-191. Peach,

Nature, Vol. XXXI, 1885, p. 295.

= P. hunteri Pocock, 0. J. M. S., 1902, p. 291, pi. 19. Fritsch,

Pal. Arachn., 1904, p. 63, fig. 79.

P. caledonicus Bather, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., (8), Vol. Mil, 1911,

p. 676.

From the Silurian (Ludlow), of Scotland.

3. P. loudonensis Laurie, Trans. Roy. Soc. Edinb., Vol. XXXIX,
1889, p. 576, pi. I, fig. I. Fritsch, Pal. Arachn., 1904, p. 64, fig. 80.

Found in the Silurian of Scotland.

Genus Proscorpiits \Miitficld 1885.

Genotype and only species P. osborni \Miitf., Bull. Am. Mus. Nat.

Hist., 1885, Vol. I, p. 181, pis. 19 and 20. Clarke and Ruedmann,

EurypteridaofNew York, 1912, Vol. I, p. 387, fL 81—83, Vol. II, pi. 88.

From the Silurian (Cayugan series, Bertie formation), Water-

ville, N. Y.

SUB-ORDER DIONYCHOPODA

Scorpions With two claws at the end of each tarsus.

Pocock in his monograph proposes to divide this sub-order into

two groups: Lobosterni "with bilobed, posteriorly laminate sternal

plates on the opisthosoma and skeletal plates, whether belonging to

the fourth leg or not, on each side of the genital operculum," and

Orthosterni, with plates similar to those in recent scorpions. To the

first belong the genera Eobuthus and Isobuthus, to the second Cycloph-

thalrmis, Archaeocionus, Anthracoscorpio, Microlabis and possibly

Palaeomachus. It seems to me, however, that the two groups of

Pocock are artificial inasmuch as the new genus Palaeobuthus des-

cribed below, although agreeing in the character of its sternites with

recent scorpions, is closely related to Eobtithus and IsobiitJms in the

structure of the coxae. I propose therefore to di\ade the palaeozoic

Dionychopoda into families without reference to the shape of the

abdominal sternites.

Family Isobuthidae.

Late Palaeozoic scorpions in which the coxae of the fourth pair of

legs are abutting against the genital opercula. To this family belong
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three genera, Isobuthus, Eohuthus and Palaeohuthiis. They may be

distinguished as follows

:

1. Abdominal sternites with straight posterior edges. Sternum

triagonal Palaeohuthus n. gen. (see below).

Genotype P. disfinctus n. sp., from Mazon Creek.

+ abdominal sternites with posterior edges curved, so that the

sternites appear bilobed 2

2. Sternum rhomboidal Genus Isobuthus Fritsch 1904

Genotype and only species I. kralupensis Th. and L., Kongl.

Svensk. Akad., Vol. 21, No. 9, 1884, p. 17. Fritsch, Pal.

Arachn., 1904, p. 70, fig. 88; pi. 10, figs, i— 11.

Found in the Coal Measure of Kralup, Bohemia.

+ sternum oval Genus Eohuthus Fritsch 1904

Genotype E. rakovnicensis Fritsch.

Described species :

1. E. rakovnicensis Fritsch (ad partem), Pal. Arachn., 1904,

p. 74, figs. 90, 92 ;
pi. 8, figs, i, 2. Pocock, Carb. Arachn.,

1911, p. 13.

Found in the Coal Measures (Noegerathienschiefer) of

Rakonitz, Bohemia.

2. E. holti Pocock, Carb. Arachn., 1911, p. 14, fig. i
;
pi. II, fig. 2.

From the Coal Measures of England.

Family Cyclophthalmidae,

Late Palaeozoic scorpions ^vith normal arrangement of coxae, mid-

dle eyes not close to the anterior edge of the cephalothorax, hand

comparatively wide with short fingers and sternum "pear "-shaped.

This family contains three genera from Europe and one from North

America.

Genus Cyclo-phthalmtts Corda 1835.

Genotype C. senior Corda.

1. C. senior Corda, Verh. Ges. vaterl. Mus. Bohmen, 1835, P- S^-

Fritsch, Pal. Arachn., 1904, p. 66, figs. 84—86; pi. 7, figs. 1—4;
pi. 8. figs. 3-5.

From the " Steinkohlensandstein " of Bohemia.

2. C. eiiglyptus (Peach)

= Eoscorpius euglyptus Peach, Trans. Roy. Soc. Edinb., Vol. XXX
1883, p. 402, pi. XXII.

C. euglyptus Pocock, Carb. Arachn., 1911, p. 19, fig. 4.

From the Lower Carboniferous (Cementstone) of Scotland.

Genus Palaeomachus Pocock 1911.

Genotype and only species P. anglicus (Woodward).

Trans. Conn Acad., Vol. XVIII. 3 June, 1913.
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= Eoscorpins anglicus Woodward, Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc,

Vol. XXXII, 1876, p.. 58, pi. Vllirfig. 3

P. anglicus Pocock, Carb. Arachn., 1911, p. 16, fig. 2.

Bather, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., (8), Vol. Vlll, 1911, p. 673, with fig.

From the Coal Measures of England.

Genus Archaeoctonus Pocock 191 1.

Genotype A. glaber (Peach).

1. A. glaber (Peach).

= Eoscorpius glaber Peach (ad partim). Trans. Roy. Soc. Edinb.,

Vol. XXX, 1883, pp. 398-400, pi. XXII, figs. 2-2I.

A. glaber Pocock, Carb. Arachn., 1911, p. 17, fig. 3.

From the Lower Carboniferous of Scotland.

2. A. tuberculatum (Peach).

= Eoscorpius iuberculaius Peach, Trans. Roy. Soc. Edinb., Vol.

XXX, 1883, p. 398, pi. XXIII, figs. 8-8h.

A. iuberculaius Pocock, Carb. Arachn., 1911, p. 19.

From the Lower Carboniferous (Coal Measures, Calciferous) of

Scotland.

Eoctonus n. gen.

Genotype E. miniatus n. sp.

From the Pennsylvanic (Lower Allegheny) of North America.

Family Eoscorpionidae.

Late Palaeozoic scorpions \\ath normal arrangement of coxae,

middle e^'es not close to the anterior edge of cephalothorax, hand
comparatively narrow with long fingers; pentagonal sternum.

The family contains four genera.

Genus Eoscorpius Meek and Worthen 1868.

Cephalothorax more or less rectangular, cauda normal.

Genotype E. carbonarius M. and W.
1. E. carbonarius M. and W., Amer. Jour. Sci. c\: Arts, (2), 1868,

Vol. XLV, p. 25. Id., Geol. Surv. 111., Vol. Ill, 1868, p. 560 with fig.

From the Pennsylvanic (Lower Alleghen\-) of North America.

2. E. sparthensis Baldwdn and Sutcliffe, Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc,

Vol. LX, 1904, p. 396, fig. 2.

= Eubuthus rakovnicensis Fritsch (ad partem British specimen).

Pal. Arachn., 1904, p. 74, fig. 91, pi. 12, figs. 1—3.

= A nthracoScorpio sparthensis Pocock, Carb. Arachn., 1911, p. 20.

From the Coal Measures of England and Bohemia.

3. E. dunlopi (Pocock).

= Anthracoscorpio dunlopi Pocock, Carb. Arachn., 1911, p. 21,

fig. 5, pi. I, fig. I.
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From the Upper Coal Measures of Scotland.

4. E. hithijormis (Pocock).

= Anthracoscorpio huthijormis Pocock, Carb. Arachn., 1911,

- p. 24, figs. 6—8
;

pi. I, fig. 2
;
pi. II, fig. i.

From the Coal Measures of England.

5. (?) E. ornatus (Fritsch).

= Feistmantelia ornata Fritsch, Pal. Arachn., 1904, p. 75, pi. XI,

fig- 1-5-

From the Middle Permian (Lebach) of Bohemia.

6. E. iypicus n. sp.

From the Pennsylvanic (Lower Allegheny) of North America.

7. E. danielsi n. sp.

From the Pennsylvanic (Lower Alleghen}') of North America.

8. E. granulosus n. sp.

From the Pennsylvanic (Lower Allegheny) of North America.

Genus Trigonoscorpio n. gen.

Cephalothorax triangular, cauda rather weak.

Genotype and only species T. americanus n. sp.

From the Pennsylvanic (Lower Allegheny) of North America.

Palaeopisthacanthus n. gen.

Cephalothorax trapezoidal, cauda very small.

Genotype P. schucherti n. sp.

1. P. schucherti n. sp.

From the Pennsylvanic (Lower Alleghen}-) of North America,

2. P. mazonensis n. sp.

From the Pennsylvanic (Lower Allegheny) of North America.

Genus Microlabis Corda 1839.

Cephalothorax trapezoidal, cauda not known, hand very weak.

Genotype and only species M. sternbergii Corda, Verh. bohm.

Ges. vaterl. Mus., 1839, pp. 14—18, pi. I. Fritsch, Pal. Arachn.,

1904, p. 69, fig. 8y, pi. 9, figs. 1—4.

Family Mazoniidae.

Middle eyes close to anterior edge of cephalothorax. Structure of

pedipalpi and sternum not known.

Genus Mazonia Meek and Worthen 1868.

With the characters of the family.

Genotype and only species M. woodiana^l. and W., Geol. Surv.

111., Vol. Ill, 1868, p. 563, with figs.

From the Pennsylvanic (Lower Allegheny) of North America.
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KEY TO GENERA OF NORTH AMERICAN CARBONIFEROUS
SCORPIONS

1. Seventh abdominal tergite similar to the preceding ones, 8 th

similar to the 7th of recent scorpions.

Mazonia

+ seventh abdominal tergite as in recent scorpions. Post-

abdomen with 5 segments 2

2. Coxae of 3d pair of legs abutting against the sternum, those of

4th pair against the genital opercula.

Palaeohuthiis

+ coxae of 3d and 4th pair of legs abutting against the sternum

(coxae of Trigonoscorpio and Eoctonus not known but

presumably of this type) 3

3. Cephalothorax triangular ; anterior border more than 4 times

narrower than the posterior one.

Trigonoscorpio

+ cephalothorax never as narrow in front 4

4. Post-abdomen very short and slim.

Palaeopisthacanthus

+ post-abdomen normal 5

5. Hand short and wide, with short fingers.

Eoctonus

+ hand narrow, fingers very long.

Eoscorpius

DESCRIPTION OF NORTH AMERICAN PALAEOZOIC SCORPIONS

Family Eoscorpionidae.

Genus Eoscorpius Meek and Worthen.

New definition. Sternum pentagonal. Cephalothorax with more

or less parallel sides, never conspicuously narrowed in front. Mid-

dle eyes either removed from the anterior edge of the cephalothorax

at least ^/s its length, or if placed close to it then the edge itself

straight. Cauda normal. Hand narrow with ver\'^ long fingers.

The type species, E. carhonarius, resembles very closely the Euro-

pean E. dunlopi (Pocock) and E. sparthensis Baldwin and Sutcliffe,

but is considerably smaller. Pocock rejects the genus Eoscorpius in

favor of Anthracoscorpio since the characters of the former are not

sufficientl}- known. A comparison of the type with E. typicus and

E. danielsi shows, however, that these species are very closely related

to the type species, although sufficiently distinct not to be placed

under the same species. In fact, E. typicus could have been regarded
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as a small variety of E. carbonarius if there were more gradations be-

tween the two. As it is, both types being probably gravid females,

I thought it \viser to regard E. typicus as specifically distinct from

E. carbonarius. It may be objected that since the additional charac-

ters of the genus are derived from new species, the genus Aitthraco-

scorpio should have precedence. But the characters of the latter

genus are also based on a defective specimen and were supplemented

later when new species were found. Besides, if we were to accept

Pocock's definition of Anthracoscorpio, then Eoscorpius typicus would

certainly have to be placed under that genus and with it E. carbona-

rius, on account of its extreme similarity. The name Eoscorpius

has prioritj' and should therefore not be changed.

The Palaeozoic scorpions of the genus Eoscorpius resemble most

some of the recent Vejovis.

Key to North American Species of Eoscorpius.

1. Cephalothorax as long as wide, or longer than wide. Eyes

removed from anterior edge 2

+ cephalothorax wider than long. Ej^es closer to anterior edge 3

2. Sixth abdominal tergite wider than ist. Size about 90 mm.
E. carbonarius

+ first abdominal tergite wider than 6 th. Size from 45 to 65 mm.
E. typicus

3. Abdominal tergites smooth.

E. danielsi

+ abdominal tergites with a transverse row of punctuated

depressions along their posterior border.

E. granulosus

Eoscorpius carbonarius Meek and Worthen.

Plate II, figure 6.

E. carbonarius Meek and Worthen, Amer. Jour. Sci. & Arts (2),

Vol. XLV, 1868, p. 25. Geol. Surv. Ill, Vol. Ill, 1868, p. 560

with fig.

The obverse of the type specimen in the Museum of the University

of Chicago, the reverse in the University of Illinois collection.

Careful examination of both halves of this important fossil con-

\'inced me that the description of Meek and Worthen is quite correct

and that nothing of importance could be added to it. I therefore

quote it here with such abbreviations as seem to be advisable and

with the substitution of metric measurements for inches.
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"The only specimen of this fossil yet known to us consists of a

cast and mould as re\ealed in splitting open a concretion. It shows

most of the cephalothorax and mandibles in somewhat crushed con-

dition, the dorsal side of the seven abdominal regments, and three

of those of the tail, all in place. Also four of the legs on one side and

one on the other, with one of the peculiar comb-like organs, . . . the

latter being detached and lying in the matrix near the side of the

abdomen.

"The cephalothorax seems to be subquadrangular in form, some-

what wider behind than long, the breadth being about 11.5 mm.
Unfortunately it is not in a condition to show the ocelli, nor can we

see whether or not its anterior edge is emarginate. It shows a minute

marginal line behind, from near which there originates a distinct

mesial furrow, wliich extends forward to near the middle, where it

is intersected by, or rather bifurcates into, two oblique furrows,

with the prominence for the mesial ocelli between them. Two other

rather deep lateral furrows extend, one on each side, from the pos-

terior end of the mesial one, obhquely outward, near the posterior

margin. The surface is ornamented with irregular scattering granu-

les, mostly upon the prominences between the furrows. The man-

dibles are stout, . . . but appear to be without teeth or serrations.

The movable finger is curved and sharp at the point. The legs are

rather stout, with most of the divisions long. Palpi unknown.

"The abdomen is a little more than twice the apparent length

of the cephalothorax, or about 23.0 mm. in length, and 15.2 mm. in

breadth. Its segments gradually increase in their antero-posterior

diameter, from the front one backward to the seventh, which is about

twice and a half as long as the sixth or largest of the others (being

9.0 mm. long, and 12.3 mm. wide), subtrigonal in form, with the

posterior angle broadly truncated for the attachment of the tail, and

the anterior lateral angles a little rounded. The six shorter abdominal

segments, especialh' the anterior ones, have their front margin more

or less sinuous along the middle, and their lateral extremities more or

less rounded. They all have the surface a little granular, the granules

being very small and arranged mainh- along the posterior -margin.

The last, or subtrigonal one, also has on its posterior half, near the

middle, two longitudinal, parallel rows of minute pits or punctures.

"Of the tail, only the anterior three segments are preserved in the

specimen. These show that it was rather stout, but as distinct from

the abdomen by its sudden contraction in breadth, and in the form

of its segments, as in the existing Scorpions. Its segments measure

as follows : first one, 6.5 mm. in length ,6.0 mm. in breadth ;
second,
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8.2 mm. in length, 5.5 mm. in breadth ; third, 9.5 mm. in length,

4.5 mm. in breadth. They are all oblong in form, more or less nearly

rectangular at their ends, and, as near as can be determined from a

flattened specimen, apparently provided above with three or more
longitudinal rows of granules, and some scattering ones.

"The single detached comb-like organ, seen lying in the matrix

on the left side of the abdomen, shows some eleven or twelve of the

little laminae or di\isions, but apparently had more, as it is incom-

plete, at least at one end."

It is unfortunate that both the cast and the mould show the dorsal

surface of the scorpion. In consequence nothing is knoWn of the

shape of the sternum. The total size can also be only guessed and

is probably about 90 mm. The specimen was found by Mr. M.

Prendel on Mazon Creek, Illinois, in Pennsylvanic (Lower Allegheny)

strata.

Eoscorpius typicus n. sp.

Plate I, figures 1—4; text figures 5—7.

This species is represented by four specimens. Two of these,

Nos. 37986 and 37987, are in the U. S. National Museum, and two,

Nos. 126 and 127 in the Peabody Museum of i'ale University

No. 37986 of the U. S. National Museum I chose for the holotype.

The obverse of the nodule containing the type specimen (PL I,

fig. 2) shows clearly the mandibles, cephalothorax, abdomen, first

three segments of the post-abdomen and parts of the right palpus and

legs. The reverse (PI. I, fig. 3) shoWs the complete right palpus, all

coxae, sternum, genital opercula, abdomen and four segments of the

post-abdomen ; also parts of the legs, as represented in text figure 6.

The cephalothorax is almost rectangular in shape, 5.5 mm. long,

55 mm. wide at posterior edge. Its posterior edge is quite straight,

the anterior one almost straight, with a scarcely perceptible emar-

gination. The antero-lateral angles are rounded and the lateral edges

distinctly emarginated. Two curved ridges run from the anterior

edge, uniting behind the eyes approximately in the middle of the cephalo-

thorax, whence a median ridge proceeds almost to the posterior edge,

forming here a small triangular field. A pair of curved ridges run

from the middle of the lateral edges obUquely toward the posterior edge

where they, too, join the triangular field. The median eyes have

apparently.the shape of segment of a circle, but it is probable that the

segment represents only the socket and that the lens itself Was round

or oval. No trace of side eyes could be detected, although the edges

of the cephalothorax are very distinct.
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Fig. 5. Fig. 6.

Figure ^. — Eoscoypius typicus n. sp., holotype, U. S. N, A. No. 37<
2

dorsal surface.— Figure 6.— Same, ventral surface. X -f

The abdomen is 16 mm. long. The ter-

gites are separated from each other by a

considerable space which must have been

occupied by the soft chitinous membrane the

outhnes of which are clearly visible on each

side ; this speaks in favorof the assumption

that the type specimen was a gravid female.

The third and fourth tergites are the widest,

the width of the abdomen being in this region

6.4 mm. The length of the tergites increases

gradually from the first backward, the seventh

being the longest. It is \\ider than long, with a slightly procurved

anterior edge and sharp angles. All abdominal tergites are with smooth

surface. The first post-abdominal or caudal segment is shorter and

wider than the second. It has three longitudinal ridges and two rows of

Fig. 7.

n. sp.

Fig. 7.

Eoscorpius typicus

, U. S. N. M. No.

37987, comb. X
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small, round depressions which evidently are the moulds of what

have been granules. The second has two longitudinal ridges and

two rows of depressions ; the third two ridges and one row of

depressions. The genital opercula, representing the first abdominal

sternite, are round. The basal plates of the comb, representing

the second sternite, have the shape of segments of a circle with

the curve directed posteriorly. The next or third sternite (usually

called the first) is the longest. The lines between the sternites 3,

4 and 5 are straight, while the anterior edge of the seventh sternite

is slightly recurved. Superimposed over the sternites are visible

the tergites. There are two parallel rows of round depressions

extending over the posterior three-fourths of the seventh sternite.

The ventral surface of the caudal segments shows two longitudinal

sulci, to which is added in the first caudal segment a transverse

row of depressions and in the third a median longitudinal sulcus.

It may seem strange that the abdominal sternites are not separated

from each other like the tergites. One would naturally expect that

to be so, since this is the rule in recent scorpions. Two explanations

may be given to the fact, that the sternites of extinct scorpions are

not separated from each other by intersternal membranes. Either

the sternites were so long that they overlapped each other under

normal conditions in non-gravid females, or the ventral surface of

the abdominal segments was soft without hardened plates representing

sternites. In the first case we should expect to see double lines

separating each segment and that being so, that the anterior line Would

represent the anterior edge of the posterior segment, while the posterior

line, the posterior edge of the anterior segment. I do not know
American Palaeozoic scorpions which would show such double lines

and assume therefore that the ventral surface of the third to sixth

abdominal segments was soft. It is different in the case of the se-

venth segment. This segment had evidently a strongly chitinized

sternite as evidenced by the presence of depressions, The pleura

may be seen on each side of the abdomen on the ventral surface of the

specimen superimpressed over the segments of the abdomen.

The sternum is pentagonal. The mandibles, preserved only on

the obverse of the nodule, are egg-shaped, chelate ; their basal joint

is lost. The coxa of the palpus is not visible, and of the trochanter

only the distal end is preserved. Femur is 5.5 mm. long, patella

5.5 mm. long and scarcely wider than the femur, tibia with finger

7.0 mm. long. The movable finger (the tarso-metatarsus) is almost

twice as long as the hand, if both are measured in the line of contact

of the two fingers.
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The coxae of the first pair of legs meet in the middle line where they

apparently form maxillary lobes, the anterior ends of which are,

however, not preserved. The second coxae are short, wide and al-

most contiguous. If they ever had maxillary lobes they certainly

are not preserved. The third coxae are longer and tliinner than the

second and separated from each other by the full width of the sternum

against which they are abutting. The fourth coxae are the weakest

of all. They are also abutting against the sternum.

Of the legs are preserved only more or less incomplete joints.

The femur of the second leg is 5.0 mm. long The chitin which was

preserved in many places has a uniform brown color. The comb
is not preserved The total size was probably about 45 mm.
The nodule No. 37987 of the U. S. National Museum (PI. I, fig 4)

is broken in three pieces and the specimen itself is not complete. The
specimen must have been considerably larger, since the abdomen is

26 mm. long and the two post-abdominal segments (the only ones

preserved) 14.5 mm. But the general appearance ot the specimen,

the shape of the tergites, especially of the seventh, leave no doubt

that it belongs to the same species. Neithersternum, nor coxae are

preserved and the palpi are also missing. But the interest of the

specimen lies in the comb of one side, which is extraordinarily well

preserved on both obverse and reverse of the specimen (fig. 7). It

is very high at the base. The space between the supporting plates

and the teeth is occupied by apparently one long and broad, granu-

lated plate and a row of bead-like small plates. The number of teeth

is eighteen. Parts of the comb and of the abdomen were still covered

with chitin of the same color as in the preceding specimen.

Specimen No. 126 of the Peabody Museum (PI. I, fig. i) belongs to

the same species. Only the reverse, however, is preserved, and the

ventral surface alone is visible. The palp, sternum, fourth coxae,

genital plates, basal plates of the comb, the abdominal sternites, and

the first post-abdominal segment, the only one preserved, have the

same structure as the type specimen. Of the remaining coxae only

parts are \dsible on the left side of the nodule, and the first, second

and third trochanters on the right. Comb and mandibles not

preserved.

Length of pedipalp : femur 7.0 mm., patella 9.6 mm., tibia with

finger 12.5 mm.
Specimen No. 127 of the Peabody Museum belongs also to this

species. The probable length of the specimen is 60—65 ni^i- The

specimen is badly depressed, the cephalothorax scarcely recognizable.

Length of abdomen from cephalothorax to first post-abdominal
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segment, 21.0 mm. Length of the four preserved post-abdominal

segments, 23.0 mm.
Length of pedipalp : femur, 6,3 mm., patella, 6.3 mm., tibia with

finger "11. 7 mm.
All four specimens are from the Pennsylvanic (Lower Allegheny)

of Mazon Creek, Illinois.

Eoscorpius danielsi n. sp.

Plate IV, fig. 16; text fig. 8.

The reverse of the nodule containing the tj'pe specimen is not in

existence. The obverse is in the collection of Mr. L. E. Daniels.

Fig. 8.

Figure 8.— Eoscorpius danielsi n. sp., holotype, Daniels coll.
1.5

It is a badly deformed specimen without palpi and cauda and with the

legs torn from the bod}- and intercrossing each other to such an extent

that it is impossible to decide to which each remnant belongs.

The cephalothorax is preserved better than the rest, and is 11 mm.
long and 14 mm. wide at the posterior edge, which is slightly recurved.

Anteriorly the cephalothorax is somewhat narrower, the width in

the region of the alveolate areas being 10 mm. The anterior and the

side edges are straight, the angles rounded. A curved ridge runs on

each side close to the alveolate region, from the anterior edge back-

ward, gradually becoming lower and changing into a shallow sulcus,
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then turning more outward and rising again in shape of a low ridge

which joins the curved transverse ridge in the posterior end of the

cephalothorax. The surface carrj'ing the alveolated area on each

side is more or less horizontal, but the surface inward from the lateral

curved ridges has a steep declivity toward the curved grooves which

begin on the sides of the ocular depression and meet in the median

line close to the transverse curved ridge. These grooves are out-

wardly accompanied by a row of small, round depressions. A heavy

ridge runs in the median line, gradually rising anteriorly and is highest

at the place where it forms a small fork. Immediately in front of

this fork lies the oval depression which represents evidently the mould

of the eye tubercle. It is ver\' large, reaching anteriorly the edge of

the cephalothorax. Within the depression one may recognize a

triangular ridge and two pairs of oval depressions (one pair on each

side of the triangular ridge). These oval depressions look very much
like moulds of ej^es. It is possible, however, that only the anterior

pair represents eyes, while the posterior pair is a mould of what may
have been chitinous granules.

The number of abdominal tergites cannpt be counted owing to

the presence of transverse lines which represent probably artificial

folding of the skin. Moreover they are visible only on the left side

of the specimen, the right side being covered by wide plates which I

interpret as sternites. A proof of this interpretation I see in the

fact that the left side representing the tergites is concave, as in the

cephalothorax, while the plates on the right side are convex. All

abdominal plates are smooth. On the left side of the abdomen is

visible a part of a leg, four segments of which are complete. The

femur is 9 mm. long, the tibia g mm. and the metatarsus 6 mm.
The legs on the right side of the specimen represent a hopeless tangle.

One of them, however, is of extraordinary interest since it shows the

structure of the two last segments. We note one spine which was

probably in the articular membrane of the proximal tarsal joint.

The distal joint shows the impression of its ventral surface. One may
clearly distinguish a tubercle representing the walking spine, two long

claws, a median long, pointed dorsal lobe and two round.depressions

behind the tubercle. Another fragment of a leg, lying in front of the

one just mentioned and probably representing a tibia, shows a row of

punctuated depressions along its inner edge. On the left side of the

cephalothorax is a long lens-shaped body, probably the transverse

section of a leg. Immediately behind the posterior left corner of

the cephalothorax is a bean-shaped depression, perhaps also a trans-

verse section of a leg.
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The abdomen is torn in the middle, as shown in the text figure

and on the photograph. If straightened out, it would measure about

35 mm.
Found in the Pennsylvanic (Lower Allegheny) of ]\Iazon Creek,

Illinois.

Eoscorpitis granulosus n. sp.

Plates II, fig. 10 ; III, figs, ii, I2 ; t-sxt fig. 9.

This species is represented by three specimens in the possession

of the Peabod}' Museum, labelled respectively as Nos. 128, 129 and 130.

I designate No. 128 as

the holo type, it being

the best preserved.

Only the obverse of

the nodule containing

the type specimen is

in existence (PI. II,

fig. 10; text fig. 9).

It shows the cephalo-

thoraxwith themedian

eyes, abdomen, three

and a quarter segments

of the post-abdomen,

mandibles, left pedi-

palp anf fragments of

right pedipalp and of

two legs, one on each

side of the body.

Thecephalothoraxis
i-..Fig. 9.

somewhat like that of ^r r- ^ i 1. 1 ^rigure 9.

—

hoscorpius granulosus n. sp., nolotvpe,
the preceding species. Peabody Mus. No. 128. Xat. size.

It is 9.5 mm. long

and 12 mm. wide at posterior edge which is slightly recurved.

The oval e\'es are almost their diameter from the anterior edge.

A median ridge runs from the edge of the semicircular decli-

A'ity anteriorly, di\dding almost in the middle of the cephalothorax

and surrounding the depression representing the mould of the eye

tubercle. The anterior angles of the cephalothorax are quite rounded,

while the posterior ones are scarcely blunted. The abdomen is 30 mm.
long, the tergites considerably separated from each other showing that

the specimen was a gra\dd female. The length of the tergites increases

gradually backward, so that the first is the shortest and the seventh
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the longest tergite. Along the posterior edge of each tergite and on

the sides of the seventh tergite runs a row of small, round punctuated

depressions. The combined length of the three post-abdominal seg-

ments is 27 mm. Two rows of punctuated depressions, representing

the dorsal crests, are visible on the first and second post-abdominal

segments. The pedipalp is long and slender, hand with very long

fingers; length of femur 15 mm., patella 15 mm., tibia with finger

23.0 mm. Length of movable finger 17.5 mm.
Specimen No. 130, showing also the dorsal side alone, is some-

what smaller ; the cephalothorax measures 7.8 mm. in length and

II. mm. in width. It is badly deformed. Only six abdominal ter-

gites are preserved. The right pedipalp is complete and the length

of its joints is as follows : femur 7.5 mm., patella 6.4 mm., tibia with

finger 13.5 mm. A few severed joints of three right and two left legs

are preserved, but it is not possible to identify them. It may be that

the specimen is a male or represents a different species, since the rela-

tive length of the palpal joints is difierent frorn that of the type

specimen. But the general appearance is much as in the type spe-

cimen and the preservation not sufficient to make of this specimen

a different species.
^

Specimen No. 129 (PI. Ill, figs. 11, 12). The nodule containing

this specimen consists both of the obverse and the reverse, but the

latter is badly deformed. The obverse shows the cephalothorax

with the eyes, abdomen and one post-abdominal segment, mandibles

and parts of femora and tibiae of the legs. One complete pedipalp

is preserved on the reverse. The structure of the cephalothorax

which is 6.7 mm. long and 8.0 wide, is the same as in the tj'pe specimen.

The abdominal tergites increase gradually in length and have the same

sculpture as the type specimen. On the other hand the pedipalp is

more like that in specimen No. 130. The length of its segments is as

follows : femur 12.3 mm., patella 9.4 mm., tibia with finger 14.3 mm. ;

length or movable finger 9.2 mm. ; length of abdomen 18.0 mm.
Unlike the two preceding specimens the rock in which this specimen

is imbedded shows no signs of decomposition and is exceedingly

hard.

All three specimens are from the Pennsylvanic (Lower Allegheny)

of Mazon Creek, Illinois.

Trigonoscorpio n. gen.

This genus is characterized by the triangular shape of the cephalo-

thorax, comparatively thin and short tail the last segment of which

is 3^/4 as long as wide, and by the hand with long fingers. The state
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of preservation of the only existing specimen makes it impossible

to recognize the shape of the sternum or the position of the coxae.

Genotype T. americamis n. sp.

Trigonoscorpio aniericanus n. sp.

Plate IV, figs. 17, 18 ; text fig. 10.

The nodule containing the type specimen consists of two parts,

but both show the same structure, so that we have before us a cast

and mould of the dorsal surface.

The cephalothorax has an almost

triangular shape, being 5 mm.
wide at the posterior edge and

only 1.17mm. at the anterior edge.

Its length in the middle line is

4.8 mm. Its shape is best under-

stood from the text figure 10.

The eye tubercle is close to the

anterior edge and carries two

oval eyes. Two sulci run from

the sides of the eye tubercle

backward uniting in a transverse

sulcus. Another shallow sulcus

runs transversely close to the

posterior edge. The abdomen
is II. 5 mm. long. The first tergite

is the longest and the seventh

the shortest, being almost com-

pletely fused with the sixth.

The post-abdomen is compara-

tively short and slim. Its fourth

segment is 2-',4, and its fifth 3^/4

times as long as wide. The whole

body is very flat and smooth.

The right pedipalp is complete but for the middle of the femur the

ends of which are, however, well outlined. The femur is 5.7 mm.
long, patella 2.9 mm., tibia with finger 6.0 mm. Both mandibles

are well preserved. Of the legs one can see three pairs on the right

and four on the left, but none of them is complete. The complete

length of this specimen, which is in the collection of Mr. L. E. Daniels

of La Porte, Indiana, is about 25 mm. It was found in the Penn-

sylvanic (Lower Allegheny) of Mazon Creek, Illinois.

Fig. 10.

Figure lo. — Trigonoscorpio aniericanus

n. sp., holotype, Daniels coll., dorsal

3
surface. X -r-
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Palaeopisthacanthus n. gen.

Sternum pentagonal. Hand with long fingers. Post-abdomen

very short and slender. Genotype P. schucherti n. sp.

Ke^- to the Species of Palaeopisthacanthus.

Cephalothorax widest a little in front of posterior edge, and here

wider than long.

P. schucherti n. sp.

+ cephalothorax widest at posterior edge, slightly' longer than wide

P. mazonensis n. sp.

Palaeopisthacanthus schucherti n. sp.

Plate II, figs. 8, 9 ; text figs. 11, 12.

The type specimen, the only one of the species in existence, is

in the collection of the Peabody Museum under the number 140.

Figure ii.— Palaeopisthacanthus schucherti n. sp., holotype, Peabody Mu?.

No. 140, ventral surface. Figure 12.— Same,* dorsal surface. X y

It is an excellently preserved specimen, sho\\'ing both the obverse

and reverse with great detail. The obverse shows both'mandibles

and palpi, the cephalothorax with the median e^-es, the abdomen, the

fifth post-abdominal segment with poison gland and fragments of legs

to the left of the body ; the reverse, both mandibles, one pedipalp,

sternum with coxae, genital opercula, abdomen and fragments of legs.

Total length about 16 mm. Cephalothorax 3 25 mm long, 4.25

mm. \\ide in the widest place, and 3.75 mm. A\-ide at posterior edge.
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2.2 mm. wide at anterior edge, which is straight Hke the posterior

and the side edges. All angles rounded. A median ridge runs

in the specimen from the posterior edge forward, soon dividing

and forming two curved ridges surrounding the eye tubercle and
ending in the anterior corners. Median eyes small, oval, about

^/a the length of the cephalothorax from the anterior edge. No
side eyes visible. The tergites of the abdomen graduall}^ increasing

in length, the seventh being the longest. The anterior edge of the

fourth, fifth and sixth tergite has a sharp projection in the middle.

The sternum is very large, distinctly pentagonal, with a recurved

posterior edge. Apparenth' both the first and second coxae have
maxillary lobes and the second pair is with its posterior edge abutting

against the sternum, so that the third and fourth pair are abutting

only against the side edges of the sternum, a condition completely

resembling the arrangement of coxae in recent scorpions, such as

Opisthacanthus. The genital opercula occupy the Whole width of

the sternum and have the shape represented in text figure ii.

Of the post-abdomen or cauda is left only the last segment with

the poison gland, both impressed on the seventh abdominal tergite.

The tail was e\ddently bent sidewise and over the tergite when
the dead specimen was imbedded in the mud. From the size of the

last segment as well as from comparison with the cauda of P. mazo-

nensis it is evident that the tail was very small and slim and it seems

strange that the seventh tergite has such a wide posterior edge.

\^'e must conclude that the cauda was connected with it by means
of a comparatively large soft membrane, a condition unlike anything

known in modern scorpions.

Both mandibles are preserved except for their basal joint and
are almost egg-shaped.

The palpi are characterized by a short patella and a hand with,

very long fingers, characteristic of the familj-. Femur 2.35 mm,
patella 1.75 mm., tibia with finger 6.65 mm. The length of the

movable finger is 5.0 mm.
Of the legs are left only the trochanters and femora of the second

and third pair and apparentlj- a tibia of the fourth pair.

Found in the Pennsylvanic (Lower Allegheny) of Mazon Creek,

Illinois.

Palaeopisthacanthus mazonensis n. sp.

Plate II, fig. I ; text figs. 13, 14.

The type and only specimen of this species is in the collection

of the U. S. National Museum under the number Z7977' The

Trans. Conn. Acad., Vol. XVIII. 4 June, 1913.
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obverse shows clearly the cephalothorax, abdomen, post-abdomen,

both palpi, one kg complete on the right and fragments of the cor-

responding leg on the left. The reverse is baldy deformed, yet

it is possible to recognize the coxae of the left side, sternum, genital

opercula and the basal joints of the comb.

Total length about 23 mm. Cephalothorax 6.6 mm. long and

6.3 mm. wide at posterior edge which is straight, and unlike the

preceding species represents the broadest part of the cephalothorax.

The anterior edge is somewhat procurved, the anterior angles rounded.

Fig. 14.

Figure 1 3. — Palaeopistha-

canthus mazonensis n. sp.,

holotype, U. S. N.M. No.

37977, dorsal surface.

Figure 14.— Same, ven-

tral surface showing the

sternum and coxae. X -r

the posterior ones almost sharp. Xo eyes are visible. The abdomen

is 10.5 mm. long, the tergites gradually increasing in length from

the first to the seventh which is as long as the anterior four seg-

ments together. It has no distinct posterior edge, but the whole

segment has the form of a half oval. The pedipalpi are heavier

than in the preceding species Femur 5.0 mm., patella 5.0 mm.,

tibia with finger 9.0 mm. The length of the movable finger cannot

be ascertained. The only completely preserved leg belongs prob-

ably to the fourth pair and is 15.0 mm long. Of the post-abdomen

which is very short and thin, are preserved the last three segments

and the poison gland Like that of the preceding species it was

lying over the seventh abdominal tergite when the specimen baceme

imbedded in the mud. The segments are short and broad, the poison

gland with a curved stign.
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The arrangement of the coxae is different from that of the pre-

ceeding species. The first coxae alone show maxillary lobes which

are long, slightly curved and somewhat pointed at the distal end.

If the second coxae had any maxillary lobes there is no trace left

of them. The coxae themselves lie in front of the sternum. The

third coxae abut against the triangular part of the sternum, the

fourth against its sides. The sternum is distinctly pentagonal,

longer than wide, and comparatively small. The genital opercula

are circular. The basal joint of the comb consists of two semioval

plates. The sternites of the abdomen cannot be made out with

clearness. The whole bodj' is smooth.

Found in the Pennsylvanic (Lower Allegheny) of Mazon Creek,

Illinois.

Family Cyclophthalmidae

Eoctonus n. gen.

Hand short and wide with almost straight, short fingers. Fifth

post-abdominal segment considerably longer than the preceding,

2^/2 times as long as high. Genotype E. miniatus n. sp.

Owing to the poor preservating of the specimens this genus is

as badly characterized as the other three genera, all from Europe,

belonging to the same famil}-. Eoctonus may be distinguished

from Palaeomachus and Archaeoctonus by the shape of the seventh

post-abdominal segment and the hand ; from Cyclophthahnus by the

same characters as well as the shape of the cephalothorax. None

of the four genera, is however, sufficiently characterized to warrant

a safe position in the system and they have only relative value.

Eoctonus miniatus n. sp.

Plate III, figs. 14, 15 ; text fig. 15.

This species is represented by two specimens in the Peabody

Museum. I chose as the holotype the specimen numbered 131

and represented in Plate III, fig. 14. Although both halves of the

nodule containing this specimen are in existence, the dorsal surface

alone appears on both. It shows the complete body, both mandibles,

one pedipalp, part of the fingers of the other pedipalp, and the

trochanters and proximal parts of femora of four legs of the left

side. Total length 14.0 mm. Cephalothorax a little narrower in

front than behind, 1.7 mm. long and 1.5 mm. wide at posterior

edge. Abdomen 5.7 mm. long
;
post-abdomen, not including the

poison gland, 6.6 mm. The right pedipalp is 5.2 mm. long, its
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femur is more slender and considerably longer than the patella.

The hand is as wide as the patella, the immovable finger compara-

tively short and almost straight. The median eyes are small, oval,

about ^/i the length of the cephalothorax distant from the anterior

edge. Side eyes not present" or at any rate not preserved. The
abdominal tergites increase in length from the first to the seventh

which is the longest. The second to sixth tergites have each a

median crest and the fifth and sixth have besides two short, curved

grooves, diverging posteriorly. The post-

abdomen lies on its side and each segment

shows two deep grooves which correspond to

what have been in life the lateral crests.

The seventh post-abdominal segment is

slightly longer than the cephalothorax and

2^/2 times sa long as high. The poison gland

is small with a curved . sting and without

a spine.

Specimen No. 132, Plate III, fig. 15, is con-

siderably larger, bu> resembles in all details

the type specimen. Although the nodule

containing this specimen shows both the ob-

verse and reverse, yet the ventral surface is so

badly deformed, that no details of structure

can be made out. Total length 21.2 mm.
Cephalothorax 3.0 mm. long. Its correct

width cannot be ascertained owing to the

fact that the specimen is considerably com-

pressed longitudinally. Two oval eyes about

Va the length of the cephalothorax distant

from the anterior edge. Abdomen7.3mm.long,post-abdomenii.5 mm.
(not including the poison gland). Seventh post-abdominal segment

as long as the cephalothorax and 2}\» times longer than high. Right

pedipalp 12.5 mm. long, the hand somewhat slenderer than in

the type specimen. The fourth left coxa, the only one visible, is

abutting against the sternum, but the shape of the latter -cannot be

ascertained. The genital opercula are in the form of a transverse

figure CO.

Found in the Pennsylvanic (Lower Allegheny) of Mazon Creek,

Illinois.

Fig. 15-

Figure 15.

—

Eoctoniis

mini^tus n. sp., holo-

type, Peabody Mus.

ISO. 131. X Y
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Family Isobuthidae.

Palaeohuthus n. gen.

Sternum triangular. Third coxae abutting against the sternum,

fourth against the ellipsoidal genital operculum. Abdominal ster-

nites \vith straight posterior edges. Genotype P. distinctus n. sp.

Palaeohuthus distinctus n. sp.

Plate I, fig. 5 ; text fig. i6.

The nodule containing the type and only specimen of the species

and genus consists of two halves the one of which is so badly de-

formed that nothing can be made out

clearly. The obverse, however, is very

well preserved and shows the sternum,

genital operculum, comb, abdomen, four

and a third post-abdominal segments,

third and fourth pairs of coxae, and frag-

ments of legs. No traces of other appen-

dages are left, but for a part of the tibia

with finger of the right pedipalp on the

obverse, showing that the specimen had

a narrow hand with probably long fingers.

The sternum is small, triangular, with

a spine-like projection running between the

second pair of coxae. The genital oper-

culum is transversely ellipsoidal, wider

than the base of the sternum. Against it

are abutting the ends of the fourth coxae.

The comb is clearly defined, but the teeth

do not show the lines between them and

therefore cannot be counted. The abdomen
is 22.0 mm. long from base of the genital

operculum to end of last sternite. The
second sternite is by far the longest . The posterior edge of all sternites is

entire, almost straight and not bilobed as in Eohuthiis. The four post-

abdominal segments measure together 17.0 ram. Length of straight

line from genital operculum to base of hand 23.0 mm. Length of

visible fragment of hand with finger 5.5 mm., width of hand 1.8 mm.
Probable length of specimen 55 mm. The whole body is smooth.

No. 133 in the collection of the Peabody Museum.

Found in the Pennsylvanic (Lower Allegheny) of Mazon Creek,

Illinois.

Fig. 16.

Figure 16. — Palaeobuthus dis-

tinctus n. sp., holotype. Pea-

body Mus. No. 133, ventral

surface. X -j-
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Family Mazonidae.

A verj' little known famih' represented b}- one genus with one

species only. ^Middle eyes large, sitting on a tubercle close to anterior

edge of the cephalothorax Post-abdomen, chelae, palpi and sternum

with coxae unknown.

Genus Mazofiia Meek and Worthen iS6S,

With the characters of the family.

Genotype and only species M. woodiana M. and \\'.

Mazonia woodiana Meek and Worthen.

Plate III, fig. 13.

Mazonia woodiana Meek and Worthen, Geol. Surv. 111., 1868,

Vol. Ill, p. 653 with figure.

The description of this unique specimen given by ^leek and ^^'or-

then is sufficiently exact to be quoted here almost in full. But
their interpretation is at variance with 'mine, and I will therefore

add my views below.

" The only specimen of the type of this proposed genus and species

yet known, is in a crushed condition, and of course shows but few of

its characters. Its cephalothorax is moderately convex, of a sub-

quadrangular form (its length being about 11.25 ram., and its breadth

10.5 mm.), with rounded anterior lateral margins, and the anterior

margin transversely truncated on each side of a small triangular

mesial projection. Its posterior lateral regions slope off abruptly

from an obscure ridge extending obliquely forward and outward,

from near the middle of the posterior margin, to a point near the

middle of each side, the sloping surface being marked by a few very

minute irregularly scattering granules. From near the posterior

margin, a mesial furrow extends forward, widening and deepening

rapidly to the front, where it occupies one-third of the entire breadth,

and is partly filled by the oculiferous prominence, which is the most

elevated part, and bears on each side a large eye. These mesial eyes

(the only ones known, or believed to exist) are circular, convex, about

1.75—2.00 mm. in diameter, and arranged for looking obliquely for-

ward, outward and upward. They are each surrounded by a ridge,

and so much elevated as to be seen almost entirely above the surface of

the cephalothorax on each side. Xo traces of lateral eyes can be seen

in the specimen, even by the aid of a magnifier, although the anterior

lateral margins (particularly on one side) are Well preserved.
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" The abdomen measures about 33.65 mm. in length, and near

13.7 mm. in breadth, as seen in its crushed condition. There appear

to be .at least seven segments, with just space enough between the an-

terior, or seventh one seen, and the cephalothorax, for an eighth one.

Excepting the posterior one (which is ornamented on the central

region of the posterior half with small granules, some of which are

arranged in longitudinal rows), these segments seem to be smooth.

The exact outline of the posterior segment is not clearly seen in the

specimen. ... In clearing away the matrix, its posterior margin was

seen to be truncated, as if for the attachment of a stout tail, but

trying to work away more of the matrix, its margin was broken away

so that it does not now show the truncated edge so clearly as represen-

ted in the figure. Its lateral margins are somewhat flattened No
traces of the tail are preserved, the concretion being too small to have

included it.

" Just in front of the cephalothorax, extending obliquely forward,

and outward to the right, a part of apparently one of the palpi is seen

in the matrix. Unfortunately, however, its terminal portion is

broken away. It seems to have been long and slender. At the inner

end, there appears to be but one, though there may be two, short

joints, and beyond these, there are two long slender ones. . . . An
obscure impression of a part of one of the legs is also seen farther

back, extending out from the right side."

As will be seen from the above quotation, Meek and Worthen

suppose that the abdomen may have been composed of eight segments,

in which case, if Mazonia is a scorpion, the cauda must have been

only of four segments, since the number of segments in all known

scorpions is twelve. On examining the specimen I too came to

the conclusion that the last segment shows all semblance of the

seventh abdominal tergite of a normal scorpion. There is also

no doubt that behind the cephalothorax is a segment. It may
be clearly seen even on the photograph. The two alternativs

would be therefore that this segment represents the last thoracic

segment which remained free as is the case in Solifugae and

Palpigradi or the pregenital segment characteristic of embryos.

Neither of these alternatives, however, finds a support in the

structure of either extinct or recent scorpions. One could rather

conceive a scorpion with six abdominal and six caudal segments,

as that Would be more in agreement with some Eurypterids

and Xiphosura. Perhaps Mazonia had after all no distinct sepa-

ration between abdomen and cauda, and the last four segments were

small. In that case it could be considered a transitional form be-
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tween scorpions and Pedipalpi, not in the sense Xh^tMazonia was an

ancestor of Pedipalpi, wliich it certainly was not, but that it represents

a tendency in the same direction of diminution in size of the last

segments.

To the description of Meek and Worthen may be added that in

front of the cephalothorax are \nsible the impressions of the first

joints of the mandibles, but it is not possible to decide whether the

mandibles were chelate or retroverte. Pocock thinks that a separate

group should be created for Mazonia, and I fully agree with him on

this point. But the specimen is too fragmentary for that purpose and

this is the reason why I have retained the genus Mazonia in the order

of scorpions where it has been originally placed. The specimen was

found in the Pennsylvanic (Lower Allegheny) of Mazon Creek, Illinois.

At present it is in the collection of the University of Illinois, at

Urbana, Illinois.

Scudder has described two other specimens of Mazonia ; the one

he calls M. acadica, the other Mazonia sp. (cf. Geol. Surv. Canada,

Vol. II, 1895, pp. 62—65, pi. V, figs. 4—9). I have carefully examined

both specimens but am not able to find sufficient characters to place

them among the arachnids. They represent what may have been an

arthropod, but nothing more definite can be said about them.

ORDER PEDIPALPI

With the exception of the recent family Schizonotidae in which

the two last thoracic segments, fused together, are movably jointed

to the anterior part of the cephalothorax, the head is completely

fused with the thorax. The abdomen, composed of eleven to twelve

segments, is never broadly joined to the cephalothorax. The

chelicera always retroverte ; the pedipalpi powerful, raptorial, retro-

verte or chelate. The first pair of legs modified as tactile organs.

All five post-oral appendages with a patella.^ Two pairs of lungs

^ Kraepelin is certainly in error when he calls the patella of the pedipalp,

tibia, and the tibia, hand. The muscular system of the patella is charac-

teristic of this joint. But whereas in scorpions the chelate pedipalp hand

is formed by the tibia with its process as immovable finger and the tarso-

metatarsus as movable finger, the immovable finger of Pedipalpi is usually

formed by the process of the patella. There is often a hne of separation

between the tarsus and metatarsus as shown in text figure 17.
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with stigmata at the posterior edge of the second and third abdominal

sternites. Genital opening between the second and third sternites.

Fig. 17.

Figure 17.— Mastigoproctus giganteus, from Texas.

Recent forms probably all oviparous. Two median and in recent

forms three pairs of lateral eyes, sometimes totally blind. All

Pedipalpi are tropical or subtropical forms. They lead a nocturnal

life, hiding during the day under rocks, also in dark places of human
dwellings. For the palaeontologist dealing often with imperfectly

preserved specimens, the position and structure of the coxae are
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of great importance. In the sub-order Uropygi or whip scor-

pions the coxae of the pedipalpi are so large that they cover

completely the chelicera. Mo-

vably jointed to the anterior

part of the sternum they meet

in the middle line. Immediately

behind them are the coxae of

the second pair of legs, while

the considerably smaller first

coxae, widely separated from

each other, are situated in front

of the anterior distal corner of

the second at the sides of the

palpal coxae. In the sub-order

Amblypygi the coxae of the

pedipalpi do . not meet in the

middle line, being separated from

each other by the anterior part

of the sternum, while the weak

first coxae are so situated that

their sides are in contact with

the distal part of both the palpal

Fig. iS. and second coxae. No other

Figure li.- Tarantula fiiscimana, arachnids have anything similar

from Central America, a representa- to the arrangement of the COXae

tive of the suborder Amblypygi. in both sub-orders of Pedipalpi.

LIST OF DESCRIBED SPECIES OF PEDIPALPI

Sub-Order Uropygi.

Cephalothorax longer than wide. Abdomen with a segmented

whip or a short style. Coxae of pedipalpi meeting in the middle line.

Family Thelyphonidae Lucas.^

Cephalothorax entire. Abdomen with a segmented whip.

1 Family Geralinuridae Scudder is a synonym of Theliphonidae. • Its

definition was based on specimens incorrectly described. Moreover it

includes the genus Graeophonus which belongs to the sub-order Amblj'pygi.
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Genus Geralimira Scudder^ 1884.

Genotype G. carbonaria Scudder.

1. G. carbonaria Scudder, Proc. Amer. Acad. Arts Sci., Vol. XX, 1884,

p. 19. Id., Mem. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., Vol. IV, 1890, p. 455,

pi. 39, fig. I (nee 3 and 4).

From the Pennsylvanic (Lower Allegheny) ofMazon Creek, Illinois.

2. G. similis n. sp.

= G. carbonaria Scudder, Mem. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., Vol. IV,

1890, p. 455 ad partem, pi. 39, figs. 3 and 4 (nee fig. i).

From the Pennsylvanic (Lower Allegheny) ofMazon Creek. Illinois.

3. G. gigantea n. sp.

From the Pennsylvanic (Lower Allegheny) of Mazon Creek,

Illinois.

4. G. hohemica (Kusta).

= Telyphonus bohemiciis Kusta, Sitz. k. bohm. Ges. d. Wiss.,

1884, P- 186, pi. I.

= G. bohemica Id., Ibid., 1888.

= G. scuddari Id., Ibid., 1888, p. 205, pi. fig. 5.

?= G. noctiia Id., Ibid., p. 201, pi. fig. 6.

?— G. crassa Id., Ibid., 1888, p. 203.

= Protelyphonus boJiemicusFntsch,Fa.\. Arachn., 1904, pp. 59—62,

pi. 6, figs. 1—8, text figs. 71—77.

From the Carboniferous (Noegerathienschiefer, Coal Measures)

near Rakonitz, Bohemia.

5. G. britannica Pocock, Carb. Arachn., 1911, p. 29, pi. I, fig. 3 ;
pi. II,

fig. 3 ; text fig. 9.

From the Coal Measures of Coseley, near Dudley, England.

Sub-Order Amblypygi.

Cephalothorax wider than long. Coxae of pedipalpi not meeting

in middle line. Abdomen without a whip.

Family Tarantulidae Karsch.

With all the characters of the sub-order.

Genus Graeophonus Scudder 1890.

Genotype G. carbonarius Scudder.

I. G. carbonarius Scudder.

= Libellula carbonaria Scudder, Can. Nat. (2), Vol. \^III, 1876,

p. 88, fig. I.

G. carbonarius Id., Mem. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., Vol. IV, 1890,

p. 454, pi. 40, figs. 2, 3, 6.

^ Protelyphonus Fritsch is a synonym of Geralinura.
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From the Pennsylvanic (Lower Allegheny) ofMazon Creek, Illinois.

2. G. anglicus Pocock, Carb. Arachn., 1911, p. 32, pi. I, figs. 4—4d.
From the Coal Mesaures of Coseley, near Dudley, England.

Telyphrynus n. gen.

Genotype T. elongatus n. sp.

I. T. elongatus n. sp.

From the Pennsylvanic (Lower Allegheny) ofMazon Creek, Illinois.

Protophrynus n. gen.

Genotype P. carhonarius n. sp.

I. P. carhonarius n. sp.

From the Pennsylvanic (Lower Allegheny) ofMazon Creek, Illinois.

KEY TO GENERA OF NORTH AMERICAN CARBONIFEROUS
PEDIPALPI

1. Cephalothorax longer than broad. Abdomen with a whip—Sub-

order L^ropygi Geralinura.

+ Cephalothorax wider than long. Abdomen without a whip

—

Sub-order Ambh'pygi ^ 2

2. Coxae of 3d and 4th pair of legs joined in a median line, not

triangular. Eyes absent Telyphrynus.

+ coxae of 3d and 4th pair of legs converging toward a point 3

3. Abdomen with 7 visible tergites. Trochanters i-jointed. Four

eyes Protophrynus.

+ abdomen with 10 tergites. Trochanters 2-jointed. Two eyes

Graeophonus.

DESCRIPTION OF NORTH AMERICAN CARBONIFEROUS
PEDIPALPI

Sub-Order L^ropygi.

Family Thelyphonidae Lucas

Genus Geralinura Scudder.

(New definition.) Cephalothorax entire, longer than wide. Ster-

num composed of one piece. Abdomen with twelve segments.

Whip many jointed.

Key to North American Species of Geralinura.

I. No constriction between the cephalothorax and the first abdominal

tergite. Coxae of 4 th pair of legs rectangular and contiguous

G. similis n. sp.

+ a distinct constriction between the cephalothorax and the ist

abdominal tergite ; abdomen anteriorly rounded 2
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2. Cephalothorax oval

+ cephalothorax anteriorly truncated

G. carbonaria Scudder.

G. gigantea n. sp.

T Y

Geralinura carbonaria Scudder.

Plate IV, figs. 21, 22 ; text figs. 19, 20.

G. carbonaria Scudder, Proc. Amer. Acad. Arts Sci., Vol. XX, 1884,

p. 19. Id., Mem. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., Vol. IV, 1890, p. 455, pi. 39,

fig. I.

Scudder's description of this species is based on two specimens one

of which, specimen a, alone belongs to it and is therefore the type.

Specimen b is undoubtedly a

different species and forms the

type of G. similis n. sp.

The type specimen was

originally labelled 1754 a and

b, but is at present in the

collection of the U. S. National

Museum under the number

37985. Both the obverse and

the reverse are well preserved.

The obverse shows the cephalo-

thorax, abdomen, and frag-

ments of pedipalpi and legs
;

the reverse the sternum with

coxae and femora, abdomen,

and five segments of the whip.

The cephalothorax is oval,

4.03 mm. long ; its greatest

width is about ^/g from poste-

rior edge and measures 3 . omm.
E\'es are absent. The ab-

domen is II. 8 mm. long, roun-

ded in front ; the total length

of the specimen to base of tail, 16.0 mm. The anterior ten

segments of the abdomen are subequal in length and their tergites

are considerably narrower than the width of the abdomen. The
eleventh and twelfth segments are somewhat longer than the pre-

ceding ones and considerably narrower, but there is no abrupt diffe-

rence in size, the abdomen narrowing posteriorly, but gradually.

The five segments of the whip measure together 4.06 mm. The

Fig. 20.

Figure 19.

—

Geralinura

carbonaria Scudder, ho-

lotype a, U. S. N. M.

No. 37985 (1754a and b),

4
dorsal surface. X ^•

Figure 20.— Same, ster-

8
num. X "T

Fig. 19.
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arrangement of all coxae is exactly the same as in G. similis, but the

sternum is somewhat different as will be readily understood from a

comparison of text figures 20 and 22. The femur of the third pair

of legs is 2.8 mm. long, that of the fourth 3.7 mm. (Scudder's figures

include the trochanters). The whole body is smooth. Only one

specimen in existence.

From the Pennsylvanic (Lower Allegheny) of Mazon Creek, Illinois.

Geralinura similis n. sp.

Plate IV, figs. 19, 20 ; text figs. 21, 22.

= G. carbonaria Scudder, ad partem, Mem. Boston Soc. Xat. Hist.,

Vol. IV, 1890, specimen b, pi. 39, figs 3—4.

Fig. 21. Fig. 22.

Figure 21.

—

Geralinura similis n. sp., holotype b, U. S. N. M. No. 37985

(1754c), dorsal surface. Figure 22. — Same, ventral surface, showing the
2.5

arrangement of the coxae. ^ ~r

As I have already pointed out, the type and only specimen of this

species, at present in the collection of the U. S. National Museum,

is easily distinguished from G. carbonaria by the shape ot the cephalo-

thorax and abdomen, as well as by the sternum. Total length to

base of whip 14 nma. Cephalothorax 5.25 mm. long, 3.0 mm. wide at

posterior edge which is sUghtly recurved. Eyes absent. First ab-
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dominal segment same width as cephalothorax, but the constriction

between cephalothorax and abdomen is well visible on the ventral

surface. Segmentation of abdomen indistinct, neither the tergites,

nor the sternites being preserved. Whip lo mm. long. Pedipalpi

heavy, their coxae meeting in the median line, longer than wide, with

a distal internal process. The trochanters wider than long, the femora

with a process at inner edge. The patellae curved, their distal end

possibly representing the immovable finger. Tibia and tarso-meta-

tarsi lost. The first coxae as in recent Thelyphonidae. The femora

long and thin, the rest not preserved with exception of the proximal

end of the patellae. First femur 8.5 mm. long. Second femur much
thicker and only 1.75 mm. long. The sternum 3.00 mm. long, pointed

behind. The coxae of the second pair conical, those of the third pair

with parallel sides, diverging in front, contiguous at posterior end.

Coxae of fourth pair contiguous, rectangular. It is doubtful whether

the fourth leg is as thin as it appears, more probably it was as heavy

as the second and tliird, this being indicated by the width of the proxi-

mal fragment of the femur.

From the Pennsylvanic (Lower Allegheny) of Mazon Creek, Illinois.

Geralinura gigantea n. sp.

Plate V, figs. 23—25 ; text figs. 23—26.

The holotype of this species is in the collection of the U. S. National

Museum under the number 37976. The obverse shows the cephalo-

thorax, five segments of the abdomen, pedipalpi, chelicera and frag-

ments of legs ; the reverse, the palpi, chelicera, coxae of all legs,

abdomen, almost complete first right leg and several joints of the

remaining legs. The whip is not preserved.

Total length 21.0 mm. The flat, excellently preserved cephalo-

thorax is 6.3 mm. long and 4.5 mm. wide ^/s from anterior edge,

i. e., in its widest place. Anteriorly the cephalothorax is truncated,

the posterior edge is very slightly recurved, almost straight and about

twice as wide as the anterior edge. Immediately behind the widest

place there is a conspicuous median ridge sloping posteriorly and

anteriorly where it goes over gradually into curved grooves running

towards the deep lateral grooves. The lateral grooves themselves

begin at anterior edge and run parallel to the sides of the cephalo-

thorax. They represent the moulds of the lateral crests as in recent

forms, and the enlarged portion of their posterior end may have been

the place where the lateral eyes were in the living specimen, but no

trace of the lenses is left. The middle eyes are oval, small, separated
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from each other and from the anterior edge by about their diameter.

The mandibles or chehcera are unusually large, but only the basal

joint visible, so that it is not possible to decide whether the fang was

movable upward and downward as in recent forms, or inward and

outward as in true spiders. The former is, however, more probable

since it is the rule in all recent pedipalpi.

Fig. Fig. 24.

Figure 2^. — Geralinitya gigantea n. sp., from the Upper Coal Measures.

Braidwood, lUniois, holotvpe, U. S. N. M. No. 37976, ventral surface,

3
showing arrangement of coxae. Figure 24.— Same, dorsal surface. X :j-

The abdomen is rounded in front, gradually narrowing posteriorly.

The pleura are well \dsible and Were soft and entire, the irregular

segmentation appearing in the specimen being due probably to arti-

ficial folding. The second to fifth abdominal tergites show clearly

the round attachment points of the dorso-ventral muscles, one pair

in each segment. On the ventral side one can see only ten sternites.

Of these the first, corresponding to the first and second segments,

is by far the largest and has a semicircular shape. The second stemite

has the shape of a segment, its posterior edge being procurved. Im-

pressed on it We see the bean-shaped genital opening. Only the an-

terior edge of the sternum is preserved and this is peculiar in its

structure inasmuch as it has articulation surfaces not only for the

pedipalpi, but also for the coxae of the first pair of legs. The pedi-
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palpi are heavy and rather short and the immovable finger is formed

by the tibia and not by the patella. The coxae of the first pair of

legs are miusually heavy, the femur 7.3 mm. long, getting evenly

thinner toward its distal end. The patella is about as long as the

coxa. Whether the last visible joint represents only the tibia, or

whether some joints of the tactile organ form the end of it, is not

possible to decide. The second, third and fourth pair of legs Were

short and stout and their coxae at even distances from each other.

The whole body is smooth.

In the same nodule is a marine lamellibranchiate.

Specimen No. 147 of the Peabody Museum. Plate V, fig. 25 ;

text figs. 25, 26. Paratype.

Total size 22.0 mm. Cephalothorax 5.65 mm. long, 4.3 mm. wide

in the \videst place, has the same shape and structure as in the type

specimen. Middle eyes not

preserved . Mandibles visible

only on the obverse. Palpi

much heavier than in the

type specimen, their fingers

not preserved. The sternum

as in type, but the meta-

sternum clearly visible in

front of the first abdominal

sternite, separating the hind

Fig. 26.

Figure 25.

—

Geraliniira gigantea n. sp., paratype, Peabody Mus. No. 147,

3
ventral surface. Figure 26.— Same, dorsal surface, X -r

coxae. The first abdominal sternite with a procurved posterior

edge. The second with both edges procurved, almost concentric.

At the posterior edge the impression of a semilunar genital opening.

The last three abdominal segments set off sharply from the preceding

segment, much as in recent whip scorpions. Of the legs only frag-

Trans. Conx. Acad., Vol. XVIII. 5 Jdne, 1913.
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ments preserved as shown in text figure 25. Notwithstanding the

differences in the shape of the pedipalpi, of the coxae of the first pair

of legs and of the last three abdominal segments, the similarity in

size and structure between the cotype and type is so great, that I am
rather inclined to attribute the differences to sexual dimorphism

than to make a separate species of the cotype.

Foundin the Pennsylvanic(Lower Allegheny) ofMazon Creek, Illinois.

Sub-Order Amblypygi.

Family Tarantulidae Karsch.

Thelyphrynus n. gen.

Cephalothorax wider than long, bean-shaped. Eyes absent.

Coxae of third and fourth pair contiguous, not triangular. Genotype

T. elongatus n. sp.

Thelyphrynus elongatus n. sp.

Plate V, fig. 26; text figs. 27, 28.

Fig. 28.

Figure 27. — Thelyphrynus

elongatus n. sp., holotype,

Daniels coll., ventral sur-

face. Figure 28. — Same,
3

Tcephalothorax. X

The type and only

specimen of this species,

showing only the re-

verse, is in the collection

of Mr. L. E. Daniels.

It shows the pedipalpi,

trochanters and femora

of the second pair of

legs, trochanters, fe-

mora and patellae of

the third pair, an almost

complete fourth leg,

faint impressions of the coxae[of the third and fourth pair, complete

abdomen and superimposed over the coxae the cephalothorax.
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Total length Nnthout pedipalps i6 mm. Cephalothorax 4.1 mm.
long, 5.8 mm. ^^^de in the widest place, with a median depression as

in text figure 28. Abdomen 9.6 mm. long; it consists of eleven seg-

ments- and a short pygidium. The pleura is clearly segmented. The

pedipalpi are heavy and long. The first pair of legs is not preserved,

but presumably it was thin and long. The second femur is 5 mm.
long, the third 7 mm. The fourth leg is much thinner than the third,

its femur is 5.6 mm. long, and the total length of this leg from the

base of the trochanter to the end of the last visible joint is 21 mm.
Whether the transverse lines represent the limits of joints it is not

possible to ascertain. The whole body is smooth.

The general appearance of this specimen reminds one much of

a true whip scorpion, but the shape of the cephalothorax is character-

istic of the sub-order Amblypygi and there are no signs of a whip,

although the abdomen is in an excellent state of preservation.

From the Pennsylvanic (Lower Allegheny) of Mazon Creek, Illinois.

Genus Graeophonus Scudder 1890.

New definition. Cephalothorax wider than long, reniform, with

one pair of eyes placed on an eye tubercle. Tlrird and fourth pair of

coxae triangular, meeting in a median point. Trochanters two-

jointed. Abdominal tergites ten. Genotype G. carbonarins Scudder.

Graeophonus carhonariiis (Scudder).

Plate V, figs. 27—29 ; text figs. 29—31.

= Lihellida carhonaria Scudder, Can. Nat., (2), Vol. VIII, 1876,

p. 88, fig. I.

G. carhonarius Id., Mem. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., Vol. IV, 1890,

p. 454, pi. 40, figs. 2, 3, 6.

Scudder drew the characters of this species from specimen No. 1762

of the Lacoe collection " before it was recognized as the same species

as that described by many years ago from an abdomen alone, under

the name of Libellula carhonaria." Since both specimens received the

same specific name and since the generic characters were first drawn

by Scudder from specimen No. 1762, moreover since this specimen is

the more complete one, it should have the value of the holotype.

We must remember that characters of extinct arachnids do not have

the same value as those of recent forms. It is probable that Libellula

carhonaria belongs to the same genus and species as Graeophonus

carhonarius, but the specimen is too incomplete to make it an ab-

solute certainty. I have carefully compared the type specimen of

Libellula carhonaria with the type specimen of Graeophonus carhonarius
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and believe them to belong to the same species, as far as one

may judge from the abdomen alone. But in the systematics of

Amblypygi the abdomen is the least important part of the body

and may not have even generic value. I therefore regard as type

specimen No. 1762 of the Lacoe collection. The description of

Scudder is not correct. He describes the palpi as chelate, whereas

they are incomplete and consequently show no chela. He also

describes the second pair of legs as the first, but the first pair is

Fig. 29. Fig. 30. Fig. 31.

Figure 2().—Graeophonus carbonarius holotype, U. S. N. M. No. 37969, dorsal

surface. -Figure 30.— Same, ventral surface. Figure ^i.—Graeophonus car-

bonarius (Scudder), from the Upper Coal Measures, Joggins Mines, Nova Scotia,

specimen No. 37964 of the U. S. National Museum, dorsal surface. X ~

lost altogether. The following description of the type is made
after the specimen has been cleaned from the kaolin which was
hiding from view many of its structures.

Total length 17.0 mm. Cephalothorax reniform, with a slight

projection in front of the eye tubercle, 5.66 mm. long in the middle

line and 7.0 mm. wide about ^/s from anterior edge. A median crest

extends from the middle of the cephalothorax to its posterior edge.

Two pairs of oblique, curved crests run from the sides of the cephalo-

thorax to the median crest. Eyes round, contiguous, on a round
tubercle (depression in the specimen being the mould of the tubercle)

close to anterior edge. Abdomen oval, without pygidium. On the

dorsal surface ma}^ be counted ten tcrgites, on the ventral eleven
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sternites. The pleura is preserved only on the ventral surface and

is segmented. A deep, triangular depression extends from the an-

terior end of the abdomen to the middle of the second sternite, possibly

the result of deformation. Of the coxae only those of the third and

fourth pair are preserved. They are triangular and their apices meet

in a median point. The pedipalpi are heavy, their joints wider than

long. The tarso-metatarsui is lost, the tibia has a long internal process

which may have had the function of an immovable finger. The second

femur is 5.3 mm. long, the third 7.9 mm., the fourth (incomplete)

4.8 mm. The trochanters of the legs (andpalpi ?) are two-jointed.

Specimen No 3085 in the collection of McGill University is the

type specimen of Lihellula carbonaria. I can add nothing to Scudder's

description and refer the reader to his plate 40, figs. 2, 6.

Specimen No. 37964 of the U. S. National Museum from the

Joggins Mines, Nova Scotia, text figure 31, plate V, figure 29, belongs

probably to the same species.

The cephalothorax of this specimen is so badly deformed that it is

impossible to reconstruct its shape. The abdomen is excellently

preserved and is composed of ten segments. A pair of oval depres-

sions in each of the first six tergites represent the places of attach-

ment of the dorso-ventral muscles. Only fractions of two legs are

preserved and they show that the legs were fully as heavy as in the

type specimen. The abdomen is 9.3 mm. long and 5.7 mm. wide.

The type specimen is from the Pennsylvanic (Lower Allegheny)

of Mazon Creek, Illinois ; the type of Libellula carbonaria from the

Pennsylvanic (" ]\Iillstone Grit ") of Cape Breton ; and specimen

No. 37964 from the Upper Coal Measures at Joggins Mines, Nova

Scotia.

Protophrynus n. gen.

Cephalothorax broader than long, reniform, with two pairs of eyes.

Trochanters normal, one-jointed. Abdomen with seven tergites.

Genotype P. carbonarius n. sp.

Protophrynus carbonarius n. sp.

Plate VI, figs. 30, 31 ; text figs. 32, 33.

The type and onh' specimen of this species is in the collection of

Mr. L. E. Daniels Both the obverse and reverse are well preser-

ved. The flat cephalothorax is reniform with a wide projection in

front, 5 mm. long, 7 mm. wide. It has a median crest and lateral

crests radiating from it, being moulds of the longitudinal and thoracic

grooves. Two small, round median eyes close to anterior edge and two

larger, round, lateral eyes touching the sides of the projection. Abdomen
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7 mm. long, oval, withseven tergites. The coxae of the pedipalp small,

the pedipalpi not heavier than the second legs, Trochanters of all

appendages normal, one-jointed. The femora of the pedipalpi short

and stout. The other joints missing. Immediately behind the palps

Fig. 32.

Fig. 33-

Figure 32.— Protophrynns carbonarius n. sp., holotype, Daniels coll., dorsal

3
surface. Figure 33. — Same, ventral surface. X y

one may see the faint impressions of the proximal part of the thin legs

of the first pair. Abdominal sternites eight. The legs must have

been very long, if judged by the length of the femora. Third femur

7.5 mm. long, fourth femur 7.8 mm. The whole body smooth

and flat.

Found in the Pennsylvanic (Lower Allegheny) of Mazon Creek,

Illinois.
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ORDER KUSTARACHNAE
Head completely fused wdth thorax. Abdomen segmented, pro-

bably with a pedicel. All coxae radiating from a central, small

sternum, probably immovable. Coxae of pedipalpi fused together

without a suture. Pedipalpi chelate. Chelicera not known. Legs

thin and long. Eyes to the number of two, placed on a tubercle.

The above characters make it impossible to place the three species of

the only genus of this order under any other order. Pocock has pointed

out that Kiistarachne sulcata Melander is a Ciircidioides and thinks

that the other species may also belong to the order Ricinulei. As will

be shown further below, Kiistarachne sulcata is a Curctdiaides, but

K. tenuipes Scudder, K. extincta Melander and K. conica n. sp. have

nothing in common with either extinct or recent Ricinulei, while they

are very closely realated to each other.

Genus Kustarachne Scudder 1890.

With the characters of the order. Genotype K. tenuipes Scudder.

Key to the Species of Kustarachne.

1. Abdomen with 10 sternites K, extincta

+ abdomen with 7 sternites 2

2. Abdomen conical without pygidium

K. conica

+ abdomen oval with a pygidinm

K. tenuipes.

Kustarachne tenuipes Scudder.

Plate VI, figs. 33, 34; text figs. 34, 35.

K. tenuipes Scudder, Mem. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., Vol. IV, 1890,

p. 450, pi. 40, fig. 7.

The type and only specimen of this species, originally labelled No.

1756 a and b is now in the collection of the U. S. National Museum
as No. 37967. Since Scudder's description is incorrect owing to the

specimen not having been properly cleaned, the following description

should take its place.

Total length 11. 5 mm. Cephalothorax with strongly recurved

posterior edge, rounded in front, quite flat, 3.0 mm. long in the median

hne, 5.8 mm. wide between the posterior corners. About ^/g the

length of the cephalothorax from its anterior edge is the mould of the

transversely ellipsoidal eye tubercle with two perfectly round eyes.

Chelicera missing. The coxae are all triangular, apparently immo-

vable, radiating from a small sternum. The coxae of the pedipalp

are completely fused together without a sign of a suture. The palpi

themselves are composed of only four segments, the last two forming
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a distinct chela. The trochanters of the first and fourth leg, and

probabl}- of all legs are two-jointed, the first joint rectangular, broader

than long, the second joint conical. The femora very long and thin.

The abdomen oval, the first sternite ver}- large, triangular. The last

or seventh sternite the smallest, crescent-shaped. Behind it a short

pygidium and at a little distance from the pygidium a fraction of either

a whip or of some joint of the last leg which in this case must have been

Fig- 34-

Fig- 36. Fig. 35.

-Kustavachne tenuipes Scudder, holotype, U. S. X. M. No. 37967,Figure 34.

ventral surface. Figure 35.— Same, cephalothorax. X ^. Figure 36.—

rachne conica n. sp., holotype, Daniels coll., ventral surface. X

Kusta-

T
bent. The former alternative seems, how'ever, to be more probable.

The pleurae entire. The abdominal tergites apparently similar in

number to the sternites, but not well defined.

Found in the Pennsylvanic (LowerAllegheny) ofMazonCreek, Illinois.

Kustarachne conica n. sp.

Plate VI, fig. 35 ; text fig. 36.

The nodule containing the type and only specimen of this species

is in the collection of Mr. L. E. Daniels. The obverse is missing.

The reverse is very poorty preserved, owang to pronounced decompo-

sition of the rock. Nothing but the coxae and abdomen is \dsible.

Total size 10 mm. Arrangement of coxae same as in K. tenuipes.

Abdomen composed of seven segments, without pygidium. The

first sternite triangular with a procurved posterior edge.

Foundinthe Pennsylvanic (Lower Allegheny) ofMazon Creek, Illinois.
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Kustarachne extincta Melander.

Text figs. 37, 38.

K: extincta Melander, Jour. Geol., Vol. XI, 1903, p. 182, pi. V,

fig-. 4 ;
pi. VII, fig. 5.

The type and only specimen is in the Walker collection of the Uni-

versity of Chicago, No. 9236. Careful cleaning of the specimen

showed that the description given by Melander

is not correct, and the following description

should be substituted.

Total length 15 mm. Cephalothorax with

a slightly recurved posterior edge, rounded

in front, 6.0 mm. long, 7.0 mm. wide. Two
contiguous, perfectly round eyes on a trans-

versely ellipsoidal tubercle a little in front of

the middle of the cephalothorax. Pedipalpi

(not counting the coxae) four-jointed, chelate.

Arrangement of coxae same as in K. tenuipes,

but the fused coxae of the pedipalpi with a

slightly angular anterior edge. First and pro-

bably all trochanters two-jointed, first joint

rectangular, second conical. First leg thin

and long other legs missing.

Abdomen oval, composed of

ten segments with two minute

segments behind the tenth rep

resenting possibly the first

joints of a whip. Fig. 38.

Figure 37.— Kustarachne extincta Mel., holotype, Univ. of Chicago Mus.
o 75

No. 9236, ventral surface. Figure 38. — Same, cephalothorax. X ~-

Found in the Pennsylvanic (Lower Allegheny) of Mazon Creek,

Illinois.

ORDER SOLIFUGAE

Only the first segment of the thorax fused with the head, the last

three segments free. Abdomen composed of ten segments. Cheli-

cera chelate, Pedipalpi pediform. Trochanters of legs two-jointed.

Patella absent. Coxa and trochanter of fourth leg with a row of

malleoli on underside. Organs of respiration in form of tracheal

tubes. First pair of stigmata behind the coxae of the second pair

of legs, second pair on the second abdominal segment, third pair on
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the third abdominal segment, and a single stigma on the fourth ab-

dominal segment in some species. Genital opening, protected by
two opercula, on the first ab-

dominal segment. Oviparous.

The recent Solifugids lead a

nocturnal life, feeding on insects.

They inhabit hot countries and

are preeminently desert forms,

although some species are found

in tropical rain regions. Until

now no representative of this

order has been found in an\"

of the geological periods. The

recent Solifugae are divided

into three families, but the

poor preservation of the only

Palaeozoic specimen prevents

me from^lacing it in any of

them.

Protosolpiiga n. gen

Three posterior thoracic seg-

ments free. Chelicera chelate,

powerful. Pedipalpi pediform,

heavy. Second pair of legs

considerably thinner than the

others. Abdomen apparently composed of seven segments only.

Genotype P. carbonaria n. sp.

Fig- 39-

Figure 39. — Ammotrecha cubae (H.

Lucas), a recent solifugid. (From

Putnam, The Solifugidae of America,

1883).

Protosolpiiga carhonaria n. sp.

Plate VI, fig. 32 ; text fig. 40.

The type and only specimen of this interesting arachnid is in the

Peabody Museum, No. 155. Unfortunately it is in a very p.oor state

of preservation, the details being exceedingly difficult to see. The

lines separating the segments of the thorax and abdomen are very

faint. The obverse is fairly well discernible, but the reverse totally

useless, since the ventral surface was e\adently softer and shows

superimposed over it the structures of the dorsal surface.

Total length with chelicera 24.0 mm. ; abdomen 12 mm. long.

Chelicera heavy, chelate, their ends somewhat curved ; a row of small

punctuated depressions along their edge. The head much wider than
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long. Eyes absent. Of the three free thoracic segments the ante-

rior one the shortest. Abdomen oval, broader behind than in front,

anteriorly truncated
,
poste-

riorly rounded. It seems

probable that the curved

lines belong to the ventral

surface and if the straight

lines alone are counted,

then the abdomen was
composed of seven seg-

ments only. The pedipalpi

both visible, the right one

showingeven segmentation.

They are heavier than the

legs and about 22 mm.
long, their joints subequal

in length with exception

of the terminal joint, which
is quite small, semilunar.

Of the remaining appen-

dages only fragments are

preserved. The second pair

of legs is considerably thin-

ner than the others, the

third leg was probably the Figure 40

Fig. 40.

Protosolpiiga carbonaria n. sp.,

shortest if judged by the ^o^otype, Peabody Mus. No. 155, dorsal sur-

comparativ^e shortness of face, x y
its femur.

Found in the Pennsylvanic (Lower Allegheny) of Mazon Creek,

Illinois.

ORDER RICINULEI

Arachnids with hard, granulated integument, with a plate or

cucullus in front of the cephalothorax and a broad abdomen com-
posed of nine segments with a pedicel and coupled to the cephalothorax

by means of a special apparatus. Of the abdominal tergites the

third to sixth are by far the largest, usually divided into three areas.

The first tergite, or pedicel, and the second tergite are not visible

when the abdomen occupies its normal position. The seventh to

ninth segments are very small, annular, and form a " tail ". Of

the sternites the first and second are small, semilunar, seldom visible
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in the normal position of the abdomen. Chelicera two-jointed,

chelate. Pedipalpi chelate, composed of coxa, a two-jointed tro-

chanter, femur, tibia and tarsus, the latter forming with a process

of the tibia a small chela. All coxae contiguous, those of the an-

terior three pairs immovable, while the fourth pair is movable. Pa-

tella present in all legs. Trochanter of the first and second pair

Fig. 41.

Figure ^i.— Cryptostemma karschii H. and S., a recent representative of

the order Ricinulei from Kamerun and Congo ; dorsal surface sho%\-ing the

cucnllus, cephalothorax, the 3d— 6th abdominal tergites, the "tail", and the

lour pairs of legs. Between the trochanters of the 2d and 3d pair of legs one

may see a part of the pedipalpi, which are bent downward.

(From H. J. Hansen and W. Sorensen, On two Orders of Arachnida, 1904.)

of legs single, of the third and fourth pair two-jointed. First tarsus

one-jointed, second five-jointed, third four-jointed, fourth five-

jointed. In the male the third metatarsus and tarsus are modified,

representing probably an organ of copulation. Eyes absent. Geni-

tal opening between the first and second sternite. Organs of res-

piration in form of two tracheal tubes with a pair of spiracles on the

cephalothorax. Oviparous. Only few recent species known, all

from Africa and South America.

This order may be divided into two families. The family Cryp-

tostemidae Westwood, comprising all recent forms and the extinct
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genus Polyochera, is characterized by the visible segmentation of

the abdomen. The family Holotergidae, new, contains the single

^\1
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Family Cryptostemmidae Westwood.

Abdominal tergites distinctly separate.

Genus Polyochera Scudder 1884

Tarsus of second leg fused with the metatarsus, forming one

joint. Genotype P. punctulata Scudder.

Key to the Species of Polyochera.

1. Abdominal tergites of the 4th, 5th and 6th segments each marked

with 2 pairs of round impressions. Cucullus nearly as long as

wide P. aliiceps

+ abdominal tergites divided into fields by 2 or 4 longitudinal

lines. Cucullus much wider than long 2

2. No constriction between cephalothorax and abdomen. Body
punctulate. Abdominal tergites of the 4th, 5th and 6th segments

each divided into 5 fields by longitudinal lines

P. punctidata

+ a distinct constriction between cephalothorax and abdomen.

Body smooth. Abdominal tergites, including that of the 3d

segment, di\dded into 3 fields each by 2 parallel longitudinal

lines P. glabra

Polyochera aliiceps Pocock

P. aliiceps Pocock, Carb. Arachn., 1911, p. 40, pi. II, fig. 6

;

text fig. 14. From the Coal Measures of Coseley, near Dudley,

England.

Polyochera punciulaia Scudder.

Plate VIII, figs. 41, 42 ; text figs. 44, 45

P. punciulaia Scudder, Proc. Amer. Acad. Arts Sci., Vol. XX,
1884, P- 16. Id., Mem. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., Vol. IV, 1890, p. 444,

pi. 39, figs. 2, 6.

The nodule containing the type specimen, No. 1745 of the Lacoe

collection, at present No. 37971 of the U. S. National Museum,

shows both the obverse and reverse in an excellent state of pre-

servation. The description of Scudder not being quite correct, the

following should be substituted for it.

Total length 15.5 mm. Cucullus i.o mm. long, ^.8 mm. wide.

Cephalothorax 4.7 mm. long, 5.5 mm. wide at posterior edge which

is procurved. Abdomen rounded behind ; only the third to sixth

tergites visible, the segments composing the " tail " missing. The

tergite of the third abdominal segment, the one adjoining the cephalo-

thorax, is the shortest ; the tergite of the sixth, or last visible seg-
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ment, the longest. Chelicera and pedipalpi missing. All legs with
a patella. First leg somewhat thinner than the others. Trochanter
of the first and second pair of legs one-jointed, of the third and
fourth pair two-jointed. Last joint of second leg formed b\- a
tarso-metatarsus with two round pads and two long, curved claws
at the end. The following joints of the legs are preserved : First
pair

:
coxa, trochanter, femur, patella and tibia of both sides

;

femur 3.0 mm. long. Second pair: coxa, trochanter, femur of

Fig- 44-

Figure 44.— Po/yocAera punctulata Scudder, holotype, U. S. N. M. No. 37971,

dorsal surface. X —
1

the left leg and a complete right leg ; complete length 15.5 mm.
;

femur alone 5.5 mm. Third pair: coxa, two-jointed trochanter,
femur, patella and tibia of both sides; femur 3.0 mm. long in
middle line. Fourth leg: coxa, two-jointed trochanter, femur,
patella and tibia of both sides ; femur ^.^ mm. long in middle line.

"The front border of the cephalothorax is a little elevated, and
behind it, extending nearly to the middle, a very broad, very shallow,
transverse depression; there is also an equally slight but small
central depression, but all of these scarcely affect the extreme flat-

ness of the whole field which is shared also by the abdomen ; both
cephalothorax and abdomen are regularly and deeply punctate.
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excepting on the brief first (= third, A. P.) abdominal segment

which is only punctate along its hinder edge " (Scudder, 1890,

P- 444)-

One pair of shorter, inner, and one pair of oblique, longer, outer

lines divide the second, third and fourth visible tergites into five

fields of which the middle one is the widest. Along the posterior

edge of the first, second and third visible tergites runs a row of

punctate depressions, much heavier than those covering the rest

of the body and the legs.

The reverse of the specimen shows clearly that the cucullus was
anteriorly bent downward, much as is the case in recent Ricunlei,

and appears in form of a punctate, trian-

gular plate. Behind it is an almost smooth

transverse area, probably the coxae of the

pedipalpi. The long and narrow coxae of

the first pair of legs, and the triangular

coxae of the second pair are almost smooth,

those of the third and fourth pair punctate

like the dorsal surface of the abdomen.

Between the widely distant second coxae

is visible a dark plate with a narrow anterior

process separating the first coxae. This

plate is probably the anterior part of the

sternum, which is liidden posteriorly by

the contiguous tliird and fourth coxae.

Only three abdominal sternites are visible,

belonging to the fourth, fifth and sixth

segments, \\ith a row of deep round de-

pressions along the posterior edge of the first and second \'isible

sternite. Covering the edge of the abdominal sternites is the un-

segmented pleura, the lines simulating segmentation evidently due

to artificial folding.

A second specimen, in the collection of Mr. L. E. Daniels, is not

so well preserved as the type, yet shows sufficiently clearly all struc-

tures as to leave no doubt of it belonging to the same species. The

pleura in this specimen shows no artificial segmentation, but is

folded longitudinally. Total length 12.5 mm. Width of abdomen

6.0 mm.
Found in the Pennsylvanic (Lower Allegheny) of Mazon Creek,

Illinois.

Fig- 45-

Figure 45. — Same, ven-

tral surface, showing
3

coxae and sternites. X t
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Polyochera glabra n. sp.

Plate VII, figs. 39, 40; text fig. 46.

U. S. National Museum No. 37981. Obverse shows the cucullus,
cephalothorax, abdomen and part of what is probably the second
and fourth leg. The reverse shows the

somewhat deformed coxae of which only
those of the third and fourth pair are

sufficiently clear to show that they have
the same arrangement as in P. punc-
tulata, the abdomen with an entire, not
segmented pleura and the fragments of

the same legs.

Total length 13.8 mm. Cucullus 1.05

mm. long, 3.5 mm. wide. Cephalothorax

4.3 mm. long, 5.7 mm. wide, with
rounded comers and striaght posterior

and anterior edge. Between the oval

abdomen and the cephalothorax is a
deep groove. The tergites are divided
into three fields by longitudinal ridges.

Whole body smooth.

Found in the Pennsylvanic (Lower Allegheny) of Mazon Creek,
Illinois.

Fig. 46.

Figure ^6.— Polyochera glabra

n. sp., holotype, U. S. N. M
No. 37981, dorsal surface. X —

Holotergidae new family.

Abdomen covered with an entire shield, probably corresponding
to the third to sixth segments.

Genus Ciirculioides Buckland 1837.
With the characters of the family.

Key to the Species of Curculoides.

1. Abdominal shield ^vith a median longitudinal ridge

C. scaher

+ abdominal shield without a median ridge 2
2. Cephalothorax wider than long

C. sidcatus

+ cephalothorax as wide as long

C. ansticii

Curcidioides ansticii Buckland.
C. rtMs^icn Buckland, Bridgewater Treatise (ed. 2), Vol. II, 1837,

p. 76, pi. 46, fig. I. Pocock, Carb. Arachn. 1911, p. 39, pi. II, fig. 7 ;

text figs. 12, 13.

Found in the Coal Measures of Coseley, near Dudley, England.

Traxs. Conn. Acad., Vol. XVIII. 6 Jone. 1913
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Curculioides scaber (Scudder).

Plate VII, figs. 36, 37 ; text figs. 47, 48.

= Geratarhus scabrum Scudder, Mem. Boston See, Nat. Hist.,

Vol. IV, 1890, p. 448, pi. 39, fig. 5.

The type and only specimen. No. 1765 a b of the Lacoe collection,

is at present in the collection of the U. S. National Museum under

the number 37965. Scudder has not sufficiently cleaned the spe-

Fig- 47-

Fig. 48.

Figure 47.— Curculioides scaber (Scudder), holotype, U. S. X. M. No. 37965,

the whole specimen from the

1

dorsal surface. Figure 48.— Same, showing

ventral side. X

cimen of the kaolin and some important structures have escaped his

attention.

Total length 15.0 mm. Cucullus 0.55 mm. long, 2.5 mm. wide.

The reverse shows that the cucullus was bent downward as in recent

Ricinulei, thus having two surfaces standing at right angles to each

other. Cephalothorax 5.0 mm. long, 5.25 mm. wide in the middle,

only 3.6 mm. wide at posterior edge, which is straight. The ab-

domen is oval, covered %\ith one shield whith a longitudinal median

ridge. In the specimen the left side of the abdomen is longitudinally

folded, the fold being artificial, but the ridge is quite distinct. A heavy

fold separates the abdomen from the cephalothorax. The whole
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dorsal surface is uniformly punctuate. The underside of the abdomen

also uniformly punctate, has a procurved line, in front of which, in the

triangle between the hind coxae, are two parallel ridges and a deep,

hemispherical depression, probably the genital opening.. All coxae

well preserved. Those of the first and second pair widely separate,

between them the sternum visible posteriorly as far as the posterior

end of the third coxae. Fourth coxae contiguous. Immediately be-

hind the ventral part of the cucullus is a large, almost round plate,

di\dded longitudinally in two by a median ridge. It is possible that

tliis plate represents the outer aspect of the chelicera. At the sides of this

plate are the coxae of the pedipalpi. Four joints of the left pedipalp

are \asible, showng that the pedipalp was slender and that its tro-

chanter is two-jointed. Of the first pair of legs, which were con-

siderably thinner than the others and only little hea\der than the

pedipalpi, are preserved both coxae and the trochanter, femur,

patella, tibia and metatarsus of the right leg. Of the second pair of

legs only the coxae and trochanters are preserved. Like that of the

first pair the trochanter is one-jointed, but extraordinarily large.

The legs of the third and fourth pair are almost complete, missing are

the metatarsi and tarsi. The femur of the first leg is short and stout

with a sharp apical process. The fourth femur is slender and long,

measuring 5.0 mm. The ventral surface is also uniformly punctuate

with the exception, however, of the parts minutely dotted on text

figure 48, which appear quite smooth.

Found in the Pennsylvanic (Lower Allegheny) of Mazon Creek,

Illinois.

Curculioides sulcatus (Melander).

Plate VII, fig. 38 ; text figs. 49, 50.

= Kustarachne sulcata Melander, Jour. Geol., Vol. XI, 1903, p. 181,

pi. V, fig. 5, pi. VII, fig. 4.

The type and only specimen of this species. No. 9235, is in the

collection of the Walker Museum of the University of Chicago. The

nodule containing it consists both of the obverse and reverse, but the

whole specimen was heavily covered with kaolin, this being the reason

why Melander's description is quite incorrect. Basing his opinion

on the similarity in the relative measurements of Curculioides sulcatus

and Kustarachne tenuipes, Pocock suggests in his Monograph that

"one shows the dorsal, and the other the ventral view of specimens

belonging to the same species." This suggestion is excusable only in

view of the fact that Pocock had no occasion to examine the specimens

themselves and based his judgment on the incomplete and erroneous
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descriptions. The following description is drawn from the type

specimen after it had been cleaned of the kaolin and the legs exposed

as far as possible.

Total length 16.5 mm. Cucullus 1.15 mm. long, 3.0 mm. Wide.

Cephalothorax 4.25 mm. long, 6.0 mm. wide in posterior ^3, 5.25 mm.
wide at posterior edge, Which is straight. Abdomen with an entire

shield, folded in median line but not with a median longitudinal ridge,

Fig- 50.

Figure ^g. — Curculioides sulcaius (Melander), holotype, Univ. of Chicago

Mus. No. 9235, ventral surface of abdomen. Figure 50. — Same, showing

entire specimen from dorsal surface. X
2..5

IT

folding being due to pressure. Behind the shield is visible a small

segment representing probably the seventh to ninth segments. Legs

very long and rather thin. The cucullus and legs minutely punctate,

the cephalothorax and abdominal shield coarsely punctate. The

tibia and metatarsus of the second leg and the terminal abdominal

joint smooth.

The ventral surface is not sufficiently Well preserved to show the

arrangement of all coxae, but the third and fourth coxae are dis-

tinctly contiguous. In the anterior part of the abdomen there is a

strongl}^ procurved fold represented by the two lines in text figure 49.

Foundinthe Pcnnyslvanic (Lower Allegheny) of Mazon Creek, Illinois.
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ORDER ARANEAE

Head completely fused with thorax. Abdomen with pedicel, seg-

mented in the lowest forms, in all higher forms unsegmented. Che-

licera retroverte. Pedipalpi pediform, six-jointed, their coxa in

higher forms with a maxillarh' lobe. Legs seven-jointed, movably
articulated to a sternum. Patella present in all legs and palpi.

Trochanters all one-jointed. Spinning glands in the abdomen with

numerous ducts opening on the spinnerets ; spinnerets always on the

abdomen, either in the middle of its ventral surface as in Liphistiidae,

or at the end, immediately in front of the anus. Respiratory organs

in form of two pairs of lungs in lower forms, or one pair of lungs and

a pair of tracheal tubes, in higher forms ; sometimes without lungs,

but with two pairs of tracheal tubes, or with one pair of lungs, but

without tracheal tubes. Spiracles in all cases on the ventral surface

of the abdomen. Genital opening in both sexes on the ventral sur-

face of the abdomen, not far from its anterior end. Sperm receptacles

in the female either connected with the uterus, or blind, often with

a complicated chitinous structure or epigynum. Organs of copulation

in the male on the pedipalpi, the terminal joint of which is specially

m.odified for this purpose. Usually eight eyes (sometimes six, four,

two or none) in two or three rows on the cephalothorax. Morphologi-

cally they represent two groups : one pair of median eyes with direct

retina and two groups of lateral eyes vAih. inverted retina. All spiders

are oviparous. They eat insects and other spiders. Their instincts

are highly developed and manifold. Some have burrowing habits,

others make snares, some are true vagabonds. With very few ex-

ceptions they lead terrestrial life, and those living under water or

between the tides are not really aquatic, since they use air for

breathing.

Key to the Sub-Orders of Araneae.

1. Abdomen segmented. Four pairs of spinnerets in the middle of

the abdomen on its ventral surface

Mesothelae

+ abdomen not segmented. Spinnerets immediately in front of

the anus 2

2. Chelicera so articulated, that the fangs move parallel to the plane

of symmetry of the animal. Two pairs of lungs

Mygalomorphae

+ Chelicera so articulated, that the fangs move in a plane clearly

intersecting the plane of symmetry. One pair of lungs and one
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pair of tracheal tubes, or tracheal tubes absent, or two pairs of

tracheal tubes and no lungs

Arachnomorphae

LIST OF DESCRIBED SPECIES OF ARAXEAE

Sub-Order Mesothelae.

Abdomen segmented. Four pairs of spinnerets in the middle of

the abdomen on its ventral surface. Two pairs of lungs. Chelicera

Fig- 52-

Fig. 51-

Figure 51.— Liphistiiis rffszY/ZorSchiodte fromPinang; dorsal view. Figure 52.

—

Same, ventral surface. (From Encyclopaedia Britannica, nth ed.)

so articulated that the fangs move in a plane parallel to the plane of

symmetry.

Family Arthrolycosidae Fritsch.

Genus Arthrolycosa Harger.

Genotype A. antiqua Harger.

I. Arthrolycosa antiqua Harger, Amer. Jour. Sci., (3), Vol. VII, 1874,

pp. 219-223. Beecher, Ibid., Vol. XXXVIII, 1889, p. 219-223,

figs. 1-3.

From the Pennsylvanic (Lower Allegheny) of Mazon Creek,

Illinois.
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2. Arthrolycosa daniehi n. sp.

From the Penns\lvanic (Lower Allegheny) of Mazon Creek,

"Illinois.

3. }Arthrolycosa sp. Pocock, Carb. Arachn., 1911, p. 34, fig. 10.

From the Coal Measures of Coseley, near Dudley, England.

Fritsch refers to the genus Arthrolycosa the following species from

Bohemia, which according to Pocock " represent at least six genera

and possibly as man}' families if the drawings are to be trusted."

1. A. carbonaria (Kusta)

= Scitdderia carbonaria Kusta, Sitz. k. k. Gesell. d. Wiss., 1888,

p. 203.

A. carbonaria Fritsch, Pal. Arachn., 1904, p. 6, pi. i, fig. i, fig. 2,

text figs. 2, '^.

2. A. fortis Fritsch, loc. cit., p. 8, pi. i, figs, i, 2, text fig. 4.

3. A. beecheri Fritsch, loc. cit., p. 9, pi. i, figs. 3—5, text fig. 5.

4. A. lorenzi (Kusta)

= Eolycosa lorenzi Kusta, Sitz. k. k. Gesell. d. Wiss , 1885.

A. lorenzi Fritsch, loc. cit., p. 10, pi. 2, figs. 2, 3; text fig. 6.

5. A. (?) palaranea (Fritsch)

= Palaranea borassifoliae Fritsch, Archiv. f. Landesf. v. Bohmen,

Vol. II, 1813, p. 8, pi. II, fig. 7.

A. (?) palaranea Id., Pal. Arachn., 1904, p. 11, text fig. 7.

Genus Protolycosa F. Romer.

Genotype P. anthracophyla Romer.

I. P. anthracophyla Romer, Jahrb. f. Min., 1866, p. 136, pi. III.

Fritsch, Pal. Arachn., 1904, p. 12, pi. 13, fig. 14; text figs. 8—10.

From the Coal [Measures of Upper Silesia, Germany.

Genus Geralycosa Kusta.

Genotj'pe G. fritschii Kusta.

I. G. fritschii Kusta, Sitz. k. k. Gesell. d. Wiss., 1888, p. 194, fig. i.

Fritsch, Pal. Arachn., 1904, p. 14, pi. 3, fig. i ; text figs. 11—13.

From the Coal Measures of Rakonitz, Bohemia.

Genus Rakovnicia Kusta.

Genotype R. antiqua Kusta.

I. R. antiqua Kusta; Sitz. k. k. Gesell. d. Wiss., 1884, p. 400, pi. I.

fig. 3. Fritsch, Pal. Arachn., 1904, p. 15, pi. 2, fig. 4 ; text fig. 15,

From the Coal Measures (Noegerathienschiefer) of Rakonitz,

Bohemia.
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Genus Perneria Fritsch.

Genotype and only species

I. P. salticoides (Fritsch)

= Arthrolycosa salticoides Fritsch, Fauna der Gaskokle, Vol. IV,

1901, pi. 153, fig. 10.

P. salticoides Id., Pal. Arachn., 1904, p. 22, text fig. 27.

From the Coal Measures of Nyran, Bohemia.

Genus Eocteniza Pocock.

Genotype and only species

I. E. silvicola Pocock, Carb. Arachn., 1911, p. 34, pi. 34, fig. 4.

From the Coal Measures of Coselej', near Dudley, England.

Sub-Order Arachnomorpha.

Genus Eopholcus Fritsch.

Genotype and only species

I. E. pedatus Fritsch, Pal. Arachn., 1904, p. 22, text fig. 28.

From the Coal Measures of Nyran, Bohemia.

Genus Pyritaranea Fritsch.

Genotype and only species

I. P. tubifera Fritsch, Fauna d. Gaskohle, Vol. IV, 1901, fig. 63.

Id., Pal. Arachn., 1904, p. 25, text fig. 31.

From the Coal Measures of Nyran, Bohemia.

Genus Archaeometa Pocock.

Genotype and only species

I. A. nephilina Pocock, Carb. Arach., 1911, p. sy, text fig. 11.

From the Coal Measures of Coseley, near Dudley, England.

DESCRIPTION OF NORTH AMERICAN CARBONIFEROUS ARANEAE

Sub-Order Mesothelae.

Genus Arthrolycosa Harger 1874.

New definition. Cephalothorax longer than wide. Eyes on a

tubercle. Genotype A. antique Harger.

Key to Species of Arthrolycosa.

I. Femora of all legs shorter than cephalothorax. Eye tubercle not

in hne with outer edge of cephalothorax

A. antiqua

+ femur of the first pair of legs almost as long as the cephalo-

thorax, the other femora longer than cephalothorax. Eye

tubercle touching anterior edge

A. danielsi
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Arthrolycosa antiqua Harger.

Plate VIII. figs. 43, 44; text figs. 53, 54.

A. antiqua Harger, Amer. Jour. Sci., (3), Vol. VII, 1874, pp.

219—223. Scudder, Proc. Amer. Acad. Arts Sci., 1884, p. 15.

Beecher, Amer. Jour. Sci., (3), Vol. XXXVIII, 1889, pp. 219—223,

text figs. 1—3.

Type specimen No. 161, Peabody Museum. The description of

this specimen given by Beecher in his excellent paper in 1889, while

Fig- Si-

Figure 53.

—

Arthrolycosa antiqua Harger, holotype, Peabody Mus. No. 161,
9

showing dorsal surface after the abdomen has been all exposed. X ~

it has considerably advanced our knowledge of the spider is incorrect

in some regards, since the specimen was not entirely exposed. Thus

he failed to notice that the terminal joints of the palpi are altogether

missing and that the abdomen is larger than it appears on his drawing.

I have carefully cleaned the entire nodule and am able to say that the

specimen is now completeh' exposed and appears as drawn in my text

figure 53, the dotted parts and the terminal joints of the palpi and

legs actually missing. The obverse alone shows the spider. The

reverse shows only fractions of legs, but no body.

Total length without mandibles 22.0 mm. Cephalothorax 9.0 mm.
long, 8.0 mm. wide in the middle. All femora shorter than cephalo-

thorax.
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The cephalothorax is rounded anteriorly, the posterior edge almost

straight. A deep, oval depression somewhat behind the middle

of the cephalothorax, and behind the depression a transverse ridge.

Eve tubercle transversely ellipsoidal, high, eyes not preserved. Ab-

domen composed of eight segments, oval, its right side somewhat

pressed out of shape and lower than the rest, yet clearly showing

segmentation. Since the spinnerets were probably on the ventral

surface as in Liphistiits, the number of N-isible segments may not be

Fig. 54-

Figure ^^. — Arthrolycosa anfiqua Harger. No. 163, Peabody Museum,

showing the specimen as it appears on the nodule. X -r

the true number. Mandibles strong, conical, the fang not visible. Pedi-

palpi slender, their terminal joints missing. Legs heavy and long,

but only the right leg of the second pair complete. Femur 5.7 mm.
long, patella and tibia 9.5 mm. metatarsus 5.0 mm., tarsus 3.7 mm.
Fourth femur punctate.

It must be added that the specimen presents its actual dorsal sur-

face and not a mould of it, as is evident from the appearance of the

eye tubercle and oval dorsal depression.

Specimen No. 162 of the Peabody Museum (Plate \'III, fig. 43).

Like- the type specimen, the dorsal surface is not a mould, but the

actual surface of the spider. Total length 14 mm. Cephalothorax

6.2 mm. long, the side margins obliterated so that the width cannot be
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ascertained. The thoracic part is rather flat, but the cephalic part

elevated, highest at the eye tubercle, gradually sloping laterally and

posteriorly to the oval depression. Abdomen flat, oval, 6.0 mm. wide

in the middle. The segmentation not as clear as in the type specimen,

the lines being rather faint. Chelicera heav\- and long. Of the legs

and palpi only fragments preserved.

Specimen Xo. 163, Peabody Museum. Text fig. 54.

A badly crushed specimen, probably belonging to this species.

Only part of the abdomen, four right and two left legs preserved.

The abdomen is oval, six segments can be counted, the lines between

the segments quite distinct. First leg almost complete. Femur
6.5 mm. long, patella and tibia 9.3 mm., metatarsus 6.5 mm. with a

row of seven round depressions. Second leg : tibia alone 6.0 mm.,

metatarsus 6.03 mm., tarsus 2.8 mm. Both metatarsus and tarsus

with a row of round depressions of which the metatarsus has seven

and the tarsus four. Third leg : femur 7.3 mm. Fourth leg : femur

8.5 mm., patella + tibia 10.o mm., metatarsus 8.0 mm. The tibia

of the leg close to the abdomen (probably the fourth left leg) has a

row of eight round depressions.

Found in the Pennsylvanic (Lower Allegheny) of Mazon Creek,

Illinois.

Arthrolycosa danielsi n. sp.

Plate VIII, figs. 45, 46 ; text figs. 55, 56.

The type and only specimen of this species is in the collection of

Mr. L. E. Daniels. It is much better preserved than either of the

three specimens of the preceding species. Total length, without

mandibles, 14.5 mm. Cephalothorax flat, 5.6 mm. long, 5.0 mm. wide

in posterior ^'3, oval, with recurved posterior margin. Two small

tubercles in the middle of the cephalothorax, and radiating from

them four pairs of ridges. The transversely ellipsoidal depression,

the mould of the eye tubercle, touching the anterior margin. In it

are two pairs of oval depressions, moulds of the eye lenses. Abdomen
shows clearly six segments but, as in the preceding species, the true

number of abdominal segments was probabl}' greater. Small, round,

punctate depressions probably mark the attachment places of the

dorso-ventral muscles. The chelicera strong, angular, prismatic with

a thickened inner edge. Of the pedipalpi only the coxae and trochan-

ters preserved, but it is impossible to say whether the coxae had a

maxillary lobe. Legs all in position, but all joints beyond the femur

missing. Coxae of first and second pair triangular. Trochanter
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typical, one-jointed. First femur 5.2 mm. long, second 6.1 mm.,

third 6.9 mm., fourth 6.1 mm.
Found in the Pennsylvanic (Lower Allegheny) of Mazon Creek,

Illinois.

Fu Fl£

Figure ^^. — Arthrolycosa danieJsi n. sp., holotype, Daniels coll., showing

the ventral surface of the specimen as it appears on the nodule. Figure 56. —

Same, showing dorsal view of the body. X
3.5

1

ORDER ANTHRACOMARTI

Head completely fused with thorax. Abdomen segmented, the

anal operculum representing probably the eleventh abdominal seg-

ment. Dorsal surface of abdomen di\aded into three or five longi-

tudinal areas, the central one formed by the tergites, the lateral ones

by the pleural sclerites. Chelicera not known. Pedipalpi pediform.

Legs seven-] ointed, with movable coxae, apparently articulated to a

sternum.

Pocock, who made a careful study of this oder and has had more

species before him than are known to occur in North America, de-

scribes the morpholog}' of the abdomen in his Monograph as follows :

" Opisthosoma ^\^thout appendages, movably jointed to the pro-

soma, but with its indi\adual segme ts apparently welded together,

though the sutural lines persist. Seven tergal plates are always
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traceable on the dorsal side, the first of the seven (/. e. the seventh

counting forwards from the posterior end) being almost invariably

longer than those that succeed it ; each tergum is marked on each side

with a longitudinal sulcus or groove which separates a lateral lamina

from the median area of the tergum ; sometimes there is a second

sulcus nearer the external margin than the one just mentioned ; hence

each tergum is di\'ided into either three or five distinct areas according

to the number of sulci. In front of the seventh tergum from the end,

either one ot more tergal sclerites may be traced ; these are usually

not provided with lateral laminae and may be overlapped more or

less by the posterior border of the carapace ; they appear to represent

from one to three additional tergal plates undergoing excalation,

The last tergal plate on the dorsal side, that is to say the seventh, not

counting the variable number of anterior tergal plates just mentioned,

is the narrowest of the series ; but it is almost invariably provided with

an unpaired posteriorly-expanding median lamina, in addition to its

paired laminae, With which it forms a continuous series ; this lamina

is itself sometimes marked off by a transverse sulcus from the median

area of the tergum. This median lamina of the last tergum visible

from the dorsal side, overlaps the tergal element of the next succeeding

segment ; the tergum of this segment is fused with its sternal element

to constitute a subannuliform sclerite, near the center of which lies

a plate, the anal operculum, which is the tergal element of the last

segment. Thus ten tergal elements may be traced with certainly

in almost all genera, the last being the anal operculum and the first

the short tergal area that lies between the carapace and theftrst large

tergal plate of invariable occurrence, namely the seventh, from the

end on the dorsal side. i

" The sternal elements of the opisthosoma appear to correspond

in number with the terga, except that, with the doubtful exception of

Eophrynus, there is no sternal plate to represent the tenth tergum

or anal operculum. Hence there are nine sternal plates in all, the

last being the ventral element of the plate surrounding the anal oper-

culum. The anterior sterna are variously modified and arranged

according to the genus, the arrangement in Anthracomartus being very

different from that of Eophrynus, the first, whether large as in the

former or small as in the latter, being probably the genital oper-

culum."

Not having sufficient material to make a study of the morphology
of the abdomen in Anthracomarti, I am not able to either accept or

criticize Pocock's interpretation. One point, however, I cannot

leave without mention. If Pocock's interpretation is correct and
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the anal operculum normally appearing on the ventral surface of

the specimen represents the tergite of the last abdominal segment,

then the anal operculum is the tergite of the eleventh and not of the

tenth segment. This is clear from Pocock's own text figures 29—31
and his assertion that in front of the first large tergite is at least one

segment partly covered by the cephalothorax.

Pocock recognized four families of Anthracomarti, basing his

classification on the shape of the pleural laminae and the presence of a

transverse sulcus on the cephalothorax. Neither of these characters

has in my opinion the value of a family character. We find in the

order of recent spiders widely different chitinized structures of the

abdomen in species belonging to the same genus and even in the two

sexes of the same species. A much better character seems to be the

number of pleural sclerites. I therefore recognize only two families.

The order of Anthracomarti consists entirely of extinct forms.

Key to the Families of Anthracomarti.

I. Pleural laminae subdivided

Anthraconlartidae

(= Anthracomartidae + Brachy-

pygidae Pocock)

+ pleural laminea entire

Eophrynidae

(= Eophrynidae + Anthracosiron-

idae Pocock)

LIST OF DESCRIBED SPECIES OF AXTHRACOM.-\RTI.

Family Anthracomartidae.

Genus Anthracomartus Karsch.

Genotype—A. voelkelianus Karsch.

1. A. voelkelianus Karsch, Zeits. deutsch. geol. Gesell., Vol. XXXIV,.

1882, p. 556. Haase, Beitrag z. Kenntniss d. foss. Arachn., Ibid.,

Vol. XLII, 1890, p. 645, pi. XXX, figs. 8, 9. Fritsch, Pal. Arachn.

1904, p. 40, text fig. 47.

From the Coal Measures of Silesia, Germany.

2. A. granulatus Fritsch, loc. cit., p. 40, text fig. 48.

From the Coal Measures of Silesia, Germany.

3. A. palatinus Ammon, Geogn. Jahresb., Vol. XIII, 1900, figs. 1—4.

Fritsch, Pal. Arachn., 1904, p. 41, text fig. 50.

From the Coal Measures of Palatinate (Pfalz), Germany.

4. A. krejcii Kusta, Sitz. k. b. Gesell. d. Wiss., 1883, p. 340, pi. I.

1 = A. affinis Id., Ibid., 1885.
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A. krejcii Fritsch, Pal. Arachn., 1904, p. 36, pi. 4, fig. i, text

figs. 40, 41 ; p. 39, pi. 3, fig. I ;
pi. 4, fig. 7 ; text fig. 45.

From the Coal Pleasures (Noegerathienschiefer) of Rakonitz,

Bohemia.

5. A. minor Kusta, Sitz. k. b. Gesell. d. Wiss., 1885, p. 3, pi. fig. i.

? = J. socius Id., Ibid., 1888, p. 203, pi. fig. 4.

A. minor Fritsch, Pal. Arachn., 1904, p. ^%, pi. 4, figs. 4—7, text

figs. 42-44; P- 39> text fig. 46.

From the Coal Measures (Noegerathienschiefer) of Rakonitz,

Bohemia.

6. A. hohemiciis (Fritsch).

= Promygale hohemica Fritsch, Fauna d. Gaskohle, Vol. IV, 1901,

p. 58, pi. 153, figs. 6—8
;
pi. 154, fig. i. Id., Pal. Arachn., 1904,

p. 19, pi. 15, fig. I, text fig. 20—22.

From the Carboniferous ( Secundakohle) of Nyran, Bohemia.

7. A. elegans (Fritsch)

= Promygale elegans Fritsch, Fauna d. Gaskohle, Vol. IV, 1901,

p. 61, text fig. 365. Id., Pal. Arachn., 1904, p. 21, pi. 15, figs. 2—4
text fig. 26.

From the Carboniferous (Gaskohle) of Nyran, Bohemia.

8. A. hindi Pocock, Carb. Arachn., 1911, p. 64, pi. Ill, fig. 3, text

figs. 30-32.

From the Coal Measures of Coseley and Dudley, England.

9. A. priesti Pocock, loc. cit., p. 67, text figs. 33, 34.

From the Coal Measures of Coseley and Dudley, England.

iQ. A. trilohitus Scudder, Proc. Amer. Acad. Arts Sci., Vol. XX,
1884, P- 17- Id-, C. R. Soc. Ent. Belg., (3), 1885, p 85. Id.

Mem. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., Vol. IV, 1890, p. 451, pi. 39, figs.

7—10.

From the Pennsylvanic (Up. Pittsx-ille) of Fayette\'ille, Ar-

kansas.

II. A. triangularis n. sp.

From the Joggins Mines, Nova Scotia.

Genus Brachypyge H. Woodward 1878.

Genotype and only species

I. B. carbonis WoodwdLvd, Geol. Mag., (2), Vol. V, 1878, pp. 433—436,
pi. XI. Fritsch, Pal. Arachn., 1904, p. 42, text fig. 52. Pocock,

Carb. Arachn., 1911, p. 59, text fig. 28.

From the Coal Measures of Mons, Belgium.
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Genus Maiocercus Pocock 191 1.

Genotype and only species

I. M. celticus (Pocock)

= Eophryniis carhonis Howard and Thomas, Cardiff Nat. Hist.

Soc, Vol. XXVni, 1896, p. 52, figs, a, b.

= Brachypyge celtica Pocock, Geol. Mag., (4), Vol. IX, 1902,

p. 488, fig. 2a. Fritsch, Pal. Araclin., 1904, p. 41, text fig. 51.

M. celticus Pocock, Carb. Arachn., 191 1, p. 60, text fig. 29.

From the Coal Measures of Ty'nybedw, Rhondda Valley, South

Wales.

Genus Eotrogulus Thevenin 1901.

Genotype and only species

I. E. fayoli Thevenin, Bull. Soc. France, 1901, p. 607. Fritsch, Pal.

Arachn., 1904, p. 43, text fig. 55.

From the Coal Measures of Commentry, France.

Family Eophrynidae.^

Genus Anthracosiro Pocock 1903.

Genotype A. ipoodwardi Pocock.

1. A. woodwardi Pocock, Geol. Mag., (4), Vol. X, 1903, pp. 246—250,

405-408.

= A. latipes Gill, Nat. Hist. Soc. Northumb., Durham, Vol. IH,

1909, pp. 510—522, pi. xni.

A. li'oodii'ardi Fritsch, Pal. Arachn., 1904, p. 43, text fig. 53.

Pocock, Carb. Arachn. 1911, p. 70, text figs. 35, 36.

From the Coal INIeasures of Coseley, Sparth and Crowcook,

England.

2. A. fritschi Pocock, Geol. Mag., (4), Vol. X, 1903, pp. 405—408, fig.

Fritsch, Pal. Arachn., 1904, p. 43, text fig. 54. Pocock, Carb.

Arachn., 1911, p. 73, text fig. 37.

From the Coal Measures of Coseley, near Dudley, England.

Genus Pleurolycosa Fritsch 1904.

Genotype and only species

I. P. prolifera (Fritsch)

= Arthrolycosa prolifera Fritsch, Fauna d. Gaskohle, Vol. IV, 1901,

p. 61, pi. 153, figs. I, 3.

P. prolifera Id., Pal. Arachn., 1904, p. 23, text fig. 29.

(Position of both genus and species uncertain).

From the Coal Measures (Gaskohle) of Bohemia.
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Genus Brachylycosa Fritsch 1901.

Genotype and only species

. B'. carcionides (Fritsch)

=^ Arthrolycosa carcinoides Fritsch, Fauna d. Gaskohle, Vol. IV,

1901, p. 62, text fig. 367.

B. carcinoides Id., Pal. Arachn., 1904, p. 24, fig. 30.

(Position of both genus and species uncertain).

From the Coal Measures (Gaskohle) of Nyran, Bohemia.

Genus Hemiphrynus Fritsch 1901.

Genotype—H. longipes Fritsch

. H. longipes Fritsch, Fauna d. Gaskohle, Vol. IV, 1901, p. 57. Id.,

Pal. Arachn., 1904, p. 17, text fig. 17.

From the Coal Measures (Gaskohle) of Nyran, Bohemia.

. H. hofmanni Fritsch, Fauna d. Gaskohle, Vol. IV, 1901, p. 58. Id.,

Pal. Arachn., 1904, p. 18, text figs. 18, 19.

From the Coal Measures (Gaskohle) of Bohemia.

Genus Vratislavia Fritsch 1904.

Genotype and only species

. V. silesiaca (F. Romer)
= Architarhus silesiacus F. Romer, Jahresb. schles. Gesell. Bres-

lau 1878, pp. 54-55.
V. silesiaca Fritsch, Pal. Arachn., 1904, p. 44, pi. 13, figs. 5, 6,

text fig. 56.

From the Coal Measures near Glatz, Silesia, Germany.

Genus Eophrynus Woodward 1871.

Genotype and onl}^ species

. E. prestvici (Buckland)

=^ Curculiodes prestvici Buckland, Bridgewater Treatise (2d ed.).

Vol. II, 1837, p. 76.

E. prestvici Woodward, Geol. Mag., (2), Vol. VIII, 1871, p. 86,

pi. XL Fritsch, Pal. Arachn., 1904, p. 46, pi. 14, figs. 3, 4, text

figs. 57—60. Pocock, Carb. Arachn., 191 1, p. jj, text fig. 339.

From the Coal Measures of Shropshire and Coseley, England.

Genus Stenotrogulus Fritsch 1904.

Genotype and only species

. S. salmii . (Stur)

= Eophrynus salmii Stur, Die Culmflora, 1877, p. V, text fig.

S. salmii Fritsch, Pal. Arachn., 1904, p. 48, pi. 14, fig. 2, text

fig. 62.

From the Coal Measures of Mahrisch Ostrau, Silesia, Germany.

Trans. Conn. Acad., Vol. XVni. 7 June, 1913.
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Genus Cyclotrogulus Fritsch 1904.

Genotype and only species

I. C. sturii (Haase)

= Eophrynus stiirii Haase, Beitrage z. Kenntniss d. foss. Arachn.,

1890, p. 642.

C. sturii Fritsch, Pal. Arachn., 1904, p. 49, pi. 14, fig. i.

From the Coal Measures of Mahrisch Ostrau, Silesia, Germany.

Genus Kreischeria Geinitz 1882.

Genotype K. wiedei Geinitz.

1. K. wiedei Geinitz, Zeits. d. geol. Gesell., Vol. XXXIV, 1882, p. 238,

pi. XIV. Haase, Ibid., Vol. XLII, 1890, p. 642, pi. XXX, fig. 6.

Fritsch, Pal. Arachn.; 1904, p. 50, text figs. 63, 64.

From the Coal Measures (Sigillaria zone) of Zwickau, Germany.

2. K. verrucosa Pocock, Carb. Arachn., 1911, p. 78, text fig. 40, pi. Ill,

fig- 5-

From the Coal Measures of South Wales.

Genus Hemikreischeria Fritsch 1904.

Genotype and only species ^

I. H. geinitzi (Thevenin)

= Kreischeria geinitzi Thevenin, Proc. Verb. Soc. d'Hist. Nat.

d'Autun, Vol. XV, 1902, p. 195.

= H. thevenini Fritsch, Pal. Arachn., 1904, p. 51, text figs. 65

A.—C.

From the Coal Measures (Westphalian) of Valenciennes, France.

Genus Petrovicia Fritsch 1904.

Genotype and only species

I. P. proditoria Fritsch

= Eophrynus n. sp. Kusta, Sitz. k. b. Gesell. Wiss., 1885, p. 7.

=^ Anthracomartiis sp. Id., Ibid., 1888, p. 207.

P. proditoria Fritsch, Pal. Arachn., 1904, p. 52, pi. 5, figs, i, 2,

text figs. 66 A, B ; 67, 68.

Genus Adelocaris Packard 1889.

Genotype and only species

I. A. peruvianus Packard, Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., 1889, p. 209.

(Position of genus very doubtful).

From Peru.

Genus Trigonotarbus Pocock 1911.

Genotype T. johnsoni Pocock.

I. T. johnsoni Pocock, Carb. Arachn., 1911, p. 74, pi. Ill, fig. 4,

text fig. 38.

From the Coal Measures of Coseley, near Dudley, England.
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2. T. schucherti n. sp.

From the Pennsj^lvanic (Lower AlleghenjO of Mazon Creek
- lUmois. '

3. T. carbonarius n. sp.

From the Pennsylvanic (Lower Allegheny) of Mazon Creek
lllmois. '

Genus Aphantomartus Pocock 1911.
Genotype and only species

I. A. areolatus Pocock, Carb. Arachn., 1911, p. 81, pi III fi^ 6
text fig. 41.

' t-
' & ,

From the Coal Measures of South \^^ales.

Areomartus new genus
Genotype and only species

I. A. ovatus n. sp.

From the Carboniferous of Fayette Co., West Virginia.

Trigonomartus n. gen.
Genotype and only species

I. T. pustulatus (Scudder)

= Anthracomartus pustulatus Scudder, Proc. Amer Acad Arts
Sci., Vol. XX, 1884, p. 18. Id., Mem. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist
VoL IV, 1890, p. 452, pi. 40, figs. 5, 8.

From the Pennsylvanic (Lower Allegheny) of Mazon Creek
lllmois.

It is probable that the arachnid from Bohemia, described by
l^ntsch under the name of Promygale rotundata (Pal. Arachn. 1904
p. 20. text figs. 23-25) also belongs to the family EophrWdae
of this order. •

DESCRIPTION OF NORTH AMERICAN CARBONIFEROUS
ANTHRACOMARTI

Family Anthracomartidae.

Genus Anthracomartus Karsch (Pocock 1911).
Pleural laminae divided, not emarginate. Abdomen rounded.

Pedipalpi pediform. Genotype A. voelkelianus Karsch.

Key to Xorth American Species of Anthracomartus.
I. Cephalothorax almost rectangular, wider than long

A. trilohitus

+ Cephalothorax triangular A. triangularis
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Anthracomartus trilobitus Scudder.

Plate XI, fig. 60, text fig. 57.

A. trilobitus Scudder, Proc. Amer. Acad. Arts Sci., Vol. XX,
1884, p. 17. Id., C. R. Soc. Ent. Belgique, (3), 1885, p. 85, with

fig. Id., Mem. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., Vol. IV, 1890, p. 451,
pi. 39, figs. 7-10.

Altogether twenty-two specimens, all from the same locality.

Of these eighteen in the U. S. National Museum and four, including

the type. No. 136, in the Museum of

Comparative Zoology at Harvard Uni-

versity. None of the specimens shows

either the ventral surface or legs, so that

our knowledge of the species is based

entirely on the characters of the cephalo-

thorax and the dorsal surface of the ab-

domen. All are on dark grey carbon-

aceous shale, together with ferns. Al-

though their size differs, all specimens

have the same structure and same pro-

portions. All appear punctate or granu-

late. As for the anal operculum, it must

be stated that it is missing in some of

the specimens and present in others,

thus giving confirmation to the assump-

tion, that it was pressed through the

bod}' from the ventral to the dorsal sur-

face. The posterior edge of the cephalo-

thorax is always strongly procurved.

Behind it is the first abdominal tergite,

partly covered by the cephalothorax and

devoid of pleural laminae. The anal

operculum appears perfectly round, imprinted on the eighth ab-
dominal tergite. IMeasurements of type specimen : cephalothorax,

5.25 mm. long
; 7.5 mm. wide ; total length, 15.0 mm.

Specimen No. 1753 d of the Lacoe collection in the U. S. National
Museum. Length of cephalothorax in median line, 4.0 mm. ; width,

6.5 mm. Length of abdomen in median hne, 9.3 mm. ; width in
the region of the sixth tergite, 8,3 mm.

Found in the Upper Pottsville series, near Fayetteville, Wa-
shington County, Arkansas.

Fig- 57-

Figure 57.

—

Anthracomar-

tus trilobitus Scudder, from

the Pennsj'lvanic (Upper

Pottsville) near Fayette-

ville, Arkansas, U. S. N. M.

No. 1753d (Lacoe collec-

4

Ttion). X
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Anthracomartus triangularis n. sp.

Plate XI, fig. 6i ; text fig. 58.

The type and only specimen

of this species, No. 37968 of the

U. S. National Museum, shows like

the preceding species only the

dorsal surface on the obverse and

its mould on the reverse. The

specimen is black, but in some

places the black color is gone so

that it appears mottled with yellow.

On the same rock are impressions

of ferns. The body is much flatter

than in A. trilobitus. Total size

18.6 mm. Cephalothorax distinctly

triangular, 6.5 mm. long, 7.5 mm.
wide at posterior edge. Maximum
width of abdomen 11. 3 mm. Lines

of separation heavy, black. The

first tergite completely covered by

the cephalothorax. An interesting

feature represents the shape of the

seventh and eighth (sixth and se-

venth visible) tergites.

Found in the Upper Coal Measures

of Joggins Mines, Nova Scotia.

Fig. 58.

Figure ^8.—Anthracomartus trian-

gularis n. sp., from the Upper

Coal Measures, Joggins Mines,

Nova Scotia, holotype, U. S. N. M.
4

No. 37968, dorsal surface. X -j

Family Eophrynidae.

Key to North American Genera of Eophrynidae.

1. Cephalothorax triangular, elevated in the middle, sloping gradually

in all directions, not sculptured Trigonotarbus Pocock

+ Cephalothorax sculptured 2

2. Cephalothorax triangular, wider than long, its surface divided

into hexagonal fields. Abdominal tergites 9
Areomartus n. gen.

+ Cephalothorax triangular, longer than wide, with a median

longitudinal crest in its posterior half. Abdominal tergites 8

Trigonomartus n. gen.

Areomartus n. gen.

With the characters given in the key. Genotype A. ovatus n. sp.
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Fig- 59.

Figure 59. — Areomartits

ovatus n. sp., from the

Pennsylvanic(Lo\ver Kana-

wha), Cottonhill, West Vir-

ginia, holotype, U. S. X. M.

No. 1 196, showing the dor-

sal surface. X -r

Areomarius ovatus n. sp.

Plate X, fig. 58 ; text fig. 59.

The type and only specimen of this

species is in the U. S. National Museum
under No. 1196. Only the obverse is

in existence and that shows the cephalo-

thorax with abdomen and three joints

of one leg.

Total length 9.75 mm. Cephalothorax

remarkably small for the size of the ab-

domen, 2.5 mm. long, 3.25 mm. wide,

beautifully triangular with scarcely curved

margins and the surface di\dded into

hexagonal areas which appear as slight

depressions. Pleurae entire. Nine tergites

can be counted with the anal operculum

impressed on the ninth. The fragment

of the leg, which probably belonged to

the fourth pair, shows that the legs

were short and stout.

Found in the Penns\'lvanic (lower

Kanawha), Cotton Hill, Fayette County,

West \'irginia.

Trigonomartus n. gen.

Cephalothorax triangular with a median crest in the posterior

half, covered with irregular polygonal depressions. Visible abdom-

inal tergites eight. Sternum very large. Posterior coxae by far

the heaviest and much closer together than the preceding pair.

Eyes absent. Genotype T. pustulatiis (Scudder).

Trigonomartus pustulatiis (Scudder)

Plate IX, figs. 47—51 ; text figs. 60—62.

= Anthracomartiis pustulatus Scudder, Proc. Amer. Acad. Arts

Sci., Vol. XX, 1884, p. 18. Id., Mem. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist.,

Vol. IV, 1890, p. 452, pi. 40, figs. 5, 8.

This species is represented by three excellently preserved speci-

mens. The holotype, No. 1752 of the Lacoe collection, is in the

U. S. National Museum under No. 37984. The second specimen
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is in the Peabody Museum, No. i68, and is from Bucks cral pit at

Marris, Illinois. The third and best is in the collection of Mr. L. E.

Daniels. All specimens are from the same region, are almost of the

same size and agree completely in the details of structure.

Type specimen, Plate IX, figs. 47, 48. Total length 15.0 mm.
Cephalothorax, length 6.0 mm. ; it is somewhat pressed out of shape

and the width given by Scudder as 7.0 mm. is excessive.

Fig. 6c. Fig. 62.

Figure 60.— Trigonomarhis pustulatus (Scudder), specimen in the collection

of Mr. L. E. Daniels, dorsal view of body. Figure 61.— Same, reverse,

3
showing the whole specimen as it appears on the nodule. X y. Figure 62.—

Hind leg of the specimen from the Pennsylvanic, Morris, Illinois, Peabod\-

Museum Xo. 168. X y

Specimen in the Peabody Museum, Xo. r68. Total length 16.3 mm.
Of interest is the right hind leg represented in text figure 62. It is

preserved not as a mould, but is actually the petrified limb. Lying

on the side, it shows the shape and thickness of the coxa, represented

by the inner fine lines on the figure. The trochanter has an unusual

shape, its dorsal surface being much longer than the ventral one,

o that this joint is articulated with the femur in a manner similar
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to the patella of spiders, with this difference, however, that it is

the distal end of the trochanter.

Specimen in the Daniels collection. Plate IX, figs. 49, 50 ; text

figs. 60, 61. Total length 16.5 mm. Cephalothorax 7.0 mm. long,

its probable width 5.1 mm. It has a distinct triangular shape,

and together with the abdomen and lims, represents the mould

of the actual specimen. This interpretation may seem strange to

one who examines the obverse alone, since the specimen on the

obverse stands out bodily to a considerable height and gives the im-

pression of a petrified specimen. But a comparison with the reverse

of the same specimen shows at once what has happened to this

as to the other two specimens. Under pressure of the drying mud
the dorsal surface of the abdomen of the specimen caught in it was

pressed in until it became concave instead of remaining convex,

coming in contact \\ith the ventral surface. Why this happened

to the dorsal surface and not to the ventra] one, is not clear, but

presumably the dorsal surface was less chitinized and therefore

softer. The cephalothorax being much harder, kept more or less

its shape, and what appears on it as the median crest was in rea-

lity? a deep groove. The irregular, polygonal depressions appearing

as such both on the abdomen and cephalothorax were evidently

thickened areas of the chitin and formed in life low elevations.

The abdomen covers in the specimen the posterior edge of the

cephalothorax. Consequently we may assume that it had in life

a segment anterior to the first \isible tergite, consequently, if the

anal operculum represents the last tergite the abdomen must have

been composed of eleven segments as in Anthracomartus. The plate

surrounding the anal operculum represents the fused tergite and

sternite of the tenth segment and since in front of this plate may
be counted only seven sternites, the first visible sternite which

has the shape of a triangle correponds to the first, second and third

abdominal segments. The dorsal surface of the abdomen was

a little displaced laterally and shows on the left the sternites. Bear-

ing all this in mind we may give the following description of the

specimen as it must have appeared in life.

Cephalothorax triangular, high, covered with irregular poly-

gonal thickenings. A deep transverse groove in the middle, another

a little in front of it and a third close to the posterior margin which

is covered b}^ the abdomen. Two almost parallel grooves run from

the anterior t ansverse groove to the anterior end of the cephalo-

thorax. Two obhque ridges run from the sides of the anterior

groove backward uniting a little in front of the median transverse
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groove. A median longitudinal groove runs from this point back-

ward to the posterior margin. Eyes absent. Abdomen sphaeroidal,

longer than wide, and wider than high, with the anal operculum

placed ventrally and surrounded by a plate composed of the fused

tergite and sternite of the tenth segment. Dorsal surface of ab-

domen covered with irregular polygonal thickenings similar to those

of the cephalothorax, ventral surface smooth. Two deep grooves

separate the tergites from the sclerites of the pleura in all segments

except the tenth and eleventh and probably the first.

Ther sternum is very large, being 3.3 mm. long and 2.4 mm.
wide between the coxae of the second and third pair of legs. It is

truncated in front, has tree pairs of lateral projections and a

posterior bifid lobe. Legs robust and moderately long, patella

completely fused with tibia, tarsi longer than metatarsi. Length

of legs in order 4312.

Two structures \isible on the reverse require special mention.

They are : a beak-like median process directed backward, and two

oval deeply punctate areas. The first may be the end of the cephalo-

thorax turned downward. Another interpretation would be that

this process represents the chelicera. The punctate oval areas

undoubtedly are parts of the pedipalpi, perhaps a stridulatory

organ on the coxae.

Found in the Pennsylvanic (Lower Allegheny) of Mazon Creek,

Illinois.

Trigonomarius woodruff i (Scudder).

Plate IX, fig. 52.

= Anthracomartus woodruffi Scudder, Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv.,

No. 101, 1893, p. 9, pi. I, figs.

The type and only specimen of this species is a mere fragment of the

dorsal surface of the abdomen. From its likeness with the preceding

species I have placed it in the same genus, since it certainly does not

belong to the genus Anthracomartus. The surface of the tergites is

considerably smoother than in T. pustidaius and the abdomen much
flatter.

Found in the Pennsylvanic (? Pottsville), of Rhode Island.

Genus Trigonoiarbus Pocock 1911.

Cephalothorax triangular, elevated in the middle, sloping gradually

in all directions, not sculptured. Legs with patella. Anal operculum

ventral in position. Genotype T. johnsoni Pocock.
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Key to the Species of Trigonotarbus.

1. Coxae of pedipalpi contiguous in median line almost their entire

length. Coxae of first pair of legs touching each other

T. schiicherti n. sp.

+ Coxae of pedipalpi not contiguous their entire length, coxae of

first pair of legs separated by the sternum 2

2. The segment surrounding the anal operculum wider than long.

Abdominal stemites moderately recurved

T. carhonariiis n. sp.

+ Segment surrounding the anal operculum much longer than

wide. Three adjoining abdominal sternites strongly recurved

T. johnsotti.

Trigonotarbus schucherti n. sp.

Plate X, figs. 53, 54; text figs. 63, 64.

The type and only specimen of this species i's in the collection of

Peabody Museum under Xo. 169. The reverse shows an almost

complete specimen. The obverse shows besides the dorsal sur-

face the superimposed impression of the reverse. This is especi-

ally clear if one examines the position of the anal operculum.

On the ventral surface it is median in position, whereas on the

obverse it is lateral, showing that the two surfaces were laterally

dislocated.

Total length 19.0 mm. Cephalothorax triangular, with slightly

recurved posterior edge and curved sides, produced anteriorly into a

blunt lobe ; length in median line 7.5 mm., width at posterior edge

7.0 mm. ; high, gradually sloping in all directions. Abdomen oval.

Pleural sclerites not subdi\ided. \'isible on the dorsal surface are

eight tergites. Anal operculum ventral in position. The plate sur-

rounding it is considerably wider than long, representing probably

the fused sternite and tergite of the tenth segment. In front of it are

seven sternites with moderateh* recurved edges. In two places the

sternites were evidently separated from each other by the pressure

of the drying mud in which the specimen was imbedded, exposing the

anterior margin of the sternites of the fourth and sixth segments

(second and fourth \isible sternites). Sternum long and narrow,

reaching to base of first coxae, with lateral projections between each

consecutive pair of coxae and a narrow process separating the fourth

coxae. Coxae of pedipalpi triangular, contiguous their entire length

with exception of a small distal space. Chelicera missing. Pedipalpi
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pediform, slender, 9.0 mm. long, with subequal joints. Of the first

pair of legs onh* the trochanter, femur and fraction of the patella

preserved. In the second and third pair of legs is missing the meta-

tarsus and tarsus. Left fourth leg complete, 19.2 mm. long. Patella

Fig. 63.

figure 63. — Trigo-

toiarbus schucherti n.

ip., holotype, Pea-

>ody Mus. No. 169,

iorsal surface of

;ephalothorax and
3

abdomen. X -

Figure 64 -Same, reverse as it appears on nodule. X y

present in all legs. Femur I, 2.3 mm. ; II, 3.0 mm. ; III, 4.0 mm.
;

IV, 5.1 mm. Tarsus of fourth leg shorter than metatarsus.

Found in the Pennsylvanic (Lower Allegheny) of Mazon Creek,

Illinois.

Trigonotarbus carbonarius n. sp.

Plate X, fig. 55 ; text fig. 65.

The type and only specimen of this species is in the U. S. National

Museum under No. 37978. The obverse is missing.

Total size 15.5 mm. Abdomen lo.o mm. long, 8.0 mm. wide in

middle. The small coxae of the pedipalpi touch each other only at
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their proximal end. Between them two triangular plates, probably

chelicera. Sternum long and narrow, with three pairs of lateral

processes, an anterior median, trifid lobe and a posterior bifid lobe.

Trochanters one-jointed. Pedipalpi missing. Faint impressions of

the third left and second and third right legs. Femur of fourth pair

of legs 4.6 mm. long. .\nal operculum round. The segment sur-

rounding it much mder than long. Abdominal sternites recurved.

Fig. 65,

Figure 6^.— Trigonotarbus carbonarius n. sp., holotype, U. S, N. M. No.

37978, ventral surface as it appears on the nodule. X y

eight in number. Abdomen almost hemispherical in a transverse

section, probably spherical in life.

Found in the"^ Pennsylvanic (Lower Allegheny) of Mazon Creek,

Illinois.

ORDER OPILIONES

Head completely fused with thorax. Abdomen broadly joined

^vith cephalothorax, composed of ten segments; the anal operculum

placed ventrallv represents the tergite of the tenth segment.

One pair of eves, sometimes eyes absent. Chelicera three-jomted,

chelate Pedipalpi pediform. Trochanter usually one-jointed.

Patella present in all legs. Coxae of first pair of legs and often of the

second and third with maxillary lobes. Respiratory organs in the

form of tracheal tubes with one pair of spiracles either on the second
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ventral segment, or behind the fourth coxae. In the family Phalan-

gioidae the position of the spiracles is varying, in some species there is

a spiracle on each tibia. Genital organs opening with a penis or

ovipositor on the first abdominal sternite. Oviparous.

Fig. 66.

Figure 66.— Stylocellus heccarii Thorell, from Sumatra ; male viewed from above.

(From Hansen and Sorensen, On two Orders of Arachnida, 1904.)

This order shows close relation to Haptopoda and Phalangiotarbi.

To facilitate the understanding of the species belonging to the last

named ord«r, I reproduce here two figures showing the skeletal struc-

tures of an Opilionid belonging to the family Sironoidae of the sub-

order Cyphophthalmi.

To this order belong probably the following Carboniferous arachnids

from Europe

:
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num oval. In front of it two heavy chelicera, evidently bent down-

ward, so that their distal end reaches the sternum. At the sides of the

chelicera are the coxae of the pedipalpi. The coxae of the legs are

radiating from the sternum. The fourth coxae are fully twice as

long as the first. All trochanters are one-jointed. Of the legs are

preserved only the femora of the second right and fourth left leg.

They are very long and slender and from their appearance it is prob-

Fig. 69.

Figure 6S. — Proiopilio longipes n. sp., holotype, Peabody Mus. Xo. 171,

ventral surface. Figure 69.— Protopilio depressus n. sp.. holotype, U. S. N. M.
4

Xo 37974, ventral surface. X y

able that all legs were long and slender. The whole body is quite

flat. Total size with chelicera 10.5 mm.
Found in the Pennsylvanic (Lower Allegheny) of Mazon Creek

Illinois.

Protopilio depressus n. sp.

Plate X, fig. 56 ; text fig. 69.

A very imperfectly preserved specimen in the U. S. National

Museum under No. 37 974. The nodule presents both the obverse and

reverse, but the detail of the structures cannot be seen. Abdomen
chipped off at its extreme end. Probable length of the body 24.5 mm.
\\'idth of abdomen on the level of the posterior edge of the second

sternite lo.o mm. In the anterior part of the abdomen several heavy

transverse folds which make the counting of sternites in this region

very uncertain. Beginning with the fourth sternite represented in
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text figure 69, the demarcation lines are quite clear, but beyond the

seventh sternite they become faint. Probable number of sternites

eleven. Coxae visible only at their distal ends. Sternum obliterated.

Found in the Pennsylvanic (Lower Allegheny) of Mazon Creek,

Illinois.

ORDER HAPTOPODA

Head completely fused with thorax. Abdomen broadly joined with

cephalothorax, composed of eleven segments. Pedipalpi short, pedi-

form. Terminal segment of the first pair of legs seven-jointed, modi-

fied into a tactile organ. Coxae without maxillary lobes.

This order is so closely related to the Phal?.ngiotarbi, that it seems

to have been more reasonable to place the only genus and species

known in a separate family under the latter order. The segmentation

of the first tarsus is about the onh' character of importance sepa-

rating the two Orders. Yet we must not forget that in the order

of Solifugids for example the tarsus shoes 'a different number of

joints in closely related genera. That the seven-jointed tarsus of

Plesiosiro madeleyi is a tactile organ is a hypothesis which can be

neither substantiated nor disproved. However, since I have not

seen any specimen of the only knowm species, I have retained

Pocock's order and refer the reader for details to his Monograph.

Family Plesiosironidae.

Genus Plesiosiro Pocock igii.

I. P. madeleyi Pocock, Carb. Arachn., 1911, p. 44, pi. II, fig. 5, text

figs. 15, 16.

Found in the Coal Measures of Coseley, near Dudley, England.

ORDER PHALANGIOTARBI

Head completely fused with thorax. Abdomen broadl}^ joined

to the cephalothorax. Pleurae soft, without sclerites, not segmented.

Several anterior abdominal tergites ver\' short, with a thickened pos-

terior edge. Chelicera not knowm. Pedipalpi short, pediform.

Coxae without maxillary lobes. All trochanters one-jointed. Patella

alw^ays developed. Anus subapical or ventral in position, closed by an

operculum. Abdomen composed of ten to twelve segments. Eyes,

when present, in the number of two on the cephalothorax.
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Key to the Families of Phalangiotarbi.

1. Third and 4th pair of coxae elongated, meeting in the median line.

First pair of legs slender and long

Heterotarbidae

+ All coxae triangular. All legs short and stout 2

2. Coxae of first pair of legs contiguous throughout their entire length

Architarbidae

+ Coxae of first pair of legs contiguous only at their proximal end.

Between them are the coxae of the pedipalpi

Phalangiotarbidae.

LIST OF DESCRIBED SPECIES OF PHALANGIOTARBI

Family Phalangiotarbidae.

Genus Phalangiotarbus Haase 1890.

I. P. subovalis (H. Woodward)
^= Architarbus subovalis H. Woodward, Geol. Mag. Vol. IX, 1872,

p. 385, pi. IX, fig. I.

P. subovalis Haase, Zeits. d. g. Gesell., Vol. XLII, 1890, pp. 638,

650. pi. XXX, fig. 3.

= Architarbus subovalis Fritsch, Pal. Arachn., 1904, p. 35, text

fig- 39-

P. subovalis Pocock, Carb. Arachn., 1911, p. 46, text fig. 17.

From the Coal Measures of Lancashire, England.

Genus Geratarbus Scudder 1890.

1. G. acoei Scudder, Mem. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., Vol. IV, 1890,

p. 448, pi. 40, fig. II.

From the Pennsylvanic (Lower Allegheny) of Mazon Creek,

Illinois.

2. G. minutus n. sp.

From the Pennsylvanic (Lower Allegheny) of Mazon Creek,

Illinois.

Discotarbus n. gen.

I. D. deplanatus n. sp.

From the Pennsylvanic (Lower Allegheny) of Mazon Creek,

Illinois.

Metatarbus n. gen.

I. M. triangularis n. sp.

From the Pennsylvanic (Lower Allegheny) of Mazon Creek,

Illinois.

Trans. Conn. Acad., Vol. XVIIL 8 June, 1913.
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Famil}' Architarbidae.

Genus Architarbus Scudder 1868.

1. A. rotundatus Scudder, Geol. Surv. Illinois, Vol. Ill, 1868, p. 568,

fig. 4.

= Geraphrynus carbonarius Scudder, Proc. Amer. Acad. Arts Sci.,

Vol. XX, 1884, p. 16. Id., Mem. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., Vol. IV,

1890, p. 446, pi. 40, figs. I, 9, 10, 12.

From the Penns\'lvanic (Lower Allegheny) of Mazon Creek,

Illinois.

2. A. horribilis (Melander)

= Hadrachne horribilis Melander, Journ. Geol., Vol. XI, 1903,

p. 180, pi. V, fig. I
;
pi. VII, fig. I.

From the Pennsylvanic (Lower Allegheny) of Mazon Creek,

Illinois.

3. A. angulatus (Pocock)

= Geraphrynus angidatus Pocock, Carb. Arachn., 1911, p. 49,

pi. Ill, fig. 2, text figs. 19, 20.

From the Coal Measures of Coseley, near Dudley, England.

4. A. hindi (Pocock)

= Geraphrynus hindi Pocock, loc. cit., p. 51, text figs. 20, 21.

From the Coal Measures of Coseley, near Dudley, England.

5. A. eggintoni (Pocock)

= Geraphrynus eggintoni Pocock, loc. cit., p. 53, text figs. 24, 25.

From the Coal Measures of Coseley, near Dudley, England.

6. A. torpedo (Pocock)

= Geraphrynus torpedo Pocock, loc. cit., p. 54, text figs. 26, 27;

pi. Ill, fig. I.

From the Coal Measures of Coseley, near Dudley, England.

7. A. angustus (Pocock)

^ Geraphrynus angustus Pocock, loc. cit. p. 55.

From the Coal Measures of Coseley, near Dudley, England.

8. A. minor n. sp.

From the Pennsylvanic (Lower Allegheny) of Mazon- Creek,

Illinois.

Genus Opiliotarbus Pocock 1910.

I. 0. elongatus (Scudder)

=; Architarbus elongatus Scudder, Mem. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist.,.

Vol. IV, 1890, p. 449, pi. 40, fig. 4.

= Geraphrynus elongatus Fritsch, Pal. Arachn., 1904, p. ^2)' text

fig- 37-

0. elongatus Pocock, Geol. Mag., (V), Vol. VII, 1910, p. 511.
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From the Pennsjivanic (Lower Allegheny) of Mazon Creek,

. IlHnois.

Family Heterotarbidae.

Heterotarbus n. gen.

I. H. ovatus n. sp.

From the Pennsylvanic (Lower Allegheny) of Mazon Creek,

Illinois.

DESCRIPTION OF NORTH AMERICAN SPECIES OF

PHALANGIOTARBI.

Heterotarbidae n. family.

Coxae of first pair of legs separated by the coxae of the pedipalpi.

Coxae of the third and fourth pair of legs elongated meeting in the

median line. First pair of legs long and slender, the other legs short

and stout. Chelicera small, chelate. Pedipalpi not known, their

trochanter large. Cephalothorax triangular. Abdominal tergites

ten, the first five much shorter and typical of the order.

Heterotarbus n. gen.

With the characters of the family. Genotype H. ovatus n. sp.

Heterotarbus ovatus n. sp.

Plate X, fig. 59 ; text fig. 70.

The type and only specimen of this interesting species is in the

collection of Mr. L. E. Daniels. The dorsal and ventral surface are

superimposed both on the obverse and reverse of the nodule. The

demarcation lines between the sternites being considerably fainter

than those between the tergites, especially in the anterior region of

the abdomen where the narrow tergites have a thickened poster or

edge, the sternites cannot be counted safely. The first sternite is the

only one clearly visible and is large and distinctly triangular. For the

same reason the posterior edge of the cephalothorax is not clearly

defined.

Total length probably 14.0 mm., but the end of the abdomen is

broken off, so that the actual length cannot be given. Cephalothorax

triangular, 7.3 mm. wide in the region of the first tergite ; its probable

length 4.8 mm. The anterior five abdominal tergites very short,

the first and second slightly procurved, the third with a straight pos-

terior edge, the fourth and fifth slightly recurved. Each of these ter-

gites has a median ridge. The following tergites are much longer,
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straight. The tenth tergite was probably the last. On the edges of

the abdomen are visible the pleurae. They are not segmented, and

were probably soft. Chelicera very small, turned downward, with a

line dividing them half-way into two parts probably representing the

fingers of a chela. At the sides of the chelicera are visible the troch-

anters of the pedipalpi separating the legs of the first pair. The
outlines of the coxae of the

first pair cannot be traced

all the way backward. The

coxae of the second pair

are triangular and wideh'

separate. The coxae of

the third and fourth pair

are very long, contiguous,

meeting in a median line.

All trochanters one-jointed.

Trochanter of the first part

of legs conical, the others

rectangular. The first leg

is slender and long, its femur

measures 3.85 mm., patella

2.66 mm. tibia 7.8 mm.,

metatarsus 2.7 mm., tarsus

missing. Second leg is the

shortest ; it is heavy, its

femur and patella of the

same length, tibia some-

what shorter, metatarsus

shorter than the uddth of

the patella, tarsus conical.

The third leg is heavier

and longer than the second,

but its three distal joints are missing. The fourth leg is still

heavier and longer, but only trochanter and part of femur preserved.

The whole bod}- is smooth.

The species is of great interest since it combines characters of two
orders : Opiliones and Phalangiotarbi. The arrangement of the coxae

and the chelate chelicera remind of the former, while the segmentation

of the abdomen is tj'pical of the latter.

Found in the Pennsylvanic (Lower Allegheny) of jNIazon Creek,

Illinois.

Fig. 70.

Figure 70.— Heterotarbus ovatiis n. sp., holo-

type, Daniels coll., dorsal surface, with the

coxae and chelicera superimposed on the

cephalothorax. X -7-
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Family Phalangiotarbidae.

New definition. Coxae of pedipalpi wedged in between the coxae

of the first pair of legs, narrow and long, contiguous throughout their

entire length. Sternum oval or elongated, \nth the coxae of the legs

radiating from it and increasing in length from the first to the fourth.

Trochanters of the first and second leg always one-jointed. Patella

developed. Legs all short and stout. Abdominal tergites, not count-

ing the ventrally placed operculum anale, ten. The first five or four

tergites very short with heavily thickened posterior edge appearing

in the specimens as a deep groove. Genital opening on the first

sternite. Pleurae soft, not segmented.

Key to the Genera of Phalangiotarbidae.

1. Posterior edge of the cephalothorax straight or very slightly

procurved. The first 5 abdominal tergites straight or almost

straight 2

+ posterior edge of the cephalothorax strongly procurved. The

first 2 or 3 tergites strongly procurved 3
2. Coxae of the ist pair of legs completely separated b}' the coxae

of the pedipalpi. Coxae of the 4th pair far apart

Phalangiotarbus

+ Coxae of the ist pair of legs contiguous at their base. Coxae

of the 4th pair approximated

Geralarbus

3. Abdomen disc-shaped, quite flat. Posterior corners of the cephalo-

thorax angular

Discotarbus

+ Abdomen oval. Posterior corners of the cephalothorax rounded

Meiatarbus.

Genus Geralarbus Scudder.

Xew definilion. Coxae of pedipalpi wedge-shaped, coxae of first

pair of legs contiguous at base. Posterior edge of cephalothorax al-

most or quite straight. Anterior five abdominal tergites straight, the

following very slightly recurved. Sternum oval. Abdominal stern-

ites divided into three fields by longitudinal lines. Genotype

G. lacoei Scudder.

Key to the Species of Geratarbus.

I. Cephalothorax with parallel sides and broad anterior edge

G. lacoei

+ Cephalothorax with rounded sides converging anteriorly to a

sharp point

G. minutiis.
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Geratarbus lacoei Scudder.

Plate XI, fig. 68 ; text figs. 71, 72.

G. lacoei Scudder, Mem. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., \'ol. IV, 1890,

p. 448, pi. 40, fig. II.

The t^'pe and only specimen of this species, No. 1765 of the Lacoe

collection, is in the U. S. National Museum under No. 37966. The

obverse shows the dorsal surface with the impressions of the coxae

superimposed over the cephalothorax, the reverse shows the ventral

surface clear ; but abdominal sternites are totallv obliterated on both

Fig. 71.

Figure yi.—Geratarbtis lacoei Scud., holotype, U. S. N. M. No. 37966, dor-

sal surface. Figure 72.— Same, ventral surface. X y

the obverse and reverse. The description given by Scudder is in-

correct in many points, he having omitted to clean the kaolin off

the specimen.

Total length 10.5 mm. Cephalothorax 3.6 mm. long, 4.2 mm. wide.

Its posterior edge very slightly procurved, almost straight. The sides

are parallel, the anterior corners rounded. The anterior edge pre-

sents a broad projection in the middle with sloping sides and trun-

cated front. Immediately behind this projection is a more or less

triangular depression with rounded angles and emarginate sides, re-

presenting probably the eye tubercle. Abdomen oval. The anal

operculum appears on both the ventral and dorsal surfaces, but must

have been ventral in position. Of the ten tergites, the anterior five

are short, with heavily tliickened posterior edge, typical of the order.

The pleura is not segmented and was evidently soft. Chelicera
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missing ; of the pedipalpi preserved only the coxae which are wedge-

shaped and apparently completely fused together, forming one trian-

gular plate. Sternum small, oval. Radiating from it are the trian-

gular coxae of the legs. The first coxae are contiguous at their base

(apex of the triangle) ; the fourth coxae are 1Y2 times as long as the

first. The first sternite, the only one visible, is large, triangular.

Trochanters one-jointed. The third left leg is complete, its femur

and patella with an anterior apical process. The second leg shows

similar processes in the same joints and in the tibia ; its metatarsus

and tarsus are missing. The joints of the fourth leg are without the

apical process, metatarsus and tarsus also missing. The bod\- is

smooth, the legs are coarsely and distinctly punctate.

Found in the Pennsylvanic (Lower Allegheny) of Mazon Creek,

Illinois.

Geratarbus minutus n. sp.

Plate XI, fig. 69 ; text figs. 73, 74.

There are altogether six specimens of this species in the Peabody

Museum. Their numbers are 176 (type), and 177—181.
All are approximatelj^ of the same size, their length varying from

9.1 to 10.6 mm. Some are of course better preserved than others, yet

all show the same structure. No. 176 being the best preserved spe-

cimen, I chose it for holotype.

Body flat. Total length 9.1 mm. Cephalothorax 3.1 mm. long,

3.5 mm. \\n.de at posterior edge which is perfectly straight. The sides

of the cephalothorax are rounded, converging in front to a sharp point.

Its surface perfectlj' smooth ; eyes absent. The anal operculum

round, impressed on both the dorsal and ventral surfaces. Ab-
dominal tergites ten. The anterior five short, with heavily thick-

ened posterior edge and a median ridge, straight. The following

tergites longer, slightly recurved. Pleura not segmented, forming a

heavy ridge alongside the abdomen on its ventral surface, anteriorly

chipped off exposing the ends of the sternites. Five abdominal stern-

ites in front of the last sternite divided by two longitudinal lines into

three fields. The triangular area between the hind coxae with an

almost round genital operculum di\ided by a transverse line. Cheli-

cera missing. Coxae of pedipalpi w^edge-shaped, contiguous throughout

their length. Sternum large, longer than wide, with three pairs of

lateral projections and a median posterior lobe separating the hind

coxae. All coxae with rounded base. Coxae of first pair twice as

short as those of the fourth pair, contiguous at base. Trochanters

one-jointed. Legs short, but not as heavy as in G. lacoei, femora and
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patellae \\dthout apical process. Text figure 74 shows all legs as

they appear on the reverse. The majoritj^ of specimens have only

fragments of legs. Dorsal

surface of abdomen appe-

aring also on the reverse.

Abdomen smooth. Legs

and distal ends of coxae

distinctly punctate.

Found in the Pennsyl-

vanic (Lower Allegheny)

of Mazon Creek, Illinois.

Discotarhiis n. gen.

Cephalothorax triangular

with strongly procur\^ed

posterior edge and curved

sides. ^ Posterior corners

angular. Abdomen round

and very wide ; of the five

short tergites with heavily

thickened posterior edge,

the first three are procur-

ved, the fourth and fifth

straight. The sixth ter-

gite is short, but without

thickened edge. Sternum long, divided into three areas of \vhich

the middle one is hexagonal and the other two pentagonal. Body
very flat. Genotype D. deplanahis n. sp.

Fig- 73- Fig- 74-

Figure 73.

—

Geratarbus mintitus n. sp., holo-

type, Peabody Mus. No. 176, dorsal view

of cephalothorax and abdomen. Figure
5

74.— Same, ventral surface with legs. X -r-

Discoiarbus deplanatus n. sp.

Plate XII, fig. 10 ; text figs. 75, 76.

Two specimens, Xos. 174 and 175, in the Peabody Museum. The

first is twice as small as the second, but better preserved. Since

the larger specimen shows the same structirre there is no reason for

separating it into another species. I choose the smaller specimen.

No. 174, as holotype.

Type specimen. Total length 11.25 nim. Cephalothorax 4.5 mm.
long, 5.12 mm. wide between the posterior corners. Posterior edge

strongh^ procurved. Sides curv'ed. Eyes absent. Five anterior

tergites very short, with heavily thickened posterior edge. First,

second and third tergites procurved ; fourth, fifth and sixth straight

;
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the others recurved. The sixth tergite somewhat longer than the

preceding, but its posterior edge not thickened. Anal operculum round,

impressed clearly on the dorsal surface ; the reverse does not show it

because the end of the abdomen is chipped off. Sternites not visible,

the tergites appearing as clearly on the ventral surface as on the dor-

sal, only reversed, i. e. what appears as a groove on the dorsal

surface has a counterpart in a ridge on the ventral surface.

Only the first sternite is clearly visible, small, triangular.

Fig- 75- Fig. 76.

Figure J^.—Discotarbus deplanatus n. sp., holotype, Peabody Mus. No. 174,

showing the cephalothorax and abdomen. Figure 76. — Same, ventral sur-

4
face. X Y

Sternum long, divided into three areas of which the middle one is

hexagonal, the other two pentagonal. Coxae of pedipalpi wedge-

shaped, contiguous throughout their entire length. Coxae of first

pair contiguous at base. Coxae of fourth pair of legs 1^/3 as long as

those of the first pair. Trochanters one-jointed. Legs short. Pa-

tella of first leg longer than femur. Patella and femur of third leg

with a distal posterior process. Whole body quite flat and smooth,

apparently covered with a thin layer of graphite.

Total size of specimen No. 175, 23.5 mm. Cephalothorax 9.0 mm.
long, II.o mm. wide between the posterior corners.

Found in the Pennsylvanic (Lower Allegheny) of Mazon Creek,

Illinois.

Metatarbus n. gen.

Cephalothorax triangular, with posterior corners rounded. Pos-

terior edge procurved. Eyes absent. Only four anterior abdominal
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segments with a hea\-ily thickened posterior edge. The first, second,

and third tergites procurved, the fourth with a procurved anterior

and recurved posterior edge. The following tergites sUghtly recurved.

Sternum elongated, di\-ided into three areas of which the middle one

is hexagonal and the two others pentagonal. Abdomen oval, with ten

tergites and seven sternites. Genotype M. triangularis n. sp.

Metatarbus triangularis n. sp.

Plate XI, figs, 66, 67 ; text figs, yy, 78.

The type specimen of this species is in the Peabody Museum,

No. 182. It is somewhat deformed, so that the left half is narrower

Fig. 77. Fig. 78.

Figure 77. — Metatarbus triangularis n. sp., holotype, Peabody Mus. No. 182,

3
dorsal surface. Figure 78.— Some, ventral surface. X —

than the right half, but otherwise well preserved. Total length

17.5 mm. Cephalothorax triangular, posterior edge procurved, pos-

terior corners rounded, sides curved. Length in median line 7.5 mm.
Maximum width 8.0 mm. Eyes absent. Abdominal tergites ten.

Only four anterior tergites short and with hea\'ily thickened posterior

edge. First, second and third tergites procurved, fourth with a

procurved anterior and recurv^ed posterior edge. The following ter-

gites sHghtly recur\-ed. Sternites seven. The first sternite trian-

gular. Two converging lines di\ide the ventral surface of the ab-

domen into three fields. Anus round, ventral in position, its oper-

culum impressed on both the dorsal and ventral surfaces. Sternum

long, di\ided into three areas of wMch the middle one is hexagonal.
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the other two pentagonal. Coxae of pedipalpi Wedge-shaped, con-

tiguous throughout their entire length. Coxae of first pair contiguous

at base. Coxae of fourth pair more than twice as long as those of

first pair. Trochanters one-jointed. Of the legs preserved only the

femora of the second, third and fourth leg. Pleura not segmented,

probably soft, appearing as heavy ridge at one side of the abdomen.

Body quite smooth.

Specimen in the Museum of Comparative Zoology, Harvard Uni-

versity, not numbered, but accompanied by a label which reads :

Libellula carbonaria Scudder, AAAS, Vol. XXIV, B, 1875. In every

respect similar to the type specimen, but not as well preserved. Of

the cephalothorax preserved the proximal end only. Length of

abdomen 9.2 mm.
Found in the Pennsylvanic (Lower Alleghenj-) of Mazon Creek,

Illinois.

Family Architarbidae.

(New definition.) Cephalothorax broadly joined to the abdomen.

Pedipalpi short, pediform. Coxae of first pair of legs contiguous

throughout their entire length. Eyes, when present, in the number
of two, on the cephalothorax. Anal operculum ventral in position.

Abdominal tergites nine to eleven, the anterior five or six much
shorter than the following, with a hea\-ily thickened posterior edge,

typical of the order. Abdominal sternites seven or eight. Pleura

not segmented, soft.

Key to the Genera of Architarbidae.

I. Cephalothorax produced posteriorly, with curved sides con-

verging to a point. Five or 6 anterior tergites distinctly pro-

curved. Sternum well developed

Architarbus

-r Cephalothorax with a straight posterior edge, broadly rounded

in front. Anterior abdominal tergites straight. Sternum re-

duced to a line

Opiliotarbus.

Genus Architarbus^ Scudder 1868.

New definition. Cephalothorax produced posteriorly or at least

with a very strongly procurved posterior edge. Anteriorly it is

^ Geraphryniis is a synonym of Architarbus, See Introduction and the

description of Architarbus rotundattts.
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drawn out to a sharp point, almost having the appearance of a spine.

Anterior five or six tergites procurved, with heavily thickened pos-

terior edge. Pedipalpi short, pediform. Sternum long, divided into

three areas of Which the middle one is hexagonal, the other two

pentagonal. Ventral surface of abdomen divided into three fields by

two longitudinal lines. Genotype A. rotundatus Scudder.

Key to North American Species of Architarbus.

1. Cephalothorax slightly produced posteriorly. Size very large

A. horrihilis

+ cephalothorax produced posteriorly into a long lobe. Size

much smaller 2

2. Anterior 6 tergites very short in the middle. Abdomen broadly

rounded

A. minor n. sp.

+ 4th, 5 th and 6th tergites not conspicuously short in middle,

with almost parallel edges. Abdomen oval, widest in front

A. rotundatus.

The specimens of Architarbus, like all other Phalangiotarbi, have

certain peculiarities of structure wliich one must bear in mind to

avoid false interpretation. Both surfaces are usually superimposed,

the ventral over the dorsal on the obverse and the dorsal over the

ventral on the reverse. What is a ridge on the obverse appears as

a groove on the reverse. This and the fact that the demarcation

lines between the tergites and sternites do not coincide, help to recognize

the structures belonging to the dorsal surface from those belonging

to the ventral. Even Pocock seems not to have escaped an error in

drawing the tergites divided b}^ two longitudinal lines into three fields

in some of his species. These lines belong undoubtedly to the ventral

surface. Thus in some specimens of A. rotundatics, where a super-

imposition of the surfaces for some reason did not take place, the lines

appear only on the ventral surface. The anal operculum is always

better visible on the dorsal surface than on the ventral where it be-

longs. The reason for this may be sought in an internal ring-shaped

thickening of the opercular edge, or still more probably in an internal

tlrickening of the wall of the anus itself. The anus itself being placed

ventrally, the internal ring-shaped tliickening would naturall}' be

better visible on the dorsal surface after the two surfaces came in

contact with each other under the pressure of the drying mud in

which the specimen was imbedded.
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Architarbus rotundatiis Scudder.

Plate VII, figs. 74—79, 81—83; text figs. 79, 80.

A. rotundatiis Scudder, Geol. Surv. Illinois, Vol. Ill, 1868, p. 568.

^ Geraphrynus carhonarius Idem, Mem. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist.,

1890, p. 446, pi. 40, figs. I, 9, 10, 12.

A. rotundatiis Melander, Jour. Geol., \'ol. XI, 1903, p. 181, pi. V,

fig. 2
;

pi. VII, fig. 2.

= Geraphrynus carhonarius Idem, Ibid., p. 181, pi. V, fig. 3;

pi. VII, fig. 3.

There are altogether seventeen more or less well preserved spe-

cimens of this species distributed as follows

:

One specimen, No. 1116, the type specimen of A. rotundatiis, in

the collection of the University of Illinois.

Nine specimens, Nos. 11 16, 37961, 37962, 37979, 37980, of which

several are under the same numbers, in the collection of the U. S.

National Museum. Of these No. 37961 was originally No. 1701 ab

of the Lacoe collection and is the type of Geraphrynus carhonarius.

Two specimens in the Daniels collection.

Two specimens in the Walker Museum of the University of Chicago.

Of these Nr. 9234 was identified by Melander as A. rotundatus, and

No. 9233 as Geraphrynus carhonarius.

Three specimens, Nos. 185, 186, 187 in the collection of the Peabody
^luseum of Yale University.

All specimens come from the same locality and have the same

structure, although their size varies from 12 to 24 mm. Hansen and

Sorensen are decidedly wrong when they suggest that the three

specimens of Geraphrynus carhonarius represented by Scudder in plate

40, figs. I, 10, and 12 " belong to at least two different genera, per-

haps even to different families or orders "
(p. 139). Scudder has cor-

rectly recognized the specimens as belonging to the same species and
if he had cleaned the type specimen of A. rotundatus of the heavy

layer of kaolin with which it was covered he Would have undoubtedly

recognized the identity of his two types.

A photograph of the type specimen of Architarhus rotundatus after

I have carefully cleaned it, is given on plate XII, fig. 74. Pho-

tographs of the obverse and reverse of the type specimen of Gera-

phrynus carhonarius are given on plate XIII, fig. 80. There is no

difference whatever in the proportions or the details of structure. The
first is 20.0 mm. long, the second 19.0 mm. Specimen No. 37979 of

the U. S. National Museum is reproduced on plate XII, fig. 72. It

is 12.0 mm. long. The better specimen in the Daniels collection is
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reproduced on plate XII, fig. 73. Both specimens of the University

of Chicago are in an excellent state of preservation. Specimen

No. 9233 is reproduced on plate XIII, fig. 76 and jj. It shows only

few traces of the anterior tergites superimposed over the sternites,

especially visible on the right edge of the abdomen. Specimen

No. 9234 is reproduced on plate XII, fig. 75. The apparently larger

width of its abdomen is due to greater flattening under pressure of the

drying mud, and consequently both surfaces

are clearly superimposed. This specimen mea-

sures 24.0 mm. The best preserved specimen

is the one in the Peabody Museum, No. 185,

reproduced on plate XIII, figs. yS, 79. Un-

fortunately the photographs did not come out

as well as they should. This specimen was

very little compressed dorsoventrally ; conse-

quently the obverse show's only the dorsal sur-

face, while on the revers eare \-isible the im-

pressions of the abdominal anterior tergites

on the sides only of the abdomen. Omitting

further discussion of other specimens I shall

now give a detailed description of the last

mentioned.

Specimen No. 185 of the Peabody Museum.

Total length 21.75 mm. Cephalothorax 12.7

mm. long in middle line, 9.1 mm. wide. It

has rounded latero-posterior corners and is

posteriorly produced into a median lobe with

rounded end and concave sides. Anteriorly

the cephalothorax forms a sharp spine-like pro-

jection. The cephalothorax is high, sloping

gradually to the sides and front. Two small,

round eyes, 3.25 mm. from anterior end, about double their diameter

apart. The posterior lobe of the cephalothorax reaches as far as

the anterior edge of the third tergite. It is impossible to decide

whether the first and second tergites are each composed of two scle-

rites, or w^hether the lobe of the cephalothorax merely covers the

short median part of these tergites. The following four tergites

are short, but with more or less parallel procurved edges. The

posterior edge of all six tergites is heavily thickened and appears

in the specimen as a deep groove. The demarcation lines between

the following four tergites are also clearly visible, but appear in the

specimen as narrow, low ridges, which proves that the edge of these

Fi

Fig. 79-

79. — Architar-

bus rotimdatus Scud-

der, specimenNo.185

of the Peabody Mu-
seum ; dorsal surface

of cephalothorax

and abdomen. X ^^
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segments was not thickened. The pleura appears as a heavy ridge

along the sides of the abdomen. In life it must have been soft

and not segmented, the cross lines being due to folding. In places

the pleura is chipped off and under it is exposed the edge of the ab-

domen. The anus is visible on both the reverse and obverse. In

Fig. 80.

Figure 80.— Architarbus roiundatus Scudder, specimen No. 185 ventral sur-

face as it appears on the nodule with this difference, that the left fourth leg

1
in the specimen is curved inwardly and lies under the abdomen. X

the latter it appears in the tenth tergite close to the pleura, and

is surrounded by a heavy wall. The surface leaves no doubt that

the anus was protected by a round operculum, placed ventrally.

The cephalothorax is smooth, but the abdominal tergites are

clearly punctate.

The number of sternites is apparently only seven The first

sternite is very large, triangular, smooth. It has a deep transverse

groove representing probably the mould of a ridge or movable plate
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protecting the genital opening. Behind this groove is another

transverse depression of singular form, extending across the whole

sternite and represented in the text figure. The meaning of this

structure is not at all clear. It may be part of the external genital

apparatus, or the cover of the organs of respiration, or it ma\- have

had both functions. The following five sternites are di\aded into

three fields by two longitudinal lines, appearing in the specimen

as very low ridges. These sternites and the last or seventh are

clearly punctate.

The chelicera are missing. The pedipalpi are very short, pedi-

form, only three last joints visible. The sternum is long and typi-

cally composed of three areas of which the middle one is hexagonal

and the other two pentagonal. The coxae are triangular, with

rounded base (apex of the triangle). The coxae of the first pair

of legs are contiguous throughout their entire length, produced

anteriorly into a sharp process. Whether this process represents

a maxillary lobe is very difficult to decide, since there is no evidence

to either prove or disprove the assumption that these coxae are

immovable. The coxae of the fourth pair are not quite twice as

long as those of the first. All coxae are smooth with exception

of their distal end which is punctate. Legs all preserved. Those

of the left side complete but for the tarsus. The fourth left leg

is, however, in reality bent under the abdomen where it lies on one

surface v/ith a fern. The first right leg is quite complete, wihle

the other legs of the right side are broken off at the patella-tibia

articulation line. The trochanters are one-jointed. Patella shorter

than femur. The tarsus of the first leg is two-jointed, and so was

probably the tarsus of all legs. The legs are in order 4321. First

leg 14.0 mm., second (wdthout last tarsal joint) 15.75 mm., third

(same way) 17.0 mm., fourth (same way) 19.25 mm. Length of

fourth femur 5.5 mm.
Found in the Pennsylvanic (Lower Allegheny) of Mazon Creek,

Illinois.

Architarhus minor n. sp.

Plate XIII, figs. 81, 82; text figs. 81, 82.

The type and only specimen of this species is in the Peabody

Museum, No. 189. The dorsal and ventral surface are superimposed

on both the obverse and reverse of the nodule, but the structures

are quite clear. Total length 15.0 mm. Cephalothorax 10.o mm.
long in the median line, 6.6 mm. wide. Posteriorly it is produced

into a lobe rounded at its end and with concave sides. Anteriorly
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the cephalothorax forms a long, pointed process. The eyes are

very small, almost four times their diameter apart. The six an-

terior tergites have a rather peculiar shape, being strongly pro-

curved, very short in the middle and much longer at the sides.

Their posterior edge is heavily thickened. The lobe of the cephalo-

thorax extends as far as the anterior edge of the second tergite.

The demarcation lines between the last four tergites are light, but

Fig. 8t. Fig. 82.

Figure 81.— Arckitaybus minor n. sp., holotype, Peabody Mus. No. 189,

dorsal view of cephalothorax and abdomen. Figure 82. — Same, ventral

4

Tsurface. X

clear. Anal opercle appears on both surfaces. The abdominal

sternites very much like those in the preceding species, but the

converging lines divide the last sternite also. Instead of a trans-

verse groove, a triangular depression in the first sternite. Sternum

typical. The coxae of the first pair of legs with a very pronounced

apical process. Pedipalpi small, pediform, only three terminal

joints visible. Trochanters one-jointed. Of the legs the left third

is alone preserved. The patella of this leg is longer than the femur.

The tarsus is apparently one-jointed.

Abdomen and legs punctate above and below. The greater part

of the cephalothorax smooth, but a punctate area occupies the

space between the eyes, extending backward to the middle of the

cephalothorax and reaching anteriorly its end.

Trans. Conn. Acad., Vol. XVIII. 9 June, 1913.
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Found in the Pennsylvanic (Lower Allegheny) of Mazon Creek,

Illinois.

Architarhus horribilis (Melander).

Plate XII. fig. 71; text figs. 83, 84.

= Hadrachne horribilis Melander, Jour. Geol., Vol. XI, 1903,

p. 180, pi. V, fig. I
;

pi. VII, fig. I.

The type and only specimen of this species, No. 9232 of the

\^'alker Museum of the Universit}- of Chicago, presents only the

Fig. 83. Fig. S4.

Figure 83.— Architarbits korribilis (Melander), holotype, Univ. of Chicago

Mus. No. 9232, dorsal surlace showing cephalothorax and abdomen.

Figure 84.— Same, showing the ventral surface. Both surfaces appear in

the specimen superimposed, and since the reverse is missing the sternites

1 5
are not visible. X ^

obverse with the ventral surface superimposed on the dorsal. * Partly

ovidng to this, partly to the fact that the specimen Was not suffi-

ciently cleaned, the description of Melander is incorrect in several

respects. Moreover, he committed the same error as Scudder in

two instances, b}- assuming the legs of the first pair to be the

pedipalpi.

Total length 38.0 mm. Cephalothorax 18.3 mm. long in middle

line, 16.3 mm. wide at posterior corners which are not rounded.
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but form an angle with the strongly procurved posterior edge. The

sides of the cephalothorax converge anteriorly to a sharp point,

forming an almost spine-like projection. The whole surface of the

cephalothorax is smooth. Eyes apparently absent. Six anterior

tergites with heavily thickened posterior edge. Behind the sixth

tergite are visible only two lines, but it seems probable that the

abdomen had ten tergites and that the line separating the ninth

from the tenth tergite became obliterated. Anal operculum not

visible. Sternum badly deformed but apparently typical. Pedipalpi

small, pediform, only the terminal three joints visible. Coxae of

the first pair of legs contiguous throughout their entire length, with

an internal distal lobe. Trochanters one-jointed. The trochanter

of the second leg appears to be two-jointed, but the distal joint

represents apparently the soft membrane connecting the trochanter

\nth the femur and distended because the leg lies on its dorsal

surface. Tarsus of first leg tWo-jointed. Patella longer than femur.

Found in the Pennsylvanic (Lower Allegheny) of Mazon Creek,

Illinois.

Genus Opiliotarhus Pocock igoo.

New definition. Cephalothorax with a straight posterior edge,

perfectly rounded anteriorly. Anterior six tergites very short,

straight, with a heavily thickened posterior edge. Number of ter-

gites eleven. Sternum very narrow, almost reduced to a narrow

ridge. Number of sternites seven. Anal operculum ventral. Coxae

of the first pair of legs contiguous throughout their entire length,

without internal apical process. Trochanter of the first and second

pair of legs one-jointed, of the third and fourth pair two-jointed.

Eyes absent. Genotype 0. elongatus (Scudder).

Opiliotarhus elongatus (Scudder).

Plate XI, figs. 62-65; text figs. 85-88.

— Archiiarbus elongatus Scudder, Mem. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist.,

Vol. IV, 1890, p. 449, pi. 40, fig. 4.

0. elongatus Pocock, Geol. Mag., (V), Vol. VII, 1910, p. 511.

Two specimens in the collection of the U. S. National Museum.
Specimen No. 37975 from Mazon Creek is not as well preserved

as the type specimen ; but the end of the abdomen is not broken
off and the details of the structure are sufficiently clear. The
proportions of the body are somewhat different from the type, but
not sufficient, in my mind, to constitute a different species. The
text figures being carefully drawn to scale reveal no tangible
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difference. Total size 12.17 mm. Cephalothorax 4.0 mm. long,

5.6 mm. wide at posterior edge. Trochanter of the third and fourth

Fig. S5. Fig. SO.

Fig. 87.

Figure S^.—Opi/iotarhus elom^alits (Scudder). U. S. N. M. No. 37^73, dorsal

surface. Figure 86. — Same, ventral surface. Figure 8j.—Opiliofarbus elov-

^aius, from the Pennsylvanic (Lower Allegheny), Braidwood, Illinois,

holotype, U. S. X. M. No. 37970, dorsal surface. Figure 88.— Same, ventral

surface. X y
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leg two-jointed. Specimen No. 37970 was originally No. 1702 of

the Lacoe collection. It is Scudder's type and is indeed ex-

cellently preserved but for the end of the abdomen which is missing

in the observe. Total size 15.3 mm. Cephalothorax 4.5 mm. long,

5.6 mm. wide at posterior edge which is so little procurved that

it appaars almost to be straight. Anteriorly the cephalothorax

is broadly rounded. Eyes absent. Six anterior tergites practi-

cally straight, with hea\'ily thickened posterior edge, very short.

The following tergites much longer, slightly recurved. Since the

other specimen has eleven tergites is it fair to assume that the type

had also eleven tergites. The number of sternites seven, the first

sternite triangular, large. Chelicera and pedipalpi missing. Coxae

of the first pair of legs contiguous throughout their length, \\ithout

internal apical process. Sternum reduced to a narrow ridge. Pleura

probably soft, not segmented. Anal operculum round, ventral

in position. Body quite smooth. The " moderately coarse punc-

tuation " mentioned by Scudder was due to extraneous matter

which was cleaned without difficult}'.

Found in the Pennsylvanic (Lover Allegheny) of Braidwood,

Illinois.



EXPLANATION OF PLATES

Correct size of specimens given in the text.

Plate L

Fig. I. Eoscorpms typicus n. sp., Peabody Mus. No. 126.

2. Eoscorpiust ypicus n. sp., holotype, U. S. N. M. No. 37986,

obverse.

3. Eoscorpius typicus n. sp., same, reverse.

4. Eoscorpius typicus n. sp., U. S. N. M. No. 37987, comb.

5. Palaeohuthus n. gen. distinctus n. sp., holotype, Peabody

Mus. No. 133, reverse.

Plate II

Fig. 6. Eoscorpius carhonarius M. & W., Univ. of Illinois coll.,

obverse. Holotype. ^

7. Palaeopisthacanthus n. gen. mazonensis n. sp., holotype,

U. S. N. M. No. Z7977> obverse.

8. Palaeopisthacanthus n. gen. schucherti n. sp., holotype,

Peabody Mus. No. 140, obverse.

9. Palaeopisthacanthus n. gen. schucherti n. sp., same, reverse.

10. Eoscorpius granulosus n. sp., holotype, Peabody Mus. No.

128, obverse.

Plate III.

Fig. II. Eoscorpius granulosus n. sp., Peabody Mus. No. 129, re-

verse.

12. Eoscorpius granulosus n. sp., same, obverse.

13. Mazonia woodiana M. & W., holotype, Univ. of IlUnoiscoll.

14. Eoctonus n. gen., miniatus n. sp. holotj^pe, Peabody Mus.

No. 131, obverse.

15. Eoctonus ri. gen. miniatus n. sp., Peabody Mus. No. 132,

obverse.

Plate IV.

Fig. i6. Eoscorpius danielsi n. sp., holotype, Daniels coll., obverse.

17. Trigonoscorpio n. gen. americanus n. sp., holotype, Da-

niels coll., obverse.

18. Trigonoscorpio n. gen. americanus n. sp., same, reverse
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Fig. 19. Geralinura similis n. sp., holotype, U. S. N. M. No. 37985

(1754 c), obverse.

-20. Geralinura similis n. sp., same, reverse.

21. Geralinura carhonaria Scud., holotype, U. S. N. M. No.

37985 (1754a and b), obverse.

22. Geralinura carhonaria Scud., same, reverse.

Plate V.

Fig. 23. Geralinura gigantea n. sp., holotype, U. S. N. M. No.

37976, obverse.

24. Geralinura gigantea n. sp., same, reverse.

25. Geralinura gigantea n. sp., paratype, Peabody Mus. No.

147, reverse.

26. Thelyphrynus n. gen. elongatus n. sp., holotype, Daniels

coll.

27. Graeophonus carbonarius (Scud.), holotype, U. S. N. M. No.

No. 37969, obverse.

28. Graeophonus carbonarius (Scud.), same, reverse.

29- Graeophonus carbonarius (Scud.), U. S. N. M. No. 37964,

obverse.

Plate VI.

Fig. 30. Protophrynus n. gen. carbonarius n. sp., holotype, Daniels

coll., obverse.

31. Protophrynus n. gen. carbonarius n. sp., same, reverse.

32. Protosolpuga n. gen. carbonaria n. sp., holotype, Peabody
Mus. No. 155, obverse.

33. Kustarachne ienuipes Scud., holotype, U. S. N.M. No. 37967,
reverse.

34. Kustarachne tenuipes Scud., same, obverse.

35. Kustarachne conica n. sp., holotype, Daniels coll., reverse.

Plate VII.

Fig. 36. Curculioides scaher (Scud.), holotype, U. S. N. M. No.

37965, reverse.

37. Curculioides scaher (Scud.), same, obverse.

38. Curculioides sulcatus (Mel.), holotype, Univ. of Chicago

No. 9235, obverse.

3y. Polyochera glabra n. sp., holotype, U. S. N. M. No. 37981,
obverse.

40. Polyochera glabra n. sp., same, reverse.
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Plate VIII.

Fig. 41. Polyochera piinctulata Scud., holotype, U. S. X. M. No.

37971, obverse.

42. Polyochera punctidata Scud., same, reverse.

43. Arthrolycosa antiqtia Harger, Peabody Mus. Xo. 162, ob-

verse.

44. Arthrolycosa antiqua Harger, holotype, Peabody ^lus. Xo.

161, obverse.

45. Arthrolycosa danielsi n. sp., holotype, Daniels coll., ob-

verse.

46. Arthrolycosa danielsi n. sp., same, reverse.

Plate IX.

Fig. 47. Trigonomarius pustulatus (Scud.), holotype, U. S. X. M.
Xo. 37984, obverse.

48. Trigonomartus pustulatus (Scud.), same, reverse.

49. Trigonomartus pustulatus (Scud.), Daniels coll., obverse.

50. Trigonomartus pustulatus (Scud.), same, reverse.

51. Trigonomartus pustulatus (Scud.), Peabody Mus. Xo. 168,.

obverse.

52. Trigonomartus icoodruffi (Scud.), holotype. Brown Univ.

colh

Plate X.

Fig. 53. Trigonotarhus schucherti n. sp., holotype, Peabod}' Mus..

Xo. 169, reverse.

54. Trigonotarhus schucherti n. sp., same, obverse.

55. Trigonotarhus carhonarius n. sp., holotype, U. S. X. 'SI.

Xo. 37978, reverse.

56. Protopilio n. gen. depressus n. sp., holotype, U. S. X. M.

No. 37974, reverse.

57. Protopilio n. gen, longipes n. sp., holotype, Peabody Mus.

Xo. 171, reverse.

58. Areomartus n. gen. ovatus n. sp., holotype, U. S. N. M. Xo.

1 196, obverse.

59. Heterotarhus n. gen. ovatus n. sp., holotype, Daniels coll.,.

obverse.

Plate XI.

Fig. 60. Anthracomartus trilohitiis Scud., U. S. X. M., Lacoe coIL

Xo. 1753 d, obverse.
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Fig. 6i. Anthracomarthus triangularis n. s}x, holotype, U. S. N. M.

No. 37968, obverse.

62. Opiiiotarbus elongatus (Scud.), U. S. N. M. No. 3790, re-

verse.

63. Opiliotarhus elongatus (Scud.), same, obverse.

64. Opiliotarhus elongatus (Scud.), holotype, U S. N. M. No.

37970, reverse.

65. Opiiiotarbus elongatus (Scud.), same, obverse.

66. Metatarbus n. gen. triangularis n. sp., holotj^pe, Peabody

Mus. No. 182, reverse.

67. Metatarbus n. gen. triangularis n. sp., same, obverse.

68. Geratarbus lacoei Scud., holotype, U. S. N. M. No. 37966,

obverse.

69. Geratarbus minutus n. sp., holotype, Peabody Mus. No. 176,

obverse and reverse.

Plate XII.

Fig. 70. Discotarbus n. gen. deplanatus n. sp., holotype, Peabody

Mus. No. 174, obverse.

71. Architarbus horribilis (Mel.), holotype, Univ. of Chicago

coll. No. 9322, obverse.

72. Architarbus rotundatus Scud., U. S. N. M. No. 37979, ob-

verse.

73. Architarbus rotundatus Scud., Daniels coll., reverse.

74. Architarbus rotundatus Scud., holotype, Univ. of Illinois

coll. No. 1116.

75. Architarbus rotundatus Scud., Univ. of Chicago coll. No.

9234, reverse.

Plate XIII.

Fig. 76. Architarbus rotundatus Scud., Univ. of Chicago No. 9233,

reverse.

77. Architarbus rotundatus Scud., same, obverse.

78. Architarbus rotundatus Scud., Peabody Mus. No. 185, re-

verse.

79. Architarbus rotundatus Scud., same, obverse.

80. Architarbus rotundatus Scud., holotype of Geraphrynus

carbonarius Scud., U. S. N. M. No. 37961 (Lacoe coll.

No. 170 1 a b), obverse and reverse.

81. Architarbus minor n. sp., holotype, Peabody Mus. No. 189,

reverse.

82. Architarbus minor n. sp., same, obverse.
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vA^

II.—THE GREEK DIMINUTIVE SUFFIX -EKO- -EKH-

I. ITS RELATION TO THE SAME SUFFIX OF OTHER LANGUAGES.

1. The diminutive suffix -tcTxo- -ktysi]-, whatever we may say of

its ultimate origin, was fully developed in all its principal meanings

at the earliest periods of the Greek language as known to us.

Though not found in Homer, it does not foUow that its develop-

ment was post-Homeric, nor are we justified in saying that its

origin was later than "diminutive" -lov for this reason. Its ab-

sence in Homer is explained by the Aeolic ground-work of the poems,

the suffix apparently not being found in any of the Aeolic documents,

while in the other dialects it appears in the very earliest sources,

e. g. in Alcman for the Doric, and Hipponax and Herodotus for

the Ionic. 1 Since these earliest occurrences show fully developed

"diminutive" meanings, it follows that almost the whole semantic

development has taken place in pre-literary times, and the problem

before us is to determine in what relation these resulting meanings

stand to the meanings of the same suffix in other languages and
the parent language.

2. That -i(jY.o- is an Indo-European suffix,- and not a purely

Greek conglutination, is made evident by the large number of

languages which have it in some use or other. Even if we omit

the Balto-Slavic -iszka- -tszka-, which may possibly be a Germanic

borro\\ing,^ there are left to compare with the Greek both a few

Latin adjectives like priscus < *pri-iscus and mariscus, the Keltic

proper names like Taurisci, and the many Germanic adjectives in

-iska-, e. g. Goth. |)iudisks, so that I. E. -isko- occurs in at least

four, more probably five language branches.

3. But although the suffix itself is thus certainly Indo-European,

it is quite uncertain just what its meaning was, or whether it formed

derivatives only from adjectives or also from substantives or whether

it was itself an adjective or substantive suffix or both, since the

languages in which it occurs vary widely in these respects. Thus

in Greek and Keltic it forms only substantives, in the Germanic

1 On -laxo- in the Aeolic and the earUest Lyric poetry see p. 201 f. of

the writer's Greek Diminutives in -loy, Weimar 1910, cited after this by

the abbreviation " Gr. Dims."
^ Cf. Brugmann, Gr. 2. i^. 501 ff.

^ Cf. Brugmann, op. cit. 502.
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and Lithuanian only adjectives, in the Latin and the Slavic lan-

guages both adjectives and substantives. In Greek the primitive

is likewise almost always a substantive, probably also in the Keltic,

in Latin the few extant examples come from adjective primitives,

^

e. g. mariscus : mas, while in Germanic derivatives from both sub-

stantive and adjective primitives occur, though the former pre-

dominate. From the latter we have e. g. O. H. G. altisc : alt,

English reddish : red. As to the meaning of the suffix the lan-

guages again diverge widely, the differences largely following from

those preceding. In Greek -ictzo-, to anticipate results somewhat,

expresses similarity and forms substantives with deteriorative, di-

minutive, and hypocoristic meanings. In Latin the three native

examples quoted by Brugmann all shoW' the meaning "having the

nature of" : priscus < *pri-iscus 'of a nature belonging to for-

merly,' i. e. ' primitive,' mariscus ' of a male nature,' ' masculine,'

lentiscus (: lentus) ' of a tough nature,' a name of the mastic-tree,

referring to the toughness of its resin. In the Keltic we find e. g,

Taupicv.ot,, a people ' coming from the mountains,' ^ and other names

of peoples as well as neuter geographical names like Viviscum,

which though largely obscure as to their motive of formation, yet

probably showed the same suffixal meanings as the similar Ger-

manic words. In the latter branch the meaning was originally

'of the nature of,' ' Hke/ ' coming from,' ^ but the suffix gradu-

ally extended its sphere so as to allow other meanings, e. g.
' be-

longing to ' in locutions like the German " die erzieherischen Miss-

griffe." * In the Lithuanian^ the usage is like the Germanic,

while in the Slavic ^ languages these same adjectival meanings

occur as well as substantives classified as deterioratives and ampli-

ficatives, particularly in the Polish. A further difference is found

between the Greek and Slavic, which both show ' diminutive ' mean-

^ From the adverb *pri, however, is derived priscus.

^ Cf. Pape s. V.

^ Cf. Wilmanns, Deutsch. Gram. 2. 468; Brugmann, loc. cit. When
these two scholars mention appurtenance (" Zugehorigkeit ") as being among

the primary meanings of the suffix they seem to refer to such words as Goth,

judaiwisks, which, though originally conceived as ' having the nature of or

coming from the Jews,' may also have been thought of as ' belonging to

the Jews or Judea.' We have indeed the roots of the meaning of appur-

tenance, but want of unambiguous cases in the Gothic at least shows that

it was not as yet consciously felt.

* Cf. Wilmanns, op. cit. 469. ^ Cf. Leskien, Bild. d. Nom. 372.

6 Cf. Belie. Arch. f. si. Phil. 23. 179 ff.
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ings, in as much as the Slavic words are neuters, while the Greek

ones follow the gender of their primitives.

4. In order to determine the relation of these widely divergent

uses it will be necessary to come to an understanding as to the

origin of -isko-, and then we may draw conclusions as to the

earhest stratum of usages. We may divide the various attempts

to solve this problem into two groups. In the first place some

earlier scholars, recognizing the fact that the designation of likeness

was the principal characteristic of -isko-, and that the ' diminutive

'

meanings could easily be developed from this, sought to find some

word suggesting the meaning ' like ' from which the suffix could

have arisen. Pott, Etym. Forsch. 2. 881, and Benfey, W. L. 1.

235, suggested the Skt. root iks 'to see' 'to view' as its origin,

though the short i of the suffix as jpposed to the long one of

iks ^ would now be regarded as definitely disposing of that deri-

vation. The further comparison of Gr. sixoj," which had a di-

gamma, will moreover harmonize neither with the suffix -isko- nor

the Skt. Iks, and sTxo) and the latter furthermore disagree in

their vocalism, since iks is a reduplicative formation to the root

aks^ which appears only with o as root-vowel, while the Greek

word belongs to the vowel series i/ei/oi. Somewhat similar is

the statement of Schweizer, KZ. 3. 383 :

" das gr. -iGv.or, auch

-i/oc ist samt den iibrigen oder abgetrennt von ihnen als verbal

' darin sehend, ahnlich' zu erklaren, und mit inchoativem -t/xo

auf Skt. aksh zuriickzufiihren." The i for Skt. a, however, would

make this as impossible as the comparison of -iks.

5. According to Bopp, Vgl. Gr. § 952, who is followed by

Schwabe, De Dim. Graec. et Lat. 50, -isko- is a simple suffix and

the s is added for euphony's sake. This theory, of course, now-

ada^'s scarcely requires mention, since we are not so ready as Bopp
to assume euphonic insertions without knowing their cause or origin.

For phonetic reasons also V^ondrak's derivation of Slav, -isko-, Vgl. SI.

Gr. I. 468 f., is to be discountenanced. He assumes that it is a con-

glutination of -isto- (with original long I) and -ko-, i. e. < -ist-ko-.

We would not, however, expect the o of -isto- to be dropped be-

fore a consonant. Moreover, Vondrak takes the -isto- to mean

^ What Benfey, op. cit. 234 f., has to say concerning the relation of the

quantities, is admittedly a mere conjecture.

2 Really two series of words are here confounded : e'iy.oi ' I yield ' and

eixtv^v ' image ' toixa ' I am like .' The latter were of course in mind.

Cf Prellwitz s. v. tiyM and sixwu.

' Cf. Uhlenbeck, Etym. Worterb. s. v. iksate.
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' provided with/ and this is contrary to the use of -isko-, which

does not seem to have that meaning.^

6. Much more probable from everj' point of view than any
derivation so far mentioned is the one first advanced by Leo

Meyer, KZ. 6. 381 f., and adopted e. g. by Brugmann, Gr. 2. i-.

503. According to this theory -isko- is a conglutinate the last part

of which is the common I, E. -ko- suffix, while the first is the

comparative suffix, the weak grade to the strong -ies- -ios-,- which

is also found in the superlative suffix Skt. -ista- Gr. -itto- Goth,

-ista-. As to Vondrak's contention that for the Slavic -isko- the

long i beside -tsko- is an objection, Belie, Arch. f. si. Ph. 23. 179,

has shown how the i could be derived from contraction of an t

of the stem and the b of the suffix -tsko-, and could then be

extended by analogy. Vondrak's second objection that the mean-

ing of the Slavic suffix is against connection with Gr. -it/.o- is also

of course not meant to affect the Gr. suffix itself nor I. E. -isko-,

nor is it serious even for Slav, -isko- when Brugmann's explanation

of the semantic development is more closely scrutinized.

7. According to the latter (1. c.) we are to start from the use

of the comparative degree in adverbs in the sense ' coming rel-

atively close to the condition designated by the adjective,' e. g.

Germanic *al|)iz ' approximately old.' Adding to this the common
I. E. adjectival suffix -ko-,^ no change of meaning except return to

adjectival function w^ould result, and 0. H. G. altisc would have also

been originally ' rather old.' This being the case, -isko- would easily

be felt as a unity and abstracted as a single suffix. After this was

once done, it was easy to form derivatives from substantives ^vith

the same suffix, e. g. Goth, mannisks : manna. In Greek, on the

other hand, the derivative adjectives were themselves substantivized,

V£avi(7/v0c originally formed from *vsav6; ' young,' meaning ' rather

young,' was referred to veaviac after first having been substantiv-

ized as ' he who is rather young,' and so became a diminutive to it.

1 Vondrak, however, would derive from it augmentatives .^.nd words

like biciSte ' Peitschenstiel ' : bic ' Peitsche.'

2 A support for the contention that the -is- of -isko- is derived from the

comparative -ies- -ios- is found in the habits of sandhi of Gr. -laxo-. WTien

e. g. heavy suffixes hke -£v- in auqoQEvg disappear completely in the formation

of diminutives Like afig:oQiaxo? (cf. § 12), the most rational explanation

seems to be that -icxo- has retained to a Umited extent the habits of the

comparative suffix, which, being originally a primary suffix, was added to

the root instead of the nominal stem. Cf. Brugmann, Gr. 2. i^. 656.

3 Cf. Brugmann, Gr. 2. i^. 482 f.
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8. According to Brugmann, then, the oldest use ot the suffix

was to form adjectives from adjectives with the meaning ' ap-

proximating the condition designated by the primitive.' If -is- is

really the comparative suffix there is no doubt that the primitive

must have originally been an adjective, and that the force of the

suffix must have been as described. At first sight, however, the

statement that the earliest stratum of words in -isko- must have

come from adjective primitives seems to be in contradiction to

the state of affairs in the actual languages, since only in the Latin

and the Germanic certain adjective primitives are found, and in

the Latin the whole category comprises only three words, while

in the Germanic words like O. H. G. altisc are really very rare

compared to the large number formed from substantive primitives.

But we must bear in mind that of the three language groups in

which the suffix is frequent, each has followed its own line of

development, the Greek usage (diminutives) is widely different

from the Germanic (adjectives of likeness and descent), while the

Slavic again partakes of the nature of both, and moreover, borrow-

ing of some uses from the Germanic is suspected.^ Probably,

therefore, the productivity of the suffix is due to causes affecting

these individual language groups, while the parent language was

rather on the stage of the Latin, i. e. it had only a few words ^

ending in the suffix, and these entirely or predominatingly derived

from adjectives.

9. I should, however, take exception to Brugmann's statement

that the conglutinate in the beginning formed only adjectives.^

Though the -is- must have been added to an adjective primitive,

yet the -ko- was from L E. times a substantival* as well as an

adjectival suffix. Consequently Lat. lentiscus ' mastic tree ' was

not necessarily an original adjective, but was from the beginning

a thing which was ' rather tough,' and Gr. vsavicr/.o? could from

the beginning have been ' he who is rather young '
(: Ssavoc) as

well as have been ' rather young ' and secondarily substantivized.

We should therefore really extend Brugmann's statement to the

effect that -isko- in L E. times formed substantives as well as

^ Cf. Brugmann, op. cit. 502.

^ Just what these were is totally uncertain. There is not a single word

in -isko- which occurs in several language groups, and thus would allow us to

assume I.E. origin.

3 Op. cit. 503.

* Cf. Brugmann, op. cit 669; for the Skt. Whitney, Skt. Gram.* 1222.
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adjectives in which it designated an approximation to a state or

quahty designated by a primitive adjective.

10. The extension of the use of the suffix -isko- to form deriva-

tives from substantives could take place after it was felt as a

single suffix.^ On the one hand there might be an adjective and

a substantive coexisting from one and the same stem as possible

primitives, e. g. *v£av6? and vsaviac, and v£av!!(r/.or, though formed
from the adjective could be referred to the latter ; or perhaps some

word hke the proper name 'Aypioy.a, an epithet of Athena, origi-

nalh' derived from an adjective, in this case aypio; 'field-like'

' wild,' could be referred to a noun, e. g. aypoi; ' field,' and xu-

yjicr/.oc, originally a synonym to xux}vio<g, could have been referred

to x'Jx}^o?, etc. There are, however, very few if any cases ^^•here

the derivation from such an adjective is more natural than from

a substantive, and yet both are possible, and we may assume that

the chief cause of the transfer of the suffix to the substantive

primitives was semantic s\ncretism. When e. g. an I. E. adjective

like 0. H. G. altisc meant ' rather old ' {§ 7), -isko- was identical

in meaning with -ko- in words like Skt. babhru-ka-s ' brownish

'

i. e. ' rather brown, ' or veavic/.o? ' he who is rather young ' would

have an -isko- exactly like the -ko- of Skt. rohitaka- (: r6hita-s

' red ') ' that which is rather red,' the name of a certain tree.^

Since -ko- was also widely used to form derivatives from substan-

tives, -isko- followed with ease.

11. Partially by the same process of syncretism -isko- took on

to itself widely divergent meanings in the different languages, but

at the same time it could on its own accord pass through a se-

mantic development which was much like that of -ko-, which itself

started from the meaning ' belonging to the category of '
' being

like,' and in some languages, e. g. Skt., ended by having a large

variety of meanings.^ Consequently we may often not be sure

whether a certain use was influenced b\' simple -ko- or not, nor is

a common usage in different languages by itself a guarantee of

common origin. Thus -isko- may be deteriorative in Greeks Slavic,

and Germanic, but the Greek deterioratives, like the other 'di-

minutives,' seem to be due to syncretism with -ko-, since their gender,

like that of the -ko- diminutives,* follows that of the primitive,

while the Slavic neuters must be due to a secondary development

1 Cf. Brugmann, op. cit. 503.

2 Cf. Edgerton, JAOS. 31. 118.

2 Cf. Brugmann, op. cit. 503 f.; Edgerton, JAOS. 31. 96 f.

* Cf. Brugmann, op. cit. 669.
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from the adjectives through the meaning ' like, but not equivalent

to,'^ since the neuter gender of diminutives argues their origin from

substantivized adjectives.- The German deterioratives like kindisch

and weibisch again have no connection with either the Greek or

Slavic, but are of demonstrably late origin,^ and must have been

patterned after words hke ' bauerisch,' in which the deteriorative

element comes from the primitive.* Similarly the meaning ' coming

from,' which is productive in Germanic and Slavic adjectives, and

might be conceived as due to syncretism with -ko-, is explained by
Brugmann, Gr. 2. i'^. 666, as a new independent development in

words like O. H. G. irdisc, originally ' of an earthly nature,' but

in many combinations easily conceived as ' coming from the earth.'

It is the concern of the grammar of the different languages to

determine the relation of their own usage to the I. E. original,

and we may henceforth confine ourselves to the problem of the

origin of the Greek uses.

II. ITS SANDHI, ACCENT, AND GENDER.

12. About the combination of -it/.o- -icr/.-/)- with the stem-finals

little need be said. Practically the whole thing can be summarized
in one statement : The final two syllables of any combination ot

stem-suffix and -icr/.o- -loy/rj- result in -ktao- -i(TA'fi- with short i,^ as

is shown by the fact that the accentuation of the masculines is

always -i(7%oc, whereas a contraction of -i-icrKoq > -ig-aoc, would have

been revealed by the circumflex accent in the nominative and ac-

cusative, e. g. -T<r/vO(;. The suffix, then, was ordinarily added to

consonant stems : 'Av^pioy^oc : avBp-, yy\ViayiOC, : yjiv, p.Etp«xt(T>CY] : [j.£T-

pa^, 7co^i(7xoc : ~oB-. The stem-finals 0, Y]/a, i, 10, la, zio,^ u, tu were

dropped or elided before -ict/co-' : avS'po):r!!(r/.05 : av9>p(07:o?, Xsxaviayv-/; :

1 So Belie, Arch. f. si. Phil. 23. 151. ^ Cf. Brugmann, 1. c.

^ Cf. Wilmanns, op. cit. 469. * Cf. Brugmann, op. cit. 683.

^ That e. g. -taxo- almost never contracts with a stem-vowel to form

-eiay.o- is mentioned by Choeroboscus Anec. Ox. 2. 268 ovdenote to ax it/

avkXrupsi ovta U^ovat rriv sl MipS-oyyoi' nQoriyovfiSfr^y, X^Q^^ fiin? Xsiswg xal

tavtris (tix(f)ilitt)^Xon£vrfi • oiop, 'Hqccx'asIgxos 'HQccx'/ieiaxos • nKQadiiyfxaza de zavTcc •

^uaiUaxog • ^eiQaxiaxog. Similarly Herodian 2. 445. 19.

® -cito- on the other hand seems to have lost only the lo, but not the

a : 'Egjuaiaxos : 'Eof^cdog, 'Honiaxog : 'HQcciog. For 'IqauLexog (probably not :

ElQr^vttlog) cf. § 105.

' For the probable cause of this see note to § 6.
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y.sxav/], Bsppi(r/wO; : "^i^^Ac,, [j.£tpaxt(7xo? : [j.eipaxiov, oiyi(7XT, : otxia, )(s-

}>.t(7xov : yiXzio^, 7rff/irr/.oc : Tzrjuc,^ ^jocyOlrnioc : paTiXs-J;, aixcpopioVvO? :

afjicpopsu?. The c stems followed the analogy of the vowel stems,

since the loss of the o- in the majority of forms and the subse-

quent contraction of vowels caused their suffix to be no longer

felt as the stem-final : therefore : G-(p£}i<7xov : coiXdn;, aY.z71cr/.o'/ :

(7Ki'ko(;, [ksXiaxo^ : itlXog. -co- stems on the other hand seem to

have retained their to and added -lay.o- of two full syllables :

Hpwtoy.oc : fjpcoc. In several instances consonant suffixes were also

dropped : xuXicVv-rj ^ (by haplology for *xu}vIxi(7xy] ?) : 7.6X1%, and regularly

-iB-, e. g. G-avicr/v'/] : aot-vi^, xottitxoc : xo-tc. We may assume that

words like }.sxavt'7x-/i : };£xavTi, but with Isxavi? existing alongside,

sometimes caused the word in -iay-o- to be referred to the primitive

in -i^, and the others followed by analogy.^ The reason for the prefer-

ence of the short form lay in the avoidance of awkward forms like *xo-

TziBioxoc. More obscure is -zpi\y.iav.oc, : xpipiro?, though possibly the word

in -ixo- could have dropped the to by analogy to words in -iB-. For

Ku[J£pvi(7xoc : xojBspvTjTTjC see note to § 103 A< Finally there are

several cases of the dropping of an n suffix before -it/.o-. So cer-

tainly the Plautine Olympiscus and Lampadiscus, which act as

living ' diminutives ' to Olympio and Lampadio (§ 102.) Prob-

ably also IMsvioVvO? : JMsvcov. The cause for this again may have

been the existence of a collateral form with an n suffix alongside

of the real primitive without it, e. g. the existence of Ilapijivo^v

beside Ilapfxsvioc, so that Hapij-svitrxoc could be referred to the

former instead of the latter. Similarly IToSi(7xo; : n6&"o; could be

referred to Ho&'uov, and cause by analogy A7.[j.-aBi(jXoc : Aaij.-aBuov,

etc. Yet in view of the fact that all of these words are proper

names it seems more probable that our suffix has taken upon it-

self the function of forming " Kosenamen " or shortened forms of

proper names. Cf. Brugmann, Gr. 2. i-. 119. Certain of this we
are for two compound names the last component of which is al-

most entirely suppressed before the -itao-: Hapjj.i'Txoc : nap[j.£vcov

and nav':a}io"/.oc : IlavTaAscov. See § 105.

^ On the other hand fiviaxog : fivg. &viaxos : ^og, where the v is part of the

root. Influence of other words in -iaxo- prevented the contraction of vt "> v.

^vaxr^ in Hesychius, however.

* Janson, De Graeci Sermonis Dem. in iaxo; 6, assumes 'xtXr^ as prim-

itive, though that it hardlj'^ necessary.

* These words were certainly not syncopated, as is assumed by Janson,

op. cit. 4, for ](XafLax(oy.
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13. That the accent of -ioy-o- -loxTp is invariably on the penult

has been something of a mystery in view of the fact that neither

the quantity of the ultima, which is short in the masculine and

neuter, nor the ending -<yY.o- demands that accentuation.^ More-

over, the -is-, being the weak form of the strong -ies-, must cer-

tainly have been unaccented orighially. Of no importance is the

analogy of syco,^ which when in composition with ys retracts , its

accent to the first syllable (sywys not *£ywy£) ; for the contrast of

e[xsy£ shows that it is due to the Attic ' law of the properispo-

mena ' {-^ c^ :=^ became ^ ^), for which cf. Vendryes, Mem.
13. 218 ff. But by all means the accentuation of the i must be

secondary and due to a development within the Greek itself.

14. As to its cause, Allinson, A, J. of Ph. 12. 53, 56, maintains

that the language had a tendency to accent the penult of dimin-

utives, and that this could be the only reason why -icrxo- was so

accented. Similarly Hatzidakis, Glotta i. 124, declares that the

diminutives in -i<mo-, having a variable gender, were patterned

after those in -uXor^ -'Ckoc,, and -iypc, which also had two genders,

and that in all of these cases the diminutive meaning had some-

thing to do with the accentuation of the suffixes. If, however,

such a tendency really existed, it must itself be explained, for it

is certainly neither anything inherent in the nature of a diminutive

nor an I. E. tendency, and a further difficulty lies in the fact that the

only larger body of diminutives which is regular in the application

of this rule comprises these words in -loxo-, which are most difficult

to explain, while -lov is not so accented under all circumstances,^

and the other categories comprise only small groups, largely dia-

lectical at that, and hardly fit to give rise to a large pan-Hellenic

category. It will therefore be better to search for a common cause

which can explain -loxo- as well as -uko-, -iXo-, and -iyo-. And
this seems to me to lie in the influence of the feminine on the

masculine and neuter, an influence which could, of course, not be

found in the invariably neuter -lov. While therefore there was no

force to change tcoBiov to *xoB[ov, a word like [xsipaxiiaxo? ' lad,'

even if originally accented "^[xzi^r/.yjKTA.o^, would be perpetually as-

sociated with the feminine [xstpaxCox-/] ' lass,' whose accent could

not go back as far as the antepenult because of the long ultima,

and consequently the accent had a tendency to become leveled.

Since the feminine was precluded from being assimilated to the

^ Cf. Hatzidakis, Glotta i. 124.

2 Cf. AlMnson. A. J. of Ph. 12. 56.

3 Cf. Gr. Dims. 10 ff.
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masculine because of the long ultima, the change took place in

the reverse direction. It must be borne in mind too that only a

few cases were affected : the nom. sing, [j-sipayioxor, the ace. [j,£ipa-

yi(r/vOv, and the nom. pi. [j-stpayicVwOi, while the long ultima of all the

other cases, e. g. the gen. sing, [xetpa/ioy.ou, caused the masc. and

fern, to agree from the beginning. Similarly oL'^v-'Tkoc, could have

followed *a^y.'zukf\, etc. After the masculine had followed the fem-

inine, the neuter in -ltxov in turn followed the masculine. For

-icr/wO- this tendenc}' might also have been helped by primitives in

-ic, e. g. xo7:i(7xo? after 'aot^ic, though it does not seem that this

could have been of great importance.

15. The question whether the old accentuation of -lov.o- has left

any traces in the Greek language may be answered in the nega-

tive. The only possible case of an appellative with the accent on

either the ultima or propenultima is /sXtav.ov (Hipp. ap. Erotian.

p. 137 Klein), but the fact that the text is suspected also for other

reasons should not make us place too much faith in it. On the

other hand it would certainly be conceivable ^hat a word which

had lost completely all association with any primitive (it designated

a kind of pot, see § 41 A) should have resisted the tendency to

change the accent to the penult, since it was by all means not

felt as a diminutive. Other examples of irregular accentuation of

the suffix are all non-Greek proper names, which therefore do not

concern us. I might mention the Thracian river 'ApTtoVwOC,^ the

Dacian river Ti(3i(7/,oc, the Dacian town Tipi(j/.ov, the Parthian town

OiXktxov.

16. The gender of words in -icVwO-, which may be either mascu-

line, feminine, or neuter, like that of the I. E. -ko- and -lo- di-

minutives, followed the gender of their primitives ^ : 6 b^z)i(TKoc, :

6 opzH^, 6 v£avi(7xoc ; 6 vsavtac, yj 'Kocpb-zvi(rA-f\ : ?) 7:ap&"Svo?, r\ xoptcTXTj

:

•f] xopTj. -J] oixiT/wTj : Y) oi/ia, to [j.£}iGy.ov : to ii.iXoc, to G'a[j.[3a}.i<r/ov : to

(ra[j.paXov. When, however, we count the extant words in the suffix

we find that the mascuhnes are overwhelmingly predominant,^ the

feminines are much less frequent, and the neuters are exceedingly

rare. In round numbers there are found considerably over two

hundred masculines, about forty feminines, and only about a dozen

neuters.

17. This preponderance of the masculine is not due to an\' extended

tendency to form masc. derivatives in -KDto? from fem. and neut.

1 Also in the form 'AQTr^axog.

2 Cf. Brugmann, op. cit. 669 f.

2 Cf. Schwabe, De Dem. Graec. et Lat. 50.
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primitives (cf. § 22 ff.), but seems rather to be attributed to the

accident that most of the groups in which the suffix became pro-

ductive largely consisted of derivatives from masc. primitives.

After that gender had once become dominant new feminine and

neuter formations no longer seemed familiar, and this in turn re-

acted to make the masculine more dominant still. As far as the

neuter is concerned the competition of words in -lov was a par-

ticular reason for avoiding the -ktaqv. Sometimes this resulted in

forming -laxtov ^ rather than -i<r/.ov, at other times it meant that

of the two principal possible diminutives the one in -tov was

formed rather than the one in -loy.ov.

18. The extreme rarity of the neuters led some scholars to deny

their existence altogether.^ When an indisputable form like the

plural a(7xspi(r/ta occurred they spoke of a metaplastic plural, and

otherwise they assumed a corrupt text and substituted forms in

-KTKiov (e. g. [j.s}i(r/aov Alcm. 65) or -I'r/vOC (tov aavBa^ioyvOv Ar. Ran.

406). That they were mistaken, however, is shown by six forms

which can not be interpreted otherwise than as neuters except by
the above devices. One of these is Doric, namel}' the above men-

tioned [j.s}i(77.ov, and five Ionic : aoVvSptiT/ca and cap.poclicr/.a, ace. pi.,

Hipponax ; xavvaji[(r/.a, ace. pi., Herondas ; <j%kr^VvT/.o'^ , nom. sing.,

Insc. Samos 346—345 B. C. ; cro£>i'7/.ov, nom. sing., loc. cit. Prob-

ably also /sAiGv.ov (Hippocrates), but the irregular accent and sus-

picions of corruption of the text make it dubious.^ In the Attic

dialect there are no certain examples, but two highly probable ones,

in the first place xpstcr/.ov, Alexis frg. 3. 472, where Porson con-

jectured TpicojjoAou xpsi(r/.ov instead of '!:pt(.)[3oloxp£taxov, but what-

ever reading we adopt, the following neuter adjective Tspsv makes
it easier to take the word as a neuter than as a masculine.*

Equally probable is G-avBa}i'7xov, Ar. Ran. 406, in the verse y.oltz

zhxtXtio!. ToBs TO Goi^Jhyjiav-oy. The mscs. have the unmetrical tovBs

TOV Gcc'/boOlrr/.O'/. Bentle3^ conjectured tov ts accJhoOicr/.ov , but Blass

better as above, which differs from the textus receptus only by
the omission of the two v's, i. e. much less than Bentley's con-

jecture, and at the same time does not assume a masculine deriv-

ative from a neuter primitive which would otherwise be hard to

^ Cf. Gr. Dims. 252 f.

* So e. g. Schwabe, 1. c; Janson, op. cit. 3 f., De Graec. Serm. Nom. Dim.
et Ampl. 65; Leo Meyer, KZ. 6. 381.

^ See note to /eAtaxov § 41 A.

* L. and Sc. e. g. give the words as masculine, while Meineke, in order to

avoid the neuter in -laxov, would substitute xQtigxiov.
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explain. The existence of all of these forms in -lov.ov should make
us dubious about invariabl}- counting as masculines those forms

from neuter primitives of which the gender can not be determined.

Thus the ace. sing. >xxi'7/.ov (: to '}ly..or>i in the Ionian Hippocrates

and thr gen. pi. o-aij.jSaAiaxoiv (: (7a[j.(jaAov) in Herondas are certainly

neuter rather than mascuhne, probably also the dual ^uyioy^w in an

inscription from Eleusis,^ though the fact that there are no certain

examples of the neuter in Attic would make any conclusion doubt-

ful, as are also the following forms in literature : Ya[x[j.aTtcr/.oic (: y^^P-"

[j,a) Jo. Laur. De Magistr. Reip. Rom. 2. 4, TiTepioxoi? (: Tr-repov)

Babr. 118. 5, rr/.t)i<T/.oiy (: to CTAzkoc) Ar. Eccl. 1167.

19. The residue of certain or probable mascuhne derivatives from

feminine or neuter primitives is exceedingly small, and no larger

proportionateh' than aberrations of gender in other directions. All

of these changes, moreover, can be explained as caused b}- the

same forces and will be treated to-gether.

20. When it was stated that the gender of words in -loy.o- followed

that of the primitive several classes of exceptions were ignored.

In the first place it is evident that names of persons must follow

the natural gender regardless of the gender of their primitives.

While TO [j.sipaxiov could itself be neuter because that was the

regular gender for substantivized adjectives of all kinds, and there

was no corresponding mascuhne form to be had, jet from this

word could come only ij.£ipax{cr/vOc, not *|j.sica/vi'r/vOv, since a form in

-iffxo- grammatically characterized as masculine was available. This

apphes particularly to proper names,- the gender of which depends

altogether on the sex of the person to whom they are applied.

Thus from 6 }.'Jxo; comes indeed X's/Itaoc when a man is desig-

nated, but Ay/vioVva for a woman, from 6 icyf^? comes 'AypiiTxa, an

epithet of the goddess Athena, from the neuter to [j.£Xoc ^Wiiay.oc,

from to ^.'jpov Mupicr/.oi;.

21. Moreover, when the derivative is not a living 'diminutive,'

being either faded or with a suffix expressing likeness or perhaps

appurtenance from the beginning, the derivative would not be in

as close touch with its primitive as with its congeneric words, and

would consequently be disposed to follow the gender of the latter.

Thus xo;:iG-/.o?
' a pastille ' followed the gender of the congeneric

Tpo/i(7xoc and xux>>i(7xo? rather than of its primitive t] xo'ic ' chopper,'

and xavv:x[3icrxov ' a shoe made of hemp ' followed c-a[j.|3a}iov.ov (: t6

cra[j.[ja}.ov) rather than its primitive y] xavvajjic. Congeneric attrac-

1 Cf. the editor's note Arch. Eph. 1899 p. 184.

- Cf. Janson, op. cit. 68.
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tion would, however, not be limited to such cases, but even where,

as in ' diminutives,' primitive and derivative are in closer connec-

tion it might take place, so e. g. a.GY.z^iTAoy diminutive of aT/vspa

a "kind of shoe, neuter instead of feminine because of to cra[j.j3a>>i-

(7X0V. Moreover, this shift of gender must not necessarih' be caused

by another word in -igVvO-, though such words would be most

closely associated, but any other word could do the same. Par-

ticularly often the genus influenced the species.^ So ij.ui(7xyi
' a small

sea-muscle '
: 6 [t.Zc after xoy/Tj or xtWiyr,, potcrArjc ' a tassel or knob

shaped like a pomegranate '
: r^ poa after S-uo-avor ' tassel.' Also

the proper names Aopicy.oi; : to Bopu after 6 cdyicckoc, ' beach,' 'Ep-

yiayif] : to spyov after ri tuoTwI? or i^ %<j'kv/yf\ ' city,' and perhaps Za-

>.Coy.o; : r^ ZoO.-i] after 6 7:oTa[j.6$ ' river.' Below I group all cases of

attraction of gender to-gether, classifying according to the direction

in which the gender was influenced.

22. A. Masculines from feminine primitives. 'xcjt-jMt/.'jc ' a boss '

:

1^ uaTzic, after y.'jzpy,yy.'/.iTAOc (cf. Hes. sub (paAapa), BoppCfTxo? ' a

(small ?) leather covering or coat '
: /] 'bippi;, after ytTcovicrxo? or

Tpi[j.ioy.oc, Za}i(r/v0c (name of a river) if : -/j TaAr, (cf. § 95 n.) after

6 ;i;oTaixo; ' river,' xo'it/.oc ' a pastille '
: r^ xo~ic after Tpo/iG-zto? and

'KUtCkicrAoc, 7.(jTzxbi<T/.oc ' a flat dish or plate '
: r^ Aorcac after xiva/i-

(Tx.O(;, [X'/jviGywOC ' crescent '
: Tj \}:r,Yr^ and azXr^'AcrAO^ ' crescent ' : ri

atkr^'vr^ after 6 x'JxAor or y:s/JiT/jjc, poicr/vO? : r^ poa (§ 21), prob-

ably also ^apaytoviGTioc ' a carpenter's square '
: /] ytovioc after names

of tools hke [j.o/}i(7xo?, CT^i/icr/vOC, and TopviT/wO?. Perhaps originally

also 6 atvBcoviT/.oc ' a garment made of fine cloth '
: -^ aivBtov after

yiTcovicrxo?. In its only occurrence, however, (jivBcovit/.o? is used

with a feminine adjective (§ 69), probably a secondary develop-

ment due to the reverse influence of •/] civBojv.

23. B. Feminines from masculine primitives. [vJicr/.Ti : 6 \y.~jc, (§ 21),

TpizoB{cr//r) (name of a village) : 6 Tpt7:o'jc after r| xoj[j.y].

24. C. Masculines from neuter primitives. ypcccjirrAoq (a surgical

instrument) : to ypaosTov after the same group as Tuapayoivicrxo?

(§ 22), AopiGVvOc (name of a beach) : to Bopu after 6 odyixloQ,

b'utoY.'jc ' a censer '
: to O-jo? after many names of vessels, e. g.

Y.ccbi(T/.oc, and •/wOT'jyiay.or, xap-jiT/.o? ' a nut-like vessel ' : to xapuov,

like b-jtrr/.oc, x2VTpi<r/.oc 'a kind of fish': to xsvTpov after names

of fish like yAocuxi'Txo?, BsTwCpivtcrxoi;, and xs^Tpivicixoi;, 7>Y](jLVi<rxoi;
^

^ Cf. Brugmann, Gr. 2. 2^. 92.

^ The ace. sing. 'Ar}fui^io[xop] in the Attic inscription of Ditt.^ 633. 25 is prob-

ably mascuhne because the word is otherwise certainly mascuUne, e. g.

the ace. pi. '/.rifivicxovi in Hesychius.
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'a woolen band or riband' if: *}.Y,avtov (cf. Bi}//;[j.viov) after a^z-

oavtovvoc, XiViay.oc ' fine linen '
: to }ivov ^ after *6 (7tvBov{(7xoc (§ 22)

or yizor/KTAO^, [xayaptcntoc ' Megarian pottery '
: zee IMayapa = Mi-

yapa after izv^ccylrr/.o^ etc., -ap3c[3o}i(r/.o; : to zixpy.'^oXo'^ if ' little

images ' probably followed avBpiavTtov.oc or the generic 6 rj-oc, but

if ' projection ' rather 6cGzpa.yoOd(jY.ij<; etc. Tpu7:avt<7xoc ' a borer '
:

TO Tp'J7:3cvov 2 after the same group as ;:apaYcoviGv.o; (§ 22). If

ay.tli<yy.<jc ' little leg '

(§ 18) is right instead of (TAsJlrrAoy (: to

T/.iloc), it was influenced by TzohiGy-oc.

25. D. Feminines from neuter primitives. 'EpytT/wT, (name of a

town) : Ta spya after r^ 7:6Xi<; or r.^Xi/yr^, 9-u"i(7xtj
' a censer ' : to

B>uo? after xoTD}iax'/i, xu^icVwY], Aexavicr/vr;, 6Bp{(7XT,, or cjK'x)ifT/Jr^.

26. E. Neuters from feminine primitives. aT/.epiGy.ov ; Tj a(r/w£pa

and xavvajjiG-/vOv : -/^ xdcvvapic, both designating shoes, after Gaij-pa-

Xicrxov.

27. It will thus be seen that all cases of aberration of gender

from that of the primitive can be explained without assuming a

tendency of masculines to take the place of feminines and neuters.

In addition to the principles apphed above it may be that the

existence of a double primitive or a primitive with uncertain gender

sometimes was a contributing factor to causing aberration of the

derivative, though there is no evidence that it was strong enough

b\- itself. Thus the fact that o&'OI'Txo? could be referred to Tj cp&oti;

as well as 6 o&otc may have helped in the formation of v.orlTA'jC, :

/; xozLc. Sometimes such departures from the rule are only appar-

ent, being due to our connecting with the wrong word as primi-

tive. Thus olylrr/.r^ belongs to fj oixia, not to 6 oTxoc, (7'Xr;/i(7xov

to TO (jTOcryio^, not 6 gtzXt^'^, aztcioc'viay.r, to y; crTsoavTj, not 6 cTsoavo?,

6vi(r/,Y] to Ti ovoc, not 6 owi;.

28. If words in -it/.o- were ever derived from adjectives (if not

substantivized),' the gender of the derivative will of course depend

altogether on congeneric words. xoOiaxoc ' a scoop-shaped surgeon's

knife ' : xoT7.oc ' hollow ' followed some names of tools, e. g. \}.o-

yXiQv.oc, goTi'At/.oc, or Topviaxoc. In view of the fact, however, that

this is the only appellative which can plausibly be derived from

a real adjective primitive, it may be safer to assume that it has

come frome a substantivized form which has been lost.

^ Possibly the rare and late 6 Uyos is the real primitive.

* The primitive may be the feminine ZQVTtdyrj.

' So e. g. vaciiexog '. va^nog (sc. n'Aaxovg) ' a cheese-cake '

(§ 79).
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III. -lEKO- AS A SUFFIX OF SIMILARITY OR APPROXIMATE IDENTITY.

29. According to § 8 ff. the earliest use of -isko- was to form

words in which it designated an approximation to a state or quality

designated by a primitive adjective. After the suffix was used

also to form derivatives from substantives it would of course

designate an approximation to the nature of the primitive sub-

stantive, i. e. it would represent the derivative as like but not

quite like the primitive, a use which though not found precisely

in the same form in substantives of other languages than the

Greek, yet bears a close resemblance to the prevailing meaning of

the Germanic and Balto- Slavic adjectives with substantive prim-

itives, e. g. Goth, barnisks ' child-like '

: barn ' child,' funisks ' fierj- '

:

funins (gen.) ' fire,' Lith. dangiszkas ' heavenly '

: dangus ' heaven,'

berniszkas ' servantlike ' : bernas. Moreover, since this use, as well

as the other uses of -isko-, was influenced by simple -ko-, we may
compare Skt. substantives in -ka- which is exactly like Gr. -t(r/.o-,

e. g. culaka- ^ ' top of a column ' : ciila- ' crest,' chattraka-m ^

' mushroom ' : chattra-m ' parasol.' For Gr. -irr/.o- this remained

the most characteristic use, one which is not only found in a larger

number of words than any other, but often clings to words ^^•ith

deteriorative or diminutive meaning (cf. § 45 f., 56). I may
mention as examples of this meaning : /TiVitxo? : /t,v, ' that which

is like a goose '
i. e. the end of a ship's stern turned up like a

goose's neck, aT—picTxo? ; oi^Tc^o, ' that which is like a star, ' an

ornament or knob of a helmet or flower, [j.r;/i<r/.oc : [rr;/-/;, something
' like a moon, but not a real one,' ' a crescent.'

30. This use of -icv.o- must have existed at all periods of the

language, but was most frequent in post-Classical times. There

are, however, quite a number of certain examples from the Attic

age. That none are found in the pre-Attic hterature (epic and

lyric poets) is explained partially by their dialect (§ i), par-

tially by their subject matter, since lyric poetry would be the very

last place where one would expect words which, like most of those

below, designated things belonging to the realm of technology.

That not one of the ten words in -itm- of this earlier age show

this use may therefore well be laid to the accident of transmis-

sion. Conversely, the greater number of post-Classical words of

this type is partly due to the existence of technical writers from

these periods, and authors like Hero, Galen, and Pollux are re-

^ Cf. Edgerton, JAOS. 31. 114.

Trans. Conn. Acad., Vol. XVIII. 11 September, 1913.
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sponsible for the preservation of quite a number. Yet after all

there seems to have been a growth of this use of the suffix in

the Alexandrian and Roman ages, a growth which apparently is

commensurate with the decline of its ' diminutive ' uses, and this

explains its cause. In the Lyric age -igVwO- was the ' diminutive

'

suffix, and -tov had not yet developed, while in the Alexandrian

age -tov was the ' dim-inutive ' suffix par excellence, and left to

-loxo- its most characteristic function of designating similarity,

which correspondingly increased. The Attic period represents a

transition :
' diminutives ' were still frequent, but the other function

was gaining ground.

31. Of the two factors present in the notion of similarity, that

of likeness in some respects and unlikeness in others,^ the latter

was undoubtedly the most important psychological factor for -icnco-

originally, if its origin was correctly described, since mere ap-

proximate identity was what the comparative degree emphasized.

This emphasis is found e. g. in [j.-r/AT/.o? ' crescent,' ' not a real i. e.

full moon,' in contrast to [jltjVy,
' moon,' (BaciXicrxo? : (jao-iXs'Jc, ' not

a real king,' 'a mere kingling,' because king" of a small country,

TraiBiaxrj : xaTr, 'not a real child, but only approximately one,' be-

cause too old, 'a young girl,' yi-bmaxoc, ; /itwv, ' not a real tunic
'

because too short, ' a short coat.' The suffix, however, is not

confined to these cases any more than -tov ; cf. e. g. o-jpavicvwoc :

o'jpavoc, ' that which is like the sky,' 'the roof of the mouth,' or

dvi<7xo; : ovoc, ' that wich is like an ass,' ' a windlass,' in which a

point of similarity in contrast to general dissimilarity is emphasized.

32. That -1(7X0- was actually interpreted as implying similarity

rather than as a diminutive suffix is of course most evident when
the derivative designates an object of the same or larger size than

the primitive, e. g. a-or/i^rxor : ccpTj?, a large piece of wood shaped

like a wasp's tail, /r^vicrxoc : yry, the end of a ship's stern turned

up like a goose's neck, TrtxiBiT/wr, " a young girl '
: r, 7:01$ ' child,'

'little girl,' scyxcovioyvO? 'joint' in a piece of wood one and one

half ell wide : ay/^wv ' elbow.' Such words show what the inter-

pretation originally was for oupscvic-ZvOc 'roof of mouth ' ro'jpavoi;

' heaven,' itt-itxo; a certain ornament for the head : 1--0; ' horse,'

Tpo/io-ZvOc ' a small ball of soap,' 'lozenge' : 'rpo/65 'wheel,' ovit/.o?

' a sea-fish of the cod kind '
: ovo? ' ass,' etc. Yet after the dimin-

utive use had once been developed the notion of small size might

appear uppermost in some words of this kind, and when the prim-

1 Cf. Gr. Dims. 98 ff.
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itive may itself be used in a metaphorical or extended sense

diminutives are altogether indistinguishable from these words. Thus
is a'£ovi(r/toc, ' an axle ' of certain machines, merely a ' little axle,'

or ' that which is like an axle,' with the primitive conceived as

designating only the axle of a wagon ? Is [j.uicntYi formed from

\i!jc
' sea-muscle ' as a diminutive, or was the original meaning

'mouse' in mind, so that it was ' like a mouse? ' Or is ao-TctBiTXY],

' a httle image of a shield ' of gold or onyx, ' that which is hke

a shield ' or ' a little shield,' the latter being possible because such

an image might by an extension of the primitive itself be called

ac-i? ? In this way these words shade imperceptibly into the

diminutives, though they scarcely are the ones that gave rise to

the latter use.^

33. In a few words -itao- seems to shade into a possessiv^e mean-

ing, only apparently so, however, since there are no clear cases.

acTTspiir/wOc : aa—r^p, 'an aster,' is that which is ' Uke a star,' not

that which ' has a star,' and xsvTpiGVvO? : xevTpov, a certain fish, is

that which is ' hke a prick,' not that which ' has a prick.' They
are simply cases of naming complex phenomena by a striking

feature, without necessarily selecting one which apphes to the

phenomenon as a whole.

34. Sometimes an extension of the use of the primitive without

formal characterization causes it to become partially equivalent

to a derivative in -laxo- meaning ' like ' the primitive. From this

partial identity can come complete identity of meaning by semantic

syncretism : xaBtozoc ' voting-urn ' became ' wine-jar ' = /.aSoc,

because the latter may itself be used of voting-urns just like the

derivative, which was originally ' that which is like a wine-jar.'

Such cases of equivalence easily cause other derivatives in -kty-o-

to be made by analogy, without their ever having been different

from their primitives.

The collection of examples will be subdivided according to con-

generic groups.

I. Names of Persons.

35. ^acfiAiaxog : ^'xaOx'jc, one who is ' like a king, but not a real

one,' a king of a small country, therefore on border line of de-

teriorative use. Polyb. 3. 44. 5 elrrfiyxyz zoix; ^ixaOdcmoix; zoix; Tcepl

Maytlov. Certainly without contempt when used of the first person

1 Cf. Gr. Dims. 10 ff.
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in CIG. 5072 'Eyo) Zi,}.xw (iaTilC'r/.oc ^ Nou[iaBo)v xai olcov Toiv Ai?>w-

x(ov. . . . 6t£ £YSYOV£ij.rjV jja'7!.>i'77.[oc]. naidiGxr^: r, ::aT;, probably she

who is ' approximately a child, but not quite ' because too old,-

originally ' a young girl,' ' maiden,' Cf. Phiyn. 239 (Lobeck)

TzaiBiGVwY] • 'zoo'co £7;l T?]; b-zz'x-y.brr^c 01 vl!v TiO-EaTiv • 01 Bl ocp/oToi £~\

T^? v£aviBoi:, oT? axoT^ouS-rj^lov. In this original meaning Ar. Ach.

1148 Y.y.b'Z'j'hziv INk-ra izy-'MT/.r^c^ w^caiOTa—r^r. Xen. An. 4. 3. 11 xa-

ToBoi£v . . . yipo'j':ix -zt xai yuvyJ.y.'x xai -aiBi'Txac. Even of a young

wife Plut. Cic. 41. Usually specialized to ' servant ' or ' prostitute.'

The former probably is to be compared with the similar use of

Engl. ' girl,' and is not a faded hypocorism, since r, ttoic in the

meaning ' servant ' as presupposed is late and rare. TraiBiT/vrj as

' servant ' e. g. Lys. frg. 51 ; Isae. 6. 19, 8. 35 Iti Sk (sc. Ixexty,-

To) avBca-oBa u-tT^-ooopoiivTa xai B'jo \>zcy.-r.%v/y.^ xai TzaiBiT/.r.v. Also

Insc. Delph. CB. 2001. 4, 2071. 4. The meaning ' prostitute ' e. g.

Her. I. 93 ; Din. i. 23 ; Ath. 437 F zpbc ~y.c Brjaociac tiTr^zi -ai-

BiT/.a; aBiaoopo)^. This specialization may be due either to the in-

fluence of the deterioratives or hypocoristic words in the suffix.

naidiaxoc^ : b izcac, he who is ' approximately arChild, but not quite,' -

' a youth,' ' lad ' (cf. TraiBiT/.Tj). The passage which best shows its

meaning is Xen. Hell. 5. 4. 32 og-ic, jj-ev^oi Tzodq t£ wv xai r.y.'M'r/.'JC

xai rjjjtov :TavTa -ra xala zoimv tnz-ziXzaz, yocXzzbv £Tvai toiootov avBpa

aTTOxTivvJvai. The position between tzo/X^ and y,j3ojv in a series in

which the emphasis is on remaining good all through life shows

that an intermediate age is meant, so that -aiBioxoc is virtually equiv-

alent to ij.iipaxiov or our ' lad.' Ar. Eccl. 1146 Ka}v£Tv ^(i^oy-zy.,

J- One can hardly make much of the passage. It is doubtful whether the

the Nubian ' kingling ' knew the emotional value of the Greek word he used.

2 If naidiaxog and naidiaxrj were formed with the notion ' too old or too

large to be properly called child ' they contain the roots of an amplificative

meaning. This is, however, not at all certain; for comparison of the German
' das junge Madchen ' Engl. ' young girl ' shows that there may have been a

real diminutive idea, in as much as e. g. a girl may have been conceived of as

being young not in comparison with other girls, but with the age of normal

adult women.
^ With a hypocoristic shade, cf. § 8i.

* That naiSiaxog is so much rarer than nctidiaxri seems to be due to the fact

that for a youth who had reached manhood it was customary to use vtai'Lctg or

veaviaxog, while the feminine naiSLaxr^ did service for that age as well as the

younger one of the ^elqa^. Wackernagel at first (Glotta 2. 6 ff.) maintained

that naidiffxog, where found in Attic, was a Laconism, but later (Glotta 2. 315)

retracted in view of its occurrence in Aristophanes.
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[jL£tpa/.iov, -aiSiT/.ov is rather puzzling, for it looks like a similar

series in which rzocibiaY.o^ would be a younger boy than p^ipaxiov,

yet- even if so there is no need of assuming that it was synonymous
with zyXc or even designated particularly small boys. In Herondas

3. 30 rraiBt'Txo? seems to designate a rather young lad, and in

Philox, I. 2 a-aAoc T-.y-ihicrAOz Iv apyjpsa r.^oyooi ospcov there is no

hint as to his size.

For a number of proper names in which -tTxo- is a suffix of

similarity see § 100 f

.

2. Names of Animals.

36. Most of these form a closely associated group of words desig-

nating kinds of fish.

A. yantes of fish. These are closely associated with other names
of food-articles in which -it/.o- is hypocoristic in the sense ' de-

licious '

(§ 62 f., 79), and such a force may here often have been

united with the notion of similarity (e. g. the first example of

YXau/iiT/vOc). The latter is the prime motive of formation when
the primitive does not designate the same fish as the derivative.

Examples : ^aaiUoxog : ^olgOs'jc, a certain sea-fish w^hich is ' king-

like.' 0pp. H. I. 129, YlavyJay.og probably a fish ' like the y7.x'^-

•/.oc, but not the same,' a different species.^ Both are named from

their color. Philem. frg. 4. 27 (1. 21) ; Arched, frg. 4. 436 (here

with secondary diminutive meaning, see § 72) ; Baton frg. 4. 502

(1. 16) ; Damox. frg. 4. 530 (1. 18). loivCaxog : "Itovsc, a fish which

is luxuriant ' like an Ionian.' Archestr. ap. Ath. 328 C Xp'j(70cppfjv

e| ""E'^sTOu Tov ziova [r?] 7:apa},£t7:£, "Ov xsTvoi x.aXsoD'jiv icovlt/vOv. xa-

nqiaxog : /.a^rpoc, a fish ' like a boar,' because of a grunting noise.

Ap. Athen. 355 F. xevrolaxog : xsv-rpov, a fish ' like a sharp point,'

i. e. a prickly one. Theophr. frg. 171. 9. Xevxiaxog- probably a

fish ' like the XsSxoc, but not the same,' ' the white mullet.' Hices.

ap. Ath. 306 E. Avyviaxog : X'jyyo^, a fish ' like a torch,' cf. Luc.

V. H. 2. 30 y,cd lyb-'^c Vz tX/z ::o}.Ao'J?, to-jc [j.sv BaloT? zpoo-eoixoTa?,

TO'jc Bs [j.apo'ji; av&^pact, ::£::'jpo)ij.£votc, IxaXouv Be cc'jto'j? X'jyyiTAO'jc.

(h'ioxog : o'/oq, a fish ' like the ass ' (cf. Lat. asellus), a sea-fish of

the gadus or cod kind. Dorio ap. Ath. 118 C. Perhaps started

from the use of the primitive itself to designate a fish. Cf. Ath,

315 F Bta'-^£p£!, B' ovo; dvicTxo'j. oqffCoxog a fish ' like the opcpo?, but

^ If primitive and derivative are identical all examples are originally

hypocoristic, belonging to § 79.

2 Ci.yXavxLay.og. Hardly directly from the adjective. Cf. Janson, op. cit. 65.
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not the same,' for it is given as a synonym of vly\r^ by Pancrat.

ap. Ath. 305 D. TQayiGxog : Tpayo?, a sea-fish ' Hke a goat.' Marcell.

Sid. 23.

B. Miscellaneous. ^aai'Klay.og : ^c(.gi\z6c,. a) a ' king-like ' serpent,

named thus because of a diadem-like spot on the head, as explained

by Plin. 8. 21. 33. LXX Ps. 90. 13. b) a ' king-like ' bird, the

golden -crested wren (cf. the Germ. Zaunkonig), perhaps conceived

as ' little king.' Aesop, ap. Plut. 2. 806 E 6 Aig-ojt^ou ^'xgOIt/.oc,

lizi Tcov co[j.ojv Tou oczzoo xo[j,ia&>£ic. 'AQoaf^iaxCay.oQ ' a young pig '
:

xpcoij.a^ ' a pile of stones,' because of its shapelesness (?) or for

some obscure reason.^ Antiph. frg. 3. 125 Ko[j.'ji6c ys [j.txpoc xpco-

[xayi(7xo? ob^oaX V(xXy.^ry6c,. 'Avxiaxog : X'Jxoc, ' not a real wolf,' but

only half a one, a half-breed between wolf and dog. Cf. Isid.

Orig. 12. 2 lycisci dicuntur canes nati ex lupis et canibus, cum
forte inter se miscentur. {.ivtaxog ^vtaxri : \i~jc,, an animal ' like a

mouse,' a kind of small sea-muscle. The latter perhaps a dimin-

utive, cf. Diph. ap. Ath. 90 D ai ^s [^.utcncai '^'wv [j.l»wv obica [xixpo-

Tspai. [j.ut(7X05 is found Marcell. Sid. 38.

3. Parts of the Body.

37. ^(imi(SxoQ : [j(o[jl6s,
' that which is hke as altar,' a part of a

tooth. Poll. 2. 93 '7WV [jivToi [jLulwv TO [J.SV Trpos XT] (Tapxi [3o>uii<7>cov

xaXo-jOT/. Jiorvaioxog ' that which is like Dionysus,' certain bony

excrescences on the temple, " because the poets called Bacchus

horned." Galen. 19. 443 (Kiihn). 8%iviaxog: iyy^oc,, ' that which is

like a pot,' a part of the ear. Poll. 2. 86 Tj Bs Trspl ttj xu'J^sIyi xoi-

^vOTTj^ (sc. Tou coToc) l/tvirrxo^. oAfiiCxog ' hollow of tooth ' : 6X[xo<;

' mortar.' Poll. 2. 93 twv ^svttoi [ji,u>.wv ... y.(/koZ<7iv ... xa; ... y.oikoTfi'VXi;

6}.[xt<7xo'jc. ovQccviaxog ' roof of mouth '
: oupavor ' heaven.' Arist.

Probl. 33. 14. 963 a 2 ; Ath. 315 D.

4. Names of Plants.

38. dareQioxog : a(7TY;p, a plant ' like a star,' an aster. Theophr.

H. P. 4. 12. 2. l(iiaxog : T(3tc, a plant ' hke an ibis ' {?).\ Diosc.

3.163. nQiapiaxog 'cotton-tree': ITptajj-oc, Gloss. JlQiaTriaxog a.

plant ' like IIpiaTiO? ' = IpuO-povtov, of which Diosc. 3. 144 la-opzizcci

^ Possibly the primitive was itself used of a young pig, and xgw^axicxog

would then be a diminutive.

^ The fact that i^iaxog is the spelling in Galen and Suidas makes this

etymology more than doubtful, and suggests an unknown foreign source.

Cf. Janson, De Graeci Sermonis Dem. in laxog 5.
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Bb 6t(, xai tic TrjV yzipy. '):r^'jb-tX'jy. r, '^iZ% IpsB-i^si Trpo? aopoBio-ia.

Doubtful is doayJoxoc ; apxxoc, a certain leguminous plant. Cf. Gal.

ig. 85 (Kiihn) apa/iBac • ::'jp{vo'JC apa apa/i<7X0DC, slBo^ da-::pCoD Bs

eo-Tiv 6 apaxo?. There is no clue whether primitive and derivative

designate the same or different species ; if the latter, apayi-r/.o;

belongs here.

5. Statues and Dedicatory Images.

39. Since the primitive may itself be used of a statue or image

without formal characterization, the derivative may be a diminutive

if it designates a small statue, and no sharp line of distinction

can be drawn. There is certainly no idea of small size in the first

example of Yl'xviGY.oc.

A. Images of gods. "Anol'/.oiviaxoc a statue of 'A.z6/.7,o)v. Ath.

636 F. UaviGxog an image of Ilav. Clem. Al. 53 oTai Bs xai aXXai

'jij.6)v dy.oyt^, naviGVvO!, Ttvs; xai y-jpal xopai xai GOLzopoi [xtb-uov-zi;.

For Cicero De nat. deor. 3. 17 see § 88. larvQiaxog an image

of a satyr. Ath. 200 D Ha-'jpiov.oc r.ty-'xzT^yoc.^

B. Images of Animals. InTrioxog : f--o;, ' an image of a horse.'

Insc. Sam. Hoffm. 3. 169. 41 (346 5 B. C.) itotioxo? ycOoioui;. nav-

i^rjQiaxog : TArj-r^p, ' an image of a panther.' Hero Autom.

3. 3, 4. I. TQuyiaxog : Tpayo;, ' an image of a he-goat.' Insc. Del.

Mich. 833. 24 (279 B. C.) -p3CYiGy.ot XP'J'^oT m-cczoi.

C. Images of things, danidiaxri : v-irlc, ' an image of a shield.'

CIA. 2. 751 Aa 8 acr-tB[i]<r/.ar /p'jcrac. Insc. Del. Mich. 833. 25, 34 ;

Ditt-. 588. 32 ao-TTiBicr/ai dvu/ivai AA. ylivtr^qiaxog : xkiv-z-r^p, ' an

image of a couch.' Insc. Sam. Hoffm. 3. 169. 48. nedidyr^ : T.ihr^,

' an image of a chain.' Insc. Boeot. IGS. 2420. 27 /sipiTTsBa? xy)

TTsBifTxac [apjyoupia?, 6>>X(J: TrpTi; Bpa/[j.rj. aT£(fC(nay.og : g-ts'^kvo?, ' an

image of a wreath or crown.' Insc. Del. Mich. 833. 51 (TTscpocvicrxoi

/puG-oT B'Jo, oAxr, Bpa/[j.ai • FhVV . a--£cpavo; ypuo-oS^ . . . 6}ar,v Bpx/^al*

H|\lAAAAI-hF.2 Insc. Cos Ditt^. 734.' 122.

6. Articles of Dress and Ornament.

40. u(j7iiSiC)XT^ : ocjzic, a ' shield-shaped ' ornament. Hes. aT-iBi-

cr/.ai*.

.

. 7:zpi's>zpr,Q x6g-[j,oc 6-}.oi; soixok. dGTSqCcxog : a(TTY;p, a ' star-

shaped' ornament. Diod. 19. 34. j'a/^^aaWo'xo)' : Ya[J.[J.5c, a 'gamma-

shaped ' ornament. Joan. Laur. De magist. reip. Rom. 2. 4 yyzSxsi

1 Though the image was five ells long, it might yet have been a diminutive

in contrast to the dcodexdnrj^vg Jiovveog mentioned before.

^ The contrast in weight between the areifayog and the aieqjavLaxog shows

that diminutive interpretation is right for this passage.
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ynpuGOit; yo(.\}.]xa.zicrMic, o(,'vo(.Xzkoyy(>i\tAwii;. inniaxog : 'h%o<;, a ' horse-

like ' ornament for the head. Crat. Jun. frg. 3. 376 (2). fxrjvioxog:

UL'^VY], an ornament ' hke the moon,' i. e. a crescent-shaped orna-

ment for the neck. LXX Isai. 3. 18. Of a covering to protect

the head of statues Ar. Av. 1114. a^Xr^viaxog : o-sAr^vrj, a ' moon-

hke ' ornament, i. e. an ivory crescent on the boots of the Roman
senators. Jo. Laur. Mens. p. i. 19, De magistr. 2. 13. Of a

crescent-shaped amulet in Hes. TQOxiaxog : -poyo^, an ear-ring, be-

cause 'like a wheel.' LXX Ezek. 16. 12. x'^^^^'^'c^og : yiTow, 'not

a real tunic, but only like one,' because shorter. Ar. Av. 946 ;

Antiphan. frg. 3. 17 (3) ; Xen. An. 5. 4. 13 ; Dem. 19. 197 ; CIA. 2.

754. 12 (349/4 B. C).

7. Vases, Vessels, Baskets.

41, Of the considerable number of words of this group ^ the

large majority is of obscure suffixal meaning, and often we can

not tell whether primitive and derivative designated the same or

different kinds of vessels, or whether the derivative was a dimin-

utive. As to those cases where primitive and derivative are equiv-

alent we can be sure that there is no fading of the notion 'be-

longing to the category of,' since there is no plausible example

of such a meaning of -ktxo- being actually alive. We must rather

assume that the few words in which the suffix designated simi-

larity and which subsequently became equivalent to their primi-

tives caused others to follow by analogy. Thus lyivic^o? ' a pot
'

was something ' hke a sea-urchin's shell,' but the primitive t/wog

could also be used of such a vessel, and with this meaning in

mind primitive and derivative seemed equivalent, so that they

could cause by analogy crTapiGyvO^ = -TTaixvoc. In view of the

uncertainty of the relation of primitive and derivative in so many

words I divide the material into two groups : A) -107.0- probably

designates similarity ; B) there is no evidence that primitive and

derivative differed, though I would by no means affirm in every

case that they did not differ.

A. -laxo- implies similarity, txtviaxog : b/lvoc, (see above). Poll.

10. 95 mentions it with lyjNOC among toc ^oO [j-aysipo-j av^z'jr^.

i^vlaxiaxog : b^'jluwc, that which is ' like a bag or sack,' a bread-

net or basket. Crat. frg. 2. 237 (i. 6) ; Ar. frg. 2. 1046 (37), 1165

(6) "Er.ti-z ItX TO'J'i»ov rf/.z Trjv (TTCupiBa Xa^wv Kal b-ula.YSGY.oy xai to

1 Cf. Gr. Dims. 91 ff. for a similar group of names of vessels in. -to*'.
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[jiysc jiaAKVTtov.^ xadiaxog : xaBoc (see § 34). Ar. Vesp. 321

;

Lys. 13. 37 ; Dem. 57. 13 ; CIA. 2. 678 B 27 (370-366 B. C). y-a-

Qvtaxog : xapov, a ' nut-like ' vessel. LXX Ex. 25. 33. xoiv/.iaxoc

a cup ' like a -m-uXoc, but not the same,' because it has only-

one handle. Poll. 6. 96 to Be [j.6v(otov /.OT!j}i'r/.oc wvoij.areTO. /vO-

TL»}icr/.oc designates a peculiar type of vessel, and thus contains

the notion of similarity, also in Hes. xorj/icr/wOC • xpscTfipicr/.or w

/pwvTai 01 [j.'J(7Tat. . . . Ttvsc Ta [j.ovwTa ~o~fjptx. TU/.aoiaxoq : -ra-

Ix^oc, a silver vessel shaped ' like a basket.' Theocr. 15. 113 Ilaip

B' ocTraXoi xaroi TrscpuXay^jivoi sv TaT^apiaKOi? "ApyopioK;. %(iki(Sxov :

/sXeiov, probably a vessel shaped ' like a tortoise shell.' Hipp. ap.

Erotian. p. 137 (Klein) /sAktzov • Tp'JjSMov.-

B. -iGxo- has no appreciable meaning. Bpo::i<Txo? ' basket ' (Hes.)

probably = *Bpo7:i?,^ the primitive being accidentally not quotable.

xa6i(SxoQ = KdcBoc* ' wine jar.' Ar. frg. 2. 1176 (2) ; Cratin. frg. 2.

127 ; Strattis frg. 2. 771 (i). xaXaiyiaxoq = xoc>>aB'Oc ' a vase-shaped

basket.' Ar. Lys. 535, 579, Thesm, 822 ; Eupol. frg. 2. 520 (35); xQa-

TT^oiaxog = (?) xpa—/,p. Hes. s. v. xovj^ioywO?, see sub A. xv'/.iaxr^ =
•/S/.ic 'cup.' Poll. 6. 95, 10. 66. XexavCaxr] = AsxavY] 'dish, pot,

pan.' Ar. ap. Poll. 6. 86; if Porson's conjecture is correct also

Telecl. frg. 2. 362. '/.txioxov = -b llv.oc 'dish, plate.' Hipp. ap.

Poll. 10. 87. AonadiCxoq probably = JsjT.'xc,
' plate,' though possibly

a deteriorative. Schol. Ar. Vesp. 968. '/.ovTrjQiaxog = ( ?) XouTf^p

'bath-tub.' Gloss, niifiaxog = izib-oc, 'jar.' Plut. Camill. 20,

where YlibicyMy is an uncertain conjecture for tii&'ojv. aiUfAvoaxog

= (7Ta^.voc 'wine-jar.' Poll. 7. 162. ix'/.aoiaxog = TaAapoc ' basket.'

Arist. Probl. 20. 14. 924 b 11 ; Anth. P. 6. 174. I'dQiaxy^ = OBpia

' water-pitcher.' Ath. 438 F xsc\ xaTa zf^q xtoyl.%c oc-j^oo 'jBpiG"///iv

'j'sp 8'jo /oa? lyo'jG^av ^ 'r:ccy£oq [j.opo'j xaTa/uD-TiVat, £;{£AS'jG"ev. LXX
4 Regg. 2. 20; Hes. 6Bpi'r/wT, • 6Bp[s]ix. qicUlaxTj = (?) ota}/r, 'a

broad flat vessel.' Schol. Ar. Ran. 1360.

To the above can be added a word for ' basket ' found in Hes.

1 Here S^vXaxiaxos can not be a diminutive because the context suggests

a large quantitj'.

^ The passage is suspected, and a lacuna has been assumed in order to

get xiXiaxou to be equivalent to /eXiffxiof ' a little cough.'

^ Though ultimately related to the verb dQeneiv it is better to assume a

lost primitive than that dgoniaxos is in reahty a verbal formation, as does

Janson op. cit. 4. No verb form with o grade seems to be in existence.

"* This equivalence is due to semantic syncretism, cf. § 34.

^ In this example possibly ' Uke a water-pitcher ' because put to a differ-

ent use.
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in a variety of forms : ^^'.(^[a-Jo?
• cpopij.6r. o-jpiT/.o; • ayyeTov ti

::Xsxt6v, si; o c-ti/va lij.jjay./.o'jTi. t'-vs^ Bs •jcC'Txov. aciT/.or • xooivor.

Whatever the origin of this undoubtedly foreign word,^ the forms

in -icr/.o- were due to the attraction of other words in the same
suffix designating baskets.

8. Architectural and Technological ^^'ords.-

42. d^axiaxoQ : a^a'5, that which is 'like a slab or board,' a

(small) stone for inlaying in mosaic work. Moschio ap. Ath. 207 C.

dyxoovLaxog : ayxow, that which is ' like an elbow,' something having

an angle, e. g. tenons or door-hinges. Hero Spir. 228 f. ; LXX
Ex. 26. 17 ; Suid. 'Ayz-covioyvO; • cr/.fjr^ zi^ixopr^-iy.'x. cc^oviaxoc : actov,

that which is ' like an axle, but not a real one,' if the primitive

is thought of as designating an axle of a wagon, its most frequent

use. If not, acoviT/vOc is a diminutive. Hero Spir. 220 ; Hes.

}.*jxi'r/.oc* f^ [J.r, zyo'j'yy. a^ovi(7/.ov' 'zpoyoOd'X, Tpr^jj-a Ss [j.6vov. dairi-

dccxog : ao-^t;, a boss, because ' like a shield.' Schol. E 743 oa/.oi

01 xxTa TO piTw-ov 'fr,^ r.zpiy.sooOy'xi'XC, dcc-'.SiT/wOi. Hes. acrziBioxoi

TT^c Y-ib-dpocc, It: axpoic rrr^/tavi. aGreqiOxog : ao-nrip, the boss or knob

of a helmet, because ' like a star.' Eustath. 424. 5. daTQuya'/.i-

axoc : o^GzpiyxXoc, that which is ' like the vertebrae or a die.' a) a

part of a wine-cooler. Poll. 6. 99 06 \Kry z/ti (sc. 6 di'jxTr'p) T.'jb-

[jiEva a}.}' ac-Tpaya^icywOUc. b) bosses or discs of metal on the

helmet. Hes. oaAapx • aff'^paya^i'T/vOi; 6 Itzi 'cTj? TuspixsoaXaia?. /?«-

xqa/iaxoq- [j.spoc ti ty;; xiO-apa? Hes.: (3aTpa/oc 'frog.' (icoi^iioxog :

[jcoij.o?, that which is ' like an altar, but not a real one,' a model

of an altar, though perhaps a diminutive. Hero Spir. 191. yga-

(fiaxog : ypjcosTov, a surgical instrument ' like a pencil.' Hes. 6ig:gi-

axog : Siopoc, somethi-ng 'like a war-chariot,' but not the same, a

racing-chariot. Since the latter is lighter than the war-chariot, it

might be considered as a diminutive. Ar. Nub. 31 TpsTc [j.vaT

(sc. Xpsoc S(ja \).t) BiopiGv.o'j y.oC'. Tpo/oTv 'A^uvia. Cvyioxov : ^oyov,

that which is ' like a yoke,' explained by the editor's note to an

Eleusinian inscription in 'Ap/. Eo. 1899 p. 188 n. 9, 10 : vincula

metalli firmitatis aut ornamenti causa cingentia cistas ligneas. xa-

/.ai-iioxog : xala^xoi;, that which is ' like a reed.' a) an instrument

for dressing the hair. Theod. Prodr. p. 437. b) a branch of a

^ Janson, op. cit. 5, would make these words Aeolic, but if nothing else

the fact quotes § i would make this impossible.

2 Not repeating, of course, those of 6 and 7.

^ Codd. i^oviaxov.
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candle-stick. LXX Ex. 25. 31 ff. xavUaxog : x3cjj>.6:, that which is

' like the stalk of a plant.' a) a branch of a candle-stick. Joseph.

S- J- 7- 5- 5- b) a silver tube. Diod. Excerpt. 521. 10. xoov-

viaxoc : xpouvoc, that which is ' like a spring,' the cock or top e. g.

of the clepsydra. Schol. Luc. Pise. 28 ; Hero Spir. 178. xva^i-

Gxog : x'JaS-oc, that which is ' like a cup or hollow,' mentioned among
surgical instruments in Cod. Laur. 74. 2, see Herm. 38. 282. It

designates the hollow side of a probe in Galen. 19. 122 [xr[Xr^^

Tw 7:}.aTst, • Tw xua&iTxo) tt,? dcpGa}.[j.'.xr,; [J.r^X"/;$. xvx'/Jgxoc : v/jvSisjC,

that which is ' like a circle or wheel.' a) a ring to pass the reins

through. Galen. 3. 321. b) a circular astronomical instrument.

Ptol. Almag. Halm. t. i p. 46. 21 ff. '/.vxiaxog : }>'Jzo? ' wolf '; rea-

son for name obscure. Hes. s. v., see a^ovtay.o?. {.ir^viaxog : [rfjVrj,

that which is ' like the moon '
i. e. crescent-shaped, a) a part of

the rudder according to Hes. Ta ya}ao)[j.aTa twv 7:rjBa)io)v. b) metal

crescents. CIA. 2. 678 B 48 (378—366 B. C.) [xryirr/.oi yoc7xoi ill.

(xoxXioxog : [xoyXoq, an instrument ' like a lever,' a certain surgical

instrument. Hipp. Art. 830. Seems to be equivalent to its prim-

itive in Ar. ap. Poll. 10. 147, probably because of semantic

syncretism, vcdaxog : vccoc, that which is ' like a temple, but not

a real one,' a shrine or a chapel. Strabo 637 ; Joseph. H. J. 8.

8. 4 ; Hero Spir. 191. o^^Uaxog : ojjoXo; is puzzling because in

their most frequent use the tw^o words coincide from the beginning :

OficliT/wOc is merely ' a spit,' with no clear reference to small size,

in Ar. Ach. 1007 (Osps tcj? 6{3£7i(7xouc, tva avaTustpw tocs y6.yl^z),

Vesp. 354, 364, Av. 359, 388, 672 ; Sotad. frg. 3. 585 (i. 10) ;

Anaxipp. frg. 4. 465 (i) ; Xen. Hell. 3- 3. 7 ; Arist. Mirab. 63.

835 a 18, Pol. 7. 2. 1324 b 19. Probably this identity is due to

prehistoric syncretism (cf. § 34). In the following uses ope^i-

<r/vO$ was conceived as ' like a spit ' : a) the leg of a compass.

Ar. Nub. 178. b) a sword-blade. Polyb. 6. 23. 7. c) iron

head of a Roman pilum. Dion. H. 5. 46. d) an iron or copper

coin stamped with a spit. Plut. Lys. 17, Fab. 27. e) an obe-

lisk. CIG. 1838 b 14, from Corcyra. otxiaxog : oTxoc, that which

is ' like a house.' a) a bird-cage. Ar. frg. 2. 1119 (8, 9), 1129

(10). b) peel or shell of seeds or nuts. Arist. De Plant, i. 5. 820 b
10. c) a little model of a house or cage in Insc. Del. Ditf^.

588. 31 (ab. 180 B. C.) ^wiBapioc apyupa II sv o?xi(7xwi ^u>,ivoh.

oXixiGxog ' socket or hinge of door ' : ok]^.oc, ' mortar'. Sext. Emp.
M. ID. 54. oviaxog : woq, that which is ' like an ass.' a) a wind-

lass or crane. Hipp. Fract. 761, its handle id. Art. 834. b) a

saw. Hes. o'/itaoc, ' 'zzY.':o'Ay,rj^ T,do)v. ovqaviaxog : ou^xyo^, that which
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is ' like the sky,' the vaulted ceihng of a room or top of a can-

opy. 1 Phylarch. ap. Ath. 539 E ; Plut. Alex. 37, Phoc. 33. na-

Qa§o/.iay.oQ : zapajjoXov, perhaps something ' edge-like,' a projection.

CIA. 2. 678 B 79 7:apa[3oAi(jXOi t^? T£Tpa[x]'Jx>.oi» Alll. JJoiaTTiaxog :

ITfia-oc, a part of a surgical instrument. Oribas. 128 ^lai. ttvq-

ytaxog : iz'j^yo^' ^^^^ which is ' like a tower.' a) a burial-vault.

Insc. Lye. CIG. 4207. 13, 4212. b) a casket. Artemid. i. 74.

c) probably a tower-like part of a ship in Sext. Emp. M. 9. 78,

7. 102 (L. & Sc. have ' casket).' Qotaxog : '^ov., a knob or tassel

shaped ' like a pomegranate.' LXX Ex. 28. 29 ; Joseph, A. J.

3. 7. 4 ; Suid. GrvUay.oc- : ni^lsjc, that which is 'like a pillar.'

a) a staff or rod. Hipp. Mochl. S65 ; Strabo 164 otov ::oBiaTov to

Sdio? £OT3-£[j.£var o-TU/iT/.ov. Insc. Del. Mich. 833. loi (279 B. C).

b) a part of a surgical instrument. Oribas. 128 Mai. c) a mast

to carry a sail at the stern. Eustath. 1039. 38. Gcfr^xlaxoc : aor[^>

that which is ' like a wasp or its tail.' a) a pointed stick or

stake. Ar. Plut. 301 Mi'((Ky AajjdvTE? t^ij-ij-evov Torf/wCoyvOv. b) roof-

timbers or rafters. Polyb. 5. 89. 6 cjA ao £xxaiB£xa—fj/O'j; sw?

dxTa^rr^/ojc dc cror/vicrxcov }.6y'^''' [J.'jptx. Insc. Att. Ditf-. 537. 71

(346 B. C.) ; CIA. 2. 835 c-1 12 (320—317 B. C). c) a projecting

stone over the entrance door ( ? ). Arist. frg. 420. 1548 a 16.

G(x}h]vioxoc : aoilry, that which is ' like a channel or pipe,' explained

by Schol. I! 401 (jtoXTjv'Gv.o'j? • liyzi Vz Ta; }>£YO[J.£vac (j'jpiyyxc, od

::£pi}.atj.|javo'j(7i -zobc, Tzloy^ditsyjc r, zic occ xaTaxy.siovTai ai 7:£p6vai.

TQoyJoxog : T^oyoc, that which is ' like a wheel or hoop,' a metal

ball let fall to mark time. Jo. Laur. De Mag. 2. 16. xriviaxog :

yr[v, that which is ' like a goose.' a) the end of a ship's stern,

because turned up like a goose's neck. Luc. V. H. 2. 41, Nav.

5 ; Suid. s. v. b) a handle of a mixing-bowl shaped hke a goose's

neck. Insc. Del. Ditt.^ 588. 156, 159.

9. Miscellaneous.

43. aQziaxog : ocpTOc something ' like a loaf ' of bread, a pill.

Diosc. 2. 203. daieoiaxog : ao-rr^p, a mark ' like a star,' an asteris]c(-x-)-

Eustath. 599. 34 ; as a metrical sign Hephaest. p. 137. ^Miniaxog :

pcoij.or, something shaped ' like an altar,' a mathematical solid of

three unequal dimensions. Hero Def. 114 I'^r/zir/.o: Be eTTi to

1 It must have been by an extension of this meaning that ov^aviaxog is

used of the Corona Australis, a constellation of the southern hemisphere,

in Schol. Arat. 397. The ' crown ' evidentl}' seemed like a canopy.

^ Possibly a diminutive in the meanings a and b.
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£/ov aviaa aAATjXotc to ~ [J-r./.o; xal to ::}>aTo; xai to JjocOo;, tivs;

Bs xai [3to[i.i(r/wOv xxlouaiv to toiojtov T/f^jj.a. xa/.aOioxog ' a certain

kind of dance': xdcAaO-oc ' basket.' The point of similarity is ob-

scure. Perhaps, however, the name is merely a metonymy of xa-

}.a0>t(jxo? = xaXaD-oc, in as much as baskets might have been used

in the dance, whence the name. Apollophan. ap, Ath. 467 F ;

Men. ap. Hes. s. v. xorriaxog ' a pastille ' of frankincense from the

3'ew tree : -aotzic ' chopper, cleaver, sting of scorpion, etc.,' because

of its cone-like shape ? Diosc. i. 82. xoTvAiay.og : x6t'j>.o?, that which
is ' like a cup.' a) a kind of cake. Ath. 647 B ; Hes. b) a pit

used for sacrificing to the earth. Hes. xotkXitxoc '.
. . [job-poc zlc 6v

TO aT[j.a Tcov ttj yTl ^^^[J-svc'>v svsjSaAXov. xvx'/.iay.og : x'jx}.or, any-

thing ' circular.' a) a small round cake. Galen. 12. 276 ; Diosc.

2. 105 (of wax), b) a round spot. Clyt. ap. Ath. 655 D. nr-viaxi] :

[/.TjVTj
' moon.' Hes. [j./^vC'Txr;/ • -jijiva. r.i^%K%. f^n]rioxog : [j.YjVTj,

' not a full moon, but onty like it,' the half moon, a crescent.

Gamut. N. D. 34. 231 ::£-Ar,pcoTa!, ij.sv a:jTfi (sc. tt, cro}.-r;vr,) 6 [i.r^vl-

cVvO;, o5 ::£::/.•/,pojTat B' 6 x'JxAoc. Otherwise of something ' like a

half-moon,' i. e. crescent-shaped. a) a crescent-shaped figure.

Arist. Sophist. Elench. 11. 171 b 15, 172 a 3. b) crescent-shaped

spots of light. Arist. Probl. 15. 11. 912 b 14. c) a crescent-shaped

line of battle. Polyb. 3. 115. 5. nriyjaxog : iTf^yuq, an ' arm-like

'

piece of wood as to length, defined by Suidas as p7.apt,ov 7r/;/;jaTov.

acfr^riaxog : toy;/, that which is ' wedge-shaped.' a) a wedge-shaped

bandage. Paul Aeg. 6. 4. b) a mathematical solid of three un-

equal dimensions. Nicom. Ar. 2. 6 ; Hero Def. 114, see (jojixi^rxo;.

jqoyiiaxog : 'z^rj'/fjc, that which is ' like a wheel or circle,' a ball of

soap, pastille, lozenge. Arist. Mirab. 19. 831 b 27 ; Theophr. H.
P. 9. 9. I, 3 ; Diosc. 2. 105. qd^oiGxog : Z)->6ic, that which is ' like

a cake.' a) a pill. Hipp. 621. 2, 673. 9. b) = its primitive in the

meaning ' cake.' ^ Erotian. p. 134 Klein.

IV. -lEKO- AS A DETERIORATIVE SUFFIX.

44. The deteriorative use of Greek -i'txo- is paralleled by the

Slavic use of the suffix in neuters like Pol. drzewsko ' wretched

tree,' or in Germanic adjectives like Germ, kindisch Engl, childish,

but the differences between these languages force the conclusion

upon us that all three groups developed this meaning independently

(§ II). Gr. -1(7X0- must either have developed its deteriorative

^ Either by syncretism or originally hj-pocoristic (§ 79).
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use within itself or more probably by semantic syncretism with

I. E. -ko-, which has this function e. g. in Skt. usrikii-s ' miserable

bullock,' rajaka-s 'worthless kingling,' or in Lith. kuinokas 'nag,'

Slov. kravaca 'wretched cow,' travaca 'poor grass,' extended by
-lo- in Lat., e. g. sermunculus ' wretched talk, babbling.'

45. Though the fact that the three genders of -itao- are a qual-

ity which it has in common with I. E. -ko- makes it seem prob-

able to me that syncretism of the two suffixes caused the deteri-

orative use of the Greek, yet there are a number of words which

are on the border line between this meaning and its use to des-

ignate similarity. This, however, does not necessarily argue an

independent development from the latter, but these transition

types themselves may have been transmitted from -ko- by the

same assimilation of meanings, and they would consequently be

rather an indication of how the simple suffix became deteriora-

tive.^

46. These transition types were words in which -tcvvO- was added

with the idea of mere similarity as opposed to complete identity,

and with the consequent notion that the primitive would really

be inapplicable, but the point of comparison involved or implied

was itself some point of inferiority of the derivative to the prim-

itive. Thus atyiGxog : oai was an animal ' like a goat, but not a

real one,' because castrated. Cf. Hes. aiyLoyvOv • odycc sxTojj-tav,

where there was no doubt as to the judgment of inferiority in-

volved. In the same way (iaai/Jaxoc (§ 35) : [3aG-iA£'J? as ' king of

a small country,' therefore ' not a real king,' i. e. not worth the

name, was on the border line of the deteriorative use. Similarly

^oc(j01<r/.oc is used of one who was too homely to deserve the name
king ' in Ath. 566 A '^"jvMy.bc a-jTw xaAr,; oaivojj-svr,?, ixi^x^ Vz

cd<T/t^a.c, xal 7:XooGiocc, toq axsxXivsv Izi tt;/ TiXoucriav, ^rj^wcai xoin;

soopo'j? a'jTOv, sTcAsyovTa^ oti ^x(j01t/.0'jc avTi |3a(7i}iwv -oc I!::apTa

yevvav rrpoaipsiTai. Also dQaneTtaxoc (Luc. Fugit. 38) : §pa7:£TY](;,

' one who is hke a fugitive, but not a real one,' because unsuccess-

ful, therefore ' a poor excuse for a fugitive.' Perhaps also TQayl-

oxog ; Tpayoc, applied to a lame goat in Hes. (siayw /_to).6v Tpayi-

crxov • 7:ai,Biac sTBo? xapa TapavTtvoi?), belongs here,- in as much as

its lameness caused the conception ' not a complete goat, but only

like one.' In aU these cases it is to be noticed that the deteri-

^ The fact that all of the apparent pattern types were post-Classical makes

it improbable that they were the real patterns.

^ On the other hand it may be hj-pocoristic, cf. § 83.
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orative meaning has been brought in without the interposition of

any diminutive element.

47. Sometimes, however, the deteriorative idea may be derived

from that of small size, so certainly in the use of avd-pco-icTxo?

'wretched little manikin' in Eur. Cycl. 316 (§ 53), where the

Cyclops thus addresses Odysseus in contrast to his own size and

power, but with a contempt which is the result of the appreciation

of this difference. At other times the contempt is derived from

the hypocoristic use of the suffix, e. g. when a hypocorism is

applied ironically. So f^isiQaxiGxTj ' dear little maid ' is addressed

in derision to an old woman in Ar. Plut. 963. Similarly Gxiadiaxr^ :

o^tdci; in Anacr. 21. 13 (TxtaBCoxTjV sleep avTivr;/ cpopsT Fuvai^iv a-jTw^.

The umbrella is viewed with contempt because of its being for

men a reprehensible luxury, an originally hypocoristic idea. Cf. Gr,

Dims. § 152.

48. The fully developed deteriorative notion, no matter of what

origin, does not really always consist of contempt, but the emotion

may be hate or anger.^ Rarely so in Greek. In -icr/.o- I find

xadiaxog : xoc^o? ' wine-jar ' in Crat. frg. 2. 122 (8) covzpi'^to) yoip

auTOu "zouc, yoccq Kai to'j; xxBictxou? cuyxspa'jvoiaco aTroBoiv Kal toO.Xcc

TuavT ayYsTa toc rcspi tov tcotov, IvouB' o'f'JjSacpov o?vYip6v Iti yitY^Tt]-

(jzzxi. Similarly veavlaxog § 53 (2d ex.).

49. The deteriorative use of -irr/.o- never seems to have had

great productivity. I can quote only twenty one words of all

periods, mostly from Classical writers, for -lov later encroached

(§ 30). Its beginning, however, antedates the transmission,

since ay.tcn.'hi'jy.r^ occurs in the Lyric poet Anacreon and other ex-

amples come from Old Comedy.

I. The Deteriorative represents an Object as being Despicable

in Comparison with the Normal of its Class.

50. The deteriorative meaning which develops directly from the

notion of similarity as shown § 46, which is probably at the

root of most of the deterioratives, since it is due to the shorter

cut from the older meaning, must originally represent an object

as being despicable in comparison with the normal of its class.

Thus BpaTcsTicTxo? ' a poor excuse for a fugitive,' ' an unsuccessful

fugitive,' because ' not a real fugitive, but only hke one,' falls

below the normal of the class fugitive because of its quality of

1 Such words are called imprecatory diminutives by Edgerton, JAOS.

31. 138 f.
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want of success. As time went on and the deteriorative element

completely displaced the notion of similarity, we find e. g. avO-pto-

7:i<T/.oc ' contemptible fellow ' without the notion that avb-pw-o?

would really be inapplicable.

51. Collection of Examples. chihQMTriaxoc : av-i^ccozor, ' a con-

temptible or insignificant man.' Ar. Pax 751 O'jx iStoi-ra? dcv&^po)-

xicrxou? x(<)[j,o)Bwv cjBs yovcaxxc, 'AX}' 'HpaxXsouc dpyviv Ttv s/wv ToTcri

[jxyicTTOtc Izzyzipzu Plato Resp. 6. 495 C a.\Xoi avB>po);:i(r/vOi . . . ^x Toiv

Ts/vwv e/w—rjBo)(7t,v sic 'ttjv <:pilo(70'^iav. id. Phaedr. 243 A G'oij.v'JveT&'ai

w? Ti OVTS, £1 apa avO-po)~i'7xotjc Tivac liy.TZx-r^'jX'V'ZZ suBoxuj.rjTeTOv sv

a'jToTc. ^ovxo/./axog : ^o'jy.6Xoc, title of Theocr. 20, referring to a

vain-glorious herdsman, y.adiay.oc : xaSoc, ' hateful wine-jar,' see

§ 48. (.layeigiaxog : [j-ayeipo? 'cook.' Ath. 292 E oOJ.o^ (tooitttyi?

[jtaysipicT/Coc. /neiQaxlaxog : [j.£ipaxiov ^ ' youth.' Alex. frg. 3. 467
(i. 8) Xstij-wv 6 [j.£ipaxi(7K0? stti toTc oD.oic. reavlffxog : vsaviac

' young man.' Ar. Av. 1362 (ironically hypocoristic) Soi B' &
vsavioy/, ou xaxw? br.ob'T^aoii.oci. . . . cj yap Tov [j.£v 7:aT£pa ^tj tottts.

Xen. An. 2. i. 13 (ironical) a}Jva oO^oao'^oi [j.£v lotxa?, w v£avt<7X£, xal

7.£y£ic o'jx a/dcpiTa. id. Apol. 31 6 v£avi'7xo? tjctS-sic otvto out£ vjxto?

oi>T£ T,ijipa? l~a'J£TO ttivwv. id. Cyr. 5. 2. 27 ou cij toO vsaviT/wO'j

ro'JTO'j . . . 'jTwEpYjcpavtav 7:o}J.rjV Ttva to^j TpoxoD xaT/jyopsi? ; Aeschin. i.

171 vsaviT/.oc Bs opoavo? rjij,iij.avr,c B'-£/£ipi^£ Tf,v o'jTiav. mvaxiaxog :

Aiva^, ' filthy trencher or plate.' Ar. Plut. 813 to'j? Bs TTivaxiT/.O'j;

Tou? caTcpouc Tooc i/J/'jTjpoo^ apyupoui; TvapscrB"' 6pav. id. frg. 2. 1160

(7) TTtvxxi'r/vOv a-'jpov i/0>ur,p6v. ^r^xooiaxog : p-rjTwp ' orator,' an

ironical address in Gell. 17. 20. 4 ' heus,' inquit, ' tu, rhetorisce.'

aavSa'/.iaxov : c-avBa}.ov, ' worthless sandal,' because torn. Ar. Ran.

405 I!'j yap xaTST/Co-o) [xsv Izt y£}.(0Ti Ka;: £u-i-£).£ta toSs to «7avBa-

}ia-/.ov Kai TO paxoc. airdoviaxrj ' cheap or worthless <7ivScov.' Plut.

i. 340 D £V £!JT£7.£T aivBoVlOTCY].

2. The Deteriorative represents an Object as belonging

to a Despicable Class, or Refers to the Class itself.

52. This was possible just as soon as the original notion ' like

but not quite the same ' had completely given way to the notion

of contempt.- When e. g. was formed av(>po)zi'7xoc ' contemptible

^ If fieiqaxiaxog goes back to pre-literary times, when ju&iQai may have

designated boys as well as girls, the latter might have been the primitive.

Cf. Gr. Dims. 110.

^ For those deterioratives which developed from diminutive or hj-po-

coristic meaning (§ 47) this was possible from the beginning.
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man ' without the idea that av&pw-oc was inappHcable, the same

word could as well be appHed in a situation in which all mankind

appeared contemptible in contrast to superior beings. Similarly

a[Jibopi<r/.oc in § 53 is a deteriorative to aij/jops'j; ' jar ' because

any jars are contemptible in comparison with great public works

and ornaments.

53. Collection of Examples. aycfOQiaxog (§ 52). Dem. 22. 76

Twv avaQTjtj.aTtov twv It: sxeovot; c-ra&svTcov to xal>.oc, 7;po7:'j).aia

TraU&' 6 ::3cc!/svwv -jiroai vsio-jOi/wOi, oux a[JLOopt(7/.ot. B'j' ouBs /pu<7iB£?

TSTTaosc •?! TCsTc, v.'^o'jg sxaTTf, [J.vav, a^, o^av <70i Bo/.'^, cj ::a}.iv

Ypdc'Loi? zaTa/OJVo'JE'.v. dvd^Qwrriaxog : x^b-poiT.oc, ' man.' Combined

with or secondary to the diminutive meaning in Eur. Cycl. 316,

where the Cyclops addresses Odysseus 'O zlo^'zoc. av&'pto-iir/wS, toTc

c-ocpoTc bzoc. It is to be noticed, however, that the chief point of

comparison seems to be wisdom rather than size, yqafji^iaxiaxog :

ycaij.aa—'Jc ' secretary,' a much despised class. Herodian 2. 859.

22, without context. xAsmiiyxog : yjlT~r,c ' thief.' Eupol. ap. Poll.

8. 34 Tov Bs vXir—fy ei-otc av xai xAoTttigv.ov ^ wc WjtzoXic. xvvi-

axog : x'jwv ' Cynic' Luc. Pise. 45. iisiQayUaxog : ixsipaxiov ' lad,

youth.' Plato Resp. 7. 539 B d |j.£ica/ioy.oi. o^av to TcpwTOv Xoyor/

Yo'JoJVTa'., w? 7:aiBta a-jToT; /waTa/pwvTai, . . . yatpovcec wa^^sp cr/.D^axta

Tw sXxstv TS -/.at oTrapdTTsiv tw }.6y(o to'j? 7:Xr,dov asi. rsavlaxog :

vsavia? 'youth.' Ar. Ach. 680 Oitivs? yi^o'^-cnc avBpac liJ-jiay^ovTs? s?

Ypaoa^T^ vsavioxwv socts xa'7aY£).a'7&-at pr^Toptov. id. Equ. 731 Bia era

T'j7:TO(j.a'/r7i6 TOUTOUi xai Toiv vsavicr/.wv (' hateful youths '). id. Nub.

1053 TauT sTTi iratiT IxeTva, "A twv wz'X'/it/mw ud Bt' Yj^ipa? >.alo'Jv-

TO)v niY]p£c TO (3a}vav£Tov -otsT, xeva? Bs -zxc, T^sclai'TTpac. olxicjxog:

ohoc ' chamber or room.' Dem. 18. 97 rapac [xh/ y^? a-aTiv av-

^'poi-o!,; sTTi Tou jjiou O-ava-roc, xav Iv oixCoVwO) tic a-jTOv y.xb'zi^'c,cc(;

TYipi^. nivaxiaxog : Tzivac ' trencher.' Plato Com. frg. 2. 656 (i)

KaT£>.a[3ov 'E-ixpa-r/j!; ts xai Ooppcrtoc Hapa too j3a(7i}iw? r:AeT(7Ta

Bo)poBoxr,[j.aTa, '0^!J(3acpa /puo-iz xai 7:tvaxi(r/vOU(; apYUpouc. axiadiaxrj-.

<r/.ixc - ' umbrella.' See § 47.

3. Secondary Deterioratives.

54. If a word whose -it/.o- was added with a sense different

from the deteriorative or one which did not differ from its primi-

1 So Cod. Falckenb., others xXEnriarcttov.

2 I have assumed that the meaning ' umbrella ' is accidentally not quot-

able for axidg rather than that axuideiov is the primitive.

Trans. Coxn. Acad., Vol. XVIII. 12 September, 1913.
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tive at all got placed in a situation which implied contempt for

the thing designated, particularly if some deteriorative adjective

like oaiiXoc or some other deteriorative in -it/wO- was in the neigh-

borhood, it could be reinterpreted as a deteriorative,^ at least for

the time being. Thus ylauxiT/vOc seems to be the ordinary des-

ignation for a certain fish, having been formed with the notion

of similarity (§ 36 A) , but may have been felt as a deteriorative

in Philem. frg. 4. 27 (1. 21) Ei B' D^apov apiriw? ovvapov yj 'v. t?]?

'AttixTjC D.ajjxi'Txov, co Zsl* -jftTsp, yj 'c "Apy^tJ? xa;:pov, . . /A::avT£? 01

(paYOVTSc syevovr av &soi. Perhaps TiaidCaxr^ in the meaning ' pros-

titute '

(§ 35) was another w^ord in which the deteriorative mean-

ing came in secondarily. Jlavlaxoq ' an image of Ilav ' is placed

in a contemptible situation in Clem. Al. 53 (§ 39 A), yiroiriaxog:

yiTcov (§ 40) may have been felt as a deteriorative Apollod. frg.

4. 453 Z/iff-ov yiTwvi'Txov Ttv IvBeB'jxac and Aeschin. i. 131 d yap

zi^ GOD Ta /wOij.'i>a 'zocjtx '/Xt/it/.i'x ::£pi£}.6[j.£voc xai too? [j.a}.axG'Jc

yiTom(r/,ouc . . . Boit] sii; toci; /sTpa? twv BixacTwv, oT[j.ai av a'jTO'ji; . . .

a;:opr^<7ai site avBp6<; sits yuvaixo? sD^Yjcpaa'tv lo-S-TjTa.

V. -II,KO- AS A DIMINUTIVE SUFFIX.

55. The diminutive use of Gr. -toxo- has a parallel only in some

Slavic dialects, e. g. Slov. jarisce ' a lamb a year old,' or repisce

' little turnip.' According to Belie, Arch. f. si. Phil. 23. 179, how-

ever, this use is developed from the deteriorative within the Slavic

itself, and consequently has no direct connection with Gr. -ktxo-.

The latter must therefore have developed independently from the

use of the suffix to designate similarity, or arose by semantic

syncretism with I. E. -ko-, which forms occasional diminutives in

several groups, e. g in Skt. putraka-s ' little son,' kundika ' little

pot,' or in O. Big. syn-tki. ' little son,' kamentci. ' little stone,'

often in conglutinates like Latin -culo- in homunculus ' manikin,'

Germanic -linga- in O. Icel. gaeshngr Engl, gosling, or Lith. -uka-s

in parszukas ' little pig.'

56. If diminutive -ktxo- developed by syncretism with -ko-, the

transition types were inherited by the conglutinate along with the

other types of usages,- and we therefore still find traces of the

way in which the notion of small size developed from similarity,

no matter when. As with -lov the transition took place in words

^ Cf. Gr. Dims. 127 ff.

^ Cf. § 45 f.
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which designate an object as being ' hke but not the same as the

primitive ' because the latter included in its meaning the idea of

a certain size, and to anything that fell below this normal it could

not properly be applied. Thus aOXoc, like our ' flute,' was used

onl}- of the larger kinds of wind instruments of that type, while

a smaller one of the same kind was aoJlaxoc ' not a real flute but

merely like it,' with which we may compare our use of ' piccolo/

an entirely different stem. Similarly vaiT/wO? ' a shrine ' was ' some-

thing like a temple, but not a real one,' but might be thought of

as ' little temple/ 7.ta-:^m'T/.oc, was evidently ' not a real xso-TpTvo^

(a kind of fish),' because it was the smaller species (§ 62 Aa).

;:T£pi(7xov, applied to feathers of a very young bird, may have been

thought of as ' not a real feather yet,' since they are soft and
down-like. In aU such cases a shift of attitude as to what was

the proper application of the primitive, particularly in the trans-

mission from speaker to hearer, caused the diminutive interpreta-

tion to become complete. If to a hearer ccukoc, should designate

such an instrument of any size, he could not interpret <xi)}i<T/.oc,

otherwise than ' a little flute.' Perhaps also certain words designat-

ing the young of animals ^ could have been felt the same way,

e. g. BsA'piviT/vOC ' a little or 3'oung dolphin ' was ' not a real dol-

phin yet,' because too small to be called by that name if we think of

it as applying to an animal of normal size. Cf. also oWktaoc, ' young

wine,' ' scarcely wine as yet,' because not sufficiently fermented.

In these two words the diminutive idea was rather ' young ' than
' small,' in o?v{(r/v05 exclusively so.

57. As long as there was any trace of the original notion of

similarity a diminutive could refer to an object only as being

smaller than the normal of its class, since the notion that the

primitive was really not applicable involved the isolation of the

derivative, as it were, from the great mass of objects to which the

primitive could refer", e. g. TCTspioxov, applied to the first downy
feathers of a young bird, by the notion ' too small to be really

called a feather ' implied that the normal feather was larger than

the one designated by xTspi'Txov. Just as soon, however, as this

original notion had laded, when e. g. cculicrAOt; was merely ' a little

flute,' and not something ' like a flute,' the diminutive ending

might as well be applied when the primitive was conceived as

designating a small class, and the individual or individuals referred

to were thought of as small or young merely by comparison with

1 Cf. Brugmann, Gr. 2. i*. 504.
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other classes, either because the class referred to falls far below

the average size of objects, e. g. aTTspiovvOC ' a little star ' because

a star appears like a mere dot, or because the class is contrasted

with other definite classes. So e. g. [j.£i;:a/wi'r/.oc ' a young lad,' by

contrast to adults, or avviij -oBigv.oc ' a little low bed ' in contrast

to larger beds, and perhaps G-rpou8-iay.o? ' a little sparrow ' in con-

trast to larger birds.

58. The diminutive use of -it/.o-, though more productive than

the deteriorative, can scarcely be said to have been as characteristic

as its use to denote similarity, and there are scarcely more than

half as many appellatives in which the idea of small size is prob-

ably dominant. These belong to all periods, however, and already

Hipponax has a number of certain diminutives in -kt/vO-, while

others belong to the later Classical and post-Classical periods.

59. As to the variety of ' diminutive ' shadings, there is a differ-

ence between -irr/.o- and -lov in as much as the former is applied

only to words of the most concrete kind, i. e. words representing

visible or tangible objects of a distinct individuahty. ^ There is

no example of a word in -itm- designating a small quantity, as

e. g. in -lov c-Dcpyiov ' a little piece of flesh,' no word applying

purely to the realm of sound, as owviov ' a slender sound,' no

diminutive of a primarily abstract word, like |3r,yiov ' a little cough-

ing fit,' aG'[j.a'7iov ' a little song,' or 6hco::sjj|j.aTiov ' a little piece of

flattery.'

60. Within the narrower sphere of the use of -irr/.o- thus de-

scribed it is very much like -tov, and the two suffixes no doubt

influenced each other in their finer shades of meaning. And aside

from this the nature of the primitive to which -kt/.o- is applied

caused similar modifications as for -lOv, and the pattern types,

even though dating back to I. E. -ko-, must have brought with

them other ideas besides small size, e. g. youth. Thus r-t^i-

<r/.ov (§ 56) was something that was not only too small, but also

too young and too soft and downy to really deserve the name
' feather.' These finer shades will be largely brought out by dis-

tributing the diminutives into congeneric groups, to which I shall

subordinate the really more fundamental difference between di-

minutives designating an individual as small compared to the

normal of its class (designated A under each congeneric group) and

diminutives designating an object as belonging to a small class

(designated B).

^ The same can be said of the suffix in all of its uses. There are no ab-

stracts nor collectives nor words designating quantity. Cf. Janson, op. cit.19.
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I Names of Persons.

6i. The idea of small size is sometimes accompanied or supplanted

by that of youth, e. g. in p,si,paxC(jxo? ' a young lad,' vstxvi'jxo? ' a

(young) youth.' This is partly due do secondary association of

5'Outh with small size, since the two qualities usually vary anal-

ogously in case of living beings, partly to pattern types which
designated a person or animal as too young to be designated by
the primitive

A. dxoXovd^laxog : axoloub-oi;, said to be ' a little attendant ' i. e.

' fcot-boy ' in Ath. 550 A. Cf. however Kaibel's note, who would
substitute yj xopSuXiGv.ov or something like it for axoXouQ-ioVvOv, which
is certainly unintelligible in the context. ^axoQlaxog : ^axopo?, ' a

little attendant,' very doubtful in Aglaias Byz. in Rev. de Phil.

(1846) 2. I, p. 17 V. 23.

B. xooQaliOxog : xwpaT^wv, ' a (httle) lad.' Phot. xcopocTviovtOv • to

(j.£tpaxiov. KpfjTsc. The same word as title of a comedy of Epi-

lycus. f^ieiQUxiaxog : ij.sipaxtov, ' a (young) lad.' Alex. frg. 3. 400
O "^tGT.o—fic, o:j[j,6c Tispi Xoyo'jc yap ttots AisTptcJje [j.eipaxii'Txos b)v xai

cpiAoo-ocpsTv 'EtceS-sto. Plato Phaedr. 237 B y]v o-jto) Byj 7:015, [fMXkov

Zl [j-sipaxticrxoc, jxaXa xaXo?.^ veariaxog : vsaviocc, ' a (young) youth.'

Since the word merely emphasizes the youth of the whole class

there is usually no tangible distinction between it and its prim-

itive. Dinoloch. frg. 4 ; Aesch. (Hzcaiaxoi as title of a drama)
;

Herod. 3. 53, 4. 149, 5. 13 ; Thuc. 8. 69. 4 ; Eupol. frg. 2. 565 (51);

Plato Resp. 2. 375 A ; Arist. Pol. 5. 4. 1303 b 21 yiYvov-at [xsv ouv

ai (TTaffsti; ou Tuspi [j.ixpwv oCKIk. Ix [j-ixpwv, (TTaata^ouci Bs irspl [j.£ya-

Icov. . . . [X£T£(3a}v£ Y^p ^ ~o}dT£ix £x B'jo vsavirrxojv - CTaatacavTcov, sv

icac ap/oT? ovtcov, xspi IptoTtxYjv aiTiocv. natdaqlaxog : 7:aiBaptov, ' a

httle boy,' used by Schol. Ar. Thesm. 291 to explain T^ocb-odicnio^.

TiaQd^eviaxr^ : TvapO-svo^, ' a (young) virgin,' though mentioned only

by the grammarian Arcad. 107. 15, because of the analogy of

vsavtoxG? probably belongs here, though possibly to A. noo^aU-
axog : toctS-wv, both comic words for ' little boy.' The diminutive

in Ar. Thesm. 291, where the scholiast explains by ::aiBapt(7Xos.

The conglutinate -uHoy-oq by analogy to xcopaXi<7xo? (§ 109).

2. Names of Animals.

62. The notion of youth is combined with small size just as in

names of persons, but scarcely that of descent, e. g. BsXcpivicrxo?

^ Here with an hypocoristic element.

^ Perhaps here with a secondary deteriorative shade.
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' a little or young dolphin ' can scarcely have been thought of as

' coming from a dolphin ' because -icr/.o- does not show the meaning
' descended from ' in certain cases. Moreover, the fact that young
animals \\hen used as food are more tender and delicious than

old ones, led to these accessory notions, which may become dom-
inant, as e, g. in yriviT/.o;, used of roast goose. To take care

of this difference I subdivide both A and B : a) the animal is

not conceived as food, b) it is so conceived,

Aa. ci),BxioQiaxoc : aHxTcop, ' a Httle cock,' Aesop. Fab. 369 ;

Babr. ap. Suid. TavaYpoToi aAsx'^opiGy.oi. 01 jj-a/Tj-rai ym b'ij[i.iy.o\ 6k

avS'pw7:oi. Ba^pio^ • a}.£y.Topii7xcov r;/ [t-oc/r^ TavaYpatoiv, OXq oa(7'-v

sTvai 9'U[j.6v toTTTsp avOpto::otc. de'lqividxoc : ^zXoic, ' a little or young

dolphin.' Arist. H. A. 9. 48. 631 a 17 BsIoivit/.ov [j.ixpov tsOvTj-

xoTa . . . OxoveovTsc xai [j.£Teojpi^ovT£(; (sc. 01 Buo SslcpTvs^). xeaxQivi,-

axog ' a little xsTTpTvoc (fish).' Clearch. ap. Ath. 332 C laoc, 1(7^1

(sc. 6 SCOJXOITOC) TOT? ^ap3C!,Yt5c}aTa!,5 XSGTpiVtTXOl? • oOtOI B' 3l(7lV

oxTaBa>CTu}^oi [j-a}.!,(7Ta -zo [j.r.xoc. y.oqaxiaxoc : y-opai, probably ' a

little or young raven.' Only Herodian 2. 445. 18.

Ab. xairoiaxog : yAizpoc, ' a tender (little) boar.' Crobylus frg.

4. 567 (2) Ai<7/uv6[xevov ^-ap xa-pioTto-j T/vaTocpayoD.^ X^/^'^^^o^xoc

:

/Tjv, ' a delicious (little) goose.' Eubul. frg. 3. 211 (i. 3) toT; Ss

ysvvauo? 7:aXai Ai£0'::ap3CXTai S-spixa yTjVicrxwv [J-sXtj.

Ba. oQ^ayooiaxog • /oipiBiov pxpov Hes. Cf . Ath. 139 B b-'jouci Bs

xai Tooc yaXa&TjVou? opQ-ayopioVwOuc. I assume that the primitive

op&ayopa? ^ was used in the same sense and is accidentally not

quotable, so that -tay.o- would be used as in yotpt(r/.o? below.

acQOvd^ioxog: (jTpo'j&-6?, 'a (Httle) sparrow.' Theod, Prodr. Carmen

in Andronicum Comn. v. 125.^

Bb. yoiQiGxog ' a dehcious (little) porker.' Insc. Andan. Ditt-.

653. 68 (91 B. C.) zG-i Bs a BsT T.x^iyziv r.^o toj v.pyz<jbM Toiv

[jLUO-TTipitov • apva? Buo >.£uxou?, . . . xpiov su/pouv, xai , . . /oipi(rxo'j; Tp£Tc,

3. Plants or Parts of Plants.

63. The accessory elements of youth and tenderness or dehcacy

may be present just as with animals, only that in the extant

examples the plant is not necessaril}- conceived as an article of

1 A conjecture of Porson for xai nqiaxovg xaTcuf^ayov.

^ The derivation of bg&ctyoQccs itself does not concern us here.

^ The passage is not accessible to me, and the word is placed here only

because this would seem the most probable use.
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food, but the idea of delicacy is derived from small size also in

other situations.

A. ^ol^iGxoQ : |joXj36$, ' a little bulbus.' Anth. P. ir. 35. xa-

).af-Uoy.0Q . xaXa[j.oc, ' a httle stalk.' Ar. Ach. 1034 ^^ ^' a^^a t^ot

0"ra>.aY[xciv eipY)vrj$ sva 'E^; tov xaT^apcrxov IvTTaT.a^ov 'zou'zo^i. aXa-

didxoc : xldcBoc, ' soft little twig.' Anacreont. 18. 4 "A7:aXac B'

scsiCi yjxi~xc MocXccYM-dzo) xlaBiTxo).

B. ximaiqiaxog ' delicate (Httle) xu7:xipo!;,' a kind of marsh plant.

Alcm. 38 ^.apyo? B' "Epw; oTa 7:01? 7:aCo-Bst 'Axp' stc"* ocvB-y] xa[i3civo)v

. . . Tw x'j7::(i|:icr/vC.).

4. Geographical Words.

64. A. ai'/.coviaxog : a'j}.cov, ' a little valley.' Theophr. H. P. 9.

7. I ""O Bk xaXa[j.05 ybtToci xai 6 fj/ov/oc 'jTzzp'^xk'kowzi tov Ai|35cvov

[jLSTa^tj ToU T£ Ai[3avo'j xai a}>7.o'j Ttvo; opo'j;; [j.ixpoti Iv tw a'j}.o)vi'7xo)

TOUTw. Xiyfi'laxog : Xi[xr\v, probably ' a little harbor.' Gloss, rco-

jttf.iiGxog : xoTaij.6r, ' a little river.' Strabo 515. ootaxog : pooc, ' a

little stream.' IGSI. 352. I. 16 ff. (after establishment of Roman
rule).

5. Ornaments.

65. Whether the t^^o following words belong here as referring

to a class, whether e. g. oax-u}i(7xo? is really 'a little ring,' is

uncertain, since -irrAO^ may be due to syncretism with -tov, which

is used in a number of similar words without trace of diminutive

meaning.^

B. daxTvXiaxog : BaxrJ}aoc, ' a (little) ring.' Insc. Boeot. (Lebadea),

see Herwerden Lex. s. v. oofiiaxog : opij.o?, ' a (little) necklace or

collar.' Chares ap. Ath. 83 D xaTarr/vS'ja^O'jci B' 1^ auTojv (sc. -oiv

[xapYaptTcov) bp\).i(j7.oo^ tz xai 'jisXia. Hes. 6p[j.iaxoi • 7:spi'7payr,}.toi

x6cr[j.ot ywMy,tioi. •?) [j-aviaxr,c. ?; 7:£p!,B£paia. ?) xlota. y, Ba-

xi:u>.ioi.

6. Vases, Vessels, Boxes.

66. A. xoTvllaxri : y.o':61r^, ' a little cup.' Pherecr. frg. 2. 282 (3)

B. £1 }^a[3t>) .... Try xoT'j^iGv.YjV : A. [j,r,Ba[j.o)? Mtxpdcv ys. nivaxCaxog :

TrCva?, ' a little plate or trencher.' Epigen. frg. 3. 537 (i) ETt' sp-

ysTai XsliBovsicov [j.£t' o^iyov crx7.Yjp5)v dcBpo? ITivaxioTco?. Lynceus

frg. 4. 433 (1. 6) 7rap£0-r,x£ Tuivaxa yap ijiy^v, "E/ovra [j.ixpo'j; ::£vt£

mvaxiTxoDc £v ot. Probably also Insc Del. Mich. 833. 126. (fOQ-

fiioxog : oopij.6r, ' a little basket.' Pl^ato Lys. 206 E Y;pTiatov aTxpa-

yaXoi? T.ix\j.m7.7.oic, ex (poppT/iwv tivwv 7:poaipo'j[j.£yoi. According to

1 Cf . Gr. Dims. 96 f

.
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E. M. 798. 52 there seems to be no diminutive force in the word :

B. xoTv'/daxoc : y/jXu\oc, 'a little cup.' Ar. frg. 2. 1105 MtjBs

7. Other Technological and Architectural Words.

67. A. dvd()iai'itaxog : avBpiac, ' a little statue.' Plut. Thes. 20

B'Jo Bs [xixpo'jc avBpiavTiay.ouc IBp'JaacrB-ai. CIA. 2. 678 B 70, 78

(378—366 B. C.) ; Insc. Del. Michel 833. 60 avBpiavTicrxoi; /puo-oO?
|

(TAiXoc o'jBk /sTpa s/cov, oIxy] Bcpayjj.at, Fh III. av/Jaxoc : (x.'jX6c. a)

' a small reed or pipe.' Theogn. 241 Kai as (T'jv au)i'7xoi'7i Ai-

YUcpS-oyyoic v£oi avBpsc . . . 'At'70VT:xi. Soph. frg. 701 <l>i»G-a yap ou

a"[j.ixpoTcrt.v ccuhicxoic, Iti, 'A>.>' aypiai? cpoo-atcri cpopjista^ ocTsp. Dionys.

A. R. 7. 72. 5 ap/aVxoT? e[xcpL»crwv-£c au>>icr/vOt? ppa/saiv. Poll. 4. 76 [j.'--

xpo? Tii; au^tcrxoc yowbv] xai D'pYivYiTixY]v cpwvYjv acpiei^. b) ' a little tube.'

Arist. frg. 424. 1548 b 8 6^fpoi Bs siot /oOcaoCl (xu'kiciy.ov lyooGcci ev

Tw [j.£ff(o. danidiay.y] : o^orlc,, ' a little shield.' Hes. adTTiBioVva? ' ttsX-

Tocpta. o^ouTapia. do/.t'6y.oc : B6X0?, ' a little device for deceiving,'

' a dagger.' Hes. t)Xiay.og : f^.o^, ' a little nail.' Ar. ap. Phot.

Yj}i(7xov Tov [J.ixp6v YJ>vOv 'ApiG-fOcpavYjc. y.io'iaxog : xuov, ' a little pil-

lar.' ^ Ath. 514 C 6v (sc. Tov 0>p6vov) TTspisiaTfjXSG-av Tscrcscps? xiovt-

(Txo!. XiO-ox6X7.YjTOi XpucroT, scp' (ov BisTSTaTO [[j-dcTiov 7:oixi}vOv 7:opcpD-

poDv. Joseph. A. J. 8. 3. 6. yvAirdolaxoc : xtjXivBpo?, ' a little

cylinder.' Insc. Del. Mich. 833. 48 xu7vivBpioy.oc /p'jo-svBeToc ocTTa-

Toc. olxlaxiq : oixia, ' a small house.' Dem. 48. 13.^ naaaa/uaxoc

:

izoLdGoCkoi;, 'a little nail or peg.' Hipp. 671. 6; Galen. Lex. expl.

izxany-XiavM' tw cijr/.pw r^y-iaoOM 'jTZOxptaTixoic. Pol\ b. ap. Suid. s.

v. iBiov : axpoi? yap toTc aycoyeOai twv I'zxtov -a^'raXiGy.ouc [xixpo'j?

aTrYipTTjXOTrsi;. Particularly of a peg or pin in a musical instrument:

Schol. Ar. Vesp. 574 xoXXozsc Xsyovxai, 01 TracdaXioxot tTj? xiQapa?

El? o5? dc-oBsajj-ouvTai, al vsupai. Cf. also E. M. 525. 31. (7cpr^vi(7xo$ :

ccprjv, 'a little wedge.' Herond. 7. 22 y] Tc^epvY] 'OpTjO-' ottco; x£:rTj-

ys ywTi a(prjvi(7xoi,c 'Ecr^pTuoTat zacra. Moschop. and Proculus ad

Hes. Op. 427 £[x-£7:rjy£ Bl o-cpTiVwS'Ev Bioc tivwv ccpYiviaxcov. aio)'r^viaxoc :

o-(o>.TjV,
' a Httle pipe.' Hero Spir. 222. TQinoSlaxog : Tpi^ouc, prob-

ably ' a little tripod.' CIA. 2. 766. 17 ; Insc. Boeot. CIG. 1570 b

15 Tp 1X0^1(7X0V, 6>.xY] HAAAAPhH-l-. TQoxCaxog : 'zpoyoc, ' a Uttle

wheel.' Arist. Mech. 848 a 25.

B. f/uGxog : r,Xoi^, ' a (little) nail.' Ar. ap. PoU. 10. 61 tov yap

^ Perhaps with the notion ' not a real pillar.'

2 olxiaxr^v as cited by Pollux, otherwise olxiav.
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^7.ov xal Yjli'j/.ov^ £v 'HpcoTiv 'ApiaTOoavr,c xsxlrjxe. naaaaXiaxoc :

xa(7G-a}^oc, ' a (little) nail or peg,' designates the same object as

its primitive in Hero Autom. 2. 5.^ (JxifiTrodlaxog : (jxi[j.7rou?. The
primitive itself designates a small couch or low bed, the dimin-

utive being used in contrast to higher and larger beds. Synes. 23 D
Tou? y8-ap.aXoui; axtfXTroBiaxou^ oxlaBiai; £-1 twv co[;.tov avaTiB-sjxsvot.

Nicetas Chon. Annal. p. 155 A. 'ExC tivo? [j.sTswpou crxiij.TcoBtcTxou.

G(fsXlaxov : cro£>>ac, ' a (little or low) foot-stool,' probably in con-

trast to chairs. Insc. Sam. Hoffm. 3. 169. 50.

8. Miscellaneous.

68. A. ccQriaxog : apTor, a ' little loaf.' Schol. Ar. Pax 1196 ij.r/.poi

a.p~i<T/,oi. Ath. 139 A 05 (sc. 5 (ptjCTxi}.}.o?) Icr-iv ap':io7to? ly^p''^^ T^apa-

izlr^aio^. l/iiavriaxog : [^.a?, ' soft little strap ' of a shoe. Herond. 6.

71 ol S' tij.avTi'T/.oi "Ept,', o'j/' [ij.avTsc. ohnaxog : oTvoc, 'young wine,'

with personification in Cratin. frg. 2. 117 (3) y)v iS-r) MsvBaTov yjPwvt'

apiriwi; Oivigxov, sTusTai xai axo}^ou9>£T xai T^sysi • Oi[x,' w? i^TiaXo? xa\

Xsuxoc. ap' otTsi Tpia ; Eubul. frg. 3. 265 (8) Oivirrxo^ o'Jxo) tcoti-

[Jioi;. TTi/Jaxog : iziloc, probably ' a little felt cap.' - Diosc. 3. 4
avS-Y) >,£uxa oiovsl tciT^ioxoui;. TtXoxafiiaxog : 7i>.6xa[j.o?, probably ' (soft

little) tresses.' Theod. Prodr. Epigr. p. 114.^ TTTeQiGxoi' : 7:T£p6v,

' a little feather.' Babr. 118. 5 v£oa-c7a)v . . . O'jxw TCTspiiTxot; TTopcpDpoT?

£7wavQ^o'JvT0)v. axeUaxov : axiXoc, ' a light little leg.' Ar. Eccl. 1167

xai TocaBs vUv }.aYapa? ToTv (7X£}i(7xoi,v xov p!jO^[j.6v.

B. tcazfQtGxog : oca^r^p, ' a (little) star.' Call. frg. 94 x%^ 6(.[xa.%r,;,

. . . (7Ta&'[j.yi<7a(78>at Totj? aaTEpioxou?.

9. Modifications of the Diminutive Meaning.

69. Of the various associated and accessory diminutive meanings

as well as of those that have been inherited from certain pattern

types the notions of youth, deliciousness, and tenderness or de-

licacy were mentioned § 61 ff . Not very different from the

latter are those words in which -ig-zo- means ' soft, delicate, lux-

urious, or elegant,' a notion which on the one hand may come
from small size or youth, e. g. in xTEpia^/tov (§ 68) ' a soft, downy,

little feather,' where softness is naturally associated with the small

size of the first feathers of a young bird. Sometimes, again, these

* Though the derivatives are equivalent to their primitives this does

not necessarily make them diminutives referring to a class, since they may
be due to congeneric attraction by some other word.

^ If ' a Uttle piece of felt ' it would be the only exception to § 59.

^ Uncertain. The passage is not accessible to me.
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ideas may proceed from the hypocoristic use of the suffix, since

endearment and beauty and elegance are often associated. Other

examples of this meaning follow. ifiai'Tiaxog ' a soft little strap
'

(§ 68). aa^^aUaxoY ' neat (little) sandal.' Herond. 7. 125 Fo-

vaTxs?, TjV s/YiTs xfjireptov y^^zi'fy 'H (ja[Xj33t}iG-/vCoy y; a xaT* ol/iav s).-

xsiv EiOiT&s. aivdoviaxoc ' dehcate aivBcov (a kind of cloth). Insc.

Sam. Hoffm. 3. 169. 25 o'lvBovioVwO; 'j-oyzyzo^mxirr^. arfqariaxog

:

CTscpavoc, 'delicate little wreath.' Anacr. 54 'Et:! B' ocpptio-iv (7£>ivo)v

(TTScpavicVvOu; 0SIJ.SVOL Anacreont. 40. 5 liTsoaviT/vOfjc B' 6a/ivD>o)v

KpoTacpoicriv a[j.(pi>:}icac. ib. 42. 15 'PoBivofji (jTsoavicr/.O!,; Ils^r'jxa-

ajj-svoi; yopz'jGO). Probabl}^ aieifavioxr^ : cTecpavy,, mentioned without

context by Theognost. Can. no. 5, was used just like G":soavi(7xoc.

Probably also the late hviGxoc : to }ivov 'linen,' explained Eustath.

II61 OTwOXOpKTTtXW^ TO }v£7C-76TaTOV }ivOV.

70. In axe/Jaxov (§ 68 A) we find the idea of lightness of foot

dominating and perhaps supplanting that of small size. The former

is of course conditioned on the latter and therefore closely asso-

ciated.

71. The use of diminutives to represent an object as small when
asking for it, so as to minimize the favor, ^ is found in four words

in -iT/.o- : xa}.a[ji<7xo:; ' a little stalk '

(§ 63 A) -
; uaxeoiaxov :

acTxspa ' a winter shoe for inside '

; adfA^aXiaxov : cra[j.|ja}.ov ' sandal
'

;

and xvnaGaiay.oQ : x'J-ao-Ti; ' a short frock or coat.' The last three

are all found in Hipponax 18. A65 yXyXvxv 'I-7:covaxTi xal x'j-xo--

<7iT/.ov Kat G'a[x(3a}i(7xa xa(7X£pt(7xa xai xpucou Z-ra-irTjpac s^TjXOvtx to'j-

TSpO'J TOl/OU.

10. Secondary Diminutives.

72. Sometimes a word in -kt/.o-, though of non diminutive origin,

may be placed in such a situation, particularly if in the neighbor-

hood of another diminutive or an adjective meaning ' small,' that

its own suffix suggests small size also. If such a word in -ktxo-

differs from the primitive in meaning, the notion of small size

would be an addition to the sense, e. g. ^(\yx>Yl<Tf,rjc„ used of a

certain fish with the idea 'like' its primitive {§ 36 A), may
suggest by its suffix the notion of a small thing in Arched, frg.

4. 436 (2. i) Apay[j.wv Tpiwv ^(X'X'jyItk'j^ ' a mere ylx'jy.iav.'jq for three

drachmas !
' Similarly x/rwv/cxoc ' not a real /tTwv, but only like

it ' (§40), 'a short frock,' could have been felt also as dimin-

1 Cf. Gr. Dims. 163.

- In this case indirectlj'. The stalk is represented as small because it

will contain only a small quantity of the desired peace.
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utive in Antiphan. frg. 3. 17 As'jxr, /)>avi?, (paio? /itwvit/vO; xa}.6?,

IIiXiBiov a-a}.6v (with the notion of elegance, see § 69). Plato

Legg. 12. 954 A y[)\i.'/bz y; /itcovit/vOv (merely a /.) s/wv a^w(jTO?.

Dem. 21. 216 [j-ixpou yj[jyw h/ tw yj-or/iT/M yt'dab-cci. When on

the other hand the derivative does not differ from the primitive

at all, the former on reinterpretation becomes a diminutive pure

and simple. So o^eUaaog = ojjslo? ' spit ' is felt as a diminutive

in Insc. Del. Mich. ^^^. 128 o'^z)irr/,rji pxpoi AAAF.

II. Faded Diminutives.

73. The ideas of small size, youth, etc. can fade in two ways.

When the diminutive refers to an individual as compared to a

class it takes place if a word originally formed with the notion of

small size uppermost and yet designating something looked upon

as different from the primitive is no longer analyzed, as if e. g.

/.iovi(7xoc ' a little pillar ' would no longer be referred to its primi-

tive xicov, but would come to be recognized as an altogether dif-

ferent architectural concept. In the nature of the case such words

can not be separated from others formed with the notion of simi-

larity uppermost (§ 32), or from the pattern types of the di-

minutives (§ 56). In all three instances the result is the same:

the derivative designates a smaller object looked upon as different

from the primitive, and the idea ' little ' may be absent.

74. When the diminutive refers to a class, fading takes place

very easily because in want of strong indications of contrast of

size between the diminutive and another class the hearer will often

not follow the speaker when the latter uses such a diminutive.

Most of the words given above as referring to a class will illustrate.

[AEtQay.iay.og : [j.oipa/.iov, diminutive because any lad is young com-

pared to an adult, is not felt as a diminutive e. g. in Plato Theag.

122 C, where without contempt and apparently without endear-

ment a youth present at the conversation is referred to as 6 [xzi-

^y.y.i'TAijC r/jzcic. rearCay.oQ becomes a synonym of ^zoLviy-c, ' youth
'

as early as Herodotus, and later is almost never used with con-

scious diminutive force, and Aeschines does not use the primitive

at all. Cf. also Poll. 2. 4, where vsaviov.o? also supplants vsav'ac:

r, Ts-rapTf, (sc. Y]Ai"/ia) veavicv.o?. A good example of the use of the

word without ' diminutive ' elements is Xen. Hell. 2. 3. 23 Trapay-

ysClavTs? vsavicv.o'.c ot IBox.o'jv auToT; O^pacy-raToi elvai . . . T.xpy.yz'dnbxi.

If r,Uay.og (§ 67 B) : -p.o? ' nail ' was a diminutive, its force

faded in the same way, similarly naaaakiayoq (§ 67 B). Direct

proof of fading we have in acf^J.lGy.ov = aozhy-c. ' foot-stool
'
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(§ 67 B).^ It is found in a catalogue : 48 x}>iv~rjfi'r/.o;, 50 "Hpr^i

VI. -lEKO- AS A HYFOCORISTIC SUFFIX.

75. Like most diminutive suffixes -^rr/.o- shows various hypocoristic

shades of meaning which are often intimately associated with the

notion of small size, but may take its place. In a suffix whose
* diminutive ' meaning developed from similarity there seems to be

no probable way by which the notion ' neat,' ' pretty,' or 'dear
'

could be derived from anything except ' small.' We can hardly

assume that the idea was originally ' too neat or pretty or dear

for the primitive to be applicable.' - On the other hand apprecia-

tion of delicacy and endearment for children and young animals

are so common that these hypocoristic shades may easily attach

themselves to any expression referring to their small size or youth.

This secondary derivation of hypocoristic notions from small size

is not only characteristic of -it/.o-, be it that it has passed through

this development independently, or that it has inherited all the

types by syncretism with -ko-, but the same is true of the latter

itself. In this way is to be explained the almost total ab-

sence of the use of Skt. -ka- to express endearment in the Veda,^

there being only three examples in the Rigveda, and there prob-

ably combined with the notion of small size, if indeed that be

not the only idea. At that early age endearment was scarcely as

yet consciously connected with the suffix.

76. The various hypocoristic words in -tT/vO- can be divided into

several groups according to the exact shade of meaning and origin.

In § 62 was mentioned the notion of deliciousness of articles of

food, derived from youth in names of animals and plants. This

use became productive in words where no idea of youth could

ever have been present, e. g. oL^.r^xlrr/.oc, ' a fine milk-cake.' Quite

similar is the use of a ' diminutive ' suffix in the meaning ' deli-

cate, elegant, luxurious,' etc., the origin of which is discussed

§ 69. These meanings shade so gradually from the diminutive

^ If it refers to the class, but possibly it designates a particularly Little

foot-stool.

^ The closest approach to such a development would be nitQiaxop (§68 f.),

perhaps a feather which was ' too soft for the name.' It must be borne in

mind, however, that this is not yet really a hypocorism, since there is no

evidence of any emotion connected with the idea.

3 Cf. Edgerton, JAOS. 31. 131 ff.
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to the hypocoristic that there is no possibility and in fact no

desirability of an exact separation. In Ihe same category would

also come the use of -i<r/vO- in jufXioxov : [xiXoc, ' elegant or

beautiful (little) song,' in Alcm. 65 "Qc, ajxe? to xalov [j.£7a(7xov.

yy. Endearment on the other hand is usually prominent in hypo-

corisms of names of persons and animals, e. g. Bst^zotit/.o? ^ ' dear

master,' xopia-/wrj 'dear maiden,' sometimes in names of parts of

the body of persons thought of with endearment. But since en-

dearment is often coupled with the notion of certain admired

qualities like beauty, there again is no sharp line of distinction

between this meaning and the one of the last paragraph, i. e. the

idea of beauty is often present and may be dominant in any ' di-

minutive ' like the above named xop(fr/.Tj.

78. The various hypocoristic uses of -ktxo- were fully developed

when the suffix first appeared in literature. From Alcman of the

seventh century we have [j-£>icr>tov just quoted and xo[j.i(7xa ' lovely

hair.' In Attic xopi(r/.r, e. g. occurs in the Comic poet Plato and

'bzazo'zicrAOC in Euripides. The flourishing period for this use seems

to have been the Classical period even more than for the deteri-

oratives and diminutives. In Alexandrian times there are new words

with the notion of endearment to be found : Havjptrrxor, oi/ioxor,

rroBiT/.oc, and perhaps -zp'xyirr/.oc, but after that I have found only

two new hypocoristic words, which, however, are both faded and

used exactly like their primitives, belonging to the category of

articles of food : 7:}.axo!jv-7t'jxoc ' flat-cake ' and -upiay.o? ' cheese.'

I. The suffix expresses Daintiness.

79. Those words in which the idea of small size can be present,

e. g. names of animals and plants, were mentioned § 62 f.

There remain such as are totally independent of the idea 'small,'

e. g. a little cake is not a bit more delicious than a large one.

Collection of Examples. dfJi/jTiaxog : airfj? 'milk-cake.' Telecl.

frg. 2. 362. '07:Tai Bs xt/Xai [jxt a[j.rjTt(jX(ov tlq tov cpapuy' tlazzi-

TovTO. U^oidaxiGxa ' a kind of cake '
: O^pTBoci.- Alcm. 20 OpiBa/i-

Gv.a? T£ xa\ xpijjavcoTO)?. xoetoxov : xpsa? 'meat.' Alex. frg. 3. 472

(4) TpicopoXou xpsi'Txov aa-sTov ^ xavu Tsiov. fjaCctJxT] : [xa^a ' cake

of barley.' Ar. Equ. 1105 'Eyw Bs \i.o^Z,i<rKX(; ys Bia^eixay^sva? Kal

^ Here totally without notion of small size. It refers to the giant Cyclops.

^ &Qida^ occurs only in the meaning ' lettuce,' but probably designated

a cake in the dialect of Alcman. Cf . the Attic S-^idaxiaxri , which also had both

meanings, as is stated by Hes. s. v.

3 Cf. S 18.
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Toucjjov OTCTOv (sc. xopiw). ib. Ii66 'IBou cpepco aoi Tr^v^e [j.a^i'TXYjV iy^-

vaaxCaxoc : yixaxoc, (sc. TvT^axoti?) 'cheese-cake.' Pherecr. frg. 2. 316

(1. 7). 'Axo Twv Be Tsywv oyzToi [3oTputov [xexa vacTicr/.wv -oTvUTupwv

0/£T£U(70VTai. nivaxLaxoq : TcCva^, ' a delicious trencher/ by metonymy,
referring to its contents. Pherecr. frg. 2. 300 -ysXibzc, B' 6>.6xvyi[j.oi

zAYjCiov TaxspwxaToi 'Etti T^iva/iov.oi?. n'kaxovvTiaxog : tzXxy.o'^c ' flat-

cake.' E. M. 533. 22 Kal S.b-'kix 01 vixwvTs? s>.a[i,pavov TCT.axouvxt'Txou? ^

;i'jpa[xoiivTa$ y) irrjo-a^xoOvTa?. rvQiaxoc : T^ipo? 'cheese.' Ael. N. A.

8. 5 xai oiX^^vzoic, jxavTsuovTai tivs^ /.at xocy-tvot? xai T-jpioywOi;.^

2. The suffix expresses Endearment.

80. Endearment is most pronounced and mere appreciation of

beauty least so when the person is addressed directly, i. e. when

the vocative case is used. So dtairorlaxog : Bs(7-6—rj^ ' master.'

Eur. Cycl. 267 'A:tt6[j.0G-' co xa>.XtG-Tov w K'jyJmzio'^.'Q BsoTTcrtcrxs,

[JLY] tra a' s^oBav syw Esvoia-i /pr^jj-aTa. (.isiQaxiaxr] : [Jtiipa^ 'girl,'

ironically in Ar. Plut. 963 (§ 47). veuviaxog : vtccVi'Xc, 'young

man ' in Ar. Thesm. 134 Kal cr' to veavto"/' oo'Tif sT . . . sps^O-at, poyXo-

[j.ai. SarvQiaxog : SdcTUpoc, as a term of endearment of a shepherd

lass to her lover in Theocr. 27. 3 Mtj xa'j/co, G'a-upiaywS,'^ xevov to oiXajJia

>.eYOtJcri.v. ib. 49 Ti pirsi? caT'jpiGv.s ; (fi/Joxog : oiloc 'friend.' Teles

ap. Stob. 516. 19 'Eyw p.ot, Boxw, w cpiXi'Txe,^ ypacpsiv d<; az xpoTpsxTixov.

81. Persons are spoken of with endearment in the third person,

largely with the idea of beauty mingled, in the following cases :

xoQcaxiq : xopv] 'maiden.' Plato Com. frg. 2. 638 (i. 12) Au>wOU? B'

tyouGo, TiQ xopioxY] Kapixov \xi\oi; ti Mz/lZzzoci toT? go^zozm;;. Timocl.

frg. 3. 607 "O(rov TO [xsTa^'j [J-stk xopCcrxrj? Tj pxTOC Xa^j^aiTUTCY)? tyjv

vuxTa xoitJ-ocG'Sa!., |3a(3aC. xooiaxog : xopoc 'youth,' used to denote

any supposed person, just like the Engl. Johnn}', must have been

hypocoristic in origin. Arist. De part. An. i. 4. 644 a 25, Phys.

4. II. 219b 21. ^u&iQCtxiaxrj : ixsTpac 'maiden, lass.' Ar. Ran. 411

[j.si,pax{'7xrj5...xal [j.aX' euTrpoG-coTTou. /neiQuxiaxog : [j,sipaxiov ' lad.' Plato

Phaedr. 237 B [j,£tpaxi<7xoc [xdcAa xaAo;. reariaxog : veavia^ ' young

man.' Lys. 32. 19 tva toiic [jIv vsaviT/.o-jcBiaTo p-sys-^oc TwvTtjijwJopcov

l)v£TjC7]T£.* Plato Symp. 211 D xaToc '/^'jgIo"^ ~z xai laOr^Ta xai toui;

1 Faded.
^ Since used in a teasing way there is also a deteriorative element.

^ Addressed to Themison the king of Cyprus.

* In situations like this one I still believe (cf. Gr. Dims. 178 f.) that pity

is merely the occasion for the expression of endearment, and that it is scarcely

proper to make a category ' diminutives of pity,' as is done by Edgerton,

JAOS. 31. 132.
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xaXouc TuaTBac ts xai vtr/.viG%ouc. id. Resp. 2. 375 A Oiei oOv Tt . . .

Biacpspsiv cpuaiv ys^vaiou ax'jTvaxoi; si? (puXaxrjV vsavicrxou suysvoU? ; id.

Tlieag. 122 D -zi xaXov ovo[j.a tw vsavtoy.w ; Insc. Epid. Ditt^. 802.

118 (3d cent. B. C.) vsavic^ov suxpsTr^ Ta[x [xopcpav. naidioxr} : yj

jcaTi; 'girl.' Ar. Ach. 1148 xaO^stjBsiv Mstoc TcatBto^Ti? ^ (5)patQTaTrj;.

naidiaxog : 6 -at? 'boy' 'servant.' Philoxen. i. 2 d;ia};6!; xaiBi-

CT/Coc £v apyypsa izpoyoo) (psptov lizt/zuty.

82. There are two hypocoristic words in -ktxo- designating parts

of the body, in both of which the notion of beauty is prominent.

xofiiaxtc: y.6^.!x ' hair.' Alcm. Parth. loi a B' Impipco ^avQ>a xopoywOC.

TcodiaxoQ : rsyjc, 'foot.' Anacreont. 28. 4^0 B' "Epw? s/wv [x6Xi[3Bov

Hepi ToT? xa}.oT$ r^ohirr/.'jic, 'EBuoxs. Herond. 7. 94 O'j aoi BiBtociv

Y] ayaS-Tj T'j/ji, KspBcov, t]>aO(7at 7:oBi(jXcov cov II6Q>oi ts xr^ptoTS? ']ja'j-

ouaiv; ib. 113 Osp' wBs tov ttoBiitxov.

83. Endearment for animals seems to be expressed by the two

following words: ximay.rj : y] xuwv 'bitch.' Ar. Ran. 1360 "A[j.oc

Bs AixT'jvvx ~aTg 'ApTsij.ic xa}>a Ta? x'jvioy.oc? - I'/yjCt' I'kb'ixoi Ai%

B6[;.tov 7:y.viv:/r\. rQa)'iay.0Q : -zpocyoc ' he-goat.' Theocr. 5. 141

<ppi[xa<7<7so 7:5t(jix Tpayi'Txcov Nuv ays^.oc, a call upon the goats to

help celebrate a victory. Possibly the Tpccyio-zto; of § 46 is a

childish hypocorism, though I incline toward deteriorative inter-

pretation. In Anth. P. 9. 317 TpayiTxo; is probably equivalent to

its primitive.

84. In one instance we have a hypocorism in -ktxo- used with

enallage, i. e. the endearment expressed by the suffix seems not

to be directed to the object designated by the word itself, but to

something in the context. This is ieqaxiaxoq : IzpccS, 'hawk' in

Ar. Av. 1112 Kav Xoc/ovzzc, apyiBiov eT&>' ap::aG'ai poyX'/jcO's ti, 'O^tjv

ispaxtoxov ic, 'zone, ytXpccc 6[j.Tv Bcoaojj-sv. The birds are coaxing for

the support of the audience : "If you have been chosen by lot

for a little office and you wish to filch a little something, we
will give 3^ou a nice little hawk into your hands."

VII. APPARENT CASES OF OTHER MEANINGS.

85. Semantic syncretism with -ko-, which may have been in-

fluential in Germanic adjectives (§ 11) to give -isko- meanings

like ' coming from,' ' belonging to,' has had no further influence

on Gr. -lo-^o- than perhaps to assist in the development of ' di-

^ If naidiaxrj here designates a servant the hypocoristic element is secon-

dary.

^ The scholiast says: xvviaxag' uyti xoZ lag xvyag.
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minutive ' meanings. The latter uses along with its use to desig-

nate similarity are the only ones that can be found in the Classical

period, but since -ko- in Greek was not a living ' diminutive
'

suffix nor often a suffix of similarity, there rarely was any con-

tact with -lovvO-, and further syncretism of the two suffixes was

out of the question. Any spread of the latter to meanings more

remote from its original one must be due to different causes, either

syncretism with Greek -lov or congeneric association or both.

86. That, however, such meanings as ' belonging to,' ' coming

from,' ' made of ' were ever consciously connected with the suffix

is not at all probable. The vague feeling of equivalence of -tov,

which certainly had all of these adjectival meanings in addition

to its ' diminutive ' uses, caused certain words of analogical rela-

tion between primitive and derivative to be formed by -itxo- if a

certain pattern in -lov existed, or one word in -it/.o- brought forth

another one which was synonymous or belonged to the same con-

generic group even though the new word did not show a mean-

ing previously found in the suffix. But thepe is no case where

the freedom of forming new words \vith suffixal meanings outside

of the limits just mentioned shows that these adjectival meanings

were actual!}' felt. I arrange the words in question then accord-

ing to the apparent meaning of the suffix, though it will be clear

that the cause of its addition was something else than a feeling

for such meanings.

87. In the first place there are quite a number of words in

-iT/.o- which are indisputabl}' equivalent to their primitives, aside

from the names of vessels mentioned § 41. It might be supposed

that aU of these, like a number of similar words in -lov, went back

to the meaning ' belonging to the category of,' that e. g. }.o/.avt'7XYi

was a vessel ' belonging to the category of ^^sxav/;,' ' a vessel of

the plate kind.' But there is no evidence whatever for a feeling

for such usage at any stage of the language, and these words are

due to congeneric attraction, following other words in which -it/vO-

imphed similarity or faded diminutives. Similarly the following

words : deoqiayMc (CIA. 2. 678 B 73) B£pp[(]<7xoi llll (378-366 B. C.)

seems to be equivalent to Bsppic ' leather covering or coat,' and if

so, it followed /irwviT/.o; (§ 40) in its ending as weU as gender,

as did also TQi/^iiaxog = 6 -rpiixiToc. Cf. Hes. Tpi[j.i!a-/vOv • i|j.aTtov.

'AgtisvBioi. /.rjf.iriaxoc ' a kind of fillet,' seems to have been in-

fluenced in its ending and gender b}^ the congeneric c-TsoaviT/.o;

'wreath or crown.' Its primitive, however, is not found, but we

may refer it to a *}vY([j.viov on the basis of S'-Ar,[j.viov, or else to
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*}.r,[j.vr,. In either case the loss of the primitive shows that it

could not have been felt as a diminutive. It occurs e. g. in Hes.

}>.r|jj.vi'r/wO'j; • -%c TJcivCa; IlypaxouTioi. Polyb. i8. 29. 12 TTsoavou?

s7:tpf'.-T0'jv-£c xai '):^^\^yi(T/SJOC. Also in an Attic inscription Ditt-.

633. 25 (4th cent. B. C). As a noose for birds Atli. 200 C, and

as a surgical bandage Heracl. ap. Galen, and Paul. Aeg. 6. 24.

ajTh]riGiiov = c7-}«r,viov ' bandage ' was in turn influenced by 7^y,-

[iyirr/.oq in its last use, i. e. if the later appearance of the latter is

due to accident. htX-c^At/.^j^i is found in Hipp. 467. 42 and the

Samian inscription of Hoffm. 3. 169. 24 f. roQViaxog ' a pair of

compasses ' = 'zo^w^. Cf. Philo in Math. Vett. p. 53. 4. This word
and Tovnaviaxoc (Martyrium in Actis SS. Maji vol. 4, p. 624)
' borer ' = Tp'j^ravov evidently followed certain names of tools of

§ 42, \\hich were largely equivalent to their primitives, e. g.

[xo/}i'7/.or or d[j£}icr/vOC. aroo^ariaxoq - 'z^ir^o'jc, Hes. is obscure be-

cause no primitive is found, yet it must have followed 'Z^i%ohi«TA.oc,

(§ 67). We do not know ^\'hether *(j-:po|3av6c,^ \\hich is to be as-

sumed as primitive, was a substantive of the same meaning or an

adjective. Finally there are two \\ords in -kt/.o- designating cham-
bers which are equivalent to their primitives : y.oiTon'/axog (Artemid.

4. 46 ; Anna Comn. 361 A ; Schol. Z 316 Q-oc^.aij.oc, 6 Ig^i vuij/^i/.o?

xoiTO)viG-/toc) = xoi-o)v, and olxiGxog (Herodian 7. 9 sicsT^O-wv jj.ovo^

tic 'zb'y oixicT/.ov MC Br, xaO-s-jBr^Tcov) = oTxoc. The cause was prob-

ably syncretism with -lov through the synonym Bco[j.aT!,ov, in which

-lov however had the meaning 'belonging to' the house (B(otj.:c).

Since olxo?, hke Bwtj-a, could also mean ' house ' as well as ' cham-
ber,' there was an analogical relation between primitive and de-

rivative in Bto|j.aTiov : Bwij.a and oIyItao^ : olxo^, while xoitcovitxoc

followed the latter.

88. Apparent cases of the meaning ' belonging to ' are the follow-

ing : (ioi'lion'taxog (Oribas. p. iii f. Mai.) ' a truss for inguinal her-

nia '
: [jO'J|3o)v ' inguen,' ' that which belongs to the inguen '

;
yaQi-

oxog (Marcell. Sid. 33) an unknown fish : yapo? ' a sauce made of

brine and small fish,' ' that which is used for or belongs to the

brine sauce '

; ^vtoxr^ (LXX i. Mace. i. 22) and iyviaxog (Joseph.

A. J. 3. 6. 8) : 6'Joc ' incense,' ' that which is connected with or used

for incense '

; Jlaviaxog (Cic. De nat. deor. 3. 17. 43)
' an attendant

of Ilav,' 'he who belongs to Pan.' For the second, third, and
fourth the influence of congeneric attraction is clear enough : yapi-

<r/.05 followed names of fish like yAa-jxi'Txoc (§ 36 A), and Q'utcTXY]

^ Janson, op. cit. 5, thinks the whole word is foreign, as may well be.

Cf. l^iaxog (§ 38 and note).

Teans. Conn. Acad., Vol. XVIII. 13 September, 1913.
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-oc other names of vessels like yjj-z'SiirrKc^ or /.ot-jAit/.o; (§ 41).

As to jjO'j(i(ovi'jXo: we may assume influence of words meaning

bandages, e. g. }.rj[j.viay.o?, assisted by syncretism with -lov. The
form in -lov.o- would gain currency because pou[3wviov was already

preempted by being the name of a plant acting as a remedy to

the jbo'jjitov, also with the idea of appurtenance. UyMrr/.rjC, finally,

may have been some one ' like Pan, but not a real one,' or a
' httle Pan.'

89. The apparent meaning ' coming from ' is found in f.ic(ya()laxog'

Tzv/WAirrAoc Hes. : ^Mayapx ^ = Msyapa, ij-ayapiGyvOc seeming to be
' that which comes from Megara,' i. e. ' Megarian pottery,' and is

equivalent to [j.sYapi/wOc xspaij.oc. The patterns again were the

many names of vessels in -itao- (§ 41).

90. In two examples our suffix seems to mean ' made of,' both

in Herondas, and therefore earlier than the preceding : y.aYra^iay.oi'

(7. 58)
' a kind of shoe '

: xavvajSic ' hemp,' ' that which is made
of hemp,' and aariay.r^ (4. 62) ' tablet for painting '

"^
: <7avi; ' board,

plank,' ' that which is made of boards or planks.' But since the

primitive of the latter is itself found in thelfneaning of ' tablet,'

it is probable that it was thus conceived in the formation of the

derivative, which therefore was either ' that which is like a cavic,'

or was equivalent to it, following related words like ;;t,vaxi(r/.oc

(§ 41). The latter itself, which might be thought of as ' that

which is made of flat-wood (;:iva;) ' is certainly a deteriorative

(§ 53) and diminutive (§ 66) of ::iva^ when itself meaning
' platter.' If, however, it attracted g-ixvitxt,, it was also used just

like Tzbrxi and ::iva/wiov of a tablet for painting, and that meaning

is accidentally not quotable. It was caused by semantic syncretism

with the -lov word. xavval^iT/vOv on the other hand was attracted

by a'r/.sciT/.ov or '7a|j.jjaAiT/.ov, both designating shoes (§ 71). It

is possible, however, that the real primitive was xavvaptov, which

itself designates a hempen shoe, and then there would be equiva-

lence of primitive and derivative.

91. In one word -itxo- appears as a compound forming suffix :

naQayuiviaxoq ' a carpenter's square ' (LXX) : 7:apa ' alongside ' and

ycovia ' angle,' ' that which is alongside of the angle,' The re-

sponsible congeneric word was some name of a tool like [i.oy)l<T/.oc

(§ 42), TpuTTaviGv.o? (§ 67), or Topvioy.o? (§ ^7). The same group,

more particularly the surgeons ' tools, caused xoi'/Jaxog (Hes.)

^ With the vowel assimilation in *J/«y«^« <; yieyaQct cf. fidyaqov (Men.)

< ^syuQoy, and Xaxdur^ < 'Aexdur^. See Brugmann, Gr. Gr*. 84.

^ So Crusius and Meister ad loc.
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= xoTlor £xxo;:£'jc ' a hollow i. e. scoop-shaped knife ' for surgical

purposes. The primitive is the adjective -/voTao?.

92. There is left the one word avO-pirr/.o? ^ in which -toxo- might

be thought of as a suffix of possession, in as much as it might be
' that which is provided with flowers,' a certain umbelliferous plant.

Cf. Hes. avSpiGvaov ' Aa/avov l/ov avO-o? wi; avy]&>ov. One would
expect a primitive *!xvOpov or ^avS^'/jp, but none is known to have

existed, and moreover, the earlier form (in Sappho and the Comic
poets Cratinus and Pherecrates) was avS-pLiT/wOv. This shows that the

avuf {(j/.o; of Poll. 6. 106 as weD as avS-ptcvaov of Hesychius was remod-

elled from the old form in -ut/.ov, and that we therefore need not

look for an\^ real meaning of -it/.o-.

93. Our conclusions can be summarized as follows. Apparent

cases of all meanings except ' diminutive ' uses and the designation

of similarity' are later than the Classical period, and never were

consciously attributed to the suffix. Words which seem to show
these meanings are all due do congeneric attraction or to the sub-

stitution of -t(7xo- for -lov because of the general feehng of equiv-

alence of the two suffixes. None of these uses gained any pro-

ductivity whatsoever so as to show that a feeling for them really

existed. A number of words in -loVvO-, however, from the Classical

period on, did not differ from their primitives.

VIII. PROPER NAMES I>J -IEKO-.

94. I have reserved for a particular chapter the proper names in

-k(jKO- because they present distinct pecuharities of their own apart

from the appellatives, and because they form a congeneric group

whose relationship is much more important than the different ways
in which the suffix modifies the primitive.

95. I am referring, however, principally to the personal names ;

for the geographical names are rare and largely uncertain. Many
of them are merely foreign names which happen to have been

used by Greek writers, and these of course can not concern us

directly. Thus the Keltic names like I!xopBi!(jxoi (Strabo), Tctupi-

T/to'. (St. B.), and Ts-jptcr/toi (Strabo) do not interest us except as

they bear on L E. -isko- (§ 2 f.), neither do the Italic OaXicrywOi

and Oayiov.ov, nor various names of towns and rivers in Asia Mi-

nor and near the Danube, e. g. Za}^i(7>to? ^ (Ptol.) a river in Paph-

^ Words which end in -laxo- which is not wholly suffixal do not concern

us. So Jioxog (Janson, op. cit. 4) and qiaxog (ib. 5).

2 Pape translates ' Schierenbeck,' referring to faX>j, which is uncertain

because we are not sure of the Greek origin of the name.
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lagonia, (I!)xapi<jVvO; (Arist., Ael.) a river of the Budini in Scythia,

napTtT/vOv (Ptol.) a cit}' of the lazyges Metanastae, Zsy.o'jpiTxa

(Procop.) a city in Moesia, also Ko'JptTxa in Theophylactus, Tsu-

pioy.oi (Ptol.) a people in Dacia, Tt|ji<r/.a (Ptol.) a city in Moesia

Inferior, TijiKr/.o? (Ptol.) a tributary of the Danube, Ticicr/.ov (Ptol.)

a city in Dacia, TpoixapiT/.x (Ptol.) a city in lower Moesia. All of

these words were either taken from foreign languages including

the suffix, or the}' ended in such a way as to suggest the Gr.

-irr/Sj-. and were remodelled according!}-.

g6. Geographical names from Greece proper I have found only

two, in the first place in St. B. Tpi-oBiTxoc xai Tpi-oB^T/.oi • xo)|j.rj

-r^c, ^h^^y-yZoc. \t^z-y.\ xai Tpi-oSiT/vT,. The reason for the name
is given Paus. i. 43. 8 Tpi-oBa Bs apajj-svov cpspsiv sxsXsuev (sc. -J]

nDS-lOC TOV KopOljiov) £"/v TOD IspOli. V.'Xl £v6"a av £X-£GT, 01 ospovT'- 6

TpiTTO'j?. IvTstiiS^a 'A-6}v}vCovo? oixotioiJ.r^ca!, vaov xoct a-jTov o'/XTiToct . . . xa\

Tpi-oBiT/.o'j? xo)ij.r,v IvTatiD-a o?xr,'jai. It is thus seen that the suffix

-icr/wO- had nothing to do with the fact that the word is a geograph-

ical name, but the whole word was transferred to the city by
association. Certainly of Greek origin was ^so 'I--o'jpi'r/.o^ (St. B.)

an island off Caria. Its primitive is i--o'jpi; ' horse-tail,' and the

suffix no doubt expressed similarity.

97. From Macedonia and Thrace, however, I have found seven

geographical names in -it/.o-, partly Greek words without doubt,

partly native. The variety of the relations between primitive and

derivative indicates that the suffix had lost all content except the

feeling that it was a suffix for forming geographical names. Thus
we find two derivatives from adjective primitives : 'EXs-jb-spicrxo?

(Theag. ap. St. B.) : £}x'J&'£poc ' free,' a city in Macedonia, and
BEpTiT/.ov (Strabo, Ptol.) a mountain of Macedonia: osctitto; 'best,'

Greek o corresponding to Macedonian 'p.^ The meaning ' belong-

ing to ' apparently in the Macedonian place name Bpo[j.i<r/.o? or

Bop[j.i(7xo; (Thuc. 4. 103): |3p6;j.oc ' roaring,' ' that which is situated

near the roaring ' river at the outlet of a lake. Similarly loziT/.o;

(Her. 7. 59) : Bopu, ' that which is situated near the trees,' a

Thracian plain with a fortified place, also 'Epyioxr, (Aeschin. 3. 82)

:

Ipyy. 'fields,' ' that which is situated near the fields,' a place in

Thrace, and M-jpTicr/.T, - (Aeschin. 3. 82) : ij.'JpTOc, ' that which is

situated near the myrtles,' also a place in Thrace. The suffix of

the last three words could also be interpreted as ' provided with.'

^ Cf. Hirt, Die Indogermanen 149; Hoffmann, Die Makedonen 232.

^ MvQiiaxi] may be a deteriorative of ^Ivqir^rov (Dem. 18. 27). In Aes-

chines MvQziaxri would then have been influenced by the neighboring"EoyiW);.
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Finally there are Faptoxoc (Ptol. 3. 12. 22 ; Strabo 7. 330) a Ma-

cedonian city : Mac. zx yoL^py. (?) 'rods,' and 'Ap'^tT/vO; (Herod. 4.

92) a tributary to the Helios river in Thrace, which Pape trans-

lates ' Riemel,' but which probably also is not a Greek word at

aU, as can be seen particularly from its accent. The comparative

productivity of these words in IMacedonia and Thrace was evidently

a local pecuharit}'
;
probably e. g. the Macedonian language had

words of its own like Bt^ziT/.ov^ in which the Greeks of those

regions recognized their own suffix -laxo- and formed other really

Greek place names like 'E}.£'j&'£pi<r/.oc by analogy. By all means,

then, the meanings ' belonging to ' etc. in these words can not be

used for establishing the semantic history of Greek -it/.o-.

98. When we come to the personal names in -it/.o-, we find a

rather large productivity—I have found a hundred, mostly in

Pape's lexicon and Collitz-Bechtel—a productivity which begins

as early as Herodotus and Thucydides. The absence of these

names from the Tyric poets is probably accidental, since the

suffix occurs repeatedly in appellatives in the same poets, though

it may be that their productivity did not become large till the

end of the fifth cent. B. C.

99. The large majority of these names show the two principle

uses of -iaY.0-, that of expressing similarity and the diminutive-

hypocoristic use. If there ever were any deterioratives among
them, they became hypocoristic by being humorously applied to

httle children, e. g. jV-jxi'Txo; ' Wolfy ' may have contained the

notion of reprehensible greediness, but \^hen given to a baby it

was used good-humoredly and affectionately. The border line

between the diminutives and those words in which the suffix was

an exponent of similarity \\ as far from accurate. Since permanent

names are usually given shortl}^ after birth, i. e. to very small

children, most of the follo^\•ing proper names could sometimes also

have been felt as diminutives, e. g. 'Apvicr/.o; could be ' little lamb '

as well as ' lamb-like.' Since, however, the use of -ktm- to des-

ignate similarity' is its oldest use, and as familiar at all times as

the ' diminutive ' uses, we may assume that these proper names

were at least partly felt as showing this meaning, and that the

notion of small size was often in the background.

^ The variants 'AQir^axog and FaQr^axog for 'AoTiexog and Taqiay.og indicate

that the suffix was not quite the same as Gr. -laxo-, but was adapted.
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I. -iT/.o- expresses Similarity.

100. The name contains some metaphor, which seizes upon some

particular quality or qualities common to a person and e. g. an

animal or plant. These names were either nick-names, as at Sparta

Kuvt<7xo; ' Doggy ' was another name for ZsuaSaij-o; (Herod. 6.

71), and could then be given at any time of life, so that the di-

minutive idea could be totall}' absent, or oftener the}' were per-

manent names from the beginning. The latter must have largely

developed from the former,^ since nick-names have a tendency to

become permanently attached to individuals, and later are trans-

ferred to other individuals in a conventional way. Thus the above

Kuvicr/wOc is the permanent name of a Lacedaemonian in Xen. An.

7. I. 13. Wherever a metaphor contains an element of censure,

as in AaYioy.a or Aayo)? ' hare ' (because cowardly), we must assume

that the word was originally a nick-name and then lost its de-

teriorative element ; for one would hardl}' give his own child a

derogatory name except in a humorous way.

loi. The different words may be classified according to the na-

ture of the primitive, i. e. according to the object compared.

A. The primitive is the name of an animal.- ligviaxog : apvo?

(gen.) 'lamb.' From Elis in Paus. 6. 16. 7. Botaxu: •/) jjoiic ' cow.'

Corinth Anth. P. 7. 493. Bo'laxoc : 6 ^o\Jc 'ox.' Thessaly Xen.

An. 5. 8. 23, CB. 345. 51, 79 (about 214 B. C.) ; Boeotia CIG. 1570 ;

Epirus CB. 1349. 7- KwiGxa. : v; x'jwv ' bitch.' Sparta Xen. Ag.

9. 6 (a sister of Agesilaos) ; Sicity Theocr. 14. 8. Kvrlay.oc: x-jwv

'dog.' Sybaris CB. 1653 (as ^'M'j^oc) ; Sparta (§ 100); Man-
tinea Paus. 6. 14. II ; Smyrna CB. 5616. 42 (about 300 B. C).

yiayiaxu : Xa.^{6c, ' hare.' Strattis frg. 2. 764 T-f,v Aay^T/.av T-r;/ 'Ito-

xpaTouc r.y.VkoLY.ry. Also L^^s. ap. Ath. 592 E. Aeortiaxog : }iwv
' hon.' Acarnania CB. 1389. 15 ; Cos CB. 3624 c 57 (third or sec-

ond cent. B. C.) ; Rhodes CB. 3762. 9 ; Heraclea CB. 4629. i.

183 (end of fourth cent.) ; Messene in Sicity Paus. 6. 2. 10 ff.
;

Smyrna Mion. 3. 196, 218 ; Samos Mion. 6. 409 ; Halicarnassus

CB. 5727 a 17 (end of fifth cent. B. C). Avxioy.a: y; }.'Jxoc 'wolf.'

^ Cf. Bechtel, Att. Frauennamen 99.

- Animals naturally offer the best field of comparison. The Uon's strength,

the slenderness of the deer, the fidelity of the dog would e. g. be qualities which

would appeal in the giving of a name. Cf. Bechtel, op. cit. 87: "Das weiche

Haar, der zarte Flaum, die zierUche Gestalt, die anmutigen Bewegungen

kleiner Tiere ergotzen das Auge und schmeicheln der streichelnden Hand —
was Wunder, daB man geliebte Wesen aus der menschUchen Gesellschaft mit

ihnen verglich."
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Triteae in Phocis CB. 1730. 3 (173-172 B. C). AvxCaxoz : 6 A-J-

xoc ' wolf.' Boeotia CB. 379. 7, 713 a 17 ; Acarnania CB. 1379.

4 ; Aetolia CB. 1428 i 4 ; Epirus CIG. 1802 ; Cephallania CB. 2566.

68 (227 or 226 B. C.) ; Delphi CB. 1743. 14, 1767. 8 (170-156

B. C.) ; Ambrysos CB. 2147. 9f. (147—100 B. C.) ; Amphissa CB.

1984. 12 (193-192 B. C.) ; Tarentum CB. 4626 ; Messene Paus.

4. 9. 5 : Sicily CB. 5221. i. 2 (Tauromenium), 5244c (Syracuse);

Athens Xen. Hell. i. 7. 13. Mvlaxoc : pc 'mouse.' Thasos CIG.

8518. 3. II ; a metic at Calymna CB. 3590. 17 ; also Anth. P. 12.

59 ff. N&iigioy.oc : vsjjpoc ' fawn.' From an Illyrian island Mion.

3. 338. navO^r^Qiaxog : -dyb-r^p ' panther.' Sparta CIG. 1278. 16.

naQda/.t'cxtj : xapBa).ic ' leopard.' Plautus Casina. 2avoiay.og : ctj-

po; 'lizard.' CIG. 4. 6868. ^FavQiaxog : tccj^oc 'bull' Amphissa
CB. 2139. 8 (189-188 B. C.) ; Calymna CB. 3590. 62 (about 205

B. C.) ; Athens CIG. 126. 24 ; Cyzicus Plin. 33. 12. 55. 156.

TQayiaxoc : T^.y.'foi
' he-goat.' Tarentum Pol. 8. 29, 30 ; Crete

Plut. Arax. 29. (I>ovnaxog : op'jvr, ' toad.' ^ Thessaly CB. 326.

3. 32 ; Boeotia CB. 830 ; Achaea Xen. An. 7. 2. i.

B. The primitive is a plant name. The point of comparison

seems to be slenderness, neatness, and growth. Cf. Bechtel, op.

cit. 100. "Jiinf/.iaxTj : aij.-slo? ' vine.' Plant. Rud. 220 ff. Ka-
/.ai.iiaxog : /.aAaij.o? 'reed.' Pisidia CIG. 3. 4366 w 26.

C. The primitive is the name of a thing. ^Aaieqioxog : aiTr^o

'star.' Samos CB. 5704. 8 (third or second cent. B. C). Eloi-

Gxog : etpo? ' wool,' ' Wooly.' Metapontium Iambi, v. Pythag. 36.

MrjViaxog : [j.r,vr, 'moon.' Pisidia CIG. 3. 4367 A 7; also Plut. 2.

348 F. Mvg/axog : ^:jzo'^ 'ointment.' Athens CIG. 276. 25; Sar-

matia ib. 2130. 28, 37 (time of emperor Tiberias). (Jiogixiaxog -
:

^opjxo? ' basket.' Epirus CB. 1359. 7.

2. -iGv.o- with Diminutive-hypocoristic Meaning.

102. Since almost all of these names are permanent names, the

diminutive-hypocoristic origin of the category is on the whole

rather a matter of inference than of immediate observation. The
diminutive meaning is indeed certain for 'HQax/.iaxog, which is

applied to the infant Heracles as title of a poem of Theocritus,

and hypocoristic meaning is probably found in ^arvqiaxog as an

alternate for locT'jpoc in Mosch. 6. 4, though possibly with a de-

teriorative shade. Certainly hypocoristic is the Plautine Lampadi'i-

^ Color seems to be the point of comparison.

2 Probably conceived of as ' carrier.' Cf. the German name ' Korb ' in

Freytag's Die Journalisten.
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cus, which is once used for Lampadio Cist. 544 Audire vocem visa

sum ante aedis modo Mei Lampadisci servi. Still better Oljanpio

is once affectionately addressed as Olympiscus in Plant. Cas. 739
obsecro te, Olympisce mi, mi pater, mi patrone. ^^ e may further

surmise that those permanent names in -icr/.o- which were derived

from other names were diminutives, the child being originally

thought of as ' little father ' or little mother.' If the father's name
was Al(r/67.oc, what was more appropriate than to call the infant

son ' httle Aeschjdus ' or AiG-/;j}i'r/.o? ? An example of the son's

name as a diminutive of the father's is Herond. 2. 76 /oj tAt^zoc,

"^Hv [j.oi IiT'jtj.jjpac /o) 7:7.--},^ ItG-ujj.jipi'r/.or. In the same way IMevi-

<T/.oc was son of jMsvcov hi the Thessalian inscription CB. 345. 56,

and the Cephallanian iV'jy.i(r/vOC was son of A'jxoc CB. 2564. 61.

And again when we read iVscov Atw^iT/.o'j in an inscription from

Acarnania CB. 1389. 15, we may wonder whether according to the

custom of naming a baby after its grandfather the father of Leon-

tiscus was not in turn named Leon, whence the son's name ' little

Leon.' The fact that a name thus given chngs to the person after

he grows to the same size as his father accounts for the fading

of the diminutive notion. H3'pocorism, however, could be con-

nected N\ith the suffix at any time even though the name was a

permanent one.

103. The primitive of a diminutive designating a person must

of course in every case itself designate a person, but we may sub-

divide according to whether the primitive designates the person

as having a certain occupation or profession, or is a personal

appellative of a different kind, or an ethnicon, or is itself a per-

manent personal name.

A. The primitive designates a man as belonging to an occupation

or profession. If the father e. g. was a fuller, the baby could be

named ' little fuller.' ri'a(fia-/.og : yvaosJ? ' fuller.' Insc. jQOfiia'Aog :

BfO[j.£'Jc 'runner.' Thessaly CB. 326. 3. 15; Attica Ephem. Arch.

2. n. 1898. K. "laviavMi : *?av£'J? ' physician ' (cf. laivco ^ ' to heal.).'

Son of Asclepius Schol. Ar. Plut. 701 ; king of Sicyon Paus. 2.

6. 6. Kv^eQriay.og~ : x'j|3£pvY;TT(C 'pilot.' A Lycian Herod. 7. 98.

B. The primitive is a personal appellative of a different kind.

The reasons for the diminutives are self-explanatory : a child could

1 Certainlv not by syncope from ' Tcectyiaxog, as Janson, op. cit. 6. The

son of Asclepius has to do with heahng.

2 The form is puzzling. 'Either Kv^sgi^iaxog is to be compared with zgiuiaxos

(§ 12) instead of *rp<|Uai(r;<of, or the primitive is really xv^egyog (Greg. Naz.),

whose late appearance would then be accidental.
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be called 'little king' if son of a king,^ or 'little father,' 'little

boy,' 'little man,' etc, "ArdQiayMC : arr,^ 'man.' Telos CB. 3488c

4 ; Sicily CB. 5219. i. 46, 203, 246 (Tauromenium) ; Athens CIG.

168 b ; Naxos Ath. 78 C ; a Macedonian king Pans. 7. 13. i.

"'Av^QMTTidY.og : av&'pco;:0(; 'man'. Tarentum CB. 4616. 2. 10 (end

of fourth or third cent. B. C). Baai/J<JAOc : jiaails'j; ' king.' Suid.
;

Anth. P. I. II (Christian period). ^HQO)'iay.og : f^pco? 'hero.' Attica

A. Rangab. 2. n. 1384. KoQio-Kog : xopoc ' youth.' Skepsis Plato

Ep. 6. 323 A ; also Strabo 608 ; Alciphr. 3. 33. MarSQiavM. : [j.aTYjp

'mother.' CIG. 4. 6913. 2 f . Naviav.og : ^^oivoc, 'fellow.' On Samian

coins Mion. 3. 284. Uatdiaxr^ 'Girlie': -q t.ocXc. Attica CIA. 2. 3.

4051. nanlay.og : T^6i.T.y.c, 'papa.' Schol.Dionys.de myst. theol. i. i.

JldTQia-Aog : ttx—f,p
' father.' On a coin from Priene Mion. 3. 187.

(tuliav.og : oiAoc ' friend.' Thessaly CB. 345. 81 (about 214 B. C.)
;

Boeotia CB. 2563. 51 (272 B. C.) ; Thelpusa in Arcadia CB. 2628.

I (230-220 B. C.) ; Phthiotis CB. 1461. i. 60; Delphi CB. 1963.

10 (182 B. C.) ; Corcyra Ath. 198 B, C ; Aegina Diog. Laert. 6.

2. n. 7, 10, 12 ; Cos CB. 3706. 7. 14, 8. 66, 69 (end of third cent.

B. C.) ; Rhodes CB. 3791. 490 (ab. 70 B. C), 306. 2 ; Carpathus

CB. 4322 a 14, 20 (beginning of second cent. B. C.) ; Tarentum
CB. 4626 (300-272 B. C.) ; Messene CB. 2566. 12 (227 or 226

B. C.) ; Cyrene CB. 4846. 4 (68 or 73 A. D.) ; Sicily CB. 5219.

I. 58 (Tauromenium), 5244 a (Syracuse) ; an Athenian poet of the

Middle Comedy ap. Suid. ; Eretria CB. 5312. 23 (308-304 B. C.)

;

Thasos CB. 5478 b 9f., 5484. 10; Tenos CB. 5492. 58; Erythrae

CB. 5692 a 16 (soon afler 278 B. C.) ; Miletus Hes. s. v. ; Abydus
Xen. Hell. 7. i. 27.

C. The primitive is an ethnicon. Some of these were doubtless

nicknames given in later hfe, e, g. a slave from Syria might be

called -•j^iay.oc in preference to his real name, which would be

unfamiliar to Greek ears. Ev^otay.og : E'jJjos'J^
' Euboean.' Chae-

ronea IGS. i. 3391. 6 [j.£t' EupoiGxov ap/si. OerTa'AiGtiog : OsttocXo?
' Thessalian.' Thebes Arist. Rhet. 2. 23. 1398 b 4. EvqIoym : I-jpoc

' Syrian.' Thessalonica CIG. 2. 1982. ZvQiay.og : Zijpo? ' Syrian.'

Megar. Chersonesus CB. 3086. 11 (third or second cent, B. C.) ;

a slave name Anaxipp. frg. 4. 466 and Ter. Eun. 772. Another

Syrian Tzetzes Hist. 9. 503, 505. (pQay/JaAog : Opayzo? ' Frank.'

Anon, de fig. in Rhet. Graec. ed. Spengel t. 3 p. 172.

D. The primitive is itself a permanent personal name, e. g. 'A(p£-

yirr/.oc. ' a little Apheles,' AlaivUoxog : Al<T/6Xoi;. Corcyra CIG,

1852, liXiaxog : 'Alzoq. Hes. Hqrefiiaxog : ''Apxt^iS.c, 'ApT£[i-wv. Sic-

^ Possibly with the notion of similarity: " a royal boy."
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ily (Centoripa) CB. 5248. 4 ['AcJfc^sijiT/.or. liaqa'/.iaxog : 'AToa).-/;^

"Aooilzoc.^ Eretria CB. 5313. 158 (third cent. B. C). Av/.iay.oc : Ao/.o:.

Paus. 2. 31. 6. l4qe?.tazog : 'AosXr;?. Boeotia CB. 429. 7. Fooyori-

axa : Fopyf'^'''- Thessaly (Larissa) CB. 356. 2. Jcdayoc : Aaoc. Phalar.

Ep. 31. J^uiaxoc : \di\)xc.'- Messene Paus. 6. 2. 10.
'^

Eqiucuoxoc :

'Epij.aToc. Boeotia CB. 586; Attica CIG. 180. 11; Alex. frg. 3.

433 (4)- Evcfctvlaxoc: E-joavr,;. Rhodes CB. 3758. i, 3789. 2 (sec-

ond cent. B. C), etc. Evifoaviaxoc ^
: EOcppavia? (Suid.). Rhodes

CB. 3778. 4. Ev(fooriaxog : Wjozor/. Boeotia CB. 553. 25. Zo)-

TTvoiaxog : Zw7:'jpo;. Heraclea CB. 4629. i. 97 (end of fourth cent.

B. C.) ; Tauromenium in Sicily CB. 5219. i. 66, 121. 'Hoa'iGxog :

'HpaTo;. Eg\'pt Isid. 107, 112, Suid. Oeogi/Jaxog : SzooO.oc.

Rhodes Pol. 16. 2-9. "lai.iiaxog'^ : "laixor. Boeotia CB. 468. A'o/.-

Xv^laxoc: KoU^j^ocq (Smyrna Mion. 3. 217). Plaut. Poen. Kgari-

oxoc : Kpa-r,c. Tarentum CB. 4616. 2. 5 (end of fourth or third

cent. B. C). Aai^uaxr^ : Aaixta. Samos Diosc. 7. 166. Aa^ioxog :

Aaij.iac Aa^.ioc. Boeotia Keil Insc. Boeot. 44 b ; Epirus CB. 1353.

5 ; Acarnania CB. 1389. 11 ; Argos Amphil. CB. 2530. 5 (230-200

B. C.) ; Corcyra CB. 3207. 4, 10 ; doubtful for Crete CB. 4944. 8 ;

Samos Plato Ep. 7. 350 B. ytafinQiGxog : Aaa-poc. Herondas 3.

57 ff. AsTTTivlGxog: Ktr-'\>n^c. Antiphan. ap. Ath. 641 F. ,Av^i-

axog: A'j,3a? (Suid.). Thessaly (Phthiotis) CB. 1461. i. 38. Av-

oariGxog : A'jcaviac = A'jTaviac. Eretria CB. 5331. Jhriaxog : ^\i-

Yr^c jMsvtov. Thessaly CB. 345. 56 (about 214 B. C.) ; Boeotia CB.

749 ; Delphi CB. 1931. 5 (about 100 B. C.) ; Calchedon CB. 3054.

10 ; Sicily CB. 5720. 2. 74 ; Athens Plut. 2. 747 B ; on DjTrachian

and Phrygian coins Mion. 2. 41, 4. 300. Mvrioxog ^
: M-jrr^c. Chal-

cis Plato Com. frg. 2. 668 (3). JIaviaxog: ITav. Egypt Pap. Taur.

I. I. 7, CIG. 3. 4893. 27, 4969. navTcdiaxog : TlavTalswv (Tenos

CB. 5492. 95). Thasos CB. 5473 b 10 (fourth cent. B. C). /7«o-

f.i(£v)iaxoc ^
: ITapji-sytov nap[j.£v'.o;. Thessaly CB. 326. i. 13, 345. 50

(about 214 B. C.) ; Boeotia CB. 485. 26 (223-197 B. C.) ; Calymna

CB. 3567. 3 ; Cos CB. 3706. 3. 54 ff . etc. (end of third cent. B. C.)

;

^ Occurs in the same inscription as the diminutive.

* Jciuig rather than Juuiag or Jduiog is the primitive because it occurs in

the Doric inscriptions, particularly in Messene, from which the name JUuiaxos

came.

» Cf Bechtel, BB. 21. 228.

* Some would read Jnuioxog.

^ Spelled ^Ivvviaxog in the passage cited. With one v Arist. Poet. 26.

1461b 36.

^ The form IIuQuiaxog is found Iambi, v. Pyth. 267. Cf. § 105.
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Rhodes CB. 3791. 415 (about 70 B. C.) ; Corcyra CIG. 2. 1881

;

Athens Dem. 56. 5 ; Samothrace CIG. 2157 ; Erythrae CB. 5692 c

35 (third cent. B. C.) ; Byzantium CB. 705. 25 ; a Metapontinan

philosopher Ath. 614 A. JlazaixCaxog : Hcczxiydoc. UaTaizicov. Herond.

4. 63. Jlodicjy.oc : IIoBr,; (II. 17. 575). Insc. ap. Aschick Bospora-

nisches Reich i. IloUiGxog: IIouoc. Sarmatia CIG. 2. 2130. 64.

2aTVQi(jxog : ZaT'jpoc. Probably a slave-name from Thera CB. 4699.

14 (end of third cent. B. C.) -xzl'jzirr/.ov. ^ifj/axog : I!Tij.o; -tov.

Sicily (Tauromenium) IGSI. 421. lai. ^iai\u^oiay.og : li'7'j[j.|jpa;.

Herond. 2. 76. Zoqoyj.tdiaxri : ZoooyJlc. Plaut. Pers. ^o}q oo)'i(jxog :

Xcoopcov. Calymna CB. 3590. 27 ; Athens Plato Euthydem. 297 E.

Te/.iaxog : Ti7.r^i;. Thuria CB. 4679. 6 (third or second cent.

B. C). (Paviaxog : Oavoc. Plaut. Most. (PQurlO'/Mg ^
: Opovtoc

(Od. 2. 386, 4. 648). Boeotia CB. 476. 45.

E. To the words of D should doubtless be added a number of

names which can not be referred to anj^ actually existing prim-

itive, but which nevertheless have the appearance of being derived

from other names. Leaving out of account Jsoxriaxog (Insc. Hypat.

n. 195 b. Curt. Insc. Att. 12, p. 32), which Keil plausibly explains

as a mistake for A£ovti(7xo?, there is 'OXxloxog (Abacaenum in Sic-

ily CB. 5208), 'Pviaxog (Boeotia CB. 707. 2), and no/.v(iadiaxog

(Plaut. ap. Varro L. L. 6. 73). Though the exact forms of the

primitives can not be determined, they must have been something

like *OATia?, *T'Jio?, and *no7.'j,3aBr,-.

F. Some of words classified above as derived from appellatives

may in reality also belong to D if the same primitive is in use

as a proper name, or at least one so like it as to have the same

basis of derivation. Thus the names AsovtioVvOC, A'jylTAOc, —:c-jzi-

o/wO?, OpuvtfT/wO?, and <I>op[j.{(r/wO$, instead of being ' like a lion, wolf,

lizard, toad, and basket ' respectively (§ loi), could have been

derived from the proper names Ascov, A'jxo? (§ 102), Zaupiac,

$pv)vo? or <I>p'jvuoy, 06p[j.o$ or Oopjj.!.; or <I>op[j.i(ov. Similarly Apo-

[j.iT/.oc and Ku|3spvi<r/vO; (A), instead of being ' little runner ' and
' little pilot,' could have come from Apop-ed? and KupspvTjTr,? ; Na-

vCt/.o; and TTa-ioVvOC (B), instead of being ' little fellow ' and ' little

papa,' could be referred to the proper names Navo? and Ila-xc or

lixT.otc, or Ily.ziy.c. Since we have no idea when and how these

words were first formed no certain decision for the individual

word could be reached.

1 That a child should be given the diminutive of a Homeric name is per-

fectly intelligible. It is not necessary, therefore, to assume that ^Qoyiaxog

stands for Elypqoviaxo?, as Keil supposes.
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104. Feminines in -loy.Yj are sometimes formed as a counterpart

lo a previously existing masculine in -irrAOc, without being directly

traceable to a feminine name as primitive. So \i)Jay.r^ ^ (Plant.

Cist.) is probably patterned after the masculine 'A>i(r/.oc : 'AXso?

;

Meriaxr] (Cos CB. 3706. i. 18, 3. 63, 7. 36) after Mz/i<rMc : MsvTj?

or IMsvwv
;
Ev^Qovia-Axi (Lipara CB. 3552) after E'r^povioy.o;: E'Joptov;

possibly also Aafiia-A.ii after Aapicrxo? instead of : yj Aajj.ia, Botaxa

after BotcvwO? instead of : yj (jOu?, etc.

105. As a successor to I. E. -ko- -ktao- could probably take upon

itself the function of forming " Kosenamen," i. e. shortened forms

of compound proper names of which only one member, usually

the first, was used in full, whereas the other was suppressed en-

tirely or nearly so. Even if this function was not due to syn-

cretism with prehistoric -ko- or -I0-, it could easily develop in the

Greek language itself by a shift of grouping of etymologically

related names. Thus AaijiiTxoc, which was a diminutive of Aa'j.i?

or Aaijia?, could be referred to the compound Aa[j.oxpaT^$ or Aa-

[xoxpiToc or Aaij.oyv7.Yjc, particularly since Aaij.ic andrAaij.iar were them-

selves " Kosenamen "of these same compounds. Similarly Aaij.-p{<7/wOS

might be "Kosename" of Aa[j.7wp6[j.a/o? or Aa[j.7:po/AYjC instead of be-

ing a diminutive of Aa[j.7:po5, MsviiTxo; e. g. of Msvsisvoc -Aaoc instead

of : MsvYjc Msvcov, HoBi'Txoc of IIoBavsjj.o? TloBapxYjC instead of : IIoBy]?,

<I>aviG-/vOc of <I>avi;:7:oc instead of : tPavoc -lac. Also a number of words

listed above as coming from appellatives might have been formed or

secondarily felt as " Kosenamen," e. g. AvBptoxcc - of Av^poxparyjc etc.

instead of being ' little man,' Apo[j.iGy.o? of Apoij.oxAY;? -vXzibT^c, in-

stead of ' little runner,' Aoxioxos of ADxotjpyoc etc. instead of

' Wolfy,' M7]vi(7xo$ of My]v6Boto<; -Bcopo? instead of : [j.YjVYj
' moon,'

ITa-rpC'jxo? of naTpox}.Y,c etc. instead of being ' little father,' ^iki-

(7X0C of ^l^'Cki7:~oc <lH}.oxp(XTYjC instead of ' little friena.' Since a

number of names from similar or identical stems usually existed

alongside of each other we can not, however, often tell whether

an individual word was a " Kosename " or not. But that -lovvO- was

at least occasionally used in their formation is shown by several

\\ords in which the addition of the suffix is accompanied by such

mutilation of the stem of the primitives that it can not possibly

be explained by the rules of sandhi (cf. § 12). These are Ilav-

loOlay.oc, : IlavTa^icov and nappa-/toc : Hap^xsvcov (§ 103 D). Di-

rectly formed from a compound stem is also the Boeotian ^IqavL-

^ For the inorganic h of the Latin form Halisca cf. Stolz, Lat. Gram.* 128;

Sommer, Handb. d. lat. Laut- u. Formenl. 217.

2 This word e. g. is considered a " Kosename " by Fick-Bechtel.
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axoc (CB. 708), which can net come from Eipr^vaToc, \\"hich would

have given *'Ipavat'7xoc (cf. § 12 third note), but must be " Kose-

name " of some word like YJ.^-'ryir.-oz.

3. Apparent cases of other meanings of -irr/.o-.

106. Other apparent meanings of -irr/.o- than that of expressing

similarity and the ' diminutive ' meanings are still rarer in proper

names than in appellatives (§ 85 ff.), and ma}^ with great prob-

ability be denied altogether. It would indeed be possible to

assume that Aaij.icr/.oc and Aa[jic-/.T, were conceived as ' he (or she)

who has a (large) gullet (Aa[j.or),' instead of being derived from

Aaij-ioc Aa[j.iac and Aa|;.ia, or that IIoBit/vOc was ' he who has (big)

feet ' instead of a diminutive of HoBy^c, were it not for the fact

that there are no proper names where the assumption of the

possessive meaning of our suffix is a necessary one. In the same

way we might assume that the meaning of appurtenance was

present in KoA}>u|jtGyvOC, the name of a steward, as ' he who has

to do with the coin (x6}.A'j,3oc),' instead of being a diminutive of

the proper name KoAAypac, and that the Boeotian 'IpavirTxcc meant
' belonging to peace (sipYivrj) ' rather than that it \\as a " Kosename

"

of 'Ipaviz-or, were it not that the overwhelming preponderance of

diminuti\'es should make us classify the ambiguous examples as

probably belonging there. There are indeed a few words where

appurtenance seems at first sight the necessary meaning of the

suffix : liyQia/It (Lycophr. 1152) : aypoc/ ' she who belongs to the

fields/ an epithet of the goddess Athena; Ms/Jay-og (Anth. P. 6.

82) : [jiAor, ' he who is concerned with the melody,' the name of

a fluteblower ; Taniaxoc (Nil. Ep. 3. 75)
' he who belongs either

to the town Ta7:at, or Ta—r^
' ; ^EoyioY.og (Harp. s. v. 'EpyioVvrj) :

-%

epY^, perhaps ' he who is concerned with the fields.' For the last-

mentioned, however, it is clear that the person designated is a

mere hero eponj^mous, and that his name is therefore a retrograde

derivative of the name of the town 'EpyiT/vYj, which he was re-

puted to ha\'e founded. As to the other three, their isolated po-

sition would incline me to the view that they come from names

which are accidentally not quotable,- e. g. *'AYpia or *Tot.T.ioq. On
the other hand it is conceivable that the suffix secondarily de-

^ If 'Ayqioxa were an old word it might have come from the adjective

ayqiog. Cf. § 10.

^ Perhaps MeUaxog was derived from MsXwy or Me'/uog ( : f^e'/M 'to be a

care to'), and was secondarily connected with fisXog.
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veloped the notion of appurtenance in some way like the following.

Ko}v}.'j,3t(r/Cos, though derived from the proper name Ko}.}J[3ac, the

name of a steward, might be referred to the appellative y.olXu^Qc,

' small coin ' as ' he who has to do with the coin/ and other

words might follow by analogy.

107. One name in -loy.o- seems to de derived from an adjective

primitive : "^E^So^.tia'/MC (Andros CIG. 2. 2349 c 3 add.) : s^jBojxo?

' seventh.' If so, it followed the analogy of names like 'Aos^icr/.oc,

E-jopov{(7/.o?, Ax^-picr/woc, and Zcoopovi'Txoc, which, though derived

from the proper names 'AcpsAr^c, Eijcpccov, Aaij.7:por, and Zojopcov,

could as well be referred to the adjectives ao£7.r,c, soopwv, }»a[x-

Tcpor, and (7oV.ppo)v respectively. Since, however, 'EjiBojj.iT/.oc would

thus stand altogether alone among proper names as to its deri-

vation, and since there is only one appellative \\hich with any

degree of probability is derived from an adjective (§ 28), it is

more probable that the primitive adjective was itself used as a

proper name which happens not to have been transmitted.

loS. I have necessarily ignored altogether a- number of names

in -iT/.o- of non-Greek origin, since these have no value for Greek

semantics. Such are the Persian 'OQioy.og (Ctes. 40 b 3) and IlaQi-

(Txac (Plut. Artox. 12), and lyModiayMC (App. lUyr. 2), the son of

Paeon after whom the Kellic I!xopBi(r/wOi are said to have been

named.

IX. THE DLA.LECTIC DISTRIBUTION OF WORDS IX -I^KO-.

109. For a detailed dialectic history of the suffix there is in-

sufficient material. The appellatives are of such sporadic occur-

rence in the dialect inscriptions that almost nothing can be made

of them, and the proper names, \\hile fairly numerous on the

whole, yet yield such a small number for the dialect of each lo-

calit}?' that negative e\'idence, to say the least, is precarious. The

principal conclusion we can draw from the distribution of these

comparatively few forms over most of the dialects is that,- with

the exception of the Aeolic (§ i), probably every Greek dialect

knew them, and that the pre-Hellenic origin of the suffix is thus

again confirmed (§ 2). There are indeed other dialects than the

Aeolic in which -kt/.o- has not been found in inscriptions, but the

evidence is insufficient to make actual absence of the suffix even

probable. That I have found no names of persons in -'t/.o- from

Aeniania, Cyprus, and Pamphilia is explained b}' the scarcity of

inscriptions from these regions as well as from the comparatively
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small amount of contact of their people with the rest of Greece,

a fact \\hich accounts for their being rarely mentioned in Greek

literature, and for the consequent rarity of all kinds of names of

persons from those localities. I have also found no inscriptional

eWdence of names in -itxo- from Crete and Achaea, but the occur-

rence in literature of one such name from Crete and another from

Achaea shows that their absence from inscriptions is accidental.

That the comparatively large amount of material from Crete should

not have yielded even one certain name in -it/Co- is due to the

nature of the inscriptions—they are largely of legal contents and

do not contain long lists of proper names like e. g. the Thessalian

inscription CB. 345.

no. It is self-evident that certain names in -itxc--, like other

names also, were peculiar to or at least particularly popular in

certain localities. Thus nap[j.eviG"/.o;, while common to many differ-

ent dialects, was particularly favored at Cos, where it occurs twenty

times in inscriptions. When moreover Eucpavicr/.oc occurs in five

different Rhodian inscriptions, and once at Delphi (CB. 2581. 218),

but there the name of a Rhodian, we can be certain that it was a

purely Rhodian name. Similarly the fact that MsviGv/rj is the

name of three different individuals at Cos, but is not found any-

where else, makes it probable that is was confined to Cos. Also

some of the a-a; AeYO[j.£va were no doubt actually limited to the

places where they are found, but it is unsafe to draw conclusions

in the individual case.

III. In the want, then, of sufficient evidence to trace the his-

tory of the suffix in the dialects, I shall give a table of the words

actually found, making no distinction whether a person designated

as coming from a certain locality is mentioned in an inscription

from the same or a different locality or in literature—what is

important is merely the place from which the person's name came.

These names will merely be mentioned—for details consult the re-

ferences in the index—under the heading of the larger geograph-

ical units to which they belong, e, g. they are classified merely

as Boeotian instead of Theban, Thespian, etc.

I. Arcado-Cyprian. A) Arcadian : OiAicr/wOr. B) Cyprian :

none.

II. North-east Greek. A) Aeolian : none. B) Thessalian : Bot-

(TTco?, FopYovicr/vX, Acoij-iirxo?, Msvi^r/wO?, n7.p[j.£vi<rxo?, ^01(jy.oc„ Ofjvt-

0X0?. C) Boeotian : Ao£}a(7xo?, Boicy.05, 'Epij.ai(7X05, Eujjoi^/.o?,

E6opovi(7xoc, G£TTa}a«7>co?, 'lajjiov.oc, Aajj-iT/toc, A'j/a(r/wO?, MEvioy.o?,

nap[ji£vi(r/.oc, 'PuiGxo?, ^01<ta.oc„ <I>povi(7xoc, <I>p!Jvt(7xoi;.
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III. North-west Greek. A) Group I. i) Epirus : Bot'T/vOc, Aaij.iT/.oc,

A'jySiTAoq, t[)oppiaxo;. 2) Acarnania : Aa[j.i(7xo$, AoOVTi(r/.oc, A'jxit/.o;,

3) Aetolia : Ay/icrxoc. 4) Phthiotis : Au[3i<7xoc, Oi}i(7xoc. 5) Ceph-

allania : Auxit/.o?. B) Group II, i) Locris : Au/icrxoc, Ta-jpiT/.o;.

2) Phocis : Au/i^Txa, Auxt(r/.o?, INIsvttr/wOc, ^t^Olny.o^. 3) Achaea and

its colonies : O^^vta-^o? (Sj^baris), OfuviGv.oc (Achaea). D) Elean :

Apvi(jX05.

IV. Doric. A) Laconian and Heraclean. i) Laconia : Kwiay.x,

KuvtcVwOc, riav&'rjpicnio?. 2) Tarentum : AvS-poiTrioVwOC, KpaTiov.oc, Tpa-

Yi(jX0(;, <I>!,}i'jy.o?. 3) Heraclea : ZoiTzuziT/.oc, Asov^ioxoc. B) Messe-

nian : Aajjicv.o?, Kovictkoc, Aoy,i<T/.oc, TeAioxo? (Thuria). C) Megarian :

Msvi(7xoc (Calchedon), IIap[j.£vii7Xoc (Byzantium), Z-jpioxoc (Chersone-

sus). D) Corinthian, i) Corinth : Boi(7xa. 2) Sicyon : 'laviovvor.

3) Corcyra : AioyuliT/wOr, Axijiov.oc, nap[j.£viG-/.oc, <I>i}>icr/.o;. E) Argol-

ic. i) Argos : none. 2) Aegina : ^01<t/.oc. F) Rhodian. i) Rho-

des : E5cpavicy.o?, EOopavCoVvOc, GsocpiAiT/vO?, Aeovti'T'/.o;, ITscpij.svifr/.o?,

<I>i>^i<r/oc. 2) Carpathus : (POlaxoc. 3) Telos : AvBpiTxo?, G) Coan

and Calymnian. i) Cos : Aeovtiotioc, MsvioVvTp ITapfj-sviT/coc, Oi}i-

(7X0?. 2) Calymna : Hy.pij.Evi'Txo?, Ztoopov'cr/.o^ TaupiT/.o?. H) The

dialect of Cnidus etc. : E-jopovi-Txa (Lipara). I) Theran and Me-

lian : ^hXiTAoc (Gyrene). J) Cretan : Aafj-iT/or (?), TpxyiT/.oc. K)

The Dorian dialects of Sicily : AvBpioxoc, ApTSfj-iT/vO?, Zmtz'jpiTAOc,

Azoy-irr/.oc, A'jxiTxor, 'Ol^irrAOc, OilCoy.o?.

V. Ionic. A) East Ionic, i) Smyrna : Kuvicxoi;, Asovtioxo?. 2)

Erythrae : nap[j.£vi(r/.o?, <bOi'T/.<'jC. 3) Priene : ria-ciGVvOc. 4) Mile-

tus : ^\>Oia7.oc,- 5) Halicamassus : A£ov':!!<7xoc. 6) Samos
;
ATTspi-

crxo?, Aa[j.icrx7), AsovTifTxo?, Naviov.oc. 7) Samothrace : IlapjxsviGxo?.

8) Cyzicus : Ta-jpiT/vOc. 9) Abydus : <I>i}iay.oc. B) The dialect of

the Cyclades. i) Tenos : ^UxT/Sjq. 2) Naxos : AvBp{<r/.o;. 3) Tha-

sos : M'j'iVr/.oc, navTaXiTXOi;, Odicrxoc. C) Euboean : Ao-cpalioxo?,

AupaviT/.oc, M'jv(v)i'r/.or, ^Oirr/SjC.

X. -/2:b:o- in conglutinates.

112. There are none with -loxo- as last component except -aX-

iaxoc,, in 7:o(70"a}i(7xo; : TroaS-oiv, which is explained § 61 as pat-

terned after xtopa}i(jxoc : xoipaXiov.

113. With -iTxo- as first component we find a number of con-

glutinates in -lov and its compounds. The only one which has
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any productivity is -laxtov, for which cf. Gr. Dims, in -lov 251 ff.i

One can hardly say that a conglutinate -loxapiov is to be abs-

tracted from vEavioTtapiov or TiaiBicntaptov, or -toxyBpiov from vsavtcrxu-

Bpiov, which are rather simple diminutives in -apiov and -uBptov from

non-diminutives and faded diminutives in -icnto-. -lOTtiBtov, however,

occurs in Stephaniscidium , which is used as a hypocorism for

Stephanium in Plant. Stich. 740 : te expetimus, Stephaniscidium,

mel meum. Whether there was an intermediate *--zo'xyi(TKr^, or

whether -tcrxiBtov is an actual conglutinate, and if so, whence it

originated, we cannot decide from the material on hand.

^ To the words there given should be added two more without an inter

mediate form in -laxo-: yvpcaxiaxior (Hes.) ' a little or young woman or

girl ': yvyrj ' woman '; iXecpupTiaxioy (Ael. H. A. 8. 27) ' a little elephant ':

iXegxts. Also two more with forms in -caxo-: natdiaxtoy (Hes.) ' a little girl ':

nc(i6iaxri ; zqinodiaxioi' (= avd-qdxiov) AB. 404. 19 ( : ZQinodiaxos), in which

-COP is an exponent of similarity.

Trans. Conx. Acad., Vol. XVIII. 14 September, 1913.
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ayxfoviTxo? 32, 42
'Aypicrxa 10, 20, 106

odyi'yy-oc 46
Ai(7/u)icy.oc 102, 103D
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i^litTXTj 104
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ap.TjTicrxo? 76, 79
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'AvBpi(TX0(: 12, 103 B,

avB-pioywiov 92
avS-pi(jxoc 92
avQ'ptoTzi'Txo; 12, 47,

51 ff.^

'Av8>p(07:{'7xoc 103 B
aHovi-^xo; 32, 42
'Axo>.}>(ovi(7xo? 39 A
apavciovvoc 38
api(7xoc 41
apxT:j7>or 14
'ApviT/.o; 99, loi A
'ApT£[jLiaxo? 103 D
apzitjY.Qc, 43, 68 A
'ApTlOTCO? (-Yj(7x6?) 15,

,
97

X(77v£piaV.0V 18, 21, 26,

a<7[j.aTiov 59
a<yiTtBi<TXY) 32, 39C, 40
a(T7ciBt(Dto? 22, 42

acTTspirrxoc 29, 33, 38,

40, 42 f., 57, 68 B
'Aa-T£pi(r>'wO(; loi C

ao^TpayaliTKOc 22. 24,

42
'A'jCpa}ai7xoc 103 D
x61i<TMc 56 f . , 67 A
Au'ki<TKO(; 103 D
auloivioy.o? 64
'AcpsHT/.o? 103 D, 107

^octyikiTKOC 12, 31. 35,

36, 46
Bacrilicr/vOc 103 B
pa'^pa/iTy.oc 42
Bsp 71(7X0V 97
pYi/iov 59
Boi'Txa loiA, 104

BotovvOc loi A
[joX[jI(7xoc 63 a
BopiJ.iTxoc 97
[30L>pO)Vl(7XOC 88

^ouY-oXiT/.o^ 51

Bpopcr/.oc 97
[3w[JLt«7XO? 37, 42

yatj-fJLaTiT/.ov 18, 40
yapiT/wOC 88

Fapi'Txo; (-/^(txo?) 97
Y^.auxiTxoc 24, 36 A,

54, 72/88
FvaoiT/vOc 103 A
FopYoviGy.a 103 D
Ypa[J4J.aTi<7xoc 53
ypa'^icxoc 24, 42
Yuvamcmiov 113 n.

AsciTxo; 103 D
BaxTuyi-rxoc 65
AapTxo; 103 D, 105

Be}/ptvi(7xo? 24, 56, 62

AeovTi-rxo? 103 E
Bsppioy.o: 12, 22, 87
boOT;oTi(7xo? 77, 80

Atovu(K'7xoc 37
BiTxo? 92 n.

Siopi'Txo; 42
BoXiTxo; 67 A
AopiGv.oc 21, 24, 97
Spa7:£-i<7xoc 46
'Apo[ji(7xorio3A,F,io5

Bpo-iTxor 41 B
5(o[j.aTiov 87

'Ej^SoiJ-iTxoc 107
Eipiov.o? loi C
'E}.£uD-£pi'7xo? 97
DxcpavTiT/.tov 113 n.

'EpYi(7XY, 21, 25, 97,

106

'EpYi^^-o; 106

'Ep[ji.aioxoci2n.,io3D

K'j^oiT/.'j^ 103 C
E'joaviov.o? 103 D, no
Eu'-ppaviirxor 103 D
E-jopoviT/.a 104
EOcppoviOTwO? 103D . 107

t/y/iTY.oc 37, 41

taxopiTxo; 61 A
Za>.{(7xo? 21 f.. 95
^uYt<r>tov 18, 42

Zw7CL»pi(7xo5 103 D

The numbers refer to the paragraphs. The occurrence of names in

§ III is not listed here, since the dialectic distribution of the individual

names can be seen much better from the references to Chapter VIII.
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Y))a(7xoc 67, 74
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"Tpavioy.oc 12 n.. 105 f.

'.(oviavvoc 36 A

xaStcr/.oc 24, 34, 41,

48, 51

xalaOioVvO; 41 B, 43
xaT^a^-iT/vO; 42,63 A,7i

Ka},a[j.ii7xo; loi B
xavvaPiT/wOv 18, 21, 26,

90
'ACCTZ^icr/.'-jc 36 A, 62

Kapicxoc 95
xapu'icrxo? 24, 41 A
Y.ocoy.rr/.oc 42
x£v-picrxo?24, 33,36A
x£(7Tptvi(r/v0c 24, 62

xtoviovvoc 67 x\ 73
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43, 66 B, 88
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B

K'jviT/.a loi A
X-JVIOXT] 83

xuvtcrxo? 53
K'jviT/.oc 100. loi A
x'j-aiciT/.Oi; 63 B
x'j-aiaoTXOC 71

i

xojpaXi'Txo; 61 B, 112

AayiTxa 100. loi A
7.axavrj 89 n.

Aajjioy.Tj 103 D. 104,

106

Aaij.iTxor 103 D, 106

Aaij.-aSiT/.o? 12, 102

Aaij.-piTxoc 103 D,

105. 107
AoxavCT/.r, 12. 25, 41 B,

87
loXlT/^OV 18, 41 B
AsovTicr/.o; loi A, 102,

103 F
i As-TiviT/.o? 103 D

^.s'jxiTxo? 36 A
Xrj[xvi(7xoc 24, 87

( )v!,[j.£viaxoi; 64

I

llVlTXO? 24, 69

Xo-OchlTAOC 22, 41 B
lo'JTTjpiTXOC 41 B
AuPiTxo? 103 D
A!jxi(7xa 20, loi A
>.[>xi(7xoc 36 B, 42
Aux-'tz-oc 20,99. loiA,

102, 103 F, 105
A'jpavtT/vOc 103 D
Xoyyi'jy.oc 36 A

[j-ayapiTytoc 24. 89
[xayapov 89 n.

[xaysipioVvOc 51

[j-a^iTXY, 79
IMaTspi'Txa 103 B
^.sipaxiGv 20

p-EipaxioyvY] 12. 14. 47,

80 f.

[jLSipaxioywO(; 12, 14, 20,

51- 53- 57' 61, 74' 81

lJ.£}iT/.OV 12, 16. 18,

76, 78

MsXi^r/vOc 20, 106

Msvi^TXTj 104, no
Msvtcrxo? 102. 103 D,

105

If-ryirr/.r, 43 .

[j.TjVtixoi; 22,' 29. 31,

40, 42 f

.

MyivCtxo? ioi C. 105

[xo/}i'7XO(; 22, 28, 42,

87, 91

piT/vT, 21. 23. 32, 36

B

ij-'jiT/wOc 12 n., 36 B
JM-jiT/.o? IOI A
J\lDv(v)t<rxo? 103 D
^bpi-rxoc 20, IOI C
MupTtT/.Tj 97

vai<jXoc 42, 56
NaviTxoi; 103 B, F
va'7ci'7X0(; 28 n . 79
vsavfTxap'-ov 113

v£avi'7xo;7,9f., 16,48,

51, 53, 61, 74, 80 f.

v£avi'7X'JBpiov 113

NePpit/vO; ioi a
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6X[j.i'7xoc 37, 42
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) A'j[j.At(r/wOc 12. 102
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6vi<r/Coc 31 f., 36 A. 42
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opoi(r/.oc 36 A
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-aiBapiGVwO? 61 B
-aiBiT/.apiov 113

-atSicTxr, 31 f.. 35. 54.

81

naiBioVvrj 103 B
xaiBiGv.iov 113 n.

-aiBioVwOc 35, 81

-avj'YjpiGxoc 39 B
nav&-rjpi(r/.o? loi A
navi(r/co; 39 A, 54, 88,

103 D
riavTaAiT/.or 12. 103D,

105

Uot.^ziav.oc 103 B. F
xapa|3o}icr/wOr 24. 42
-jcpaycovi'Txoc 22.24.91

llapba'AiTxr, loi A
;:«p&£vi'7xrj 16, 61 B
riapiT/.a? 108

nap[j.(£v)t(r/.oc 12,

103 D, 105. no
riapTKTXov 95
-y.'j'yy.'/l'T/.oc 67. 74
nx-rai/vicvvoc 103 D
HaTpiaxo^ 103 B
-oBic/vTi 39 C
~r,'/iT/.'JC 12, 43
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T/vOv) 16, 18. 21. 26,

51. 69, 71

(javioVvT, 12, 90
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T/vSAlCV.OV 12, 18. 24,
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iTxiaBiGVwT, 47, 49. 53
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XxopSirTxoc 108
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'7::}.r;/iTxov 27, 87
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TsAiT/vOc 103 D
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Oscyicrxot 95
C>aXioTtov 95
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ob-otiT/.o: 27, 43
oiodiGxt] 25, 41 B
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cpiXi(7X05 78, 80
^01rr/.oc 103 B, 105
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New England Spiders identified since 1910

BY J. H. Emerton.

The following paper is a continuation of those published at various

times in these Transactions and mentions 23 species of spiders

found or identified since the printing of my " New Spiders from New
England " in Trans. Conn. Acad. June 1911, eighteen of which are

new. Twelve of these are described from only one or two specimens

some of which have been a long time undescribed in my collection.

Among the others Epeira Emertoni, Glyptocranium cornigerum and

Lycosa funerea are well known a little farther south and Cercidia

prominens is a European species previous!}^ noted from Franconia

by N. Banks. Ent. News, 1894. Among the new species Lopho-

carenum bicarinatum has a peculiar form of the head and L. coriaceum

has an unusual development of the hard parts of the abdomen.

Bathyphantes furcatus is a very distinct species from the Sand-

wich Mountains and B. duplicatus from Mt. Katahdin is the nearest

relative to the little known B. subalpina Em. Trans. Conn. Accad.

1882. Ulesanis serrata is described from an imperfect specimen and
its relations are uncertain as are those of Areoncus littoralis and
Dipoena pallida.



Theridium maxillare. new

3 mm. long. Cephalothorax and legs pale yellow, the abdomen

whiter than in the other species of Theridium. The cephalothorax

has three narrow longitudinal black lines. The abdomen has a wide

white stripe in the middle, deeply notched at the sides and not, as in

most species, narrowed toward the front. The white area is broken by

translucent lines following in the middle the line of the dorsal circu-

lating vessel. The crenate edge of this area is marked by a dark line

made up of black spots of irregular size which extend down the sides

of the abdomen with one larger spot to each lobe of the middle stripe.

The legs are faintly ringed with brown at the end of each joint and

in the middle of tibia and metatarsus. The sj^rnum is pale in the

middle and brown behind and at the sides. The labium is also brown.

The base of the maxillae extends sidewise as a blunt tooth under the

coxa of the first leg. The palpal organ has the basal process large

and sickle-shaped, with a sharp point extending outward and for-

ward nearly to the end of the palpus. The tube crosses obliquely

under the basal process and is supported at the end by a short but

complicated appendage. Figs, i & i c. PI. L
One male only from low bushes in the large sphagnum bog at

Southwest Harbor, Mt. Desert, Me., July i, 1909.

Theridium cinereum. new

This species is represented by one male only from W'ellesley, Mass.

It resembles in size and proportions T. murarhim. As in that species,

the front legs are moderately long, not as long as in montanimi and

sexpunctatum. The markings are different from the other species.

The cephalothorax is pale, with a small dark marking in the -middle,

widened toward the front but not extending as far as the eyes. At

the sides the cephalothorax is edged with dark. The abdomen

is dark gray with the middle band broken into four pairs of whitish

curved marks, almost separated from each other. On the under side

the sternum is pale, without markings, and the abdomen is pale,

with gray spots around the spinnerets and the lung openings. The

legs are pale, without rings or spots, and only slightly darker toward

the tips and toward the ends of the joints. The male palpi are short
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and resemble most nearly those of T. murarium. There is a con-

spicuous dark spine near the outer and upper edge of the tarsus,

and the tube is partly hidden between this and a soft pale appendage

in the middle of the palpal organ. Figs. 2, 2 a, 2 b. PL I.

Dipoena buccalis, Keyserling, Spimi. Americas, 1886.

Dipoena buccalis. Banks, Nearctic Spiders, 1910.

An immature female is 2 mm. long with the abdomen nearly spheri-

cal and the cephalothorax as high as it is wide, highest just beyond

the eyes. In front, the head is concave so that the front middle

eyes, which are much the largest, project forward. The cephalo-

thorax is gray, lighter in the middle of the head. The abdomen is

pale, marked with gray in a narrow middle stripe and several pairs

of transverse spots. The sternum is gray and the under side of the

abdomen pale. The legs have the coxa and base of femur pale and

the end of femur and patella dark gray; there is also a gray spot on

the end of the tibia and less distinctly on the end of the metatarsus.

New Haven, Conn. Figs. 3, 3 b. PI. L

Dipoena pallida, new

2 mm. long. Pale with a faint gray middle line on the cephalo-

thorax and gray spots in three rows on the front half of the abdomen.

The height of the head is half the length of the cephalothorax. The

front middle eyes extend their diameter in front of the head and are

one-half larger than the upper middle eyes. The sternum is as wide

as long, and rounded behind. The legs are of moderate length,

the first pair only a little longer than the fourth. The male palpi

are short, and the palpal organ small and simple. Figs. 4b, 4 c. PL I.

One male only from Buttonwoods, near Providence, R. I.

Ulesanis serrata. new

1.5 mm. long, light yellow brown without markings. The abdomen
with a hard spot that covers the upper surface and hard pieces around

the pedicel and around the spinnerets as in several Ceratinella. The
head is much elongated forward, carrjang the front middle eyes which

are of the same size as the upper middle pair. The cephalothorax

is high, but the head is not much elevated. The sternum is as wide

as long, and behind, between the fourth coxae, it is half as wide as

at the widest part. The maxillae are wide at the base and narrow

toward the points. The palpi are broken off apparently before the

spider was caught. The first legs are a Httle thicker than the others
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and have on the under side of the femur a single row of small spines,

eight on one side and nine on the other. Figs. 5, 5 a, 5 b. PL I.

A single male with the palpi broken off, from New Haven,

Conn.

Areoncus littoralis. new

1.5 mm. long, pale and dull in color, without markings except a

trace of transverse light spots on the gray of the abdomen. The

cephalothorax is wide in front and the head is sHghtly elevated and

extended forward in a rounded point beyond the mandibles. The

eyes are spread wide apart, the lateral pairs nearly to the sides of the

head. The upper middle eyes are their diameter apart. The front

middle pair are the smallest and almost touch each other on the front

of the head. Below the eyes the front of the head is covered with

scattered hairs that turn upward. The male palpi are short, the

tarsus rounded and the tibia widened a little at the end with only

a short flat tooth on the upper side. Figs. 6, 6 a, 6 b. PI. I.

Lyme, Conn., Oct. 8, in straw on the edge of the salt marsh.

Lophocarenum hartlandianum. new

1.5 mm. long, pale brown, the males generally darker than females.

Head of male slightly elevated with grooves at the sides distinctly

marked by black lines. Just behind the eyes are pits extending

inward from the grooves and distinctly visible through the skin as

dark markings. The dark lines over the grooves extend forward and

unite with black spots behind the lateral pairs of eyes. The male

palpi are large and conspicuous, the tibia is twice as long as the patella

and is widened at the end where it extends over the tarsus. On the

upper side toward the outer comer are two teeth, the inner one recur-

ved and sharp. The tarsus is folded over in a sharp ridge and is

narrowed toward the end as seen from above Fig. 7 a. The tube of

the palpal organ is long and slender, and makes two turns under the

tarsus, resting against the ridge on the upper side of the tarsus with

the tip between the two teeth on the tibia. Fig. 7. PI. I.

The female has no peculiar markings. The epigynum shows a

distinct middle lobe with the spermathecae showing through the skin

at each side of it.

Hartland, Vt. under dead leaves in moist ground, July, 1911.

Three Mile Island, Lake Winnepesaukee, N. H., May, 1911.

Lophocarenum bicarinatum. new

1 .5 mm. long, dark gray. The head of the male is wide and slighth'
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elevated, the highest part being just behind the eyes. Halfway

between the lateral and middle eyes are two ridges that converge

a little backward and extend nearly the whole length of the head and

in front curve downward toward the lateral eyes. Between the upper

middle eyes and these ridges are hairs in a single row turning outward.

The front of the head below the eyes is rounded and projects only

slightly beyond the front middle eyes. If the head is turned down

the projection below the ej-es disappears and the rows of hairs at the

sides of the upper middle eyes become more distinct.

The malepalpi have the tibia the same length as the patella, a little

\\idened at the end, with a pointed process on the upper side slightly

curved downward at the tip. The parts of the palpal organ are small

and simple. Figs. 8, 8 a. PI. I.

Two males only under leaves in the woods on Mt. Whiteface, N. H.,

Aug. 9, 1911.

Lophocarenum sylvaticum. new

2 mm. long, light brown, the legs paler and brighter yellow. In

the male there is a weU-defined hump on top of the head, carrying

the upper middle eyes, and with a deep groove on each side as in the

head of L. cuneatuni. The front of the head below the eyes extends

forward in a blunt point beyond the mandibles. The male palpi

have the tibia widened at the end and extending in a blunt point over

the tarsus.

The female is the same size and color as the male. The epigynum

has the usual middle lobe and the spermathecae show through the

skin each side of it. Figs. 9, 9 a, 9 b. PL I.

Several males and females from under leaves on ]\It. Whiteface,

N. H., Aug. 9, 1911.

Lophocarenum coriacemn. new

2 mm. long, dark brown, the legs and palpi a little lighter. The

cephalothorax is widest behind and narrows forward with the head

and eye area smaller than usual. The abruptly elevated hump
carrying the upper middle eyes is narrowed toward the front as in L.

crenatum and the front of the head is more nearly vertical than in most

species. Fig. 10 a. PI. I. The lower part of the face belowthe eyes

extends forward over the mandibles. The male palpi are short and

small. The tibia extends forward in a wide lobe over the tarsus

somewhat as in crenatum and latum. Fig. 10 b. The abdomen has

an oval hard plate that half covers the dorsal surface. Another hard
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plate covers the ventral side and extends far enough to be seen from

above on the sides and in front. Fig. lo. These hard plates are

rough and covered like the softer areas with fine scattered hairs.

The sternum is hard and rough and extends upward between the legs

as it does in L. crenatum.

One male only from Danbury, Conn., July 19, 1912.

Tmeticus multidentatus. new
This species resembles T. tridentatus and T. trilohatus, but is smaller

than either, measuring little over 1.5 mm. in lengtli. The mandibles

are strongly toothed on the front with one large tooth on the inner

side and a row of five on the outer side, the lower one very small and

the one next above the largest of the row. Fig. i. The male palpi

are long as in the related species. The patella has a slight spur on the

under side at the end. The tibia is much widened and covers the

base of the tarsus above and below and the upper projection has a

complicated and characteristic shape consisting of a rounded lobe

divided by a middle ridge around which it is partly folded. Figs, i,

I a, lb. "Pl. II.

Brandon, \i., Uncanoonuc Mt., N. H., Monponsett, Mass.

Tmeticus thoiacictis. new
1.5 mm. long, legs and palpi pale, cephalothorax and abdomen both

dark gray without markings. Cephalothorax wide behind and

narrowed to the eyes in front. The male palpi have the tibia short

and much widened toward the end. On the upper side the tibia

extends in a long point over the tarsus and on the inner side is a shorter

point less than half as long. The mandibles have no tooth on the

front. Figs. 2, 2 a, 2 b. PL II.

Mt. Mansfield, Vt., July 10, 1911.

Tmeticus simplex, new
1.5 mm., long, entirely pale without any markings. Cephalothorax

moderatel}^ wide and the head but little narrowed. Mandibles with

a tooth in front near the end. Male palpi with the tibia short and

wide two short teeth on the upper side of nearly equal length.

Figs. 3, 3 a, 3 b. PI. II.

Middleboro, Mass., Oct. 10, 1909, under leaves.

Microneta rotunda, new
2 mm. long, light yellow brown with the abdomen a Little darker

and grayer. The cephalothorax is nearly as wide and as long as in
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M. denticulata. The male palpi are short, the patella and tibia each

as wide as long, and without processes. The tarsus is rounded and

does not show the usual spur at the base. The tarsal hook is short

and stout and curved in a half circle, ending in a point. A sharp

ridge extends along the outer side of the hook about half way from

the base, and then follows the middle line of the point. On the outer

side of the hook where it begins to narrow toward the point is a small

tooth. Figs. 4, 4 a. PI. II.

•One male from ^It. ^loosilauke at a height of 2000 ft. under leaves.

May 29, 191 2.

Microneta rectangulata. new

2 mm. long, light orange brown with dark gray abdomen. The
mandibles are thickened at the base as in ilf. viaria, and narrow

at the tip with a small tooth on the front just below the thickened

part. The palpi have the tarsus comparatively narrow with a very

small spur at the base. The tarsal hook is bent at a right angle,

the outer portion thickened at the corner, but ending in a thin, wide

tip. Figs. 5, 5 a, 5 b. PI. II.

Readville, ]\Iass., on a fence in the autimm flight, Nov. 5, 1911.

Bathyphantes duplicatus. new

3 mm. long. Cephalothorax and legs dull 3'eUow without any
definite markings except incom.plete rings on the ends and middle of

the joints of the legs. The abdomen is dark, nearly covered by trans-

verse gray marks united in the middle over the front half. The
male palpi have the tarsus longer than wide and as seen from above,

narrow at the base where are two processes, one short and round on
the outer side, and a longer and more slender one on the inner side.

The tarsal hook is large and complicated and curved in a half circle.

At its base it is narrow and has a row of stiff hairs and nearest the

end of the tibia is a wide short irregular tooth. The more solid part

of the end of the hook is widened and irregularly forked and under

it is a thinner and translucent branch which extends in an irregular

point beyond the forked end. Figs. 6, 6 a, 6 b. PI. II. The Mt.

Washington specimen has all the processes of the tarsus and tarsal

hook smaller than the one from Katahdin.

Mt. Katahdin, Me., 2000 ft., July 6, 1910. Mt. Washington, on
the Raymond path, Aug. 2, 1912.
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Bathyphantes hircatus. new

3 or 4 mm. long. Cephalothorax 1.5 mm., pale with gray markings.

The cephalothorax has a square spot in the middle, running into

an indistinct median line about half the length of the cephalothorax.

The abdomen is marked with a broken middle line with several

pairs of irregular and somewhat broken branches connecting with

dark stripes below the middle of each side. The legs are faintl}" ringed

with gra\- at the ends and middle of the joints. The epigynum pro-

jects one-fourth the length of the abdomen. The male palpi have

the tarsus half longer than wide. The process at the base of the tar-

sus is unusually large and turns upward in a sharp point. Figs. 7b, 7 c.

The tarsal hook is wide and short, curved inward at the end and with

two short teeth on the outer edge. On the outer side of the palpal

organ is a long slender appendage with a shorter slender branch at

about the middle. Figs. 7 b, 7 c. PL II.

Passaconawa}^ N. H. summit, in moss in bogs at 3000 ft. elevation.

Mt. :\Iansfield, Vt.

Bathjrphantes recurvatus. new

3 mm. long. Cephalothorax and legs pale without an}" markings.

Abdomen with dark graj^ transverse marks partly connected with

a median line at the front end. The male palpi have the tarsus

rounded and not much longer than wide, the process near the base

is slender and pointed and turned outward toward the tarsal hook.

The tarsal hook is wide and long with the point rounded and dark

colored and turned upward toward the end of the tarsus. At the

inner side of the hook is a sharp tooth similar in shape to the one at

the base of the tarsus. Fig. 8. PI. II.

Gore Mountain, Norton, Vt., Aug. 6, 1912. One male.

Epeira emertoni Banks, Nearctic Spiders, Journ. N. Y, Entomolog-

ical Society, 1904.

Female 6 mm. long, colors dull pale yellow with brown markings

resembling in color as well as size E. prom-pta and without the bright

\eUow of E. trivittata. The abdomen, however, is not raised behind

as in pyompta, but is oval like trivittata. The middle folium does not

extend to the front of the abdomen; it has a dark edge with white

outside of it, and a dark middle stripe also bordered with white.

The depth of color varies. In some individuals it is dark brown

vith the middle markings obscured as in the figure, and in some the

fohum is pale and lighter than the sides of the abdomen. The under
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side of the abdomen has a dark median stripe in which is a long light

spot. The sternum is dark. The first legs are one-fourth longer than

the second in both sexes. The finger of the epigynum is pale, long

and pointed.

The male is smaller than the female, my specimen about half as

large. The second tibia is a little thicker than the first but has the

usual spines and is not modified in shape. Figs. 9, 9 a, 9 b, PI. II.

Buttonwoods near Providence, R. I., in low bushes, June 20,

1912. Described b}^ Banks from Sea Cliff, Long Island, N. Y.

Glyptocranium cornigerum, Hentz,

Ordgaritis comigertim, McCook, American Spiders, Vol. 3, 1894.

Male 1.5 mm. long. Cephalothorax low in front, rising backward

to a pair of forked spines a little behind the middle. The upper

middle eyes are raised on low ridges and the sides of the cephalo-

thorax are slightly roughened and ridged around the base of the spines.

The abdomen is wider than long, and nearly as high as wide, with two

rounded tubercles in front and several pairs of round opaque and

slightty depressed spots. The legs have no peculiar modifications

and the spines are slender and indistinguishable from the hairs.

In alcohol the cephalothorax and legs are orange brown and the ab-

domen pale ^'^ellow. Figs. 10, 10 a, PI. 11.

The male palpi are short and simple. The tarsus has a small

hook and the palpal organ a smaU and straight tube and a stronger

terminal hook, both a little darkened in color.

Ponemah, Milford, N. H., Aug. 1912, Miss E. B. Bryant.

Cercidia prominens.

This well-known European species mentioned by Banks from

Franconia, N. H., 1904, has been again found at North Woodstock,

N. H. in 1911 by Dr. Wm. H. Fox.

The largest of these specimens are 5 mm. long and resemble in

general the genus Singa. The color in the lighter parts is pale dull

yellow and it is marked with dark brown and black. The legs are

ringed with brown at the ends of the joints and in the middle of the

tibia and metatarsus, and the cephalothorax has brown spots at the

sides and behind the eyes. The abdomen has several pairs of dark

transverse markings composed of finer black and brown spots. The

front end of the abdomen has a blunt point which extends over the

thorax and on each side of this point is a row of four or five black

spines. The back of the abdomen is two-thirds covered by an oval
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thickened spot a little more opaque than the rest of the skin, and

toward the front roughened. On the under side the sternum is dark

and the abdomen is dark with two light stripes. This species should

be looked for among the White Mountains and northward. Figs.

II, II a. PI. II.

Clubiona latifrons. new

6 mm. long. Pale, onl}' shghtly darker on the head and mandibles.

The head is wide, nearly as wide across the e3'es as the widest part of

the cephalothorax. Fig. 12 b. PI. II. The mandibles are long and stout

in both sexes and have on the inner side three large teeth above the

claw and two below it. Fig. 12. The male palpi have the tarsus

and palpal organ small. The tibia resembles that of C. rubra, with

two short processes parallel to each other on the outer side. The

epig3^num also resembles that of C. rubra.

Plum Island, Ipswich, Mass., September. Dighton, Mass., Sep-

tember.

Lycosa funerea Hentz.

Allocosa funerea Banks. N. Y. Ent. Soc. 1904.

A 3'oung female of this southern species has been found at

Lyme, Conn, among the straw along the shore.
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PLATE I

1 Theridium maxillare, dorsal markings. la ventral markings

lb, ic, male palpus.

2 Theridium cinereum, dorsal markings. 2 a, 2b male palpus.

3 Dipoena buccalis, cephalothorax from above 3 a cephalothorax

from the side. 3b markings of abdomen.

4 Dipoena pallida, dorsal markings. 4a sternum and mouth parts.

4b male palpi. 4c side of cephalothorax.

5 Ulesanis serrata. 5 a sternum and maxilla^ 5 b cephalothorax

from above.

6, 6a, 6b Areoncus littoralis.

•7 Lophocarenum hartlandianum, head and male palpi. 7 a male

palpus from the side.

8 Lophocarenum bicarinatum, head and palpi of male. 8 a head

tipped forward. 8 b, 8 c end of palpus.

9 Lophocarenum sylvaticum, cephalothorax from the side. 9a head

and palpi of male. 9b, 9c male palpus.

10 Lophocarenum coriaceum, back of male. 10 a side of cephalo-

thorax. lob palpus of male.
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[^LATF. II

1 Tmeticus multidentatus, mandibles and palpus of male. la, ib

male palpus.

2 Tmeticus thoracicus, male palpus from above. 2a palpus, outer

side. 2b palpus, inner side.

3 Tmeticus simplex, male palpus from above. 3a, 3b male palpus

outer side.

4 Microneta rotunda. 4, 4a male palpus.

5 Microneta rectangulata, cephalothorax and mane'^bles. 5a front

of mandibles. 5 b male palpus.

6 Bathyphantes duplicatus, base of tarsus and^tarsal hook, 6 a tarsus

and hook from above. 6b tarsus of male palpus from Mt.

Katahdin. 6c tarsus of male palpus from Mt. Washington.

7 Bathyphantes furcatus, dorsal markings of female. 7a side of

female. 7b, 7c male palpus.

8 Bathyphantes recurvatus, male palpus.

9 Epeira emertoni, female. 9a male with legs I and II. 9b palpus

of male.

10 Glyptocranum comigerum, back of male. 10 a male palpus.

11 Cercidia prominens, back of female.

12 Clubiona latifrons, mandibles and palpus of male. 12a side of

palpus. 12b front of head and eyes.

13 Lycosa funerea, young female.
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IV.—THE LIFE AND WORKS OF HENRY KING, D.D.

Bv Lawrence Mason, Ph.D.

BIOGRAPHY.

I. ANCESTRY AND PARENTAGE.

Henry King was sprung from distinguished forebears. He claimed

descent from the ancient Saxon kings of Devonshire, and though

Wood rather ridiculed this idea/ the Herald's College did not question

the family's right to the use of the appropriate armorial bearings.^

However this maj- be, the eminence of Henry King's ancestors in

the sixteenth century was considerable. For a great-grand-uncle,

Robert, was last Abbot of Osney and first Bishop of Oxford .^ A grand-

father, Philip, was "sometimes page to Henry the VIII th."^ Inter7

marriage with families of title or estate was common* And perhaps

the most notable among the many prominent scions of the race,

namely, Henry King's own father, now remains for more extended

mention.

John King, one of Philip's twelve children,^ was born in or about

the year 1559^ at Worminghall or Wormenhale, "commonly called

Wornal,"'^ in Buckinghamshire. Proceeding from Westminster

School to Christ Church, Oxford, in 1576, he there in due course of

time accumulated the various degrees of B. A. (1579), ^- -^- (1582),

B.D. (1591), and D.D. (1601 or 1602), as well as becoming Proctor

of the University (1589) and Dean of Christ Church (1605) and then

for four years (1607—1610) Vice-Chancellor of the University,^—truly

^ "Athenae Oxonienses," ed. Bliss, 1815, II, 774, 775.

^ " Poems and Psalms, by Henry King, " ed. Hannah, 1843, ii and footnote.

^ "The Church History of Britain," by Thomas Fuller, ed. Brewer, 1845,

V, 499-

* " Athen. Oxon.," II. 294; Hannah, op. cit., iii and Appendix A.

^ Hannah, Ibid.

^ If he died in 1621, aged 62, as Wood says; "Athen. Oxon.," II, 296.
"* Wood, Ibid.

^ " Fasti O-xon.," ed. Bliss, I, 212, 221, 257, 292, 248, 320, 324, 333, 337;
"Alumni Westmonasterienses," new ed., 1852, pp. 53, 54. His election to
the Deanery was a marked honor, for he seems to have been called to Christ

Church b}- popular demand in a special petition to King James signed by
thirty-two representative undergraduates ; in this petition he was described

as " clarissimum lumen Anglicanae ecclesiae " ("Athen. Oxon.," II, 295).
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an honorable career. In his undergraduate days an important event

ma}' have taken place which supplies a connecting link ignored by

his biographers, for it may well have been at college that John

King's descent, person, or abilities first recommended him to John
Piers, Dean of Christ Church from 1570 to 1576.^ Piers, becoming

Bishop of Rochester (1576), of Salisbury (1577), and Archbishop

of York (1588), presently made King his domestic chaplain and in

1590 installed him as archdeacon of Nottingham. In 1590 or 1591

King married Joan, "daughter of Hen. Freeman of Staffordshire, "^

and this quaint little epigram on the occasion is perhaps worthy of

extraction from Malone MS. 19, p. 98, in the Bodleian:

"Verses gave to Dr. King & his wife whose name was

ffreeman at Ye Marriage dinnr.

A ffreeman yet noe man
A Kinge, yet noe Queene,

A wife & yet a mayde,

The like was never seene."

Now King was no less a favorite at Court than at his University. For

after the death of Archbishop Piers, he became chaplain to Sir

Thomas Egerton. Lord Keepe. of the Great Seal,^ and then chaplain

in ordinary to Queen Elizabeth, and later to James. Various rector-

ages and prebends v/ere bestowed upon him by his influential patrons,

and several livings sine cura were within his gift. In fact, his means

must have been so considerable,* in view of the inheritance from

Bishop Robert King as well,^ that much fruitless conjecture has been

expended upon the question of what became of the fortune ;® per-

^ "Alum. West.," pp. 11,54.

2 " Athen. Oxon.," Ill, 839; but the funeral certificate reads "of Henley

in the county of Oxford," as quoted by Hannah, xci.

3 " Alum. West.," 54.

* Godwin, "Catalogue of the Bishops of England," 1615, p. 106, gives the

royal appraisal of the Bishopric of London as 1119I. 8s. 4d.

^ Fuller, op. cit., 499.

* This paragraph from Manningham's Diary (ed. Bruce, 1868, p. 79)

seems worth including in full, as it has apparently escaped the notice of John

King's biographers. It shows that the diminution of his resources was due

to no disregard of the temporalities on his part, and gives other interesting

information about him. The entry occurs on fol. 58 of the MS. and is dated

3 Nov. 1602 : "Mr. Gardner of Furnivales Inne told howe that Mr. King,

preacher at St. Androes in Holborne, being earnestly intreated to make a

sermon at the funerale of a gent, of their house, because the gent, desyred

he should be requested, made noe better nor other aunswer, but told
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haps John King's patrimony, as one of many shares, was not so great

as supposed, while the necessity for educating his own large family,

for maintaining the state befitting his honorable position in life,

and for contributing to his Church, his University, and his sovereign,^

might well account for the very moderate though comfortable circum-

stances in which we find Henry King placed.

John King's promotion in the Church was as rapid as was his

academic elevation. It culminated in his consecration as Bishop of

London, September 8, 1611.^ Apparently, though this has not been

pointed out heretofore, nothing but his early death, ten years later,

as compared with the greater longevity of George Abbot^ and Tobias

Matthew,* kept him from succeeding one of those two divines as

Archbishop of Canterbury or iVrchbishop of York; for Le Neve's

statistics 5 seem to show that especially at this time the Bishopric

of London was the stepping-stone to an archiepiscopal see, and this

translation would have been particularly likely in the case of a prelate

enjoying so much popular and ecclesiastical esteem and royal favor

as did John King. This fair record is marre(i by only one possible

stain, and this blot doubtless seemed a very meritorious action to

his contemporaries and so must be leniently dealt with to-day. For

it was John King who "principally managed" the ecclesiastical

prosecution of Bartholomew Legate which led to the latter's being

them plainly he was not beholding to that house nor anie of the Innes

of Chauncery, and therefore would not. He is greived it seemes because

the gents, of the Innes come and take up roomes in his churche, and pay not,

as other his parishioners doe. He is so highly esteemed of his auditors, that

when he went to Oxeford" ("perhaps on his proceeding D. D., which he did

in this year, 1602"— Bruces note) "they made a purse for his charges, and

at his return rode forth to meete him, and brought him into town with ring-

ing, etc."— Another unnoticed reference to John King at this particular

date is to be found in John Chamberlain's "Letters during the Reign of

Ehzabeth," Camden Society, 1861, pp. 143 and 149, with an amusing account

of this commencement at Oxford, "very famous, for plentie of doctors,

. . . ; for store of venison, whereof Dr. Kinge had 27 buckes for his part ; . . . .

for the exceeding assemblie of gentles, but specially for the great confluence

of cutpurses, whereof ensued many losses and shrewd turnes," etc.

^ Cf. Henry King's Letter to the Archbishop of Canterbury, p. 289, inf. ;

"Alum. West.," 54; Fuller, 501 ; and "History of St. Paul's Cathedral," by
Sir W. Dugdale, 2d ed., 1716, 140.

^ Le Neve's "Fasti Ecclesiae Anglicanae," ed. Hardy, 1854, II, 303.
3 Ibid. I, 26.

4 Ibid. Ill, 116.

^ Ibid. I, 20—31; II, 292—304; III, 112— 116.
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burned at the stake in Smithfield, in 1612, for maintaining certain

Arian heresies.^ This cruel rigor is perhaps atoned for, in modern

eyes, by the courageous firmness with which King opposed the divorce

of Lady Frances Howard from the Earl of Essex, in 1613, despite

the royal and political pressure brought to bear on the commissioners

in that trial.^ Nor did he fall short in fulfilling the religious obli-

gations of his high office, but "was so frequent, that unless hindered

b37 want of health, he omitted no Sunday whereon he did not \'isit

some pulpit in London or near it."^

It was as a preacher that John King was perhaps most highly

praised by his contemporaries. He was appointed by the royal

council to preach the funeral sermon over Elizabeth and the wel-

coming sermon to James. Honored by being summoned to the Hamp-
ton Court Conference, in 1604,* he was doubl}- honored by being

afterwards selected, with three others, to preach before the Scotch

Clerg3', in 1606.^ King James "commonly called him 'the King of

preachers.' And Sir Edward Coke would say of him, 'he was the

best speaker in Star Chamber in his time.'"^ These, with other

similar testimonials that might be cited, lead us to the conclusion

that John King must have been singularl}^ gifted in oral deliver}' and

pulpit presence or magnetism, for his printed sermons seem cold

and uninspired even after all due historical allowances have been

made ; they are certainly well-constructed and learned, with occasional

passages of a rather formal and studied eloquence, but while they are

distinctly above the average of the various seventeenth century

^ Fuller, op. cit., V, 418—423 ; Fuller openly applauds and exults, as in

this passage: "Bishop King gravelleth him with a place of Scripture (John

xvii, 5). This text, I say, was so seasonably alleged, so plainly expounded,

so pathetically enforced, by the eloquence and gravity of that bishop,

(quaUties wherein he excelled,) that it gave marvellous satisfaction to a

multitude of people there present," etc. "See here it is neither the pain

nor the place, but only the cause makes a martyr . . . Never did a scare-

fire at midnight summon more hands to quench it, than this at noon-day

did eyes to behold it."

2 Fuller, op. cit., V, 431, 432; "History of England, 1603— 1660," by F.

C. Montague, 1907, 63, 64 ; "Progresses of James I," by John Nichols, 1828,

II, 726, where the statement in the text, "The Archbishop of Canterbury

was at the Marriage, but not the Bishop of London," is thus supplemented

in the foot-note: "These two Prelates, Dr. Abbot and Dr. King, to their

immortal honour, had been the chief opposers of the shameless divorce."

3 Fuller, op. cit., V. 500. * Ibid., p. 266.

5 Nichols, op. cit., II, 96, 97. * Fuller, op. cit., V, 499.
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pamphlet sermons examined in connection with the present in-

\estigation, they simply are not comparable in absolute value with

the great literary orations of John Donne and other real masters

of the form at that time.^

Bishop John King died March 30, 1621, after more than fourteen

years 2 of suffering from stone in the reins and bladder, "and was

buried in the South-Isle, over against the Quire, in the Cathedral

Church of S. Paul, under a flat Marble, and had a long Epitaph

inscrib'd in a Table hanging by,"^ "with the simple word 'Resurgam'

on his gravestone.""* A ver}^ moving account of his last days will

be found in his eldest son's sermon preached nine months later in

answer to the "aspersion as false as foul . . . that at this death he was
reconciled to the church of Rome."^ This absurd charge, "suffi-

ciently confuted by those eye and ear witnesses present at his pious

departure."^ has its only suspicion of probability lent to it by the

alarmed and abusive and over-elaborate denials it has evoked from

all Anghcan biographers and historians of this period. The sermon

just mentioned,' with its accompanying legal retractation of the

libel by the libeller, should have settled and dismissed the matter

forever. Bishop John King's fair fame is unimpeached, nowadays,

and he left a record that none of his sons equalled; for Grosart's

statement, "his sons grew^ into a fame that over-shadowed his own,"^

^ Since all King's biographers, from Wood down, have been at great

pains to catalogue such of bis sermons as are mentioned or extant anywhere,

it may be worth while to record two hitherto unnoticed London sermons

of his as very copiously taken down by John Manningham : (i) Oct. 24,

1602, at Paul's Cross, on 2 Peter II, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 ; and (2) Mar. 27, 1603,

at White Hall, on Luke XI, 14 et seq.—Manningham 's Diary, ed. Bruce,

64—72, 149—153-
2 "Athen. Oxon.," II, 295, footnote 6.

3 " Repertorium Ecclesiasticum Parochiale Londinense," by R. Xewcourt,

1708, I, 29.

* "Alum. West.," 54 ; cf. Henry King's elegy on his father, with reference

to this "simple word"; and cf. Bibliog., pp. 280, 283, for notice of this

"long Epitaph inscrib'd in a Table."

" Fuller, op. cit., V, 500.

6 Ibid.

' Cf. BibUog., p. 275, inf. Cf. also the second sentence of Henn,- ICing's

"Epistle Dedicator},'" in his "Exposition upon the Lords Prayer," 1628:

"something was done to disprove that [since confessed) scandall, touching

my Father's Revolt from his ReUgion."

* "Lectures upon Jonah," by John King, in "Nichol's Series of Commen-
taries," 1864, %vith biographical introduction by A. B. Grosart, p. xu

;
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is wildly untrue of their own life-times and is beginning to be true

in part only with the growing recognition of Henry King's right to a

place in English hterature and Uterary history.

II. EDUCATION AND EARLY LIFE.

Henry King, the eldest son of Bishop John King, "was born in

the same house and chamber at Womal, in Bucks, wherein his father

had received his first breath,^ in the month of January [1592], and

was baptized there on the 16 th of the said month [; he was] educated

partly in grammar learning in the free-school at Thame inOxfordsh,

and parth' in the college school at Westminster." ^ From West-

minster he followed his father to Christ Church, Oxford, matri-

culating Jan. 20, i6og, and took the same four degrees : B.A., in

1611 ; M.A., in 1614 ; B.D. and D.D., in 1625. ^ Among Henry King's

fellow-scholars at Westminster were Robert Herrick (if Mr. A. H.

Bullen's conjecture be correct: "Diet. Nat. Biog.", XXVI, 253),

George Herbert, William Strode, William Cart-wright, and Thomas
Randolph,* but the great Camden, who had taught his father,^ was

no longer a master there; and later, among the "man3- afterwards

eminent men in attendance, as students, or [as candidates] for ad-

vanced degrees," at Christ Church during his undergraduate days,

Grosart mentions John Williams, afterwards archbishop and lord

chancellor, Edward Littleton, Brian Duppa, Christopher Wren,

John Hales, \Mlliams Strode, and John Donne.^ Inspiration and

competition in abundance were therefore afforded King bj' both

institutions, as well as a perhaps not less important or influential

element, namely the warm friendship of at least two of these not-

ables—Brian Duppa and John Donne, He does not appear to have

on pp. X and xi Dr. Grosart gives an account of King's death, with lengthy

extracts from his son's sermon in defence of him, and adds a brief biblio-

graphy of "authorities pro and con" in the matter of the alleged apostasy.

Chalmers ("Gen. Biog. Diet.", XIX, 357) refers readers to Dodd's ""Church

History," I, for a full discussion of this question.

^ "A Local coincidence not commonly to be parrelelled."^— Harl. MS. 1625,

fol. 115.

2 "Athen. Oxon.." Ill, 839.

3 "Alum. West.," p. 77.

* " Robert Herrick : Contribution a I'Etude de la Poesie Lyrique en Angle-

terre au Dix-Septieme Siecle," par Floris Delattre, Paris, 1912, p. 21.

5 "Diet. Nat, Biog.," VIII, 279.

^ Grosart, op. cit., viii, ix.
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been conspicuously successful in academic pursuits, in one field at

least, for two of his younger brothers attained an honor which he did

not achieve : John, who entered Christ Church and took all four

degrees at the same time with him, became Public Orator of the Uni-

versity in 1622,^ and was succeeded in that position by Philip, the

youngest brother, in 1625.2 Mention of this small failure seems to

have been avoided by Henry King's biographers, but its statement,

where facts are so scarce at best, seems worth while inasmuch as it

casts little discredit and considerable light upon his development

at this time.

"When he was young he delighted much in the studies of music

and poetry," says Wood, "which, with his wit and fancy, made his

conversation much accepted" ;^ and "The Publishers" of his volume

of poems, in their prefatory remarks, also call those productions

"Juvenilia (most of them the issues of [his] youthful Muse)." This

account of Henry King's youth, therefore, seems to be reliable enough
;

and certainly, blitheness of heart and verse was but natural in a

young man with so fair a prospect in life opening before him. For

it must not be forgotten that while he was a student at Christ Church

his father was Dean of that College and Vice-Chancellor (i. e., actually

president, for the Chancellor was merely an honorary officer) of the

Universit}', and then became Bishop of London with still greater

opportunities to ensure a successful career for his son. This brighter,

happier side of Henry King's nature is the more pleasant to contem-

plate, in view of the absence of any such graces in most of his pub-

lished work ; but perhaps the very gaiety of his life at this time may
help to account for his failure to be elected Public Orator.*

Though, as will presently be seen, King's residence at Oxford must
have terminated shortly after his taking his Master's degree, and

though his private affairs and his ecclesiastical duties might well have

occupied all his thoughts and leisure, he did not forget his Alma Mater

but loyally rallied his poetical powers to her aid when a humiliating

misfortune befell her. The jealous rivalry between Oxford and

1 "Alum. West.," p. 78.

2 Hannah, xcvi; "Fasti Oxon.," II, 89, and cf. note 4, inf.

^ "Athen. Oxon.," Ill, 839 ; based on Fuller's "Worthies of Bucks," ed.

Nuttall, 1840, I, p. 202.

* Nichols, op. cit., IV, 1109, has this footnote: "He [Phil. Kinge] became
Orator of the University (as his brother Henry, of whom in p. 1051, had
been) ;

" but on p. 1051 and p. 930 (to which it in turn refers), the Public

Orator is correctly given as John King.
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Cambridge was at this time perhaps particularly bitter/ and the

competition for royal favor and patronage was the bitterest point

in the contention. In 1615 King James had visited Cambridge

twice, the second time expressly to witness another performance of

the play with which he had been entertained on the occasion of his

first visit, namely "Ignoramus," by George Ruggle, fellow and tutor

of Clare Hall.^ The fame of this piece and the pamphleteering battle

long waged over its satirical attack upon lawyers and Puritans

spurred on the partisans of Oxford to a special effort in order to di-

minish the prestige of their rivals and win some laurels for themselves.

Accordingly, it was determined to make a special excursion to Wood-
stock in order to present Barten (or Barton) Holyday's comedy called

" Technogamia : or, The Marriages of the Arts" before the King

and court, Aug. 26, 1621.^ The play had met with only moderate

success at its first hearing, February 13, 1618, in Christ Church hall

;

and though the author revised it* for its second performance, it

nevertheless so bored the King that after the second act he attempted

to leave and was with difficulty prevailed upon- to sit out the play,

"least the young men should be discouraged."^ Such an opportunity

was not to be passed over in silence by the foes of Oxford, and number-

less mocking epigrams and taunting satires immediately sprang into

active circulation. Tlie most popular of these squibs, in a new form,

occurs in MS. on a small slip of paper inserted to face p. 22 in the

British Museum copy of King's poems catalogued under shelf-number

11,623.aa. 26.,^ and may be given here as a sample of what King

undertook to answer in his impassioned and (for a dignitary in an

estabhshed church) outspoken lines "To his Friends of Christ Church

upon the mislike of the Marriage of the Arts acted at Woodstock
'

'

:

"At Christ Church Marriage, play'd before the King,

His Majesty did make an Offering.

An Offering! He offered what, I pray?

—

He offered—twice or thrice to go away."

^ Cf., e. g., "Annals of Oxford," bj' J. C. Jcaffreson, 1871, Chapter I.

^ Many accounts of play, author, and furore caused, have been written
;

the brief summary in " Diet. Nat. Biog.," xhx, 392—3, is perhaps most widely

accessible.

^ "Athen. Oxon.," Ill, 522.

* "making some foolish alterations in it,"— "Athen. Oxon.," ihid.

5 Ibid.

^ Cf. Bibliog., p. 264, inf.
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King's indignant response in defence of his Alma Mater is very credi-

table to him from several different standpoints ;
^ and followed as

it is, in the editio princeps, by the interesting group of doubtfully

autobiographical poems, it may well serve to close his educational

period and introduce the next division of this sketch of his history.

III. PRIVATE LIFE: HUSBAND, FATHER, FRIEND, AND POET.

Fuller and ^^'ood make no mention of Henry King's wife ; Bayle^

and Lipscomb^ assign him his son's wife, Anne Russell. King him-

self did not mention her name in any of his extant poems, letters,

or sermons. Hannah^ was the first to bring her name to light, as

the reward for painstaking researches,^ and a brief statement of his

results will therefore summarize all hitherto available information

about this marriage. Henr\' King, then, married Anne Berkeley, eldest

daughter and heiress to Robert Berkeley, Esq., who was the son of

Sir Maurice Berkeley (Standard Bearer to Henry VHI, Edward VI,

and Elizabeth), of Somerset and of Boycourt (or Boycote), Kent.

Hannah infers that the marriage took place about 1617, after King

had vacated his studentship at Oxford and moved to London, and that

by 1624 at the very latest Anne Berkelej^ King had died and been

buried in St. Paul's Cathedral. John, the eldest son of this marriage,

died in infancy ; the second child was also a son, and was given the

same name ; the third, a daughter christened Anne, was born in

February, 1621 ; and the fourth, a son named after his father, was

born, as Hannah conjectures, in 1622 or 1623. Furthermore, inas-

much as John and Henry both lived to maturity, while their father

early penned a mournful elegy "On two Children dying of one Disease,

and buried in one Grave," Hannah very naturally surmised the birth

of another child ; for it appears from lines 11 and 12 of the elegy that

the two children here lamented survived their mother, and con-

^ One cause for King's anger was injured family pride, if Hannah be

correct in stating that two of his "younger brothers, William and Philip,

were among the Actors of HoUday's unlucky Comedy."— p. x, footnote;

but Hannah's presumable source (Nichols, op. cit., IV, 1108— 9,) identifies

only "Ds. Phil. Kinge" as Bishop John King's son, giving no account of

" Ds. Guil. King."

^ "General Dictionary," 1739, VI, 528.

' "Hist, and Antiq. of Bucks," 1847, I, 585.

* Op. cit., xii—XV and Appendix A.

* The MSS. brought to light in connection with the prosecution of the

present work would have settled the question, had not Hannah already

arrived at the correct conclusion. Cf. pp. 283, 284, inf.
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sequently the first-born son John^ could not have been referred to

in it.

It now remains to supplement Hannah's facts and confirm or

replace some of his inferences and hypotheses, by means of informa-

tion found in certain MSS. which escaped his investigation. In

Appendix A is printed part of a 140-line poem bj- Thomas Goffe,

entitled "An Elegie upon ye death of Mris. Anne Berkley, wife to

Mr. Henry King,"^ preserved (unfortunatety without date) in Rawl.

MS. D. 398, ff. 172—173V, in the Bodleian. Thomas Goffe had

been at Westminster and Christ Church for many years with Henry

King, and, though a professed "enemy to the female sex,"^ might

well have attempted to enter into his friend's feelings and mourn his

loss of such a model wife ; moreover, Goffe saj's in line 118 that he

offers this tribute "As my last homage to mj^ deerest freind," as if

he had known Anne Berkele}- personally. So there, seems to be no

reason for rejecting the testimony of this piece, especially as one of

its doubtful points is corroborated by the preceding elegy.'* From

it, then, we learn (line 13, page 284) that threp- sons survived their

mother; this substantiates Hannah's surmise as to the fifth child,

and tells us that it was a boy, and this information is corroborated by

line 24, page 284, "An Epitaph" on Anne Berkeley by Henr\' King's

brother, John. Evidently, neither Goffe nor John King paid much

attention to the existence of little Anne, but that was commonly

the practise in those times ; sons were counted, daughters ignored.

In Collinson,^ e. g., no mention is made of Anne's mother, even

though a large estate passed with her out of the Berkeley family.

Furthermore, we learn from Goffe's elegy (lines 15—18) that two

sons had died before their mother ; this brings the total number of

Henry King's family up to six,—not an improbably large figure,

in view of his father's nine and his grandfather's twelve. And,

finally, we learn from Goffe's elegy (lines 1—8) some facts (for the

statement would have been absurd or even offensive, unless reasonably

accurate) which enable us to offer some hypotheses in regard to the

^ Touchingly grieved for in a separate elegy included among the Additional

Poems Hitherto Unprinted, in the ed. of King's poetry to be pubHshed by

the Yale Press.

- pp. 284—5, inf.

3 "Athen. Oxon.," II, 463 ; Wood tells with much gusto the storj'- of his

betrayal into marriage with "a meer Xanthippe" and his consequent early

death, "heart-broken"; but Wood's malicious, satirical habits cast some

doubt on such stories.

^ p. 283, inf. 5 "Hist, and Antiq. of Somerset," 1791, III, 280, 281.
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missing dates of these births, as well as of those of the marriage and

of Anne Berkeley's death. The one fixed date is that of the birth

of little Anne King, for Bishop John King's funeral certificate^

states that she was five weeks old when that license was issued,

and therefore must have been born in the last week of February,

1621. Following out Goffe's suggestion, now, we may infer that

the son John who lived to grow up must have been born in January,

1620, say, or at the end of 1619 (for the funeral certificate gives his

age as, roughly, a year and a half, in early April, 1621) ; the first-

born son John, who died in infancy, would have been born, then,

about the end of 1618 ; and the marriage would have taken place

early in 1618, or towards the end of 1617. Starting with Anne's

birth, again, in late February, 1621, we may suppose that the fourth

child, Henry, was born in March or April, 1622 ;2 that the fifth child,

also a son—perhaps the second who died before the mother,—^was

born in May or June, 1623 ; and that the sixth and last, also a son

—

perhaps one of the "two Children dying of one Disease" after their

mother's death,—was born in July or August, 1624. It seems

fairly reasonable, next, to assign Anne Berkeley's death to the last

half of 1624; for she died of a "Feaver,"* and was buried in St.

Paul's,* and neither of these statements could well have been made
if she had died in London in 1625, for that would practical^ mean
dying of the plague.^ Moreover, in 1625, Henry King was in Oxford,

taking his D.D. and avoiding the plague,^—and incidentally, in all

probability, bearing the news of his wife's recent death to Goffe's

sympathetic ears ; and finally, she could not have died in this plague -

interval, or surely her husband would have made some reference to

his loss when he resumed his interrupted series of sermons on the

Lord's Prayer in London,"^ or in his "Act Sunday" Sermon at Ox-
ford, in July, 1625.8

^ Hannah, xci, xcii.

^ He died Feb. 21, 1669, in the 46th year of his age ; i. e., he was not quite

47.— Hannah, xciii.

^ As her husband's beautiful elegy shows. * Hannah, xv.

^ "In 1625 is the third great London plague with 35,417 deaths— though

the year 1624 was remarkably exempt, and 1626 nearly so." Encyc. Brit.,

Xlth ed., xxi, 695.

« Cf. Bibliog., p. 278, N. I, inf.

' Ibid., notice the unconcerned, impersonal tone of his resumption :

though the Contagion which lately dispersed us, hath diminished many
of those hearers," etc.

—"Exposition on the Lords Prayer," 1628, p. 243.
^ Bibliog., p. 275.
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The first poem in Appendix A is one of several by John King

on his sister-in-law's death. For instance, in Harl. MS. 6917, ff.

89V—90, occurs a 36-line piece signed "Dr. John King," and entitled

"A letter to his most loving brother H : K : upon the death of his

Late Wife";—it is a very poor performance, marred by wretched

conceits, as the opening quatrain will clearly show :

"When other poets veines are done

Snt Giles my muse bids me halt on,

and if my verses have some hobs,

thinke I have used not feetc, but sobs." . . .

This effusion is followed immediately by two pieces, the second

of which is also signed "Dr. John King," with these titles: "Upon
a Ringe bequeathed as a Legacy from my loved sister ^ Mrs. A ; K :

"

and "Upon the Candle-stick she gave mee." These various pieces

possess but little poetical value, but with Goffe's tributes, they help to

show that Anne Berkeley King was fully wor^y of the beautiful

lines to her memory inscribed by her bereaved husband, perhaps

his highest achievement in poetry.

Now, the question arises, was Henry King loyal to her memory,

or did he write about, woo, or perhaps even win, a second wife ?

It all depends upon four of his poems ; are they authentically auto-

biographical, or are they mere "dramatic lyrics" in which King

deals imaginatively with fashionable subjects and attitudes ? "The
Surrender" and "The short Wooing" might possibly have been

written to Anne Berkeley, in the earlier stages of Henry King's

courtship; but "St. Valentines day" is obviously the salutation

of a widower to the lady who has consented to share his lot, and

if King wrote the lines they present a very puzzling problem.^ Second

marriages were frequent in this famih' : his sister Anne married twice,

and her first and second husbands were both widowers ; his sister

Elizabeth and niece Elizabeth Holt both married twice; and his

wife's grandfather. Sir Maurice Berkeley, also remarried.^- But

Henry King's ample and beautiful vindication (if an\- be needed)

1 As his sister Anne long survived Mm (Hannah, cii, ciii), he must refer

here to his sister-in-law, Anne Berkeley King ; so Henry King twice refers

in his Will (Hannah, cxi) to his brother-in-law, Edward Holt, as "my (de-

ceased) Brother, Edward Holt, esquire."

2 Hannah, in omitting this poem from his selection, and in faiUng to

consider the question at all, seems almost guilt}^ of shirking a responsibilit}-.

^ Hannah, xcviii— ciii; Collinson, op. cit., p. 280.
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is to be found in the fine, sane lines of his own poem, "The Legacy,"

apparently addressed to Anne Berkeley during their married life.

The only positive bit of evidence (if it can be deemed such) to support

this theor}' of King's second marriage is a passage in a hitherto

unprinted poem which can only doubtfully be assigned to King

(viz. lines 40 and 41, page 286) ; note the wording here: she is never

called "thy mother," but only "thy Sires wife" ; and note the tone

of lines 40—46 : there is no love mentioned, but merely the idea of

helpmate and safeguard, an idea perfectly in accord with the sober

common-sense of "St. ^'alentines day"; and finally, note the date,

1630.^ The total absence of any other mention of the event is not

especially significant, for evidence as to the details of the first mar-

riage and of all the private life of Henry King is exceedingly scanty.

A further objection, in the fact that the printer-editors of t\iQ editio

princeps did not place "St. Valentines day" with the obviously

autobiographical poems is also lacking in weight ; for the arrangement

of the volume is far from thoroughly systematic, evidently, and then

too the poem was placed with a considerable group of quasi-auto-

biographical pieces immediately after an indubitably personal poem,

and finally the piratical printers^ may well have been ignorant of

an episode twentj'-five years old* in their author's private life. As for

the clause in his \\'ill (Hannah cxii), "to her who was soe nearlj-

related to my most deare and never to bee forgotten Wife," the ab-

sence of any surviving relatives of this other wife would make such lang-

uage perfectly natural and proper. On the whole, then, it seems quite

as likely that Henry King did marry again as that he did not do so.**

1 It is, of course, impossible that Anne Berkeley could have been alive in

1630, or much if any later than 1624, in fact; for Henry King says of her,

in "The Exequy," that she was "scarce" 24 w^ien she died, and so even if

she died in 1624 she would have been only 17 or 18 when she married.

Furthermore, the 1630 here presumably stands for 1631.

2 Their own preface confesses the unauthorized character of the venture.

^ This would give 1632 as the approximate date of the second Mistress

Henry King's demise ; if she existed at all, she probably did not have many
years of married life, or some mention of her would have come down to us.

At least, the shorter her life, the easier it is to understand the absence of

such mention.

* It is to be remembered that even in the case of a far better known seven-

teenth century writer, no less famous and familiar a figure than Izaak Walton,

in fact, doubt on the question of his second marriage was not dispelled until

very recently; cf. Keble's ed. of "Hooker's Complete Works," 1851, I, foot-

note 2, page 61 ; Nicholas' Walton, 2d ed., i860, page v, etc.
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Henry King's various places of residence thus far noted or implied

have been \\'ornal, Bucks, his birth-place
;
presumably Nottingham,

Yorks,^ and possibly Berkshire,^ where his younger brothers were

bom; Thame, Oxfordshire, and Westminster School, London, follow-

ed by Oxford, his several stages of education ; after 1614, when

he took his M.A., "a house belonging to his Father, near St. Paul's

Church Yard," London;^ and Oxford again, in 1625, to avoid the

plague. As his sermons seem to have been delivered in London,'*

it may safely be assumed that his connection with St. Paul's and

with the royal household kept him chiefly in London in spite of his

various ecclesiastical preferments elsewhere, to be noted presentl}^^

until his elevation to the see of Chichester transferred his residence

to Sussex at the opening of the year 1642. Here he passed less than

eleven months, when the siege and capture of Chichester by the

Parliamentarians, Dec. 29, 1642,^ dispossessed him until the Restora-

tion, and then Chichester became his residence again for the last nine

years of thishfe, 1660—1669. The period of his exile from his bish-

opric, 1643—1660, is very difficult to account for. Wood and

Fuller lend nothing to Walker's statement, which is as follows :

'

"When the rebellion broke out, he was most Barbarously Treated

by them [i. e., the Puritans] ; nor was he suffered to live quietly

at his Friend's House (for sometime at least) when they could dis-

cover him. During the Usurpation he lived most with Sir Richard

Hobart (his Brother-in-law) at Langly in Bucks ; and, if I am not

mis-informed, was in a manner Sustained by his Charity. He lived

sometime with his Family, and some other Relations, at the Lady

Salter's near Eaton ; where Mr. Hales Officiated as Chaplain, according

to the Orders of the Church, but was soon forbid by the Parliament."

This is practically all that has hitherto been known about this period

in King's life,^ if we except what may be inferred from his own

writings \^ but this information still casts little light on the years

1 "Athen. Oxon.," II, 632. ^ Hannah, v.

3 Hid., X. * Cf. Bibliog., pp. 275 et seq.

* p. 249, inf. ; note that even the Deanery of Rochester, received in

1638, does not prevent Letter II (p. 288, inf.) from being written in London,

1639, or Sermon 6 (BibUog., p. 277) from being dehvered "at Paul's," in 1640.

6 "Victoria History of Sussex," I, 522.

7 "Sufferings of the Clerg3^" 1714, Part II, p. 11.

8 Hannah, hi—Ux, enlarges on these details but adds nothing of importance.

9 Cf. the elegies on Edward Holt, Sir Charles Lucas, and King Charles I

;

the Preface to his metrical rendering of the Psalms, also, with his letter to

Archbishop Usher on that occasion, gives some further indication of his

-whereabouts and occupations about 1651.
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before 1649 ^^ 1650. For the exactitude of Walker's language here

seems to have been unappreciated or misunderstood, heretofore.

He clearh^ means that during the Rebellion, or Civil Wars, King was
hunted from his friends' houses^ and driven into hiding in various

more or less remote regions ; while during the Usurpation, or after

the Commonwealth had been established and things had become

settled once more, (or, as Wood puts it, "after episcopacy was silenced

by the long parliament"), he passed "most" of the time with Sir

Richard Hobart and later with Lady Salter. So evidently it is for

the first few years after 1643 ^ that information lias been lacking;

and information covering those years can now be furnished.

An unpleasant page in Bishop Henry King's biography is involved

and must be written. Documents apparently in the form of a legal

deposition are preserved in the Bodleian (Rawl. MS. D. 1361, fol.

389 et seq.), bringing against his eldest son, John, a charge of seduction

in the case of the youngest daughter, "E.," of a certain "Mr. O."

(Onslow?), of "A." in "S." about June i, 1646. The documents
are all on the plaintiff's side and hence leave us in ignorance of what
Henr^- King said in his son's defence ; consequently he should not be

too hastily condemned. But the charge is circumstantial and, in

its first form, convincing ; if it is true to the facts, Henry King as well as

his son must have acted a very discreditable part in the affair. The
elder King is alleged to have wrung his hands and lamented exceed-

ingly, when informed of the matter, and at first to have urged his

son to confess all and make all possible reparation ; later, to have at-

tempted to negotiate financially with "Mr. O." ; and finally to

have "roundly" denied the whole charge, challenged the plaintiff

to produce evidence, and counseled his son to ignore the affair and

go forward with his courtship of a certain noble damsel whom he

had long been wooing. Some injudicious additions to "Mr. O.'s"

earlier straightforward account, doubtless introduced with a view

to furnishing specific proof of the younger King's baseness, rather

weaken the plaintiff's case in later statements ; but no record of the

outcome of the suit, if the case was ever brought to trial, has been

preserved. This episode is chiefly or only valuable as supplying

^ For "Friend's House" can mean nothing else; cf. citation from Walker's

MS., p. 242, Note I, inf.

2 Immediately after the capture of Chichester, Dec. 29, 1642, Bishop King
was confined to his Episcopal Palace there and was later transferred to a

London prison for a short period. — "Castles and Mansions of Western
Sussex," by D. G. C. Elwes, 1876, p. 60.

Trans. Cokn. Acad., Vol. XVIII. 17 November 1913.
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information of Henry King's whereabouts at this time. For v.e

learn that King, after "being by ordinance of Parhamt put out of

that diocesse [Chichester] nigh 4 yeares since, took up his abode in

the pish [parish] of A. in the County of S., together with one Mris

Holt then a widow [his eldest sister, Elizabeth], and his two sonnes,

[John and Henrj- ; and her three daughters], and divers servants"
;

this statement accounts for the period in King's life from 1643 on-

ward to Nov. 2, 1646, when a meeting was appointed at the house

of one " ]\Ir. Richard Onslow," evidenth' not the plaintiff but probably

a relative, in " Aldbury."^ But shortly after this, the King and Holt

families must have sought quieter quarters (and perhaps thus con-

fessed their guilt) for in the last document in the series we find "Mr.

O." deposing, under date of "Februar}' 20^ 164^/7, Saterday,"

that he has sent his "sonne Georg" to communicate with "the Bp.

of Chichester" at "Blacksware in Hartfordsheer." So here the un-

happy incident closes ; it is unpleasant, but contributes materially

toward filling the gap in our knowledge of his Hfe between 1643 and

^ The identity of "A." or "Aldbury" in the county of " S." is not so ob-

scure as a glance at the Gazetteer might lead one to suppose ; for in the " Vic-

toria Hist, of Surrey," 1911, III, 72, we find mention of a parish called

Aldebury in the XlVth century, Aldbury in the XVIIIth centurj^ and

Albury to-day ; and on page 74 of the same work this sentence appears :

" Sir Richard Onslow and his son Arthur seem to have had some claim on

the manor (Weston Manor, in Albury) from 1644 to 1677." But the matter

is settled definitelj- by this note of Walker's, presumably the "raw material"

for his notice in his "Sufferings of the Clergy" (quoted above, p. 240):
" Dr. King, Bp of Chichester rector of Petworth, given him by the King to

be held in Commendam, was most barbarously treated by the ParUament

;

Turn'd out of both his Livings, succeeded in the latter, by yt Grand Villain

Chaynell, he was not suffered to enjoy himself quietly at his freinds Houses
;

but escaping one night privatly to the parish of Sheer near Guilford in Surry,

he there Uv'd a retir'd hfe with one of his acquaince by whose Charity he was

maintain'd" (MS. J. Walker, c. 3, fol. 378V.) The parishes of ShereanS Albury

intermingled, until recently, and are five or six miles east and a httle south

of Guildford in western Surrey, dicecth- north of Petworth and Chichester in

Sussex. The reason for King's choice of Alburj- for a place of refuge may have

been the fact that the Duncombe family had large holdings there in the seven-

teenth century (cf."Vict. Hist. Surrey," III, 73—77), and Letter 2 in Appendix B
contains a reference to King's "Cosen Duncumbe" (cousin through inter-

marriage between the Duncombes and Conquests, according to Hannah

;

xxxviii, N.). The reason for his choice of " Blacksware in Hartfordsheer," at

his next removal, may perhaps be found in this sentence from the "Hist.

Antiq. Herts," 1826,1,413: Blakesware "is afairSeat erected in this Parish
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1650. And, of course, it will not escape observation that a new point

has also been added to our knowledge of the period from 1650 to

1660 ; for Letter 1 in Appendix B,^ hitherto unnoticed by his bio-

graphers, furnishes evidence that early in 1657 King was back in

his native county, Buckinghamshire, some distance south of his

birthplace.

First as the eldest son of the Bishop of London, and afterwards on

his own merits, Henry King came to be associated on a friendly footing

with some very notable men of this century, and a good measure of

his worth is afforded by the esteem in which they held him. The

Lady Salter mentioned above, who afforded him such kind shelter

in his extremity-, was, according to Bishop Kennet,^ "sister if I

mistake not to Dr. Duppa," and Brian Duppa was an early friend of

King's, at Westminster and Oxford,^ as we have seen, as well as his

predecessor in the see of Chichester ; King preached a fine funeral

sermon over his remains, at his death in 1662.'* The most illustrious

of King's friends was the great Donne, "ordain'd both Deacon and

Priest, by Dr. John King, Bishop of London ";5 Izaak Walton's.

" Life of Donne " gives several interesting particulars of this friendship,

including the important fact of Henry King's having been John

about 3 miles distant from the town (i. e., Ware, in the hundred of Braughin ;

cf. Note 6, p. 246, inf.) towards the East, which did belong to the Family of

the Hangers, from whom it came to John King, Gent.," in the first half of

the seventeenth century. " Vict. Hist. Herts.," 1912, III, 389, col. I, sub-

stantiates this statement. A further possible connecting-link in associating.

King with Hertfordshire might well be his friendship with Sir John Monson,

or Mounson (cf. Bibhog., p. 270 N. i, inf.), for "Through his wife, (Sir John)

became possessed in 1645 of the manor of Broxbourne in Herts, which was^

the seat of the famih' for many years" ("Diet. Nat. Biog.," xxxviii, 196).

Broxbourne is in southeasternmost Hertfordshire, about six miles from

Blakesware ; and the " Hist. Antiq. Herts," I, 566—7, supplies these hints,

as to the connections between the King and Monson families: "The church

of Broxbourne is appropriated to the peculiar use of the Bishop of London . . .

Sir Thomas Mounson was created Baronet, 161 1 ; his son Sir John M. was

invested Knight of the Bath at the Coronation of Charles I." In 1647,

Henry King and Sir John Monson were probably in "quiet retirement"

in Herts, where King would have had the opportunity mentioned by Monson.

in his Dedication of looking over the latter's MSS.
1 p. 287, inf.

2 "Collections," III: Lansd. MS. 986, fol. 76, in the British Museum..

3 "Alum. West.," 73.

* Cf. Bibliog., p. 278, inf.; also p. 251, inf.

5 Newcourt, " Repert. Eccles. Lond.," I, 51.
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Done's "most faithful friend and executor."'^ With Walton himself

King conld boast a friendship of forty years' standing, in 1664, as

an invaluable letter^ shows ; this letter, too long for insertion here

gives many new details about King's life, in particular the part he

played in the preservation of the last three Books of Hooker's "Ec-

clesiastical Polity," and should be consulted in connection with this

sketch of his life, together with the other letters in Appendix B.

Several other friendships were commemorated by King in particular

poems,^ and so may be left to his own accounts.

Verse-writing was one of the accomplishments of the finished gen-

tleman, at this time, and consequentl}' Bishop John King^ and all

five sons^ figure in various Oxford collections of verse (usually in

Latin or Greek) in their day. Next to Henr}', John seems to have

written m.ost frequently in English verse, as we have seen above,^

and as the ascription of "My Midnight Meditation"' to him shows.

But Philip, the youngest, is no mean contender for recognition here,

for the whole editio princeps of Henry's poems, was once assigned to

him, 8 Wood notes a commendatory poem from his pen included

among similar effusions by "Benj. Johnson, Mich. Drayton, etc.,"^

and a fine elegy signed "Phill: King; " has been preserved in two

]\ISS. in the British Museum-^** There is, however, some ground for

doubt as to the identity of the particular Philip King reponsible for

the last two items, inasmuch as Wood ^^ lists five other gentlemen

of this name, in addition to Bishop John King's son, and all associated

with Christ Church or Oxford at this same period ! Whichever Philip

King wrote the elegy seems to have had Henry King's "Exequy"
in mind, or before him ; and, in general, there is a distinct family

likeness in the verse-productions of the several brothers, to be ac-

1 Sir H. Nicholas' easily accessible ed. of Walton should be consulted for

various details of King's friendships with Donne, Walton, Spenser, etc.

2 This letter has not been reprinted in Appendix B because it is so easily

accessible in any good edition or biography of W^alton.

3 E. g., the poems on Ben Jonson, Blount, and Sandys.

* "Alum. West.," 54.

5 "Alum. West.," 77, 78 ; Hannah, x, footnote.

* Cf. p. 238, sup.

' A brief meditative poem, of no very great merit, included in the editio

princeps of Henry King's poems.

8 Cf. Bibliog., p. 265, inf.

^ "Athen. Oxon.," II, 435.
10 Addit. MS. 25,707, ff. 79V—81, and Had. MS. 6917, ff. 28—29V.

11 "Fasti Oxon.," II, 89.
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counted for partly by the prevailing fashions of the day and partly by

the hkelihood that the eldest brother's work would serve as model

for the younger to imitate.

Henry King's little volume of verse seems to have failed of winning

contemporary appreciation, for the original edition was twice re-

issued with a new title-page in a vain attempt to dispose of the un-

sold copies ;
^ but it would be unjust to argue from this that the volume

possesses little merit, for in the first place Vaughan's "Silex Scin-

tillans" underwent precisely the same experience (the unsold sheets

of the 1650 printing having been re-issued in 1655, with a new title-

page), and in the second place immediate popularity is of course

no criterion of absolute value. Furthermore this contemporaneous

neglect was only apparent, not actual, as the following facts show:

King's gratulatory or elegiac occasional pieces were given the place

of honor in the various volumes in which they originally appeared ;

^

there are extant almost countless copies of various single poems

by him in the innumerable MS. collections and commonplace books

of the day,^ and thus he enjoyed a very considerable circulation

regardless of the fate of the piratical printed publication ; and fin-

ally there are some grounds for believing that this twice re-issued

original edition may not have been the only printed collection of

his poems, after all.^ These facts, hitherto unnoticed or unconsidered,

seem to show that Henry King was highly esteemed as an author, in

many quarters,^ and that he hit the taste of his time truty enough

to be considered a satisfactory representative of the minor poets

of the period.

Under the year 1669 this entry appears in the Register of Burials,

at Chichester: "The Reverend Father in God Henry King Lord

^ Cf. Bibliog., p. 263, inf. ; also 266.

2 Cf. "Jonsonus Virbius," 1638, p. 16; Donne's "Poems," 1633, 1635,

1639, etc.; "The Swedish Intelligencer," 1633, poetical appendix to the

Third Part; and George Sandys' "Paraphrase upon the Divine Poems,"

1638, prefixed pages of commendatory verse.

^ It may be stated further that, in addition to the MS. volumes noticed

below in the BibUography, Harl. MS. 6917 is practically another such collec-

tion, for over 20 of King's poems appear in it, together with many others by
or about his family. Other MSS. almost as markedly given up to King's

work are Addit. MSS. 25, 303 and 25, 707, and perhaps Sloane MS. 1446,—

all in the British Museum.
* Cf. BibUog., p. 267, inf.

* Cf., e. g., Howell's "Familiar Letters," ed. Jacobs, 1892, II, 408, under

date of 3. Feb., 1637.
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Bishop of Chichester departed this Hfe September the thirtieth and

was solemnly interred October y*^ 8^^."^ He had survived his four

younger brothers and two at least of his sisters,^ as \\ell as his wife

and five of his six children,^ while his remaining son died fifteen

months after him.* Hannah was mistaken, however, in his assump-

tion "that we cannot carr}^ the history of his famih' far beyond the

Bishop of Chichester himself,"^ for a correspondent in "Notes and

Queries" says that "the Vicar of Brighton has furnished the pedigree

of Bishop Henry King down to the present date,"^ i. e., 1875, and

the present writer in January, 191 2, met at Chichester a Mr. Free-

land who claimed connection by marriage with surviving descend-

ants of the Bishop. Henry King's fair name and fame have been

impeached in but one particular, which will be discussed in the follow-

ing section ; otherwise. Wood, Walton, Walker, and Fuller have

nothing but praise for him, as "'the epitome of all- honours, virtues,

and generous nobleness,' and a person never to be forgotten by his

tenants, and by the poor." ' Despite the somewhat forbidding cast

of feature and expression evidenced by his portrait, which hangs in

the old Lecture Room, Christ Church, Oxford, there seems to be no

ground for doubting the generous character of the man : his bene-

factions in behalf of Christ Church** and the poor of Worminghall^

^ Hannah, Ixxvii, where it is pointed out that Wood's date "the first day

of Octob." ("Athen. Oxon.," Ill, 841), is simply a mistranslation of the

Monumental Inscription, "Prid. Kalendas Octobris." These Monumental

Inscriptions seem to have been strangelj'^ troublesome to the early biogra-

phers, for Welch ("Alum. West.," 77) quotes approvingly, "Major John

King," as a suitable translation of "natu major Johannes King" !

2 "Athen. Oxon.," II, 633 ; Hannah, xciii—ciii.

^ p. 237, sup ; Hannah, Ixxvii, Ixxviii.

* Hannah, ibid. ° Ixxix.

^ "N. & Q.," 5th Series, IV, 370 ; cf. also "N. & Q.," ist Series, III, 36S—9,

on Bishop John King's sermon "on behalfe of Paule's Church," signed

"Richard John King." Moreover, a kind correspondent (Mr. W. L. King

of Ware, Herts) has recently forwarded information that John King, D.D.,

Master of the Charter House, d. 1738, "had a brother Major King, whose

daughter Mary became 3rd wife of Sir Francis Dashwood (Lipscombe Hist.

Bucks, II, 222). EUz*^ Dashwood, niece of the aforesaid Sir Francis,

married Andrew Archer of Umberslade, Ware, and at Umberslade was a

King family using the Bishop's arms."

' "Athen. Oxon.," Ill, 841.

^ "Athen. Oxon.," II, 775; "Memorials of Oxford," by J. Ingram, 1837,

I, 7-8.
^ "Hist, and Antiq. Bucks," by Lipscomb, I, 582—3.
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Avere considerable, while Elwes seems to think it incumbent on him

to explain why so munificent a donor should have failed to exercise

" his bounty in the case of Chichester Cathedral/ and signs of personal

efforts in the interests of friends and dependents are not infrequent.^

With a difficult position to fill, in very troublous times, he seems to

have acquitted himself worthily, on the whole, and to deserve a

reasonable amount of the eulogy inscribed on his monument

:

"Natalium splendore illustris, Pietate, Doctrina & Virtutibus illus-

trior."^ "He was buried on the South-side of the Choir, near the

Communion Table, belonging to the Cathedral Church of Chichester, " *

but his monument, after being twice moved in recent years, now stands

in the North Transept at some distance from the grave where his

remains lie interred.^

One further question of some interest arises in connection with

the King family, in the seventeenth century, and that is the possible

relationship of Edward King,* the subject of Milton's "Lycidas."

But in the first place, no Edward appears in the King genealogies

given by Hannah'^ and Lipscomb,^ and in the second place the ori-

ginal memorial volume to Edward King as well as modem investi-

gation^ shows that his connections were Irish exclusively. A more

serious difficulty arises in regard to the poem signed "Hen. King,"

in the memorial volume. ]\Iasson^° unhesitatingly calls the author

"one of the brothers oi the deceased," but gives no authority for the

statement ; Hunter felt the uncertainty more keenly, and wrote

:

"There being two Henry Kings contemporaries and both writers of

^ "His own fortunes were probably at too low an ebb to permit him to

undertake its restoration," i. e. after 1660.
—

"Castles, Mansions, and Manors

of Western Sussex," by D. G. C. Elwes, 1876, p. 60.

2 Walton's "Life of Donne"; "Athen. Oxon.," IV, 518; "Fasti Oxon.,"

II, 214; Letters mentioned in Bibliog., p. 281, inf.

3 Walker, op. cit., Part II, 12.

* Newcourt, op. cit., p. 92.

5 Personal observation of the writer, and conversations with the organist

of the Cathedral, in January, 1912 ; according to Walcott, "Memorials of

Chichester," 1865, p. 50, it then stood in the Processional Path at the back

of the Reredos.

^ Examples of Edward King's Latin verse may be seen in Nichols' " Select

Poenis," 1781, VII, 76—85.
" Ixxxiii, Ixxxvi.

« p. 585-

^ Masson's "Milton," 1890, I, 187—192.
^^ Ibid., 192.
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verse, a doubt may sometimes arise what belongs to each of them
;

as for instance, which of them wrote the Verses in Jonsomis \^irbius."^

In view of Bishop Henry King's connection with Oxford, the Court,^

and Duppa;^ Jonson's connection with Oxford* and the Court;

and Duppa's connection with " Jonsonus Virbius,"^ it seems only

reasonable to ignore Hunter's doubt and to assign these "Verses"

to the Bishop. In the case of the other lines, the facts and prob-

abihties are these : in the Bodleian copy of the exceedingl}' rare

little memorial pamphlet,^ the poem signed "Hen. King" stands first,

as if the writer were chief mourner, and contains these lines :

. . . "though we
Small sprigs or branches of the self-same tree

Suffer the worst, since He the fairest arm
Is torn away by an unluckie storm." (lines 79—82)

Now Bishop Henry King could not have been chief mourner, even

if he knew Edward King at all—which there is no reason for be-

lieving ; nor are the lines quoted applicable to him in any way ; nor

was there anything in his situation at this date^o lead to his being

associated with a Cambridge memorial volume. There seems to be

no reasonable ground, then, for including this effusion even among the

"Doubtful Poems" of Bishop Henry King, nor can the slightest

association with "Lycidas" be claimed for him.

IV. PUBLIC CAREER, SERMONS, AND RELIGIOUS OPINIONS.

So many details in the life of Henry King have been given above

that his various honors and offices may now be summarized in briefest

outline. As his Academic degrees have already been mentioned,'

1 Hunter's invaluable MS. "Chorus Vatum" in the British Museum, vol.

Ill, fol, 280; cf. also vol. II, I'ol. I. - Cf. p. 249, inf.

3 Cf. p. 243, sup. * "Fasti Oxon.," I, 392.

' He was, of course, responsible for its publication. Cf. Howell's " Fa-

miUar Letters," ed. Jacobs, I, 332.

® "Obsequies to the memorie of Mr. Edward King, Anno Dom. 163S

(Device) printed by Th. Buck, and R. Daniel, printers to the Universitie

of Cambridge, 1638." The contribution under discussion has the general

title for its caption and contains 122 lines, beginning on page i, sig. F2, and

occupying 3Y3 pages, being exceeded in length, in fact, only by "Lycidas,"

which fills the last six pages. In the accompanying volume of Latin and

Greek elegies there are some Latin Unes by Henry King, the responsibiUty

for which must be fixed upon the author of the English elegy under dis-

cussion.

' p. 232, sup.
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only his preferments in the Church and at Court remain to be listed.

He became successively chaplain to King James I, canon residentiary

oi St. Paul's (1615), archdeacon of Colchester (1617), canon of Christ

Church (1623), chaplain in ordinary to King Charles I, dean of Ro-

chester ,1 (1638), and Bishop of Chichester (1642 ; consecrated, Feb.7).2

He held in addition the sinecure rectories of Petworth and Fulham.*

Considerable though these offices and honors are, they still fail

to make out Henry King as the equal of his father.* For in God-

win's list of the twenty-one sees of the Province of Canterbury ,5

London stands first, Chichester twelfth. Among the five bishoprics

to be filled, in 1641, Chichester always stands fourth.^ While man\-

Bishops of Chichester have been advanced to more desirable sees,

none has ever been translated directly to the Archbishopric of Canter-

bury or York.' And finally, Hannah shows ^ (without, however,

drawing the unfavorable inference which seems unavoidable) that

even for this relatively unimportant see King was only a substitute

or second-best, appointed late and consecrated some months after

the first of the five vacancies had been filled ; and even so, if Fuller

is to be trusted. King owed his selection in large part to the merit?

of his "pious and popular father." ^ In short, we must ascribe Henry

King's inclusion in, for instance, the Encyclopaedia Britannica,

XI th Edition, while his father is excluded, not to any supereminence

over John King in their life-times, ^'^ but solely to the volume of poems

which has been the occasion of the present undertaking.

When subjected to comparison with his father in another respect,

Henry King does not fare so badly, and strangely enough this is the

1 Clarendon ("Hist, of the Rebellion." ed. Macray, 1888, vol. I, Book IV,

p. 401) calls King "Dean of Litchfield"; but this is mere inadvertence,

presumably, for King's name does not appear among the Deans of Lichfield

listed by Le Neve (I, 563).

- "Alum. West.," 77; "Athen. Oxon.," Ill, 839. [Hannah (xxxix) shows

that the date of consecration was Feb. 6, 1642.]

3 "Alum. West.," ibid. * Cf. pp. 227 and 231, sup.

'" "Catalogue of the Bishops of England since the first planting of Christian

Religion," etc., London, 1615.

^ Fuller's "Church History," VI, 236; Clarendon's "History of the Re-

bellion," I, 401 ; etc.

' Le Neve, I, 238—55. ^ xli—xlvi. ^ Fuller, ibid.

^^ Both had various books dedicated to them, so that no satisfactory test

is afforded thereby. Cf. Madan's "Early Oxford Press," 1895, PP- 7^- ^8

and 90; "Athen. Oxon.," I, 761; II, 295 n. ; III, 923; "Fasti Oxon.," IT,

214; "N. & Q.," 2d Series, IX, 432, 492; Brydges' "Censura Literaria"

1807, III, 272.
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point on which John King was most highty praised. The opening

clause of ^^'ood's summar}-, adapted from Fuller, has been given

above/ and the citation may now be completed: "When he was

elder, he [Henry King] apphed himself to oratory and philosophy,

and in his reduced age fixed on divinity ; in which faculty he became

eminent, as his sermons parth^ shew, \\hich remained fresh in the

minds of his auditors many years after his death." ^ \\'hile King's

reference to his "course in study" in Letter i, below,^ perhaps justifies

the statement about his apphcation to philosophy, the relegation

of "divinity" to his old age is absurd, for a letter quoted by Nichols *

shows that his first sermon was dehvered in 1617, before he was 26

j^ears old, and the Bibliography of his theological works is an added

overwhelming refutation.^ The verdict passed on his first sermon

was this: "He did reasonably well, but nothing extraordinary,

nor near his father, being rather slow of utterance, and orator parum

vehemens."^ This criticism supplies another explanation for his

failure to be appointed Public Orator of the University during his

college career,' and indicates that his abilities were slow in maturing.

But if he did not equal his father in pulpit effectiveness, in the judg-

ment of his contemporaries (though Wood says that he "became a

most florid preacher"*), at least posterity will to some extent justify

Fuller's encomium b\' preferring Henry King's sermons to John

King's, considered as literary productions. The son is less ponderous,

more incisive, more vital, though the two are very closely alike in

style, in method, and in attitude.

In support of Henr}' King's pretensions as preacher, a few notable

passages may be instanced. In the sermon vindicating his father's

orthodoxy (Nov. 25, 1621), there is a fine passage on p. 9, beginning

:

"The words of d3'ing men are precious even to strangers ; but when

the voyce of one we love, cals to us from the death-bed," etc. Other

fine portions of the same sermon are the paragraph on Persecution

hy slander, pp. 45-^ ; the two paragraphs of transition to the sub-

ject of his personal loss, p. 49 ; and the restrained but moving des-

cription of his father's last hours, pp. 62—73, with the admirably

dignified and appealing peroration, pp. 74—77. Nor are there

wanting happy touches in detail, such as
—"We are but Impes and

^ P- 233, footnote 3.

2 At the close Wood greatly- moderates the extravagant laudation of the

good Fuller, who asserts that King's sermons "will report him to all poste-

rity."

3 Appendix B, p. 2S7. ^ Op. cit.. Ill, 445.
'"

pp. '2-15— 11. inf.

^ Nichols, ibid. ' p. 223, sup. ^ "Athen. Oxon.," Ill, 839.
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Zanies, in respect of those that lived in the Primitive Church";

or
—"No more have those once glorious dayes, now any difference

in our memory or esteeme. They lie promiscuoush^ raked up in

the dust of time, without any monument set over them, to tell they

once were : no Rubrick, or capitall letter inserted, to distinguish them

from the common heape of dayes piled up in the Almanacke." Again,

in his Lenten Sermon at \Miitehall (Mar. 3, 1626), pp. 11—13, the

paragraph on the testimony of creation to the truth that the hand

that made it is divine, is rather a splendid "purple patch." Again,

in his Spital Sermon (Easter Monday, 1626), pp. 2—5, there is a

striking paragraph on "He," beginning: "It is no flat or low ex-

pression to discipher God by a Pronoune rather than a Name, but

the most eminent forme of speech that may be." His Inauguration

Anniversary sermon (Mar. 27, 1640) is analyzed below,^ and his fun-

eral sermon over Bishop Duppa (Apr. 24, 1662) has been commen-
ded above ^ and is quoted below.^ So, finally, but one more need be

mentioned, as a specimen of his latest work, namely the Anniversary

sermon in commemoration of King Charles' martyrdom (Jan. 30,

1665). Now it was apparently mandatory, well into the Eighteenth

Centur\', that this subject be treated ever}^ year on this date, in every

pulpit,^ and hence it is not to be wondered at that all natural and

proper ideas or expressions were soon exhausted and nothing re-

mained except repetition or exaggeration ; but Henry King's sermon

is free from these blemishes, and in depth, power, and conviction is far

above the hollow rhetorical extravagances or dull commonplaces of

the various other sermons on this subject examined for purposes of

comparison.^ In general it must of course be frankly admitted that

he is not capable of supreme flights of oratory ; but at his best he

is dignified and impressive, frequently trenchant, and at intervals

soberh' eloquent.

^ p- 259.

2 p. 243, sup. ; this sermon shows marked distinction and forceful

solemnity throughout, quite in the "grand manner," with at least one passage

(on the " Pretiousness " of Death) in a really exalted strain of true though

formal eloquence. It was preached "to the great content of the auditory."

("Athen. Oxon.," Ill, 543). ^ pp. 256, 257.

* An examination of numerous collections of Sermons, in the Bodleian,

for the period 1660— 1730, leads to this conclusion.

5 Pepys, ed. H. B. Wheatley, 1892, makes the following spiteful comment
on this sermon, under date of Mar. 12, 1665; "I sat down and read over

the Bishop of Chichester's sermon upon the anniversary of the King's death,

much cried up, but, methinks, what a mean sermon." This sermon contains
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King's sermons are doubly important to anj' student of his life

because of the light they cast on the vexed question of his religious

opinions, the one blot on his record which must if possible be re-

moved before his biography can be fairly closed ; for a last comparison

with his father is suggested by the charge of heterodoxy also brought

against Henry King, also posthumously, but unhappily not refuted

by filial piety in this case. The trouble seems to have been started,

or, at least, first stated, by Anthony a Wood, in his closing remarks

about Henry King:^ "What remains to be observ'd of this prelate

is, that he was always puritanically affected, and therefore to please

the puritans he was promoted to the see of Chichester . . . That

being not removed to a better see [i. e., after the Restoration], be-

came discontented, as I have heard, and a favorer thereupon of the

presbyterians in his diocese." This charge alone does not carry much
weight (though it has been repeated by practically over}- biographer

since its first appearance),^ for Wood's malicious and scandalous

thrusts have considerably discredited his great work,^ even from the

ver}' first.* A^'alker, who incorporated ^^'ood'scharges into his own
text^ (though with a kind of reservation, already cited in another

connection,^ and to be mentioned again presently), was thus rebuked

by some friendly critic who \\"as apparently reading his proof for

him:' "Tho' there be an air of impartiality throughout your whole

the curious fling at the bUnd Milton, on p. 34 :—"One of them [i. e., one of

the "infamous Raylours, whom the Proud Faction kept in paj-"], and

indeed the most Malicious in the Pack, who calls himself Iconoclastes, so

shamelessly rails, That as St. Paul said to Simon Magnus, so might I to him.

Thou art in the Gall of Bitterness : And as the Apostle charged Elymas the

Sorcerer for Mischief and perverting the Truth ; so it is very memorable This

Wretch had the fate of Elymas, Strook with Blindness to his Death." It is

also interesting as emphasizing Henry King's firm belief in the royal au-

thorship of "Eikon Basilike." ^ "Athen. Oxon.," Ill, 841.

2 Hannah (1, footnote) very neatly shows how Wood himself contradicts

his own charge ; for he speaks ("Athen. Oxon.," Ill, 703) of Cheynell's

succession to "the rich parsonage of Petworth in Sussex, in the plac'e of an

honest and loyal doctor ejected thence." This "honest and loyal doctor"

was the supposedly "puritanically affected" Henry King!

^ E. g., "Diet. Nat. Biog.," Ixii, 351 ; "Wood was himself fond of severe

reflections, and all through his work had adopted reckless charges and

criticisms from spiteful correspondents"; and cf. pp. 350, 351, pas.

* "Wood's Life and Times," ed. A. Clark, 1894, III, 365—496; also "Fasti

Oxon.," I, 379, N. I. ^ Op. cit., II, 11, 12. ® p. 240, sup.

' "Dr. John Walker and ' The Sufferings of the Clergy,'" by G. B. Tatham,

19TT, 248.
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work, which is very becoming an Historian, yet, methinks, you carry

the matter too far sometimes both in being over severe to your Friends

& too favourable to your enemies. Sometimes you appear too

severe to your Friends, as pticularly, ... in your Reflections on
Bp. King (Chichester), . . . and some others. I know not what
obligation you are under to discover the Infirmities of these, who
were some of them very good & great men. And perhaps all the

grounds you have for reflecting on some of them, may be some
foolish stories told by An. Wood, whose Cynical temper prompted

him to say the worst he could of Every Body, for which he has been

so often & so justly condemned." So, some twenty-two years after

the appearance of \\ ood's charge, here is a vigorous protest against

according it any weight,—or, at least, an interesting impeachment
of Wood's authority in general. However, this slander, if slander

it was, was deeply rooted and persistent, for the present wTiter found

the tradition flourishing in Chichester, in January, 1912, where a

venerable verger, encountered in the Cathedral, vouchsafed the in-

formation that Bishop Henry King, still remembered as "the Bishop

during the siege," had been strongly in sympathy with the Puritans

and Puritanism, and yet was very severely handled by the Puritans

after the capture of Chichester. So a brief examination of facts

and documents on both sides must be undertaken.

Some few points in King's life seem to justify the charge, at first

sight. On one occasion in Parliament it was expressly asserted that
" there can be no supeirstition proved upon the Bishop of Chichester," ^

as if he were notorious^' low church in his views. And a bit of

evidence in support of the contention that the general parliamentary

or Puritan opinion of him was favorable is perhaps the fact that he was
not included in Col. John White's scurrilous black-list entitled "The
First Century of Scandalous, Malignant Priests. . . . Or, A Narration

of the Causes for which the Parliament hath Ordered the Seques-

tration of the Benefices of several Ministers," published Nov. 19,

1643. Again, there is a possible taint of Puritanism in some of his

poetry .2 Further, he was, it is quite true, promoted to the Bish-

opric at a most dangerous juncture when a compromise candidate

was the only safe appointee, one "generally beloved by all disengaged

people," as Fuller phrases it.^ And finally, and this is the one really

^ " Sussex Archaeological Collections," 1852, V, 50.

2 Cf. "Being waked out of my sleep by a snuff of Candle," "Sic Vita,"

"My Midnight Meditation," and "The Dirge."

3 "Worthies," I, 202.
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damaging point against him, he assuredly was not advanced to a

more desirable see, at the Restoration,^ whereas his successor,

Peter Gunning, was translated in 1674 to the see of EI3-, "with a

particular acknowledgment from his majesty of his steadiness to the

church, having kept up the face thereof in the worst of times." ^

The last point remains inexplicable and unanswerable, so far as

available informations goes, unless we are gratuitoush' to suppose a

personal enmity between King and William Juxon, Bishop of Lon-

don and in 1660 Archbishop of Canterbury ;
^ but after the other three

points in support of the charge of Puritanism have been offset, it

is believed that sufficient positive evidence can be brought forward to

establish King's orthodoxy even in the teeth of this single unanswered

objection. As for the first point, then. King's low-church reputa-

tion did not save him, and neither his repeated special petition nor

the terms agreed upon with Sir ^^^ \\'aller previously to the surrender

of Chichester could alter "the ordinance of sequestration" passed

upon him, June 6, 1643.'* And here should ^e quoted Walker's

quasi-reservation or protest, mentioned above, for he adopted Wood's

charge,
—"Though he was always Esteemed to be Puritanically

Affected, and was Promoted to this Bishoprick to please that Party,"

—with this irreconcilable qualification: "yet when the Rebellion

broke out, he was most Barbarously treated by them ; nor was he

suffered to live quietly," etc.; and this qualification has been repeated

with the charge, by practically all the biographers.^ This barbarous

maltreatment has been so commonly reported as to need but little

emphasis here : witness his Will,^ his Letter to ^Ir. Bysshe,'' and Wal-

^ This is particularly ominous, because Juxon, who twice might have

favored King (at his delayed appointment, in 1641—2 [Hannah, xlii], and at

the Restoration) and each time apparently disapproved, was a special pro-

tege of Laud's ("Athen. Oxon.," IV, 818).

2 "Athen. Oxon.," IV, 143.

3 Le Xeve, I, 27 King's relations with Juxon's successor, Gilbert Shel-

don, do not seem to have been altogether pleasant : cf. Letters 3 and 4,

Appendix B, and Letters mentioned in Bibhog., p. 2S0, inf.

* "Sussex Arch. Coll.," ibid.

5 Cf. statement of verger, in 1912 ; p. 253, sup.

6 "Later supplyes of competence .... were allmost totally consumed

[by] PubUck calamitie or private iniurie suffered in these days of discention."

"My bookes, being now a small remainder of a large Uberary taken from

me at Chichester, contrary to the condicon and contracte of the Generall

and Counsell of warre, at the taking of that Cittie." " During my misfor-

tunes since the losse of all I had at Chichester." Etc.— Hannah, cviii—cxiv.

'' Appendix B, Letter i.
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ker's conjecture as to his having been supported by charity;^ and

consult any detailed account of the siege and capture of Chichester.^

The negative testimony, of King's exclusion from Col. John White's

"Century of Malignant Priests,"® is overborne by the virulent

attacks of that rabid Puritan, John Vicars :
" Bishop King, as bad

as the worst" ;* "Dr. King also, then Bishop of Chichester (a proud

Prelate, as all the rest are, and a most pragmaticall Malignant against

the Parliament, as all his cater-capt companions also are)."^ As

for King's poetry, there is plenty of orthodox ecclesiasticism there

;

the two elegies on King Charles are just two long and fiery condem-

nations of the Puritans.® And finally, if, in his promotion to a Bish-

opric in 1641—2, there was need of avoiding the giving of offence ta

parliamentarians and Puritans, surely there was at least equal need

of appointing a man whose loyalty to the tottering Church and

Monarchy could be relied upon ; Hannah'^ quotes the evidence

demonstrating the validity of this hypothesis, but fails to draw the

inference, in this excerpt from a Letter from King Charles to William

Juxon, Bishop of London, relative to the five appointees for the

vacant Bishoprics: "I have altered somewhat frome my former

thoughts, to satisfie the tymes, & yet I hope that I have not disserved

my selfe in my elections." Henry King's appointment as chaplain

to King Charles as well as to King James,^ his preferments in the

Church,^ the royal bestowal of Petworth upon him after his con-

secration as Bishop,^® his dedication of his "Exposition upon the Lords

Prayer," ^^ and his two elegies on King Charles, all go to show that he

stood high in his royal master's favor and was deservedly "one of

those persons of unblemished reputation that his majesty, tho' late,

promoted to that honourable office." ^^

Aside from these fairly satisfactory evidences of orthodoxy, six

further positive indications remain to be noted, (i) Sir John Mon-
son, who "suffered much for his loyalty" ("Fasti Oxon.", II, 40)

during the Civil War, dedicated to Henry King his "Antidote against

^ pp. 240, and 242 Note i, sup.

2 " Sussex Arch. Coll.," V, 43—51 ; XXXI, 205—8 ; "Victoria Hist. Sussex,"

I, 522.

^ Note that this was only "The First Century": others were to have

followed.

^ "England's Worthies," 1845, p. 78.

* " Jehovah- J ireh," 1644, p. 239.

® The lines to Sandys and the Lucas-Lisle elegy are equally unequivocal.

' xlii, xliii. ® p. 249, sup. ^ Ibid.

1° Hannah, xlix, 1. ^^ Bibliog., p. 277, inf. ^2 "Athen. Oxon.," Ill, 839.
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the Errors of Opinions of Many in their Days, concerning some of the

highest and chiefest Duties of ReHgion, viz. Adoration, Almes, Fasting

and Prayer," 1647 (repubhshed 1661—2). That this work was anti-

Puritan in tone is avouched by Monson's whole hfe (for though some

of his pubhcations savor more of toleration than of sectarian partisan-

ship, still Laud spoke very well of him; of. Laud's "Works," 1857,

VI, 82, and VII, 225 ; furthermore, he was severely handled by the

Puritans) and especially by the fact that it was published anony-

mously and dedicated by means of a private monogram, only. (Cf.

p. 242, footnote I, sup., and p. 270, inf.). (2) King's favorite

patristic authority was "Nazianzen," or Gregory of Nazianzus, one

of the four great Fathers of the Eastern Church. Now this Gregory's

chief claim to greatness lies in his defence of Athanasianism and the

Nicene Creed against Arianism,- at Constantinople about the year

380,^ and in his famous five discourses on the Trinity directed espe-

cially against the Eunomians and Macedonians.^ Surely this par-

ticular Father would be one of the first to cqjnmend himself to an

enthusiastic Church of England man, and one of the last to appeal

to a Puritan. (3) The friendship and repeated commendations of

Izaak Walton would hardly have been accorded to one weak in the

faith. (4) First through his intimacy with Bishop Duppa and then

by the exiled Charles II's own appointment, he played an important

part in some efforts made to prevent the threatened extinction of

episcopacy or rupture of the apostolic succession, as the following

quotations from pp. 41—43 of his funeral sermon over Brian Duppa,

in 1662, show ; and though he testifies in his own behalf here, the

public nature of the occasion made it absolutely impossible for him

to attempt any mis-statement or deception: "He [Duppa] was

alwaies so faithfuU to God in the service of His Church wherein He
liv'd, that He never receded from His first Principles in any slackness

either towards Hir Doctrine or Hir Discipline. Insomuch that His

Sacred Majesty desirous to preserve the Succession of His English

Church, & sensible of His Bishops Decay, ]\Iost whereof were Dead,

& Those Few who remaind not hkely to last long, was pleas'd to

commit this Trust principally to His Solicitation. In discharge

whereof how industrious He was, some who yet hve know, and none

better than J\Iy self, who was His only associate in several travels

undertaken to bring it to effect.

1 Cf. pp. 229— 30, sup.

2 "Cyclo. Bibl. Lit.," 1870, III, 994.

3 "Encyclo. Brit.," Xlth Ed., XII, 563.
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" 'Tis true, divers waies were propounded, yet all found dangerous,

Under the Inquisition we then liv'd, both to the Undertakers and the

Actors.

"His Majest}' therefore at last thought of a safer & more certain

Expedient, to call over to Him Two of the remayning Bishops, who
joyned to a worthy Praelate residing with Him in His Exile might

Canonically Consecrate some of Those eminently deserving Divines

who then attended Him ; Thus Preserving the Order in a Few, until!

God gave opportunity to fill up the other Vacancies.

"This desire was by a trusty Messenger sent over by His Majesty

communicated only to Five ; whereof (I shall not Magnifie my Office

to say) My self was One, who in the integrity of my Conscience can

profess that in the willing acceptance of this Summons I never

declin'd any hazard when I might doe the King my Master or the

Church Service. But great Age and greater Infirmity denying the

concurrence of any One of the Rest (though otherwise most ready)

that designe fell : And God hath in the jMiraculous Restoration of

His Sacred Majesty Restor'd the Church to that Luster wherein

(blessed be His Name) you now see it.

"He in whose presence I here stand bears me record, I mention

not these Circumstances to any other End than my Soveraign's

Honour ; For it is not fit so meritorious an Act should be conceal'd

and smothered, but that all might take notice how Carefull He was
to Preserve and Support the Church, at that Time when in His Exil'd

condition He could not well Support Himself." This was dangerous

service, with no prospect of reward, and none but a staunch Anglican

would have undertaken it. Furthermore, Hannah (Ixiii) records

the fact that in 1657 King actually ordained a minister, despite the

Protectorate's enactment forbidding it. (5) Henry King's Will,

dated July 14, 1653, and probated in the same form at his death in

1669, would naturall}- express his solemn conviction stated as in the

sight of God when all concern for this world had been laid aside

;

and yet in 1653, when Puritanism was flourishing without any
conceivable likelihood of overthrow, this was what he set down of his

religious beliefs i^ "I was bred up in the reformed Protestant Church
of England,^ wherein, as by his vouchsafed goodnes I was an vnworthy

^ Taken from Hannah's copy of the certified transcript, cviii, cix.

^ The almost bigoted orthodoxy of John King must have affected his

son, and traces of influence are not wanting. Nazianzen was a favorite with

the elder King (cf. Manningham's Diary, 71, and Nichol's Commentaries,

321); his ecclesiasticism is the pattern for his son's (Nichol, 327 ff.) ; and

Teans. Conn. Acad., Vol. XVIII. 18 November 1913.
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minister, and after, through the benignitie of my most ro^-all [Master,

King Charles the First, ach-anced to the highest order in the Church

of Chichester, soe I professe my selfe to dye a sincere member of the

Enghsh Church, confessing in m^^ last breath, that shea, as well for

the purity of her doctrine as the decencie of her ceremonies and dis-

cipline, in neither of which suffered any Tainte for those malignant

extreames of Popery or Puritanisme, was the most Orthodox, and,

untill these unfortunate t\'mes darkened her lustre, the happiest

Church that, since the Apostles dayes, the Christian world hath

knowne." Now there was no reason for his making any such dec-

laration unless he strongly beheved it. For his own sake and for

his heirs' sakes, it would have been far more politic simply to avoid

any mention of religion at all so long as he could not conscientiously

profess Presbyterianism. The same sort of testimony is afforded

bj^ the last paragraph of the Preface to his version of the Psalms.

(6) Finally, his sermons betray no trace of Puritan doctrine. Here,

if anywhere, he might be expected to reveal the opinions which he

is supposed to have cherished, but nowhere is he other than vehemently

hostile to Puritanism. At two Periods in his life, especially, has he

been taxed with heterodoxy, (a) after the Restoration, when his

discontent over his failure to receive promotion was alleged as reason

for his disaffection, and (b) shortly before his elevation to the see of

Chichester, when his selection was alleged to have been due to his

Puritanical leanings. But, on the contrary, these are the facts :

(a) In the sermon on Duppa, 1662, he vigorously denounced the

Puritans, pp. 19—21, 26—28, while on p. 13 this sentence appears

:

"Indeed the ^^'orld is now in it's Dotage Creepled and Bed-rid, In

the last and worst Age : So that had it not some few sound Crutches

to support it, some few Pillars [i. e., loyal Bishops] not eaten in by

the vices of the Time, nor Canker 'd by those Opinions which madl}^

fly about, not only to the disfiguring our Churches Decency and

Order, but the shaking and undermining even Her Fundamental

Truths, It could not subsist." His Visitation Sermon, Oct. 8, 1662,

is one long plea for seemliness and the proprieties ; in Church services

and in questions of faith or doctrine, " Let all things be done decently

and in order," is his repeated exhortation. So there is no shadow of

justification for ^^'ood's charge, here. The paragraph on Milton,

also, shows no sympathy for Puritans in 1665.^ (b) The charge based

on his supposed attitude before his election to the Bishopric is equally

groundless, as is proved by the following synopsis of his Inauguration

several of Henry King's most vigorously pro-Anglican poems show indebted-

ness to John King's sermons. "^ Cf. p. 251, N. 5, sup.
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Anniversar}- sermon, delivered ]\Iarch 27 1640 ; this is the sermon
which Hannah was unable ^ to find a copy of, and his regret was ver}^

proper, for had he been able to examine this sermon he must have

arrived at the conclusion here asserted, that it definitely overthrows

and nullifies ^^^ood's often-quoted charge. It may be briefly summar-
ized as follows : pp. i—10, an extreme, almost violent, vindication

of the Divine Right of Kings—with incidental thrusts at Pajnsts

and Nonconformists ; 11—19, a vigorous justification of absolute

Monarchy ; 20—29, ^^ energetic assertion of a King's superiorit}"

to both Papacy and Presbyter}-, with praise of an Established National

Church whose head is the King ; 29—38, a glorification of a King's

duties and powers, as against the people's rights—with some harsh

words for Knox, Puritanism, and Jesuitism ,^ 38—41, a vivid picture

of the evils of rebellion and anarch}-, "whiles they goe about to whelme
the Kingdome over the King" and "Everyman did what was good
in his own eyes" (these pages, like many others in this sermon, were

singularly prophetic)
; 42—59, a eulog}- of Charles I as the wise head

of the Church, dispenser of Justice, rebuilder of St. Paul's, founder

of the Royal Xavy, and noble example of piety—with excursus,

44—47, on the purity and true Apostolic succession of the English

Church. To tax the author of this sermon with Puritanical leanings

is a mere meaningless absurdity ; for if he was so consummate a hj^po-

crite and liar as to cherish Presbyterian behefs in spite of his language

here, how could he ever have betra^-ed those beliefs in such a wa}-

as to make them "generally" known ?

To sum up, then, an examination of all the evidence produces so

overwhelming a sense of probability as to amount to absolute certitude

that Henry King was perfectly and literally orthodox. His sermons,

his religious verse, and his life unite in proving him a staunch up-

holder of Anglican doctrine. His instinct was all for system, estab-

lishment, orthodoxy. He was a sound adherent of organization-

exalting the Letter above the Spirit, assent above conviction—one

whose rehgion w'as ecclesiasticism : the Church qua Institution, the

Bible qua Clerical Code of Law. In short, so far was he from any

taint of nonconformity' that it is almost just to say of him that he

was more a Churchman than a Christian.

This sketch of Henry King's biography clearly shows that no
extravagant claims can be made on his behalf. He was not one

1 pp. xlix, cxxv.

2 On p. 34 occurs this pithy declaration : "The Schismatick is a Thorne

in the sides of the Church, the factious a Thistle in the State."
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of the dominating personalities of his age. But his associations

with greater men, such as Donne, Walton, and Hooker, his relation to

"Eikon Basihke" and the preservation of Episcopacy, together with

the light which his experiences cast upon the inner history of these

stirring times, make him a figure not to be overlooked by any student

of the period. His chief interest and importance to-day, however,

are undoubtedly due to his literary productions ; he is admirably

fitted to stand as the representative of the little known but number-

less and characteristic minor writers of the seventeenth century,

and it is from this point of view that the accompanying somewhat

detailed Bibliography has been prepared and is herewith presented.

BIBLIOGRAPHICAL SUMMARY OF HENRY KING S WRITINGS

Part one: MANUSCRIPTS.

I. COLLECTED POEMS.'^ -

I. Malone MS. 22, in the Bodleian. This is a well preserved little-

volume, in fine clear script. King's poems fill ff. 4—45v ; on fol. i,

in a later hand, are various ascriptions to "Dr: H: King"; ff. 2v

and 46 contain nonsense and doggerel fragments, in different hands :

and scattered throughout are curious comments apparently written

by the early suffragist who defiantly subscribed her name, "Eliz.

Dottin Her Book, " immediately beneath her departed husband's (?)

"Henry Dottin His Book," on fol. 3. The doggerel on fol. 2v is

violentlj^ anti-matrimonial, and those of the comments that are not

fatuous banalities have an unctuous feminist tone. The comments

are written in French, by one quite ignorant of the language, who

seemingly cuUed the words from a Glossary one by one with total

disregard for syntax and inflection. For instance, after the Epigram

at the botton of fol. 31 v. ,1 is written this edifying sentiment: "La

femme qui voudriez aimez Elle ne scauriez dire que EUg aimez"
;

while after the next two poems are inscribed these illuminating

comments: "Nous [query: sc. "ne . . . pas" ?] devez croyez tout

qui nous entendre," and, "un Chanson pour un L'amour que pent

le trover."—This MS. volume contains fifty-six of the seventy-three

1 "I would not in my love too soone prevaile :

An easy Conquest makes the purchase stale."

— After Petronius' " Satyricon," Cap. 15.
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poems included in the editio princeps, and five new poems or new
versions. It is evidently an early compilation, for no piece is in-

cluded that can be dated after 1633, and some of the pieces are evi-

dently earlier versions of the finished poems printed in 1657.

2. "A MS. copy in the possession of Mr. Pickering," or "the larger

MS. volume." This is the MS. with which Hannah collated his

Edition of King's poems, in 1843. If Hannah's account ot it is correct

and complete, it contained sixty of the seventy-three poems printed

in 1657, one of the four added in 1664, and six others as well as a MS.

sermon (cf. p. 283, inf.). This collection is certainly later than the

Malone MS. vol., for it includes several poems that can be definitely

dated in 1637 or later ; the latest of all was added in a different hand,

according to Hannah (Ixi, footnote), and so need not affect the earlier

date of the rest. Certain poems belonging in the 1640's, however, are

missing, and there are the same early versions of certain others ; so,

though later in date than the Malone MS. vol., this collection too must

have been made some fifteen years before the editio princeps appear-

ed. This invaluable MS. has disappeared ; and its recovery seems

hopeless, for the exhaustive efforts that have been made to bring it to

light have proved vain. This laborious investigation produced onh*

one promising result ; for, finally, an appeal in "N. & Q.", XI S., v. V,

p. 468, brought a response in XI S., v. VI, p. 32, which gave an appa-

rently hopeful clue : a MS. volume of King's poems, there described,

was said to have been sold at Sotheby's rooms Dec. 9, 1900. Two
letters to Sotheby produced the curt statement that the catalogue

of sales at that period is in the British Museum. A professional

copyist looked up the catalogue and found that Dec. 9, 1900, was a

Sunday, and researches under Dec. 9 in other years yielded no return.

So this tantalizing clue has proved to be worthless, and the status quo

has been resumed with a second appeal to "N. & O.", published XI S.,

V. VIII, p. 189.

3. "King (Henry) ? (1591—1669) Poems written between 1610

and 1646, beautifully written MS. (166 pp.) hound in blue morocco

extra, joints and g. e., small ^to. 1646. 75 pieces : 2 on Bishop John

King." This is the description in "N. & Q.," XI S., v. VI, p. 32.

It cannot refer to the particular MS. volume sought for as set forth

above, originally owned by Pickering and used by Hannah, for that

contained only 67 pieces, according to Hannah's account ; and surely

so careful an editor as Hannah would not have passed over, without

mention, at least two poems not elsewhere preserved (for the editio

princeps contained only 73 pieces), one of them being a new poem
about Henry King's father.
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4. ( ?) It is quite possible that James Howell referred to a fourth

collection, in the extract from his letter, referred to on p. 245, sup.

;

but the point is not susceptible of investigation.

As stated above (Biog., p. 245, N. 3), some other codices might

almost be included here ; but, on the whole, it seems best to consider

them in the following Class.

II. SINGLE POEMS OR SMALL GROUPS.

Inasmuch as this bibliographical sketch is concerned only with

Henr}' King's own writings, and not ^ith the writings of others

about him, no attempt has been made to tabulate here all the MSS.

consulted or cited in the course of the present work. Thus, for exam-

ple, no mention has been made of the "Historical AISS. Commission

Reports," Hunter's MS. "Chorus A'atum," or Bishop Rennet's

j\IS. collections. The following is simply a list of -the various JNISS.

containing versions of one or more of King's poems i^

A. The Bodleian Librar}-, Oxford.

Ashmole MSS. 36; 38.

Malone MSS. 16 ; 21.

Rawlinson MSS. D. 90* ; D. 317 ; D. 398 ; D. 912 ; D. 1092 ; F. 26

;

F. 84 ; F. 160 ; F. 206 ; F. 213* ; Misc. 699*. [MSS. marked

by an asterisk contain one or more of the Doubtful Poems, only ;

i. e., poems where Ring's authorship is possible or probable,

but not reasonably certain.]

Tanner MS. 465*.

B. The Library of Corpus Christi College, Oxford.

C. C. C, Oxon., MSS. clxxvi : 28 ; cccxxviii : 66 and 70.

C. The British Museum, London.

Additional MSS. 6931 ; 11,811 ; 15,227 ; 17,062 ; 18,220* ; 19,268 ;

21,433 ; 22,118 ; 22,582 ; 22,588 ; 22,602 ; 22,603 ; 23,229 ;

25.303; 25,707; 27,408; 30,982; 33,998; 37.717-

Burne}^ MS. 390.

Egerton MSS. 923; 2013; 2421*; 2603*; 2725.

Harleian MSS. 3511 ; 3910; 6057; 6917; 6918; 6931.

Lansdowne MS. 777.

Sloane MSS. 542; 1446; 1792; 2142*.

^ Certain MS. Letters, which should properly be listed among the MSS.,

have been included in Part Two of this BibUography for the sake of the

convenience of considering all King's Letters in a single group; consequently.

Part One deals wdth his Poems alone. (Cf. Note 2, p. 280).
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Part two : PRINTED BOOKS.

I. ENGLISH POEMS.

1. "An Elegy Upon the most Incomparable K. Charls the I.

Persecuted by two Implacable Factions, Imprisoned by the One,

And Murthered by the Other, January 30th 1648." ^ 20 pp.. The

poem was subsequently reprinted in small octavo form and bound

up with the other additional Elegies in the 1664 re-issue. Lowndes

("Bibl. Manual," i860, 1273) mentions the sale of a copy of this

small quarto pamphlet.

2. "A DEEPE GROAXE FETCH'D AT the FUNERALL of

that incomparable and Glorious Monarch, CHARLES the First,

King of Great Britaine, France and Ireland, &c. On whose Sacred

Person was acted that execrable, horrid & prodigious Murther,

b}^ a trayterous Crew and bloudy Combination at Westminster,

January the 30. 1648. (Motto). Written by D. H. K. (Device).

Printed in the Yeare, M.DC. XL. IX." This poem enjoyed three

printings in 1649, the second being ascribed to "I. B." and the third

being anonymous. The proof of King's authorship (which Hannah

was very reluctant to admit, cxxvii) depends upon Wood's unqualified

attribution, upon the numerous contemporaneous MS. ascriptions,

and above all upon the internal evidence of style and of paraUehsm

with King's other poems and his Sermons. Several copies of the

various editions are preserved in the Bodleian and the British Museum.

3. "POEMS, ELEGIES, PARADOXES, and SONNETS. Lon-

don, Printed by J. G. for Rich : Harriot and Hen : Herringman,

and sold in St. Dunstans Church-j^ard Fleet-street, and at the New-

Exchange. 1657."

The other two title pages, substituted when the unsold copies were

later re-issued,^ are as follows

:

"POEMS, ELEGIES, PARADOXES, And SONETS. (Device)

London, Printed for Henry Herringman, and are to be sold at the

Anchor in the lower-walk in the New Exchange. 1664."

"Ben Johnson's POEMS, ELEGIES, PARADOXES, AND
SONNETS. (Device). London; Printed, and Sold by the Book-

sellers of London and Westminster, 1700."

The devices of the last two and the marginal figured borders of

aU three, are different ; and to the copies bearing the 1664 title page,

1 Dates on the title pages, etc., have been preserved in their printed form,

when a direct quotation of the original has been given ; otherwise the O. S.

reckoning has been modernized, throughout the present work.

^ Cf. p. 245.
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thirty-eight pages of Additional Elegies are affixed. Otherwise, in

all essential matters, all copies are identically the same throughout

.

The original volume of King's poems was so "very rare" a century

ago that Bliss thought it worth while to add a specimen from it to

Wood's account of Henry King ;
^ naturally, the book is not less rare

to-day, and therefore a brief census of the copies examined in the

course of the present investigation may not be unacceptable.

(a) With the 1657 title-page ; in the Bodleian Librar}', at Oxford
;

shelf-number, Arb. 8^ A 16 BS. On the title-page is written in

contemporaneous MS., "by Phil: King vid. p. 83." [On page 83
occur the lines "To my Sister Anne King."] This copy is in good

condition.

(b) \^'ith the 1664 title-page ; in the Bodleian ; shelf-number,

Malone 443. "Edmond Malone" appears in MS. on the fly-leaf, and

several textual emendations in MS. occur throughout the book.

This is a poor copy : the printing on many pages (especially among the

additional Elegies) is badly askew, the ink is badly blotted or blurred

on several pages, comers are missing, etc. ^

(c) V^'iih. the 1664 title-page ; in the Bodleian ; shelf-number.

Douce K. 6. This cop}' is in excellent condition.

(d) With the 1657 title-page ; in the Library of the British Museum,
in London ; shelf-number, 1076 b. 13. On the title-page these words

are written, in early attempted black-letter script : "b}'. Dr. Henry
King." There are several MS. comments scattered through the

volume. This is an exceedingly poor cop}- : it is much damaged by

water throughout, both covers are loose, the pagination is hopelessly

awry, and many pages are missing.

(e) With the 1657 title-page ; in the British Museum ; shelf-number,

E. 1656. The volume is bound up with Howell's " Som Sober In-

spections made unto the . . . Late-long Parlement," etc., 1655.^ This

is a perfect copy, except for certain depredations in the lower margin

committed b}- book-worms ; but in no case is the text injured.

(f) ^^'ith the 1664 title-page ; in the British ]\Iuseum ; shelf-number,

11,623. aa. 26. Many interesting and valuable MS. notes are included

in this copy ; aside from a lengthy investigation of the identity of the

anonymous author, which finally concludes in favor of Henry King,

the following are the most striking items: the inscription "Ann
Howe King" at the top of the second fly-leaf, verso, with this comment

^ "Athen. Oxon.," ed. Bliss, 1815, III, 842—3.
2 Sidney Lee gives only two dates for this work, viz. first publication in

1653 and re-issue in 1660. ("Diet. Nat. Biog." xxviii, iii.)
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below it in a different hand, "I purchased this Book of Dan. Prime

Oxon, it was from the collection of L. Chedworth's ancestors, who were

related to the Kings, & the above Ladies name appears in very many
of those Books." This copy is beautifully bound (by C. Lewis, as

a MS. note informs us), and is in perfect condition.

(g) With the 1664 title-page ; in the Library of Yale University,

in New Haven ; shelf-number. In K582 657b. This copy is in good

condition, except for the fact that several marginal printed scholia

are defective where the leaves have been evenly cut for binding.

(h) With the 1664 title-page ; in the possession of the present writer.

This copy contains the bookplate of Francis Edward Freeland ;
^ it

is in perfect condition, except for the loss of the first blank fly-leaf.

(i) With the 1700 title-page ; in the Library of Columbia L^niversity,

in New York ; shelf-number, B823 K58. There are a few MS. notes

on the title-page and elsewhere, such as the inscription, "See Westn

Book Election 1608 "
; this is obviously a reference to Welch's " z\lumni

Westmonasterienses," p. 77. This copy is handsomely bound, and is

in perfect condition except for some clipping of the marginal sidenotes.

Three important questions remain to be considered in connection

with this edition : the first, in regard to the authorship of the volume,

has long since been satisfactorily settled ; the second, in regard to

the significance of the three different title-pages and dates, is here

for the first time fully discussed and demonstrably settled ; while

the third, in regard to editions other than any now extant, has hereto-

fore received little or no attention.

First, in regard to the authorship, \\'ood's doubts were soon dis-

missed,^ and since his time no one of any importance has ascribed the

volume to Philip King.^ The printing of several of the poems

over Henry King's signature in various collections before 1657,'*

together with the testimony of Howell's letter^ and various MS.

ascriptions, as well as the argument based on his signed Sermons,^

puts the matter beyond the need of any further investigation.^

^ Presumably the " F. E. Freeland, Esq., of Chichester, who favored"

Hannah "with many useful communications" (Hannah's Preface, iv), and

who was related to the Mr. William Freeland whom the present writer inter-

viewed in Chichester, in 191 2.

2 " Hist. etAntiq. Univ. Oxon.," 1674, 281; "Athen. Oxon.," 1692,11,308.
^ Cf. p. 244. * Cf. p. 245, Note 2, sup.

^ Cf. p. 245 N. 5, sup. ^ Cf. p. 283 N. I, inf.

' This, of course, refers to the authorship of the volume as a whole. Prob-

lems in connection with the authorship of various single poems require

special treatment.
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The attribution to Jonson is equall}- futile and more absurd, in view

of the poems entitled "To my Sister Anne King" and "To my dead

friend Ben : Johnson."^

Secondh', in regard to the question as to whether these three dif-

ferent title-pages and dates represent one edition or three, the evidence

is again conclusive. To begin with, one cop\' has been described

("Bibl. Anglo-Poetica," 183) in which, by a careless oversight, the

1657 title-page was not removed when the spurious 1700 sheet was

inserted. Moreover, the prefatory address from "The Publishers to

the Author" continues to be signed b}- the same printers, regardless

of the altered announcements on the 1664 and 1700 title-pages.

Furthermore, the same t3-pographical errors occur in all (e. g., two

pages numbered 139, but none 137 ; "lad" for "laid," p. 32, line 11),

even the slips noted in the original list of "Errata" (and the mis-

print in that very list itself) remaining uncorrected. And finally,

a very minute coUation has been made for the present undertaking,

with somewhat peculiar results. ]\Iore than fift}' slight mechanical

irregularities have been noted, such as the foUo'^ing : "sh" below the

line in "Prentiship," 4, line 12; "s" below the line in "Theams,"

21, line 3 ; defective alignment and comma in "loves," 25, line 11

;

blot in "ill," 28, line 15 ; defective spacing in "your," 31, line 16;

defective "i" in "Ship," title at top of 49; "I" above the line in

"Is," 94, line I
;
period missing at end of 141, line 18, etc. In these

points all copies agree, regardless of their title-page. But the follow-

ing differences occur, each copy being referred to by the letter

assigned to it in the list printed on pages 264—265, above : in

the numbering of page 26, the 6 is above the 2 in (a), below in (g)

and (i) ; in the catchword "But," at the bottom of page 39, the "t"

is below the line in (a) and (g), above in (i) ; the "r" in "Through,"

72, line 12, is invisible in (a), gone save for a dot in (g), but faintl}^

present in (i) ; the "st" in "most," 73, line 19, is slightly blotted in

(a), clear in (g) and badly blotted in (i) ; the numbering of page 113

is perfect in (a) and (i), but represented bj^ a single figure i in (g) ;

the "1" in "shall," 135, line 21, is above the line in (a) and (if, below

in (g) ; etc. Furthermore, just as man}' differences will be found

between (g) and (h), i. e. between two copies bearing the same title-

page, as between (g) and (a) or (g) and (i) ; e. g., "ill," 28, line 15, is

blotted in (g), unblotted in (h) ; "With," the catch-word at the bottom

^ For an account of this "clumsy" and "stupid" attempt at deception,

cf. "Censura Literaria," 1807, V, 50, or " Bibliotheca Anglo-Poetica," 181 5,

1S3.
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of 141, is blotted in (h), unblotted in (g) ; "nd" in "And," catch-word

at the bottom of 43, defective in (g), perfect in (h) ; "st" in "most"

73, hne 19, blotted in (h), unblotted in (g) ; numbering of page 113

defective in (g), perfect in (h) ; etc., etc. In general, the differences

are trifling ones—dependent upon the chances of ink and paper and

hand-presses, while the identities are striking and conclusive—ex-

plicable only on the assumption of a single edition. Minute variations

of this sort have been commented upon by Professor George P. Baker

in an article on "Some Bibliographical Puzzles in Elizabethan Quar-

tos," printed among the Papers of the Bibliographical Societ}' of

America, Vol. IV, 1910 ; he there argues for the recognition of the

existence not only of distinct Versions within a single Edition, but

also of individual sub-\^ersions within a single Version, due to the

varying degrees of care with which different compositors replaced

defective type. AU this may well be true, but it certainly does not

follow from some of the evidence which he submits: e. g. "charge,

comma very faint in C, D : trace only, A : absent, B"; "Bag. The
stop is faint in A : hardly a trace, C : no trace, B, D." The more

natural and probable inference to be drawn from such data, and

from the similarly minute variations just recorded above, surely

is that the printing presses of those da5^s were far from perfect and

hence the copies of a single Version might well exhibit such slight

differences as these owing to the mere looseness of the mechanical

operation. At an}" rate, neither separate Editions nor distinct

^'ersions can be claimed for Henry King's volume of poems, on the

basis of such evidence.

Thirdly, the question as to whether there were ever an}' other

editions of King's poems, no longer extant, or at least no longer

generally known, deserves more attention than it has 3'et received,

for the existence of such editions would go far toward proving that

Henry King was not so totally unappreciated and neglected in his

own day as his later biographers and critics have been prone to as-

sume.^ There are three pieces of evidence here : (I) the statement

of the Publishers about "the present attempts of others" and "their

false copies of these Poems"; (II) Park's statement ("Cens. Lit.",

\ , 51) corroborated b}- Lowndes ("Bibliographer's [Manual," Bohn's

ed,, 1864, III, 1273), to the effect that "To some copies of bishop

King's poems are affixed elegies on his death" ; and (III) this specific

statement, hitherto unnoticed, by one of the MS. annotators in copy

Cf. p. 245, sup.
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(f) listed above :^ "I have had anor [another] Edit, of this Book,
in wh there are neither Paradoxes or Sonets." While various theories

may be advanced to explain away these statements, taken singly, it

is here contended that taken together they fairly establish a reason-

able possibihty that some edition of King's poems has been printed,

other than any now generally known to exist.

^

4. "POEMS and PSALMS by Henry King D D sometime lord

bishop of Chichester edited by Rev J Hannah BA fellow of lincoln

college MDCCCXLHI Oxford : Francis Macpherson London : William

Pickering." iv + cxxx -f 223 pp. This is the standard critical

edition of King's w^ork, so far as it goes, and will always remain a

noble monument to its editor's scholarship and an invaluable assist-

ance to the student in its field. Unfortunately^ it is not complete
;

and Hannah's promise on the first page of his Preface, "the re-

mainder of these Poems must be left for a separate volume, which

will be published without delay," was never fulfilled.^ It is perhaps

worth noting that this was the second time that King had been

balked of a promised complete editing, for P^rk explains ("Cens.

Lit.", V, 51) that he refrains from copious quotation "as an entire

republication is intended by Mr. Gilchrist." A third such intention,

as yet unfulfilled, is Professor Saintsbury's ("Camb. Hist. Eng. Lit.,"

1911, Vn, 467). Hannah's edition is out of print to-day and is not

easily to be obtained.*

^ pp. 264— 5 ; this MS. scholiast shows himself, in other notes, too well

versed in matters bibliographical to be dismissed as a mere irresponsible

blunderer.

2 Wood ("Athen. Oxon.," Ill, 841) makes this further statement about

EngUsh poetry by King: "Dr. Henry King hath compos'd several anthems,

one of which, for the time of Lent, beginning thus, Hearken God, Sec. was

composed to music by Dr. John Wilson, gentleman of his majesty's chappel."

This "anthem" appears on p. 139 of "Poems, Elegies, Paradoxes, and
Sonets." Consequently, the others of these " several anthems " were prob-

ably included in the same volume (e. g., at p. 147) ; or else. Wood was re-

ferring to the additions to King's psalter (p. 270, inf.) among, which

this " Hearken O God " first appeared, or to the paraphrases of Psalms CXXIV
and CXXX appended to the stricter versions in his psalter. But there is,

perhaps, a bare possibility that there really were "several" other "anthems"
by Henry King which have disappeared with this mysterious other edition.

^ Grosart (op. cit., p. v) somewhat querulously calls Hannah's work an

"erudite but provokingly fragmentary edition of a true poet."

* Of the present writer's three copies, one, which has been deposited in

the Library of Yale University, bears this autograph presentation inscrip-

tion : "Rev. M. Pattison with the editors' thanks."
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5. " The Exequ}' and Other Poems, by Henry King, D.D." Published

by Thomas B. Mosher, Portland, Maine, in "The Bibelot" for March,

1897, Vol. Ill, No. 3, IV + 26 pp. But ten poems are included,

with a reprint of Hannah's nine extra stanzas on the model of "Sic

Vita" and the previously unnoticed variant from "Britannia's Pasto-

rals." Small 4to, in paper covers.

6. "JOHN DONNE Selected Poems HENRY KING Elegies, etc.

IZAAK WALTON Verse-Remains." Published by J. R. Tutin,

Cottingham near Hull, in "The Orinda Booklets," V, 1904. 63 pp.,

16 of which are devoted to King ; 12 poems are included. Small

8vo, bound in paper or cloth.

II. METRICAL VERSION OF THE PSALMS.

I. "The Psalmes of David from the New Translation of the Bible,

Turned into Meter. To be sung after the Old Tunes used in ye Chur-

ches. Sing Unto the Lord a New Song Psal : 96 : i. London printed

by Ed : Griffin. 1651." This title-page, finely engraved by Vaugh-

an, was supplemented in the original edition by a second printed

title-page to this effect: "The Psalmes of David, From The New
Translation of the Bible Turned into Meter : To be Sung after the

Old Tunes used in the Churches. Greg. Nazianz. Orat. 40. In Bap-

tismo.^ ' H 'Laljj-foBia ij-sO' r, B£/0r,(7Y], tTj? sxstOev 6[j.v(oBta? Tcpooipiiov.

Psalmoriim Cantillatio, cum qua accipieris, illius Hymnodiae prae-

ludium, &c. Hippolyt. Episcop. Orat. de Consummat. Mundi, ex

versione Jo. Pici. Temporibus Antichristi Psalmorum decaniatio

cessabit. London, Printed by Ed. Griffin, and are to be sold by

Humphrey Moseley, at the Princes Armes in St. Pauls Church-yard.

1651." On the back of this sheet appears the formal sanction of the

licenser: "Jan. the 7th 1650. Imprimatur. John Downame.
Allowed of by the Company of Stationers." Preface, 3 unpaged

leaves ; text 237^ pp. ; followed by three additional unpaged leaves,

containing several hymn-tunes, and a list of errata, entitled :
" Some

Errours of the Presse are thus amended." 12 mo.

In the British Museum copy (shelf-number, E. 1280) and the two

Bodleian copies (8** F. 2. Th. B.S. [where, incidentally, the engraved

title-page faces the other, instead of merely preceding it], and S'* P.

28. Th. Seld.) the pagination is strangely awry in this sequence :

^ Not ".Baptisma," as Hannah prints it.

* The statement in "BibL Anglo-Poetica," p. 446, assigning to this edi-

tion "pp. 302" is a mystery— if it be not a blunder.
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168, 169, 166, 167, 172, 173, 170, 171, 176, 177, 174, 175, 180, 181, 178,

179, 184, 185, 182, 183, 188, 189, 186, 187, 192, 193, etc. Regardless

of this confusion, however, the text runs right along, in proper order
;

even the page-headings are undisturbed. The only slip is at the

bottom of p. 181, where the catch-word is given as "Psal. cii" when
it should be "Psal. xcvii." This error, however, is not due to the

faulty pagination, inasmuch as on no page would such a catch-word

be correct; for Psalme cii begins in the middle of a page, viz. 188.

At p. 107, the page-heading is printed " Psalme xli" instead of "Psalme
Ixi." In addition to overlooking these various peculiarities, Hannah
failed to notice that there are two versions not only of Psalme cxxx,

but also of Psalme cxxiv. The Preface was signed only by a mono-
gram, during King's lifetime ; but this idiograph seems to have been

a recognized means of identification with Henry King, for it appears

in some of his autograph letters and in several MS. copies of various

single poems, and a book was dedicated to him b}' means of it,^ even.

This British Museum copy is bound in calf, and on the cover is stamp-

ed in gilt: "Gift of G. HI."
^

As in the case of his "Poems, Elegies, Paradoxes, and Sonnets,"

so heie too, after a few years Henry King's work received a new title-

page and certain supplementary poems, and was then re-issued as

a new^ edition. The third title-page (which is found between the two

others, in the cop}' catalogued 3434. b. 13. in the British Museum)
duplicates the second, except for the following additions or emen-

dations : "Unto which are newly added the Lord's Pra^ver, the Creed,

the Ten Commandments, with some other Ancient Hymnes. . . .

London, Printed by S. G. and are to be sold by Humphrey ^losele}^

at the Princes Amies in St. Pauls Church-yard. 1654." Among
the "other Ancient Hynmes" thus included is a piece subsequently re-

printed among the poems in the 1657 volume, on pp. 139—40, namely

the above-mentioned- "anthem" beginning, "Hearken O God."

The hymn-tunes also are supplemented, as well as somewhat changed

in order and title ; and a new table of "Errata" is added which to

some extent enlarges and improves upon the earlier list, but to a greater

extent falls short : for some of the "Errours" formerly noted are now-

disregarded, W'hile none have been corrected in the text. The text,

in fact, is unaltered throughout : the faulty pagination between pages

169 and 192, and the other defects described above, remain in the

same condition. So the volume, like the "1664" and "1700" copies

1 Cf. "N. & Q.," 2d Series, IX, 388, 432, 492; "Fasti Oxon.," II, 40,

41 ; and cf. pp. 242, X. i, 255, 256, sup.

2 Cf. p. 26S, X. 2, sup.
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of the "Poems", is obviously a re-issue, not a new edition. The

British Museum copy is nicely bound in dull claret-colored leather,

with marbled fly-leaves, and bears the book-plate of "Henry Francis

Lyte" ; there are some MS. notes by different hands attributing the

volume to Henry King. The various different title-pages, lists of

Errata, and extra leaves appear in various unhappy combinations

in various copies.

2. A genuine Second Edition appeared in 1671 ; Henrj^ King's

name appears in full on the title-page and at the end of the Preface.

The two 1651 and the 1654 title-pages are not included, and there

is now a frontispiece^ presumably due to Playford, since he used it for

many others of his publications, viz.: David, in royal robes, seated,

with crown and harp and upturned eyes, shone upon by rays in-

scribed "Gloria Deo": the whole being entitled, "Cantate Domino
Canticu Nouvm Psal 95." But one version (the second) is given of

Psalm cxxiv, and but one (the first) of Psahn cxxx. The pagination

is correct where it was defective in the earlier printing, but new errors

appear in the numbering of page 10 and in this garbled sequence

:

224, 223, 218, 219, 220, 221, 222, 223, 224, 225. Consequently,

though the last page of the text is numbered 232 and Hannah gives

that as the total number of pages included, there are realh^ 240 pages

in the text of the Psalms here.^ Again, the headings of Psalms

and Pages are correct where the}' \\ere faulty before, but new errors

of the same sort appear on pp. 36, 71, 90, 91, 216, and 223. The
Errata noted before are corrected in this printing, but several new
slips appear. This Edition, however, is not so poor a piece of work
as Hannah asserts ;

^ on the whole, it is an improvement on the other.

It is now an octavo. In the British Museum cop}' (catalogued 3433.

b. 20), seven Errata are corrected in ink in the text and recorded in

pencil on the rear fly-leaf. Finally, on the half-page below Henr}'

King's signature at the end of the Preface, the following announce-

ment is printed : "Advertisement. There is published newh' a book

^ Unknown to Hannah ; his several inaccuracies in describing this edition

seem to be due to the fact that he himself never saw a copy (as is implied

in his statement on p. cxxx and in his footnote to p. 215) but had to rely upon

the Lambeth Palace Librarian's report on the copy in the Archbishop's

collection; this copy (catalogued 94. I. 31) happens to be imperfect, further-

more, for the front cover and frontispiece are missing.

2 The number given in "Bibl. Ang.-Poet.," viz. "pp. 246", evidentlj'

includes the Preface and the additional leaves containing "Hymns of the

Church."
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Entituled Psalms and Hymns to Solome ^lusick in Four parts upon

the common tunes Used in Parish Churches, wherein is a perfect

Direction to^ the Use of this excellent Translation of Bishop King

:

which Book is to be Sold by John Playford at his Shop in the Temple."

The volume thus advertised Hannah was unable to find ;
^ Professor

G. H. Palmer, of Harvard University, also sought it in vain, as will

presently appear; and as it not only is exceedingly rare, but also

really constitutes a third edition of Henry King's psalter (at least, a

partial edition or selection), it seems worthy of somewhat detailed

description :

3. "Psalms & Hynms in Solemn Musick of Foure Parts On the (Eom-

mon ®uncs to the PSALMS in jS}Efre : Used in J^arts^ QTIjurdjCS.

Also Six HYMNS for One Voyce to the ORGAX Jor (Bob ia Hing of

all iI;E (Baxil), ^ing i;e ^raisEB raiil; Hnbcrslanbing, Psal. 47.7. By

John Playford. (Device : miniature of frontispiece described above, ^

set in a musical border or margin.) London, Printed by W. Godhid

for /. Playford, at his Shop in the Inner-Temple. 1671." The title-

page is preceded by "A Hymn on the Divine^se of Musick," un-

signed, and followed by Playford's Dedication "To the Reverend,

Learned and Pious William Sancroft, Doctor in Divinity, and Dean

of St. Pauls London : " On the three following (unnumbered) pages

is printed "The Preface," in which traces of King's own "Preface"^

and of Fuller^ are evident. The last two paragraphs here alone con-

cern us : "Many have attempted it [i. e. rendering the Psalms] by their

more refin'd translations, hut as yet none of them received into puhlick

use ; amongst which, Two lately published, viz. one by the Right Reverend

Pious and Learned Dr. Henry King Late Lord Bishop of Chichester,

(whose memory, as obliged, I ever Honour.) The other by that ivorthy

Gentleman, Mr. Miles Smith yet Living : Both these Translations of

the Psalms into Metre, for Elegancy of Stile, Smoothness of Language,

and sutableness to the Musical Tunes, far excell the former ; and it were

to be wished, that one of these Translations, {if Authority thought fit,)

might be allowed and used in our Churches : And this may be easily done,

It being the custom at this time for the Clerk to read every Line to the

^ Not "for," as Hannah prints it.

2 cxxix, footnote ; his conjecture there is not borne out by the facts, for

this volume does not contain the "Penitential Hymne" or either version of

Psalm CXXX.
3 p. 271.

* Containing strictures upon Sternhold and Hopkins, with some discussion

of scriptural translation in general.

^ "Church Hist.," ed. Brewer, 1845, IV, 72—4.
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People before it is Sung ; who may without any disturbance, Inform the

Congregation, that according to a more refin'd Translation, they are to

sing such a Psalm, the Common Tunes agreeing exactly to these as they

did to the old.

Wherefore some few Psalms out of these two Translations I have

made use of in this Book ; and some other excellent Translations of

several Psalms ichich were never printed till now. To those which are

Bishop Kings there is H.K. Those of Mr. Smiths, M.S. Those with

G.H. are supposed to be Mr. George Herberts :
^ Most of the Hymns

were Collected out of an unknoivn {but no doubt a Pious and Religious)

Author." Then, after four (unnumbered) pages devoted to "A Table
"

of first-lines and tunes, follow 97 pages of Psalms and Hymns,

both words and music. The signature "H. K." is appended to the

following: "Te Deum," "Magnificate," "The Lords Prayer," "The
Ten Commandements," and Psalms 57, 16, 12, 143, 26, 63, 84, 95, 47,

98, 118, 34, 121, 146, 150; these are not collected in one group but

appear at intervals throughout the book in the order given. Finally,

the book closes with two (unnumbered) pages of Index, and a last

page containing a Canon for the first verse of Psalm 115, announce-

ments of four of Playford's publications, an "Advertisement,"

and a Device or Colophon. If the date and contents of this book did

not prove it to be the one referred to in the "Advertisement" at the

end of the "Preface" in the Second Edition of King's "Psalms,"^

this new "Advertisement" would settle the question, for it is a cross-

reference to that Edition, reading as follows: "There is now in the

Press, and will be finished within a few weeks. That excellent Trans-

lation of the whole Book of Psalms into Metre, to be Sung to the Com-
mon Tunes in Parish Churches, By the Right Reverend Father in

God Henry Late Lord Bishop of Chichester ; And are Sold by John
Playford at his Shop in the Temple." The British Museum copy

(catalogued K. i. i. 19) was a presentation copy, for this inscription

appears on the fly-leaf : "To the R^ Hon^^ Francis North his Majesties

SoHcitor Generall This is humbly presented By John Playford";

and on the reverse of the title-page is the bookplate of "The Right

^ Professor G. H. Palmer, in his elaborate edition of George Herbert

(1905 ; III, 406—419) prints from Grosart ("Fuller Worthies Library: George

Herbert," 1874, II, 30—42), for he himself had not been able to consult the

book, the five Psalms and the Gloria marked with the initials " G. H." Grosart

is somewhat inaccurate in his transcription of title-page and preface, and

Professor Palmer is of course unable to correct him.
2 pp. 271—272, sup.

Tra>cs, Conn. Acad., Vol. XVIII. 19 November 1913
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Hon'^!® Francis North Baron of Guilford 1703." The vokime is

a thin folio.

There is a tempting opportinity to claim a "fourth" edition, for

Henry King ; but the evidence is so slight that bare possibility, and

not probabiHty, is all that can be maintained. The facts are these :

Playford, in his "The Whole Book of the Psalms: with the usual

Hymns and Spiritual Songs. . . . London. . . . 1677"^ (Britisli

Museum copy, catalogued M.C. 6 ; Library of the Archbishop at

Lambeth, 75 B. 12), inserts on the last half-page of the "Table,"

at the end, notices of five "Books of Divine Musick, lately Printed,

and sold by John Playford at his shop near the Temple-Church."

The fourth of these five "Books" is thus announced : "A New and

Excellent Translation of the Psalms into Metre, by the Right Reverend

Dr. Henry King late Lord Bishop of Chichester, according to the

Measures of the Common Metre, fit to be sung to 'all our Common
Tunes, designed for the Publick Use of the Church, and the Private

Use of Families. In Octavo. Price bound 2s." This announce-

ment does not appear in later editions of "The Whole Book of the

Psalms," 2 but it suffices to raise and leave unanswered the question

as to whether it is merely an advertisement of the Second Edition,

"latelv printed," or the title-page of a new edition printed between

1671 and 1677, The only real bit of evidence in support of the latter

hypothesis is the word "Octavo," for while the Second Edition has

been described above as an octavo (on the authority of the British

Museum Catalogue for 1890), the book is called a duodecimo on page

183 of "Bibliotheca Anglo-Poetica " (1815) ; unhappily, the present

writer made no note on this point in his own examination of specimens

of the Second Edition, and there are of course two (often conflicting)

bibliographial methods commonly employed in this connection

:

a book may be called Svo, i2mo, etc., on the basis of the biblio-

1 In his preliminar}- "Advertisement" and "Preface," Playford drew

freely on King and Fuller again,— with the usual lack of acknowledgment.

The frontispiece is the same, except that the plate has been framed with

the music and Latin words of the " Gloria in Excelsis," " Gloria Patri," and

two Psalms. King's versions of the Lord's Praj^er, Creed, and Ten Com-

mandments are included, but the text of the Psalms is that of Sternhold

and Hopkins, with some emendations.

2 E. g., a 1692 printing, wherein the Preface borrows still more from

King's, and a 1700 printing, which simplj- reproduces the 1692 volume;

the work was very popular, for the British Museum Catalogue includes

fifteen editions (or, at least, fifteen differently dated title-pages) within

60 years.
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grapher's general impression of its size and appearance, or it may be

niore technical!}' rated on the basis of the actual folding of the

leaves. In the present case, it seems likely that Plaj^ford and the

British Museum cataloguer used the technical method while the com-

piler of "Bibl. Ang-Poet." used the impressionistic, and that all three

were referring to one and the same volume, viz. the Second Edition

of King's "Psalms." So, on the whole, the existence of a "fourth"

edition may be considered to be barely possible, but not at all probable,

III. SERMONS.

1. "A Sermon Preached at Pauls Crosse, the 25. of November.

1621. Vpon occasion of that false and scandalous Report (latety

Printed) touching the supposed Apostasie of the right Reverend

Father in God, John King, late Lord Bishop of London. By Henry
King, his eldest Sonne. Whereunto is annexed the Examination,

and Answere of Thomas Preston, P. taken before my Lords Grace

of Canterbur}-, touching this Scandall.^ Published by Authority.

At London, Imprinted by Felix Kj'ngston, for William Barret.

1621." Dedication "To the Most Excellent and Illustrious Prince,

Charles, Prince of Wales," two leaves. Text, John xv. 20. Sermon,

77 pp. Address "To the Reader," 3 pp. "The Examination of

Thomas Preston, taken . . . Decemb. 20. 1621," 5 pp. Finally, on
the last page, a short list of "Faults escaped in some Copies."^

[Bodleian, 4" A. 27. Th. B.S., and a second copy 4° K. i. Th. ; Lambeth
Palace, 100 G 25.]

2. "Two Sermons. Upon the Act Sunday, being the 10 th of

luly. 1625. Delivered at St. Maries in Oxford. Psal. 133. i.

Behold how good, mid how pleasant it is, for brethren to dwell together

in unitie. [The Arms of the University.] Oxford, Printed b}^ I. L.

and W. T. for William Turner. Anno Dom. 1625." Next follows

another title-page;
—

"David's Enlargement. The Morning Sermon

on the Act Sunday. Preached b}^ Henry King, Inceptor in Divinity,

^ "In some copies, this clause is wanting in the title-page."—Hannah,

cxxiv. The present writer has seen none such.

2 In the description of these eleven Sermons (except in the case of the

2d ed. of the fifth, which he mishandles, the sixth, which he could not find,

and the 2d ed. of the seventh, of whose existence he was ignorant), Hannah's

account has been closely followed, corrected by collation with one at least

of the copies consulted by the present writer ; the shelf-numbers of these

copies have been added in brackets, with the name of the Libraries owning

them.
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one of his Maiesties Chaplaines in Ordinar\'. Psal. i8. 36. Thou

hast enlarged my steps under mee, that my jeet did not slip." Text,

Psal. 32. 5. The Sermon occupies 33 pages.—We have next a third

title-page; "Davids Strait. The Afternoones Sermon upon the Act

Sunday. Delivered by John King, Inceptor in Divinity, one of

the Praebendaries of Christ-church, in Oxford. Psal. 71. 20. Thou

which hast shewed me great, and sore troubles, shalt quicken mee againe

&c." The text is II Sam. 24. 14. Sermon, pp. 43. [The pagi-

nation in this Sermon is faulty. Bodleian, 4° I 12. Th.]

3. "A Sermon of Deliverance. Preached at the Spittle on Easter

Monday, 1626. Upon Entreatie of the Lord Maior and Aldermen.

Published by Authoritie. And Dedicated to the Citie of London.

By Henr}' King D.D. One of his Maiesties Chaplaines in Ordinarie.

London, Printed by lohn Haviland, for lohn Marriot. 1626."

Text, Psal. 91. 3. Sermon, 80 pages. [Bodleian, Sermons (11),

and 9 Pamph. 979 (10).]

4. "Two Sermons Preached at White-Hall in Lent, March. 3. 1625.

And Februarie 20. 1626. By Henry King, D.D. One of his Maiesties

Chaplaines in Ordinarie. London, Printed by lohn Haviland, 1627."

Dedication to King Charles, one leaf.^—Text of first Sermon, Eccles.

12. I. It fiUs 45 pages. Then a second title-page for the second

Sermon (on Psal. 55. 6) which fills 34 pages. [Bodleian, Mar. 831 ;

Boston Public Library, 7450.68 (8).]

5. "An Exposition upon The Lords Prayer. Delivered in certame

Sermons, in the Cathedrall church of S. Paul. B3' Henry King

Archdeacon of Colchester, and Residentiar}- of the same Church.

Hieron. Epist. ad Lactam. Orationi Lectio, lectioni succedat oratio:

breve videbitur tempiis quod tantis operum varietatibus occupatur.

London, Printed by lohn Haviland, and are to be sold by lohn

Partridge in Pauls Church-yard, at the signe of the Sunne. 1628."

Dedication to King Charles, and Errata, two leaves. Then 365

pages. [Bodleian, 4^ L. 35. Th.; Yale University Library, 28.39,

an imperfect copy.]

The title-page of the Second Edition^ differs in typography,

arrangement of details, and device ; but the wording is the same,

except for the addition of the information, "The Second Impression,"

in the centre of the page, and this new printer's notice substituted

for the old one : "LONDON, Printed by Anne Griffin. 1634." The

^ Hannah is singularly inaccurate and inadequate in his account of this

volume.
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Dedication^ remains the same, but the hst of "Errata" disappears

even though several of the slips remain uncorrected and some new

ones (especially in the page-headings) are introduced. The pages are

a little larger, but the number of lines in a page remains the same,

viz. twenty-five. The volume is extended to 373 pages by reason

of the insertion of new matter (unimportant elaborations, at pp.

corresponding to 74, 76, yy, and 80 in the First Edition) and the be-

ginning of each new division on a new page (whereas, in the First

Edition, each new division follows immediately after its predecessor,

with no waste of space). [Bodleian, 4*^ K. 24. Th.; and a copy is

in the possession of the present writer.]

6. "A SERMON PREACHED At S* PAULS March 27. 1640.

BEING THE ANNIVERSARY of His MAJESTIES HAPPY
INAUGURATION TO HIS CROWNE. By HENRY KING,
Deane of Rochester, and Residentiary of S*. Pauls : One of His Majes-

ties Chaplaines in Ordinary. (Device, same as in the Second Edition

of the "Exposition," viz. a flaming heart.) LONDON, Printed by

Edward Griffin. 1640." ^ 59 pp., 4^. Text, Jer. 1. 10. [Bodleian,

Sermons 147 (this was evidently a presentation copy, for this legend

in MS. appears on the fly-leaf: "Dr. Bennet. Ex dono Authoris.")]

7. "A Sermon Preached at ^Vhite-Hall On the 29th of May, Being

the Happy Day of His Majesties Inauguration and Birth. By Henry
L. Bp. of Chichester. Published by his Majesties Command. QT. K.
London, Printed for Henry Herringman and are to be sold at his

Shop in the Lower Walk in the New Exchange. 1661." Text,

Ezek. 21.27. Sermon, 36 pages. [Bodleian, Pamph. 113; British

Museum, 4466. e. 42.; Lambeth Palace, 44 E 4 (15).—Unknown to

1 The Dedication is interesting enough to be worthy of representation

here by a few sentences: "To the Sacred Maiestie of My Soveraigne Lord

and Master, King Charles. Most gracious Sir ; Though I have had two Masters,

I never had but one Patron. When by the direction of your Maiesties

Blessed Father, my first Royall Master, somewhat was done to disprove

that (since confessed) scandall, touching my Fathers Revolt from his Religion,

I then addressed my selfe to Your Princely protection, which You so lib-

erally afforded, ... I confesse, this weake testimony of my service in Gods

Church, tooke Ufe from the Example of Your Glorious Fathers worke (I

meane that excellent Meditation of his upon this Prayer) and my purpose

was to have dedicated it unto Him, as an humble acknowledgement of the

many gracious encouragements which I received from his owne mouth, in

the times of my Attendance on Him."
2 This is the Sermon that Hannah failed to find; lor a synopsis of it cf.

p. 259, sup.
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Hannah, a Second Edition of this Sermon was published in 1713,

octavo; Bodleian, G. Pamph. 1036 (19).]

8. "A Sermon Preached at the Funeral of the R' Reverend Father

in God Bryan, Lord Bp. of Winchester. At the Abby Church in

Westminster. April 24. 1662. By Henry L. Bp. of Chichester.

London, Printed for Henry Herringman, and are to be sold at his

Shop in the Lower Walk in the New Exchange. 1662." Text, Psal.

116. 15. Sermon, 44 pp. [Bodleian, Pamph. no, 118 ; Lambeth
Palace, 44 D 12 (9).]

9. " Articles of Visitation and Enquiry Concerning Matters Ecclesias-

tical : Exhibited To the Ministers. Church-Wardens, and Side-men

of every Parish within the Diocess of Chichester. In the first Epis-

copal Visitation of the Right Reverend Father in God Henry by
Divine Providence Lord Bishop of Chichester. London, Printed for

Henry Herringman. M. DC. LXH." 14 pages,, in black letter.

[Bodleian, B. 7. 9. Line]

10. "A Sermon Preached at Lewis in the Diocess of Chichester,

by the Lord Bp of Chichester, At His Visitation- Held there, Octob. 8.

1662. London, Printed for Henry Herringman, and are to be sold

at his Shop in the Lower Walk of the New-Exchange. 1663." Text,

Tit. 2. 1. Sermon, 44 pages. [Bodleian, Sermons, 11 ; Lambeth
Palace, 77 H 6 (17).]

11. "A Sermon Preached the 30th of January at White-Hall,

1664. Being the Anniversary Commemoration of K. CHARLS
THE I, Martyr'd on that Day. By Henry King Lord Bishop of

Chichester. Printed by His MAJESTIES Command. LONDON,
Printed for Henry Herringman, and are to be Sold at his Shop in the

Lower Walk of the Neu'-Exchange. 1665." Text, II Chron. 35. 24,

25. Sermon, 43 pages. [Bodleian, Mar. 827 ; Lambeth Palace 44
D 12 (i) ; New York Public Library, CI p. v. 103, No. 13.]

All these items, with the exception of no. 9 and the second editions

of 5 and 7, were first briefly listed by King's earliest bibliographer,

Anthony a \\^ood.^ Aside from these, various other Sermons bj'

^ "Athen. Oxon.," III. 839—841. Wood gives a brief title but no des-

cdption of these pamphlet Sermons (all 4to, except the 2d ed. of 7), and

consequently fails to notice the interruption which gives two dates to 5.

So this paragraph should be quoted from the section dealing with the clause,

" Thy Kingdom come " (isted., loi— 2, 2d ed., 104—5) :
" Methinkes I should

not goe on in this subject, and not allow Him, a roome in it ; nor can we effec-

tually pray for the comming of Christs Kingdome, and not first, give Him
thanks for the comming home of our owne. Indeed our Kingdome shifted
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King are referred to/ but no record of the publication of any other

has been found by the present investigator.

IV. LATIN AND GREEK VERSE.

Wood mentions no examples of this class, while Hannah^ lists the

following : Latin verses in the [Oxford] collections on Prince Henry's

death [1612] (Sig. G2) ; on Bodley's death [1613] (pp. 65—70) ; on

the Marriage of the Princess Elizabeth [161 3] (Sig. K3) ; in lacohi Ara

[1617] (Sig. E) ; in Annae Funebria Sacra [1619] (6 pages, ending on

Sig. R) ; and in Parentalia Iacoh[i\^ 1625 (Sig. I4) ; together with

Greek verses in the Collection on the ]\Iarriage of the Princess Elizabeth

(Sig. P3). To these items a few others can now be added: "In

place, our Hand swam from us and made an Inroad upon the Continent,

where awhile it stucke. Yea, our Hearts travelled from us, bound on a

voyage in which all our Hopes were adventured." In the margin beside

the text is this note in the First Edition, "The Prince his returne from

Spaine," and this in the Second, "Prince Charles his returne from Spaine.

Oct. 6. 1623." The reference is, of course, to the curious expedition of

Charles and Buckingham to Madrid, in furtherance of the projected Spanish

niarriage (cf. Gardiner, ch. xliii—xlv), and consequently this date fixes the

period of King's delivery of the first part of his " Exposition." The evidence

of the interruption occurs on pp. 242—3, ist ed., and 247, 2d ed., in this

statement—which also shows that this series was delivered at intervals and

not on consecutive Sundays— : "I must confesse my selfe indebted for the

handling of this Text, betwi.xt the first part whereof & this hath passed so

large a time, that it is now become a stale Arrerage. And though the Con-

tagion which lately dispersed us, hath diminished many of those hearers

unto whom I was a Debtor, I am ready to discharge it to you, being desirous

to pursue mj- first intent (though some times by other service interrupted)

of going thorow the severall Petitions of this Prayer." The reference here

is obviously to the London plague of 1625 ; that King avoided the pestilence

is shown by his proceeding B. D. and D. D. at Oxford on the 19th of May,

1625 ("Fasti Oxon.," II, 423), and by the dates and places of dehvery of

Sermons 2 and 3.

^ Cf. p. 250 sup. ; also Letter 4, p. 289, Appendix B ; and Pepys' " Diary,"

ed. Wheatley, under July 8, 1660: "The Bishop of Chichester preached be-

fore the King, and made a great flattering sermon, which I did not like that

Clergy should meddle with matters of state"; and under Mar. 8, 1662; "I

walked thither (i. e., to Whitehall) and heard Dr. King, Bishop of Chichester,

make a good and eloquent sermon upon these words, ' They that sow in tears

shall reap in joy.'"

2 cxxiii ; his list has been slightly emended in the present work.

^ Hannah prints lacobo; and omits the bracketed dates, throughout.
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ohitiim sanctissimi viri Di. Dris. Spenseri," etc., 1614;^ 6 Latin Epi-

grams, and I Greek Epigram, written to his Father, "Reverendo

admodum Christo patri, Johanni Episcopo Londinensi, Patri meo

benignissimo," undated, in Rawl. MS. D. 398, ff. 243—244V, in the

Bodleian; 2 and a Latin "Epitaphium" for Bishop John King,

apparently in Henry King's autograph, in Rawl. .MS. D 398, fol. 195.^

V. LETTERS.

\'\'ood mentions only two items in this class, the letter to Usher*

and the letter to \\'alton ;
^ Hannah adds only one more, the brief

note to Mr. Powell included in Appendix B, below. Of the items

which can now be added, three are given, in full or in part, in Appendix

B, and the others may be listed as follows : (4) a letter to Gilbert

Sheldon,Archbishop of Canterbury, dated Feb. 21, 16.66, at Chichester,

refusing to institute Francis Chaloner to the rectory of St. John's,

Lewes (in Tan. MS., xlv, fol. 64, in the Bodleian) ; {5) and (6) two

^ •

^ Fourteen elegiac distichs (accompanied by a verse translation of all

but the last) found in the Bodleian, Rawl. MS. D. 912, fol. 305.

2 These items, with some of those in the next Class, properly belong among

the MSS. in Part One of this Bibliography; but it seemed more convenient

and sensible to group them here with the rest of their Class.

3 In the MS. this "Epitaphium" bears, on the reverse of the single torn

sheet, the fragmentary address, "To the Righ/M"^ Henrie K/these," and so

was apparently submitted to someone else for approval, or was later found

and returned bv someone else, for ihe address is in a different hand. Now
this "Epitaphium" is a duplicate, or probably the original, of the third part

of the inscription on the memorial "Table" or tablet by John King's grave;

it differs from the carved version in only one particular— the reading "La-

pida" lor " lapidum", in the second hne. " Lapida" makes better sense

but worse metre. In the MS. the second chronogram is complete, while

the first chronogram, the Anagram, and the text (Phihp. I, i, 2) are

represented only by fragments. The fact that Henry King wrote the

"Epitaphium" (and a careful study of the several letters undoubtedly

written by Henry King has perhaps quaUfied the present writer' to rec-

ognize his chirography elsewhere) makes it possible that he also at least had

a share in the composition of the two longer inscriptions (Cf. p. 283,

inf.) — It should be stated that the whole "Table," ^vith all the various in-

scriptions, is reproduced in full on p. 73 of Dugdale's "History of St. Paul's

Cathedral," London, 1716.

* Originally printed as Letter cclxv in Richard Parr's " Life of ... . Usher,

Late Lord Arch-Bishop of Armagh," etc., p. 567.

5 Too readily accessible in various editions and biographies of Hooker

and Walton to need reprinting here.
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letters to the same, dated July 23 and Aug. 16, 1668, in behalf of

Thomas Wilkinson, vicar of \\'altham St. Lawrence, urgently se-

conding his petition for a dispensation to hold the vicarage of Ickles-

ham (in Tan. MS. xliv, ff. 20 and 24).

VI. SPURIOUS OR DOUBTFUL WORKS.

Here may be briefly listed eight poems which will be printed in

full and their authenticity discussed in the ed. of King's poems

to be published by the Yale Press ; the first four are probably King's

work, the last four probably not : "A Contemplation upon Flowers,"

"The Complaint," "On his Shadow," "Wishes to my sonne John,

for this new and all succeeding 3'eares : Jan. i. 1630," "An Elegy

upon ye Kg of Swedens Death (1632)," "On Sir Walter Raleigh,

by w. R." "Doctor King his Farewell to the world," and " Sleepe,

Pretious Ashes, in thy sacred Urne."^

W. C. Hazlitt has this entry at page 488 of his "Handbook to the

Popular, Poetical, and Dramatic Literature of Great Britain," Lon-

don, 1867 : "Psalmi Aliquot Davidici in metrum Latinum traducti.

Cum Adiectione Decem Psahnorum ad notas suas Musicas (ut in

Anglicana Versione) compositorum. In usum Academiae, Oxoniae,

Excudebat Joannes Lichfield, Almae Academiae Typographus.

Anno Dom. 1630. Sm. 8vo 16 leaves." He adds a list of the

authors, among whom "King" appears ; and according to the General

Index, this King was Henry King. Now, inasmuch as the British

Museum copy (the title-page of which bears the MS. endorsement,

"Hie est liber Jo : Euelyni 1639" ; shelf-number, 3434. b. 38) shows

no dedication or preface and no Table of Authors, while the Psalms

(all in Latin) in the text are unsigned, Hazlitt 's unsupported assertion

is not enough to prove Henry King's authorship, for Hazlitt is very

inaccurate in some other references to the King family.

Thomas Warton, in his "History of English Poetry," ed. Price,

1840, III, 232, ascribes to "Dr. Henry King, son of King bishop of

London," a little volume called "The Surfeit. To A B C. London,

Printed for Edw. Dod, at the Gun in Ivy-Lane. 1656." pp. 82.

^ Other poems (which must be classified as Doubtful here, because the

writer has been unable to verify the reference) are alluded to in this citation :

"In a book of WilUam Slatyer's elegies, dated 1619, are a 'sonnet' and

several other poems by Henry King, with the initials H. K. as signature." The

only work with this date by Slatyer inthe British Museum (shelf number, 1070.

1. 1.) is called " Pandionium Melos," and consists of elegies and epitaphs on the

death of Queen Anne of Denmark, all apparently written by Slatj^er himself.
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Warton's assertion is unsupported and hasnot been generally accepted.

Hannah (xcvii) foUows Malone in assigning the book to Henry King's

youngest brother, Philip. The Bodleian copies, S** C. 139 Line,

and Malone 497, are catalogued under the name of Philip Kinder or

K5mder, whose authorship one H. A. Evans is said to have demon-
strated in the " Academj-" for June, 1902. ^ At any rate, there seems

to be no reasonable ground for believing that Henry King wrote

the piece.

A more serious attempt to augment Henry King's bibhography

unjustifiably is the following entry in the catalogue of the British

Museum, under Henry King's name: "A Sermon Preached Before

the Kings Most Excellent Majesty at Oxford, by H. K. D. D. Oxford,

Printed for W. Web. 1643." One copy of this sermon (shelf-number,

4474. d.) has the date "Mar. 16, 1642" substituted in earh' MS. for

"1643." K second edition (shelf-number, 4474. d.- 85; same title-

page, except for addition of text, Psahn ci, i, and this new publisher's

announcement: "First Printed at Oxford for W. Web, and now
reprinted at London for G. T. and are to be sold in the old Baily,

1643.") is also credited to Henry King, in the catalogue of the British

Museum.2 LTnfortunately for the validity of this ascription, a second

copy of the First Edition (shelf-number, E. 93. (13).) is twice attri-

buted to Henry Killigrew elsewhere in the catalogue,—under "K.,

H." and "Killigrew, Henry." Hazlitt ("Bibl. Coll. and Notes,"

4th Series, 1903, 213), without question or explanation, places it

among Henry King's works, and to that extent supports the British

Museum's first ascription. The Bodleian copy, however, is not

catalogued under Henry King's name, and Wood did not assign it

to him. Moreover, Henrj- King, created Bishop of Chichester on

Feb. 6, 1642, would hardl}- have omitted his Episcopal rank from the

title-page and would hardlj- have been in Oxford during the first

weeks or months of his tenure of office (if " March 16, 1642 " be correct,

or approximately so). Internal evidence is conclusively against the

assumption of King's authorship : the homiletic method, the format,^

and the style are totally different from King's ; the writer uses'" Isai"

as an abbreviation of "Isaiah," where King always uses "Esai."

^ The present writer has been unable to verify this reference, and includes

it merely for the sake of what it may be worth to other investigators.

Cf, " Shakspere Allusion- Book," ed. by J. Munro, 1909, II, 65.

^ This may be true no longer, for the present writer convinced the autho-

rities of the error, and a correction was promised in both cases.

^ Due, doubtless, to the new printer ; but why should King have changed

his printers ?
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or "Esay." ; and there is a total absence of parallels to King's poems,

whereas King's genuine sermons are replete with obvious echoes or

sources of his poetry.^

A MS. Sermon preached at the funeral of the Countess of Leinster,

who was buried July 3, 1657, is included in the larger MS. volume of

King's poems, but in a different hand ; and Hannah somewhat

reluctantly shows ^ that it cannot have been produced by Henry

King.

The two long Latin inscriptions on the "Table" or marble slab

set up beside Bishop John King's grave ^ might perhaps be claimed

for Henry King, inasmuch as his authorship of the accompanying

"Epitaphium" has been fairly well established above (p. 280, Note 3) ;

at any rate, it is reasonable to suppose that the eldest son had a

hand in composing these tributes, even if he did not produce every

line himself. Unfortunately they seem to be marked bj^ bad Latin

and worse taste.

Finally, a professional copjdst in London has transcribed this

note: "Catalogue of Western MSS. in Trin. Coll. Camb. By
M. R. James. 4 vols, (last, 1904). Letters by King, Bp. H., 699,

45." These Letters are classified as "Doubtful" merely because

the present writer has been unable to verif\- the reference and so

cannot absolutel}' guarantee their genuinencbS.

APPENDIX A.

An Epitaph :

Reade, twas a Berkley: birth, and bloud are knowne
from Ancestours, the rest were all her owne
Rich, faire, and young ; rare lines of grace to fall

upon one center : that unites them all

:

all goods of body, fortune, and behinde 5

the chiefe endowments of a heavenly minde

;

These glorious stiles she made should be his glory

from whom they came ; and all her life a story

her Trewant sexe might reade, and imitate,

whom she outstript in goodnes, as in fate

;

^°

^ This last is, of course, the further argument for Henry King's having

been the author of "Poems, Elegies, Paradoxes, and Sonets," referred to

in Note 6, p. 265, sup.

^ Ixiii, lix ; 203. ^ Cf. p. 231, sup.
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each course she rann through, was a patterne sett

some coppyed vertue from her to begett

;

Childe, mother, friend, and wife, these states she past

proved her obedient, tender, sweet, and Chaste

;

15 Her Consort was, as was her soule Divine

;

what greater Titles wooed her might repine,

she would devote herselfe to bee his bride,

whose calling wean'd her from all pomps and pride

;

But shee first wean'd herselfe, then chose that state,

20 a married Moniall orderd by her mate

:

shee thought that thus much neerer heaven shee gott

by singling out a Guide from Levies Lott

;

There she a better Trinity enioyes

Leaves him for's paines a Triade of her boyes,

25 goe now fond dames, and say here lyes interrd.

one that her soule 'fore all the world preferrd.

An Elegie upon y^ death of M^^^Anne Berkley, wife to .1/'' Henry King.

Hir Genial bed, enrich't w*^ chastitie,

Was crown'd w*^ triumphes of fertilitie.

Children were sure, & frequent : eur}^ year

By a new darling was seal'd currant here.

5 Hir Births were Almanakes ; & shee y^ Root,

Prognosticated seasons by hir Fruit.

Thrice happy mother ! who, w*^out y® sunn,

Numbring hir blessings, knew y® year was done.

But now, these Mathematikes being lost,

10 Our seasons fail, our reckonings still are crost

:

Now, since additions of new yeares wee lack,

Wee must bid our Astronomic looke back

:

Where yet, three stars appear, three lovely Boyes

;

(Heav'n might have stil'd them still, their [Mothers ioyes;)

15 Two ran before to God, but pure & 3^oung;

Heav'ns mercy striving to p'^vent their tongue

:

They, they are gone; & now triumphant sing

Seraphike Carols to their glorious King.

But these poore litle ones, must mourne in blackes,

20 And wear vnknowne, bought sorrowes, on their backes

;

Till thej' grow vp to greifes ; & hand in hand

Alt once learne, how to weepe, & \Tiderstand

;
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Till they may sa}^, 'Tis time: wee are of yeares,

To challenge our Inheritance of Teares.

Lend to those Orphanes, or lay out an Ey, 25

Some tender soul, till the}" can pay, & cry.

Yet stay. This shrine doth all those eys disdaine,

That cheat all funeralls, w**^ a forced raine

Eyes ready, that (like watermills for graines)

Can ebb, & flow, according to their gaines, 3°

That rent out mo3^sture, to each wealthy grave.

Where heires their pounds, freinds may their scruples have.

Vanish such easy shewres ; w^*^ some full feast

Engendring, are lay'd vp, till they are prest

To serve att Funeralls : such greifes weep rheumes, 35

And for true sighs, vent onely stomach fumes.

Wishes to my sonne John, for this new, and all succeeding yeares

:

Jan. I. 1630 :

If wishes maj- enrich my Boy,

my Jack, that art thy fathers Joy,

they shall be showr'd upon th}- head

as thick as manna, Angells bread

;

And bread I wish thee, this short word 5

will furnish both thy backe and boord
;

not fortunatus purse, or Capp,

nor danaes gold-replenisht Lapp
can more supply thee ; but content

is a large patrimony, sent to

from him who did thy soule infuse,

maist thou this best endowment use

in any state ; thy structure is

I see compleate ; A frontispice

promising faire ; may it nere bee 15

Like Jesuites volumes, where we see

Vertues, and Saints adorne the front,

doctrines of deuills follow on't

:

may a pure soule inhabite still

this, well mixt clay ; and a streight will 20

By act by Reason, that by grace

;

May Gemms of price maintaine their place
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in such a Caskett : For that list

Chast Turkois, sober Amethist,

25 that sacred breast plate still surround,

UrJm, and Thummim be there found,

which for thy wearing I designe

that in thee Kinge and priest may Joyne:

As 'twas thy Grandsires choice, and mine
30 maist thou attaine John the diuine

chiefe of thy Titles ; though Contempt

now brand the Clergie; bee exempt

I euer wish thee, from each vice

that may that Calling scandalize :

35 Let not thy tongue with court oyle flow,

nor supple language lay thee low

for thy preferment : make Gods cause

thy pulpits taske, not thine applause

;

maist thou both preach by line, and life
;

40 That thou Hue well and Chaste, a wife

I wish thee, such as is thy sires,

a, lawfull helpe 'gainst lustfull fires

;

And though promotions often frowne

on mareyed browes, yet lye not downe
45 in single bawdry ; impure monkes

that banish wedlock, license punkes

;

Peace I doe wish thee from those warres

which Gowne-men talke out at the Barres

some times a yeare ; I wish thee peace

50 of Conscience, Country, and encrease

in all that best of men commends,

favour with God, good men thy friends
;

Last, for a lasting legacy

I this bequeath, when thou shalt dye

55 Heauens monarch blesse mine eyes, to see

my wishes crowned, in crowning thee.^

^ This poem appears (unsigned) on ff. loiv, 102, Harl. MS. 6917 (cf. Biog.,

245, N. 3). If one of two details be emended, this piece maybe unhesitat-

ingly assigned to King: we should read either "Jan. i, 1622 (or 3, or 4),"

in the title, or else "such as was thy Sires," at line 41, p. 286. With either

of these alterations, the internal evidence would estabhsh King's authorship

beyond question. The other alternative is the hypothesis broached in the

Biog., pp. 238—239, that this poem is correct and authentic as it stands, and
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APPENDIX B.

Letter i}

D^ Henry King, Bishop of Chichester, to Edw^. Bysshe, Esq.

Hitcham neere Maydenhead,

Jan. 22, 1656.

Worthy S^

According to y' desire (w* to me is a command) on Mr. Dugdale's

motion, I searched all the Papers I had left, to find some Notes long

since taken, concerning the Church of S* Paul. But through the

barbarous usuage of a wretched Committee at Chichester, I was not

only depriv'd of those, amongst severall collections of higher moment,

but denyed my owne Private Papers, w^*^ had bene the moniments

of my course in study through all my life.

These few scribled notions,^ recalled to my memory, I have enclosed,

w* perhaps may prove as unusefuU, as uneasy to be read. From
w* meane test you may please to conclude how forwardly and w*''

what alacrity I wold serve you, did any faire occasion point out the

way. At my last being in London, for a day or two, I was to wait

on you, who (as y"^ servant told mee) were abroad. I w*^ him left

my service, to y^self and worthy Lady, w*^^ I now againe tender

to yee both ; w*^ an acknowledgment of y'" many undeserved favours,

especially that excellent Book, bestowed upon

Your most faithfull and affectionate servant,

Hen. CHICHESTER.

the reference in 286, 41, concerns his second wife, not Anne Berkeley. The
whole passage, 286, 40—46, certainly suggests the unromantic, utiUtarian

kind of marriage which has already been inferred from other indications.

In this case, "The Anniverse" must have been written only a very short

time before the second wedding; but, of course, "1630" in the title of the

present poem really means "1631".

^ Reprinted from pp. 317— 8 of " The Life, Diary, and Correspondence of

Sir William Dugdale, Knight .... Edited by William Hamper, Esq

London ^ . . . 1827".

2 "An account of the repairs of the Cathedral in the times of James I.

and Charles I. ampUfied and used by Dugdale in his History of St. Paul's,

p. 134" (footnote to p. 318, in Hamper's " Life," etc. of Dugdale). In the

1716 ed. of Dugdale's work this account fills pp. 137—145, Henry King's

name appearing on pp. 138 and 141.
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I beseech you remember my respects to Mr. Dugdale, whose in-

genuity and industry is to be much vaUied. If, w^^ the mention

of my Father buryed in the South lie of the Church, you judge it

fit to insert that of my Father's Great Uncle, Robert King, being

consonant to that of ni}^ Father, in the Survay of London, and

without imputation of vanity ; I have a sequestred Person's mite

to offer Mr. Dugdale, when he decyphers my Father's Grave-stone.

To my much honour'd Friend Edward Bish Esquire, at the Office

of Armes, a little below the Doctors Commons. Present this.

Letter 2}

S^

Out of the apprehension of many kind favours, all w*^*^ were

crowned in y'" last most friendly prgposition, give mee leave to make

this acknowledgment and render y" my thankes. I know \'erbal

restitutions hold no proportion w*^ reall courtesj^es, yet untill I may
be capable to serve y" in the last, y" must accept this pledge of my
affection. I was not unmindfull of y' message to my Cosen Dun-

cumbe. Had S^ Rob* Heathe kept his resolution, w'^^ failed, you

showld have understood more of a willingness to embrace y"^ motion.

S'^ my deceased brother possessed a fa ire roome in y'" opinion. If

y^ please to allow mee his successour, I shall study wayes to declare

myself y"" affectionate frend and Servant, Hen : King.

London, Dec. 13, 1639.

My service to Mrs. Powell and all y""®.

To my noble and much esteemed [Seal]

Friend

Mr. Powell at Fostell

Present this.

1 Hannah makes the following statements about this letter (xxxviii) :

"The conclusion of the following letter, which is now first published from

the original (in the possession of Mr. Pickering), undoubtedly bears reference

to his (i. e., Henry King's brother, John) death ; but I regret to say that it

is the only allusion contained in it which I am able to explain. If, as seems

very probable, 'Fostell' is an abbreviation for 'Forest-Hill,' the person

to whom it is addressed will be Richard Powell, (the father-in-law of Milton)."

On "Cosen Duncumbe," cf. Footnote i, p. 242, sup. Sir Robert Heath's

devout Uttle autobiography (pub. by the Philobiblon Society, " Bibhogra-

phical and Historical Miscellanies," Vol. I, 1854) casts no hght on Henry

King's allusion. It is at least a pecuhar coincidence, however, that the letter

(dated Aug. 30, 1649) affixed to this memoir in the original MS., written

apparently by a body-servant, private secretarj^ or humble friend of Heath's,

should be signed "David Powell."
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Letter j}

[Henry King, Bishop of Chichester, to Gilbert Sheldon, Archbishop

of Canterbury ; April 23, 1666.]

.... ^^'hen y Grace propownded my subscription to the Former
Aid [an appeal from Charles II, as appears from an earlier statement

in the letter], I willingly gave a Thousand Pounds w^*^ is the Full

Revenew of my Bishoprick. Besides I gave 200 1. towards the

Redemption of Captives from Algiers. I shall now w*^ all alacrity

subscribe 500I. w*^^ is the half of my yearly in-come. And rather

than so Gratious a Maisters occasions shall suffer, I will put IMyself

& Family to Boardwages and contribute what I thence save ....

Letter 4.^

To the Most Reverend Father, Gilbert Lord Archbishopp of Canter-

bury His Grace

—

humbly present

—

May it please your Grace !

Your letter of Jan : 25 intimates, that I am commanded to Preach

before His Majesty, the 28th of February next. Y*^ Grace likewise

requires that I should signify my obedience in undertaking it. I shall

(by the help of God) prepare i\Iyself for that service. And Then
also render to Yourself that observance w'^*^ is due from

My Lord

!

Y"" Graces most humble seruant

Hen : Chichester.

From Chichester.

Febr: 3: 1668.

1 This excerpt is taken from Tanner MS. xlv, fol. 73.

2 Taken from Tanner MS. xliv, fol. 80. This letter was written less than
eight months before Henrj' King's death. No record of the Sermon men-
tioned survives.
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I

v.—HEPATICAE: YALE PERUVIAN EXPEDITION
OF 1911

Bv Alexander W. Evans, Ph.D.

INTRODUCTION

The Yale Peruvian Expedition of 1911, under the direction of

Professor Hiram Bingham, carried on extensive explorations in the

southeastern part of Peru. Although the main purpose of the Ex-

pedition was the accumulation of data on the Geology and Archeology

of the region, collections of invertebrate animals and of plants were

made by Professor Harry Ward Foote, one of the members of the

party. Instead of attempting to collect indiscriminately he wisety

restricted his attention to a few definite groups, and the group of

the Hepaticae was among those selected. The material of this group

comprises thirty-five packets, several of which contain an admixture

of two or more species. Thirty-one species in all, representing

fourteen genera, are in a condition to be identified. The specimens

came from seven different localities, namely: Cuzco (one species),

Huadquina (three), Lucma (five), Ollantaytambo (two), San Miguel

(sixteen), Santa Ana (nine), and Urubamba (one). The following

information about these localities has been furnished by Professor

Foote. Cuzco, Ollantaytambo, Santa Ana, and Urubamba are all

well-known towns, the last three being situated on the Urubamba
River, which flows in a general northwesterly direction. Cuzco is

a few miles distant from the river and nearer its source. San Miguel

is a small district twenty or twenty-five miles below Ollantaytambo

and is not to be confused with the town of San Miguel in the north-

western part of Peru; Huadquina is a large estate lying a few miles

below San Miguel; while Lucma is a town on the Vilcabamba River,

a small branch of the Urubamba entering from the west a few miles

south of Santa Ana. Cuzco, at an elevation of 11,500 feet, is well

above the forest line, although a single species of tree was observed

there. , Urubamba, Ollantaytambo, and Lucma, at elevations

varying from 7,000 to 9,500 feet, are also above the true forest line,

in spite of the fact that several species of trees are of occasional

occurrence. San Miguel, Huadquina, and Santa Ana, at elevations

varying from 3,000 to 6,000 feet are all in a region which is either

forested now or has been in former times. The primary growth
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contains a large proportion of trees, but the secondary growth con-

tains few trees and many bushes. There seems to be Httle tendency

for the original species to reappear after deforestation, even if the

land is left completely uncultivated. The entire region explored

has a long dry season and suffers from lack of water.

The hepatic flora of the Andes, except at very high altitudes, is

rich and varied. It includes some of the largest and most conspic-

uous of the leafy forms, a great many smaller and less striking spe-

cies, and a fair proportion of thallose representatives. The number
of endemic genera is exceedingly small, Myriocolea Spruce (with one

species), Mytilopsis Spruce (also with one species), and Stephaniella

Jack (with two species) being the only ones known at the present

time. Most of the Andean species belong to large and widely distrib-

uted genera, such as Plagiochila, Radula, Porella, and Frtdlania.

The Lejeuneae, also, as in most tropical regions, are numerous and

diverse. Certain genera, such as Gymnomitrium , Marsupella, Lopho-

zia, and Scapania, which are so richly developed in the arctic and

alpine districts north of the tropics, are either absent altogether

or ver3^ sparingly represented. In the present collection there are

three thallose species (one Plagiockasma, one Marchantia, and one

Metzgeria), nine PlagiocJiilae, five Frullaniae, and nine members
of the Lejeuneae. The remaining five species belong to the genera

Lophocolea, Radida, and Porella. Six of the species are apparently

undescribed ; the others include a number of widely distributed species

and a somewhat smaller number confined to the Andes. The geo-

graphical distribution will be more fully considered in connection

with the individual species. The type-specimens of the new species

will be deposited in the herbarium of the writer at New Haven,

Connecticut.

Several important works dealing wholly or in part with the Hep-
aticae of the mountainous portions of Mexico, Central America, and

South America, have been published, although nothing has yet

appeared which deals exclusively with the Hepaticae of Peru. The
following works have been of especial service in the study of Pro-

fessor Foote's material, although numerous shorter papers have of

course been consulted:

MoNTAGNE, C. Florula Bolivaensis. In d'Orbigny, A., Voyage dans

I'Amerique Meridionale. 7^: 1-119, /)/. i-5. 1839. The Hepaticae

treated in this work were, for the most part, collected by Alcide

d'Orbigny during the years 1826—1833, in various parts of South

America. Among the species discussed fort^^-five came from Bolivia,

ten of which at that time were supposed to be endemic. Seven
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of the Bolivian species are figured. The Florida is the first important

contribution to our knowledge of Andean Hepaticae and is even now
indispensable to the student.

GOTTSCHE, C. M., LiXDEXBERG, J.B.G., AXD NeES VOX EsENBECIC, C. G.

Synopsis Hepaticarum. Hamburg, 1844—1847. This is the first

general account of the Hepaticae of the world and includes numerous
species from various parts of the Andes.

GoTTSCHE, C. M. De Mexikanske Levermosser. Kongl. Danske
Vidensk. Selsk. Skrift. V. Naturv. og Math. Afdel. 6: 97-380,

pi. 1—20. 1863. This important work is based on the collections

of F. Liebmann, made in various parts of Mexico but mostly in

mountainous regions. About two hundred species are described,

quite a number of which range be3-ond Mexico into Central and

South America. ]\Iost of the plates, which are of a high degree of

excellence, are devoted to the large and difficult genus Plagiochila.

GoTTscHE, C. M. Hepaticae. In Triana, J., & Planchon, J. E.,

Prodromus Florae Novo-Granatensis. Ann. des Sci. Nat. Bot. V. 1:

95—198, pi. 17—20. 1864. Most of the species enumerated in this work
were collected by Alexander Lindig, during the years 1859—1861,

in the province of Bogota and in other parts of Colombia. With two
exceptions the species figured belong to the genus Plagiochila.

Spruce, R. Hepaticae of the Amazon and of the Andes of Peru and

Ecuador. Trans. Bot. Soc. Edinburgh 15: xi + 588, pi. 1—22. 1884

—1885. This remarkable volume must alwa3-s remain a model for

the student of taxonomic hepaticology. It is particular!}' valuable

for its account of the Lejeuneae. The work is based on collections

made by its author during the years 1849—1862. The species figured

are selected from the various subdivisions of the Hepaticae.

Spruce, R. Hepaticae Bolivianae. Mem.Torrey Club 1: 113—140.
1890. The collections forming the basis for this article were made
by H. H. Rusby in eastern Bolivia.

Jack, J. B., and Stephani, F. Hepaticae Wallisianae. Hedwigia 31

:

ii—21 ,
pi. 1—4. 1892. The Hepaticae enumerated in this paper were

collected by Gustav Wallis, between the years 1860 and 1878, some

of them in the Philippines but the majority in Colombia and Peru.

Stephani, F. Species Hepaticarum. 1898—1914. The latest work
dealing ^vith the Hepaticae of the world. Four large volumes have

already appeared and the fifth, which will probably be the last,

is in course of publication. The work is issued under the auspices

of the Herbier Boissier at Geneva, the earlier parts having been

printed in their Bulletin and Memoires and the later parts as a Com-
plement to the Bulletin.
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SPECIAL PART

MARCHANTIACEAE

I. Flagiochasma Lehm. & Lindenb.

1. Flagiochasma chlorocarpum (Nees & Mont.) Mont.

Reboulia chlorocarpa Nees & Mont. Ann. des Sc. Nat. Bot. II. 5:

70. 1836.

Flagiochasma chlorocarpum Mont. Fl. Boliv.; d'Orbigny, Voy.

dans I'Amer. M^rid. T: 59. 1839.

Rupinia chlorocarpa Trevis. Mem. R. 1st. Lomb. III. 4 : 437. 1877.

On earth, Ollantaytambo, 9,000 feet, July 31, 1911.

The species of Flagiochasma are in need of considerable study

before they can be considered well understood. The determination

of the present specimens, therefore, must be regarded as provisional,

more especially as the few capsules present are;iot in good condition.

F. chlorocarpum is one of the species characterized by minute epider-

mal pores. The type material was collected bj- Bertero, in Chile, in

1828, and the species has been reported also in Gaj^'s collections

from the same countr}'. Apparently no other stations have been

recorded. Soon after the publication of F. chlorocarpum a second

species of the genus, likewise based on specimens collected by Bertero

in Chile, was proposed b}' Bischoff under the name F. validmn} This

species, which is recognized as valid by the authors of the Synopsis

Hepaticarum and also, much more recently, by Stephani, has been

reported from Bolivia as well as from Chile. Two Bolivian stations

have been recorded : Sorata, Mandon, by Stephani,^ and the vicinity

of Mapiri, Bang, b}- Rusb3\^ If the descriptions given b}' Stephani

of these two species are carefully compared no essential differences be-

tween them are apparent, and it is possible that F. validuni represents

a synonym of P. chlorocarptim. Unfortunately the question can not

be settled at the present time, although the writer has examined a

specimen of Bischoff's plant in the herbarium of the British Museum
and has also seen Bang's specimens in the herbarium of the New
York Botanical Garden. The latter are apparently the same as those

listed above from Peru, but the Bischoff specimen is sterile and so

fragmentary that no definite conclusion can be drawn from it.

1 Handb. Bot. Term, und Systemk. 2 : 56. pi. 56, f. 2753. 1842.

2 Bull, de I'Herb. Boissier 6 : 785. 1898.

3 Mem. Torrey Club 6: 129. 1896.
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The close relationship between P. chlorocarpum and P. peruvianum

Nees & Mont, has already been commented upon by Montagne.^

P. cJilorocarpum may be distinguished, however, by its dioicous in-

florescence and by its lack of apical innovations, the branching being

either by forking or b\- means of lateral adventive shoots. In

P. peruvianum the inflorescence is monoicous and apical innovations

are frequentty seen. The original material of P. peruvianum was

collected by d'Orbigny in Bolivia and not in Peru, and no additional

collections have been reported.

II. Marchantia L.

2. Marchantia lamellosa Hampe & Gottsche

Marchantia lamellosa Hampe & Gottsche ; G. L. & N. Syn. Hep. 527.

1846.

On a dry earth bank, Cuzco, 11,500 feet, July 6, 1911.

The present specimens include two gemmiparous plants only and

are referred to M. lamellosa on account of the conspicuous scales,

which are deep purplish black in color and almost cover the ventral

surface. Unfortunately the absence of sexual branches and of

sporophytes makes a positive determination impossible. M. lamellosa

was based on material collected by Moritz in Colombia. It has

recently been recorded from Ecuador by Stephani, but apparently

no other stations are at present known.

METZGERIACEAE

III. Metzgeria Raddi

3. Metzgeria scyphigera sp. nov.

On apple wood, Urubamba, 9,500 feet, July 17, 1911. The same

species was collected b}^ Barnes & Land at La Cima, Mexico, in lava

fields (but on wood), at an altitude of 9,800 feet, on October 14, 1908,

specimens received from W. G. Farlow. The Peruvian material

may be designated the type.

Yellowish green, sometimes tinged with blue, growing in depressed mats :

thallus when normally developed prostrate, repeatedly dichotomous, well-

developed branches about i mm. wide, mostly o.g—1.5 mm. long between

1 Fl. Bohv. ; d'Orbigny, Voy. dans I'Amer. Merid. 7^ : 60. 1839.
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the forks, plane or slightly convex along the margins ; costa bounded both

above and below by two rows of cells ; wings mostly fifteen to twenty cells

wide, the cells thin-walled but with very minute trigones and occasional

intermediate thickenings, averaging about 40 X 30 ^u and about 30 ^ along

the margins ; hairs restricted to the

margin and to the ventral surface of both

wings and costa ; marginal hairs some-

times abundant, sometimes very scanty,

straight or nearly so, mostly 100—120 jU

in length ; alar surface hairs and costal

hairs similar but a little longer, the

surface hairs never abundant and often

absent altogether : inflorescence dioi-

cous : 9 branch (known only from the

type specimen) obcordate, orbicular-

obovate, about 0.15 mm. long, bearing

a few straight marginal and surface

hairs : ,^ branches (known only from the

Mexican specimens) sparingly produced,

globose, about 0.3 mm. long, usually

smooth throughout : gemmae numerous,

marginal, usually borne on more or less

ascending and tapering branches, limited

in growth and destitute of hairs (except

slime-papillae), orbicular or oblong-

orbicular, about 0.15 mm. wide, concave,

about six cells across, bearing a few

rudimentary marginal cilia slightly

displaced to the concave surface, one

cell thick throughout and with a poorly

defined stalk. (Fig. i.)

As pointed out by the writer a

few years ago the gemmae in the

genus Metzgeria^ often yield char-

acters of specific value, and some-

times make it possible to distinguish

between closely related species. In

M. scyphigera the gemmae are among the simplest that have been

described. In their development they agree in all essential respects

with the marginal gemmae of M. furcata (L.) Dumort., M. myriopoda

Lindb., and M. oligotricha Evans, a marginal cell becoming directly

the mother cell of a gemma without undergoing a preliminary division.

Figure i.— Metzgeria scyphigera

Evans

A. Tip of a gemmiparous thallus,

X 40. B. Gemma at time of

separation, X 60. The figures

were drawn from the type

specimen.

^ Vegetative Reproduction in Metzgeria.

i.1-16. 1910.

Ann. Bot. 24: 271—303.
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A gemma at maturity consists of a circular or slightly elongated

ptate of cells with a single apical cell and a short and often indistinct

stalk composed of two cells (Fig. 1, B). It is further characterized

by being distinctly concave and by bearing a few rudimentary mar-

ginal hairs, slightly displaced to the concave surface.

The germination of a gemma is very similar to that described for

other species. The concave surface becomes attached to the sub-

stratum b}- means of the rudimentar}^ hairs, which grow out into

short rhizoids. The apical cell of the gemma then resumes its divi-

sions and gives rise to a flat strap-shaped thallus, which is at first no

wider than the gemma but which gradually becomes wider and differ-

entiates a costa. In rare cases the j^oung plant undergoes a branch-

ing by an apparent dichotomy before the costa makes its appearance.

It is often quite impossible to determine where the gemma ends and

the young thallus begins, but sometimes there is a constriction at

the junction between the two. In some cases new marginal gemmae
arise, either on the original gemma itself or on the young thallus

while still in an undifferentiated condition.

The gemmiparous branches (Fig. 1, A) tend to differ more or less

from normal branches. The}' not only curve away from the sub-

stratum but totally lack hairs on both wings and costa. At the same

time the wings grow narrower and narrower until they may be only

three or four cells wide. With this tapering of a branch its growth

soon comes to an end. These modifications resemble somewhat those

found in the gemmiparous branches of M. fruticulosa (Dicks.) Evans,

but apparently they never pass beyond the stages described and never

reach the striking conditions sometimes seen in M. fruticulosa, where

the branch may lose its wings altogether and become reduced to a

radial costa bounded by cortical cells and growing at right angles

to the substratum. Whether these apparent differences are actual

or merely due to an insufficient supply of the new species can hardly

be answered at the present time.

In his Species Hepaticarum Stephani ^ describes two dioicous South

American species in which the scattered marginal hairs occur singlj-.

They agree further with M. scyphigera in the costa, which is bounded

both above and below by two rows of marginal cells and which bears

hairs on its lower surface. One of these species is M. chilensis Steph.,

of Chile and New Zealand, and the other is M. aurantiaca Steph.,

of Brazil. In M. chilensis, however, the thallus is almost revolute,

the wings are smooth on the lower surface, the cells measure 54 x 36 /<,

1 Bull, de I'Herb. Boissier 7 : 937, 938. 1899.
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and there are no trigones. In M. aurantiaca the wings bear scattered

hairs as in M. scyphigera, but the thallus is strongly convex, the

wings are only twelve cells wide, and there are no trigones. Stephani

makes no mention of gemmae in any of his descriptions.

JUNGERMANNIACEAE

IV. Plagiochila Dumort.

The genus Plagiochila is one of the largest genera of Hepaticae,

nearly eight hundred species being recognized by Stephani in his re-

cent monograph.^ ^^'ith but few exceptions these species are trop-

ical, and many of them seem to be exceedingly local in their distrib-

ution. In spite of their considerable size the species are extremely

difficult to determine, the differential characters being often based

on the type of branching present, the shape of the leaves, the number

and peculiarities of their teeth, the size of the leaf-cells, and the nature

of the local thickenings in their walls. The bracts and perianths

also yield characters of importance, but the determination of speci-

mens must often be made without the assistance of these organs;

in fact the}^ are known in comparatively few species. It will be seen

at once that most of the differential characters used are subject to

more or less variation, and this of course adds appreciably to the

difficulties of gaining a correct comprehension of the species. The

present collection contains nine Plagiochilae in sufficient quantity

to warrant determination; five of these are referred to described

species, and the others are proposed as new. It is to be hoped that

this course will not add to the confusion already prevalent in the genus.

4. Plagiochila alternans Lindenb. & Gottsche

Plagiochila alternans Lindenb. & Gottsche; G. L. & N. Syn. Hep.

648. 1847. 1

On earth, San Miguel, 5,000-6,000 feet, July 24, 1911; on a damp
rock, Lucma, 7,000 feet, August 7, 1911.

Plagiochila alternans was original^ described from specimens collec-

ted by Liebmann in the province of Oaxaca, Mexico. It was after-

wards reported by Spruce from Bolivia, Rusby, and Costa Rica,

Hyde, and by Stephani from Venezuela, Funck. The Peruvian

specimens agree closely with the published descriptions and also

^ Bull, de I'Herb. Boissier II. 2— 6. 1902—1906.
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with Gottsche's ^ figures, except that the teeth on the leaves are more

numerous, numbering from sixty to eight}' on robust leaves instead

of from twenty-five to forty. This is apparently due to the unusual

development of the plants and is hardly sufficient to justify their

separation as a distinct species. The present specimens bear a strik-

ing resemblance to large forms of P. asplenioides (L.) Dumort. and

especialh^ to the variety major; in the common northern species,

however, trigones are always present in the leaf-cells and the teeth

are shorter and less spine-like.

5. Plagiochila andicola Mont. & Gottsche

Plagiochila andicola Mont. & Gottsche; Montague, Ann. des Sc.

Bot. IV. 6: 187. 1856.

On live wood, San Miguel, 6,000 feet, July 24, 1911.

The sterile type material of P. andicola was collected b}' Jameson
at Quito, Ecuador, and apparently no other stations have been re-

corded. The present specimens agree with the published descriptions

except in two particulars, the plants being a little less robust and the

leaf-cells showing slightly larger measurements. According to the

descriptions the stems are 7—15 cm. long, the apical leaf-cells measure

18 ft, and the basal cells average 36 x 27 //. In the Peruvian plants

the most robust stems are only 4 cm. long, the apical leaf-cells average

about 25 It, while the basal cells are about 45 x 28 //. These differ-

ences, however, are slight and the measurements compared are variable,

so that they afford no adequate basis for a specific separation.

Most of the Peruvian plants are sterile or reproduce by abundant
propagula of the usual type. But a few show male inflorescences,

which sometimes occur at the base of a branch and sometimes at or

near the middle. In other words the male branch always produces

normal leaves beyond the perigonial bracts. The latter, in the few

cases observed, are in about six pairs and are closely imbricated.

Instead of spreading obhquely, as do the normal leaves, the}' are sub-

erect and only the apical portion is more or less squarrose. As in

all typical species of Plagiochila the antical basal portion is strongly

inflated and delicate in texture. The rest of the bract approaches

a normal leaf in texture, except that the cells are a little smaller

(averaging about 16 // in the apical portion), and the thickenings

of the walls are less pronounced. When a well-developed bract is

spread out it is seen to be broadly ovate and strongly unsymmetrical

1 Mex. Leverm. pi. 7. 1863.
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on account of the dilated basal portion. It measures about 1 X 0.9

mm., and the three to five blunt teeth are restricted to the apical

region. Two or three antheridia are found in the axil of each bract.

Closely related to P. andicola, as Gottsche notes, is the Mexican

P. truncata Gottsche,^ originally described from specimens collec-

ted by Liebmann in the Sempoaltepec region and afterwards found

by other collectors. In this species the apices of the leaves tend

to be truncate, although in some of Gottsche's figures this condition

is not pronounced, and the teeth are longer and sharper than in

P. andicola. In P. suhconvoluta Gottsche'^, another Mexican spe-

cies known only from a single specimen found by an unknown collec-

tor, the leaves are much like those in P. andicola and P. truncata,

but the postical bases are not dilated in such a way that they

forms crests.

6. Plagiochila Binghamiae sp. nov.

On rocks, Huadquina, 5,000 feet, July 30, 1911. Named in honor

of Mrs. Alfreda Mitchell Bingham, a patroness of the Expedition.

Yellowish or brownish green, not glossj^ growing in loose mats : stems

mostly 2—3 cm. long and 0.3 mm. in diameter, more or less rigid, ascending,

simple or with an occasional branch, the branches obliquely spreading, almost

invariably intercalary, similar to the stem but often with somewhat smaller

leaves : leaves alternate, contiguous or looselj^ imbricated, mdely spreading

(at an angle of about 75 degrees), somewhat convex, ovate, 1.5—2.4 mm.

long, 0.9—1.2 mm. wide, narrowly decurrent both antically and posticalh*,

antical margin somewhat revolute toward the base, slightly incurved to

sUghtly outcurved, entire, postical margin more or less involute in decurrent

portion and for a variable distance beyond, sometimes as far as the middle,

outwardly curved but not dilated at the base, entire or with a single tooth

in the outer part, apex broad and rounded with three or four scattered teeth,

the latter irregular, mostly four or five in all, usually three or four cells long

and three or four cells wide at the base, abruptly pointed ; leaf-cells averag-

ing 17 « in the apical region, 28 X 19," in the middle, and 32 X 23 u at the

base, walls thin but with distinct triangular trigones, one or two of the sides

usually bulging, intermediate thickenings few, oval, thickenings oiten con-

fluent, especially toward the base and along the margin ; cuticle smooth :

underleaves minute, about o.i X 0.07 mm., deeply cleft almost to the base

into two to four cilia : propagula numerous, with small leaves : remaining

parts not seen. Fig. 2.

Although most of the branches in this species are intercalary

a terminal branch is occasionally produced and is of considerable

1 Mex. Leverm. 127. pi. 10. f. 1—4. 1863.

2 Mex. Leverm. 120. pi. 3, f. 1—10. 1863.
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Figure 2. -Plagiochila Binghamiae

Evans

theoretical interest . Apparently here, as in so many species of Plagio-

chila, terminal branches have been supplanted by intercalary branches,

and the appearance of a terminal branch is to be looked upon as a

reversion. It is perhaps associated with a vigorous growth and a

retention of a juvenile condition,

much as in the cases described

by the writer under Cephalozia

hicuspidata (L.) Dumort. and

Lophocolea heterophylla (Schrad.)

Dumort.^

Closely related to P. Bing-

hamiae is a sterile Ecuador plant

collected by Spruce and described

by him under the name P. hypan-

tra.^ In this species terminal

branches although infrequent are

the rule rather than the excep-

tion. The leaves are similar in

form to those of P. Binghamiae

but the teeth, especially those

in the apical region, are longer

and sharper The leaf-cells are

characterized by less robust

thickenings. In P. patentissima

Steph.,3 a Peruvian species collected by Lechler at St. Gavan and

known to the writer from description only, the leaves bear from

eleven to thirteen spines, those near the apex being especially large

and acuminate. It differs further from P. Bighamiae in the size of

the leaf-cells, those in the middle of the leaf measuring 54 x 27 ii.

and those at the apex 36 x 27 /<.

7. Plagiochila chinantlana Gottsche

Plagiochila chiantlana Gottsche, Mex. Leverm. 12. pi. 5, f. 1—7. 1863.

San Miguel, 5,000-6,000 feet, July 24, 1911.

The Peruvian material agrees pretty closely with the specimens

collected by Pringle at Patzcuaro, Mexico, and distributed by Under-

wood and Cook in their Hepaticae Americanae, No. 110. The species

was first collected in the province of Oaxaca, Mexico, by Liebmann.

According to Spruce it has been found also by Cross at San Sebastiano,

Colombia, but Stephani does not record its occurrence outside ofMexico

.

^ Ann. Bot. 26 : 33. 1912. 2 Hep. Amaz. et And. 465. 1885.

3 Bull, de I'Herb. Boissier II. 2 : 877. 1902.

A. Leaf, dissected from the stem,

X 17- B, Cells from the middle of a

leaf, X 300. C. Tooth from near the

apex of a leaf, X 300. The figures

were drawn from the type specimen.
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8. Plagiochila flavescens Gottsche

Plagiochila Guilleminiana ^ flavescens G. L. & N. Syn. Hep. 644.

1847.

Plagiochila flavescens Gottsche, Mex. Leverm. 148. pi. 7, f. 1—3.

1863.

On live wood, Lucma, 7,000 feet, August 7, 1911.

Originally collected by Licbmann in the province of Oaxaca, Mex-

ico, and later reported by Jack and Stephani from either Colombia

or Peru, in their account of Wallis's Hepaticae.^ The determination

of the material from Lucma is based on the figures and description of

Gottsche. The plants bear a strong resemblance to P. Guilleminiana

^lont., a species listed below, but are somewhat more robust. The
leaves, moreover, are relatively broader, the dilated portion at the

postical base being very conspicuous and forming striking crests.

The leaves measure about 4 mm. in length (including the dilated por-

tions) and about 3 mm. in width. Leafy propagula are present in

abundance.

9. Plagiochila Footei sp. nov.

San Miguel, 5,000-6,000 feet, July 24, 1911. Named in honor

of Professor Harry Ward Foote, the collector.

Pale green, varying to brownish green, not glossj', growing in loose tufts

:

stems mostly 3—6 cm. long and 0.35 mm. in diameter, more or less rigid,

simple or sparingly branched, the branches all intercalary^, similar to the

stem but sometimes with somewhat smaller leaves: leaves subopposite,

distant to subimbricated, obliquely spreading (at an angle of about 45 de-

grees), strongly convex, broadly ovate, about 2 mm. long and 1.6 mm. wide,

narrowly decurrent both antically and postically, the antical margin extend-

ing a little farther backward than the postical, antical margin slightly revo-

lute toward the base, straight or somewhat outwardly curved, entire, postical

margin strongly outwardly curved from the narrow decurrent portions,

sharply dentate-ciliate, apex rounded with more crowded teeth than the

postical margin ; total number of teeth mostly twelve to fifteen, unequal,

acuminate, mostly three to six cells long and one to four cells broad at the

base ; leaf-cells plane, averaging 22 u at the apical margin, 35 X 30 jU in the

middle, and 50 X 25 u at the base, walls thin but with minute triangular

trigones with concave sides ; cuticle smooth : remaining parts not seen.

(Fig. 3-)

Although at first sight the leaves in this new species appear exactly

opposite, closer inspection shows that the decurrent bases on one side

of the stem extend a little farther backwards than those on the other,

and this is true both antically and postically. The line of insertion

Hedwigia 31 : 14. 1892.
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here, as in allied species, is strongly and narrowly arched, and this

peculiarity, associated with the convexity of the leaves, gives the

plants a ver}- characteristic appearance. As the leaves become

dry they appear more and more revolute and spread from the axis at

almost a right angle. When moist they spread more obliquely and

show a strong tendency to come into contact postically.

Two South American species are closely related to P. Footei. One

P. oresitropha Spruce,^ collected by Spruce in the Andes of PeruIS

and by Rusby in Bolivia, and the other is P. mapiriensis Spruce,^

Figure 3.— Plagiochila Footei Evans

A. Leaf, dissected from the stem, X 17. B. Cells from the middle of

a leaf, X 225. C. Tooth from the postical margin of a leaf, X 225. The

figures were drawn from the type specimen.

collected by Rusby in Bohvia. According to Stephani P. mapiriensis

is merely a form of the widely distributed P. rutilans Lindenb., but

Spruce's description would indicate that he had another species be-

fore him. In P. oresitropha the general appearance is much the same

as in P. Footei, the leaves being nearly opposite and spreading widely

from the stem. Yet the species is somewhat more robust, and the

leaves are larger and closer together. Spruce gives as measurements

for the leaves a length of 2.5—3.25 mm. and a width of 2—2.75 mm.,

the ratio of width to length being a httle higher than in P. Footei.

The leaves show further differences in their teeth and in their cell

structure. In P. oresitropha the antical margin bears five or six

scattered teeth, only the basal portion being entire, while the teeth

on the postical and apical margins are more crowded than in the new

species. In fact the whole number of teeth on a leaf is approximately

'^ Hep. Amaz. et And. 467. 1885.

2 Mem. Torrey Club 1 : 131. 189c

Tbaxs. Conn. Acad.. Vol. XVIII. 21 April, 1914.
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forty. The leaf-cells differ but little in size in the two species, but

the thickenings in the wall are much more pronounced in P. oresi-

trofha ; the trigones have bulging sides and are often elongated at the

angles, there are numerous intermediate thickenings (sometimes two

on a long lateral wall), and there is more or less coalescence between

the thickenings. In P. Fooiei, as noted in the description, the trigones

have concave sides, and it may be added that intermediate thickenings

are practically lacking and that coalescence apparently never occurs.

In P. mapiriensis, known to the writer from description only, the

leaves are relatively longer than in P. Footei, measuring about 2.5 mm.
in length and only 1.1—1.4 mm. in width, and the ceUs are smaller,

averaging only 29 /< in diameter ; in other respects the two species

seem to be closeh^ allied, the number of marginal teeth in P. mapirien-

sis varying from eight to fifteen.

10. Plagiochila Guilleminiana Mont.

PlagiochilaGuilleminiana Mont.] LindenbergrMonogr. Hepat. Gen.

Plagiochilae 152. pi. 33, /. 1-4. 1842.

Plagiochila Haeckeriana Lindenb. & Gottsche ; G. L. & N. Syn. Hep.

644. 1847.

Plagiochila oreocharis Spruce, Hep. Amaz. et And. 498. 1884.

Plagiochila rhizophila Spruce, /. c. 495. 1884.

On live wood, Santa Ana, 3,000 feet, August 4, 1911.

The synonymy given above is taken from Stephani's Species Hepa-

ticarum.^ Accepted in this broad sense the species is variable and

has a wide distribution. It was based on two Brazilian specimens,

one collected by Raddi and the other by Guillemin, and was soon

afterwards reported from Mexico in the collections of Liebmann.

The type-locality of P. Haeckeriana is not given definitely by its

authors but was apparently somewhere in the Andes, while P. oreo-

charis and P. rhizophila were based on material collected by Spruce,

the first in Peru and the second in Ecuador. According to Stephani

P. Guilleminiana has been found also in Guatemala by Wurr and in

Colombia by Lindig.

In the present specimens the stems are about 6 cm. long and are

simply pinnate, the branches being few and irregular and apparently

all of the Frullania type.^ The female inflorescences are borne on

the tips of some of these branches. The leaves (Fig. 4) have a length

1 Bull, de I'Herb. Boissier II. 5 : 356. 1905.

2 See Evans, Ann. Bot. 26 : 4. 1912.
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of about 3 mm., a width of about 1.8 mm. in the broadest portion,

and of about 0.5 mm. in the apical region. They are closely imbri-

cated and long-decurrent both antically and postically ; when dissected

off and spread out they are seen to be ovate-triangular and markedly

unsymmetrical. In their natural position they spread widely from

the stem, and those on the opposite sides lie almost in one plane, thus

giving' the shoot a flattened ap-

pearance. The antical margin

is plane in the apical region

and often along a part of the

decurrent portion, otherwise it

is more or less revolute and

is usually slightly incurved.

Occasionally it bears one or

two small teeth in the outer

part but in most cases is entire

throughout its length. The
postical margin is crispate and

strongty dilated at the base,

spreading backward from the

stem at almost a right angle

and thus forming a part of a

postical crest. Beyond the di-

lated portion it extends almost

in a straight line to the apex.

On robust leaves the dilated

portion sometimes bears a series

of scattered spine-like teeth,

but it is quite entire in many
cases, and this condition seems

to be the rule on the leaves of

branches and of poorly devel-

oped stems. Beyond the middle

the postical margin bears a few

scattered teeth. The apex is broad and variously rounded, truncate,

or acute, depending somewhat upon the number and position of its

scattered teeth. The total number of teeth present on a leaf is

usually between five and twenty, the higher numbers being found on

leaves where the postical base is spinose-dentate. Most of the teeth

are from three to five cells in length. On the perichaetial bracts

the teeth are more numerous, numbering from twenty-five to thirty

and are found not only along the whole postical margin but along

Figure 4. -Plagiochila Guilleminiana

Mont.

A. Leaf, dissected from the stem, X 17.

B. Cells from the middle of a leaf, X 300.

C. Tooth from the postical margin of a

leaf near the apex, X 225. The figures

were drawn from the specimens collected

at Santa Ana.
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a considerable part of the antical margin as well. Man}' of these

teeth are distinctly spinose in character. The leaf-cells have

distinct triangular trigones with bulging sides. Toward the base

occasional oval intermediate thickenings make their appearance, and,

especially in the antical portion, there is a tendency toward a

coalescence of the thickenings.

The specimens just described agree in most respects with those

distributed by Spruce under the name P. oreocharis, although the

latter are a little less robust. The trigones in Spruce's plants,

however, are a little larger, and the thickenings show a stronger

tendency to coalescence throughout the leaf. Stephani comments

on the great variability in the number of teeth found on vegetative

leaves, but emphasizes the fact that the perichaetial bracts and

the perianths present cliaracters of more constancy.

11. Plagiochila pauciramea sp. nov.

On damp earth and wood, Lucma, 7,000 feet, August 7, 1911.

Yellowish to brownish green, not glossy, growing in loose tufts : stems

mostly 5—6 cm. long and 0.45 mm. in diameter, flexuose, ascending, sparingly

and irregularly branched, the branches all terminal, of the Frullania type,

sometimes irregularly subdivided, obliquely spreading, similar to the stem

but often shorter and with smaller leaves : leaves alternate, loosely imbri-

cated, obUquely spreading (at an angle of about 60 degrees), antical portion

more or less convex near the base, otherwise plane or nearly so, ovate, about

3 mm. long and 2.3 mm. wide, long-decurrent antically, more shortly and

narrowly decurrent postically, antical margin a little revolute near the base,

slightly outwardly curved or nearly straight, entire at the base but bearing

from two to four spinose teeth beyond the middle, postical margin narrowl}--

revolute in the decurrent portion and slightly beyond, more strongly out-

wardlj' curved, entire at the base but bearing about ten spinose teeth scattered

throughout the greater part of its length, apex broad and rounded with about

five spinose teeth ; total number of teeth mostlj^ fifteen to twent3^ slender

and acuminate, mostly four to ten cells long and one to four cells wide at the

base, the larger teeth irregularly distributed but tending to be more numerous

in the outer part of the leaf ; leaf-cells plane, averaging about 25 jU at the

apex, 45 X 30 u in the middle, and 55 X 30 // at the base, walls appearing

uniforml}- thickened on account of the fact that the thick outer walls extend

down upon the vertical walls, the latter upon careful focusing appearing thin

but showing small trigones with straight or shghtly bulging sides and very

rare oval intermediate thickenings ; cuticle smooth : underleaves about

0.15 mm. long and 0.12 mm. wide, divided almost to the base into four to

eight slender ciUa : remaining parts not seen. (Fig. 5.)
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In spite of the few and irregular branches in P. pauciraniea, it

belongs to Spruce's section Frondescentes and has several relatives

among the species already

known from South x\merica.

P. montana Spruce, from

Campana, Peru, is one of

these, but in this species the

leaves narrow more markedh''

toward the apex than in P.

pauciramea, the spines are

shorter and broader, the

walls of the leaf-cells do not

appear uniformly thickened,

and there are no conspicuous

underleaves. In P. amazo-

nica Spruce, another allied

species of the Amazonian

Plain, extending up the

eastern slopes of the Andes,

the margin of the leaves is

spinose throughout, even at

the antical base, and the

spines are more numerous,

numbering about forty in all.

In this species, further, the

leaves are subtriangular in

outline, both antical and

postical margins tending to

straight in the outer part.

Figure 5.— Plagiochila paucir.\mea Evans

A. Leaf, dissected from the stem, X 17-

B. Cells from the middle of a leaf, those

in the lower part of the figure drawn at

a lower focus, X 225. C. Tooth from near

the middle of the postical margin of a

leaf, X 225. The figures were drawn from

the type specimen.
Both P. Montana and P.

amazonica are known to the writer from specimens distributed

by Spruce.

12. Plagiochila striolata sp. nov.

On dead wood, Lucma, 7,000 feet, August 7, 1911.

Yellowish to brownish green, not glossy, growing in compact tufts : stems
mostl}^ 1.5—2 mm. long, about 0.25 mm. in diameter, rigid, ascending,

sparingly and irregularly branched, the branches all intercalary, obhquely
spreading, very rarely subdivided, similar to the stems but usually with
smaller leaves : leaves alternate, contiguous to loosely imbricated, obliquely

spreading (at an angle of about 60 degrees), antical portion more or less

convex toward the base, postical portion sUghtly concave, apical portion plane
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or nearly so, broadly ovate, about 1.5 mm. long and 1.2 mm. wide, slightly

or not at all decurrent antically, shortly decurrent postically, antical margin

more or less revolute (on well-developed leaves), sUghtly outwardly curved,

entire, postical margin strongly outwardly curved from the short and narrow

decurrent portion, sharply dentate-spinose, apex broad and rounded, simi-

larly dentate-spinose ; total number of teeth mostly ten to twelve, unequal,

usually two to five cells long and one to three cells wide at the base, teeth in

the apical region tending to be larger than the others ; leaf-cells plane, aver-

aging about 20 u in the apical region, 25 X 20 ^ in the middle, and 35 X 20
fj.

at the base, walls with large triangular trigones usually with bulging sides,

and (especially toward the base) occasional oval intermediate thickenings,

coalescence between thickenings rare except near the margin ; cuticle minutely

striolate-verruculose : remaining parts not seen. (Fig. 6.)

Figure 6.

—

Plagiochila strioi,.\ta Evans

A. Leaf, dissected from the stem, X 17- B. Cells from the middle of a

leaf, X 300. C. Tooth from near the middle of the postical margin of a leaf,

X 225. The figures were drawn from the type specimen.

Although roughened cuticles are frequently found in many genera

of the Hepaticae they have rarely been associated with definite

species oi Plagiochila. Stephani, however, has recently described two

South American species in which this peculiarity occurs. These are

P. asperifolia Steph., collected b}' Puiggari and Ule in Brazil, and

P. verrucosa Steph., collected by Funck and Schlim in "S^enezuela.

Unfortunately these species are known to the writer from description

onlv, but are evidently distinct from P. striolata. The first is somewhat

more robust, the leaves being about 2 mm. long. It is further dis-

tinguished by its obliquely truncate lea\-es with three apical spines,

the anterior one being usually much larger than the others. The

second species is still larger, the leaf-cells are only 12 .u wide at the

apex and only 36 X 12 // in size at the base, while the cuticle is

coarsely verruculose. The spines in this species are furthermore said

to show a distinct increase in size not only toward the apex but also

toward the postical base.
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V. Lophocolca Dumort.

13. Lophocolea diaphana Spruce

Lophocolea diaphana Spruce, Hep. Amaz. et And. 426. 1884.

On wet earth, San Miguel, 6,000 feet, July 24, 1911.

The specimens are sterile and fragmentary, and their reference to

the present species is open to some doubt. L. diaphana was collected

by its author at several locahties in Ecuador and was afterwards

distributed in his exsiccatae. In the set examined by the writer the

leaf-cells show^ minute trigones, although these are not mentioned

in Spruce's description. In the specimens from San JMiguel there

are no trigones, but this might very well be owing to the poor develop-

ment of the plants.

VI. Radiila Dumort.

14. Radula andicola Steph.

Radula andicola Steph. Hedwigia 23: 114. 1884.

Radula viridi-aurea Spruce, Hep. Amaz. et And. 324. 1885.

On rocks, San Miguel, 5,000 feet, September 2, 1911.

A few fragments only but apparently referable to this species.

The plants are sterile except for the presence of discoid gemmae,

which are similar to those found in R. complanata (L.) Dumort.

R. andicola was based on three specimens, the first collected by Krause

in Ecuador, the second by BirschaU in Venezuela, cind the third by

Deventer in Brazil; the original material of R. viridi-aurea was collec-

ted by Spruce in Ecuador. In his recent synopsis of the genus Radida

Stephani^ reduces Spruce's species to synonymy, and ascribes a

still wider distribution to the plant, quoting it also from Cuba, Costa

Rica, Colombia, Peru, and Bolivia.

15. Radula ramulina Tayl.

Radula ramulina Tayl. Jour. Bot. 6: 374. 1846.

On rocks, San Miguel and vicinity, 5,000—6,000 feet, July 24 and

September 3, 1911.

A large and conspicuous species, pale yellowish in color and growing

in depressed mats The original material was collected by Jameson

in the province of Pichincha, Ecuador. Spruce collected it repeatedly

in the same country, and it has also been definitely reported from

Bolivia. Stephani gives no precise localities for the species but states

that it is abundant in the Andes.

^ Sp. Hepat. 4 : 174. 1910.
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VII. Porella L.

16. Porella arborea (Tayl.) Trevis.

Madotheca arborea Tayl. Jour. Bot. 5: 379. 1846.

Porella arborea Trevis. Mem. R. 1st. Lomb. III. 4: 407. 1877.

On earth, San Miguel, 5,000-6,000 feet, July 24, 1911.

The specimens are sterile but agree pretty closely with those

collected b\' Spruce at Tunguragua, Ecuador, and distributed in his

exsiccatae. The original material of the species was found by Jameson
in the province of Pichincha, Ecuador. According to Stephani it is

abundant in the Peruvian Andes.

17. Porella squamuiifera (Tayl.) Trevis.

Madotheca sqitamulifera Tayl. Jour. Bot. 5: 378. 1846.

Porella squamuiifera Trevis. Mem. R. 1st. Lomb. III. 4: 407. 1877.

On wood, Lucma, 7,000 feet, August 7, 1911.

The specimens, which are sterile, have be6h carefulh' compared
with those collected by Spruce at Pangor, Ecuador, and distributed

in his exsiccatae. Although the Peruvian material does not agree

very closely with Spruce's specimens in general habit, no structural

differences could be demonstrated, and it therefore seems advisable

to refer them to P. squamuiifera, at least provisionally, rather than

to try to separate them as a distinct species. The type material

of P. squamuiifera was collected b}^ Jameson in the province of

Pichincha, Ecuador, and according to Stephani the species occurs in

the Andes of Peru.

VIII. Microlejeunea (Spruce) Jack & Steph.

18. Microlejeunea bullata (Tayl.) Evans

Lejeunea bullata Tayl. Jour. Bot. 5: 398. 1846.

Microlejeunea bullata Evans, Mem. Torrey Club 8: 164. " pi. 21,

f. 20-29. 1902.

On rocks, Santa Ana, 3,000 feet, August 4, 1911.

The specimens are sterile and in very small amount but are appar-

ently correctly determined. M. bullata is a widely distributed spe-

cies, originally described from material collected by Guilding on the

island of St. Vincent. It is now known also from South Carolina,

from Florida, from several additional islands in the West Indies,

and (according to Spruce) from numerous localities in Ecuador.
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IX. Taxilejeunea (Spruce) Schiffn.

19. Taxilejeunea debilis (Lehm. & Lindenb.) Schiffn.

Jungetmannia debilis Lehm. & Lindenb.; Lehmann, Pug. Plant. 4:

51. 1832.

Lejeunea debilis Lehm. & Lindenb. ; Nees & Montagne, Ann. des Sc.

Nat. Bot. II. 5: 60. 1836. Montagne, Fl. Boliv. in d'Orbigny, Voy.

dans I'Amer. Merid. 7^: 63. pi. 1, f. 2. 1839.

Omphalanthus debilis Lehm. & Lindenb. ; G. L. & N. Syn. Hep. 306.

1845.

Lejeunea (Taxi-Lejeunea) debilis Steph. Hedwigia 29: 12. 1890.

Taxilejeunea debilis Schiffn. Bot. Jahrb. 23: 579. 1897.

On earth, San Miguel, 5,000-6,000 feet, July 24, 1911.

A pale and delicate species growing in loose tufts. Widely

distributed in the American tropics from the West Indies, through

Mexico and Colombia, to Peru and Bolivia. The original material

came from the island of St. Vincent, collector's name unknown.

The specimens in the present collection ha\^e perianths and are

in excellent condition.

20. Taxilejeunea florida (Spruce) Steph.

Lejeunea [Taxi-Lejeunea) jlorida Spruce, Hep. Amaz. et And. 221.

1884.

Taxilejeunea florida Steph. Sp. Hep. 5: 467. 1914.

OUantaytambo, 9,000 feet, July 21, 1911.

This species was based on material collected by Spruce in the

Andes of Ecuador. Unfortunately the Peruvian specimens lack

perianths, but they show both male and female inflorescences and

agree closety with Spruce's full description.

21. Taxilejeunea pterogonia (Lehm. & Lindenb.) Schiffn.

Jungermannia pterogonia Lehm. & Lindenb.: Lehmann, Pug.

Plant. 6: 44. 1834.

Omphalanthus pterogonius Lehm. & Lindenb.; G. L. & N. Syn.

Hep. 306. 1845.

Omphalanthus subalatus Lindenb. & Gottsche; G. L. & N. Syn.

Hep. 747. 1847.

Lejeunea {Taxi-Lejeunea) pterogonia Spruce, Hep. Amaz. et

And. 216. 1884.

Taxilejeunea pterogonia Schiffn.; Engler & Prantl, Nat. Pflanzen-

fam. 13; 125. 1895.

On earth, San Miguel, 5,000-6,000 feet, July 24, 1911.
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The specimens are sterile but axe apparently referable to this

species. It was originall}^ described from Peruvian material in

the herbarium of Kunze. It is now known to have a wide distribu-

tion in tropical America and has been reported from Mexico,

Colombia, Brazil, and Ecuador, as well as from Peru.

X. Dicranolejeunea (Spruce) Schiffn.

Several genera of the Lejeuneae have recently been discussed

at length by the writer in connection with the Hepaticae of Porto

Rico. Since Dicranolejeunea has not yet been detected on that

island the present opportunity is taken of calling attention to its

peculiarities. So far as known the genus is entirel}' tropical in its

distribution. In his Species Hepaticarum Stephani recognizes

three species from Africa, three from Asia, and • twenty-two from

North and South America, thus showing its preponderance in neo-

tropical regions. The species flourish best at relatively high alti-

tudes, altough a few have been reported fr6m near the sea level.

The bark of trees is the favorite habitat for the majority of the

species ; a few grow on the leaves of woody plants or on rocks ; while

others form more or less compact tufts on banks rich in humus.

Sometimes a species is able to grow on several substrata.

Under favorable conditions the plants show a yellowish or brownish

pigmentation. Apparently in all cases the stems are at first pros-

trate, and oftentimes this habit is retained through life. In other

cases the prostrate stems give rise to erect, ascending, or pendulous

branches, or secondary stems, which become subdi\dded and con-

tinue their growth indefinitel3^ Under these circumstance it may
become difficult or impossible to demonstrate the prostrate stems

at all. A similar distinction between a primary prostrate axis

and secondary stems occurs in many genera of the Hepaticae,

such as Porella, Mastigolejeunea, and Bryopteris. Sometimes it

represents a constant feature of an entire genus; sometimes, as

in Dicranolejeunea, it is restricted to certain species.

The branching in Dicranolejeunea is of two types, just as in

Stictolejeunea, Bryopteris, and most species of Brachiolejeunea.

The Frullania type, in which a leaf without a lobule is situated

at the base of the branch, occurs on robust shoots and is associated

with vigorous growth (Fig. 7, B; 8, C). The Radula type, in

which the leaf at the base of the branch bears a distinct lobule,

occurs on older shoots, especially where the development of re-

productive organs brings about a retardation or cessation of growth.
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Apparently the subfloral innovations are invariabh' of this type

(Fig. 7, A; 8, A). In branches of the Frullania type the first

underleaf of the branch is either undivided or bifid and is displaced

in such a way that the branch seems to arise in its axil. The first

leaf on such a branch is rudimentar}- and very small but the suc-

ceeding leaves show normal features.

The leaves vary from loosely to closely imbricated (Figs. 7, 8).

As the plants become dry the lobes tend to assume a suberect position

and often wrap themselves around the stem, very much as in Mas-
tigolejetmea and Brachiolejeunea. When water is supphed the lobes

become more or less flattened out and form an angle of forty-five

degrees or more with the axis. In general outUne the lobes are

ovate and narrow to an acute, obtuse, or even rounded apex; they

are plane or slightly convex, and in certain species the postical

margin tends to be revolute; the margin is either entire or sharplv

and irregularh' dentate.

The lobule shows a more or less arched keel and is strongly in-

flated In some cases the inflated portion involves the entire

lobule, the free margin being involute except in the region of the

sinus, wdiere the opening into the water-sac is situated. In other

cases the inflated portion lies along the keel and the free margin

is appressed to the lobe. In the various species examined by the

writer the free margin has normally borne two teeth, and these

may be distinguished as the apical tooth and the proximal tooth

respectively, the proximal tooth being situated between the apical

tooth and the basal end of the margin. In poorly developed leaves

the proximal tooth may be indistinct or even obsolete. The apical

tooth is usuaUy large and sharp, being two or three cells long and
one or two cells wide at the base (Fig, 7, D, E) ; sometimes the tip

cell becomes divided by a longitudinal waU (Fig. 8, G). The hyaline

papilla is situated at the proximal base of this tooth but displaced

to the inner surface of the lobe, usuaUy two cells from the margin.

Beyond the apical tooth the long and shallow sinus extends to

the end of the keel. The proximal tooth is invariably shorter

and less complex than the apical tooth (Fig. 8, H.). In many
cases both teeth bend inward toward the lobe, making it im-

possible to determine their true structure without dissection.

In certain respects the lobules just described agree in structure

with those found in Brachiolejeunea, Ptychocoleus, and Odontole-

jeunea.

The leaf-ceUs (Fig. 8, F) have thin walls, small trigones, and

occasional intermediate thickenings, much more numerous in
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certain species than in others. Sometimes the trigones are so

poorly developed that it is difficult to demonstrate them.

The underleaves are undivided and vary in outline from oblong

to orbicular or even reniform. They are attached by an archal

line, the base is cuneate and often decurrent, and the margin is

quite entire and either plane or more or less revolute. The rhizoids

when present arise from a very rudimentary disc.

According to Spruce the inflorescence in Dicranolejeunea is

typicall}^ paroicous, although he admits that a dioicous infloresc-

ence sometimes occurs. Stephani describes paroicous, autoicous,

and dioicous species. In all the last, however, he admits that the

male inflorescence is unknown. The great difficulty in demon-

strating the vestiges of antheridia in paroicous species after the

sperms have been discharged makes it possible that some, if not all,

of the species described as dioicous ma}- in reality be paroicous.

It should also be remembered that certain monoicous species occa-

sionally produce individuals in which antheridia but no archegonia

are present.
^

The female inflorescence is sometimes borne on a leading branch

and sometimes on a more or less abbreviated branch. In almost

ever}- case two subfloral innovations are developed below a primary

inflorescence, although occasionally only one is present (Figs. 7, 8).

The innovations are usually short and are often terminated by secon-

dary inflorescences. These in turn may develop new innovations

upon which tertiary inflorescences may arise, but no cases have been

observed in which inflorescences of a higher order have occurred.

The innovations are typically in pairs, even in connection with secon-

dary or tertiary inflorescences, but single innovations are more fre-

quent in such cases than in connection with a primary inflorescence.

The perichaetial bracts (Figs. 7, F—K ; 8, 1—K) are usually distinctly

smaller or at least narrower than the leaves. The lobes show a stronger

tendency to be toothed, and dentate bracts occur in certain species

w^here the vegetative leaves are entire. The lobules are rarely well

developed. In most cases they are exceedingly minute and may even

be reduced to a h\^aline papilla. The bracteoles are usually larger

and broader than ordinary underleaves, but they show less tendency

to be toothed than do the lobules of the bracts.

The perianth (Figs. 7, 8) yields several of the more important

characters of the genus. It is distinctty compressed and the sharp

lateral keels bear dentate or spinose wings variable in width. The

antical surface is sometimes plane, sometimes slightly concave,

and sometimes bears a very low keel without either wing or teeth.
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The postical surface, theoretically at least, bears two low dentate

or spinose keels, but these are often coalescent so that only a single

median keel appears to be present, and the teeth or spines may be

few or absent altogether.

The male inflorescence in paroicous species occupies a variable

length of the fertile branch below the archegonium. The perigon-

ial bracts differ scarcely if at all from the ordinary leaves, except

for the presence of the single antheridium enclosed within the lobule.

The perigonial bracteoles agree in all respects with the underleaves

on ordinary vegetative shoots. In autoicous species the male in-

florescence occupies a branch of variable length. The bracts are

monandrous, closely imbricated, and much smaller than ordinary

leaves. The reduction in size affects the lobes most strongly, these

being but little larger than the lobules. The bracteoles are likewise

smaller than ordinary underleaves and extend the whole length of

the inflorescence.

When compared with the other genera of the Lejeuneae, Dicrano-

lejeunea is seen to be especially close to Odontolejeunea, in its restricted

sense. ^ In both genera the lobes of the leaves tend to be more or

less toothed, although species with entire leaves are included in

Dicranolejeunea; in both genera the free margin of the lobule bears

one or more teeth, the number being two in all the known species of

Dicranolejeune-a and varying from one to four in Odontolejeunea
;

in both genera the hyaline papilla of the lobule is situated at the base

of the apical tooth on the surface turned toward the lobe; in both

genera the leaves lack oceUi, and the leaf-cells have pigmented walls

with local thickenings. They agree further in their undivided under-

leaves, entire in Dicranolejeunea and either entire or variously toothed

in Odontolejeunea ; in the small or obsolete lobules of their perichaetial

bracts ; and in their compressed perianths with dentate wings on the

narrow lateral keels. It is difficult, indeed, to separate the genera

by characters which are both constant and significant, although

each comprises a group of closely related species. It should be noted,

however, that the branching in Odontolejeunea is always of the Radula

type, that the subfloral innovations are always single, that the peri-

gonial bracts are typically diandrous, and that the radicelliferous

discs on the underleaves are well developed. In Dicranolejeunea

both the Radula and the Frullania types of branching occur, the sub-

floral innovations are typically in pairs, the perigonial bracts seem to

be constantly monandrous, and the radicelliferous discs are either

1 See Evans, Bull. Torrey Club 31 : 183. 190^.
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absent altogether or very rudimentary. Odontolejeunea is further

distinguished by the occurrence of speciaHzed caducous branches,

which multiply the plants vegetatively ; in Dicranolejeunea no method
of vegetative reproduction has been observed. Of course the species

of Dicranolejeunea in which secondary stems arise from a prostrate

primary stem differ markedly in habit from all the species of Odonto-

lejeunea, in which the plants always cling closely to the substratum,

but they differ in the same way from the species of Dicranolejeunea

in which a prostrate habit is retained through hfe.

Two species of Dicranolejeunea occur in the present collection.

One is the type of the genus, D. axillaris (Nees & Mont.) Schiffn.;

the other is apparenth' undescribed.

22. Dicranolejeunea axillaris (Nees & Mont.) Schiffn.

Lejeunea axillaris Nees & Mont. Ann. des Sc. Nat. Bot. II. 5: 59.

1836.

Lejeunea [Dicrano-Lejeunea) axillaris Spruce^ Hep. Amaz. et And.

139. 1884.

Dicranolejeunea axillaris Schiffn.; Engler & Prantl, Nat. Pflanzen-

fam. 13; 128. 1895.

San Miguel, 5,000-6,000 feet, July 24, 1911; a few fragments

only, mixed with Plagiochila chinantlana.

This common and variable species was originally described from

Bolivian specimens collected by d'Orbigny. Its known range extends

from the West Indies and Mexico, through Central America and the

Andes, into Chile. It has been recorded also from the Galapagos

Islands. Since the pubhshed descriptions are not altogether in

accord, even on essential points, a full account of the plant will

perhaps be useful.

According to Spruce^ the leaves are contiguous to subimbricated,

the apex of the lobe bears three or more sharp teeth, the margin of

the lobule is unidentate, the leaf-cells are thickened at the angles

(and rarely in between), the inflorescence is paroicous, and the post-

ical surface of the perianth is either smooth or else bears one or

two cilia near the apex. According to Stephani^ the leaves are im-

bricated, the apex of the lobe is broadty acuminate-acute and a few

teeth are borne below the apex, the lobule is obliquely truncate at

the apex with an acute angle, the leaf-cells have no trigones, the in-

florescence is monoicous, the small androecia, sessile on the stem,

^ Hep. Amaz. et And. 139. 1884.

2 Sp. Hep. 5 : 164. 1912.
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bear from four to eight pairs of bracts, and the postical keel of the

perianth is smooth.

From the study of a series of specimens from various locahties

it has become evident that some of these discrepancies are due to

Figure 7.

—

Dicranolejeunea axillaris (Nees & Mont.) Schiffn.

A. Part of a secondary shoot, showing a primary inflorescence with peri-

anth and the bases of two innovations, postical view, X 17. B. Part of a
secondary shoot, showing the base of a branch of the Frullania type, postical

view, X 17. C. Two leaves, antical view, X ij- D- Part of a lobule, show-
ing the two marginal teeth, X 225. E. Apical tooth of another lobule,

X 225. F.—^H. Bracts and bracteole from a primary inflorescence, X 27
I.—K. Bracts and bracteole from a secondary inflorescence, X 27. L. Trans-

verse section of a perianth in upper third, X 40. The figures were drawn
from specimens collected b)' Spruce in the Andes of Ecuador and distributed

in his exsiccatae.

the variabihty of the species, but that others can hardly be explained

in this way. The writer finds that the leaves are sometimes rather

closely imbricated (Fig. 7, A—C) and that sometimes they scarcely

overlap at all. The lobes taper gradually and are sharply pointed
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at the apex. Sometimes, except for this apical tooth, the margin

is quite entire, but it is much more usual for the lobe to bear from one

to five supplementary teeth in the vicinit}'' of the apex. These teeth

tend to be more numerous along the antical margin, but some of them

are occasionally situated on the postical margin. In most cases

the apical tooth is distinctly larger than the others, but this is not

always tin- case, the antical tooth next the apex sometimes approach-

ing or equalling the apical tooth in size. Under these last circum-

stances the apical tooth is less conspicuous than on most leaves.

The true lobular features can not ahva3-s be made out without dis-

section. If this is done the lobules are found to conform pretty

closel}' with Spruce's description, although it should be noted that

neither he nor Stephani makes any mention of the proximal tooth.

The apical tooth of the lobule is short and rather sharp, being tipped

by a single cell or by two superimposed cells; in.other words it is

usually two cells long and one or two cells wide at the base (Fig. 7,

D, E). Just below the tooth foiir or five cells are usually connected

with the basal cell or cells. The proximal tooih is short and consists

of little more than a single projecting cell. Apparently trigones are

always present, but they may be very inconspicuous with concave

sides. Even when better developed they are less striking than in

most members of the Lejeuneae Holostipae.

\'\'ith regard to the inflorescence it is extremely difficult to demon-

strate antheridia or their vestiges after the sperms have been set

free and especially after perianths and sporophytes have developed

.

It is only on very young fertile shoots, w^here the innovations have

just begun to grow, where the archegonium is still unfertilized,

and where the perichaetial bracts and bracteole are only partially

developed, that the antheridia show clearly. In typical cases there

about eight pairs of perigonial bracts just below the female inflor-

escence. As might be expected delicate and etiolated plants some-

times develop antheridia but no archegonia. This is shown particu-

larly well in material collected by A. Stewart on Albemarle Island, one

of the Galapagos group. In some plants from this collection certain

stems or leading branches bear a series of perigonial bracts and then

continue their growth as ordinary vegetative shoots. This may
perhaps be considered an example of reversion, due to the fact

that the conditions are not very favorable for the development of

reproductive organs.

Spruce's description of the perianth and bracts (Fig. 7, F—L) is

unusually ftdl and accurate. The postical keel of the perianth, as

he remarks, is low and usually smooth. But this appearance is not
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altogether constant. In some cases it bears long cilia, similar to

those on the lateral wings. These cilia are never numerous—from one

to three in most cases—and, when more than one, often occur in two
rows, representing the ant,les of the two coalescent postical keels.

In most cases the postical cilia are close to the apex, but they may
be situated as far back as the middle of the perianth. Apparently

they are never borne on wings.

In D. hypoacantha (Spruce) Steph.,^ known only from Pallatanga,

Peru, where it was collected by Spruce, D. axillaris has a very

close ally. In fact the validity of D. hypoacantha as a species may
be considered doubtful. The two species are of about the same
size and agree closely in their leaves, underleaves, bracts, and brac-

teoles. The leaves in D. hypoacantha, to be sure, occasionally have

more teeth, as many as eight in extreme cases, but usually the number
is no higher than in D. axillaris. According to Spruce the inflores-

cence in D. hypoacantha is paroicous, but Stephani describes it as

dioicons. No antheridia could be discovered in the material studied

by the wTiter so that neither of these statements could be confirmed.

In separating D. hypoacantha Spruce relied particularly on characters

drawn from the perianths. The form, the beak, and the lateral

wings are much the same in the two species, but a typical perianth

in D. hypoacantha bears narrow spinose wings along the two coalescent

postical keels. These are shorter than the lateral wings but resemble

them in other respects. Unfortunately this typical condition seems

to be very rare. Frequently only one of the postical wings is devel-

oped, or else there are no wings at all and the spines grow out

directly from the keels. In extreme cases the number of spines may
be reduced to only two or three, and the perianths then bear a

strong resemblance to those of D. axillaris.

23. Dicranolejeunea rotundata sp. nov.

On hve wood, Santa Ana, 3,000 feet, August 3, 1911.

Brownish green, not gloss}', growing in depressed mats : stems about

0.15 mm. in diameter, sparingly pinnate, the branches obUquely to widely

spreading, similar to the stem but sometimes with shghtly smaller leaves,

never microphyllous : leaves imbricated, obUquely spreading, the lobe slightly

convex and falcate, ovate, mostly 0.9—i mm. long and 0.65—0.75 mm. wide,

arching part way across the stem, antical margin outwardlj^ curved from the

base to the broad and rounded or very bluntly pointed apex, postical margin
straight or more or less outwardly curved, margin entire throughout ; lobule

^ Sp. Hepat. 5 : 166. 1912.

Trans. Conn. Acad., Vol. XVIII. 22 April, 1914.
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ovate, 0.45 X 0.25 mm., more or less inflated in basal and carinal portions,

keel straight or sligtly arched, free margin curved, slightly involute at the

base, apical tooth blunt, three or four cells long, usually tipped with two

Figure 8.— Dicranolejeunea rotundata Evans

A. Part of a floriferous shoot, with a primary inflorescence and two sec-

ondary inflorescences, postical view, X 17- B. Secondary inflorescence

with one innovation, the underleaves dissected away, postical view, X I7-

C. Part of a shoot showing the base of a branch of the Frullania type, post-

ical view, X 1 7- D- UnfertiUzed secondary inflorescence, the bracteole

dissected awa5% postical view, X 17- E. Two leaves, antical view, X 17-

F. Cells from the middle of a lobe, X 225. G. Apical tooth of a lobule.

X 225. H. Proximal tooth of a lobule, X 225. I, J. Bracts from a primary

inflorescence, X 17- K. Bracteole from another primary inflorescence,

X 17- L. Transverse section of a perianth in the upper third, X I7- The

figures were drawn from the type specimen.

superimposed cells or with two cells side by side, proximal tooth shorter but

usually tipped with two superimposed cells; lobule often poorly developed,

with indistinct teeth or even entire on the free margin ; cells of lobe plane

or nearly so, averaging 15 jU at the margin, 35 X 27 ,u in the middle, and

40 X 30 n at the base, thin walled, trigones small, triangular, intermediate
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thickenings narrowly oval, infrequent except near the base : underleaves

contiguous to loosely imbricated, plane, broadly orbicular, about 0.45 mm.
long and 0.55 mm. wide, cuneate at the base, broad and rounded or truncate

at the apex, entire throughout or slightly crenulate near the base : inflores-

cence apparently dioicous (male inflorescence unknown) : ^ inflorescence

borne on the stem or a leading branch, innovating on both sides, the inno-

vations soon floriferous, the secondary inflorescences innovating on one or

both sides with sterile innovations ; bracts unequal in size, those of the prim-

ary inflorescence suberect, the lobe of the larger one ovate, 1.2 X 0.9 mm.,

gradually narrowed to a blunt point, entire, the lobe of the smaller

one more narrowly ovate, 0.8 X 0.45 mm., subacute, entire, lobule a small

basal fold, maximum size about 0.45 X 0.07 mm. but in extreme cases re-

duced to a hyaline papilla ; bracteole similar to the underleaves but relati-

vely narrower, about 0.75 X 0.8 mm., bracts and bracteoles of secondary

flowers smaller but otherwise similar to those of the primary flower ; perianth

sUghtlj^ exserted, obovate in outhne from a cuneate base, i.i mm. long and

0.9 mm. wide (in secondary inflorescences only 0.9 X 0.8 mm.), truncate at

the apex with a short beak, antical surface concave, mostly smooth, rarely

•\vith a spine or two in the apical region, postical surface with a broad rounded

keel bearing a few scattered spines in the apical portion, lateral keels bearing

broad wings extending from the apex sometimes to beyond the middle,

sharply and irregularly spinose, the spines usually six to ten on each wing,

mostly three to six cells long and two cells wide at the base but very variable

:

capsule (immature) about 0.35 mm. in diameter. (Fig. 8.)

The present plant is one of those species in which a prostrate

habit is retained through Hfe and is remarkable for its entire, broad,

and usually rounded leaves. Its closest ally is perhaps D.phyllorhiza

(Nees) Schiffn., a species of the American tropics known to the writer

from descriptions only.^ This species, which shows the same habit

of growth as D. rotundata, is considerabty more robust, the leaf-lobes

being 2.25 mm. long and 2 mm. wide, according to Stephani's des-

cription. It is further distinguished by its relatively broader leaves,

by its autoicous inflorescence, by the obovate-oblong lobes of its

perichaetial bracts, and by its spatulate bracteoles.

XI. Brachiolejeunea (Spruce) Schiffn.

24. Brachiolejeunea densifolia (Raddi) Evans

Brachiolejeunea hicolor (Nees) Schiffn.; Engler & Prantl, Nat.

Pflanzenfam. l^: 128. 1895.

Brachiolejeunea densifolia Evans, Bull. Torrey Club 35 : 158. 1908.^

^ See Stephani, Sp. Hep. 5 : 162. 1912.

2 A full synonymy of the species may be found here.
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On wood, San Miguel, 6,000 feet, July 24,, 1911. On rocks, Santa

Ana, 3,000 feet, August 4, 1911.

A widel}- distributed species in tropical America, its known range

extending from Mexico to Brazil and Bolivia. It flourishes best at

high elevations. The writer has already pointed out the fact that

the West Indian records for the species are based on incorrect deter-

minations. ^

XII. Marchesinia S. F. Gray

25. Marchesinia brachiata (Swartz) Schiffn.

Marchesinia brachiata Schiffn.; Engler & Prantl, Nat. Pflanzen-

fam. 13; 129. 1895.

On earth, San Miguel, 6,000 feet, July 24, 1911.

This species has recentl}' been fulty discussed by the writer and

its extensive range commented upon.^ It is known at present from

Mexico and the West Indies; from Venezuela, Colombia, and Brazil;

from Ecuador, Peru, and Bolivia; and from^he Galapagos Islands.

XIII. Oniphalaiitlms Lindenb. & Nees

26. Omplialanthus filiformis (S^^artz) Nees.

Omphalanthus filiformis Nees; G. L. & N. Syn. Hep. 304. 1845.

On rocks, Huadquina, 5,000 feet, August 1, 1911. On wood, Santa

Ana, 3,000 feet, August 4, 1911.

As in the case of the preceding species Omphalanthus filiformis

has recentlv been described at length by the writer.^ It has an equally

wide distribution, being known from several of the W^est Indian

Islands, and, on the mainland, from Mexico to Bolivia. It has

been collected also on the Galapagos Islands.

XIV. Frullania Raddi

Over seven hundred species of Frullania are recognized by

Stephani,^ the vast majority being tropical. Many of them are of

considerable size and show a striking reddish or purplish pigmentation,

so that they readily attract the attention of collectors. In certain

respects the genus shows a high degree of specialization, although it

1 Bryologist 15 : 62. 191 2.

- Bull. Torrey Club 34 : 546. pi. 32. 1907.

3 Bull. Torrey Club 34: 18. pi. 3. f. 1-0. 1907.

* Sp. Hep. 4: 316—686. 1910—1911.
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retains a primitive type of branching. In the present collection five

species are in a condition to be determined, a sixth species being ster-

ile and doubtful. Of the five species the first three noted below

belong to the subgenus Chonanthelia of Spruce, the fourth to the sub-

genus Trachycolea, and the fifth to the subgenus Thyopsiella. The

three species of Chonanthelia are among the most widely distributed

Frullaniae of the American tropics but have never been illustrated.

Since they are of interest from various points of view the writer takes

the present occasion for discussing them at length. The species of

Trachycolea has already been figured and described by the writer

in another connection, 1 while the species of Thyopsiella is still in need

of further study.

27. Frullania gibbosa Nees

Frullania gibbosa Nees; G. L. & N. Syn. Hep. 411. 1845.

On rocks, Santa Ana, 3,000 feet, August 4, 1911.

The author of F. gibbosa based his species on a series of specimens

from the West Indies, Guiana, and Brazil. In the later pages of the

Synopsis Hepaticarum it is recorded also from Mexico and Colombia.

Spruce extended its known range into Peru and commented on

the curious fact that it behaved as a weed and always grew in the

neighbourhood of human habitations.^ Stephani notes its occurrence

in Alabama and in Chile and states also that it is ver\' common in

tropical America, without giving definite localities. The material

from Santa Ana belongs to Spruce's variety densissima, which he

suggests may be specifically distinct. In the opinion of the writer,

however, the differential characters assigned to this variety represent

exaggerations of the features characteristic of the species and are

neither marked enough nor constant enough to warrant a specific

separation.

The first specimen of F. gibbosa quoted by Nees von Esenbeck

was collected by Swartz on tree-trunks in Jamaica and may be re-

garded as the type of the species. It represents a part of the material

upon which Swartz based his Jungermannia obscura^ a composite

species which is no longer recognized. A portion of this type material,

preserved in the Lindenberg herbarium at Vienna {No. 6979), has

been examined by the writer; it is unfortunatety very fragmentary

but seems referable to F. gibbosa as at present understood. The
same herbarium contains specimens from Colipa, Mexico {Liebmann,

^ Trans. Conn. Acad. 10: 14. pi. 6. 1897.

2 Hep. Amaz. et And. 22. 1884.

3 Fl. Ind. Occid. 3: 1869. 1806.
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No. 6947) British Guiana {Campbell, No. 6948), French Guiana

{Leprieur, No. 6977), Barbados (Herb. Hooker, No. 6952), and

Merida, Colombia {Moritz, Nos. 6949, 6950). These specimens are

among those mentioned in the Synopsis Hepaticarum, and all clearly

represent the same species. C. Wright's specimens of F. gibbosa from

Cuba, distributed in Hepaticae Cubenses; a large series from Jamaica,

collected by Harris, Underwood, Maxon, and the writer; and Spruce's

specimens from Tarapoto, Peru, distributed in Hepaticae Spruceanae,

have likewise been examined. All of this material is clearl}^ F. gibbosa,

but the specimens from the Bahama Islands, recently reported upon

by the writer,^ differ somewhat from the others and perhaps belong

elsewhere.

With regard to the habitat of the species it occurs both on bark

and on rocks, frequently in exposed situations, and some of its pecul-

iarities seem to be associated with a xerophytic environment. The

plants cling closely to the substratum and the stems branch frequently.

Sometimes the branches are variable in length and become irreg-

ularly subdivided ; sometimes they are more »r less definitely limited

in growth and gi\'e the shoots a plumose appearance. Under the latter

circumstances the branches tend to be simple or else develop only one

or two short branches of a higher rank. In color the plants vary

from a greenish yellow to a deep duU brown and are often tinged with

whitish, owing to the fact that the margins of the leaf-lobes die and

bleach out through exposure.

The leaves are very closely imbricated, especially in the variety

densissima, the imbrication affecting not only the lobes but the lob-

ules as well (Fig. 9, A). The lobes are convex when dry but are more

or less squarrose; when moist the apical portion spreads stili more

widelv from the axis, making the surface of the lobe somewhat con-

cave, but this appearance is never so pronounced as in F. squarrosa

(R. Bl. & N.) Dumort., a species which resembles F. gibbosa at first

sight and which grows in similar localities. The lobes in the present

species are broadly orbicular, measuring about 0.9 mm. in length and

1.2 mm. in width; they arch considerably beyond the axis and are

rounded at the apex. At the base a distinct auricle is developed and

this may be plane or more or less crispate (Fig. 9, D). This auricle

is usually so large and so strongly dilated that it covers over the

line of attachment of the lobe. The margin of the auricle is cren-

ulate from projecting cells, although the rest of the lobe is quite

entire.

1 Bull. Torrev Club 38: 220. 1911.
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The lobules (Fig. 9, A—C) measure 0.6—0.7 mm. in length and

0.4,'^—0.1) mm. in width when well developed. In normal cases the

upper part develops an inflated water-sac, well rounded above and

with an oblique mouth. In some cases the inflated portion occupies

the entire sac and the mouth is wide open; in other cases the inflated

^-3W'
Figure 9.

—

Frullama gibbosa Nees

A. Part of a branch bearing a paroicous inflorescence with perianth,

postical view, X 27. B. Two stem-leaves and an underleaf, the stjdus of

the leaf on the right forcibly reflexed, postical view, X 27. C. Three stem-

leaves and an underleaf, postical view, X i?- D. Stem-leaf, antical view,

X 17. E. Cells from the middle of a lobe, X 225. F.—H. Bracts and brac-

teoles of a single inflorescence, F. the innermost series, G. the second, and

H. the third (perigonial), X 17- I- Transverse section of a perianth in the

upper third, X 27. C. was drawn from a specimen collected by the writer

at Content Gap, Jamaica, in September, 1906; the other figures, from the

specimens collected at Santa Ana.
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portion is restricted to the upper and outer parts of the sac, the free

margin is appressed, and the opening is reduced to a small hole

at the outer end. The apex of the lobule, where this hole is situated,

ne\'er forms a projecting beak as in so many species of Chonanthelia.

The water-sac, in fact, bears considerable resemblance to those found

in Trachycolea. The lower part of the lobule, usually occupying in

F. gibbosa half the length or even less, is the so-called appendiculum

of authors. In the present case it is less well developed than in most

species of Chonanthelia and is variable in form, tending perhaps to be

triangular. Along the inner edge the appendiculum is attached to

the lobe by a short keel, which spreads more or less widely away from
the axis or, in rare cases, is subparallel with it. The outer margin

of the appendiculum, extending from the end of the keel to the outer

end of the water-sac, is sometimes straight and sometimes more
or less strongly curved. In most cases it is well .covered over by
the lobe but occasionally extends slightly beyond it. The margin

is apparently never toothed in any way but may be very slightly cris-

pate. In some cases the lobule does not fornva water-sac but con-

sists of an ovate lamina, which is either plane or slightly canalic-

ulate and which tapers to a blunt point.

The stylus is remarkably developed and sometimes approaches the

lobule itself in size. It varies from an ovate to a broadly reniform

expansion and is sometimes plane but much more frequently cris-

pate. Sometimes the stylus is appressed to the axis and is directed

toward the apex of the shoot (Fig. 9, C, on left) ; sometimes it is com-

pletely reflexed by the auricles of the underleaves (Fig. 9, C,on right)

;

and sometimes a portion only is reflexed, wiiile the rest occupies the

normal position. Under the last conditions the stylus is sometimes

bifid. Apparently the broad expansion just described represents

an extreme development of the inner basal portion of the stylus.

The reason for this idea is that, between the expansion and the lobule,

a slender tooth-like structure, tipped with a hyaline papilla, can be

discerned (Fig. 9, B, on right). In most species of Frullania the

entire stylus consists of a structure of this character.

Although the stylus in F. gibbosa is so conspicuous and affords one

of the most distinctive features of the species, it is not mentioned

by Nees von Esenbeck, and its characteristics are not brought out

bj' Stephani. Gottsche,^ however, emphasizes its importance, and

Spruce describes it at some length. According to his account it

attains its highest development in the variety densissima, where

1 Ann. des Sc. Nat. Bot. V. 1: i66. 1864.
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it is often more or less adnate to the auricles of the underleaves.

The writer has been unable to demonstrate this adnation, even

on robust plants, although it might perhaps be hazardous to maintain

that it never occurred. In any case, however, the adnation is too

inconstant to be considered a differential character of importance.

The underleaves are about as large as the lobes and agree with

them in being densel}' crowded. They are broadly orbicular or

reniform and are attached by a slightly arched line. The two

sharp apical teeth are separated by a lunulate sinus and are usually

less than one fourth the length of the underleaf. The teeth are

commonly connivent and tend to be more or less twisted or con-

torted, while the margin of the sinus is often revolute. Somewhere

between the bottom of the sinus and the line of attachment the

underleaves form a short and rounded tubular projection, at the

tip of which the rhizoids are developed. At the base the under-

leaves are strongly auriculate on each side. The auricles are much
like those on the lobes. They are often more or less crispate and

ma}' be so dilated that they partially cover over the line of attach-

ment of the underleaves. Sometimes the crispate nature of the

auricles is so exaggerated that incomplete water-sacs are formed.

It wiU at once be noted that the auricles of the underleaves, the

auricles of the lobes, and the expanded portions of the stylus are

all very similar structures and that through them the capacity

of the species for holding water by capillarity is greatly increased.

And it is precisely these structures which attain their highest

development in markedly xerophytic localities.

The cells of the lobe average about 23,m along the margin, 33 /i in

the middle, and 43 /^ at the base. The trigones are large and weU
developed, showing a triangular form with straight or bulging

sides (Fig. 9, E). They are rarely confluent, and intermediate

thickenings are almost never present. On the lobules and under-

leaves the cells are smaller, but the trigones are relatively larger,

more irregular in form, and more frequently confluent.

Nees von Esenbeck does not describe the type of inflorescence

found in F. gibbosa and makes no mention of the male spikes, and

the later descriptions would indicate that the inflorescence is

subject to variation. According to Gottsche it is dioicous, according

to Spruce it is normally autoicous but is paroicous in the variety

densissima, according to Stephani it is monoicous, that is, autoicous.

When the writer examined the Mexican specimens in the Linden-

berg herbarium the conclusion was reached that they were dioicous

and that the statement of Gottsche was correct. Since, however,
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no dissections were made, it is possible that the female branches

may have borne undetected perigonial bracts at the base. All the

other specimens which have been examined with special reference

to the inflorescence have proved themselves either autoicous or

paroicous. It is probable therefore that the inflorescence ought

to be described as heteroicous, in which case the male individuals

described by Gottsche may have been due to an unfavorable envi-

ronment. Apparently a paroicous inflorescence is associated with

marked xerophytism.

The female branch (Fig. 9, A) is very short and seems to be in-

variably simple. Sometimes it arises directly from a principal

axis, sometimes from a primary branch. The perichaetical bracts

and bracteoles have been well described by Spruce. They are

exceedingly variable but always show a high degree of coalescence

(Fig. 9, F—H). The bracts, however, are completely free at the

antical base. When well developed the lobes of the innermost

bracts are about 1.5 mm. long and 0.9 mm. wide; they show an ovate

form, a rounded to obtuse apex, and an entire or sinuate margin.

The lobules are about as long and almost as wide but they taper

more toward the apex, which varies from obtuse to acute. The
lobules are usually so strongly convolute that they appear nar-

rower than they really are. The stylus is commonly represented

by a slender tooth-like process on the inner edge of the lobule but

it may be in the form of a rounded lobe near the base. The inner-

most bracteole is about 1.5 mm. long and 0.6 mm. wide and is bifid

one tenth to one fifth its length. The divisions are erect and more

or less sharp-pointed, and the sinus is narrow and usually acute.

The lateral margins of the bracteole are sometimes entire and

sometimes bear one or two teeth, lobes, or laciniae on each side.

The divisions of the bracteole are often further distinguished b}-

being canaliculate or irregularly revolute in various portions of

the margin. The remaining bracts and bracteoles show a greater

approach to ordinary leaves and underleaves. In the case of a

paroicous inflorescence the perigonial bracts (Fig. 9, H)^are much
like the perichaetial bracts except that the parts are smaller, the

lobes are saccate at the base, and the coalescence is much less exten-

sive. In the case of a purelj^ male inflorescence the bracts are

much the same as in other species of Chonanthelia.

The perianth is of the normal type and shows two sharp lateral

keels, two sharp postical keels, and a grooved antical face (Fig. 9, A, I).

It measures about 2 mm. in length and 0.9 mm. in width and tapers

gradually to the apex, which is tipped with a long and slender
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beak. The cells have bulging trigones and the intermediate thicken-

ings, although still rare, are much more numerous than elsewhere.

Coalescence between thickenings is frequent. The beak is fringed

by a series of unicellular papillae at the mouth and a number of

similar papillae grow out from the inner surface, so that the mouth

is completely blocked up by them. Gottsche was apparently the

first to call attention to this striking peculiarity. He stated that

it occurred not only in F. gibbosa but in F. riojaneirensis (Raddi)

Spruce and other allied species. It is not, however, confined to

the subgenus Chonanthelia. It is found likewise in F. saxicola

Aust. and F. cleistostoma Schiffn. & Woliny, two species belonging

to the subgenus Trachycol ea.'^

In distinguishing F. gibbosa from related species the following

characters wiU be found most serviceable; the brownish pigmen-

tation, the closel}^ imbricated leaves and underleaves, the well-

developed auricles at the bases of the lobes and underleaves, the

blunt apex of the lobule not extending into a horn, the small

appendiculum, the broadly expanded stylus, the absence or great

infrequency of intermediate thickenings in the ieaf-ceUs, the blunt

and entire lobes of the bracts, the four-keeled perianth with the

beak closed by papillae.

28. Fmllania hians (Lehm. & Lindenb.) Mont. & Nees

Jungerniannia hians Lehm. & Lindenb.; Lehmann, Pug. Plant.

4: 55. 1832.

Frullania hians Mont. & Nees, Fl. Boliv.; d'Orbigny, Voy. dans

I'Amer. Merid. T: 69. 1839.

On bark, San Miguel, 6,000 feet, July 24, 1911. On rocks, Santa

Ana, 3,000 feet, August 4, 1911.

The original material of the present species \vas collected by

Schiede and Dieppe at Xalapa, Mexico. According to our present

knowledge its range extends from the West Indies and Mexico,

through Costa Rica, Colombia, Ecuador, and Brazil, to Bohvia

and Argentina. It has also been reported by Stephani from the

Galapagos Islands. It seems to be confined to rather high alti-

tudes. A portion of the type specimen, preserved in the Linden-

berg herbarium at Vienna, has been examined by the writer and

agrees in aU essential respects with the specimens from Ecuador

distributed by Spruce. Specimens from Jamaica, Colombia, and

Brazil have also been studied. As in the case of F. gibbosa the

1 See Schiffn. Oester. Bot. Zeitschr. 59: 469. /• 22. 1909. Also Evans,

Rhodora 12: 203. 1910.
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present plant formed a part of Swartz's aggregate species Junger-

mannia obscura. It is a species of wide variability and has been

carefully described by Spruce, His description, ho\^ever, differs

in certain respects from the later description of Stephani.

The plants are of large size and

grow in rather loose mats, some-

times on rocks or banks, some-

times on trees. They show a wide

range of color, varying from a

pale yellowish green to a deep

purplish black. The stems are

at first prostrate, without clinging

very closely to the substratum;

later on they separate still more

and assume a -spreading or as-

cending position. On robust

sterile shoots the branches are

usually sh6rt and simple, so that

the shoot is distinctly pinnate.

On fertile shoots there is a strong

tendenc}^ for the later branches

to elongate and become sub-

divided, thus giving the shoot a

flabellate appearance, and the

growth of such a shoot is usually

limited by the development of

the sexual branches.

The leaves are imbricated and

the lobes are strongly convex

and widely spreading but not

squarrose (Fig. 10, A). The}^ are

ovate in outline, measuring about

1.6 mm. in length and 1.2 mm.
in width ; the apex is rounded,

and the whole apical region is

usually distinctly revolute. The

antical portion arches across the axis and is cordate or auriculate

at the base (Fig. 10, B), although the auricles never reach the high

degreee of development found in F. gibbosa. The postical margin,

between the revolute apical portion and the junction with the lobule,

is more or less strongly crispate.

The lobule measures about 0.75 nmi. in length and 0.35 mm.

Figure lo.

—

Fruu.ania hians

(Lehm. & Lindenb.) Mont. & Nees

A. Part of a robust stem, postical

view, X 17. B. Leaf, antical view,

X 17- C. Cells from the middle of a

lobe, X 225. The figures were drawn
from specimens collected by Spruce

in the Andes of Ecuador and distrib-

uted in his exsiccatae.
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in width; it consists, as in other species of Chonanthelia, of a water-

sac and an appendiculum, each occupying about half its length.

Sometimes the lobules do not overlap at all, but frequently the

water-sac of one lobule partially covers over the appendiculum of

the next younger lobule on the same side. The water-sac is well

rounded above, and the inflated portion is restricted to the upper
and outer portions. The apex of the lobule extends as a slender,

subacute to rounded process directed backwards. The free margin
is more or less curved in the inner part and lies closely appressed

to the appendiculum. The outer part forms a distinct angle with

the inner part and is involute except near the apex, thus forming

a narrow, canal-like opening leading into the water-sac. The
appendiculum is variable with respect to its outhne and the character

of its margin. \Mien well developed it consists of a plane or more
or less crispate expansion, oblong-rectangular in form, extending

beyond the margin of the lobe, and connected with the latter by a

long straight keel, which is parallel with the axis and about 0.15 mm.
distant from it. The outer angle of the appendiculum is sometimes
rounded but more frequently forms a sharp tooth-like point, and
additional teeth are developed. The margin at the upper end,

near where it joins the apical portion of the lobule, is involute and
often appressed to the outer surface of the sac, thus making a more
complete closure of the mouth. Although the conditions just

described represent the more typical features of the appendiculum,

it is not unusual, especially on branch-leaves, for it to be more
triangular in form, the base of the triangle being at the junction

with the water-sac, the apex at the lower end of the keel. The
stylus is extremely minute and consists of a row of cells tipped

with a hyaline papilla.

The underleaves, which measure about 0.75 x 0.9 mm., are

broadly orbicular and more or less imbricated. Except for the

apical indentation, the margin is entire or sinuate, although more
or less crispate. The line of attachment is slightly arched, and
the base is strongly cordate or auriculate, the auricles being some-

times so large that the}' overlap. The apical teeth are from one
tenth to one fifth as long as the underleaf; they are more or less

sharp-pointed and vary from suberect to connivent, while the

sinus is rounded. The basal portion of the underleaf develops

a bulging radicelliferous region, which remains rudimentary if no
rhizoids are formed.

The cells of the lobe average about 20 fi along the margin, 26 ft

in the middle, and 40 x 26 fi at the base. The trigones are large
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and triangular with bulging sides, one side being usually shorter

than the other two; sometimes one or two of the sides are concave

or wavy, making the trigones irregular (Fig. 10, C). In the middle

of the lobe intermediate thickenings are infrequent; toward the

margin, however, as well as on the lobules and underleaves, they

are much more abundant. They are mostl}^ oval with bulging

sides but are sometimes more irregular. Except in the middle

portion of the lobe coalescence between thickenings often occurs.

The inflorescence is autoicous. The archegonia are borne on

an elongated branch, which is more or less subdivided, one of the

branches arising among or just behind the bracts. According to

Spruce the latter are in seven pairs, according to Stephani in three.

The writer has found the number of pairs to vary from two to five.

The bracts increase rapidl}^ in size toward the perianth, those of the

innermost pair having lobes about 3.5 nrni. long and 1.5 mm. wide.

The innermost bracts are free from each other at the antical base

but are highly connate with the bracteole andr form with it a widely

spreading open cup, in the bottom of which the perianth is situated.

The lobes of these bracts are plane, ovate in outline, and acuminate

at the apex. In most cases they are sharply and coarsely dentate

or spinose above the middle, but in some cases they are nearly

or quite entire. When teeth or spines are present the maximum
number is perhaps seven on the outer margin and five on the inner.

The lobule is about as long as the lobe but narrower, and it appears

narrower than it really is on account of its revolute margins. The

apex forms a long and slender point, and there is usually if not

alwa^^s a slender tooth, representing the stjdus, close to the junction

with the bracteole. Aside from the stylus the margin of the lobule

may be either entire or else irregularly toothed or spinose. The

bracteole is about 2.7 mm. long and 1mm. wude; it is deeply bifid,

the broad and romided sinus extending nearly or quite as far back

as the clefts between the bracteoles and the lobules of the bracts.

The divisions of the bracteole are much hke the lobules, being long-

pointed and with revolute margins, while the latter are either entire

or variously toothed. The remaining bracts and bracteoles show

a gradual transition toward normal leaves and underleaves.

The perianth, which is terete or slightly compressed, is narrowly

oblong or ovate in outline ; it measures 3—4 mm. in length and about

0.9 mm. in width and extends slightly or not at all beyond the

involucre. At the apex it is rounded or truncate and bears a long

slender beak, the throat of which is closed by short internal papillae,

rarely reaching the minutely crenulate mouth. Except in the basal
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region the perianth is deeply plicate. The keels, which number

about ten, are rounded and separated by rounded grooves; on the

surface they are usually smooth but may be slightly roughened.

The antheridial spikes occupy short branches or are terminal

on them and apparently never proliferate. The bracts are imbri-

cated and are mostly in from two to four pairs. The lobes are

ovate and obtusely pointed or apiculate, measuring about 0.65

X 0.45 mm. ; the lobules are shorter and narrower, measuring about

0.5 X 0.25 mm., they are often more or less revolute along the free

margin and are attached to the lobe by a strongly arched keel.

The apex of the lobule is much like that of the lobe. The bracteoles

are ovate and measure about 0.3 X 0.25 mm., the base is slightly

or not at all cordate, the margin is entire, and the apex is shortly

biapiculate.

Spruce recognizes eight species of Chonanthelia with pluriplicate

perianths from South America and Stephani thirteen. According

to Spruce the subgenus falls naturally into two groups: Clado-

carpicae, with the single species F. brachyclada Spruce, of Ecuador;

and Acrocarpicae, with the remaining species. F. brachyclada and

seven of the Acrocarpicae have pluriplicate perianths. The distinc-

tion between the two groups is that in the Cladocarpicae the female

branch is verj^ short and bears bracts only, while in the Acrocarpicae

it is variable in length and bears leaves as well as bracts. Unfortu-

nately this distinction is not very constant, the female branch in

F. brachyclada being sometimes more or less elongated and bearing

normal leaves.

Of the eight species recognized b}^ Spruce, the only ones decribed

as autoicous are F. hians and F. Arecae (Spreng.) Spruce, and it

should be noted that Stephani describes this latter species as dioic-

ous. In his Hepaticae Spruceanae, Spruce distributed specimens of

F. Arecae from Ecuador, and these specimens, in the set examined

b}^ the writer, show female inflorescences without perianths but

no signs of antheridial spikes. They would therefore support

Stephani's idea of a dioicous inflorescence. Unfortunately they

do not agree in all respects with Spruce's description, so that it

is possible they do not represent his idea of the species.

The plants in the Ecuador material are a little larger than in

F. hians, the lobes measuring about 1.8 X 1.5 mm., the lobules about

1.5 X 0.8 mm., and the underleaves about 1.6 X 1.6 mm. The
lobes, lobules and underleaves lack the crispate regions, which

are usually so marked in F. hians, and the appendiculum of the

lobule is rounded and quite entire. The underleaves are orbicular
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and distinctly auriculate at the base, the auricles often overlapping.

The innermost bracts and bracteoles of the female inflorescences

are not well developed; the lobes of the bracts, however, are

entire and the same thing is true of the lobules (except for the

stylus) and of the divisions of the underleaves. None of these parts

are canaliculate. The specimens are clearly distinct from F. hians,

but it is evident that F. Arecae is in need of further study. It is

perhaps worth noting that there is a specimen of Jungermannia

Arecae Spreng. in the Lindenberg herbarium at Vienna, labeled

"ah ipso," and presumably a co-type. This specimen is autoicous

but lacks perianths and is insufficient to give a clear idea of the

species. According to Stephani the range of F. Arecae extends

from Mexico to Chile and the plant is common throughout this

whole region.

Among the species with pluriplicate perianths recognized by
Stephani the following are autoicous: F. glauca Steph., of Brazil;

F. itatiaja Steph., of Brazil; and F. spiniloha Steph., of Panama
and Ecuador. These species are known to the writer from de-

scription only and are evidently very close to F. hians.

In distinguishing F. hians the following characters will be found

useful: the reddish or purplish pigmentation (not always present),

the imbricated leaves and underleaves, the more or less crispate

lobes, lobules and underleaves, the strongly arched water-sac ter-

minating in a slender point, the variable, oblong appendiculum

often with teeth, the minute stylus, the great infrequency of inter-

mediate thickenings in the middle of the lobe and their greater

frequency elsewhere, the autoicous inflorescence, the crowded, large

and highly coalescent bracts and bracteoles, the sharp-pointed

and often toothed lobes, lobules and divisions of the bracteoles,

the canaliculate lobules and divisions, the long pluriplicate perianth

with a long beak, the throat of which is closed by papillae.

29. Frullania laxiflora Spruce

Frullania laxiflora Spruce, Hep. Amaz. et And. 26. 1884.

On wood, San Miguel, 6,000 feet, July 24, 1911.

In his original description of F. laxiflora Spruce records the

tj'pical form of the species from trees and rocks in Ecuador and

a variety Crossii from Colombia. Stephani states that the plant

grows also in Guatemala and Venezuela. The writer has seen no

authentic specimens of the species and bases his determination of

the Peruvian material on the full descriptions of Spruce and Stephani.
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The plants are loosely tufted and more or less tinged with reddish

brown. The stems cling very loosely to the substratum or assume

an ascending position, rhizoids being scantily developed. In most

Figure ii.

—

Frullania laxiflora Spruce

A. Part of a robust stem, postical view, X i7- B. End of a female

branch with perianth, postical view, X 17- C. Leaf, antical view, X 17.

D. Underleaf, the basal auricles flattened out, X 17. E. Cells from the

middle of a lobe, X 225. F. Innermost bracts and bracteole, X 27. G.—I.

Apices of the innermost bracteoles from three inflorescences, X 27. J. Trans-

verse section of a perianth at about the middle, X 27. The figures were

drawn from the specimens collected at San Miguel.

cases they are simply pinnate, the branches being distant and

quickly limited in their growth; occasionally a branch, especially

if bearing archegonia, gives rise to one or two short branches of

a higher order.

Trans. Conn. Acad., Vol. XVIII. 2.3 April. 1914.
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The leaves are distant to loosely imbricated, and the convex

lobes spread widely from the axis but appear to spread obliquely

on account of the revolute apical portions (Fig. 11, A). The lobes

are ovate and measure about 1.3 mm. in length and 1.1 mm. in width.

At the antical base a large and dilated auricle is developed, which

often covers over more or less completely the line of attachment

(Fig. 11, C). The margin is entire and the apex is broad and

rounded in the Peruvian material, although Spiuce says that it

is usually obtuse.

The lobule, which measures about 0.7 X 0,35 mm., shov/s the

usual division into \\ater-sac and appendiculum, these being about

equal in length. The water-sac is rounded above and inflated

in the upper and outer portions. The free margin spreads almost

at right angles from the axis and is more or less outwardly curved:

the outer part of the margin forms a distinct angle with the rest

and meets the outer edge of the appendiculum at an obtuse angle,

forming however a very acute angle with the outer boundary of

the sac. In other words the apex of the lobule is not prolonged

as a free process. ]\lost of the free margin is appressed but the

outer part is free and helps form the narrow cylindrical passage

into the sac. The appendiculum is ovate-triangular, the base

being at the sac, one side forming the outer edge, and the other

being at the keel between the lobule and the lobe. This keel, on

robust leaves at least, is curved inward, the end usually extending

to the antical surface of the axis and sometimes meeting the auricle

at the base of the lobe; on branch-leaves the keel is often straight

or nearly so. The stylus is minute and usually consists of a short

row of cells tipped with a hyaline papilla.

The underleaves are large but rarely overlap except toward the

apex of a stem or branch. They are plane or somewhat revolute

along the sides and are orbicular in outline, measuring about

0.75 mm. in length. They are further distinguished by being bifid

about one eighth their length, the divisions being sharp and the

sinus rounded. In most cases the di\nsions are triangular and

erect but they may be connivent. The margin is entire or nearly

so, and the base is auriculate on each side (Fig. 11, D), the auricles

being usually involute along their inner edges in such a way that

the underleaf seems to end in two pointed processes (Fig. 11, A).

The modified underleaf at the base of a branch is broad and bears

a shaUow apical sinus separating two blunt and divergent di\dsions

(Fig. 11, A, at base).

The leaf-cells average about IG // along the margin of the lobe,
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25 X 20 // in the middle, and 35 x 27 it at the base. Trigones

are well developed, intermediate thickenings are frequent even in

the median region, and coalescence often takes place (Fig. 11, E).

The trigones are triangular in form but are subject to considerable

\'ariation. Sometimes all three of the sides are convex, but it is

much more usual for only one to be convex, the other two being

either conca\'e or wav}-. When two wavy sides meet the angle

between them is often rounded. Sometimes the sides of the trigone

are all wavy, and then two or even all three angles of the triangle

may be rounded. The intermediate thickenings are for the most

part oval.

The inflorescence is autoicous. The female branch is more or

less elongated, and the bracts, which are mostly in two or three

pairs, are not crowded as in so many species of Chonanthelia but

scarcely overlap at all (Fig. 11, B). The innermost bracts are

shortly coalescent with the corresponding bracteole and spread

very slightly away from the perianth (Fig. 11, F). The lobe is

ovate and averages about 1.3 x 0.7 mm., the margin being entire

or vaguely sinuate. The apex varies from rounded to acute or

even acuminate. The lobule, which measures about 1.2 X 0.6 mm.,
is also ovate, and acute or acuminate at the apex; it is strongly

concave, however, and therefore appears lanceolate. On the inner

edge below the middle the st3-lus, usually in the form of a sharp

tooth-like lobe, may be discerned ; otherwise the margin of the lobule

is quite entire. The innermost bracteole is narrowly to broadly

ovate and measures about 1 mm. in length and from 0.3—0.5 mm.
in width. The apex is very variable (Fig. 11, B, G—I). Although

normally bifid for about one sixth its length with acute divisions

and sinus, the latter may be much shallower and rounded, and

the divisions may be obtuse or blunt. It is not unusual, indeed,

for one division to be larger or otherwise different from the other,

thus making the bracteole unsymmetrical. Aside from the apical

divisions the bracteole is either entire or bears a lobe-like tooth

on one or both sides near the base. Between the innermost bracts

and bracteole and ordinar}- leaves and underleaves the usual gra-

dation may be observed.

The perianth (Fig. 11, B) projects for half its length or less beyond

the bracts. It measures about 1.5 mm. in length and 1 mm. in

width and is obovate in outline, tapering toward the base and

rounded or truncate at the apex. The beak is well developed and

practically entire at the mouth, but the throat is closed by short

papillae growing out from the inner surface. The perianth is four-
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plicate for the greater part of its length, both lateral and postical

keels being sharp (Fig. 11, J). The antical surface is either plane

or else bears a low and short keel in the upper part.

The antheridial spikes occupy entire branches and are infrequently

produced. They are unusually small, being completely covered

over by the leaves, and commonly arise on a female branch. Each
spike bears two or three pairs of closely imbricated, strongly in-

flated, subequally bifid bracts, the divisions being acute or apic-

ulate and entire, except for the very minute stylus on the inner

margin of the lobule. The bracteoles are small and shortly bifid.

In Frullania tetraptera Nees &Mont. ^ and F. semiconnata Lindenb.

& Gottsche,^ the present species has two very close allies. F. tetrap-

tera was based on specimens collected by d'Orbignj' at Valparaiso,

Chile, and has since been recorded from Rusby's Bolivian collections

by Spruce. F. semiconnata was based on material gathered by

Liebmann at Chinantla, Mexico. It has since been reported by

Gottsche from the \'icinity of Bogota, Colombia, by Spruce from

near Quito, Ecuador, and b}' Jack and Stephani from Argentina.

In his latest treatment of the genus Frullania, however, Stephani

reduces F. semiconnata to a synonym of F. tetraptera and states that

the species is common in tropical America and in Chile. Strange

to say, on a later page of the same work, he quotes F. tetraptera

as a synonym of F. gibbosa, so that his views on the subject are

not altogether clear. Spruce calls attention to the fact that F.

semiconnata is essentially a weed in the regions where he observed

it, growing particularly on the bark of apple trees.

Of F. semiconnata the writer has examined a portion of the

type specimen in the Lindenberg herbarium at Vienna and also the

abundant material collected by Pringle at Cima, Federal District,

Mexico, and distributed in his Plantae Mexicanae {No. 10,680).

No material of F. tetraptera has been available for study. The

Mexican specimens of F. semiconnata were determined by Stephani

and show both male and female branches in large number. Un-

fortunately these seem to be borne on separate individuals, so

that the material is dioicous rather than autoicous as the descriptions

demand. Since the type specimen is clearly autoicous, there is

a possibihty of error in the determination of Pringle's plants. His

material is evidently verj^ close to F. laxiflora but differs in the

following particulars: the plants are smaller, the lobes of the leaves

1 Ann. des Sc. iS'at. Bot. 11. 9 : 47. 183S.

2 G. L. & N. Syn. Hep. 776. 1847.
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reaching a maximum size of about 0.85 X 0.75 mm. and the lobules

of 0.35 X 3 mm. ; the basal auricles of the lobe are less developed

;

the appendiculum of the lobule is much shorter than the water-

sac; the stylus is better developed and is often subulate, being

sometimes two or three cells wide at the base; the underleaves

are smaller (maximum size about 0.45 X 0.4 mm.), one fifth to

one fourth bifid, and cuneate at the base, the sides being often

more or less reflexed. In other respects the plants are very much
alike.

The following are among the most important characteristics of

F. laxijlora: the reddish pigmentation (not always marked), the

distant to loosely imbricated leaves, the large auricles at the base

of the lobes, the blunt water-sac without a distinctly projecting

apex, the entire appendiculum rounded along its outer edge, the

inwardly curved keel connecting lobe and lobule, the minute stylus,

the large and involute auricles of the underleaves, the well-devel-

oped thickenings in the walls of the leaf-cells, the autoicous in-

florescence, the loosely crowded perichaetial bracts, the variable

and entire lobes, the sharp, entire, concave lobules, the variable

bracteoles, the four-keeled perianth with its beak closed by papillae.

30. FruUania squarrosa (R. Bl. & N.) Dumort.

Frullania sqtiarrosa Dumort. Recueil d'Obs. sur les Jung. 13. 1835.

On rocks, Huadquina, 5,000 feet, July 30, 1911. On wood, Santa

Ana, 3,000 feet, August 3, 1911.

A common and variable species, the range of which apparently

extends throughout the warmer regions of the globe.

31. Frullania brasiliensis Raddi

Fndlania brasiliensis Raddi, Mem. Soc. Ital. Modena, Fis. 19:

36. 1823; 20: pi. 3, f. 2. 1829.

Jimgermannia nmcronata Lehm. & Lindenb.; Lehmann, Pug.

Plant. 6: 54. 1834.

Frullania mucronata Nees, Naturg. europ. Leberm. 3: 239. 1838.

Frtdlania cylindrica Gottsche; Lehmann, Pug. Plant. 8: 13. 1844.

Frullania Leiholdii Lindenb. & Gottsche; G. L. & N. Syn. Hep.

782. 1847.

On rocks and wood, San Miguel, 5,000-6,000 feet, July 24, 1911.

On rocks, Santa Ana, 3,000 feet,*August 3, 1911,

A common and widely distributed species of the American tro-

pics, first described from specimens collected in Brazil but now
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known also from Jamaica, Mexico, Colombia, Venezuela, Peru,

and Bolivia. The present material is either completely sterile or

else bears scattered antheridial spikes. Fertile plants are readily

distinguished by the cylindrical perianths, these organs in most

members of the subgenus Thyopsiella being distinctl}^ triplicate.

In the absence of perianths the apiculate leaf-lobes reflexed at

the apex and auriculate at the base, together with the auriculate

underleaves with apiculate divisions and revolute margins will

aid in the identification of specimens.
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INDEX TO GENERA AND SPECIES

The names of genera and species occurring in the present collection are

printed in roman type ; synonyms and the names of genera and species merely

alluded to in the text are printed in italics.

Braehiolejeunea
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The modern science of textual criticism is not only a machine to

enable the student to construct a text of the New Testament which

shall be complete, correct, and free from interpolations. ... It aims

at . . . reconstructing the history of the book studied.

Under the head of "Textual Criticism" comes the history of the

book from the time it left the author's hands to the present day,

including the study not only of accidental errors introduced by

copyists, but also the work of later editors and revisers.

Burkitt, "Two Lectures on the Gospels."
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VI.—THE APPENDICES
TO THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO MARK

By Clarence Russell Williams

INTRODUCTION

Erasmus, in his notes concerning the Greek New Testament, stated

that the last twelve verses of the, Gospel according to Mark are

wanting in the best authorities. This rill of doubt became a river

through such editors as Griesbach, Lachmann, Tischendorf, and

Tregelles, until in 1871 in mingled grief and indignation, with profound

and minute scholarship, Dean John William Burgon defended their

authenticity in his learned monograph, "The Last Twelve "Verses

of the Gospel according to S. Mark vindicated against recent critical

objectors and established," which he closes with the characteristic

and triumphal saying :

Enough to have demonstrated, as I claim to have now
done, that not a particle of doubt, that not an

atom of suspicion, attaches to "THE
LAST TWELVE VERSES OF THE

GOSPEL ACCORDING TO
S. MARK."

TO TEAOI

But when \Vestcott and Hort's edition of the Greek New Testament

appeared in 1881 these verses were separated from the text of Mark
and printed in double brackets, while in the accompanying notes

Dr. Horl gave a most thorough and careful discussion of the reasons

for their rejection (Vol. II, Notes, pp. 28—51).

This was followed, in 1884, by a most elaborate defence of the

authenticity^ of these verses by Abbe J. P. P. Martin, a scholar gene-

rally and undeservedly neglected by English and American writers

though referred to by Zahn as an authority. In his Introduction a la

Critique textuelle du Nouveau Testament, the whole of the second

volume (Partie pratique) of 554 pages is devoted to a discussion of

this problem, with remarkable thoroughness. In its first hand knowl-

edge of the evidence of the manuscripts this volume is even superior

to the learned monograph of Dean Burgon, and we have found no
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volume which equals it in the presentation of reproductions of the

manuscripts concerned. Abbe Martin closes his argument in defence

of these verses with the suggestion that the question of authenticity

be decided in their favor by a decree of the next Ecumenical Council.

Zahn, in his masterly " Geschichtedes Xeutestamentlichen Kanons"
])ublished in 1890 devoted nearly thirty pages to a discussion of the

subject (Vol. II, pp. 910—938). The declaration by this leader among
the more conser\'ative scholars that "It may be regarded as one of

the most certain of critical conclusions, that the words soopotivTO yap

xvi. 8 are the last words in the book which were written by the author

himself" expresses the opinion of most scholars today.

Interest in this problem was intensified, and further discussion

evoked by the announcement in 1893 of the discover}' b}' F. C. Cony-

beare of an Armenian codex in ^hich the \'erses were ascribed to the

Presbyter Ariston, and by the announcement in 1908 uf the dis-

covery in the Freer Manuscript of the Gospels of the interpolation

referred to by Jerome.

English and American scholars frequently refe'Tto H. B. Swete's dis-

cussion of the subject (The Gospel according to St. Mark, pp. xcvi—cv,

1898) as the best recent presentation of the textual evidence.

But recent discoveries in manuscripts and the light thrown upon

the field by the investigations of textual critics call for a new dis-

cussion, not for the purpose of deciding for or against the authent-

icity of either of the conclusions found at the end of Mark, but as

an aid in solving the problems of textual transmission.

Since the discussions of Burgon, Hort, and Martin were published

a most important witness for that form of the Gospel which ends

with ^•erse eight has been brought to light by the disco\'ery of the

Sinaitic Syriac by Mrs. Agnes Smith Lewis in 1892 ; and the evidence

has been increased by the discovery of three manuscripts containing

the Shorter Conclusion preceding the Longer, and one cursive (579),

apparently overlooked b}' Swete ; and, since the latter 's discussion,

there has been added the evidence of the Freer Logion, announced

in 1908 and of a Sahidic MS published in 1911.

Briefly stated, the results this investigation tends to establish are :

The Longer Conclusion probably originated in Asia Minor during

the early half of the second century (the Armenian scholion assigning

the authorship to Ariston being cor sidered late, unauthentic, and

probably based on some misunderstanding or confusion). It was

carried to Rome about 150 A.D. where it had become accepted as the

authentic end of the Gospel by the time Tatian compiled his Diates-

saron (170 A.D.). It was through Tatian that it gained a place in the
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Syriac New Testament. Supported by the authority and the usage

o£ the great church of Rome, the Longer Conckision early gained

acceptance as an authentic portion of the Gospels throughout the

region dominated by it.

The Longer Conclusion is probably an excerpt from an apocryphal

Gospel, selected to complete the mutilated Second Gospel.

For the origin of the Shorter Conclusion we must look to Egypt,

since the manuscripts which contain it as well as the form of text

with which it is associated both point to that country as its source.

It was composed as a conclusion to the Gospel, probably by some

scholar of Alexandria, before the close of the second century. Its

adoption in the territory dominated by the church of Alexandria

required a longer time than the adoption of the Longer Conclusion

in the territory dominated b}' Rome, since in Egypt, the home of the

purer texts, the tradition of the incomplete form of the Gospel per-

sisted as late as the fourth century, as SB witness.

In its transmission from Alexandria the Shorter Ending gained a

place in manuscripts of the Sahidic, Bohairic, and Ethiopic versions,

and also in the Old Latin Version of Roman North Africa, apparently

as early as the time of Cyprian (250 A.D.).

Even after the introduction of the Longer Ending into Egypt the

Shorter persisted, struggling with it for centuries, as is proved b\' the

manuscripts containing both endings, until finally the authority of

the church at Rome, as well as its own superior intrinsic excellence,

established the Longer as the authoritative ending of the Gospel

according to Mark.



V

PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION

The evidence to be weighed in judging this question is of so in-

tricate and so disputed a character, as Dr. Hort has well said, that it

seems necessary to discuss at greater length than we would have

desired the sources and affiliations of the manuscripts, both in the

Greek and in the versions, which form the authorities upon which

our conclusions are based.

While an endeavor has been made to give a reasonably adequate

presentation of the textual evidence, the writer is aware of the im-

portance of other evidence, which, while it has not been discussed, has

nevertheless been considered in the reconstruction of the history of

the conclusions of the Gospel according to ]\Iark.
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The Witness of Codex Sinaiticus and Codex Vaticanus

Summary.

Codex Vaticanus (B) ends Mark's Gospel with v. 8 but the remainder

of the column and the whole of the following (third) column, is

left blank.

Codex Sinaiticus (J<) also ends with v. 8. but does not leave a blank

column. However the remainder of the line after yap is filled

with an arabesque.

Text Early Alexandrian of the time of Origen (*250 A.D.).

Place .... Alexandria ( ?).

Time .... Probably before 350 A.D.

Inferences Tlie scribes of B and of J< knew of a conclusion for Mark

but did not consider it an authentic part of the Gospel.

Discussion.

It is most significant that the two oldest Greek MSS of the New
Testament known, the two great fourth century codices, Sinaiti-

cus and Vaticanus, our best representatives of the early Alexandrian

text, the "Neutral" text of WH, agree in ending the Gospel according

to Mark at 16 : 8. There is a difference however in the manner in

which they bear this witness.

Codex Vaticanus (Gregory B, von Soden Bl) ends Mark at v. 8.

followed by the ornament and the subscription xaira Mapxov. The
remainder of the column (the second) and the whole of the third is

left blank. This is contrary to the usual custom of the scribe. The
Gospel according to Matthew ends in the upper part of the second

column of the page in a similar fashion, yet the Gospel according

to Mark begins at the top of the third column. More significant

still, in the case of Luke, which ends on the last line but one of

the second column, the subscription together with the ornament is

crowded into the lower margin, below the usual bottom of the page,

instead of being carried over to the third column.

Though no such blank is elsewhere found in this codex, it is sig-

nificant that "the same use of blank spaces is found in L at John
7:53—8:11, and also very instructively in A + G3." (WH. II.

Notes, p. 29.)

Dean Burgon pointed out to the critics that this unique blank
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column indicates, on the part of the scribe of B, knowledge of the

existence in his day of a conclusion to Mark. One maj' infer that

the exemplar from which the scribe was copying also concluded the

Gospel with v. 8 (so WH) though one cannot den}^ the possibility

that he copied from an archetj^pe in which, by some sign, the un-

authentic character of the last twelve verses was indicated and this,

possibly combined with his knowledge of the best current text, caused

their omission.

Can we infer from this blank which of the two conclusions the scribe

of B had in mind, the Longer or the Shorter ?

Burgon argued (p. 87) that this space furnished "a blank abun-

dantly sufficient to contain the twelve verses." Zahn, on the con-

trary, declares that even if we accept the conclusion of Scrivener

(Vol. I. p. 106) that both the arabesque ornament and the subscrip-

tion xaTaiMapxov are by a later hand, with the additional space thus

gained the Longer Conclusion could not have been contained. He
therefore concludes that the scribe knew the Shorter Conclusion

(GK. IL p. 912). But, though agreeing thafthe space is insufficient

to contain the Longer Conclusion, it does not seem a necessary

inference that the scribe would measure out a blank space exactly

corresponding with the space required for the copying of the con-

clusion with which he was acquainted. While it would be a most wel-

come support to our argument for the Egyptian origin of the Shorter

Conclusion to find a witness for it in Codex Vaticanus, w'e are unable

to infer more than that the scribe knew of the existence of a con-

clusion to the Gospel, which he did not feel authorized to copy.

It is even possible that he knew of the existence of both conclusions,

and his doubt was in part due to this fact. It is, however, evident

that he considered the form of the Gospel which ended with v. 8. as

the authentic one.

Codex Sinaiticus (Gregor}^ j<, von Soden B^) also concludes Mark

at V. 8, the last line "containing onh' the letters TOFAP has the rest

of the space (more than half the width of the column) filled up with a

minute and elaborate 'arabesque' executed with the pen ifi ink and

vermilion, nothing like which occurs in the whole MS (O.T. or N.T.),

such spaces being elsewhere invariably left blank." So says John

G\\-3nn, apparently the first to call attention to this fact, who argues

from it that it implies a knowledge, on the part of the scribe, of a con-

clusion for the Gospel. (Scrivener's Introduction, I. p. 95, footnote

dated May 21, 1883.)

Our own study of Codex Sinaiticus in both Tischendorf's edition

and in the recent photographic edition of Kirsopp Lake (Oxford,
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Clarendon Press, 1911) confirms this conclusion, and supplies addi-

tional particulars. They ma^^ be verified by the accompanying photo-

graphs, the conclusion of John being introduced as typical of the custo -

mary form of the close of the N.T. writings in this MS. It is to br

understood that our study included only the New Testament in this

codex. Examination shows :

1. Where the last words of a book do not fill the rest of the line,

elsewhere the remainder of the line is invariably left blank Here it

is filled up with an elaborate arabesque.

2. The usual ornament consists of a single line, or at most an orna-

mented line, though Matthew shows an ornament consisting of two

intertwining curved lines. Only at the close of I Thessalonians is

there a form resembling this found at the end of Mark. The orna-

ment there though in some respects similar is less elaborate. It is

however a broken line crossed by a line of >'s and o's. But the last

verses of I Thessalonians were copied by the same scribe who copied

this folio of Mark, the scribe D who acted also as diorthota. The

difference in ornament noted is therefore in part due to a difference

of scribes, but apparently onh^ in part. Tischendorf held that the

last verses of John were not penned by the usual scribe of the N.T. (A)

but b}' this scribe, D. There seems reason howe\'er to doubt this

(compare the photograph).

3. At the end of the other Gospels the ornament is in black alone.

Here it is in black and vermilion. Lake declares: "Red was used

for the Eusebian apparatus, the earlier signatures to the gatherings,

and in some of the 'Arabesques,' for instance at the end of Mark."

Those who desire to verify this statement can do so with the aid of

Tischendorf's edition, where all these are printed in red.

1 he marks above and below the letters of the subscription to Mark
are not found about the subscriptions of Luke and John (Matthew

has no subscription) and are not so marked nor so nurnerous at the

close of an}' other book.

In a word, the manner in which the close of the Gospel according

to Mark is indicated irl X is more elaborate and definitive than in the

case of any other N.T. writing. The natural inference is that the

scribe intended to indicate by this, in the most marked and definite

manner possible without a note, that Mark certainly ended at the

close of V. 8. It indicates, since his reason for so doing must have
been due to the knowledge that not all MSS did end Mark at this

point, that he rejected, at least as far as this codex is concerned, any
conclusion for Mark. Whether in so doing he was thinking of the

Longer or the Shorter Conclusion we have no means of determining.
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We find, therefore that the scribes of both B and N knew of one

or more conclusions of the Gospel which seem to have gained some
currency by the fourth centur}^ but which apparently were not yet

looked upon as authentic. The best MSS they considered ended at

V. 8. in which they agree with the testimony of Eusebius.

But have we in N an independent witness, or simply a duplication

of the witness of B?
Six leaves of S, among them Fols. 28 and 29 on which Mk. 14 : 54—

Luke 1 : 56 are written, were not copied by the usual scribe of S but

by a scribe who is usually designated D. Tischendorf identified this

scribe with the scribe who wrote the whole of Codex \'aticanus. On
the basis of this identification, accepted by Dr. Hort and many other

critics. Dr. Scrivener argued that N and B must be considered as

furnishing one witness, not two. Lake however, in his recent edition

of N holds that Tischendorf was probably mistaken in this iden-

tification, and in proof presents on the same page specimens of the

writing of the scribes of N beside a column_^rom Codex Vaticanus.

This shows, as he claims, a greater difference between the scribe of

Vaticanus, and scribe D of Sinaiticus than between scribes D and C

of the latter.

But a solution of the problem of the identity or difference of the

scribes of the two codices at the end of Mark is not required for a

decision of the still more important question whether in these codices

we possess two witnesses or onh- one, since the last verses of Mark

in S and B were evidently copied from different exemplars, as is shown

b}- their text. Therefore, since N and B go back to different exem-

plars, they must be considered two separate, if not in all points in-

dependent, witnesses.

However, for those who accept the identification of Tischendorf it

furnishes an additional, though slight, support for the interpretation

of the significance of the arabesque of S given above, since if both

codices were at this point copied by the same scribe, we might ante-

cedently expect that in S as in B he would furnish some judication

of his knowledge of the existence of a conclusion for Mark. Since

these sheets seem to have been written to take the place of canceled

folios, he may have found it impossible to indicate his knowledge by

a blank column as in B, and therefore have used this less obtrusive

method,—^\vhich has been generally overlooked or ignored,—of an

elaborate arabesque, to indicate his knowledge of an ending to ]\Iark,

current in his day, which nevertheless he rejected. Here again, we are

unable to say whether this rejection was due to his knowledge of

the best texts of the day, or to his faithfulness in copying his exemplar.
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On the other hand those who reject this identification will acknowl-

edge that since these two MSS are to be dated at about the same

time, and further seem to have issued from the same scriptorium, if

the scribe of B possessed and indicated a knowledge of a conclusion,

it would be quite possible that the scribe of the other MS possessed

similar knowledge and indicated it, though in a different manner.

Additional probability is afforded this supposition by the fact that

so many of the witnesses which contain one or both of the endings

indicate a knowledge that in some sense the text of Mark closed

at V. 8.

The Provenance of N and B.

Recent editors hold that these MSS were written in Alexandria or

in Caesarea. The arguments for the latter view are as follows

:

1. At one time S was in the library at Caesarea as is shown by a

colophon written by J^*^ at the end of Esther, and also at the end of

Ezra.

2. A chapter division in Acts contained in both }< and B is traced

by J. Armitage Robinson to the library at Caesarea. He claims that

it is a modification of the Euthalian system, and that it "probably

stood in the margin of some Greek codex at Caesarea, anterior in date

to S and B." This may im.ply that "N and B were at an early stage

of their history lying side by side in the same library." (" Eutnahana"

in Texts and Studies, III, 3, p. 101, 37 f.)

But this does not demonstrate the Caesarean origin of the two

codices since, as Lake points out in the Enc3'clopedia Britannica

("Bible"):

a) "It cannot be shown that the MS corrected by Pamphilus was

still at Caesarea when it was used by '^."

b) "It is not certain that the chapter divisions in Acts were added

by the original scribe."

c) It does not necessarily follow that at this time S and B were in

their original homes.

d) It cannot be proved that these chapter divisions were found

onty at Caesarea.

e) The Euthalian enumeration appears to be late, not earlier than

the sixth and probably of the eighth century (so Lake in his intro-

duction to the Codex N).

For an Alexandrian origin the arguments are :

I. Palaeographical

:

1. The Codex Sinaiticus contains no letters which we cannot par-

allel in the fourth or earlier centuries.
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2. x\ll the peculiarities of S are found in Pap. Rylancls 28 as well

as in B, a remarkable fact which suggests that these three MSS came

from the same scriptorium.

II. Orthographical

:

1. The spelling of Kpuppazoq asKPABAKTOI ten out of the eleven

times where it occurs in S agrees with witnesses exclusively Egyptian,

both of an earlier and later date than this MS.

2. The spelling of ' I(7paY]};£iTYi? as IIAPAHAEITHS eight out of

the nine times it occurs in the N.T. in S is common to the Old Latin,

both European and African, but in Greek codices it appears to be

found only in X and in B, in the latter in the form ISTPAHAEITHI.
This was one of the supports of WH theory of the Western prove-

nance of these MSS, but this spelling is also found in the papyri of

Egypt. "Thus the evidence for the spelling in Egypt is probably as

early as any that can be adduced in Latin, and even if it be ultima-

tely aLatinism it affords no argument against the Egyptian prove-

nance of any individual MS."

III. The four column page of X suggests dose relationship with the

papyri. In fact Scrivener declares that "either »S or its immediate

prototype must have been deri\'ed from a papyrus exemplar, probably

of Egyptian origin."

IV. "The remarkable similarity subsisting between the hands of

the scribes who added the superscription to Acts in both MSS" in-

dicates either the same scribe or two scribes in the same scriptorium
;

Prof. Lake is inclined to believe the latter. Now as Egyptian Pap3Tus

Rylands 28 agrees with X and B" in practically the only palaeo-

graphical pecularities they present " it seems most probable that these

three MSS all came from the same scriptorium, and Rylands 28 indi-

cates that it ^^•as in Egypt.

V. There is an extraordinary resemblance between the Psalms

in the Coptic text of the Pistis Sophia and the text of X in the

Psalms.

VI. That the text of NB represents the recension of Hesychius has

been argued byBousset, and accepted by von Soden and many Ger-

man scholars, but to some English scholars this does not seem to rest

on a very solid foundation.

Vn. No non-Alexandrian writer has been found who used the " Neu-

tral" text, in spite of the contention of WH that this text, though

connected with Alexandria, was not confined to it.

MIL The archetype of B contained the epistles in an order found

elsewhere only in the Sahidic Version. It may therefore be inferred

that this was the Old Egyptian or Alexandrian order. This however
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may perhaps only prove that the archet3'pe of B came from Alexan-

dria, but scarcely that B itself must have been written there.

Prof. Lake, from whom most of these arguments are taken, con-

cludes his discussion of the original provenance and date of Codex

Sinaiticus, in the introduction to his edition of the same (p. xv) as

follows :

"It remains true that all the arguments from history, criticism,

palaeography, and orthography combine to give the view that the

codex is an Egyptian MS of the fourth century, a probability which

cannot be approached by any other theory. It would be too much
to call it certain : but short of this it may iavcly be regarded as the

hypothesis which ought to be used as the general basis of any dis-

cussion as to the critical value of the Codex Sinaiticus."

We therefore hold, a point of considerable importance for our dis-

cussion and therefore argued at some length, that S and B are both

to be traced to Egypt.

Text.

\Miile to ^^'H, N and B are the great representatives of the so-called

"Neutral" text, it is today recognized that they represent fairly well

the quotations of Origen, the great Alexandrian scholar. The resear-

ches of Bernard into the text used by Clement of Alexandria indi-

cate that in Alexandria itself an earlier and different type of text was

employed at the end of the second and beginning of the third century.

The text of Clement seems to have more in common with the Old

Latin, or "geographically Western" text than with this "Neutral"

text, though the quotations of Clement agree with no text as yet found

either in the MSS or the versions.

If in Sinaiticus and Vatican us we have representatives of the

text of Origen, we may conclude that about the middle of the third

centur}' the last twelve verses were, not considered an authentic part

of Mark b}^ the dominant text. With this conclusion agrees the fact

that in the extant writings of Clement and Origen no trace of these

verses have been found. And if, as we shall see later, Eusebius takes

from Origen his testimony concerning the lack of these verses in the

best Greek MSS, a supposition of Burgon adopted by some critics, we
have additional support for this supposition.

The investigations of von Soden support these conclusions as to

the text, for he holds that N and B go back to a common original and

that this common original is the best representative of the text called

by him H, a text which represents and includes both the "Neutral"

and "Alexandrian" texts of WH. This text he holds to have been

Trans. Conn. Acad., Vol. XVIII. 25 February. 1915
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contaminated by the Egyptian versions and also at times, by tlie K
and I texts, and by Origen, but not to any great extent. As to the

origin of this type of text, he declares that it was "unquestionably

Egyptian, in view of the fact that it was used by all the Egyptian
Church writers after the end of the third century." (Condensed from

the article "von Soden" by Lake in Encycl. Brit.).

Bibliography.

B was published in phototype " Biblorum Crraccorum Codex Vaticanus,"

1905.

N was published in photographic facsimile by Kirsopp Lake, Oxford. Claren-

don Press, 1911.

Lake's Introduction to the above and his article under "Bible"

in the Encyclopedia Britannica discuss the arguments for the prove-

nance of these codices.

BuRKiTT, Texts and Studies V, p. viiif. discusses the Egyptian character

of B; and J. Armitage Robinson " Euthaliana," Texts and Studies,

III, 3, 1895 discusses the possible relatioji of the modified Euthalian

chapter divisions to Caesarea.

Zahn, GK, II, pp. 911, 912 discusses the ending the scribe of B had in mind

in leaving a blank at the close of Mark.

Cursive 22

Cursive 22 was brought into prominence in this discussion by

Burgon, who first pointed out its peculiarities (p. 230 cf. WH II,

Notes, p. 30).

Its witness is as follows :

V £v TiTt Tojv avTiypaocov.

ECOC wBs TZlfl^OUTM 6 I'J

AvscTTac Bs . 7i:po)'i -poi-t^ '7a[3[3aT(ov.

' Ecpo(3ouvTO Yap+ is followed by tsXoc-h in red in the text. On
the next line the interesting note follows, still in red and in the same

hand, but written in shorter lines. This is followed immediately, on

the next line, by the Longer Ending, at the close of which is again

found -t- Ts>.Oi; + which sign, Burgon declares " occurs nocC'here else in

the MS. nor at the end of any other Gospels" (sic).



«^

B

34*f

>Uf H -M^OW • *^X^^ S^OiXrfO-O- Tpo »*^<»~ UrM
** V S. "^ ? -^

,••5 eN-rtti 'T^**N«H^tlrt<x.^vj»* , -

•xovv^yo |>-^ o J or Tc£Fv*''^^»i Vua^ty-aA.©v*n^

Cursive 22. From Abbe Martin's Introduction a la Critique textuelle du N. T.

Trans. Conx. Acad., Vol. XVIII.
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This MS was never prepared for liturgical use, though a later hand

has scrawled roughly here and there indications of the beginnings

and endings of a few of the lections. The colophon, on the other

hand, as a reference to the accompanying plate will show, is original,

and not a later addition.

Of course both Burgon and Martin argue that here the ts/.o; is

a vestige of a distant liturgical exemplar, but, as Dr. Hort argues,

it is not possible to explain the phenomena of 22 and the other MSS
which have ts/.oc at this point simply on the basis of liturgical use.

Rather this MS indicates that in some sense the Gospel is understood

to end at v. 8, in some sense at v. 20. In time there naturally arose,

in all probability, a confusion of this -sAo; with the liturgical TsAor,

which would be the more natural as a lection did end with v. 8.

This interpretation is supported by the similar but independent

testimony of certain ancient Armenian codices where z-rj.-('{zK\'yt

•/.3CTa Mapxov follows both v. 8 and v. 20. We must infer that such

texts were derived ultimately from an exemplar which ended with

verse 8.

In this connection it is interesting to note that precisely the same
rubric is found in cursive 15 (Paris 64, Sd s283) at the bottom of the

verso of folio 98 (not in the lower margin, see the reproduction b}-

Martin p. 516). The recto of folio 99 reads at the top as the page

title the abbreviation for vjy^^^^zL'SjU ava'7Ta<7'.[j.ov y v^y-'x. Mapxov in

vermilion, followed by the words 'A'/y.-TTac 6 ^ \g in gold. The page

contains the Longer Ending, immediately followed, whether on the

last line or in the lower margin it is hard to determine, by the sub-

scription in vermilion, written between ornaments of black

This ^IS is most interesting as showing how easily and simply, by
the loss of a leaf, the last twelve verses could be separated from the

rest of the Gospel.

Cursives 20 and 300 (Paris Xat. Gr. 188 and 186, Sd A 138 and A 141)

which are derived from a common exemplar contain the scholion

ivTSjOoV £0)c TO Ts/.or £V Ti(7i ToJv avTi/caocov rjh y,v-y.<. . Iv Ss

ToTr ac/aiot? r.ocny. y-yA'Kz\--y. xsTra'-, that is to say, "from here to

the end forms no part of the text in some of the copies. In the

ancient copies, however, it all forms part of the text."

Burgon makes much of the fact that in both these MSS the scholion

appears in the wrong place at the end of v. 15. But Martin shows
that this is a mere accident, due to the fact that it was written at

this point in the margin, solely because there was a blank space here.
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and then the scribe carelessly neglected to place in the text at the

close of V. 8 the sign which would direct attention to it.

The fact that in cursive 300 at the end of ^latthew (f . 89) is written

s/paoTj xat av-£[3}v"/i8>rj I/, twv 'kpoo-oA'Jij.oic 7:a}.at,wv avTiypaoojv and

after Mark suayys^viov, xa-ra Mapxov sypaov] y.ca avT£(3}.r;j-Tj opuoc t/.

-rwv s(7-o'j^a(7[jivwv, the second colophon (not the first) being found in

Cod. 20 and both appearing in codex 262 (Paris 53, Sd£l020), is of

interest, but need prove no more than that the exemplar, from which

these MSS were copied, had been "collated with the ancient and

approved copies at Jerusalem." (^Martin, p. 420, cf. Burgon, p. 119.)

The Svriac Versions

Summary.

Sinaiiic Syriac.

In the Sinaitic Syriac (Ss) Mark ends at 16 : 8 followed by the usual

subscription.

Text .... Early "Western," as read in Antioch about 150 A.D.

Date .... 150 A.D. (Others 200 A.D.).

Place .... Probably Syria.

Inferences The earliest Syriac version agreed with NB in ending

Mark at v. 8.

The Diatessaron of Tatian.

The Diatessaron of Tatian (T) included the Longer Conclusion, our

earliest certain witness to it.

Text •
. . . . Early "Western," of the type current at Rome.

Time 172 A.D.

Place .... Probably issued at Edessa, but representing, in contents,

the tradition of the church of Rome.

Inferences The Longer Conclusion seems to have been intro^iuced into

the East by Tatian, who brought it from Rome, where it

had gained a recognized place in the official text before

170 A.D.

Curetonian Syriac.

The Curetonian Syriac (Sc) shows the Longer Conclusion.

Text Early "Western" Greek text as read in Antioch about

200 A.D.

Date .... 200-250 A.D.
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Place .... The region of Antioch.

Inferences Through the influence of Tatian's Diatessaron, the Longer

Conclusion gained a recognized place in the Old Syriac

^'ersion.

Peshitto.

The Peshitto (Sp) contains the Longer Conclusion alone in all MSS,
save one where it has been accompanied by the Shorter Con-

clusion in the margin, due to the influence of later versions.

Text .... The Greek text current at Antioch about 400 A.D.

Date .... 411 A.D.

Place .... Edessa.

Inferences By the fifth century the Longer Conclusion had gained

undisputed position in the S3'riac versions.

Hayclean Syriac.

The Harclean Syriac contains the Shorter Conclusion in the margin

of at least two MSS.
Text .... The Greek Text of Alexandria about 600 A.D.

Date .... 616 A.D.

Place .... Alexandria.

Inferences In one or more MSS found at Alexandria at the beginning

of the seventh century the Shorter Conclusion was found.

Discussion.

To rightly weigh and estim.ate the evidence of the Syriac versions

a brief discussion of the relations of our earliest representatives of the

Gospels in Syriac will be necessary, since, as Burkitt says, "almost
everything that relates to the origin and early history of the Syriac

versions is the subject of controversy." While following in the main
the theory of Prof. Burkitt, "the convincing theory which at present

holds the field" (Norman MXean in Encycl. Brit.), we follow Mrs.

Lewis, Hjelt, Merx, Blass, and others in considering Ss earlier than T.

Tatian supplies us with a fixed date for our discussion, for we know
he went to Rome about the middle of the second century, became a

follower, and later a fellow worker of Justin Martyr, through whom he
may have been converted to Christianity, and after some years resi-

dence departed for the East about 172 A.D., a date fixed with con-

siderable certainly by Zahn (Forschungen, I, p. 283).

Returning to Syria he completed and issued, perhaps at Edessa, his

Diatessaron or Harmony of the Four Gospels, in the Syriac language.

This work attained great popularity in the Syrian Church, and became
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the form in which the Gospels were pubhcly read in the churches of

Edessa, as we learn from the "Doctrine of Addai," an apocryphal work

which seems to preserve the popular tradition of Edessa at the close

of the fourth century. It reads

:

"[Now much people day by day] were gathering together and

coming to the prayer of (Di^'ine) Service and to the Old Testament

and the New of the Diatessaron ; and in the Resurrection of the

dead they were believing. . .
." (xxxv. 15—17).

Thus we see the Doctrine of Addai transfers the Diatessaron to

apostolic times (so Wright, History of Syriac Literature, p. 8).

While still at Rome he probably commenced his Diatessaron, and

it is quite likely that Justin i\Iartyr knew and approved his under-

taking (cf. Hill, " The Earliest Life of Christ," Introd. p. 9). Whether

this work was originally in Greek (or Latin) and was afterwards trans-

lated into Syriac, as Harnack, Burkitt, and others hold, or was origi-

nally prepared in the Syriac, does not vitally concern this discussion,

if it be granted that in the compiling of his -work, as to its contents

Tatian would include what was found in the Greek texts of the Gospels

current at that date in Rome, with which he would of course be

familiar.

Since it has never been proved that Tatian included in his compila-

tion a passage of an\- considerable length taken from any other source

than our canonical Gospels, and since the Longer Conclusion is worked

over into the Harmony, for "this same mosaic of Mt. 28, Mk. 16, and

Lk. 24 is found in fuld [Codex Fuldensis] as in the Arabic Diatessaron.

Aphaates 120 mentions Christ's ascension at the right hand of the

Father (Mk. 16 : 9) immediately after quoting Mt. 28 : 20," (Burkitt,

Encycl. Bib., col. 5003, note), we conclude that at Rome in 170 A.D.

these twelve verses were accepted as an authentic part of our canonical

Gospels, and if so none will deny that they must 1 ave formed then as

now the closing section of the Gospel according to ^lark. If they did

not originate at Rome, they must have been brought to that city as

earty as the middle of the second century.

This conclusion will of course be affected somewhat b}- the view

one takes of the language in which the Diatessaron was originally

compiled. If the original form was in Greek this conclusion is much

strengthened, but if, from the first, it was composed in Syriac, it seems

natural to suppose that, as to content, the tradition of Rome would

be followed.

As to language, however, we believe that Tatian made use of and

in part borrowed from an earlier Syriac version of the Gospels, as
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Zahn, after an exhaustive investigation, had concluded even before

the discovery of Ss. At the same time he concluded that this version

of the Old Syriac used b}- Tatian must have been made about the

middle of the second century, from a Greek text similar to D and the

oldest Itala MSS. (Cf. Hasting's D. B. Extra, p. 459.)

At this time the Curetonian was the only form of the Old Syriac

known, and Zahn pro^ed that T and Sc had influenced one another

(Forschungen I).

But Baethgen proved that this relationship was due to the influence

of T on Sc, and therefore the Diatessaron was the earlier of the two

(Evangelienfragmente, Leipzig 1885, pp. 58 ff.). Hort had already

conjectured that Sc had "degenerated by transcription and perhaps

b}- irregular revision." (Cf. WH. II, Par. 118.)

Much additional light was thrown upon this problem by the dis-

covery of the Sinaitic Syriac by Mrs. Lewis in 1892. Our study of Ss

leads us to the conclusion that it is older than Sc (so argues Con}'-

beare, Bewer, and others) and further we believe Ss to be older than

the Diatessaron. Since at this point we depart from the accepted

theory of Burkitt and agree with the views of Mrs. Lewis, Hjelt, Merx,

Blass, Stenning, Bewer, and others, it will be well to support this

conclusion by a presentation of some of the arguments in its favor.

Stenning affirms ;

"A comparison of the text of Ss with that of Sc shows that those

peculiar features of the text which clearly pointed, in the case of the

latter, to the influence of T are by no means so strongly marked, if

not entirely wanting, in the former. This divergence of text is

especiall}' noticeable in respect to the harmonistic and 'dogmatic'

readings ^^ hich undoubtedly form the main support of Baethgen 's

argument as to the relation of Sc to T." (Hasting's D.B., Extra.)

Burkitt, who at first held to the priority of Ss though now con-

sidering T the earlier, confesses :

"Some of the readings characteristic of that MS [i. e. Ss] are

quite contrary in tendency to what we otherwise know of Syriac

Christianity, and that such a text should exist at all is a remarkable

testimony to the essential faithfulness of the translator to the Greek

text before him. The Diatessaron much nearer reflects the tenden-

cies of the time. In fact some things ivhich we know to have stood

in the Diatessaron almost read like a deliberate protest against the

text of Syr. vt. as represented by the Sinai palimpsest." (Italics

our own.) (Encycl. Bib. col. 5003) :

Hjelt, after a careful study of the relations of Ss to T (Die alt-

S3'rische Evangelieniibersetzung und Tatians Diatessaron besonders
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in ihrem gegenseitigen Verhaltnis. Forschungen vii, i, pp. 107— 1G2)

declares (p. 155) :

Dass "In den Fallen, wo Ss und T von einander abweichen, der

erstgenannte in der Regel eine Textgestalt aufweist, welche als die

urspriinglichere und altere erscheint. Ss bezeugt durchweg, dass

dieA'erfasser von S^t. vt. keine textkritische Intentionen hatten, son-

dern den einzigen praktischen Zweck verfolgten, das geschriebene

Evangelium in volkstiimlicher, verstandlicher Form ihren Lands-

leuten zuganglich zu machen. Daher die harmlose Unbefangenheit

und Freiheit, womit sie ihre tJbersetzung ausgefiihrt haben . Anders

verhalt es sich mit Tatian. In ihm sehen wir den theologisch inter-

essierten Textkritiker. Er hat die von ilim vorgefundene alt-

syiische Evangelieniibersetzung einer durchgehenden Re\'ision auf

Grund des ihm bekannten griechischen Textes unterzogen, offen-

bare Fehler und MiBverstandnisse korrigiert, Ausdriicke und Wen-
dungen, die ihm aUzufrei oder ungenau schienen, geandert, andere

Lesarten, die er vorzog, aufgenommen usw."

And Bewer (The History of the New Testam^t Canon in the Syrian

Church, Chicago, 1900) who concludes that different Greek texts

underlay Ss and Sc, says (p. 13) :

"Both Texts are very old, dating certainly from the second cen-

tury ; but Ss is older than that of Sc ; compare for this the first

chapter of Matthew relating the birth of Jesus, and the omissions

as well as the sometimes curious additions."

And Burkitt, at the close of his argument for the priority of T to

the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe, makes the significant admission :

" It is possible that the date assigned in the foregoing paragraphs

to the Evangelion da-!i\Iepharreshe is too late and that the version

may have originated in the epoch of the first mission, the times of

Addai and Aggai." (Evangelion da-Mepharreshe, Vol. II, p. 210.)

Mrs. Agnes Smith Lewis, the discoverer of Ss, whose recent edition

must supersede all others, declares in her introduction that IMerx,

Hjelt, and Blass studied this MS "with the ardor born of a conviction

that they were dealing with a text of the second century- anterior

to Tatian : in fact, with the earUest translation of the Four Gospels

into any language." ("The Old Syriac Gospels," Introd. p. v.)

As for the date of the Peshitto, we need only express our agreement

with the theor}- which Burkitt seems almost to have proved to a

demonstration, that it was made by Rabbula, bishop of Edessa in

411 A.D, to take the place of the Diatessaron, and that it followed

the Greek text current at Antioch at that date. (For Burkitt's argu-

ments see "Evangelion da-Mepharreshe," II. pp. 161—165.)
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Considering that the true relation of these S3Tiac texts is indicated

by the order Ss, T, Sc, Sp, we conclude :

"1. The Old Syriac as represented by Ss is to be dated as early

as the middle of the second century. It must have been made from

a form of text which concluded Mark at 16 : 8, since the lack of the

twelve concluding verses "can only be a Greek variant and must

therefore represent the original form of the Old Syriac," (Burkitt

in the Guardian, Oct. 31, 1894). Burkitt would date Ss about the

beginning of the third century. Whichever date be adopted Ss

furnishes us with a witness which confirms the testimony of X and

B that an early form of ]\Iark concluded the Gospel with the eighth

verse.

2. Our present evidence implies that the Longer Conclusion was

introduced into the Syriac versions through Tatian, who found these

twelve verses in the Greek MSS used at Rome in 172 A.D., and there

fore included them in his Diatessaron.

3. The Old Syriac soon became affected by the popular Diatessaron.

Both consciousl}' and unconsciously the scribes who copied the former

would be influenced by the versions publicly read in the churches.

In a later revision of the Old Syriac it was brought into closer con-

formity with the current Greek text, and also probably to the Dia-

tessaron, and the Longer Conclusion was added, as is shown by Sc.

Probably this occurred about the beginning of the third century,

though it may not have been accomplished until the middle of that

century. Sc is therefore a witness to the Greek text as read at

Antioch about 200 A.D.

While it is conceivable, as has been suggested, that in Sc or its

archetype the Shorter preceded the Longer Conclusion, as in L and

the uncials of the double conclusion, this does not seem probable.

4. The Peshitto, a revision of the Old Syriac made by Rabbula

in 411 A.D. to conform it to the current Greek text preserves for us

the text of Antioch about 400 A.D. It testifies that prior to the

fifth century the Longer Conclusion had become an accepted part

of the Gospels in the Sj-riac Testament, as well as in the Greek MSS
known in this region, for G. H. Gwilliam, who collated over forty MSS
for his edition of the text of the Gospels in the Peshitto declares :

"Inter vv. 8, 9, interpungimus c. codd, mult.; in manu prima

exarati, statim sequuntur, aeque et in omnibus, quibus postremum

5. Mar, folium non deest ; nee in eis unquam invenimus signum in

textu, nee notam in margine, nee scholion subscriptum, quae

posteriorem cap. xvi partim in suspicionem vocent."

(Tetraevangelium Sanctum, Oxford, 1901, p. 312, note.)
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Abbe Martin, however, tells us, (p. 398) that the Shorter Conclusion

is found in the margin of MS, Add. 14, 456, a fact which need not sur-

prise us sincr this MS has been enriched by a number of notes added

from the Philoxenian Aversion, in which term he probably includes the

Harclean Version.

The Philoxenian Version was .made in 508 A.D. by Polycarpus, a

chorepiscopos, for Philoxenus, bishop of Hierapolis (Mabug). It

seems to have been a revision of the Peshitto, adding those books of

the Greek canon (2 Peter, Jude, 2 and 3 John, and Revelation) which

were lacking in the current Syriac version.

In 616 A.D. this version was revised by Thomas of Harkel (Hera

clea), bishop of Hierapolis. This revision was made near Alexandria,

and was designed to represent the Greek as closely as possible, even to

the order of the words. Scrivener calls it "probably the most servile

version of Scripture ever made." We know that in the revision of the

Gospels Thomas of Harclea had two (or three) Greek MSS probably

from the library of the monastery at Enanton, a village "nine" miles

from Alexandria. To indicate the various readings found in his MSS
the critical symbols of the asterisk and obelus were used, as well as

marginal notes.

The Shorter Conclusion is found in the margin of two MSS of this

version, one Rom. Vat. Syr. 268, of an unknown date, which Mai

thinks Thomas of Harclea wrote with his own hand in 615 A.D. and

the other a MS in the Library of the New College, Oxford, used by

Joseph ^^'hite in his edition which in reality presents us with the

Harclean text, though it i entitled " Sacrorum Evangeliorum versio

Syriaca Philoxeniana, Oxford, 1778. The text of these two MSS,
save for a couple of insignificant variations is the same, and presents

an exact translation of the Greek. The text of the \'atican MS is

found in ^lartin, II, p. 398.

It is evident therefore that in one or more of the Greek MS of

Alexandria, used by Thomas at the beginning of the seventh century,

the Shorter Ending was found. His version therefore furnishes us

with another indication of the Egyptian origin of the Shorter Con-

clusion.

The testimony of the Syriac versions therefore tells us

:

1. The Greek text as known at Antioch about 150 A.D. did not

contain any conclusion to Mark.

2. The Greek text as known at Rome in 170 A.D. contained the

Longer Conclusion. Since by this date it seems to have been ac-

cepted as unquestionably a part of the Gospel, it must have reached

Rome by 150 A.D. at the latest.
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3. The Greek text as known at Antioch about 200 A.D. contained

the Longer Conclusion. Probably the Diatessaron had much in-

fluence in securing its admission.

4. By 411 A.D., when the Peshitto was issued, the Longer Con-

clusion had an undisputed place in the S}T:iac N.T.

o. The Shorter Conclusion was introduced into the margin of the

Harclean Syriac from Alexandrian i\ISS in 616 A.D.
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Hemphill, S., The Diatessaron of Tatian, 1880.

Lem'is and Gibson, Studia Sinaitica, Pt. \l (1897) ; The Palestinian Syriac

Lectionary 1899.

Bewer, Julius A., The History of the X. T. Canon in the Syrian Church.

Chicago, 1900.

Kexvox, Handbook to the Textual Criticism of the New Testament, Chap. \'.

\'ery good.

Cf. also Scriveners Introduction; H.D.B. "Syriac Versions" and "Diates-

saron" latter in Extra Vol.

Encycl. Brit. XI ed. "Bible" and "Syriac Literature."
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Sinaiiic Syriac.

The Four Gospels in Syriac Transcribed from the Sinaitic Palimpsest.

By the late Robert L. Bensley, J. Rendel Harris, and F. Craw-

ford Burkitt with an introduction by Agnes Smith Lewis

;

Cambridge, 1894.

Some Pages of the Four Gospels Re-transcribed from the Sinaitic

Palimpsest. By Agnes Smith Lewis ; London, 1896.

The Old Syriac Gospels or Evangelion da-Mepharreshe, Edited by

Agnes Smith Lewis; London, 1910.

Evangelion da-Mepharreshe. The Curetonian Version of the Four

Gospels, with the readings of the Sinai Palimpsest and the

early Syriac Patristic evidence. F. Crawford Burkitt ; Cam-

bridge. 1904.

The Armenian Version

Synopsis.

Testimony The ending is scarcely found in the early MSS before the

thirteenth century and is wanting in half the later MSS.

Text Probably from the Old Syriac, later revised by Greek

MSS from Constantinople. The text is similar to SB.

Place .... Armenia.

Date .... Latter part, or possibly early part of fourth century.

"Ol the Presbyter Ariston."

Testimonv The earliest known Armenian MS to contain the longer

ending, the Edschmiadzin Codex, has inserted before v. 9ff

"Of the Presbyter Ariston."

Text .... Probably the exemplar was an Armenian text of the early

half of the sixth century from Edessa.

Place The monastery of Noravank (= New Monastery).

Date .... 989 A.D.

Inferences 1. We have no evidence that this rubric "Of the Pres

byter Ariston" contains an early tradition, since it cannot

be traced back of the MS in which it is found.

2. We have no proof that it is a trustworthy tradition,

since it has not yet been found outside this MS.

3. We do not know with whom the "Ariston" of the

rubric is to be identified.
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Therefore we hold that the authorship of the last tweh'e

verses of the Gospel according to i\Iark still remains an

open question.

Discussion.

The Armenian version furnishes us with a possible clue to the

authorship of the longer ending, which in one Armenian codex is

prefaced bj- the words "Of the Presbyter Ariston." Before dis-

cussing this evidence, however, we must first investigate the history

of the version.

From what language was the Armenian version translated ? Both

Syriac and Greek are mentioned as its source. Both languages were

used in Armenia, It may be inferred that both Syriac and Greek

authorities were used in the preparation of this version.

Statements from three Armenian writers of the fifth centur}- seem

to imply this. Their testimony is by no means identical, and yet

it combines "a certain conflict of assertion with a suspicious family

likeness" (Robinson). From a combination of these statements it

has been inferred that S. ]\Iesrop, with the assistance of a Greek scribe

Hrofanos (Rufinus, probably) prepared a translation based upon the

Greek text, and S. Sahik (Isaac) a translation based upon the Syriac

(So Lake and Kenyon). This first translation is dated about 395—400

A.D. (Kenyon).

On the other hand J. Armitage Robinson in his careful stud}-

(Euthaliana, p. 72 ff.) declares : "One fact seems to stand out distinctly

after the perusal of these puzzling statements [i. e. of the three early

Armenian writers] that the earliest attempts at translating the Scri]>

tures into Armenian were based on Syriac Codices."

For the Syriac origin of the Armenian version it may be argued :

1. The geographical position of Armenia makes it probable that

Christianity would be introduced into it from Syria, and it would be

most natural that the S3Tian evangelists would bring and use their

own Syriac version.

2. Syriac was the early ecclesiastical language of the Armenian

Church as we learn from the tradition which states that up to the

time of S. Mesrop and S. Sahik the Syrian language was used in the

Armenian services, which were therefore unintelligible to the mass of

the people.

3. ^luch of the early Armenian Christian literature was translated

from famous Syrian fathers, as Ephraim and Aphrahat, and when,

about 400 A.D. the church history of Eusebius was given to the
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Armenians in their own tongue, it was translated not from the orij.;inal

Greek but from a Syriac MS.

4. Third Corinthians was considered canonical in the x\rmenian

Bible up to the seventh century. But the only other canon which

contained it, so far as we know, was the Syriac, where it had a place

in the first half of the fourth century.

5. Theodore, an Armenian writer of the seventh century declares

that the ancient Armenian version contained Luke 22 : 43, 44 and

3 Corinthians and that Gregory the Illuminator, the apostle of the

Armenians, quoted the latter at the beginning of the fourth century.

If this statement is correct, it would imply that nearly a century

before the translation of Mesrop and Sahik there was a translation of

the Gospels and the Epistles in Armenian and that the source of this

translation was Syriac.

The above is confirmed by the researches of Robinson, who shows

that traces of these primitive readings from the Syriac are still to be

found in the Armenian vulgate. (Euthahana, pp. 76—98.) Conybeare,

Burkitt, and Kenyon accept these results of Robinson, who has

shown that the above is true not only of the Gospels, but of the

epistles, the latter showing a resemblance to the Syriac text used

by Ephraim.

6. The colophons usually found at the end or beginning of each

Gospel in the Armenian declare that Matthew wrote in the Hebrew

language, Mark in the Egyptian tongue, Luke in the Syrian language,

and John in the Greek tongue. These colophons which give but one

Gospel a Greek original seem to imply, as Conybeare suggests, a

rivalry between the Syrians and the Greeks in which the Armenians

sided with the Syrians.

We infei therefore that the Armenian version had certainly, though

possibly not exclusively, a Syrian origin.

From what Syriac text was this version made ?

Such coincidences as have been disco\ercd between the Armenian

and Syrian versions point not to the Peshitto but to the Old Striae.

From this we must infer that at the time when the Armenian version

was made the Peshitto was not established as the authorized version

of the Syrian Church, and also that the Old Syriac held a more im-

portant place in the early Syrian Church than was at first recognized,

since it was made the basis for a missionary version. This also gives

to the Armenian version far greater importance and weight than was

formerly conceded to it, since it thus becomes a very important wit-

ness to the Old Syriac readings in places where at present we do not

possess the testimony of Old Syriac MSS. (So Robinson.)
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The above arguments make out a fairly strong case for the Syriac

parentage of the Armenian version and prove, moreover, that a trans-

lation into the Armenian was made not later than the end of the fourth

century, and that very probably the earliest version is to be dated

as early as the early part of that century (So Conybeare and Kenyon).

That the Armenian Church existed before the middle of the third

century we know from the statement of Eusebius that Dion^'sius,

bishop of Alexandria (248—265 A.D.), wrote a letter to the Armenians,

the name of whose bishop was Meruzanes.

But while the origin of the Armenian version is obscure, we have

clear testimony to its revision, for after the council of Ephesus (431

A.D.) the disciples of Mesrop brought to their master "certain trust-

worthy Greek codices" from Constantinople, by which the earlier

translation was revised. Conybeare dates this revision at 439 A.D.

(H.D.B. L p. 153.)

The Greek text from which this revision was made was, so far as

can be determined, not the Antiochean but one akin to SB, for there

are but few- readings in the Armenian which are not attested by SB
or by the Old Syriac, and these few may have arisen from later chance

corruptions (so Burkitt, Encycl. Bib. IV. col. 5011).

The Armenian MSS known are most of them late, the earliest seem-

ing to be in ^Moscow, dated 887. We have a few MSS of the tenth

and eleventh centuries containing the Gospels, but the remaining

books of the N.T. are rarely found in MSS before the end of the thir-

teenth century.

Kenyon 's assertion that the late MSS are less trustworthy, being

affected by the introduction of the Vulgate into the East, is flatly

denied by Con3'beare, who declares, "One codex of the Armenian

Bible differs very slightly from another."

The testimony of the Armenian MSS concerning the longer ending

is most interesting and significant. It is scarcely found in MSS be-

fore the thirteenth century (Conybeare) and is wanting in half the

MSS since the time of the crusades (Martin, quoted by Zahn). \Mien

Armenian MSS do contain the longer Ending, after the words corre-

sponding to IcpoPoOvTO yap there is written the colophon "Here ends

Mark's Gospel" (Martin declares that in addition to the subscription

there is a jagged line) and then after a pause, they continue with

vs. 9-20 (So Conybeare). We are further told (WH Notes p. 30)

that among the more ancient MSS some have zuix'^'yilioy xa-ra Mapxov

after v. 8 and again after v. 20. These verses are omitted in Zohrab's

edition of the Armenian (So Horner in his edition of the Sahidic

Gospels notes).
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In his second article "On the Last Twelve Verses of St. Mark's

Gospel" (The Expositor, December, 1895, p. 403), Conybeare has the

following discussion of MSS which seems of sufficient interest and

importance to quote in full

:

" In the Mechitarist library on the island of San Lazaro at Venice,

is a codex of the Gospels dated A.D. 902, by consequence nearly

a hundred years earlier than the Edschmiadzin copy. In this

codex V. 8 ends the second column of a verso. The same marginal

writing was continued on the recto side of the next folio but there

is not more of it than would amount to verses 9—13. It is, however,

too obliterated to be read without chemical treatment. I examined

it carefully, and satisfied myself that the writing so erased was not

any part of the twelve verses—a very curious and important fact.

There is too much of it for it to have been the alternative ending

of Mark found in the Greek uncial codex L. Perhaps the scribe

herein gave his reasons for omitting the last twelve verses. The
verso side of the folio is left blank and the entire pericope could

hardly ha^•e been contained even on both sides.

In an Armenian codex of the four Gospels belonging to the Bod-

leian library and dated 1304, the scribe seems to have originally

written the last twelve verses in the second column of the recto of

fol. 141 and in both of the verso, but to have himself afterwards

effaced them, adding the last line of verse 8 at the bottom of the

right-hand column of the recto side of folio 141.

In more than one Armenian codex, where these verses occupied

a folio b}^ themselves, that folio has simply been cut out. In a

13th or 14th century codex at San Lazaro in ^'enice there is prefixed

to the verses the notice, "This is unauthentic." In the Bodleian

Armenian codex of the four Gospels, dated A.D. 1355, a notice is

prefixed as follows : "This is an addition." Many codices of the

four Gospels, and also of the entire Bible, end the Gospel accor-

ding to Mark at verse 8, and then after a space proceed with the

twelve verses. This is so in the case of the oldest San Lazaro

Bible, dated 1220, and of a Bible in the collection of Lord Zouche

later in date but copied from an early archetype. In such cases

the words "The end of Mark {or of Mark's Gospel)" is added

after v. 8.

As to the evidence of the Armenian lectionaries, Conybeare says

that is only modern, but declares that the oldest kno\\n, probably of

the ninth century, did not contain vs. 9—20. This is an uncial codex

now in Paris. It would seem therefore that these verses, in the

early Armenian church, were not read on Ascension Day, as in other
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churches. However since the twelfth centur\- it has been customary in

the Armenian Church to use this lection, and the equivalent of "For

Ascension Day" is usually written against v. 9. in Armenian MSS
written since that time.

These twelve verses probably belonged to the original Armenian

version of the Gospels, prior to the revision of Mesrop early in the

fifth century, but were afterwards excised.

This is hinted by some of the above evidence and also by the fact

that in the fifth century vs. 17 and 18 are quoted in almost precisely

the form we have them in the present Armenian version, by Eznik, a

fellow worker of S. Mesrop and S. Sahik, in his work on Heresies,

Book I which Conybeare dates 420—430A.D. Conybeare also notes

"plentiful citation" of these verses in the Armenian Acts of Pilate

which version "must be almost as early as the sixth century." Again

the text is the same as found in such Armenian codices as contain the

longer ending.

But we know of other parts of the Armenian version of the fifth

century M^hich were omitted from the later Armenian canon, as the

Apocalypse. Moreover the pericope adulterae is absent from the

oldest MSS though cited by Gregory of Narek in 950 A.D.

But, though absent from all other known codices prior to 1100 A.D.

Dr. F. C. Conybeare has found the longer ending in a most interesting

MS in the Patriarchal Library at Edschmiadzin at the foot of Mount

Ararat, which is said to be the most important library in Armenia.

This earliest known codex to contain the longer ending is also the

oldest codex to contain the pericope adulterae, though in an ancient

and unusual form.

This uncial codex was written in 989 A.D. (not 986 as stated b}-

Conybeare in his first article, a mistake which Swete has perpetuated,

though it was early corrected by Zahn) . Before the last twelve verses

has been inserted Ariston Eritzou "Of the Presbyter Ariston."

Oj the Presbyter Ariston.

In the Expositor for October, 1893 Mr. F. C. Conybeare stated that

in November 1891 he had collated at Edschmiadzin a codex of the

Gospels in which the last twelve verses were prefaced by the words

"Ariston Eritzou" "Of the Presbyter Ariston."

The following later and more accurate description is given by Dr.

Conybeare in Swete p. civ (cf. the description in the original article

in the Expositor, Oct. 1893, p. 243).

" In this codex verse 8 of ch. xvi. ends at the beginning of a line,

in the second column of a page. The line is partly filled up with

Trans. Coxx. Acad., Vol. XVIII. 26 February, 19]o.
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the vermilioned flourishes which indicate that the Gospel proper

of Mark is ended. Verse 9 however is begun on the next line, and

the whole twelve verses are completed in the same large uncials

as the rest of the Gospels. As it were by an afterthought the scribe

adds the title Ariston Eritzoii just above the flourishes mentioned,

and wathin the columnar space. It is written in vermilioned

smaller uncials identical in character with those which at the foot

of each column denote the Ammonian canons, and also with those

which the scribe uses to complete a word at the end of a line,

thereby preserving the symmetr}^ of the lines, and avoiding the

necessity of placing the last one or two letters of a word by them-

selves at the beginning of a fresh line. The title therefore was added

by the first hand; or, if not by him, at leastby theBiop-S-torr,;. In

any case it is contemporary, and must have stood in the older copy

transcribed, from ^\hich also were perhaps transferred the fifth

century full-page illustrations included in the existing codex. At

first it was intended to omit the title, but on second thoughts it was

added. If the scribe had from the first me^t to keep it, he would

have left room for it, instead of cramping it in above the terminal

flourishes. That he regarded Mark proper as ending with verse 8,

is further shown by the large circular boss consisting of concentric

circles of color added against the end of verse 8 between the columns.

The paler tints in the photograph correspond to vermilion in the

codex ; and the vermilioned lettering of the title was so faint in the

positive sent to Mr. Conj'beare from Edschmiadzin in 1895, that

he has strengthened it with ink for the preparation of the present

facsimile."

This rubric could not indicate the copyist, whose name the codex

gives as Johannes, nor the translator of these verses, since Ariston

is not an Armenian name, but must mean the original author of these

verses. This alone, declares Conj'beare, explains the genitive case

"Of the presbyter" used here, [note that the name Ariston is not

in the genitive] and "the dignity accorded to the words 'Ariston

Eritzou,' which are in minioned uncials, as are the titles 'of Matthew'

etc. ... at the heads of their respective Gospels."

But reference to the facsimile to us seems to infer not the dignity of

these words, but rather lack of it, since they are not even given a

separate line but crowded in between the lines in a much smaller hand

than the rest of the text. Since the facsimile does not give the title

of the Gospel, we can make no comparison with it. ^^'e must take

exception however to the inference that Ariston "must in the scribe's

mind ha\'e been a writer of almost the same importance as Mark him-
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self to judge from the prominence given to his name, and the red

uncials in which it is written."

We further take exception to Conybeare's inference that the trans-

lator of these twelve verses into the Armenian must have had a Greek

or Syriac MS in which the}^ were prefaced by the words "ApicTTiojvoc

7:p£cr(3uT£poL(. The opposite seems to us to be more probable since:

1. The scribe clearly indicates that in some sense he considers the

Gospel to end at v. 8 since he has filled the remainder of the last line

of this verse with the vermilion flourishes by which he indicates the

close of a Gospel.

2. He has at this point inserted the boss which further indicates

the end of the Gospel at this point.

3. The scribe does not give a line to this rubric but crowds it in as

an afterthought. As Conybeare acknowledges, "if the scribe had

from the first meant to keep it, he would have left room for it, instead

of cramping it above the terminal flourishes."

4. Even acknowledging that the insertion is contemporary with the

original transcribing of the codex, it may have been inserted not by

the scribe but by the BiofO-oj-r,?, as Mr. Conybeare acknowledges.

This admission seems to us to seriously weaken his argument for the

existence of this rubric in the exemplar.

This codex was written by the scribe Johannes at the commission

of a monk and presbyter, Stephanus, who in a note he appends to the

book declares "this book is to be read in this church, for it is copied

from authentic and old originals" (Strzygowski, Byzantische Denk-

maler, I Vienna, 1891 p. 19, quoted in Zahn's articles). The same

authority declares that the covers and the pictures bound with this

codex belong to the first half of the sixth century, and they seem very

probably to be taken from one of these "old originals" (so Zahn, and

Conybeare acknowledges it possible). If this is correct at least one

exemplar of this codex is to be dated before 550 A.D. It is possible,

however, as Conybeare has pointed out, to hold that these illustrations

belonged to the Syriac exemplar from which the Armenian scribe

translated the last twelve verses.

But if these words were in the exemplar, and especially if they

are to be considered as of equal importance with the titles of the

Gospels, wh}' were they not copied at the first, instead of being

crowded in as an afterthought ?

5. But if the Armenians considered this a true and authentic

tradition, why is this rubric never found in other Armenian MSS which

contain these twelve verses translated as they are in the Edschmiadzin

codex ? A search in all the other codices found in the library at
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Edschmiadzin has disclosed no other instance, and it does not

occur in any of the codices found in \'enice, Paris, London, and

Oxford.

6. Moreover if this tradition came from an ancient and authentic

Syriac MS why has it not been found in some Striae codex ?

Zahn, who felt these latter difficulties, would resolve them by

assuming that "a learned man of the fourth or fifth century, who was
interested in the question of the origin of Mark xvi. 9—20, because he

did not find the section in all copies, who also knew the work of Papias,

and found in it a Diegesis of Aristion's, essentially the same with

Mark xvi. 14—18, availing himself of his information, entered on the

margin of his copy of the Gospels the words '*ApiG"7u-jvo? Tips'Tji'jTspou.

This notice may then have gained currency over a small range and

have made its way to Armenia among other places." (See Conybeare's

Translation of Zahn's article. Expositor, Sept. 1894, p. 225.) While

we do not accept this supposition of Zahn's, his theorj^ is interesting

for it suggests that the rubric may be founded ultimately upon the

inference or supposition of some student or^scribe, which we believe

to have been probably the case.

To us, then, it seems probable that the rubric "Ariston Eritzou"

was not contained in the text of the fifth century exemplar of this

codex, and that quite possibly it was added from a much later source,

which may have been based on a late tradition or supposition or

a mistaken inference. Furthermore it does not seem to us that

this rubric was intended to have the same dignity as the titles "Of

Matthew" etc. affixed to the Gospels.

At the same time it is probable that these verses were translated

into the Armenian as early as the fifth century, since Eznik, a fifth

century Father of the- Armenian Church cites vs, 17, 18 almost pre-

cisely as we have them in the present text, but seems to carefully

abstain from quoting them as belonging to IMark. That these verses

belonged to the early Armenian version but were afterwards excised,

is declared by a late Greek Father, according to Conybeare who does

not give his name. Was this Theodore Chrthenavor early in the eighth

century, who declared that Luke 22 : 43, 44 was cut out from the early

Armenian version by certain Docetic heretics ? (See Conybeare, Ex-

positor, Dec. 1895, p. 405.)

As far as internal evidence goes this is quite possible, since these

verses as found in the Edschmiadzin codex agree fairly well with

the rest of the Gospel. However they might have been translated

at a later time in an archaic style, by a careful student of the

version

.
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\Miether translated originall}' from the Greek or the Syriac has

not been determined. Conybeare "on reconsideration" holds that

they are from the Greek. Zahn inclines to a Syriac origin, which is

quite possible, since we know that at the beginning of the fifth cen-

tury they had a recognized place in the Syriac Bible as represented

b}' the Peshitto.

But even granting, as we do not, that the phrase " Ariston Eritzou
"

represents an early and authentic tradition, we must insist that we
do not know who the Ariston mentioned is.

^Ir. T. A. Archer suggested that he is to be identified with the Aris-

tion, who, ^^ith the Presbyter John, was an authority for Papias, as

mentioned in Eusebius, Church History, III, 39. For this identifi-

cation, which he adopted, Conybeare has argued strongly.

The difficulties this theory must face are :

1. The rubric speaks of Ariston, not Aristion. But Conybeare cites

the Armenian version of Eusebius to show that the name of Aristion

can be and is thus transliterated. Zahn and Resch agree, but Prof.

Bacon declares Ariston does not represent Aristion "badly spelled,

as was natural, b\' an Armenian scribe."

2. In the quotations from Papias he speaks of "Aristion and the

Presbyter John," and though the two names are thrice repeated, the

title presbyter is always given to John and never to Aristion. How-
ever in the Armenian version we have an instance where Aristion and

John are together called presbyters.

3. Aristion, as far as our evidence goes, was not a writer, for Papias

declares he had not been a reader of writings, but an ear-witness

(auT-^/vOoc) of Aristion and John and therefore received from him

an oral tradition, not a written narrative.

4. Had Aristion been the author of the end of Mark it is most prob-

able that he would have communicated this fact to Papias, and that

Papias would have mentioned it in his discussion of the origin of the

Gospel according to Mark.

5. Eusebius notes that Papias, in his 'hir^^r^azic, has a story of

Justus called Barsabas "how he drank off a deadly drug, and yet

suffered no ill effects because of the grace of the Lord." This is of

course a proof of the fulfilment of Mk. 16 : 18, and Dean Burgon has

argued from it that Papias here refers to these verses, and that they

were contained in Mark's Gospel in his day.

Now Eusebius does not in any way connect this story of Papias

with Aristion or the Presbyter John, but Conybeare stated in his first

article that :
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"In a 12th century Bodleian Codex of Rufinus' Latin version

of the Ecclesiastical History this story is mentioned in the margin

against the name of Aristion (in p. 136. 31), from which we may
suppose that the schohast of Rufinus regarded the story as in a pe-

cuhar manner due to or suggested by Aristion. ... It is unhkely
that Aristion himself in his BtTiyr^o-eic told the story in illustration

of verse 18, of which he was the author, and that Papias only copied

it from him. But the scholiast of Rufinus may have known that

these twelve verses were Aristion's, and on that account have con-

nected with Aristion's name a story so aptly illustrative of one of

the verses in question." (Ex. Oct. 1893 pp. 246, 250.)

This seemed strong confirmation for the identification of the Ariston

of the rubric with Aristion, the authority of Papias, to Conybeare,

and also to Zahn, who, confining the narrative from Aristion in these

twelve verses to vs. 14—18 held that Papias wrote down the narratives

of Aristion, and that the Armenian title is due to the fact that Papias

attributed this section of his narrative to Aristion, as was known by
the person who compiled the longer ending. (Ex. Sept. 1894 p. 224.)

But this, the strongest support to the theory, has failed, since this

scholion is "a very ragged and late bit of writing" (Conybeare) and

the inference from it is a mistaken one, as is shown b\^ Prof. J. Vernon

Bartlet, who, requested by Prof. Bacon to transcribe this gloss in the

Rufinus codex, "with special regard for its location on the page,"

sent him the folloA\"ing explanation, recently published (Bacon in The

Journal of Biblical Literature, Vol. xxx. Part I, 1911, p. 105).

"My notes on the Bodleian MS. of Rufinus, which I examined

(MSS. 2. and Miscell. 294, once in the monastery of Eberbach) are to

this effect. The scholion is really simph' one of a number of margi-

nal notes, indicating the contents, which occur throughout the MS.
Conybeare noticed that the ' scholion '

' Quod Justus qui et Barsabas

venenum biberit nihilque ex hoc triste pertulerit' stood ' in the margin

over against the name of Aristion ' and inferred that this showed

consciousness that this story was 'due to or suggested by Aristion.'

"But the position 'over against' Aristion is a mere accident, due

to the fact that there is no room on the inner margin of the Ms.

(which is written in 2 columns), where it should come, for the

marginal note to be inserted. Hence it comes opposite the name
of Aristion, which though a good deal earlier in the text, is in fact

parallel (to the matter in question) in the other column. There are

similar cases which I have observed else^^•here. Thus the inference

was a mistake of Conybeare's, and the observation is of no historical

value."
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Concerning the identification of "Ariston Eritzou" with the

Aristion known through Papias, we can at least say that it is not

proven.

But alread3' before the pubhcation of his first article Prof. Sanday

had suggested to Dr. Conybeare that the Ariston referred to was

Ariston (or Aristo) of Pella, whom Eusebius quotes at some length as

reporting the overthrow by Hadrian in 135 A.D. of Jerusalem. In

a scholion of the seventh century by Maximus Confessor (De mystica

Theol. cap. i, p. 17, ed. Corderii) he is declared to be the author of the

Jewish-Christian "Dialogue of Jason and Papiscus. Prof. Bacon has

argued that this statement is late and untrustworthy, and that the

above writing was originall}- anonymous.

Resch declares that "If we take the name 'ApiG-rojv in the strict

form in which it has been transmitted, no other person can be con-

sidered to be referred to thereby than Ariston of Pella. He acknowl-

edges however that in antiquity there was a confusion of the names

""Acio-TOiv and 'Api'jTicov. However it is interesting to note that the

name of Ariston of Pella is transliterated in precisely this way in

the Armenian version of Eusebius.

Conj'beare brings against this identification two objections :

1. The date of 140—150 A.D. is too late for the origin of a sec-

tion so uniformly found in Greek MSS Zahn agrees. But the testi-

mon}' of Greek MSS is now seen to be not so uniform as was at first

supposed, and the arguments of Resch and Rohrbach that these

verses were added to Mark at the time of the formation of the fourfold

Gospel canon, which would date them just about this time, as far as

their connection with the second Gospel is concerned, is a sufficient

answer to this objection.

2. "So far as we know anything about Ariston's writings they

were not at aU similar to these twelve verses." But in his second

article Dr. Conybeare himself overthrows this argument by stating :

"Both dialogue and history of Ariston having perished, we have no

means of deciding whether the twelve verses are in the style of that

author. We do hear that some people mistook his dialogue for a work

of Luke the Evangelist ; and as that was so, it is likely that Ariston

of Pella could have written the twelve verses.''

Moreover this objection would tell equally against the identification

with the Aristion of Papias since we do not know anything about the

writings of Aristion, and in fact do not know that he was a writer at

all; Besides if the rubric here does refer these verses to Ariston of

Pella, it b}- no means proves that he wrote them. It may indicate only

a tradition, and as our previous arguments have sought to show, this
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tradition, since it cannot be proved that this rubric was contained

in a fifth century exemplar of the codex, is not necessarily either

ancient or authentic.

Zahn declared that

:

" Conybeare has quite rightly rejected the idea of Ariston of Pella.

It is quite true that Mcses of Chorene had plenty of fables to relate

about him (II. 60), and we could not avoid thinking of him, if

Langlois (Coll. of Arm. Hist., I. 391 ; II. 110, n. 3) were right in

ascribing to Moses the statement that Ariston was secretary of the

Bishop Mark, of Jerusalem, in the time of Hadrian.

" If that were so, the completer of the Second Gospel must have

been identified with the secretary of the Evangelist Mark, and also

have received the name Ariston." (Conybeare's trans. Ex. Sept.

1894, p. 222.)

Zahn declares, however that Langlois is mistaken, and that Moses

of Chorene means that Ariston was the secretary of Hadrian. Prof.

Bacon states that Moses means that Ariston was the secretary of

Ardaces. These three views prove sufficiently^that at this point the

testimon}- of Moses of Chorene is ambiguous.

If modern scholars find difficulty in interpreting this testimon}-

it is quite possible that a scribe of the tenth centur\- might find equal

difficulty. If Langlois could suppose that Ariston was secretary of

Bishop Mark of Jerusalem, according to Moses of Chorene, so m.ight

this scribe who would of course be familiar with the writings of this

great Armenian historian. That the scribe should further confuse

the Bishop ]\Iark of Jerusalem, in the time of Hadrian with the

Evangelist Mark is by no means impossible. That he did make

these blunders, has been argued by Prof. Bacon, ("Against the Au-

thorship of the Last Verses of Mark," The Expositor, VI Series 1905,

pp. 401—412 and Hasting's Dictionary of Christ and the Gospels,

Vol. I, "Aristo.")

To suppose that the Gospel according to ]\Iark was finished by this

secretar}^, is, as Prof. Bacon suggests, quite a natural inference. That

this was the inference not of an ancient authority, but of the scribe

who wrote this codex in 989 A.D. seems far more probable than the

supposition that it is to be traced back to " a learned man of the fourth

or fifth century," in view of the fact that we have as yet found no

duphcation of this rubric in any Armenian or S3'riac MS. It is quite

possible that its omission from Armenian MSS of later date than our

codex is due to a recognition either of its late date, or of its precarious

foundation, or both.

It is but just to say that the author's doubts concerning the anti-
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quity and trustworthiness of this ascription of the last twelve verses

of Mark to "Ariston" arose while studying the original articles of

Dr". Conybeare, and it was not until later that the articles of Prof.

Bacon were studied. These served to confirm the view already

formed, but the preceding argument is by no means dependent upon

the acceptance or rejection of Prof . Bacon's theory of the misunder-

standing of the Armenian scribe. That theory suggests an explana-

tion of the origin of the inference, but independently of it, the evidence

indicates :

1

.

We have no evidence that this rubric contains an earh' tradition,

since we cannot trace it back of the MS in which it is found, which is

dated 989 A.D.

2. We have no proof that it is a trustworthy tradition, since no

other trace of it has as yet been found.

3. We cannot be sure which Ariston the rubric refers to. The
evidence for his identification with the Aristion of Papias is very weak.

And if the scribe intended to indicate Ariston of Pella, the probability

is that he was mistaken.

Therefore we conclude that the words "Ariston Eritzou" of the

Edschmiadzin codex gives only a late, and probably an untrustworthy

inference or conjecture of a scribe.

The whole question, therefore, of the authorship and source of

the last twelve verses of the Gospel according to ]\Iark is still open.
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The Egyptian Versions

Egypt is of great significance in the history of the New Testament

as the home of the non-Western text. In importance therefore the

Egyptian ^>rsions of the South rank next to the Syriac versions of the

East and the Latin versions of the \\'est. The histor}' of the conclu-

sions of Mark must now be traced, as far as possible, in the versions

of Egypt.

The present classification of tlie dialects of Egypt divides them into

Bohairic (Memphitic), the dialect of the district about Alexandria;

the Middle Egyptian, which includes the ]\lemphitic, Fayyumic,

Akhmimic, etc. ; and the Sahidic (Thebaic), the dialect of Upper Egypt

.

The Bohairic, originally spoken in the district about Alexandria,

was the most literary of the dialects of Egypt, and ultimately super-

seded them all. This version then became, what it still remains, the

official version of the Coptic Church throughout the country. The
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origin of the Bohairic Version must therefore be associated with

Alexandria.

But Greek was the earty official language of this part of Egypt,

and the earliest extant writings of Egyptian Christianity are in that

tongue. It would therefore be antecedently probable that Upper

Egypt, which we know formerly reacted against foreigners, would first

require a version in the vernacular. Critical study supports this

inference, concludui^, that the Sahidic Version was most probably the

earliest Egyptian version, followed b}- the jMiddle Egyptian and the

Bohairic in the order named.

The date of the earliest Egyptian version is generally given as the

latter part of the second or the early half of the third century. The
3-ear 200 A.D. cannot be very far wrong (Kenyon) since the Sahidic

shows in the X.T. a type of text which prevailed in the second century

and in the O.T. a pre-Origenian text.

The Greek text from which the Sahidic was translated belonged to

the type represented by NB, although it contained a considerable

"Western" element of an early character, perhaps the 1^-pe shown in

Clement of Alexandria. The translation is idiomatic, and in some
cases inexact.

The Middle Egyptian Version is known to have been profoundly

influenced by the Sahidic, but is not yet available for critical use.

The Bohairic, the latest of these versions, shows a desire for more
literal exactness in translation, and also exhibits the influence of what
was considered, at the time it was made, a better Greek text. Where
it differs from the Sahidic it almost always follows "Alexandrian"

readings.

The Sahidic Version.

The Sahidic Version agrees with the Bohairic in its "Neutral" ten-

dencies and in its freedom from "Antiochian" interpolations, which

do not seem to have influenced the text of Egj-pt until the tenth cen-

tur\'. It is to be placed among such representatives of the ancient

text as N, B, Claromontanus, Irenaeus, and Clement of Alexandria.

Its lack of readings peculiar to L, with the exception of the double

ending of Mark, show that it does not belong to the late Alexandrian

type of text.

Most of the Coptic manuscripts known have been supplied by the

^^ hite Monastery, from which, according to the estimate of Dr. Crum,
nine thousand leaves have been obtained.

The Sahidic Gospels have been edited from many fragments by
G. Horner in "The Coptic Version of the New Testament in the
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Southern Dialect, otherwise called Sahidic and Thebaic. Oxford,

Clarendon Press, 1911. In regard to his sources the editor says :

"Two general observations may be made in regard to the whole

body of fragments. The first is the freedom from corrections and

the consistency of the orthography of individual MSS. . . . Only
one MS appears to have been extensively corrected. The second

observation is the unanimity of the readings. Variants appear, as

is only natural in so large a number of MSS of different dates, but

the variants are few, and their scarcity may be connected with the

fact that so many of the fragments have come from the same place,

the White Monastery."

We are able to call attention to a MS in this version containing the

double ending of Mark ^\hich has not, so far as we arc aware, been

included in any previous discussion of our problem. This is a frag-

ment brought from Egypt by M. \\'eill in 1905, who seems to have ob-

tained it in Cairo. A few leaves of the same MS were obtained by

Sayce, and one leaf is in the Bodleian.

Foho 162b of this Sahidic MS (Weill 16 wj^ich Horner calls 108 in

his edition) contains the Shorter Conclusion, followed by the custo-

mary note, and the Longer Conclusion. It is interesting to note that

preceding Luke, in this MS, is found an imperfect list of tituli of his

Gospel, reminding us in this respect of L. The MS is dated by Horner

in the eleventh century and he translates the text as follows :

And when they had heard they came out of the sepulchre, and

they ran, for trembling was laying hold on them, and a confusion ;

and they said not a word to anyone, for they were fearing. But
all the things which were ordered them, to those who followed

Petros they said openly. After these (things) also again Jesus was
manifested to them from the place of rising of the sun unto the place

of setting. He sent through them the preaching which is holy and

incorruptible of (the) eternal salvation.

But these (lit. those) also belong to them :

But a trembling was laying hold on them and a confusion ; and

they said not any word to any one, for they were fearing. " But when
he had risen in (the) morning of the first day (lit. day 1) of the week,

he was manifested first to Maria the Magd(alen)e this (one) out of

whom he cast seven demons. That (woman) went, she showed to

those who had been (lit. were) with him, as the}' mourn and (weep).

They also (again), when they had heard that he is living and that

she saw him, were unbelieving. But after these (things) to two
of them, as they walk, he was manifested in another form, as they

go into the (field). (But) after these (things) to the (twelve he was
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manifested) and he reproached their imbehef and their hardness of

- heart, because they believed not those who saw him having risen.

And said he to (them). Go into all the -world and preach the gospel

to all the creation. He who will believe and be baptized will be

saved ; he who will not believe will be condemned. But these signs

will follow those who will believe : they will cast demons out in my
name ; they will speak in languages ; and they will take up serpents

in their hands ; even if they should drink a deadly potion it will not

hurt them ; they will place their hands upon those who are sick, and

they (will) recover (lit. rest). But the Lord Jesus after his speak-

ing to them was taken up to the heaven, he sat (on the) right of God.

(But they, when they had (come out), preached (everywhere), the)

Lord helping them, confirming the word (through) the signs v,-hich

follow them.

According to Markos, it is finished.

Horner sajs that the curved brackets mean that the fragment is

imperfect in the verse.

The testimon}' of this recently discovered Sahidic fragment con-

taining the double ending of Mark is of far greater weight and signi-

ficance than would at first sight appear. Since as yet but a mere

handful of Sahidic fragments containing the closing verses of Mark
is known,—Horner seems to cite only 50, the Bodleian fragment and

102, together with the Greek of Paris 129,—that one of them should

possess the double ending is surprising. It may indicate not a pe-

culiar, but a relatively common form of the Gospel in this version.

As has been noted, Horner declares that there is great unanimity of

reading in the fragments found. It certainly indicates far more than

would be implied by the discovery of an additional Greek MSS of this

form, and we believe approximates in significance, though not of

course in importance, to the discovery of the Sinaitic Syriac, so far

as its bearing upon the version to which it belongs is concerned.^

While the MS containing the double ending is assigned to the

eleventh century, it seems quite probable that an earlier archetype

had a form of the text in which the Gospel ended with the Shorter

Conclusion ; which may have been early introduced into this version

and obtained wide currency, for aught we know.

This- supposition receives a slight confirmation from the /\rabic

gloss which accompanies the insertion of the Shorter Ending in Brit.

^ It is known that there is a Coptic (probably Sahidic) MS with a double

ending among the recently acquired J. Pierpont Morgan MSS.
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Mus. Or. 1315 of the Bohairic Version which reads "In the cop\- of

the Sa'id." This note refers to the Saliidic copy declares Horner

(Sahidic, p. 636).

The Sahidic, as we have seen, is older than the Bohairic, the latter,

though not entirely independent of it, being based on a later Greek

text. The fact that one MS of the Sahidic contains the double ending

in the text while the two Bohairic MSS which contain the Shorter

Conclusion relegate it to the margin, confirms our theory of the his-

tory of the conclusions of Mark as developed in Egypt. The Sahidic

represents our third, the Bohairic our fourth stage. At the same time

there are also indications, as Zahn has shown, that some Bohairic ]\IS

contained the Shorter Ending only. That the Egyptian versions

should mirror the text dominant in Alexandria at various periods is

what would be antecedently expected, and what the evidence seems

to show.

The Bohairic Version.

The Bohairic Version, still in ecclesiastical use among the Copts, is

probably to be dated toward the close of the third or in some part of

the fourth century (so Kenyon, Lake, etc.). It originated almost

certainly in Alexandria, and shows an underlying Alexandrian text

(Hyvernat quoting Headlam, and so also Nestle).

Present critics consider the underlying Greek text "singularly

pure and free from so-called 'Western' additions." It belongs to

the type of text represented by SB and L.

Our earliest codices of this version belong to the twelfth century,

though certain fragments may be as earh' as the ninth centur\% The

Bohairic is often accompanied by an Arabic translation, though a

Graeco-Bohairic MS has not as yet been discovered.

This version has been edited by G. Horner in "The Coptic Ver-

sion of the New Testament in the Northern Dialect, otherwise called

Memphitic or Bohairic, with Introduction, Critical Apparatus, and

hteral English Translation," Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1898. Horner

declares that in all the MSS examined by him the customary type of

the Gospel according to Mark was found, with no reference to the

Shorter Ending save in Hunt 17, (Horner's A) and Brit. Mus. Or. 1315

(Horner's E).

The testimony of Hunt 17, "a very fine and important MS" (Light-

foot) is given by Horner (p. 480) as follows :

"At the end of v, 8, in the break, as if referring to the last twelve

verses, is a gloss [in Arabic] 'this is the chapter expelled in the

Greek.'



jTA//^' Af'jf^ nif^r-/^ /v<'A'r9 <\x<hN j^c\i or^ /s/'ecjoos ey//^' /vVo

Bohairic. Hunt i 7, margin.

Copied from Abbe Martin's Introduction a la Critique textuelle du Nouveau

Testament, Partie pratique, II, p. 399.

Trans. Conx. Acad., Vol. XVIII.
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"In the margin is written by the ordinary earty corrector 'And

all the (things) which he ordered to them who came after Peter,

(lit. and) openly they spake of them. And after these (things) in-

deed, again Jesus appeared to them from the risings of (the) sun

until his settings, and he sent them to preach (lit. throw) (the) good

tidings, holy, imperishable, of the eternal life. Amen. These

(words) themselves are belonging to those : (viz) And after these

(things) troubles and perplexities seized them : and they said not

a word to anybody, for they were fearing.'"

This MS was written, as it testifies, in 1173—4 "by Theod(orus of)

Puseri (Busir), monk of the Laura of S. Makari (Macarius)" a mon-

aster}' still existing in the Nitrian desert, southwest of Cairo, whence

it was brought by Robert Curzon in 1838. It is now in the Bodleian

Library at Oxford.

"The importance of this MS," to quote Lightfoot, "consists in a

great measure in its marginal additions, which are very frequent. The

text seems to give the original Bohairic \^ersion in a very pure form
;

while the margin supplies all, or very nearly all the passages which

in fewer or greater numbers have crept into the text of other Bohairic

MSS, and which (as far as regards the Bohairic Version itself) must be

regarded as interpolations, whatever sanctions they may have in

Greek MSS or other ancient authorities." (Scrivener's Introduction,

II, p. 111.)

We see then that it forms a close parallel to the Harclean Syriac,

through it seems to have had a different ancestry (cf. Burkitt, Enc3xl.

Bibl. iv, col. 5010).

Notice that in this MS the Shorter Ending is not preceded by any

note, but is concluded by the Amen ; that the text is confused ; that

the usual note follow^s w'ith a repetition of the latter part of v. 8. in

the strange form, "And after these things troubles and perplexities

seized them : and the}' said not a word to anybody, for they were

fearing."

Zahn declares that this usual note and the supplement to the Shorter

Ending found in this MS has nothing to do with the Longer Ending,

but is a modification of v. 8b, and that the marginal gloss must have

originated from a MS in which the Shorter Ending with the Amen
formed the proper ending of the Gospel, and yet it was remarked that

certain other MSS read the quoted supplement to the Shorter Ending

besides this.

Now this last MS gives evidence of a bold attempt to conform the

text of the Shorter Ending and v. 8 ; dealing with the matter in a

manner parallel to k where, as we shall see v. 8 has been modified
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to read, "Now the}^ when they came out from the tomb fled, for fright

and terror held them on account of their fear."

Hunt. 17 therefore witnesses to the fact that there once existed

Bohairic MSS of two types, both ending apparently with the Shorter

Conclusion, but one type simply adding the shorter ending to v. 8

without modification, and the other modifying v. 8 so that it

would not contradict the Shorter Ending, perhaps, as Zahn sug-

gests, b}'' inserting this ending between the earlier and later por-

tions of V. 8

The other Bohairic MS which contains the Shorter Conclusion in

the margin is British Museum Oriental 1315, again a Coptic-Arabic

MS whose date is 1207 A.D. This MS is " profusely glossed in Arabic"

and in the text follows D, Copt. Arab. Rom. Vat. 9 (Greg. 30) ex-

cept in the earl}- chapters of Luke. Horner's presentation of the teo-

timony of this MS which he calls E in his discussion of the text., is as

follows :

"After V. 8, is the break which marks the end of verses in all

j\ISS, and in it a sign corresponding to th^e two similar signs in the

margin, which seem to indicate an omitted section : then in the

lower margin is written by the original hand :

'In another writing: and all things which they ordered Peter,

he did them quickly (cjvTop)?) : and after these (things) Jesus

manifested himself to them : from the risings of (the) sun until his

settings ; by them he sent the preaching, holy, unpolluted, for (lit.

in) eternal salvation.'

"This section is translated thus [in Arabic]:

'And all things which he ordered to Peter, the\- did them de-

cidedl}^ (decisively) ; and after this Jesus appeared to them from the

risings of the sun to her settings, and by their means he sent the

Gospel, pure (holy), without pollution.'

"There is also a gloss [in Arabic] :

'in the cop}' of the Sa'id' which belongs to the translation."

This gloss, according to Horner's edition of the Sahrdic (p. 63G)

refers to the Sahidic copy.

Horner holds that "unpolluted" and "salvation" show that the

form of his latter MS is more correct than that found in Hunt. 17,

and that the absence of the confused addition of the latter, which he

considers a version of the gloss of L, indicates that it goes back to an

earlier and more intelligent copyist. The readings of Or. 1315 seem

to associate it more closely with the Greek, with k, and with the Syriac,

while the closest ally of Hunt. 17 seems to be the Ethiopic, which
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^ve must next discuss. Note that a reference to the rising and setting

of the sun occurs also in the "ab oriente ad occasum' of the para-

phrase of the Pistis Sophia.

Egyptian Versions, Bibliography.

For general discussions see Lightfoot and Headlam in Scrivener,

K.Lake in Encycl. Brit, under "Bible", Kenyon in his "Handbook
to the Textual Criticism of the N. T.", Burkitt, in Encycl. Bib. "Texts

and Versions," and Robinson in Hasting's D.B. "Egyptian Versions."

For lists of MSS containing portions of the Coptic Bible see Hyver-

nat, Revue Biblique, Internationale, 1896, No. 4, p. 54ff. and 1897

No. 1, pp. 55-62, cf. also 48 f.

The best full collections are said to be in Woide, Appendix ad

editionem N. T. Graeci, Oxford, 1799 and Amelineau, ZAS 1886-1888

with Crum's Coptic MSS brought from Fayyum.

The Bohairic Version has been edited by G. Horner, "The Coptic

\'ersion of the New Testament in the Northern Dialect, otherwise

called Memphitic or Bohairic, with Introduction, Critical Apparatus,

and literal English Translation, Vol. I, Introd. Mt. Mk. Oxford, 1898.

Compare also Sanday, Appendices to the New Testament, p. 187

and Hyvernat, Revue Biblique Internationale, 1897, No. 1, p. 48f.

The Sahidic Version has recently been edited (by G. Horner

apparently) in "The Coptic Version of the New Testament in the

Southern Dialect, otherwise called the Sahidic and Thebaic, Oxford,

1911.

The Ethiopic Version

The Ethiopic Version is the name commonly given to the version

in Ge'ez, the classical language of the Abyssinians.

The tradition of the Abyssinian Church states that this version was
made from the Greek before the fifth century. Dillmann accepts this

tradition as correct for the following reasons : (Charles, H.D.B. in loco).

1. Christianity was firmly established in Abyssinia by the fifth

century.

2. Jared, poet and musician, issued a hymnal for that church in the

sixth century.

3. Chrysostom appears to have known an Ethiopic Version of the

Bible.

4. Only in the first period did the Ethiopic Church translate directly

Trans. Conn. Acad., Vol. XVIII. 27 February, 1915,
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from the Greek, for after the appearance of the Arabic language in

Egypt translations were made from that tongue.

Others date the version in the fifth o: sixth century (Guidi, Burkitt,

Charles, Kenyon) and Guildemeister puts it in the sixth or seventh

century.

Now whether Christianity teached Ab\-ssinia through Egypt, its

northern neighbor, or directly from Palestine by teachers vo\'aging

down the Red Sea, we are not told, but there are traces of an older

Ethiopic Version of the Gospels made from the Syriac, as was the

Aramaic (cf . notes b}' Guildemeister pointing out the Aramaic coloring

of the Ethiopic N.T. in Tischendorf's X.T. Ill, p. 895 note). The text

of the Ethiopic now and then does agree with the Old S3Tiac against

almost all other authorities. Hackspill would assign the version to

the fifth centur}', and holds it was made from a Syrian Occidental text.

Later, perhaps in the fourteenth centur}', the text was revised from

the medieval Arabic text current at that time in Alexandria, as was

proved by Guidi (La Traduzione degli Ev^^gelii in Arabo in Ethio-

pico, Rome, 1888). Hackspill declares (Zeit. fiir AssyTologie, xi, 117,

1897) that only the oldest MS furnishes us with a comparatively pure

text, all others representing the later revised text. The unrevised

text is represented b}^ Co. Paris Aeth. 32 while most MSS and all

printed editions present us with a text which is influenced by the

Alexandrian vulgate and shows traces of the Arabic. ^lost of the

MSS, of which at least one hundred are contained in European libra-

ries, belong to the XVII, XVIII, and XIX centuries.

As to the text represented by the version, Charles (H.D.B. I. p. 792)

says that it is related to the older type as represented by J<B but

shows Western, Alexandrian, and Syriac elements. As yet no critical

edition of the Ethiopic has been published, and our knowledge of the

version is too slight to use to any considerable extent. It is therefore

impossible to give a full presentation of the testimony of the Ethiopic

as regards the last verses of IMark but it seems to present most of the

forms we have hitherto discussed.

Sanday (Appendices ad Novum Testamentum) speaking of twelve

MSS found in the British Museum declares that three omit the ending,

viz. Or. 509 (xviii) ; Or. 513 (xvii) and Cod. Add. 16,190 (undated by

Sanda}' and Gregory).

Seven MSS (Cod. Or. 510 (1664-5), 511 (xvii), 512 (xvii), 514 (xvii),

516 (xvii), 517 (xvii), 518 (1655) close the Gospel with the Shorter

Ending which he thus translates :

" et omne quod imperavit Petro et iis qui ejus erant perfecte narravit

et posthac apparuit iis dominus Jesus ab ortu sohs ad occasum et
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misit eos praedicatum evangelium sacrum incorruptibile ad salutem

"aeternam. Amen. Amen."

A study of Sanday's list leads to the inference that the only manu-
script of the twelve which can contain the Longer Conclusion is Cod.

Or. 507 (xv).

However WH (II, Notes p. 38) states that the Shorter Conclusion

is found "in at least several Aethiopic MSS continuously with v. 8,

and followed continuously by vv^ 9—20, without note or mark of any

kind (Dr. Wright)". Although we have consulted Wm. Wright's

"Catalogue of the Ethiopic MSS in the British Museum acquired since

the j^ear 1847" London, 1877 we have found no further light on the

subject, nor reference to this fact.

The Ethiopic Version therefore furnishes us with further evidence

for a form of the Gospel ending at v. 8, agreeing thus with N, B
and Ss with all of which, as we have seen it has textual affinity.

Certain MSS conclude the Gospel with the Shorter Ending alone.

There is nothing to forbid, and much to suggest that the Shorter

Ending was introduced into the text from Egypt. We have noted

that all the MSS are late, belonging to the seventeenth century, and

that they represent a revision of the text which seems to be dependent

on Alexandrian authorities.

It also witnesses to the later text,—of which we have found illus-

trations in four Greek uncials and one cursive, as well as in the

Sahidic,—the text with the double ending. It therefore confirms

the conclusions derived from earlier evidence.

If, as we hold, the Shorter Ending originated in Egypt, it would
be quite natural to find it in the Ethiopic Version, which might be

conformed, from period to period, to the current standard Alexandrian

text. This, as far as our evidence goes, is precisely what occurred.

It should be noted that the one MS cited by Sanday for the Longer

Conclusion, if our interpretation of his evidence is correct, antedates

by two centuries the MSS containing the Shorter Conclusion. This

however may be due to the form of text followed at this late date. Of
the influence of the Sahidic and the Bohairic Versions on the Ethiopic

our evidence does not give us sufficient information to draw con-

clusions.

Ethiopic Version, Bibliography.

For general discussions see the authorities quoted under Egyptian

\ ersions, to which may be added Charles on "Ethiopic \^ersions" in

Hastings D.B. Vol. I, pp. 791-793.

For hsts of MSS see Wm.. Wright, Catalogue of the Ethiopic MSS
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in the British Museum acquired since the year 1847, London, 1877 (?)

and Zotenberg, Cat. des MSS Ethiopiens de la Bibliotheque Nationale,

1877, p. 141 ff. together with Sanday, Appendices ad Novum Testa-

mentum.
No critical edition of the Ethiopic Version has as yet been pubhshed,

and therefore it is impossible to obtain the full testimony of this

version upon the matter we are discussing.

Arabic 13

An Arabic MS, Rom. \'at. Arab. 13 (formerly 71), is included by

Tischendorf and Tregelles as a witness for the form of the Gospel

which ends at v. 8. WH do not contain any mention of it in their

notes.

Abbe Martin, after examining the MS, declares that it cannot be

considered a witness against the last twelve verses, that at most it

can only be cited as doubtful, and that the probability is that it con-

tained the Longer Conclusion. The following is practically a con-

densed translation of his argument.

The MS contains portions of the first three Gospels and two epistles,

in a good text. It is written in a Cufic character and belongs to the

eighth or ninth century, though man}^ of its lost folios have been

supplied at a comparatively recent time.

The last line of folio 74 originally did not end with the last words

of 16 : 8 but with "they were." The end of the verse must there-

fore have been written on folio 7ri which has disappeared. But if this

folio was to contain only the concluding words of v. 8 would not the

scribe have found means, bj- a little crowding, of writing them on the

verso of folio 74 ? Would he have wished to take a whole folio

of parchment for two or three words ? Anyone who has had any

experience in the study of manuscripts knows that this^ would not

be the case.

It is true that today one reads under this original last line the words

J after "they were afraid" but these words were suppHed by a

secondary hand, and therefore prove that \-. 8 was finished on the

recto of folio 75.

Folio 75 is on a different parchment, and in a different hand, not

Cufic but Neskhi in character, proving that a folio of the original MS
has disappeared at this point. This has happened in this manuscript
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in many parts of the N.T. and it is therefore probable that here also

the folio of the original has perished and been replaced at a relatively

late date.

The same hand which wrote at the bottom of folio 74 verso "they

were afraid " added the sign 4- which represents the Greek tD^o? but

it is the same hand which adapted this MS to liturgical uses, as is

proved by the words aajipaTov and x-jp'.axTj in the margin, and the same

sign is written in a number of places in the Gospel. This sign, which

the second hand has sketched after Mark 16 : 8, explains how those who
superficially inspected this Arabic MS could have deceived themselves

as to its character and significance, and have thought that it signified

not the end of a lection but the end of the Gospel itself.

To these considerations it should be added that this MS discards

the readings of the family of MSS w'hich reject 16 : 9—20.

We find, therefore, that Arabic 13 is in reality of no significance

in discussing this question, but it has been examined lest we seem to

overlook some of the testimony.

This discussion of Abbe Martin's is found in his Introduction

a la Critique textuelle du Nouveau Testament, Partie pratique,

Tome II, pp. 430 ff.

The Shorter Conclusion

The Old Lati.n Version

The Witness of the Old Latin Codex Bobiensis (k).

Summary.

k contains the shorter ending only, following v. 8 without note or

break. V. 8 has been slightly altered to conform to it.

Text .... That of Cyprian at Carthage in the middle of the third

century.

Place .... Roman North Africa.

Time Fifth century.

Inference . The earliest O.L. text probably ended with v. 8, agreeing

with SB and Ss. The shorter ending was introduced

into it from Alexandria, either directly or through upper

Egypt.
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Fol. 41 ecce locus illius ubi fuit positus-

7 Sed ite et dicite discipulis- et petro

praecedo uos in galileam illic me
uidebitis- sicut nobis dixi ^illae au

tern ciim cum exirent a monume
to fugerunt- tenebat enim illas

tremor- et pauor- propter timore

9 Omnia autem quaecumque prae

cepta erant et qui cum puero erant

breuiter exposuerunt posthaec

et ipse hi^ adparuit et ab oriente

usque- usque in orientem- misit

per illos- sanctam- et incorruptam- ha-

salutis aeternae- amen-

praedicationis.

Fol. 41b.

EUANGELIUM- CATA-

MARCUM- EXP

INCIP- CATA MATTHEUM

FELICITER

Notes by Dr. Sanday in O.L. Bibl. Texts, p. 23.

illae m. p., iUi m. 2. Prius cum expunctum est a m. 2 ? 9. Confer

codicem graecum ParisinumLet App. I. p. 115. et ab orienie MS; et

om. Fleck. Denique ha indicat uerbum subter scriptum praedica-

tionis : -dicationis est in rasura. Quod prius fuit uidetur in n desisse.

Debebat esse sanctam et incorruptam praedicationem salutis aeternae.

Fol. 41b. Lineae secunda et tertia rubricatae sunt et ornamenta
partim rubro colore insignita.
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Codex Bobiensis (K).

From Old Latin Biblical Texts, No. II edited by Wordsworth and Sanday.

Trans. Conx. Acad., Vol. XVIII.
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Discussion.

In the Bobbio ]\IS now numbered G. vii. 15 in the National Libran'

at Turin, usually called Codex Bobiensis (k) we have the only instance

as yet discovered of a Greek or Latin MS which contains the shorter

ending alone without the longer.

But k is a codex of unusual interest and importance; "perhaps

the most important of the Old Latin MSS" (Nestle). "It is a book

of the highest interest, being undoubtedly the oldest existing represen-

tative of the African version of the Gospels, and as such is historically

and critically inferior to none of our Old Latin Biblical texts."

(^^'ordsworth, Old Latin Biblical Texts No. II, p. v.)

\Miat then was the origin, the source, and the relations of the Old

Latin version represented by k ?

In the past it has been pretty generally acknowledged that the

birthplace of the Old Latin version was to be found in Roman North

Africa. Recently some have dissented from this view, but at any

rate the oldest O.L. MSS seem to come from that region and to be

connected with the Fathers there.

The 'African' text, as Dr. Hort called it, of the O.L. is represented

in the Gospels by k and e, in the Acts and the Apocalypse by h. Dr.

Hort was the first to call attention to the fact that a large proportion

of these two texts of the Gospels are "absolutely identical with

that of Cyprian where he differs from European MSS and Fathers

;

but each has also an admixture of other readings." (WH II, p. 81.)

As to the source of this version it is possible to suppose that it came
to North Africa from Rome or from Alexandria. Upon this problem
an examination of the text will throw some light, but at present we
recall the words of Kennedy in H.D.B. "The Old Latin Version"

p. 50.

"Perhaps the translation came there by way of Rome, whose
connection wdth Africa and Carthage at this time was as intimate as

can be conceived. Perhaps it traveled westward through upper

Egypt. Indeed certain phenomena bearing upon the underlying

Greek text seem to favor this hypothesis, notably a remarkable

affinity here and there in the O.L. with the recension of Hesychius,

and in both O.T. and N.T. with Cod. Alex."

In a note Kennedy suggests that "perhaps this affinity is better

explained by later revisions."

As to the Codex Bobiensis itself, it once contained the four Gospels,

probably in the order John, Luke, Mark, ^Matthew (so Wordsworth).
At present we possess, roughly speaking, only Mk. vii—xvi and
Mt. i—XV.
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The handwriting is angular rather than round, without ornament
or flourish, and in spite of the fact that it is written with great neat-

ness in "a very firm and practical hand like that of a professional

scribe" (Wordsworth) it contains many scribal blunders, some of them
extraordinary in character. A mere glance at the last folio of Mark-

will illustrate this fact. To account for these two seemingly contra-

dictory facts the most probable hypotheses seems to be that the writer

was a Greek scribe with very little knowledge of Latin. This would
lead us to suspect an Alexandrian scribe, as Tischendorf has already

done.

"As to the Greek affinities of the book besides the CATA of the

headlines, the blunders that meet us on nearly every page prove to

us that F, R, and S were unfamiliar letters to our scribe, and his

occasional substitution of P for R is probably a Graecism. In view

of circumstances like this Tischendorf hazards the same conjecture

as he had previously made in regard to the cognate MS., the Palatine

Gospels (e, Vienna no. 1185), that it was written in Africa by an

Alexandrian calligraph, who was wholly ignorant of Latin (Wiener

Jahrbiicher, cxx. Anz. Blatt., p. 45, 18457 cp. Evangelium Pala-

tinum Prolegomena, p. xix., Lipsiae 1847.)"

Wordsworth m O.L. Bibl. Texts. No. II. p. xv.

Certainly any scribe who could write "abrode aps te exredist tibi

ut sicreat" could not have been much of a Latin scholar.

The text of k, however, is a pure one, in spite of the many blunders

of the scribe. Sanday, after a most careful critical examination con-

cludes : "Corruption in the sense of transmitted and aggravated

blunders of the scribe it has suffered from severel3' enough, but the

intrusive element derived from foreign texts is, so far as we have seen,

comparatively small." (O.L. Bibl. Texts II, p. Ixxxiv.)

The MS is to be dated in the V century (Tischendorf, Wordsworth)

though Swete says IV or V and Fleck, the earl}- editor says \\ or per-

haps V.

As for the type of Greek text underlying k, Sanday, after a careful

examination, finds that two elements stand out with great.clearness,

the Western and the Neutral. "Each of these enters in large pro-

portion into k ; the ' Western ' is naturally somewhat the larger, but

the 'Neutral' is also strongly pronounced." (O.L. Bibl. Texts, II,

p. 116.)

As to the readings which k has in common with the Old Latin,

Sanda3- concludes that they "present all the characteristics of 'Wes-

tern ' readings in general." " Few of these can la}' a claim to the text

as it was originally written."
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As to the readings which k has in common with NB he says that

they "must have come in at a remote stage before the Greek and

-Latin texts in the ancestors of k were separated, in fact either be-

fore the \\'estern text branched off at all or soon after the point of

parting."

Back of k Sanday infers a still older form of the version, "a form

not much dissimilar from k, but with some features of greater anti-

quity." (p. xc.)

"The common archetype of k and Cyprian is, if not quite, yet

very nearly the most primitive form that we can trace. Every

step that we take toward recovering it seems to widen the gap

which separates it from the other stem or stems, including a, b,

and d." (p. Ixvii.)

We conclude, therefore, that the 'African Latin' as represented by

k, differs from other forms of the Old Latin version not only in its

language, but also in its underlying Greek text. Such 'Western'

elements as it shares specifically with the O.L. seem to have come in

relatively late.

This Greek text differs noticeably from the eclectic texts of the

fourth century both Greek and Latin.

"For the most part the interpolations of this, the oldest con-

tinuous Latin text of the Gospels that has some down to us are to

a large extent not the interpolations of the eclectic text and its

omissions are not their omissions ; moreover its renderings are not

the renderings of the later revised Latin texts such as the Vulgate

and its immediate predecessors. All this tends to show that the

Latin text of the third century had to a large extent escaped re-

^'ision from Greek sources ; in other w'ords that the Greek text

implied by k and its companions is that which underlies the original

translations."
^^^^.^^^ ^^^^,^ g^^^j

It has considerable affinity with the early Alexandrian text as

represented by XB and agrees with it in omitting the longer con-

clusion.

It also has affinities with the Old Syriac as represented by Ss

in its tendency toward abridgment, in its significant omission of a

clause in Mt. 1 : 25, and again in its omission of the longer ending.

In spite of the fragmentary character of the witness of k and of Sc,

which omits all of ]\Iark save the last few verses, Baethgen (Evan-

gelienfragmente p. 80) finds that it has special affinities with Sc,

as does e the only other representative of 'African Latin' in the

Gospels.
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The text of e, however, which shows later development than k

and a greater divergence from Cyprian, does not, unfortunately,

contain Mark xvi. It is therefore not possible to conclude with any

degree of certainly whether the shorter conclusion was a recognized

portion of the text, and found in the text of Cyprian as read at Car-

thage in the middle of the third century, before the Decian perse-

cution.

The affinity of k with L is very slight. This peculiarity of k in

containing the shorter ending alone, without hint of any other ending

for the Gospel, is the more remarkable since the longer ending seems

to have early become an integral part of the text of the Gospel as

known at Rome.

It seems most natural to conclude, in view of the text we have

found underh'ing k, that it received the shorter ending from Eg3^pt,

and this receives a measure of confirmation from the fact that, as

Zahn has shown, an ancestor of the Bohairic Codex, Hunt. 17 which

contains the shorter ending in the margin "must have dealt with the

matter in essentially the same manner."

This assertion of Zahn that there must have been Bohairic MSS
which resembled k in text adds further support to our contention

that the shorter ending was introduced into the ' African Latin ' not

from Rome, but from Egypt, possibly through Upper Egypt, as

Kennedy suggests, either through or with the support of Coptic MSS ;

possibly from Lower Egypt, as Hunt 17 would suggest, with the

support of the Bohairic version ;
possibly from some Greek MS of

Alexandria.

It would seem, then, probable that the earhest 'African Latin' text

did not contain either ending, but concluded the Gospel at v. 8, as

do NB, and Ss, with all of which we have found k to have affinity.

So WH.
That the shorter ending was not introduced into the version first

by the Alexandrian (?) scribe of k, but was copied by him from an

earlier exemplar is quite evident, not onh- from the general charac-

teristics of the scribe but from the impossibility of the original trans-

lator writing in v. 9 "puero" for "petro" which he had just copied in

v. 7 correctly, and bungling the phrase "from the east even unto the

west" until he writes "ab oriente usque- usque in orientem." If an

Alexandrian, however, he would most probably be familiar with the

shorter ending.

How long before the transcribing of k in the fifth century the shorter

ending was introduced into the Latin it is of course impossible to

sav. And vet there seems no evidence to forbid our beheving that
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it was in the text of Cyprian, which would carry us back two cen-

turies ear her. Either at the time it became a part of this text or

later v. 8 was modified to conform to the shorter conclusion, omit-

ting the words in v. 8b which contradict it, "they said nothing to

any one."

Codex Bobiensis, therefore, furnishes us with another witness to

the antiquity and to the diffusion of the shorter ending, and lends

weight to the conclusion that the shorter ending originated in Egypt.

Bibliography.

k is edited by Worsworth and Sanday in Old Latin Biblical Texts Xo. II, 1886.

A facsimile of Mk. 16 : 6 — 9 forms the frontispiece.

In this volume the text is printed in full, is described by Words-

worth and its relations discussed by Sanday.

BuRKiTT, Encyl. Bibl. "Texts and Versions" Vol. IV.

Kennedy, H. G. A., H.D.B., "The Old Latin Versions" Vol. III.

The relation of k to Sc is discussed in Baethgen's Evangelienfragmente,

p. 80.

Compare also the usual authorities: Tischendorf, Zahn, Scrivener, von Soden,

etc.
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Greek MSS with i^oth Conclusions

Codex Regius (L).

Mil EKHAMBKireAI
IN ZIITEITE TON
NAZiiFAIQN T0~
EITAl'PLJMENON
HrEPHIl oriv EITl
L2AE lAE O TOnOI
OllOr EHHKAN AV
TON AAAA niAFE
TE EinATE TOII ]\L\

()HTAII AVTOr KAI
Tii IIETPQ OTI
nPOAEEI YMM. EII

THN i^AAIAAIAN
EkEIAiTON OTE^
OE KA(-)Qr EiriE

VMIN

l\Vr KAI EZEAH( )riAI E
B a)n^()N Alio Tor

MNH.MEIOr EI

XEN AE AVTAI TPO
]\ior KAI p:ki:taiei^

1^1 OVAENI OVAEN
EinON E(DOBOrN
TO TAP

•^ (PEPETE nor --

;;
KAI TATTA^ _ ;;

HANTA AE TA HAPH
rrEAMENA TOII
HEPI TON nETPON
irNTOINIQI EEH
riTAAN META
AEJTAVTA KAI AVTOl
O II AnO ANATOAHI
IvAI AXPI AriEQX
EZAnEITIAEN AI

AVTQN TO iEPON
KAI AOOAPTON KH
Prr^LA XHI AIQ
NIOr I12THPL\i:

- EITHN AE KAI
" TATrA OEPO

MENA META TO
^

^ EOXJBOrNTO \

-^ TAP

ANAITAl AE IIPQI

. . r. ~ . nPQTH ^\BBATOr
Folio 113, recto (Tischendorf).

Codex Regius (L).

Summary.

The Codex Regius, L,= Paris, Nat. Gk. 62 (Sd.e 56) contains t-lie Shorter

followed by the Longer Conclusion, both preceded by notes.

Text .... Resembles B, the citations of Origen, and the margin of

Syr. Hare.

Place .... Egypt.

Date .... VIII C.

Inferences Upon a text ending at v. 8 has been later imposed the

Shorter Ending and later still the Longer Ending.

All this seems to have occurred in Eg3'pt.
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ri cvr "h HKA M Ay cv^JTC M*-ve f y,H

^rfHuA-rtTOKMA Afr4yTr/iK4J4vTK
^ f rr A I C .^ VT c VKM i \h km inn \ -r ^ a h f

T' IV n t T^p'lV-- T f K 4 1 4 Y p J A V^ ^"^ '

fjpoAr H
Y MAC eif fT'^^nftT"' Af NA'
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t rcfiAVTcnowf C /v'4ia<t>'^taa't'iV?i ich

^-iAI f y,t \r^3VCAlf >• -' ' ' —' — ' -

NMrAf/oy-^n. ^ TAVTMn} epc I

y f NA f *1 VT A f T^/H ' JUI6 N AU £ TrMT-O
'

KAiA'Af "i^VA'*' a -'PAP

nptVT^HfAEE AT'(5V) 4 J 4 ' » I > t

Codex Regius (L).

From Kenyon's Handbook to the Textual Criticism of tlic New Testament.

Trans. Conn. Acad., Vol. XVIII.
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Discussion.

In L verse 8 ends with to yccp on the last hne but one of the first

cohimn of foho 113 recto. The last line of the same column is filled

up by ornamental marks, which is this scribe's method of indicating

the end of a Gospel, and therefore indicated here that in some sense

the Gospel according to Mark is held to end at this point.

At the beginning of the second column, enclosed in ornamental

marks, is written OEPETE UOY I<^I TAVTA "These also are in a

manner (or "somewhere" i. e. in some authorities) current." The

next line contains a small ornament and then follows the Shorter

Ending. This is immediately followed by another note, surrounded,

as before, with ornamental lines EITIN AE KAI TATTA OEPO-
IMENAMETA TOE(K)B(:)r?sT( ) TAP "And there are these also current

after scpojSoOvTO yap," The Longer Conclusion follows, beginning with

a large and ornate uncial A (compare Cursive 22), the first two lines

of which completes the recto of folio 113, and the remainder of which

fills both columns of the verso, the first column of Folio 114 and the

first line of the second column, which reads QN *AMHN* followed

immediately by the usual colophon siaYY£7,tov xara Map/wOv sur-

rounded, as were the preceding notes, with ornamental lines, more

elaborate in character however than the preceding (not the case

in the colophon of Luke, the last verses of Matthew and Mark are lost).

This is followed immediately by the chapter headings of Luke's Gospel.

This codex has always been of peculiar interest, not only because

up to 1884 it was the only known Greek codex to contain the double

ending of Mark, and therefore naturally evoked the scorn of Burgon,

who declared that the scribe was "evidently incapable of distingui-

shing the grossest fabrication from the genuine text," but because of

the character of the text itself, which has given it a high standing

with textual critics from the times of Stephens and Beza. "By far

the most remarkable document of its age and class" (Scrivener) it

contains many important critical notes either in the margin or the

text, w'hich appear to'be by the first hand. Of these we have just had

examples. Tischendorf declares that many readings found in the

margin of the later Syriac editions seem to be found in tliis codex only.

The manuscript is written in a curious hand in compressed uncials.

It is poorly written, showing many ignorant blunders, and may have

been copied b}' a scribe who did not understand Greek.

Nevertheless the text is "extraordinarily good" (Gregory) and it

seems to have been copied from a MS of the same type of text as B,

with which it often agrees, though at the date when this MS was

produced, another type of text had become dominant in the church.
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It is also very remarkable in that it agrees with the citations of Origen,

and with the margin of the Harclean Syriac. It further possesses

affiliations with C and among the versions it is an ally of the Bohairic.

Beyond other MSS of its date it abounds in "Alexandrian forms."

The type of writing shows it cannot be dated earlier than the eighth

century, to which it is generally assigned.

At to its place of origin, that is pretty generally supposed to be

Egypt, but since this point is so important for our future discussion

we quote from Tischendorf, who edited it

:

"Ac patriam quidem Aeg3^ptum vel Aegypti viciniam fuisse

hominemque qui scriberet certe non ipso genere Graecum, veri-

simillimum est. Quae sententia maxime commendatur quum iis

de quibus supra exposui rationibus orthographicis, tum crebris

Alexandrinae dialecti vestigiis, tum mira errorum scribendi atque

interpungendi frequentia tum denique inepta quae identidem

occurrit diversarum lectionum confusione. Neque certe contra hanc

sententiam est quod foil. 24. et 25., ut jam retuli, in diebus festis et

Sancti Saba et Sancti Clementis martyris<-mentio fit."

i\Ion. Sacra Ined. 1846 p. 21.

As to the punctuation used in this MS, Tischendorf says :

"Plerumque major distinctio fit crucis signo, minor puncto ; se-

detiam commata et semicola quae vocant, atque insuper aliquoties

puncta bis, ter, quater posita occurrunt." At this point in the dis-

cussion we anticipate by calling attention to the fact that in L the

sign for the end of a sentence or major division immediately precedes

as well as follows ioo^oo^zo yap and though, as can be plainly seem,

this sign of the cross is used to separate clauses, yet this MS rather

supports our contention that in the original these two words formed

not the end of the preceding sentence, but the beginning of a new

sentence, which was abruptly broken off when the authentic con-

clusion of the Gospel according to Mark disappeared.

The Codex Bobiensis, therefore, bears witness

:

1. To an early period when Mark ended at v. 8 as in B, with whose

text L has affiliations which are close.

2. To a later time when the Shorter Ending was appended, and

continued for some time to be the only ending of Mark.

3. To a still later periodwhen the Shorter Ending was still preferred,

though the Longer Conclusion had gained such recognition as to com-

pel its addition.

(Later still, as cursive 274 shows, the Longer Conclusion became

the only authentic ending of ]\Iark and the Shorter Conclusion was

relegated to the margin.)
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4. Egypt is indicated by L as the region where this occurred.

\^'ith Egypt L is associated by its form of writing ; its style of text,

similar to that of B, of the citations of Origen, and of the Harclean

Syriac, margin ; its "Alexandrian forms ;" and the fact that it is an

ally of the Bohairic Version.

This MS. is another witness to Egypt as the home of the Shorter

Conclusion.

Frag. Sinaiticum (T^^).

Folio 3, Verso.

(bz To-o? oTIOV

£Or,/.av a'jTOX

(/.yXoL uTTocysTE EIIIA

T£ Tot? piaOHTAII AV
Tou /.ai tQ HETPQ
oxi -poocyEl riMAI

zKc Tfiv yaAIyVAIAN
£X£i auToN O^'EIOE
xaOco? siIIEN r.MT

y.y.i zW^oYZAl EOl*

yov aTvO zOY MNH
[jxtou si/sN PAP Ar
T7.? zpo^sjZ KAI EK
TTaTi; xxt ())'AE\

I o'jSov sJTOX E<I)()

jBouvTo yAP

suayysAION

xa-a [j.aPKON

TAVTA KAI AITOI
II Alio ANATOAHI
AXPI ATIEQI EZA
nEITEIAEN AIA AV
TQN TO lEPON KAI
A^DBAPTON KHPr
FMA THI AIQNIOr
IQTHPIAI AMHN
EITIN AE KAI TAVTA

^

(DEPOMENA META
TO E(I)0BorNTO PAP
ANAITAI AE HPiil

IIPQTH lABBATOr
E$ANH nP^2T0N
i\IAPIA TH MAFAA
AHNH BAP HI
EKBEBAHKEI EBTA
AABIOMA EKEINH
n( )PEr0::: •:;;!:;EiiEiAnHr

rEIAEXii::;i;;::iiii;iME

Mark xvi. 6—fin.

* These three hnes are in a smaller character.
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Codex T ^".

Fragm. l'-= Gregory 0112 (Sd £ 46).

Summary.

Contains the double ending of ]\lark.

Text .... Resembles B and L.

Date .... VII C.

Place .... Egypt.

Inferences The Gospel was know n in three forms, the short Gospel,

the Short Ending, and the Long Ending. This knowl-

edge is to be traced to Egj'pt.

Discussion.

As regards the contents and arrangement of the endings there is a

close resemblance between Codex 1^- which contains both, and L.

Notice that v. 8 is followed b}' the customary^ subscription suaYY^^-^^'-'

xaToc Mapxov showing that it was ultimately descended from an

archetype which ended here, —as do B S and Ss, —to which the sub-

scription was appended. In L the subscription is wanting but the

end of the Gospel at this point is indicated by ornamental marks

in the last line of the column.

2. The note in smaller characters preceding the Longer Conclu-

sion EITIN AE KAI TATTA OEPOMENA META TO Ea)OB()VNT()

TAP is identical with the note in L but is not surrounded by orna-

mental lines.

3. Burkitt points out that as the column in the MS consists of

twenty-five lines, five lines are wanting before -rauTa xai auTO? and

he restores these lines as follows

:

HANTA AE TA IIA

PHPFE VMENA TOII
nEPI TON IIETPON
IfNTOMLil EZlii'

TEIAAN META AE

He also suggests that, as the note before the Longer Ending, which

is common to this MS and L, is here written in smaller characters,

it is quite possible that the note found in L before the Shorter Ending

^EPETE nor KAI TAITA may have stood before his reconstruc-

tion. Swete inserts this reconstruction in his presentation of his

evidence.
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Prof. J. Rendel Harris, on his first visit to tlie convent of St. Cathe-

rine on Mount Sinai discovered, amid a mass of fragments and loose

leaves, three leaves, two of them stuck together, containing an ancient

text of the latter part of Mark. This he published in 1890 in his

Biblical Fragments from Mount Sinai, pp. xii, xiii, 45—52.

Upon a second visit in the spring of 1893 by holding up the com-
pacted leaves of thin vellum in the strong sunlight he was able to read

most of the closing words of ]\lark, and found a text containing both

the Shorter and Longer Endings which he published in 1893 in the

Journal of Biblical Literature (xii, Pt. II, p. 96). It is also pub-

lished bv Mrs. Lewis in her Catalogue of Syriac MSS on ^It. Sinai,

(p. 103 f.).

The text is closely allied to that of certain of the great uncials.

When first discovered Harris thought it comparable to S but Hort

considered that it had closer affiliations with L, a surmise which the

later discovery of the double ending confirmed.

As to the handwriting it is "a looped uncial with strong Coptic

characteristics, not unlike that of the famous Codex Marchalianus of

the prophets."

On account of its resemblance to this MS, and because of other

signs of antiquity, Harris assigned it to the seventh century.

From the style of handwriting and the place of discover)- the dis-

cover assigns to the MS an Egyptian origin.

The inferences to be drawn from this MS are the same as those we
deduced from L.

Codex Athous Laurae (U*).

Mark 16:8. ^
E<I>(JBOrNTO TAP: ^

HANTA AE TA HAPHFrEAMEXA TOII IIEPl T(J\
nETPON irNTOMQI. j:ZHFFELVA\ : META

AE TAlTA KAFAlTOI li: E^DANH AliOANATOAHI
KAI MEXPI AriEQI EZAIIEITELVE\ Ai AVT12N
TO JEPON KAI AOOAPTOX KHPfFMA THI AIQ
\lor lOTHPIAI AMHN:

EITIN KAI TAITA <I>EP()MENA

META TO E<I>OBorNTO FAP.

ANAITAl AE /.. t. }.. to end of verse 20.

El'ArrEAION KATA MAPKON :

Tba>-s. Coxx. Acad., Vol. XVIII. 28 *
February, 1915.
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Codex *IK

Codex U' [045] = 172 or B 52 in Laura Catalogue (Sd B6)

Summary.

In Codex ^1' the double ending is found, but while the Longer Ending

is preceded by the customary note, this MS is peculiar in that

the Shorter Ending follows V. 8 without note or break.

Text .... Pre-Syrian, basis Alexandrian, with a number of earlv

^^'estern readings.

Date .... VIII or IX C.

Place .... Egypt.

Inferences As in the case of L and 1^-
; but here the testimony for

a form of text appending the Shorter Conclusion directly

to V. 8 is stronger.

Discussion.

In Codex ^1' the I'^oI^oOvto yap is followed on the same line b\- an

abbreviated 'ziXo^ which is evidently liturgi(:al. On the next line

follows the Shorter Ending without note or break, in which partic-

ular this MS differs from the other uncials of its class but agrees

with 579. It is concluded by the Amen. The archetype from which

this MS was descended probably had the shorter ending only.

The Longer Ending is preceded by the customary note EITIX KAI
TATTA OEFOMENA META TO EOOBOTNTO PAP as in Landli^

here written in shorter lines. It is followed by the usual subscription.

As to special readings, this MS is peculiar in having [ji/pi for a/pi,

agrees with 1^^ in omitting 6 before 'Iyic-oUc, and with k in omitting

auToT? before ecpav/].

From the absence of the note which in the companion uncials

accompanies the Shorter Conclusion, Gregory infers that this MS
shows an earlier form of the text, unless a re\"ision is implied b}' such

forms as scpavr,, [ji/pi- and X[xiy.

This manuscript was found by Prof. Gregory on August 26, 1896

among fragments discovered in the monastery at Athos^ Laura of

St. Athanasius. By von Soden it is numbered B6 and thus follows

B N C A D. He declares " Dieser Codex ist sehr korrekt geschrieben."

(p. 943.) Gregory described it technically (Prolegomena, p. 445) but

in July 1899 it was photographed by K. Lake whose notes (Journal

of Theological Studies, Vol. I, 1900, pp. 290-292) furnish us with

the best discussion of the character of the text. He concludes that

the text of Mark is far more valuable than that of Luke and John

(Mt. and Mk. 1 : 1—9 : 4 is wanting). His notes therefore refer only

to the Markan text, and from them we gain the following facts.
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As to distinctively Syrian readings, none are certain as two variants

claiming to be Syrian may well be Alexandrian. With this vonSoden

agrees who says there seems in this MS no Syrian influence, nor in-

fluence of Origen or Chrysostom.

As to purely "Neutral" readings, there seem a considerable num-
ber, probabty about as many "non-Alexandrian Neutral" as "non-

Neutral Alexandrian." It is remarkable that this codex agrees with

B boh. in the readings connected with the cock-crowing in chapter xiv,

and in omitting xai 7:[.ocr/.o7.1.rfir^>yz-ixi -ri j'dvocixi ocu-troU in Mark 10: 7,

thus agreeing with X B, 48 ev. go.

The combination of this MS with Ss against all other Greek MSS
and the Latins occurs five times (10:39; 11:21: 11:27; 13:11;

15:26).

The conclusion of Lake has such a direct bearing upon our dis-

cussion that we give it in full.

"We may therefore say with some confidence that in Mark W
gives us a pre-Syrian text of which the basis is Alexandrian (in the

widest sense), while a number of the readings are Western. The
interesting question is how did these Western readings get into an

Alexandrian MS? On this point it may be observed that the Western

element is not a late one, for the majority of the Western readings

found in ^I" are among those which are rejected by the late texts.

It is an early ancestor of ^1' who has left us the Western readings.

This makes us think of the Biblical text of Clement, and raises the

suspicion that it may not be necessary to go outside Alexandria in

tracing the ancestry of ^I'. Certainly Cyril and Origen give us ad-

equate evidence for the use of Alexandrian and Neutral types of text.

Can we go on to say that the early Western element in the SCLA"*!'

group is to be used as evidence for the early pre-Origenistic Western
text of Alexandria, of which the quotations in Clement prove the

existence but do not define the hmits." (p. 290.)

It is possible that the text of this MS shows the influence of the

Sahidic Version, but the points of contact are few, and could be ex-

plained by other suppositions.

This MS, with 579, witnesses to a form of text in which the

Shorter Conclusion formed the only and the authentic ending of the

Gospel. It further connects, as before, this Shorter Conclusion with

Egypt.

Since this MS with L and 1 -^^ possesses a formula before the Longer
Ending identical in all three MSS they are probably descended from
an early common ancestor.
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T^ folio 162 verso.

illE- lAE

O TOIIOI OIK))'

EBHKA?^ Al'TOTS

AiVAA rnAFETE
EIIIATE TOII MA
GHTAIX AlTOr
KAI TQ nETPli
OTI IIPOAFEI r

MAI EII TH\ i\A

AIAAIAN' EKEI
AVTON O^JEIBE
KABQl EiriEN

I'MIN" KAI AkU)"
lANTEI EZHAeON
AnO TO)' MNH
Mior KAI EOr
TON EIXEN
TAP ATTAI TPO
MOI KAI EKI
TA2IS KAI OVAENI
OVAEN EinON
EOOBorNTO
TAP-

[tceJTPON XVN
TOMQI EZHF
FEIAAN*
META AE TAI'TA
KAI AlTOr O II

EOAMl AITOII
An ANATOAHI
HAIOr KAI AXPI
AVIEiil EZEIIE
STEIAEN- Al A)'

TQN TO lEPON
K.AI A<D(:)APTU\

KHPfFMA THI
AIQNIOV lilTH
PIAI AMH^•

[^]A^TA AE TA Ji[a]

PHFFEAMEN[a]
T( )1I IIEPI TON

EIXEN FAP AVTAI
TPOMOS KAI EK
ITAIII KAI or
AENI OVAEN EI

nON EOOBO)'
TO TAP"

ANAITAI AE HPOI
nPL2TH lABBA "

Tor E<I)ANH IIPL2

TON >L\PIA TH
IVL4FAAAHNH A
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Fiagment Parisiense (T*^).

Manuscrit copte 129 folio 162 verso.

From Amelincau's Notices et Extraits de la Bibliotheque Nationale, Bd. 34.

Phototype by Berthand, Paris.

Tkans. Conn. Acad., Vol. XVIII.
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Fragment T'.

Summary.

Fragment T^ [099] = Paris. Nat. Copt. 129^ (p of Swete, Sd s 47)

contains the double conclusion, each ending having a note

(now illegible) before it. In copying the Longer Conclusion the

scribe begins with £i/£v in v. 8.

Text .... Being only a single folio this cannot be determined.

Date .... VII or VIII C.

Place .... Egypt.

Inferences Witnesses to the threefold form of Mark in Egypt and
shows the Longer struggling with the Shorter Conclusion.

Discussion.

Among the Coptic MSS from the great White Monastery, from which

the Freer MSS are supposed to have come, were found several frag-

ments of the New Testament, three of them Graeco-Sahidic, and six

Greek only, but written in a hand of a Coptic character. These were
pubhshed in 1895 by Amelineau with accompanying phototypes of

some of the pages (Notices et Extraits de la Bibliotheque Nationale,

Bd. 34, Paris 1895, pp. 363-424).

One of these fragments, a single folio called by him 129*^ folio 162

contains the double ending of Mark. Of this he says :

"Ce feuillet a conserve la fin de TEvangile selon saint Marc,
xvi. 6—18. II contient done un passage dont I'authenticite a ete

contestee ; mais il ne le contient qu'apres une longue remarque
montrant que ce passage, qui va du verset 9 a la fin, n'etait pas con-

sidere comme absolument authentique par le copiste et celui qu'il

copiait. Cette remarque se trouve en termes a pen pres semblables
en d'autres manuscrits ; malheureusement, elle est completement
iUisible en certains passages, par suite des preparations qu'il a fallu

faire subir au parchemin avant de le faire entrer dans le volume
dont il fait partie." (p. 370.)

Since the scribe begins to copy the Longer Ending not at'Avao-Toc?

Bs Tupwi but with £i/£v of V. 8, it is to be inferred that the Longer
Ending was not contained in the exemplar of this MS, (or perhaps
in an earlier archetype), but was added by the scribe from another
MS, and that by an oversight he began to copy in v. 8, instead of at

the beginning of v. 9, thus repeating a portion already transcribed.

Since the accompanying transcription incorporates the corrections

of Gregory, who saw the MS in 1904, it differs somewhat from Swete.
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It is to be noted as to readings that T^ has the article before Jesus

with L while T and T^^ omit it. It has ^cpavY] auToT?, and adds

YjXiou with me codd (mg) aeth codd. It is unique in reading cck be-

fore cc^a.~o\%<i and in the reading tiziziaxzCkzy . It does not however

contain auTaT(; for auT:oT<; as can be seen by reference to the accom-

panying photograph. This was a mistake of Amelineau, followed by

Swete but corrected by Gregory (Textkritik des N.T. p. 71).

It is to be noted, as explained by Amelineau "Ce feuillet a ete place

a I'enver . par le relieur ; le verso doit etre au recto."

Since the fragment consists of one folio it is not possible to deter-

mine accurately the text relations, but since the other uncials show-

ing the double ending are allied to N B it seems probable that this MS
is related to the same family.

The MS is dated in the seventh or eighth century, and the Coptic

type of vrnting, and the signs used, as well as the.place where it was

found all make it certain that it was copied in Egypt.

The study of this MS confirms the conclusions drawn from a study

of the other uncials containing the double ending, and we gain from

it another glimpse of the struggle of the Longer with the Shorter

Conclusion in Eg3'pt.

The discussion of Amelineau should be supplemented by Gregory

(Textkritik des N.T. pp. 70, 71, 1026, 1065, 1066).

Cursive 579.

Summary.

Paris, Bibl. Nat. Gr. 97 = Gregory 579, Scr. 743, Sd£376.

Testimony The only cursive with both endings in the text. Has

'ziXoc, in red at the close of v. 8 followed by Shorter En-

ding and Amen. On verso of the folio is the Longer

Ending. No word of explanation before either ending.

Text In general like NB. In Shorter Ending hke.L.

Place .... —
Date .... XIII C.

Inferences As late as XIII C. the double ending persisted, with the

shorter form first.

2. Some MSS appended the Shorter Ending without

explanatory note.

3. The shorter form was appended to a type of text

represented by SB.
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Discussion,

- In his interesting discussion of the Shorter Conclusion, Swete has

presented in parallel columns the evidence of the four Greek uncials

in which it is found preceding the Longer Conclusion. But he does

not tell us that these uncials are supported by cursive 579 although

Zahn had previously referred to the fact in his discussion (GK. II,

p. 921).

This cursive resembles T in having the word 'zO.oc, (in red) written

in the text at the close of v. 8 followed immediately by the Shorter

Ending with the Amen. This finishes the recto of folio 70. On the

verso is found the Longer Ending. It is not accompanied by the final

TsXo? but neither is this found at the close of the other Gospels.

No word of explanation accompanies either ending. But at the end

of Mark is written, as regularly elsewhere at the close of the other

Gospels, [v/rf:b-r{zi xjjpis t/jV Bou}^rjV aou 6}jj[j.~iav in red. \' contains

a few explanatory words before the Longer Ending but none before

the Shorter. In the latter respect, therefore, this manuscript agrees

with it, but in text, as far as we can learn, it agrees completely

with L.

This manuscript was discovered by Abbe Martin while preparing

his technical description of the Greek MSS of the N.T. in the Biblio-

theque Xationale. It had been listed in the Catalogus Codicum Manu-
scriptorum Bibliothecae Regiae, Tome II, published in 1743, as num-
ber 97, but most curiously overlooked b}^ Griesbach, Scholtz, and even

Tischendorf . It is to be classed with Gr. 96 (cursive 286) and Gr. 98

(cursive 287) . The very enumeration here adopted shows its omission

by early editors from the list of cursives. However it is mentioned
in the lists of Scrivener, Gregory, Kenyon, and von Soder, usually

with the note that it contains the double ending of Mark.

Before discovering it Abbe Martin had completed his elaborate dis-

cussion of the end of Mark contained in his Introduction a la Critique

textuelle du X.T., Tome II, but found room to note and describe

it in his preface (pp. iv—viii), and our discussion is little more than

a translation and condensation of the material there presented.

]Martin gave to this cursive the number 743 which was followed by
Scrivener, but Gregory calls it 579 and von Soden z 376.

The MS is written on rather coarse parchment, and one or two
folios are lacking at the end (John 20 : 28—end) as well as Mark
3 : 28—4 : 8. The first folios of Matthew have been slightly injured

by dampness, but the titles are found at the beginning of the last

three Gospels, and are also repeated at the top or bottom of each
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page. The Eusebian Sections are written in the margin, but rather

irregularly. As to the text, it is disfigured by the boldest itacisms.

There are a number of readings which are peculiar, or which link it

with the oldest group of MSS. Martin places it in the same family

with S B. It does not contain Luke 22 : 42, 43 but includes John

5 : 3, 4 and the pericope adulterae with the title r.zii -.%: [rJyjxli'^'-jC,

(sic) yuvaixo? (f. 134b). The MS seems only partially adapted to

liturgical use, the irsloc being found in the text, but seldom the ap//j,

and there being no evidence of modifications at the beginning or end

of the lessons. It was made, ^Martin thinks, for the use of some

Melachite Christian.

The date assigned 579 is the thirteenth century.

This seems to be the only cursive known which contains the Shorter

Conclusion in the text, as 274, the other cursive which contains it,

relegates it to the margin. It is therefore the only cursive which

seems to prefer this conclusion . Further it shows that this form of the

Gospel persisted as late as the thirteenth century. While we must of

course assume that it was either immediately orjultimateh- copied from

an uncial of the L type, it is most interesting to note that even at this

relatively late date the Shorter Conclusion had not become so entirely

discredited as to forbid a scribe copying a text which contained it,—in

other words as late as the thirteenth century a MS could contain the

Shorter Ending and still be considered worthy of being used as an

exemplar.

This cursive is also an additional witness to the fact that the Shorter

Ending was appended to a type of text represented by SB, and that

there were MSS which appended it to v. 8 without explanatory note.

For further discussion of this cursive see Martm's "Description

technique des manuscrits grecs du N.T."—Paris, Maisonneuve. 1884.

pp. 91-94.

Cursive 274™^.

Cursive 274 = Paris. Nat. Suppl. Gr. 79 (Sd.3l024).

This " pecuHarly interesting and important " (Burgon) cursive of

the tenth century is unique among Greek MSS in containing the

Shorter Conclusion in the margin.

In the lower margin of folio 104 recto is found the Shorter Ending

in the same form as in L save that avaTolwv is written for avaTo}.r,?

and the Amen is appended. (It seems to us quite possible that the

Amen was added by a later hand, see the fascimile). The writing

is in small capitals, unhke the cursive hand of the text, which Dean

Burgon considered belonged to the transition period between uncial
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'6-^ af ^ oo' -4^ ICoLA CK> -w (f A/» o-ffy 'rl'^J^" **-*

•rn <r^ oLp •m^n-oo p Llcl* crj< XJUv^ o <"^p cAa <»y

CX« o u Jo -rri q-ij <»TL|/.^t^aui ^-mtA/ oou/rn i (j^ nrro

«^. piTpeHt_\H»roiavuctTnrreiAAMUtTAA.tTA>(T*j<

Minuscule Ew. 274 (Par. Nat. Suppl. Gr. 79) of the tenth century.

•Mark xvi. 6— 15, exhibiting the shorter conclusion in the lower margin.

From Nestle's Introduction to the Greek New Testament.

Trans. Conn. Acad., Vol. XVIIl.
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and cursive writing. It occupies five lines, before each of which is

found an asterisk in red. Burgon says the capitals themselves are

in red, but this does not seem to be mentioned in Martin's discussion.

Opposite the last line of v. 8 of the text, in the outer margin, is

found an asterisk, and at the end of the same line, next the inner mar-

gin, is found a sign. These are signs of reference, frequently found

in this MS. Between verses 8 and 9 are written in uncials abbre-

viations indicating, "End of the second gospel of the Resurrection,"

and in the inner margin, opposite the beginning of v. 9 the signs which

indicate "Third gospel of the Resurrection ; the same gospel at matins

on Ascension Da}'." At the close of x. 20 in red is the usual final

subscription

•X- EuayyeAtov xa-ra IMcicpxov -x-

It is interesting to note that no formula or colophon of an\- kind

accompanies the Shorter Ending in this MS.
This codex belongs to the tenth century. It is later therefore than

L (VIII C) and earlier than 579 (XlirC).

As to the locality where the Gospel was produced, we have not

found definite information, though von Soden tells us it once belonged

to a Maximus Panagiota " Protokanonarchen von GaUipoli."

Cursive 274 witnesses to the fact that in the section where it was
copied the Longer Conclusion was alone considered authentic, but

the scribe added the Shorter Conclusion, which he evidently considered

unauthentic but interesting, and which quite probablv he copied from

another MS (cf. Harclean Syriac), in the lower marg-in, inserting an

asterisk opposite v. 8 to show where its connection with the text

had been.

The Freer Logion

Jerome, in his dialogue between a Catholic Atticus and a heretic

Critobulus, which he wrote at Bethlehem in 415 A.D., makes
Atticus say :

" In quibusdam exemplaribus et maxime in Graecis codicibus, juxta

Marcum in fine eius evangelii scribitur :

Postea cum accubuissent undecim ai)paruit eis lesus et ex-

probravit incredulitatem et duritiam cordis eorum, quia his qui

viderant eum resurgentem non crediderunt. Et illi satisfaciebant

dicentes : Saeculum istud iniquitatis et incredulitatis sub Satana^

1 So cod. Vat. 1. The other MSS read " substantia".
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est, qui ^ sinit per immundos spiritus veram Dei apprehendi vir-

tutem. Idcirco iam nunc revela iustitiam tuam."

Contra Pelag. II, 15.

Jerome does not tell us where he found these MSS and no such codex

was known until the announcement in Februar}- 1908 that the saying

had been discovered in one of the four MSS which Mr. Charles L. Freer

of Detroit bought on December 19, 1906 from an Arab dealer, Ah
Arabi in Gizeh near Cairo. The dealer declared the four MSS came
from Aklimim (ancient Panopolis) in Upper Egypt. These ]\ISS con-

tained parts of the Greek Bible of both the Old and New Testaments,

written b3' different scribes, and ranged in date from the fourth or fifth

to the eighth or ninth centuries.

It is with the third of these manuscripts, that containing the four

Gospels, that we have to do in this discussion, since it is found to

contain inserted in Mark 16 between the fourteenth and fifteenth

verses not only the defence of the disciples, which Jerome had quoted,

but also the answer of Jesus, which had previously been entirel}'

unknown. To the saying of Jesus in this codex has been given the

name of "the Freer Logion" though the manuscripts themselves,

first called the "Detroit Manuscripts" and then the "Freer MSS,"

are, according to the recent volumes reproducing in facsimile the

first and the third manuscripts, to be known as the " \\'ashington

Manuscripts" since they are to be ultimately placed in the Smith-

sonian Institute at Washington, D.C., a gift to the people of the U.S.

The text of the Freer Logion, with two slight corrections of

scribal errors, reads as follows:

1 /vaxsTvot a-£}.OY0uvT(o) Liyryyzz;, ozi 6

2 aiwv oL^Tor ty;c avo^iar ~/.%\ t7j^ UTZia'docc

3 'J7:6 Tov Ha-y.vav sc'iv 6 [J-Y] swv zee b~h

4 Twv ~v(s!j[j.)a-ro)v axaOap^a 'cr^v aATjOsixv

5 Tou &-(£o)3 xaTa^.aj^EG'Oat B'jva[j.iv Bia

7 vY)v ^r^^f^ s/woTvoi iXsyov tw X(pic7-)(o xai 6

8 X(7uic7-6)i; sxeivot? iz^rjaiXz^^v/ oti -£-Ar,p(<j

"

9 Tai 6 opoc Toiv Itwv ty;c ££o'jG"iac toj

10 ZixzoL'^ot oOj.x lyyiCzi aW.a S(s)iva X7.i

11 -zz cov lyo) afxocpTTjcravTtov 7:ap£B60TjV

12 zlc OavaTOv hx u'TZOGzpi-itoiai'/ zlc tt,v

13 aATjOsiav xai ij.TjXsti a[j.acTf|(7(oo-iv

1 quae in' MSS.
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The F'recr Logion.

From a facsimile furnished by Prof Henry A. Sanders of the University of

Michigan.

TraxNS. Conn. Acad., Vol. XVIII.
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14 tvoc TTjv £V Tw oUjCavSi 7:v(£'j[j.aT)uY;v xai a

16 x7.rjpovo[xr,(7co(j!,v aAAoc ;:opiDO£v

In line 1 the MS reads a;:£}.OYOuvT£ and in line 10 Siva.

Lines 3, 4. Goodspeed amends to uzb tov Za-ravav I^tiv, [~]o[v]

ij-Yj loJVTa UTzb Twv 7?;(£ytj.)aTcov [tcov] a/.aOapTiov. He connects this

with Justin Martyr and his " plaintive demonology" ; "The so-called

demons strive for nothing else than to lead men away from God the

Creator, and his first-born, Christ." (I Apol. 58). Thus he finds a

connection with the latter half of the second century. Nestle agrees

save that he deletes the 6 and does not insert twv.

Lines 4, 5. 'zry alrjGEtav tou 6(£o)Q xaTa}.a[i£(76at B'jvaij.tv. Sanders

amends by inserting xai before S'jvajj.iv. Gregory objects that a>.rj-

&>£iav and BT/a|j.'.v are too far apart and suggests reading a}.Y;S'ivr,v for

oO/ffizioi-'/ , supporting it by Jerome's "veram virtutem."

Line 9. For aT^Xa Bivdc most would correct to aXXa B£iva but some

suggest oCiXoL Tiva which seems less probable. The connection be-

tween lines 9 and 10 is obscure.

Line 11. Sanders amends to biztr. twv afxapTTjO-av-i-cov lyco suggest-

ing that syo) is here placed twelve letters too early because the arche-

type had twelve letters to the line as N and therefore this word,

inserted above the end of one line, was copied by the scribe at the

end of the preceding.

The following translation incorporates most of the suggestions of

Goodspeed and Sanders :

And they made excuse, saying, "This age of lawlessness and

unbelief is under Satan, wdio by the unclean spirits does not allow

(sc. men) power to comprehend the truth of God. For this reason

reveal th}' righteousness now," they said to Christ.

And Christ replied to them, "The limit of the years of the power

of Satan has been fulfilled, but other terrible things are near at

hand. And I was delivered unto death on behalf of those who
sinned, in order that they ma\' return to the truth and sin no more,

to the end that the}" may inherit the spiritual and incorruptible

glory of righteousness (which glory is) in heaven. But go ye into

all the world," etc.

As to. the text of the Freer MS it seems to be singularly pure and
free from late additions and corrections, although the scribe was a

careless one and examples of metathesis, dittography, and slight

omissions and insertions are found. As to its character and affinities.

Prof. Edgar J. Goodspeed says :
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"The type of text of W is curiously heterogenious, showing

three somewhat distinct strata, neutral. Western, and Syrian.

Matthew and Luke, chaps. 8—24, ;ire decidedly Syrian in type.

John, and the early part of Luke (chaps. 1—7) which follows it

are neutral, with some interesting Western readings interspersed ;

e. g., the omission of the Lucan genealogy. The primitive sub-

scription xa^a iMavvTjV is a further hint of the neutral ancestry of

this part of the manuscript. Mark is decidedly Western through-

out, and while its readings are often not those of D they are

usually of the same general kind as thej^ and so illustrate Hort's

feeling that the Western is as much a textual tendency as a

definite textual type."

(American Journal of Theology, April 1914, p. 279.)

" In its Syrian parts it stands with Alexandrinus as a second

and hardly inferior Greek witness. In its neutral parts, while

less pure thanB, it has sustained probably no more adulteration

than N, with which it shows certain external affinities ; and in

antiquity it ranks next after these codices ^mong uncial witnesses.

In its Western portions it is certainly no less free than D, and

with its greater probable age, it promises to play an important

part in further studies of the Western text." (Ibid. p. 281.)

We note it omits some, but not all of Hort's "Western non-

interpolations," and in some other omissions betrays a like affinity,

although in its omission of the pericope adulterae it is non-Western.

And in the insertion of this logion it exemplifies one of Hort's marks

of the Western MSS, readiness to adopt extraneous material.

Its date, then, that must be placed earty, as its antiquity is testified

to by the simphcity of its hand, its freedom from ornaments and

exaggeration, and the character of the ornaments at the end. Scholars

are inclined to date it in the fifth centur}^ at latest, and there seems

a tendency to place it in the fourth.

As to the place from which it came, the dealer who sold it to Mr.

Freer stated that it was from Akhmim.

Dr. Carl Schmidt in 1905 bought a manuscript of I Clement in Cop-

tic (the Akhmimic dialect) of the fourth or fifth century, a MS of

Proverbs in the same dialect and of the same date, and a Greek Easter

letter of the early viiic.and all three proved to have come from the

library of the White IMonastery near Sohag opposite Akhmim. He
suggested (Theolog. Literaturz. 1908, p. 359) that all four of the Freer

MSS came from the same source, inferring that they were found when

the library was repaired. Since none of the ]\ISS of this group are

i
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later than the ninth century it has been suggested that they may have

been walled up and lost sight of for nearly a thousand years, since

no traces of medieval meddling are found in them. This opinion of

Schmidt has been adopted by Gregory, Crum, Hunt, Rendel Harris,

and Goodspeed, and the latter has argued strongl}- for it, supporting

the view by the suggestion that the subscription at the close of ]\lark,

which now reads Timotheus, but which is evidenth* written over an

erasure, originally read Sinotheus, for the proper name of the White
Monastery is Anba Shanudah, embalming the name of the great

Shenute, a leading figure in Coptic history who probably became head

of this convent in 386 and who lived, w^e are told, until 451 A.D.,

dying at the advanced age of one hundred and eighteen. His im-

portance led in time to his being looked upon as the founder of the

monastery, which was given his name and retained it long after his

identity was forgotten. Goodspeed would identify the Timotheus
of the rewritten subscription with Timotheus Aelurus, who was pro-

bably looked upon by the monks of this convent as their rightful

patriarch, though deposed and in exile (460—475 A.D.). It then

becomes possible, on this theory, to believe that Sinuthius himself

may have handled and read this very MS.

Prof. Sanders however declared, and still holds to this opinion in

his volume accompanying the facsimile edition of the " \\'ashington

Manuscript" of Deuteronomy-Joshua (as he suggests calling the first

of the Freer Manuscripts since they are later to be deposited in the

Smithsonian Institute at Washington by Mr. Freer as a gift to the

people of the United States) that "Timothy" here means "St. Ti-

mothy" and "All his" means "All the worshippers in his church or

the inmates in his monastery." In a writer of the thirteenth century,

Abu Salih who wrote on "Churches and Monasteries of Egypt (trans.

by Evetts and Butler, p. 190) he finds "Near this place there is a

monastery known as the Monaster}- of the Vinedresser (Dair al-

Karram), but caUed by the heretics the Monastery of the Dogs (Dair

al Kalab). The monastery is near the p5Tamids on the western side,

and its church is called the Church of Timothy, the monk, a native

of Memphis, whose body is buried in it ." This Timothy was a Roman
soldier who was martyred in the Diocletian persecution 304 A.D. He
claims that among the more than seven hundred churches mentioned
by the above writer, who must be dated soon after 1208, there is

found no mention of any other church dedicated to Timothy.

This identification seems to us doubly precarious, first because we
can by no means be sure there was no other church in Egypt at this

time with the name of Timothy, and in the second place because the
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name Timothy itself in the MS is evidently written over an erasure

and therefore cannot be original.

Against the White IMonastery Prof. Sanders argues : first that the

dealer who sold the MSS said they came from Akhmim, and as Orien-

tals are usually liars, this would naturally incline one to look in the

opposite direction for the source. But even men who usually lie some-

times tell the truth. In the second place the MSS bought by Schmidt

were papyri, while the Freer MSS are on parchment. But if the find

was divided, it would be natural, as Goodspeed suggests, to make the

division of them on the basis of material. We conclude then that the

immediate resting place of the MSS before they were sold was the

White Monastery near Akhmim.
As to the original home we are told there are indications which

would connect them with some Xitrian convent. Now Jerome does

not tell us where he saw the Greek MS or MSS of which he writes,

but we know that in 386 A.D. he journeyed to Egypt and visited

certain Nitrian monasteries. Jerome, as a textual critic, would be

interested in seeing MSS of the Bible whereverTie went. In this home
of the Freer MS, or in a neighboring convent, a parent or sister MS, or

possibly this very MS itself, may have been shown him as curious and

interesting. He may have at this time copied the insertion, and later

translated it into Latin, using such portion of it as was needed far

his argument in his work against Pelagius. Or, since it was not a

.

long journey from Eg3-pt to Bethlehem, one which could be made on

foot in a week, it is quite possible to think of some traveler or messenger

bringing such a MS from Egypt to Caesarea, where we know there

were many Egyptian MSS, where Jerome could easily have seen it.

Either of these theories would not only account for the connection

between Jerome and the Freer ]\IS but would at the same time help

to explain the lack of other testimony concerning this section.

But questions concerning this logion more closely related to our

investigation must now be discussed, ^^'e will consider them in the

following order :

1. Its authenticity,—is it a true saying of Jesus ?

2. Its integrity,—do the two parts, the apolog}' of the apostles

and the repl}^ of Jesus belong together ?

3. Its coherence or relation to the passage in which it is here

found,—is it an integral part of the Longer Conclusion or an inter-

polation ? If the latter, was it composed originally for insertion into

this context, or is it an extract from another work inserted here ?

4. What indications of its source and authorship can be found ?

5. What is its textual significance?
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1. Is this a true saying of Jesus ?

. Since it does not agree with his words or his spirit we conclude that

it is not. Since we possess only a Greek translation of the sayings

Jesus uttered in the Aramaic, all arguments must rest on a foundation

more or less insecure, nevertheless most scholars will agree :

a) Jesus would scarcely have spoken of "the limit of the years of

the power of Satan."

b) Instead of tcov a[j.apTY]a-avTwv Jesus would have said twv a[j.ap-

c) The expression 'JTIJOC-Tpscpcocriv zlc, -yjv aXyjOstav would scarcely

have been used by Jesus for repentance or conversion. It reminds

us of the Johannine phraseology, but possesses no N.T. parallel. It

is quite unlike the simple and direct expressions of the Synoptic

Gospels.

d) The expression to " inherit the spiritual and incorruptible glory

of righteousness" is "quite foreign to the New Testament, and to the

words of Jesus most of all" (Goodspeed). The center of the ex

pression "the glory of righteousness" is, it is true, simple, but scarcely

like a word of Jesus.

e) As to the rhetoric in this logion, we may conclude with Gregory,
" Ich glaube die meisten werden bereit sein mit mir zu sagen, daB das

Knappe, Kernige, Unmittelbare, Unvermittelte, das Ziel scharf und

schnell Treffende, das wir in den durch die vier Evangelisten iiber-

lieferten Aussagen Jesu finden, hier sich in keiner Weise zeigt." (Das

Freer-Logion, p. 61.)

A word study of this section reveals both its dependence on our

Gospels and its unlikeness to them.

'O a?o>v o'jTO? reminds us of 6 vOv aicov and its contrast: aJwv 6

[X£XXo)v in the Synoptists and Paul ; and law is used in the same

writings. IXvEOp-a is common in Mark; aXYjsOiav reminds us of John,

and BixaiO(j!JV7] of Paul. As to "the power of Satan" compare Luke

10 : 19 ; Col. 1 : 13. With "the limit of the years ... of Satan " com-

pare John 12:31; 16:11. With "sin no more" compare John

5 : 14. ^(ivoL^xc, is used of the power of God, (see Matt. 22 : 29 ;

Mark 12 : 24 ; Luke 22 : 69) but never by Paul and the Synoptists is

the expression "the power of Christ" used. TTtoairpscpo) is found in

Acts 13 : 34 ; 2 Pet. 2 : 21, but not in this sense. It is never used in

the N.T. of conversion but a parallel with £TO(7irs(pw is found in

Acts 26 : 18.

The words 6po<;, Bsivo?, and xpOG->.£Yco are never found in the N.T.

The expression opo^ 7:£7:X"^pcoTat is as strange one, as is also "to

inherit the spiritual and incorruptible glory of righteousness in
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licaven." The latter is quite foreign to the X.T, and to the words

of Jesus though we recall I Peter 1 : 4, 5 dc, x)^Y]povo[JLiav ocfpOapTOv . .

.

TSTr^pijivr;/ Iv o'jpavoTc, etc.. compare also Rom. 1 : 23 ; 2:7.

But in the Shorter Conclusion we read -o ispov aoOapTOv xVjpuy^xa

TTj? auovLOJ crwTY,pia? with which may be compared \Msdom 18 : 4

B'/ dJv y;ijx}.}.£v to oc'^Oaprov v6[j.ou owe tw aloJvi SiBocOa'..

The suggestion has not been previously made, to our knowledge,

that in this logion and its setting we have a remarkable parallel to

Luke's account of the return of the seventy, probably an echo of it

(Luke 10 : 17—20). The paragraph reads "And the sevent}' returned

with joy saying, Lord, even the demons are subject unto us in thy

name. And he said unto them, I beheld Satan (tov ZocTavav) fallen

as lightning from heaven. Behold I have given you authority (ty]v

e^ODcrtav cf. ^a.c, tc,ouGloi.c toD llaTava) to tread upon serpents and

scorpions (TcaTsTv £7:avo> ooeojv cf. cost,; apoDTiv of Mark 16 : 18) and

over all the power of the enemy (t/jv B'jva[j.tv toD e/Jj'poj cf . toj b-trjj

xaTa}>a[3£crS'ai B'jvapv) and nothing shall in §jiy wise hurt you (com-

pare the expression "if they drink any deadly thing it shall in no

wise hurt them" of Mark 16: 18 although the Greek is different).

Nevertheless in this rejoice not, that the spirits {~% 7:^^z'j^.aL-y.) are

subject unto you ; but rejoice that your names are written in heaven

(sv ToT? oupavoTc cf. "to the end that they may inherit the spiritual

and incorruptible glory of righteousness in heaven (sv tw o'jpavw).

It is further to be noted that the verse immediately preceding this

paragraph, in the Gospel according to Luke (10 : 16) speaks of the

"hearing" or "rejecting" of the disciples' message. It is to this that

the words of the disciples, here made an excuse for themselves, orig-

inall}- referred, as we shall argue later.

This section, then, is based on our canonical Gospels, and on them

alone, for in spite of marked differences we have abundant evidence

of similarity, and it seems absurd to limit the vocabularh* and ex-

pressions of a second century Christian to those found in the N.T.

At the same time the marked Pauline cast of thought and expression

which distinguishes this section, separates it not only from the Gospels,

but from the Longer Conclusion as' well, though in its Johannine ele-

ments there may seem to be a slight relationsliip with the latter.

2. The integrity of this section,—do the two parts of the saying,

the apolog}^ of the apostles and the reply of Jesus belong together ?

We have already seen that Jerome furnishes us only the excuse

of the disciples, though in a smoother and simpler form. The answer

of Jesus has been found nowhere but in the Freer MS. Did this

answer originally belong with the disciples' apology, or was it appended
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at a later time or added from a different source ? The fact that

Jerome quotes only the excuse is probably due to the purpose he had

in introducing the saying, which was fulfilled in the reference to the

age being under the power of Satan.

For the following reasons we conclude the two parts belonged to-

gether from the first

:

a) The significance of the apology of the apostles, as of so many
sayings of the disciples in the Gospels, is found in its furnishing an

excuse, or occasion rather, for the saying of Jesus. As Gregory aptly

says, "Ihr Teil ist, die Veranlassung zu dem Spruch Jesu zu geben.

Sie kennzeichnen die Richtung, die seine Worte nehmen werden, das

Ziel dessen, was er sagt." (p. 36.)

b) The ans\'\er of Jesus does correspond fairly well with the apology

of the disciples. They offer as an excuse for unbelief the fact that

the age is an evil one, in which Satan prevents the comprehending of

the truth. Therefore they ask that the righteousness of Christ be

revealed, overthrowing the power of Satan, and freeing from un-

belief.

Jesus replies that the power of Satan has already reached its limit,

and that already his death has made it possible for sinners to turn

from unbelief to the truth and inherit the glory of righteousness.

This latter portion of the words of Jesus seems to be an answer,

although not a very direct one, to the request of the disciples for a

revelation of his righteousness.

c) The need of the disciples at this time was for comfort for them-

selves and encouragement in their work. These are furnished by the

answer of Jesus which declares that no longer are they in a world

under Satan's power and that bj^^ his death he has made possible

for sinners salvation from sin.

Our conclusion, therefore, is that the answer of Jesus originally

belonged to the words of the disciples. At the same time it seems

quite probable that the answer of Jesus was originally more full, and

that in a part of it not quoted here it ma\- have replied more directlv

to the request of the disciples for an immediate revelation of his

righteousness.

3. Is this logion an integral part of the Longer Conclusion or an

interpolation ?

In spite of the high authority wliich supports the former view, we
consider' it an interpolation. True the rebuking of the disciples by
Jesus for their unbelief and hardness of heart does offer an occasion

for their excusing themselves (a7:£}.oYoDvTo), though the canonical

Gospels furnish no example of such an attempt in connection with the

Teaxs. Coxx. Acad., Vol. XVIII. 29 February, 1915.
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appearances of the risen Christ. But studied closely lines 2—12 show

no necessary connection with their setting, save only that they imply

a time after the resurrection, as Gregory suggests. But, pushing his

argument further, we claim that though they seem to be an excuse

for unbelief, there is nothing in the words of the disciples, taken by

themselves, which imphes that this unbelief was specifically the un-

belief of the apostles, and further that it was unbelief in the resurrec-

tion of their Master. If removed from the context in which we now
find them, these words would most naturally be interpreted to refer

to unbelief in the hearts of those to whom they were sent, which

hindered the success of the apostolic mission to the world, rather

than to unbelief in the hearts of the apostles themselves.

The answer of Jesus seems to suit this interpretation. He replies

that the world is no longer under the power of Satan, and that he

has made it possible for sinners (not disciples) to "return to the

truth " and inherit the glory of righteousness. Such an interpretation

of the saying of Jesus brings it into close connection with the com-

mission which immediately follows. "But going into all the world,

etc." And this commission, with the promise of salvation to those

who believe, and the promise of miraculous power in the world (vs.

17, 18) for the further encouragement of the disciples, lends further

support to our suggestion that the words of the disciples in this

logion originally referred not to their own unbelief in the resurrection
,

but to the unbelief of the world which refused their message. Further

this interpretation seems to suit the expression rry aXr.Osty.v toj Osoj

x:xTa}.a(3£a6ai better than the customary explanation.

Our interpretation of this passage, therefore, leads us to adopt the

suggestion of Gregory that xaxsTvoi ocrShoyowzo asyovts; on is an

editorial insertion, framed to connect a logion of Jesus with v. 14,

(which would agree with the use of xdcxsTvoi here) ; and that the in-

sertion of duJ.0!. before Tio-psuOsvTsc in v. 15, of which no trace has

been found in any other MS, is the work of the same editorial hand,

and for the same purpose.

a) This aXXa since it is not found in any other MSS is itself a

witness to an insertion here.

b) The lack of a direct answer to the apostles' request for an

immediate revelation of the righteousness, which makes the words

seem superfluous here, seems to indicate that the answer of Jesus

originally contained sonie reply, and therefore that we have but a

portion of this answer here.

c) In the Freer MS a space of about six letters is left before the

introduction of this section, which thus begins at the beginning of
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the line. There is also a space of three letters at its close, but v. 15

begins on the same line, after a slight break. This seems, judging

from the last page of Mark, to be the common method of indicating a

paragraph or section in this MS and therefore does not imply an in-

sertion, yet it is to be observed that it perfectly agrees with the theory

of an insertion at this point.

The argument from the thought of this section is supported by the

argument from style and vocabulary. We rearrange and condense

the points Goodspeed makes, at times using his words

:

1. The logion calls Jesus 6 XpiTTOc, but in the Longer Conclusion

he is called 6 xupio?, vs. 19, 20, to which in v. 19 we must possibly

add ''\r^(so\Jr.

2. The Logion agrees with Mark's Gospel in its frequent reference

to spirits or unclean spirits, while the Longer Conclusion uses Bat^xovioc

vs. 9, 17.

3. The loose and superfluous sxsTvot D.syov tw X^ittw which we
retain, in spite of Harnack's contention that it is a marginal gloss

which has slipped into the text, contrasts with the clear-cut style of

the Longer Ending.

4. The feeble vagueness of "other terrible things are near at hand"
further contrasts with the precision of the Longer Ending.

5. The clumsy expression "the spiritual and incorruptible glory

of righteousness in heaven" is quite unlike the style of the Longer

Conclusion but reminds us of the "holy and incorruptible preaching

of eternal salvation," of the Shorter Conclusion.

6. The absence of this logion in all other MSS of the Gospels is

strong evidence that these words did not originally form part of the

Longer Conclusion.

This logion, then did not originally form a part of the longer of the

two endings. Its difference in tone and style make it seem, in con-

nection with it, like a new patch on an old garment (Goodspeed).

A fortiori it does not belong to the canonical Gospel tradition.

But some would claim that it was taken from the same source which

supplied the Longer Conclusion. So Harnack who, after acknowl-

ledging that the logion does not belong in the place in which it is

found, would argue that it came from the source of the Longer En-

ding, which he holds was the tradition of Aristion through Papias.

At first copied as a marginal note it later became inserted in the

text.

Reasons for the rejection of the Aristion source of Mk. 16 : 9—20

have already been given. The marked differences between these two

fragments, already pointed out, leads to the inference that the}' could
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not ha\-e had a common source. The Freer Logion seems to be the

product of a later, a more thoughtful and philosophical age.

In rejecting the conclusion of so weighty an authority as Prof.

Harnack, it is comforting to find support in so eminent a textual

critic as Prof. Gregory, and one who agrees with the former in accep-

ting the Aristion source of the Longer Conclusion. While acknowl-

edging the possibiht}^ of identity of source, he does not accept the

theor\-. "Denn der Abschnitt scheint durchaus nicht aus derselben

Feder geflossen, aus demselben Kopf entsprungen zu sein, wie der

unechte Schluss." (p. 63.)

4. But if this logion is not to be assigned to the source from which

the Longer Conclusion was taken, what can be inferred as to its

origin ?

Concluding tliat the section is an extract from a longer writing,

that Jerome probably knew the whole logion, having seen it in a ]\IS

closel}' related to the Freer MS, that possibly he saw it in 386 A.D. on

liis trip to Egypt, when he visited the Nitrian monasteries in addition

to spending a month in Alexandria, we conclude that this writing

is to be traced back to Eg\^pt, perhaps to 'a Nitrian monaster}'.

For in spite of his words, Jerome may have seen but one MS con-

taining this logion. It is not impossible that it is to this very MS that

he refers. At least it must have been one closely related, since of

all the thousands of Greek texts known to us, it has as yet been found

in no other MS, proving that this reading must always have had a

\'ery limited diffusion. Probablj- it never traveled very far from its

source. Since this MS connects it ^\ith Egypt, it is most natural,

especially as on this supposition we can easily explain Jerome's

knowledge of it, to posit an Egyptian origin. This we are free to

do, since we have denied its coherence with the Longer Conclusion.

Gregory suggests that the writer shows that he has been influenced

both in his vocabulary, and to a less extent in his thought, by Egyp-

tian Gnosticism, but other scholars take exception to such a conclusion.

The logion, however, probably formed a section of an apocr3phal

Gospel or "kerygma," based upon our canonical Gospels, and prob

ably written in Egypt during the second century*.

But the remarkable confusion of text displayed b\- this logion is

scarcely what we would expect if its circulation was extremely lim-

ited. This leads Gregor}- to suggest that we have here a translation,

possibty from a Coptic original. Such a supposition might help to

explain such difficult passages as tyjv a}^rj9£tav toU Osoii xaTa}>,a[i£crOa!,

Bjvajxiv, and the lack of smooth connection between verses eight

and nine and verses nine and ten.
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If this ver}^ attractive hypothesis be adopted, it supports our theory

that in Egypt there were at various times various endings to ]\Iark.

Knowing this fact, an Egyptian scribe would feel more free to take

liberties with the last section of the Gospel than any other, since for

him the tradition which supported it was neither ancient nor uni-

\-ersal. Therefore to the last twelve verses, H'hich he knew found

their waj^ into the Alexandrian text at a late date, some unknown

scribe made an addition from a writing known to him.

While the date of the original writing seems to be early, judged

by internal considerations ; though apparently later than the compo-

sition of the Longer Conclusion, since it shows a more developed, a

more speculative handling of the Gospel tradition,—probably be-

fore the beginning of the third century,—the date of the insertion

of this logion into the Longer Conclusion seems relatively late, per-

haps during the fourth century. It must have been prior to 415 A.D.

when Jerome speaks of it in his writing. Either it was generally

recognized as an interpolation by the scribes, and therefore not copied

by them, or else it found a private or purely local circulation.

5. As to the significance of the Freer MS for textual criticism, it

furnishes us w4th another witness to the fact that during the second,

third, and fourth centuries it was generally known that something

was the matter with the end of Mark's Gospel, and therefore the

scribes were accustomed to treat this section with greater freedom

than they employed toward the remainder of the Gospel. This tradi-

tion of doubtful authority seems most strong and persistent in Egypt.

Therefore this latest and most important of recent discoveries con-

firms what we have learned from other witnesses concerning the

textual transmission of the appendices of the Gospel according to

Mark in that country.
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RECONSTRUCTION OF THE HISTORY
OF THE CONCLUSIONS OF THE SECOND GOSPEL

The Gospel according to Mark at one time circulated in an abbre-

viated form, without conclusion, breaking off abruptly with soo[3oOvi:o

yap at the close of the eighth verse. This form was widely distributed,

as is proved :

a) By N, B, Ss. Armcodd^ Ethcodd.

b) By signs, breaks, or notes in various ]\ISS which indicate that

the scribes understood the Gospel, in some sense, to close with v. 8.

c) By the testimony of Eusebius, Jerome, Victor of Antioch, etc.

d) By the omission of the last twelve verses in the Eusebian Canons

and the Ammonian Sections.

Was the Gospel left unfinished by its author, or was the conclusion

lost by accident, or was it purposely excised ?

Probably the abbreviated form of the Gospel is not due to the

author since the narrative breaks off not at the end of a paragraph,

or even of a sentence, but in the midst of a clause ; for we read Mark

16 : 8 thus ; "And they went out and fled from the tomb ; for trem-

bling and astonishment had come upon them: and they said nothing

to any one ; for they were afraid of
—

"

In support of this interpretation may be urged the absence of other

instances in the N.T. of a sentence ending with yap ; and the unusual

use of £cpoj3ouTO in an absolute sense, required by any other trans-

lation. \Miere the phrase scpo(3oUv-o ydp is employed elsewhere in

the X. T. it is associated with some person or circumstance which is

the cause or the object of the fear. Compare the following instances :

Mark 11:18 £cpo(3oiivTO yap auTOv,

Mark 11:32 IcpofjoOvTO -zw oyloy,

Acts 5 : 26 s'-poj^ouvTO yocp tov >.a6v,

Luke 22 : 2 scpojioOvTO yap tov Aaov,

Luke 19 : 21 £<po[3o'j[j.T,v yap as,

2 Cor. 12:20 oo[3ou[j.ai yap ij.Tj tmc, slOwv,

Did they fear a person or a circumstance, for both are used with

this expression, as the above examples show ? Burkitt suggests that

they were afraid of the Jews. We suggest that they were afraid of

not being believed by the others if they told their story. The original

sentence may have read somewhat as follows, "they feared lest they
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(the disciples) would not believe them but mock." Compare ^\ith

this 16: 11.

That same argument which renders the theorj^ of an unfinished

Gospel improbable, stands in the wa}' of a theory of deliberate ex-

cision.

a) An excision \\-ould scarcely have been made thus a\\ kwardly in

the midst of a phrase.

b) If the excision was made for the purpose of immediately sub-

stituting the Longer Conclusion for the original ending, it would

scarcely have been made at this point, lea\dng a manifestly clumsy

juncture.

c) In case such an excision ^\"as made as has been suggested, one

would naturally expect to find copies of the Gospel wuth the original

ending persisting alongside of copies with the substituted ending, but

scarcely copies without any ending. Yet we have many proofs that

the Gospel circulated in the abbreviated form in various lands for

several centuries.

d) It is evident that the Shorter Conclusion was composed to

furnish a fitting ending for the Gospel. The Shorter Conclusion is

a witness to the abbreviated form of the Gospel, since it would not

have been needed where the Longer Conclusion was already known.

Further, the Shorter Conclusion would not have been appended to a

verse which contradicts it ("they said nothing to any one") unless

previousty the Gospel was known in a form which ended with v. 8.

The attempt in k to alter v. 8 to conform to the Shorter Ending

supports this contention.

Probabilities, therefore, indicate an accidental loss of the original

conclusion. This is best explained by the supposition that the last

leaf of the Gospel was lost (so Griesbach, Burkitt, and others). The

last leaf of a book is most readily lost, and Martin has shown, by the

example of Cursive 15, how this might have occurred. Compare also

the discussion of Arabic 13. Such an hypothesis accounts not only

for the breaking off of the Gospel in the midst of a phrase, but also

for the three forms in w^hich the Gospel is found : without conclusion,

with the Shorter Conclusion, and with the Longer Conclusion. Adop-

ting the signs used by Zahn, we wiU denote the abbreviated Gospel by

A, the Shorter Conclusion b}^ B, and the Longer Conclusion by C.

A glance at the synoptic material w ill show that the Gospels ac-

cording to I\Iatthew and according to Luke follow ]\Iark as their source

as far as v. 8 (Matt. 28 : 8 and Luke 24 : 8), and thereafter they follow

different and divergent traditions, ^^'hile it is perhaps impossible to

affirm that neither can in anv wav reflect the ]\Iarkan ending (cf.
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Schmeidel, "Gospels/'Encycl. Bibl.col. 1880), it seems probable that

neither Gospel was based on the original conclusion. As Resch says :

""The entire literary style of their concluding sections announce to

us that they flow from sources which were hidden from the second

evangelist and never opened b}- him." (Ausser-Canonische ParaUel-

texte zu den Evangelien, T. und U., X, 3, p. 449, quoted here from

Conybeare's translation in the Expositor, 1894, p. 227.)

The form of Mark used b}- the writers of the first and third of our

Gospels was probably the same as that found in N, B, and Ss. The
conclusion seems to have been lost from Mark before Matthew and

Luke were written, that is in the first centur}-.

However it has been argued by Rohrbach (Der Schluss des ilarcus-

evangeliums, der Vier-Evangelienkanon und die Kleinasiatischen Pres-

b\-ter, Berlin 1894, and Die Berichte iiber die Auferstehung Jesus

Christi, Berlin, 1898), following up a suggestion made by Harnack

(Bruchstiicke des Ev. und der Ap. des Petrus), that the original ending

of Mark was known to and used by the author of the Gospel according

to Peter. In that apocryphal writing the concluding incident follows

the narrative of Mark up to the eight verse of that Gospel, and then

begins another incident with "But I, Simon Peter, and Andrew my
brother took our nets, and went away to the sea ; and there was with

us Levi the son of Alphaeus, whom the Lord. ..."

Since the end of the writing is lost, it still remains possible that in

narrating the incident he thus introduces, the author used the Fourth

Gospel, or the tradition upon which it was based. Against this it

has been argued that the writer of the Fourth Gospel never mentions

Levi the son of Alphaeus, and that he is referred to in this wa}^ by

Mark alone (2 : 14) . But if the author of the Gospel according to

Peter possessed the Second Gospel in its abbreviated form, what more

natural than that he should wish to conclude his narrative with an

account of the restoration of Peter, and take this narrative from the

Fourth Gospel, or from the material which was incorporated into it.

It would not be unnatural to take the names of some of the group

from the Second Gospel, which he had just been following. The same

might be true even if he possessed the Gospel according to Mark with

one of the conclusions appended. Lentil the lost end of this apo-

cryphal Gospel is found the question cannot be definitely settled, but

internal • evidence is against the hypothesis of Rohrbach. We hold

therefore to the earty loss of the authentic conclusion of the Second

Gospel.

This inference, which wiU be challenged b}^ some, is, however,

only of minor importance for the present argument. The loss of the
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original conclusion of the Gospel, granted by practically all critics

today, alone is of major importance to our discussion.

That the Longer Conclusion was not composed by the writer of

the Second Gospel has been so frequently demonstrated, by argu-

ments from vocabulary, style, and purpose, that it is not necessary

to rehearse the proof. It was appended to the abbreviated form of

the Gospel as a fitting conclusion, but was not composed for this

purpose, but taken from an existing work as is shown :

a) By the abrupt beginning, \\ithout an expressed subject. Since

the previous section has been speaking of the angels and the women,

we would expect the name Jesus to be expressed here.

b) *By the return in time to the resurrection itself, making v. 9

parallel to v. 1, and showing that here we have a new and independent

account, "a condensed fifth narrative of the Forty Days." (Hort.)

c) By the introduction of Mary Magdalene as though for the first

time, with the explanatory appellation "from whom he had ca>^t

out seven demons," when she has recentl}' been mentioned by name
three separate times, 15 : 40, 47 ; 16 : 1.

The Longer Conclusion furnishes a generalized and conventionalized

narrative of the resurrection appearances, in a somewhat rhythmical

structure. It is evidently based on the other Gospels and on Acts

:

vs. 9-11 based on John 20: 11-18.

vs. 12, 13 based on Luke 24 : 13-35.

V. 14 combines reminiscenses of John 20 : 19—29 and Luke 24 : 36 f.

vs. 15, 16 based on Matt. 28 : 19 with reminiscenses of John 20 : 21 f.

and Luke 24 : 47.

vs. 17, 18 a brief summary of Acts, where we read of casting out

demons, speaking with tongues, and taking up a serpent.

vs. 19, 20 a summary of events narrated in Acts in ' Johannine

language.

Not only the vocabulary but the whole tone of the Longer Con-

clusion shows Johannine influence. The narrative is didactic rather

than historical. The emphasis upon faith and belief makes^it evident

that the writer is tracing the slow recovery of the apostles from the

unbelief evoked by the crucifixion to the final triumph of faith in the

risen Christ which fits them for the proclamation of the gospel mes-

sage. We have a close parallel to John xx and xxi, on which the

narrative is in part based. "The historian has given place to the

theologian, the interpreter of St. Peter, to the scholar of St. John."

(Swete.)

Resch has attempted to prove that the Longer Conclusion goes

back to a source earlier than the canon, a source used b}' Paul, and
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perhaps employed in other epistles (Zeitschrift fiir Kirch. Wissen-

schaft, 1889, I, p. 25 f.), but form and vocabulary indicate a later

rather than earlier date than the canonical writings.

The Longer Conclusion seems to have belonged originally to an

apocryphal writing, possibly a gospel, perhaps a kerygma like the

Ker3^gma Petri. The Freer Logion did not belong to this source,

as has been argued. To criticize the various theories of the origin of

this section offered by Resch, Rohrbach, von Dobschiitz and others

is not possible in this discussion, but none of these theories have been

generally adopted as satisfactor}^ or conclusive. Many of the most

eminent textual critics of today accept the Aristion authorship or

source of this fragment, but reasons have been given in the previous

discussion for not adopting this view.

The Longer Conclusion probabty originated in Asia Minor. Its

form, coloring, and purpose, especially its emphasis upon faith and

unbelief, all lead us to associate it with the Johannine school. Ex-

ternal testimony confirms this conclusion drawn from internal evi-

dence, for our first undisputed reference to it among the fathers is

found in Irenaeus of Lyons in Celtic Gaul, who, in his work against

Heresies (IIL 10. 6) says: "In fine autem evangelii ait Marcus, Et

quidem dominus Jesus," going on to quote Mark 16 : 19. We know
that in his early life Irenaeus was associated with Asia Minor, and that

he remembered seeing Polycarp when he was a lad. Though he had

visited Rome, most probably he would follow the tradition of Asia

Minor. Since his work was written 182—188 A.D. we infer that by

this date the Longer Conclusion was recognized by the great churches

of Asia Minor as the authoritative, authentic, and sole conclusion of

the Gospel, since, in spite of his wide knowledge, Irenaeus reveals no

suspicion of its genuineness.

But at a still earlier date, that is about 172 A.D., Tatian incorpo-

rated the Longer Conclusion into his Diatessaron. Tatian seems to

have reached Rome about 150 A D. As pupil and associate of Justin

Martyr he would naturalh' follow the tradition and the text of the

church at Rome. We infer, therefore, that very soon after C had been

appended to the Gospel it was carried from Asia j\Iinor to Rome.
The close association and frequent communication between the

churches of these two sections render this antecedent^ probable.

If we could believe that Justin Martyr, when he writes ol oltJjG^oIsji

auTou e^£7>06v"$ T.yy'zcc/yj t/.Tipocixy (Apol. i. 45) refers to l/vsTvo!. Bs

scsaOovto? £/.r,p!j'£av TZT/'ioiyo'^ in 16 : 20 this supposition would receive

strong confirmation, but though many scholars find here an early

testimony to the Longer Conclusion, literary dependence seems by
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no means sure. The similarity of language may be a mere coin-

cidence, or maj' be due to the use of a common source.

We conclude that the Longer Conclusion was taken from an in-

dependent writing which originated in Asia ^Minor ; that during the

first half of the second century it was added to the Second Gospel to

form a conclusion .' Before the middle of the second century it passed to

Rome, where it soon gained currency as the only authentic conclusion

of the Gospel. The authorit}" of the church of Ephesus, the authority

of the church of Rome, the intrinsic excellence of C, and current dis-

satisfaction with an incomplete Gospel, all tended to its early and

rapid acceptance in the regions dominated b}' the influence of these

two great churches.

The Syrian Church, whose canon presents an unusual development,

probably followed the ancient tradition in her earliest version, and

concluded ]Mark at v. 8, as is witnessed by Ss. It -was Tatian who, in

his Diatessaron, gave currency to the Longer Conclusion in the East,

and through the Diatessaron C gained in time a place in the Old

Syriac, as we learn from Sc which is to be dated about the beginning

of the third centur}'. B}- the time the Peshitto was issued in 41 1 A.D.

it had so thoroughl}^ established itself in the Syrian text that no MS
of that version (with one exception) hints at any other form. In

616 A.D. Thomas of Harclea revised the Peshitto in a monastery

near Alexandria, employing Alexandrian MSS for the purpose and

the Shorter Conclusion is found in the margin of two MSS of the Hare-

lean Syriac. It is quite evident that the Shorter Conclusion found

its way into the Syriac from Egypt.

The Armenian, based at least to a certain extent on the Syriac,

persisted in rejecting any conclusion until the ^Middle Ages, for the

Longer Ending is scarcety found in an}- MSS until the thirteenth cen-

tury, and is wanting in half the later ones. There is a suggestion,

however, that the early form of this version knew C. Be that as it

ma\-, the Armenian ^'ersion is unique in allowing the abbreviated

form of the Gospel to persist as the recognized and authentic t\'pe for

many centuries, in fact until comparatively recent times-.

For light upon the origin of the Shorter Conclusion we must look

to Egypt whence our witnesses to this form come.

Modern c iticism is inclined to recognize three early types of text

as belonging to the church of Alexandria

:

1 . The earliest known to us is represented by the quotations found

in Clement of Alexandria (cir. 190) and must therefore belong to the

end of the second and beginning of the third centuries. This text

is not found reproduced in any extant ^IS, but we know that it
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was characterized by a considerable "Western" element, of an early

type.

2. The second stage is represented in the quotations of Origen and

is fairly well reproduced b}- S and B, although Origen seems also to

have used MSS of an earlier type. The "Neutral" text of WH rep-

resents therefore, the second stage of the development of the Alex-

andrian text.

3. The third stage is represented by the quotations of Cyril of

Alexandria (bishop of Alexandria 412—444 A.D.), and is found in

a small group of MSS, especially C. L, Z, A, ^1'. The "Alexandrian"

text of VvH is therefore the third stage of the text of Alexandria, a

revision of the second stage, showing a tendenc}^ to revive readings

of the first stage which were rejected in the second. It ma}- be noted

that von Soden does not separate the "Neutral" and "Alexandrian"

texts, but includes both in the class he calls H, and says this text has

been contaminated by the Egyptian versions.

Egvpt early knew and long preserved the Gospel according to

]\Iark in the abbreviated form, as is witnessed by S and B which were

Avritten there in the fourth century. Though, as we have seen, both

betray a knowledge of a conclusion to the Gospel,—whether the Longer

or the Shorter Conclusion the evidence does not show,—they never-

theless hold that the more authentic text ends at v. 8. It is possible

to claim that S and B give us but the judgment of the scribes who

wrote them, or of the earlier archetypes from which they were copied,

but the excellent text presented by them is against such a supposition.

They certainly reveal the persistence until the fourth century of the

tradition of the abbreviated text.

In Egypt, to this abbreviated Gospel, the Shorter Conclusion was

appended, as is witnessed by L, f^-, T^, and M". It is evident that B

was composed for the purpose it serves and for the place it holds, that

is to furnish a fitting conclusion for the Gospel. By its contradiction

to V. 8 it bears testimony to the A form, for unless a form of text

had been already in circulation containing the words, "they said

nothing to any one," these words would been excised or altered

when B was appended. That they were early felt to be incompatible

with B is shown by k and an anqestor of Bohairic Hunt. 17.

In language and conception the Shorter Conclusion differs from the

Synoptics even more than does the Longer. In tone it is ecclesiastical

and theological. Evidently based on Luke-Acts, or upon the history

and conceptions found there, in style it is comparable to the opening

verses of the Gospel according to Luke (so Dr. Hort II, p. 298). The

Avriter also seems familiar with the epistles of Paul, and his style
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reminds us more of the epistles than of the Gospels. As Dr. Hort well

sa^s, "The vagueness and generality- of the last sentence finds no
parallel in the Gospel narrative." He would find suggestions for

its construction in Luke 24 : 9-12 ; Mt. 28 : 19 ; Luke 24 : 47 and

John 20 : 21. There is also a slight resemblance to Clement of Rome.
Because the Shorter Conclusion is more theological, ecclesiastical,

and modern than the Longer, we are inclined to date it later, though

recognizing that this may possibly be due to another environment

or another author, rather than a later age. Since as yet we have no

data to determine how long C existed in an independent composition

before being added to A, it does not necessarily follow that B was added

to Mark at a later date than C. Indeed, since B was evidently com-

posed for the purpose of rounding off an unfinished Gospel, we must
infer that at the time when it was written C had not become known, at

least to any extent, in Egypt, since it is self-evident that the meager

B could never have gained large acceptance in regions where C, mani-

festl}' and immeasurably its superior, was already known, ^^'e date

it therefore in the second century.

That the origin of the Shorter Conclusiorir-belongs to Egypt our

whole investigation seems to imply beyond a reasonable doubt, for

the following reasons ;

1. Because the four uncials containing the double conclusion,

L, T^, 1^2, and ^', are from Eg3''pt, and of these L and ^I" belong to

that type of text, the so-called "Alexandrian" text, which is known
to represent the third known stage of the Greek text in Egypt. We
have not found a single MS containing B, either in the Greek or the

versions, whose origin is certainl}^ or even most probably, to be traced

to any other country.

2. Because the MSS showing the Shorter Conclusion are more or

less closely related, as we have seen, to the text of ^<B, the so-called

"Neutral" text, which represents the second known tj'pe of the Alex-

andrian text. All the versions in which the Shorter Conclusion is

found have affiliations with this type of text, and most of them seem

to have been based upon it.

It seems evident, therefore, that after the earliest t\'pe of the text

of Mark, that ending with v. 8, Egypt possessed a second form which

concluded the Gospel with B. This, however, was ^'ery frequently,

if not usually, appended w-ith a break or notes or a subscription,

testifying to the earlier, abbreviated form of the Gospel.

A third form known in Egypt is shown by the uncials with the

double conclusion. It is self-evident that in these MSS C is appended

to B, and, since in all known MSS showing the double conclusion B
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precedes C, the Shorter Conchision is still preferred. This form wit-

nesses to a time when C found its way into Egypt from the region

dominated by the church at Rome. For a long time, at least in some
sections, C was compelled to struggle with its rival, which earlier

possessed and still claimed the field, as is shown by the increasing

number of MSS found possessing the double conclusion., and by the

date of the uncials of the L type, which shows that as late as the

seventh and eighth centuries MSS in which B was incorporated

into the text were still deemed worthy of being employed as exem-
plars .

At the same time, as is witnessed by Codices A and C, MSS contain-

ing only the Longer Conclusion were known in Egypt at least as early

as the fifth century, and these MSS show an excellent text. It must
therefore be recognized that, while we are tracing a logical, and, doubt-

less to a certain extent, chronological development in this reconstruc-

tion, it is quite possible that we are not following the dominant tra-

dition even of these early centuries. While the testimony of Eusebius,

Jerome, Victor of Antioch, and others have been confirmed by recent

discoveries, which prove that the tradition which held that the Gospel

ended with v. 8 was of far wider acceptance than was supposed a few

decades ago, and while the evidence of the MSS confirms the same
facts in regard to the Shorter Conclusion, it is quite possible that B
may have become very early the authoritative text of a minority,

if it was not that from the beginning. This minority must have been

a very respectable one, as is witnessed by the Old Latin, the Bohairic,

the Sahidic, and the Ethiopic, in all of which versions it gained for a

time a place. We have seen that all of these versions are to be asso-

ciated with Eg3''pt, another argument for the Egyptian origin of the

Shorter Conclusion. We find, then, that we are tracing the struggle

of two rival forms in the region dominated by Alexandria, and that

here, in contrast to its experience in the region dominated by Rome,
the Longer Conclusion gained acceptance and recognition as the sole

authoritative ending of Mark only after a struggle of centuries had

finally eliminated B.

But previous to this final elimination, there seems to have inter-

vened, probably in restricted sections, a type of text which, while

giving C alone a place in the text, inserted B in the margin (Cursive

274, two Bohairic MSS, and the Harclean Syriac). The Shorter Con-

clusion is now looked upon as an ancient and interesting variant,

though of inferior authority toC. In this respect the little group of

MSS reverses the judgment of the MSS containing the double con-

clusion, which considered B of the higher authority.
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Tlie final stage is of course tlie total elimination of B and of every

reference to it. The superior authority of the church at Rome and

the superior excellence of C ha\'e at length won for it the struggle

with its rival, and C obtains at Alexandria what it had enjoyed from

the second century at Rome, recognition as the only authoritative

conclusion of the Gospel according to Mark.

As has been stated, it is not our purpose to imply by this recon-

struction of the history of the conclusions of Mark in Egypt that there

existed five sharply defined periods, in which the five forms success-

ively dominated the text of Alexandria. Certainly these periods

overlapped, and ]\ISS of various forms were used and copied simul-

taneously. It is quite possible that one or more of these forms ne\'er

became dominant either in Egypt or elsewhere, and this is particu-

larly true of the third and fourth forms, and possible even of the

second form. But evidence of the existence of all these forms is given

us both in Greek MSSand in the MSS of version's dominated by the

Greek text of Alexandria. This evidence of the versions must no%\-

be briefly recapitulated.

The evidence of the Sahidic MS \\e\\\ 16, showing the double ending

to Mark, has not, to our knowledge, been used in any previous dis-

cussion of this problem. It is of far greater significance and import-

ance than would at first appear. That amid the three or four Sahidic

fragments containing the last verses of Mark one should reveal the

double ending is surprising, for it may witness to the fact that the

Shorter Conclusion was at one time relatively common, if not domi-

nant, in the version of Upper Egypt. The fact that underlying the

Sahidic is a type of text apparently akin to that used by Clement of

Alexandria, that is, a second century type of the Alexandrian text,

increases the importance of the witness of the Sahidic. While we do

not hold that the Sahidic \'ersion originall}- ended with B, (to us it

seems more probable that it original!}- ended with v. 8), in view of

the note which precedes C in the Sahidic, as well as the reference

to the Sahidic in the note found in one Bohairic MS (Or. 1315), it

seems most probable that at one time a type of text ending with B
gained more or less currenc}- in the Sahidic \'ersion. This form maj-

witness to a later adaptation of the Sahidic Version to a type of text

which, as we have seen, gained some currency in the Greek text of

Lower Egypt, ^^'e find here therefore, an additional witness to the

authority and the diffusion of our second and third stages in the de-

velopment of the Greek text of Egypt.

Since writing the above, we have heard, upon excellent authorit}-,

that among the Coptic MSS in the recent acquisition to the J. Pierpont
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Morgan Library one is found to contain the double ending to ]\Iark.

As all these MSS are reported to be in the Sahidic dialect, this dis-

covery furnishes additional support to our inference concerning the

place of B in the Sahidic version. It is to be hoped that Prof. Hyvernat

will soon make this evidence available for critical use.

That the Bohairic Version shows the Shorter Conclusion in the

margin of two MSS, Hunt. 17 and Brit. Mus. Or. 1315, agrees with the

reconstruction of the history already suggested, since critics hold that

the Bohairic Version is later than the Sahidic, and was based on a later

Alexandrian text, the so-called "Neutral" text. These two Bohairic

MSS, therefore, are witnesses for our fourth stage, when B is relegated

to the margin.

But while the witness of Hunt. 17,—which seems to include most

of the readings which had at any time found their way into the Sahi-

dic,-—^would not in itself imply that B was more than sporadic in this

version, it is to be noted that one or more of the ancestors of this MS,

as Zahn has pointed out, concluded the Gospel with B and that v. 8

was violently altered to conform to it, as in k. Therefore, while it

would be rash to conclude that B at one time formed the sole and

authoritative ending of Mark in the Bohairic Version, we are jus-

tified in declaring that there existed MSS of this type in the Bohairic.

Further, as the note "In the Copy of the Sa'id," of Or. 1315 proves,

the Shorter Conclusion in the Bohairic Vv-as held to be related in some

way to the Sahidic Version, whether to the extent of being derived

from it, or simply being looked upon as similar to it, we cannot say.

In the Ethiopic Version we have a group of MSS showing A, another

group showing B, and a third A+B+C, a further confirmation of

the Egyptian origin of the Shorter Conclusion, although we again

suggest that possibly the original form of the Ethiopic ended with v. 8.

There is a possibility that the Gospels were brought to this region at

the first from Palestine, rather than from Egypt.

The Old Latin Version of Roman North Africa, as represented by k

is unique in showing us a version from which we have a MS which ex-

hibits the Shorter Conclusion alone. Since this version, as represented

by k and e, seems based on the Alexandrian rather than on the Roman
type of Greek text we infer that here also the Shorter Conclusion was

introduced from Egypt. Whether B formed the recognized conclusion

of Mark as read by Cyprian in Carthage (f 250), is not certain, since e,

the only other MS representing this recension, lacks the close of the

Gospel. But that the B form was not introduced by the scribe of k,

even though he was probably an Egyptian, seems certain from the

careless and inaccurate manner in which these lines are written in

Trans. Conn. Acad., Vol. XVIII. 30 Febrdary, 1915.
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this MS. The mistakes are incredible in a translator. They must be

dueto the heedlessness of a copyist. Therefore, whether the B form

is original in the Old Latin of North Africa or not, it certainly was

found in a group of MSS which are to be dated as early as the fourth

or fifth centuries. And if the O.L. did not originally possess B, it

ended with v. 8 as did S, B, and Ss However, the fact that k alters

V. 8 to conform to B slightly increases the probabiht}- that k represents

the original form of the African Latin, and that this alteration was

made at the time of translation, since no trace of it has been found

in any Greek MS.

That in the Sahidic and Bohairic C ultimately superceded B is

easily explained by the history of the Greek text of Egypt, to which it

would naturally be conformed, by being revised from time to time.

That all the O.L. versions save that of North Africa contain C alone

is in harmony with the fact that they are of later. origin, and were

made from the authoritative text of the church of Rome. It is pos-

sible, however, to argue that all the ^•ersions containing B originally

possessed the A form and that the B form was- introduced into later

MSS from Egypt, either immediately or ultimately.

Though the hmits of our discussion forbid a full investigation of the

patristic evidence, both positive and negative, this evidence has

not been forgotten, and it is believed that the theor}- advocated does

not conflict with these witnesses, but is supported by them.

Eusebius, in his Ouaest. ad Marin, ap. Mai, now patr. bibl. iv,

p. 255 f., in answering the question of Marinus, "How is it that in

Matthew the Saviour appears as having been raised up d'Vs (7a[i[3aTcov

[xxviii, 1], but in Mark Tzpoi -% [n% twv cra,a[3aTc.>v " ? suggests a pos-

sible escape through textual criticism, as follows ;

6 aov Y^^p "^"^i^
TOUTo oaoxouaav :w£pi>to;TY)v aOsToiv dr.oi av ij.r,

sv a7:!XG-iv aOirriv (pspsaOai toT? avTiypaoot? toD xa-ira Map/.ov

suayye^ioK. toc yoOv ay.p!,[jr, twv avTiypaowv to ts}«oc t^z^i-

ypacpst . . . sv iroT? >.6yoi? . . . s^ojiouvTO yap. Iv to-j-co yap

nytbhy Ev (XTiaG-i toTi; avxiypaooic toD xaTa Mapxov suayya^

'

7:epiy£ypaTCT-ai to tsIo?, it. Vz zir^c, cr::avu-); sv tktcv a}.7.

oux Iv -KciQi cp£p6[j.£va TTspiTTa av sir,.

Dr. Hort Translates (II, Notes, p. 31) :

" For one man, rejecting the passage itself, the section which makes

this statement, will say that it is not current in all the copies of the

Gospel according to Mark. That is the accurate copies determine

the end of the narrative according to Mark at the words . . .
IcpopouTO

yap. For at this point the end of the Gospel according to Mark is

rzlioij
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determined in nearly all copies of the Gospel according to Mark;

whereas what follows, being but scantily current in some, but not in

all [copies], will be redundant [i. e. such as should be discarded], and

especially if it should contain a contradiction to the testimony of the

other evangelists."

Eusebius, therefore, strictly interpreted, declares that the best and

largest number of Greek MSS concluded the Gospel with v. 8. This

testimony applies of course only to those MSS with which he \Vd.s

himself conversant. However, it is significant that the Eusebian

Canons, according to the more ancient and trustworthy MSS, do

not include vs. 9—20, and that the Ammonian Sections also omit

them.

The testimony of Eusebius is echoed nearly a century later by

Jerome in his work " Ad Hedibia," (120 Vail.) . This work was written

at Bethlehem in 406 or 407 A.D. After a question, which seems a free

presentation of that put into the mouth of Marinus by Eusebius, he

sa}^s

:

"Hujus quaestionis duplex solutio est ; aut enim non recipimus

Marci testimonium, quod in raris detur evangeliis omnibus Graeciae

libris pene hoc capitulum non habentibus, praesertim quum diversa

atque contraria evangelistis ceteris narrare videatur ; aut hoc res-

pondendum," etc.

Victor of Antioch { f 400) seems also to echo this testimony of

Eusebius, and does not expound the last twelve verses in his commen-

tary on jMark, though in some editions a commentary and scholium

affirming the authenticity of these verses has been added from an

anonymous source.

Burgon surmised that this witness of Eusebius was ultimately de-

rived from Origen, and Hort seems to agree, remarking that it would

carry the witness back to an earlier date, and a greater textual

authority.

This seems to us most probable, since we have already seen that

the abbreviated form of the Gospel was apparently more prevalent

and persistent in Egj^pt than in other regions. On this hypothesis,

the real witness of these words of Eusebius is to the fact that the

largest number, and those the best in text, of the Greek MSS known to

Origen were in the abbreviated form. This is just what we would

have, expected, since Origen would probably rank the authoritative

text of Alexandria above that of Rome, and be more familiar with

Egyptian than with western MSS. At the same time Eusebius would

not have used this statement unless it was measurably true in his

own day.
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Jerome; likewise, would not have repeated this statement unless

he too was famihar with MSS of this type. The Freer Logion helps

us to interpret this testimony of Jerome, for it renders it almost certain

that Jerome saw the MS or MSS which contained this logion in Egypt,

or found it in one or more MSS brought from Egypt. Very probably

then, in quoting the testimony of Eusebius, Jerome is thinking es-

pecially of MSS brought from Egypt, or at least of MSS of the type

found most abundantly there.

This testimony of Jerome has been belittled by the defenders of

the authenticity of the Longer Conclusion because, after expressing

these doubts concerning the last twelve verses, he gave them a place

in the Vulgate, without indicating that there was any question as to

their authenticit}'. But, in revising the Old Latin for this purpose,

Jerome would most naturally follow the tradition of the church of

Rome, which early received them as the authentic conclusion of the

Gospel. Whatever the evidence of the MSS of the East, Jerome

would be well aware that these verses could be omitted from his

version only at the cost of raising a great outcry^gainst it in the \\ est,

on the ground that it mutilated the Second Gospel. This practical

consideration is quite sufficient to explain his action. Though practi-

cally all textual critics now consider these verses unauthentic, what

modem editor would dare omit them from a version prepared for

popular use ?

The Egyptian origin of the Shorter Conclusion has been suggested

by Hort, Zahn, Nestle, and others but, so far as we are aware, the

Egyptian provenance of this fragment has not been proved by any

English or American writer. In fact so recently as 1908, the Bishop

of Moraj^ writing upon the Gospel according to Mark in Hastings'

Dictionary of Christ and the Gospels, says concerning the author of

the Shorter Conclusion, " Swete conjectures that he was a Westerner,

because of the emphasis laid on the West. Nestle makes him an

Egyptian, without giving reasons (Hastings DB. IH. 13)."

The conjecture of Swete is given in "The Gospel according to

St. Mark," 1898, p. ci. After presenting the textual evidence, he

says concerning the Shorter Ending

:

"Perhaps it may without rashness be attributed to a Roman
hand ; a Western origin is suggested by the pointed references to

the westward course of the Apostolic preaching."

This seems very slender evidence upon which to base such a con-

clusion, since it would be as well known to a Christian writer of the

second century as of the twentieth that historically the gospel did

travel from the East to the West. As has been suggested to the
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writer, iTpon such a basis one might argue that the author of the

anonymous prophecy called in our Bible "Malachi," wrote in Rome,

for he says, "From the rising of the sun even unto the going down of

the same, my name shall be great among the Gentiles." (Mai.

1 : 11.) We might even argue that the writer of this prophecy was

not a Jew at all but a Gentile.

During the course of this investigation, it has been a constant

source of surprise to find that every assured fact gleaned from the

history of MSS and from the families of text to which these MSS be-

long, point to Egypt as the original home of the Shorter Conclusion.

Not only do the Greek MSS in which it is contained come from that

covmtry, but the versions in which it is known associate themselves

with the same section, and the texts represented in the MSS and

underlying the versions are all more or less closely associated with

the types of text found in Alexandria.

No textual evidence-has been found which would certainly associate

the Shorter Conclusion with Rome. On the contrary, the testimony

of all the Greek uncials and all the versions associated with the

authority of Rome seem uniformly to support the authenticity of the

Longer Conclusion.

The suggested Roman acceptance of the Longer Conclusion and

the Alexandrian origin of the Shorter Conclusion agree with the testi-

mony of the Fathers, newly discovered MSS, the Freer Logion, and

the recognized fact that there early arose a difference between the

text of the Gospels as read at Rome and at Alexandria.

Realizing that the question of the authenticity of either of these

conclusions is no longer in debate among critics, and that the Shorter

Conclusion is, in itself, unimportant, this fresh study of the problem

has been undertaken with the hope that through it a little additional

light might be thrown upon the history of the New Testament in the

early Christian Church.
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